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   R. Paul Singh and Dennis R. Heldman have teamed up here once again, to produce 
the fourth edition of Introduction to Food Engineering; a book that has had continu-
ing success since its fi rst publication in 1984. Together, Drs. Singh and Heldman have 
many years of experience in teaching food engineering courses to students, both under-
graduates and graduates; along with Dr. Heldman’s experience in the food processing 
industry, is once again apparent in their approach within this book. The authors ’ crite-
ria for the careful selection of topics, and the way in which this material is presented, 
will enable students and faculty to reap the full benefi ts of this combined wealth of 
knowledge. 

   Singh is a distinguished professor of food engineering at the University of California, 
Davis, where he has been teaching courses on topics in food engineering since 1975. 
The American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) awarded him the Young 
Educator Award in 1986. The Institute of Food Technologists (IFT) awarded him the 
Samuel Cate Prescott Award for Research in 1982. In 1988, he received the International 
Award from the IFT, reserved for a member of the Institute who  “has made outstand-
ing efforts to promote the international exchange of ideas in the fi eld of food technol-
ogy. ”  In 1997, he received the Distinguished Food Engineering Award from the Dairy 
and Food Industry Suppliers Association and ASAE, with a citation recognizing him 
as a “world class scientist and educator with outstanding scholarly distinction and 
international service in food engineering. ” In 2007, ASAE awarded him the Kishida 
International Award for his worldwide contributions in food engineering education. He 
was elected a fellow of both IFT and ASAE in 2000 and the International Academy of 
Food Science and Technology in 2001. He has helped establish food engineering pro-
grams in Portugal, Indonesia, Argentina, and India and has lectured extensively on food 
engineering topics in 40 different nations around the world. Singh has authored, or 
co-authored, fourteen books and published more than two hundred technical papers. 
His research program at Davis addresses study of heat and mass transfer in foods dur-
ing processing using mathematical simulations and seeking sustainability in the food 
supply chain. In 2008, Singh was elected to the National Academy of Engineers  “ for 
innovation and leadership in food engineering research and education. ” The honor is 
one of the highest professional distinctions for engineers in the United States. 

   Currently, Heldman is the Principal of Heldman Associates, a consulting business 
dedicated to applications of engineering concepts to food processing for educational 
institutions, industry and government. He is an Adjunct Professor at the University of 
California-Davis and Professor Emeritus at the University of Missouri. His research 
interests focus on use of models to predict thermophysical properties of foods and 
the development of simulation models for processes used in food manufacturing. 
He has been author or co-author of over 150 research papers and is Co-Editor of the 
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Handbook of Food Engineering, and Editor of the Encyclopedia of Agricultural, Food 
and Biological Engineering and an Encyclopedia of Biotechnology in Agriculture and 
Food to be published in 2009. Heldman has taught undergraduate and graduate food 
engineering courses at Michigan State University, University of Missouri and Rutgers, 
The State University of New Jersey. He has held technical administration positions at the 
Campbell Soup Company, the National Food Processors Association, and the Weinberg 
Consulting Group, Inc. He has been recognized for contributions, such as the DFISA-
ASAE Food Engineering Award in 1981, the Distinguished Alumni Award from The 
Ohio State University in 1978, the Young Researcher Award from ASAE in 1974, and 
served as President of the Institute of food Technologists (IFT) in 2006–07. In addition, 
Heldman is Fellow in the IFT (1981), the American Society of Agricultural Engineers 
(1984), and the International Academy of Food Science  &  Technology (2006) .   
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Nine out of ten Food Science students would probably claim the Food Engineering 
course as the most diffi cult one in their undergraduate curriculum. Although part of the 
diffi culty may be related to how food engineering is taught, much of the diffi culty with 
food engineering stems from the nature of the material. It’s not necessarily that food 
engineering concepts are more diffi cult than other food science concepts, but food engi-
neering is based on derivations of equations, and the quantitative manipulation of those 
equations to solve problems.

From word problems to integral calculus, the skills required to master food engineer-
ing concepts are diffi cult for many Food Science students. However, these concepts are 
integral to the required competencies for an IFT-approved Food Science program, and 
are the cornerstone for all of food processing and manufacturing. It is critical that Food 
Science graduates have a good understanding of engineering principles, both because 
they are likely to need the concepts during the course of their career but also because 
they will most certainly need to interact with engineers in an educated manner. Food 
Science graduates who can use quantitative engineering approaches will stand out from 
their co-workers in the fi eld.

Fortunately, two of the leading food engineers, Paul Singh and Dennis Heldman, have 
teamed up to write a textbook that clearly and simply presents the complex engineering 
material that Food Scientists need to know to be successful. In this fourth edition of a 
classic Food Engineering textbook, Singh and Heldman have once again improved the 
book even further. New chapters on process control, food packaging, and process opera-
tions like fi ltration, centrifugation and mixing now supplement the classic chapters on 
mass and energy balances, thermodynamics, heat transfer and fl uid fl ow. Furthermore, 
numerous problems have now been solved with MATLAB, an engineering mathematical 
problem solver, to enhance student’s math skills.

A good textbook should clearly and concisely present material needed by the students 
and at a level appropriate to their backgrounds. With chapters that are broken down into 
short, manageable sections that promote learning, the easy-to-follow explanations in 
the 4th Edition of Singh and Heldman are aimed at the perfect level for Food Scientists. 
Numerous example problems, followed by practice problems, help students test their 
understanding of the concepts. With fi fteen chapters that cover the fundamental aspects 
of engineering and their practical application to foods, this book is an ideal text for 
courses in both food engineering and food processing. It will also serve as a useful refer-
ence for Food Science graduates throughout their career.

Richard W. Hartel
Professor of Food Engineering

University of Wisconsin-Madison

Foreword
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   The typical curriculum for an undergraduate food science major in the United States 
and Canada requires an understanding of food engineering concepts. The stated con-
tent of this portion of the curriculum is “Engineering principles including mass and 
energy balances, thermodynamics, fl uid fl ow, and heat and mass transfer ”. The expec-
tations include an application of these principles to several areas of food processing. 
Presenting these concepts to students with limited background in mathematics and 
engineering science presents a signifi cant challenge. Our goal, in this text book, is to 
provide students, planning to become food science professionals, with suffi cient back-
ground in engineering concepts to be comfortable when communicating with engineer-
ing professionals. 

   This text book has been developed specifi cally for use in undergraduate food engineer-
ing courses taken by students pursuing a four-year degree program in food science. The 
topics presented have been selected to illustrate applications of engineering during the 
handling, processing, storage, packaging and distribution of food products. Most of the 
topics include some descriptive background about a process, fundamental engineering 
concepts and example problems. The approach is intended to assist the student in appre-
ciating the applications of the concepts, while gaining an understanding of problem-
solving approaches as well as gaining confi dence with the concepts. 

   The scope of the book ranges from basic engineering principles, based on fundamental 
physics, to several applications in food processing. Within the fi rst four chapters, the 
concepts of mass and energy balance, thermodynamics, fl uid fl ow and heat transfer are 
introduced. A signifi cant addition to this section of the fourth edition is an introduc-
tion to the concepts of process control. The next four chapters include applications of 
thermodynamics and heat transfer to preservation processes, refrigeration, freezing pro-
cesses and evaporation processes used in concentration of liquid foods. Following the 
chapters devoted to the concepts of psychrometrics and mass transfer, several chapters 
are used to present applications of these concepts to membrane separation processes, 
dehydration processes, extrusion processes and packaging. Finally, a new chapter in this 
edition is devoted to supplemental processes, including fi ltration, centrifugation and 
mixing.

   Most features of the fi rst three editions of this book are included in this fourth edition. 
Chapters include modest amounts of descriptive material to assist the student in appre-
ciating the process applications. Although equations are developed from fundamental 
concepts, the equations are used to illustrate the solution to practical problems. Most 
chapters contain many example problems to illustrate various concepts and applica-
tions, and several examples are presented in spreadsheet program format. At the end 
of most chapters, lists of problems are provided for the student to use in gaining confi -
dence with problem-solving skills, and the more diffi cult problems are identifi ed. 
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   The focus of additions to the fourth edition has been on evolving processes and related 
information. Chapter 2 has been expanded to include information on properties of dry 
food powders and applications during handling of these products. The new material on 
process controls in Chapter 3 will assist students in understanding the systems used to 
operate and control food manufacturing operations. Numerous revisions and additions in 
the preservation process chapter provide information on applications of evolving technol-
ogies for food preservation. Completely new chapters have been included on the subjects of 
supplemental processes (fi ltration, centrifugation, mixing) and extrusion processes. Finally, 
a separate chapter has been devoted to food packaging, to emphasize applications of engi-
neering concepts in selection of packaging materials and prediction of product shelf-life. 

   The primary users of this book are the faculty involved in teaching students pursuing an 
undergraduate degree in Food Science. The approaches used to present the concepts and 
applications are based on our own combined teaching experiences. Faculty members are 
encouraged to select chapters and associated materials to meet the specifi c objectives of 
the course being taught. The descriptive information, concepts and problems have been 
organized to provide maximum fl exibility in teaching. The organization of the informa-
tion in the book does serve as a study guide for students. Some students may be able to 
solve the problems at the end of chapters after independent study of the concepts pre-
sented within a given chapter. For the purposes to enhance learning, many illustrations 
in the book are available in animated form at  www.rpaulsingh.com . This website also 
contains most of the solved examples in an electronic form that allow  “ what-if ”  analysis. 

   The topics presented in this book can be easily organized into a two-course sequence. The 
focus of the fi rst course would be on engineering concepts and include information from 
Chapters 1 through 4, and the second course would focus on applications using Chapters 5
to 8. Alternatively, Chapters 9 and 10 could be added to the course on fundamentals, and 
the applications from Chapters 11 through 15 would be used in the second course. The 
chapters on applications provide an ideal basis for a process-based capstone course. 

   A new feature in this edition is the inclusion of several problems that require the use 
of MATLAB ®. We are indebted to Professor Thomas R. Rumsey for generously sharing 
several of these problems that he has used in his own teaching. We thank Ms. Barbara 
Meierhenry for her valuable assistance in editing the original manuscript. 

   We appreciate the many recommendations from colleagues, and the encouragement 
from students, as received over a period of nearly 25 years. All of these comments and 
suggestions have been valuable, and have made the continuous development of this 
book a rewarding experience. We will continue to respond to communications from 
faculty members and students as the concepts and applications of food engineering 
continue to evolve. 

   R. Paul Singh 
   Dennis R. Heldman     
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1

   Physics, chemistry, and mathematics are essential in gaining an 
understanding of the principles that govern most of the unit opera-
tions commonly found in the food industry. For example, if a food 
engineer is asked to design a food process that involves heating and 
cooling, then he or she must be well aware of the physical principles 
that govern heat transfer. The engineer’s work is often expected to be 
quantitative, and therefore the ability to use mathematics is essential. 
Foods undergo changes as a result of processing; such changes may 
be physical, chemical, enzymatic, or microbiological. It is often neces-
sary to know the kinetics of chemical changes that occur during pro-
cessing. Such quantitative knowledge is a prerequisite to the design 
and analysis of food processes. It is expected that prior to studying 
food engineering principles, the student will have taken basic courses 
in mathematics, chemistry, and physics. In this chapter, we review 
some selected physical and chemical concepts that are important in 
food engineering. 

    1.1       DIMENSIONS 

   A physical entity, which can be observed and/or measured, is defi ned 
qualitatively by a dimension. For example, time, length, area, volume,
mass, force, temperature, and energy are all considered dimensions. 
The quantitative magnitude of a dimension is expressed by a unit; a 
unit of length may be measured as a meter, centimeter, or millimeter. 

   Primary dimensions, such as length, time, temperature, and mass,
express a physical entity. Secondary dimensions involve a combina-
tion of primary dimensions (e.g., volume is length cubed; velocity is 
distance divided by time). 
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   Equations must be dimensionally consistent. Thus, if the dimension 
of the left-hand side of an equation is “ length, ”  the dimension of 
the right-hand side must also be “ length ” ; otherwise, the equation is 
incorrect. This is a good method to check the accuracy of equations. 
In solving numerical problems, it is also useful to write the units of 
each dimensional quantity within the equations. This practice is help-
ful to avoid mistakes in calculations.  

    1.2       ENGINEERING UNITS 

   Physical quantities are measured using a wide variety of unit systems. 
The most common systems include the Imperial (English) system; 
the centimeter, gram, second (cgs) system; and the meter, kilogram,
second (mks) system. However, use of these systems, entailing myr-
iad symbols to designate units, has often caused considerable confu-
sion. International organizations have attempted to standardize unit 
systems, symbols, and their quantities. As a result of international 
agreements, the Système International d’Unités, or the SI units, have 
emerged. The SI units consist of seven base units, two supplementary 
units, and a series of derived units, as described next. 

    1.2.1       Base Units 

   The SI system is based on a choice of seven well-defi ned units, which 
by convention are regarded as dimensionally independent. The defi -
nitions of these seven base units are as follows: 

    1.   Unit of length (meter): The meter (m) is the length equal to 
1,650,763.73 wavelengths in vacuum of the radiation corre-
sponding to the transition between the levels 2p 10 and 5d 5 of 
the krypton-86 atom.  

    2.   Unit of mass (kilogram): The kilogram (kg) is equal to the mass 
of the international prototype of the kilogram. (The inter-
national prototype of the kilogram is a particular cylinder of 
platinum-iridium alloy, which is preserved in a vault at Sèvres,
France, by the International Bureau of Weights and Measures.)  

    3.   Unit of time (second): The second (s) is the duration of 
9,192,631,770 periods of radiation corresponding to the transi-
tion between the two hyperfi ne levels of the ground state of the 
cesium-133 atom.  

    4.   Unit of electric current (ampere): The ampere (A) is the constant 
current that, if maintained in two straight parallel conductors 
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of infi nite length, of negligible circular cross-section, and 
placed 1    m apart in vacuum, would produce between those 
conductors a force equal to 2    �      10 � 7  newton per meter length.  

    5.   Unit of thermodynamic temperature (Kelvin): The  Kelvin (K) 
is the fraction 1/273.16 of the thermodynamic temperature of 
the triple point of water.  

    6.   Unit of amount of substance (mole): The mole (mol) is the 
amount of substance of a system that contains as many ele-
mentary entities as there are atoms in 0.012     kg of carbon 12.  

    7.   Unit of luminous intensity (candela): The candela (cd) is the 
luminous intensity, in the perpendicular direction, of a surface 
of 1/600,000     m 2 of a blackbody at the temperature of freezing 
platinum under a pressure of 101,325 newton/m 2 .    

   These base units, along with their symbols, are summarized in  Table 1.1   .  

    1.2.2       Derived Units 

   Derived units are algebraic combinations of base units expressed by 
means of multiplication and division. For simplicity, derived units 
often carry special names and symbols that may be used to obtain 
other derived units. Defi nitions of some commonly used derived 
units are as follows: 

    1.   Newton (N): The newton is the force that gives to a mass of 1    kg
an acceleration of 1     m/s 2 .  

 Table 1.1        SI Base Units  

   Measurable attribute of 

phenomena or matter  Name  Symbol 

   Length  meter  m 

   Mass  kilogram  kg 

   Time  second  s 

   Electric current  ampere  A 

   Thermodynamic temperature  kelvin  K 

   Amount of substance  mole  mol 

   Luminous intensity  candela  cd 
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     2.    Joule (J): The joule is the work done when due to force of 1     N 
the point of application is displaced by a distance of 1    m in 
the direction of the force.  

     3.    Watt (W): The  watt is the power that gives rise to the produc-
tion of energy at the rate of 1    J/s. 

     4.   Volt (V): The  volt is the difference of electric potential between
two points of a conducting wire carrying a constant current of 
1    A, when the power dissipated between these points is equal to 
1   W. 

     5.    Ohm ( Ω): The ohm is the electric resistance between two 
points of a conductor when a constant difference of potential 
of 1     V, applied between theses two points, produces in this 
conductor a current of 1     A, when this conductor is not being 
the source of any electromotive force.  

     6.    Coulomb (C): The coulomb is the quantity of electricity trans-
ported in 1     s by a current of 1    A.

     7.    Farad (F): The  farad is the capacitance of a capacitor, between 
the plates of which there appears a difference of potential of 
1     V when it is charged by a quantity of electricity equal to 1    C.

     8.    Henry (H): The henry is the inductance of a closed circuit in 
which an electromotive force of 1    V is produced when the 
electric current in the circuit varies uniformly at a rate of 1    A/s. 

     9.    Weber (Wb): The  weber is the magnetic fl ux that, linking a cir-
cuit of one turn, produces in it an electromotive force of 1     V 
as it is reduced to zero at a uniform rate in 1    s. 

    10.    Lumen (lm): The lumen is the luminous fl ux emitted in a 
point solid angle of 1 steradian by a uniform point source 
having an intensity of 1     cd.    

   Examples of SI-derived units expressed in terms of base units, SI-derived 
units with special names, and SI-derived units expressed by means of 
special names are given in          Tables 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4       , respectively. 

    1.2.3       Supplementary Units 

   This class of units contains two purely geometric units, which may be 
regarded either as base units or as derived units. 

    1.   Unit of plane angle (radian): The radian (rad) is the plane 
angle between two radii of a circle that cut off on the circum-
ference an arc equal in length to the radius.  
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 Table 1.2        Examples of SI-Derived Units Expressed in Terms of Base Units  

     SI Unit 

   Quantity  Name  Symbol 

   Area  square meter  m 2  

   Volume  cubic meter  m 3  

   Speed, velocity  meter per second  m/s 

   Acceleration  meter per second squared  m/s 2  

   Density, mass density  kilogram per cubic meter  kg/m 3  

   Current density  ampere per square meter  A/m 2  

   Magnetic fi eld strength  ampere per meter  A/m 

   Concentration (of amount of substance)  mole per cubic meter  mol/m 3  

   Specifi c volume  cubic meter per kilogram  m 3 /kg 

   Luminance  candela per square meter  cd/m 2  

 Table 1.3        Examples of SI-Derived Units with Special Names  

     SI Unit   

   Quantity  Name  Symbol 

 Expression in terms 

of other units 

 Expression in terms 

of SI base units 

   Frequency  hertz  Hz    s  � 1  

   Force  newton  N    m kg s  � 2  

   Pressure, stress  pascal  Pa  N/m 2   m  � 1  kg s  � 2  

   Energy, work, quantity of heat  joule  J  N m  m 2  kg s  � 2  

   Power, radiant fl ux  watt  W  J/s  m 2  kg s  � 3  

   Quantity of electricity, electric charge  coulomb  C    s A 

   Electric potential, potential diff erence, 
electromotive force 

 volt  V  W/A  m 2  kg s  � 3  A  � 1  

   Capacitance  farad  F  C/V  m  � 2  kg  � 1  s4 A 2  

   Electric resistance  ohm   Ω   V/A   m2  kg s  � 3  A  � 2  

   Conductance  siemens  S  A/V  m  � 2  kg  � 1  s3 A 2  

   Celsius temperature  degree Celsius  �C    K 

   Luminous fl ux  lumen  lm    cd sr 

   Illuminance  lux l x  lm/m 2   m  � 2  cd sr 
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    2.   Unit of solid angle (steradian): The steradian (sr) is the solid 
angle that, having its vertex in the center of a sphere, cuts off 
an area of the surface of the sphere equal to that of a square 
with sides of length equal to the radius of the sphere.    

   The supplementary units are summarized in  Table 1.5   .

 Table 1.4           Examples of SI-Derived Units Expressed by Means of Special Names  

     SI Unit   

   Quantity  Name  Symbol 

 Expression in terms 

of SI base units 

   Dynamic viscosity  pascal second  Pa s  m  � 1  kg s  � 1  

   Moment of force  newton meter  N m  m 2  kg s  � 2  

   Surface tension  newton per meter  N/m  kg s  � 2  

   Power density, heat fl ux density, 
irradiance 

 watt per square meter  W/m 2   kg s  � 3  

   Heat capacity, entropy  joule per kelvin  J/K  m 2  kg s  � 2  K  � 1  

   Specifi c heat capacity  joule per kilogram kelvin  J/(kg K)  m 2  s  � 2  K  � 1  

   Specifi c energy  joule per kilogram  J/kg  m 2  s  � 2  

   Thermal conductivity  watt per meter kelvin  W/(m K)  m kg s  � 3  K  � 1  

   Energy density  joule per cubic meter  J/m 3   m  � 1  kg s  � 2  

   Electric fi eld strength  volt per meter  V/m  m kg s  � 3  A  � 1  

   Electric charge density  coulomb per cubic meter  C/m 3   m  � 3  s A 

   Electric fl ux density  coulomb per square meter  C/m 2   m  � 2  s A 

 Table 1.5        SI Supplementary Units  

     SI Unit 

   Quantity  Name  Symbol 

   Plane angle  radian  rad 

   Solid angle  steradian  sr 
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   Determine the following unit conversions to SI units: 

    a.     a density value of 60       lb m /ft 3  to kg/m 3   
    b.     an energy value of 1.7      �      10 3        Btu to kJ  
    c.     an enthalpy value of 2475       Btu/lb m  to kJ/kg  
    d.     a pressure value of 14.69       psig to kPa  
    e.     a viscosity value of 20       cp to Pa s    

    Solution 

   We will use conversion factors for each unit separately from Table A.1.2. 

    a.     Although a composite conversion factor for density, 1       lb m /ft 3       �      16.0185       kg/m 3 ,
is available in Table A.1.2, we will fi rst convert units of each dimension sepa-

rately. Since    

 
1 0 45359lb kgm � .

     

 
1 0 3048ft m� .

   

   Thus,   

 

( lb /ft )( kg/lb ) m/ft

kg/

m m60 0 45359
1

0 3048

961 1

3

3

.
.

.

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

� mm3

   

   An alternative solution involves the direct use of the conversion factor for 

density,   

 

( lb /ft kg/m

( lb /ft )
kg/mm

m

60 16 0185

1
961 1

3 3

3

3
)( . )

.�

     

    b.     For energy    

 
1 1 055Btu kJ� .

   

   Thus,   

 

(  Btu)( kJ)

( Btu)
kJ

1 7 10 1 055

1
1 8 10

3
3

. .
.

�
� �

     

    c.     For enthalpy, the conversion units for each dimension are    

 
1 1 055Btu kJ� .

     

        
1 0 45359lb kgm � .

   

   Thus,   

 

( Btu/lb )( kJ/Btu)
kg/lb

m

m

2475 1 055
1

0 45359

5757

.
.

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟

� kkJ/kg
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   Alternately, using the composite conversion factor for enthalpy of   

 
1 2 3258Btu/lb kJ/kgm � .

     

 

( Btu/lb )( kJ/kg)

( Btu/lb )
kJ/kgm

m

2475 2 3258

1
5756

.
�

     

    d.     For pressure    

 psia psig� �14 69.      

   The gauge pressure, 14.69       psig, is fi rst converted to the absolute pressure, psia 

(see Section 1.9 for more discussion on gauge and absolute pressures). 

 
14 69 14 69 29 38. . .psig psia� �

   

   The unit conversions for each dimension are   

 

1 4 4483

1 2 54 10

1 1

2

2

lb N

in m

Pa N/m

�

� �

�

�

.

.

   

   Thus,   

 

(29.28 lb/in )(4.4482 N/lb)
1

2.54 10 m/in
 

1Pa

1
2

2� �

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟

2

NN/m

201877 Pa

201.88 kPa

2

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟

�

�
   

   Alternatively, since   

 
1 psia kPa� 6 895.

     

 

(29.28 psia)(6.895 kPa)

(1Psia)
201.88 kPa �

     

    e.     For viscosity    

 
1 10 3cp Pa s� �

   

   Thus,   

 

(20 cp)(10 Pa s

cp)
  2 10 Pa s

3
2

�
�� �

)

(1
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   Starting with Newton’s second law of motion, determine units of force and 
weight in SI and English units. 

    Solution 

        a.     Force    

   Newton’s second law of motion states that force is directly proportional to 

mass and acceleration. Thus, 

 F ma	    

   Using a constant of proportionality  k ,   

 F kma�    

   where in  SI units ,   

 

k �1
N

kg m/s2

   

   Thus,   

 

F

F

�

�

1
N

kg m/s
(kg)(m/s

1N

2

2
⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

)

   

   In  English units  the constant  k  is defi ned as   

 

k �
1

32.17

lb

lb  ft/s

f

m
2

   

   More commonly, another constant  g  c  is used where   

 

g kc
m

f
2

1/ 32.17
lb

lb
 

ft

s
� �

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

   

   Thus   

 

F
ma

g
�

c    

   or   

 

F

F

�

�

1

32.17

lb

lb  ft/s
(lb ft/s

1

32.17
lb

f

m
2 m

2

f

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟

)( )
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    b.     Weight    

   Weight  W 
   is the force exerted by the earth’s gravitational force on an object. 

Weight of 1       kg mass can be calculated as 

  In SI units,  
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kg m/s
 (1 kg) 9.81
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   In English units,   
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    1.3       SYSTEM 

   A system is any region prescribed in space or a fi nite quantity of mat-
ter enclosed by a  boundary, real or imaginary. The boundary of a sys-
tem can be real, such as the walls of a tank, or it can be an imaginary 
surface that encloses the system. Furthermore, the boundary may be 
stationary or moveable. For example, in  Figure 1.1   , the system bound-
ary encloses a tank, piping, and a valve. If our analysis had concerned 
only the valve, we could have drawn the system boundary just around 
the valve. 

   The composition of a system is described by the components pres-
ent inside the system boundary. Once we choose the boundaries of a 
system, then everything outside the boundary becomes the  surround-
ings. The analysis of a given problem is often simplifi ed by how we 
select a system and its boundaries; therefore, proper care must be 
exercised in so doing. 

   A system can be either  open or closed. In a closed system, the bound-
ary of the system is impervious to fl ow of mass. In other words, a 
closed system does not exchange mass with its surroundings. A closed 
system may exchange heat and work with its surroundings, which may 
result in a change in energy, volume, or other properties of the sys-
tem, but its mass remains constant. For example, a system boundary 

System
boundary

Surroundings

Burner

   ■   Figure 1.1          A system containing a tank 

with a discharge pipe and valve.    
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that contains a section of the wall of a tank ( Fig. 1.2   ) is impervious to 
the fl ow of matter, and thus in this case we are dealing with a closed 
system. In an open system (also called a control volume), both heat 
and mass can fl ow into or out of a system boundary (also called con-
trol surface). As shown in  Figure 1.1 , heat and water fl ow across the 
system boundary. 

   Depending on the problem at hand, the system selected may be 
as simple as just the wall of a tank, or several parts, such as a tank,
valve, and piping as we considered in  Figure 1.1 . As we will see later 
in Section 1.14, a system boundary may even enclose an entire food 
processing plant. 

   When a system does not exchange mass, heat, or work with its sur-
roundings, it is called an isolated system. An isolated system has no 
effect on its surroundings. For example, if we carry out a chemical 
reaction in an insulated vessel such that no exchange of heat takes 
place with the surroundings, and if its volume remains constant, then 
we may consider that process to be occurring in an isolated system. 

   If either in a closed or an open system, no exchange of heat takes 
place with the surroundings, it is called an adiabatic system. Although 
we are unlikely to achieve perfect insulation, we may be able to 
approach near adiabatic conditions in certain situations. When a pro-
cess occurs at a constant temperature, often with an exchange of heat 
with the surroundings, then we have an  isothermal system. 

   Note that the system boundaries do not have to be rigid; in fact, they 
can be fl exible and expand or contract during a process. An exam-
ple of a piston and a cylinder illustrates the moving boundaries of 
a system. As shown in  Figure 1.3   , consider a system boundary that 
encloses only the gas. The piston and the cylinder therefore are sur-
rounding the system. The system boundary in this case is fl exible. 
When the cylinder moves to the right, the system boundary expands; 
when it moves to the left, it contracts. This is an example of a closed 
system, because no transfer of mass (gas) takes place across the sys-
tem boundary. As an extension of this example, we can also locate a 
heater under the piston; because of heat transfer across the boundary,
the gas will expand and the piston will move to the right.  

    1.4       STATE OF A SYSTEM 

   Next, let us consider the state of a system, which refers to the equi-
librium condition of the system. When a system is at equilibrium, we 

Mass

Energy

System
boundary

Wall of a tank

   ■   Figure 1.2          A closed system containing 

the wall.    

    

System
boundary

Gas

   ■   Figure 1.3          A system with a fl exible 

boundary.    

    

w
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can either measure its properties or calculate them to obtain a com-
plete description of the state of the system. At equilibrium, all proper-
ties of a system will have fi xed values. If any property value changes,
then the state of the system will change. Consider an apple with 
a uniform internal temperature of 10�C ( Fig. 1.4   ); it is in thermal 
equilibrium. Similarly, if the pressure in an object is the same 
throughout, it is in mechanical equilibrium. Although the pressure 
may vary due to a gravity-induced elevation within the system, this 
variation in pressure is often ignored in thermodynamic systems. 
When we have two phases, such as with solid crystals in a saturated 
liquid, and their mass remains constant, we have  phase equilibrium . 
Furthermore, in situations when the chemical composition of a mate-
rial remains constant with time, we have  chemical equilibrium. This 
implies that there is no chemical reaction taking place. For a system 
to be considered in equilibrium, we must have all preceding condi-
tions of equilibrium satisfi ed. 

   When a system undergoes a change of state, then a process is said to 
have taken place. The  path of the process may involve many different 
states. A complete description of a process involves initial, intermedi-
ate, and fi nal states along with any interactions with the surround-
ings. For example, when the apple shown in  Figure 1.4  is placed in a 
5�C environment, it will subsequently attain a fi nal state at a uniform 
internal temperature of 5�C ( Fig. 1.5   ). The apple in this example went 
through a cooling process that caused a change in state. In this case,
its temperature was initially uniform at 10�C but was changed to a 
fi nal uniform temperature of 5�C. The path of the process is shown in 
 Figure 1.6   . 

   The previous example of the apple illustrates that we can always 
describe the state of any system by its  properties. To fi x the state of a 
system, we specify the values of its properties. 

   Properties are those observable characteristics, such as pressure, tem-
perature, or volume, that defi ne the equilibrium state of a thermo-
dynamic system. Properties do not depend on how the state of a system 
is attained; they are only functions of the state of a system. Therefore,
properties are independent of the path by which a system reaches a cer-
tain state. We can categorize properties as extensive and intensive. 

    1.4.1       Extensive Properties 

   The value of an extensive property depends on the extent or the size 
of a system. For example, mass, length, volume, and energy depend 

10°C

10°C10°C

10°C 10°C
10°C

   ■   Figure 1.4          An apple in a thermal 

equilibrium with a uniform internal temperature 

of 10�C.    

5°C

5°C5°C

5°C 5°C

5°C

   ■   Figure 1.5          The fi nal state of an apple 

when placed in a 5�C environment.    
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10°C

State

5°C

   ■   Figure 1.6          A path of a process to cool an 

apple from 10�C to 5�C.    
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on the size of a given system. These properties are additive; therefore,
an extensive property of a system is the sum of respective partial prop-
erty values of the system components. We can determine if a property 
is extensive by simply doubling the size of the system; if the property 
value doubles, then it is an extensive property.  

    1.4.2       Intensive Properties 

   Intensive properties do not depend on the size of a system. Examples 
include temperature, pressure, and density. For a homogeneous sys-
tem, we can often obtain an intensive property by dividing two exten-
sive properties. For example, mass divided by volume, both extensive 
properties, gives us density, which is an intensive property. 

   There are also specifi c properties of a system. Specifi c properties are 
expressed per unit mass. Thus, specifi c volume is volume/mass, and 
specifi c energy is energy/mass.   

    1.5       DENSITY 

   Density is defi ned as mass per unit volume, with dimensions (mass)/
(length)3. The SI unit for density is kg/m 3. Density is an indication 
of how matter is composed in a body. Materials with more compact 
molecular arrangements have higher densities. The values of density 
for various metals and nonmetals are given in Appendix A.3. Density 
of a given substance may be divided by density of water at the same 
temperature to obtain specifi c gravity. 

   There are three types of densities for foods: solid density, particle 
density, and bulk density. The values of these different types of densi-
ties depend on how the pore spaces present in a food material are 
considered.

   If the pore spaces are disregarded, the solid density of most food par-
ticles ( Table 1.6   ) is 1400–1600     kg/m 3, except for high-fat or high-salt 
foods ( Peleg, 1983 ). 

   Particle density accounts for the presence of internal pores in the food 
particles. This density is defi ned as a ratio of the actual mass of a par-
ticle to its actual volume. 

   Bulk density is defi ned as the mass of particles occupied by a unit 
volume of bed.  Typical values of bulk densities for food materi-
als are given in  Table 1.7   . This measurement accounts for the void 
space between the particles. The void space in food materials can be 
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 Table 1.6        Solid Densities of Major Ingredients of Foods  

   Ingredient  kg/m 3   Ingredient  kg/m 3  

   Glucose  1560  Fat  900–950 

   Sucrose  1590  Salt  2160 

   Starch  1500  Citric acid  1540 

   Cellulose  1270–1610  Water  1000 

   Protein (globular)   � 1400 

   Source :  Peleg (1983)   

 Table 1.7        Bulk Density of Selected Food Materials  

   Material  Bulk density (kg/m 3 ) 

   Beans, cocoa     1073 

   Beans, soy, whole      800 

   Coconut, shredded  320–352 

   Coff ee beans, green      673 

   Coff ee, ground      400 

   Coff ee, roasted beans      368 

   Corn, ear      448 

   Corn, shelled      720 

   Milk, whole dried      320 

   Mustard seed      720 

   Peanuts, hulled  480–720 

   Peas, dried      800 

   Rapeseed      770 

   Rice, clean      770 

   Rice, hulled      320 

   Sugar, granulated      800 

   Wheat      770 
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described by determining the  porosity, which is expressed as the vol-
ume not occupied by the solid material. 

   Thus,

Porosity 1
Bulk density
Solid density

� � (1.1)
      

   The interparticle porosity may be defi ned as follows: 

Interparticle porosity 1
Bulk density

Particle density
� � (1.2)      

   Relationships have been developed to determine density based on 
experimental data. For example, for skim milk 

ρ � � � �1036 6 0 146 0 0023 2 3. . .T T T0.00016 (1.3)    

   where  T  is temperature in degrees Celsius.    

    1.6       CONCENTRATION 

   Concentration is a measure of the amount of substance contained 
in a unit volume. It may be expressed as weight per unit weight, or 
weight per unit volume. Normally, concentration is given in percent-
age when weight per unit weight measurement is used. Thus, a food 
containing 20% fat will contain 20    g of fat in every 100    g of food. 
Concentration values are also expressed as mass per unit volume—for 
example, mass of a solute dissolved in a unit volume of the solution. 

   Another term used to express concentration is molarity, or molar 
concentration. Molarity is the concentration of solution in grams per 
liter divided by the molecular weight of the solute. To express these 
units in a dimensionless form, mole fraction may be used; this is the 
ratio of the number of moles of a substance divided by the total num-
ber of moles in the system. 

   Thus, for a solution containing two components, A and B, with num-
ber of moles n  A  and  n  B, respectively, the mole fraction of A, X  A, is 

X
n

n nA
A

A B

�
�

(1.4)
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   Concentration is sometimes expressed by  molality. The molality of a 
component A in a solution is defi ned as the amount of a component 
per unit mass of some other component chosen as the solvent. The SI 
unit for molality is mole per kilogram. 

   A relationship between molality, M  
  A, and mole fraction, X  A, for a 
solution of two components, in which the molecular weight of sol-
vent B is  M  B, is 

X
M

M
M

A
A

A
B

�
�





 1000 (1.5)

      

   Both molality and mole fraction are independent of temperature.

        Example 1.3         Develop a spreadsheet on a computer to calculate concentration units for a 
sugar solution. The sugar solution is prepared by dissolving 10       kg of sucrose 
in 90       kg of water. The density of the solution is 1040       kg/m 3 . Determine 

    a.     concentration, weight per unit weight  
    b.     concentration, weight per unit volume  
    c.     �Brix  
    d.     molarity  
    e.     mole fraction  
    f.     molality  
    g.     Using the spreadsheet, recalculate (a) to (f ) if (1) the sucrose solution 

contains 20       kg of sucrose in 80       kg of water, and density of the solu-
tion is 1083       kg/m 3 ; (2) the sucrose solution contains 30       kg of sucrose 
in 70       kg of water, and density of the solution is 1129       kg/m 3 .    

    Solution 

        1.     The spreadsheet is written using Excel ™  , as shown in  Figure E1.1   .  

    2.     The results from the spreadsheet calculation are shown in  Figure E1.2   .  

    3.     Once the spreadsheet is prepared according to step (1), the given values are 

easily changed to calculate all other unknowns.           
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    1.7       MOISTURE CONTENT 

   Moisture content expresses the amount of water present in a moist 
sample. Two bases are widely used to express moisture content; 
namely, moisture content wet basis and moisture content dry basis. 

   Moisture content wet basis (MC wb) is the amount of water per unit 
mass of moist (or wet) sample. 

   Thus,

MC
mass of water

mass of moist samplewb � (1.6)
      

   Moisture content dry basis (MC db) is the amount of water per unit 
mass of dry solids (bone dry) present in the sample. 

Amount of sucrose 10
Amount of water 90
Density of solution 1040

Volume of solution �(B2�B3)/B4
Concentration w/w �B2/(B2�B3)
Concentration w/v �B2/B6
Brix �B2/(B2�B3)*100
Molarity �B8/342
Mole fraction �(B2/342)/(B3/18�B2/342)

�(B2*1000)/(B3*342)Molality

Given

A B

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

   ■   Figure E1.1          Spreadsheet for calculation 

of sugar solution concentration in Example 1.3.    

    

Given
Amount of sucrose
Amount of water
Density of solution

Volume of solution
Concentration w/w
Concentration w/v
Brix
Molarity
Mole fraction
Molality

10
90

1040

0.0962
0.1

104
10

0.30
0.0058

0.325

20
80

1083

0.0923
0.2

216.6
20

0.63
0.0130

0.731

30
70

1129

0.0886
0.3

338.7
30

0.99
0.0221

1.253

Units
A B C D E

kg/m^3

m^3
kg solute/kg solution
kg solute/m^3 solution
(kg solute/kg solution)*100
mole solute/liter of solution

mole solute/liter of solution

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

kg
kg

   ■   Figure E1.2          Results of the spreadsheet 

calculation in Example 1.3.    
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   Thus,

MC
mass of water

mass of dry solidsdb � (1.7)
      

   A relationship between MC wb and MC db may be developed as follows: 

MC
mass of water

mass of moist samplewb � (1.8)
      

MC
mass of water

mass of water mass of dry solidswb �
�

(1.9)
      

   Divide both numerator and denominator of Equation (1.9) with 
mass of dry solids: 

MC
mass of water/mass of dry solids

mass of water
mass of 

wb �

ddry solids
�1

(1.10)

      

MC
MC

MCwb
db

db

�
�1

(1.11)
      

   This relationship is useful to calculate MC wb when MC db is known. 
Similarly, if MC wb is known, then MC db may be calculated from the 
following equation: 

MC
MC

MCdb
wb

wb

�
�1

(1.12)
      

   The moisture content values in the preceding equations are expressed 
in fractions. Note that moisture content dry basis may have values 
greater than 100%, since the amount of water present in a sample 
may be greater than the amount of dry solids present.

        Example 1.4         Convert a moisture content of 85% wet basis to moisture content dry basis. 

    Solution 

        a.     MC wb       �      85%  

    b.     In fractional notation, MC wb       �      0.85  
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    c.     From equation,    

 

MC
MC

MC
db

wb

wb

�
�

�
 �

�

1

0 85

1 0 85

5 67

.

.

.    

   or   

 
MC %db � 567

          

0 �A2/(100�A2)*100
10 �A3/(100�A3)*100
20 �A4/(100�A4)*100
30 �A5/(100�A5)*100
40 �A6/(100�A6)*100
50 �A7/(100�A7)*100
60 �A8/(100�A8)*100
70 �A9/(100�A9)*100
80 �A10/(100�A10)*100
90 �A11/(100�A11)*100

Moisture content (wb) Moisture content (db)

A B

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

   ■   Figure E1.3          Spreadsheet for converting 

moisture content wet basis to moisture content 

dry basis in Example 1.5.    

        Example 1.5         Develop a table of conversions from moisture content wet basis to moisture 
content dry basis between 0% MC wb  to 90% MC wb  in steps of 10%. 

    Solution 

        a.     Since repetitive computations are involved, a spreadsheet is prepared as 

follows.  

    b.     In an Excel spreadsheet ( Fig. E1.3   ), enter 0 to 90 in steps of 10 in column A.  

    c.     Enter the formula given in Equation (1.12) in cell B2, modifi ed to account for 

percent values and following spreadsheet notation,

 
MC A /( A2)db � �2 100 100*

     

    d.     Copy cell B2 into cells B3 to B11.  

    e.     The output is obtained as shown on the spreadsheet in  Figure E1.4   .  

    f.     A plot of the values in columns A and B may be obtained using the chart 

command of Excel. This plot ( Fig. E1.5   ) is useful in converting moisture con-

tent values from one basis to another.           
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    1.8       TEMPERATURE 

   Temperature is one of those properties that defi es a precise scien-
tifi c defi nition. We generally perceive temperature as a measure of 
our physiological response to  “ hotness ”  or “coldness. ”  However,
physiological response is subjective, and it does not provide us with 
an objective measure. For example, holding a block of steel at 40�C
gives a much colder sensation than holding a block of wood also 
at 40�C. An accurate measure of temperature is possible because of 
the way the properties of many materials change due to heat or cold. 
Furthermore, these changes are both reliable and predictable—a nec-
essary prerequisite to accurate measurement of temperature. 

   A thermometer is a commonly used instrument to measure temper-
ature; simply, it gives us a numerical measure of the degree of hot-
ness. Typically, in a glass thermometer, a material such as mercury 
or alcohol is present inside a glass capillary. This material expands 

Moisture content (wb) Moisture content (db)
A B

0 0.00
10 11.11
20 25.00
30 42.86
40 66.67
50 100.00
60 150.00
70 233.33
80 400.00
90 900.00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

   ■   Figure E1.4          Results of the spreadsheet 

calculation in Example 1.5.    
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in response to heat. Its coeffi cient of expansion is much higher than 
that of glass. The movement of this material in the glass capillary,
on a preselected scale, gives us the measure of temperature. Other 
instruments used in measuring temperature include thermocouple,
resistance temperature detector, thermistor, and pyrometers (to be 
discussed later in Chapter 3). 

   The thermodynamic basis for the thermometer is the Zeroth Law of 
Thermodynamics, fi rst described by R. H. Fowler in 1931. According 
to this law, “if two bodies are in thermal equilibrium with a third 
body, they are also in thermal equilibrium with each other. ” This 
implies that if the third body is selected as a thermometer, and the 
temperature of the two bodies is the same, then the two bodies are in 
thermal equilibrium with each other, even when they may not be in 
contact with each other. 

   The statement of the Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics appears rather 
trivial; however, it cannot be deduced from the other two laws of 
thermodynamics. 

   The temperature scale according to the SI units is the Celsius scale,
named after a Swedish astronomer, Celsius. In the English system of 
units, we use the Fahrenheit scale, named after the German instru-
ment maker G. Fahrenheit. Both these scales use two reference points. 
The ice point is a temperature of ice and water mixture in equilib-
rium with saturated air at one atmospheric pressure. The ice point for 
the Celsius scale is 0�C and 32�F in the Fahrenheit scale. The boiling 
point, when a mixture of liquid and water vapor are in equilibrium at 
one atmospheric pressure, is 100�C in the Celsius scale and 212�F in 
the Fahrenheit scale. 

   In addition to the temperature scales, there is a thermodynamic tem-
perature scale that does not depend on the properties of any material. 
In SI units, the scale is the Kelvin scale, with a temperature unit of 
Kelvin (K not �K, according to convention). On the Kelvin scale, the 
lowest temperature is 0     K, although this temperature has not actually 
been measured. A corresponding scale in English units is the Rankine 
scale, with the temperature unit expressed as R. 

   The Kelvin and Celsius scales are related by the following function: 

T T(K) ( C)� �� 273 15. (1.13)      

   In most engineering calculations, the number in this equation is 
rounded off to 273. 
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   It is also important to recognize that the actual scale division in the 
Kelvin and Celsius scales is exactly the same. Therefore, if we are 
concerned with difference in temperature, then either the Celsius or 
Kelvin scales may be used. Thus,

Δ ΔT T(K) ( C)� � (1.14)      

   For example, consider a liquid food whose specifi c heat value is 
reported as 3.5     kJ/(kg �C). The units of specifi c heat, kJ/(kg �C), sug-
gest that 3.5    kJ of heat are required per kilogram of the liquid food 
to raise its temperature by 1�C. Therefore, whenever we have temper-
ature in the denominator, we are actually considering a unit differ-
ence in temperature, since 1    � change in the Celsius scale is the same 
as a unit change in the Kelvin scale. Therefore, the specifi c heat of the 
given liquid food may also be reported as 3.5     kJ/(kg K).  

    1.9       PRESSURE 

    Figure 1.7    illustrates a gas contained in a chamber. The gas molecules 
strike the inside surface of the chamber and exert a force normal to 
the surface. When the fl uid is at equilibrium, the force exerted by the 
fl uid per unit area of the inside chamber surface is called pressure. 
If we take a differential section of the chamber surface area, d A, and 
consider that the force acting normal to it is d F, then pressure is 

P
F

A
�

d
d

(1.15)
      

   Pressure is an intensive property of a system. The pressure of a fl uid 
contained in a chamber increases with depth, because the weight of 
the fl uid increases with depth. 

   Pressure may be expressed as force per unit area. The dimensions of 
pressure are (mass)(time) � 2(length)� 1. In the SI system, the units are 
N/m2. This unit is also called a pascal (named after Blaise Pascal      1   ). Since 
the pascal unit is small in magnitude, another unit, bar, is used, where 

1 10 0 1 1005 bar Pa MPa kPa� � �.    

   ■   Figure 1.7          Gas molecules exerting force 

on the inside of a chamber.    

    

    1   Blaise Pascal (1623–1662), a French philosopher and mathematician, was the 
founder of the modern theory of probabilities. He studied hydrostatic and atmo-
spheric pressure and derived Pascal’s law of pressure. He is credited with invent-
ing the fi rst digital computer and the syringe. In addition to studying physical 
sciences, he became a scholar of religion, and in 1655 he wrote Les Provinciales,
a defense of Jansenism against the Jesuits.    
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   The standard atmospheric pressure is defi ned as the pressure pro-
duced by a column of mercury 760    mm high. The standard atmo-
spheric pressure can be expressed, using different systems of units, as 

1 14 696 1 01325 101 3252atm lb/in bar kPa� � �. . .    

   Zero pressure characterizes absolute vacuum. When pressure is mea-
sured relative to absolute vacuum, it is called absolute pressure . 
However, when we use a pressure measuring device such as a pres-
sure gauge, it is usually calibrated to read zero at one atmospheric 
pressure. Therefore, these devices are actually reading the differ-
ence between the absolute pressure and the local atmospheric pres-
sure. A pressure measured by a gauge is often called  gauge pressure,
and it is related to the atmospheric pressure based on the following 
expression:

P P P
P

absolute gauge atmosphere

a(for pressures greater than 
� �

ttmosphere) (1.16)
      

P P P
P

vacuum atmosphere absolute

atmosph(for pressures below 
� �

eere) (1.17)
      

   A visual description of the relationships between the various terms 
used to defi ne pressure is given in  Figure 1.8   . 

   In expressing units for vacuum in the English system, the atmospheric 
pressure is referred to as 0 inches of mercury. Perfect vacuum is 29.92 
inches of mercury. Thus, 15 inches of mercury has a higher pressure 

Absolute pressure 
(greater than 
atmospheric)

Gauge pressure (difference between 
absolute and atmospheric pressure)

Atmospheric
pressure

Vacuum (difference between 
atmospheric and absolute pressure)

Absolute pressure (less than 
atmospheric)

Absolute zero of pressure 
(perfect vacuum)

   ■   Figure 1.8          Illustration of the relationships 

between the terms used to defi ne pressure.    
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than 20 inches of mercury. In the SI system, the convention to express 
vacuum is opposite from that of the English system, and the units 
are given in pascals. At perfect vacuum, the absolute pressure is 0    Pa 
(recall that one atmospheric pressure is 101.325    kPa). The relation-
ship between the English system and the SI system for expressing vac-
uum can be written as 

P Iatmosphere ( )� � �3 38638 10 29 923. .  (1.18)    

   where  P  atmosphere  is in Pa, I  is inches of mercury.   

    Pressure is the term used to express this property for liquids and 
gases. For solids, we use the term  normal stress instead of pressure. 
In situations involving fl uid fl ow, pressure is often expressed in terms 
of height or head of a fl uid. The height of a fl uid that can be sup-
ported by the pressure acting on it can be written mathematically as 

P gh� ρ  (1.19)    

   where P is absolute pressure (Pa), ρ is fl uid density (kg/m 3 ), g is accel-
eration due to gravity (9.81     m/s 2 ), and h  is height of fl uid (m).   

   Thus, two atmospheric pressures will support 

2 101 325 10
13 546 9 81

1525
3 2
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   Consider a tank fi lled with cold water to a height of 7     m, as shown 
in  Figure 1.9   . The pressure exerted by the water at any point on the 
bottom of the tank is independent of the diameter of the tank but 
depends on the height of the water in the tank. This height or eleva-
tion of water in the tank is called the  static head. As shown in the 
fi gure, a pressure gauge located at the bottom of the tank indicates a 
pressure of 0.69 bar (10     psig, i.e., a gauge pressure of 10     lb/in 2) exerted 
by a column of water of height 7    m. Thus, the static head at location 
1 is 7    m of water. If there is liquid other than water in the tank, then 
the indicated pressure will be different because of the different spe-
cifi c gravity of the liquid. Thus, if the tank contained gasoline (spe-
cifi c gravity   �    0.75), the same pressure of 0.69 bar will be exerted by 
a column of gasoline 9.38    m high, and the static head will be 9.38     m 
of gasoline. If the tank contained mercury (specifi c gravity   �      13.6),

7 m

Water

0.69 bar

(1)

   ■   Figure 1.9          Pressure head of a column 

of water.    

w
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the same pressure at location 1 will be exerted by a column 0.518     m 
high and the static head designated as 0.518     m of mercury. 

   The static head may be converted to pressure using the following 
formula:

Pressure (bar)
Static head (m)

Specific gravity� �
10 2.

(1.20)
      

   In fl uid fl ow problems, two additional terms are often encountered,
namely, static pressure and impact pressure.  Static pressure is the 
pressure measured by a device if it is moving with the same velocity as 
the fl uid velocity.  Impact pressure is force per unit area perpendicular 
to the direction of fl ow when the fl uid is brought reversibly to rest. 

   The pressure of a fl uid is measured using a variety of instruments,
including a Bourdon tube, a manometer, and a pressure transducer. 
A Bourdon tube is shown in  Figure 1.10   . It consists of an oval-shaped 
arm ABCD. An increase in the internal pressure extends the arm, and 
the movement of the pointer on the dial is calibrated to indicate the 
pressure.  
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   ■   Figure 1.10          A Bourdon tube pressure 

sensor.    
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    1.10       ENTHALPY 

   Enthalpy is an extensive property, expressed as the sum of internal 
energy and the product of pressure and volume: 

H E PVi� � (1.21)
    

   where H is enthalpy (kJ), E  i is internal energy (kJ), P is pressure (kPa),
and V  is volume (m 3 ).   

   Enthalpy may also be expressed per unit mass as follows: 

H E PV
 � � 
′i (1.22)    

   where H  
 is enthalpy per unit mass (kJ/kg), ′Ei     is internal energy per 
unit mass (kJ/kg), and V  
  is specifi c volume (m 3 /kg).   

   Note that enthalpy is an energy quantity only in special cases. For 
example, the enthalpy of air in a room is not an energy quantity,
because the product of pressure and specifi c volume in this case is not 
an energy quantity. The only energy of the air in the room is its inter-
nal energy. When a fl uid enters or leaves an open system, the product 
of pressure and volume represents fl ow energy. In this case, enthalpy 
of the fl uid represents the sum of internal energy and fl ow energy. 

   Enthalpy value is always given relative to a reference state in which 
the value of enthalpy is arbitrarily selected, usually zero for conve-
nience. For example, steam tables give enthalpy of steam, assuming 
that at 0�C the enthalpy of saturated liquid (i.e., water) is zero.  

    1.11       EQUATION OF STATE AND PERFECT GAS LAW 

   The thermodynamic properties of a simple system are established by 
any two independent properties. A functional relationship between 
the properties of a system is called an equation of state. Values of two 
properties of a system help establish the value of the third property. 

   For a perfect gas, an equation of state is a relationship between pres-
sure, volume, and temperature. The equation may be written as 

PV RT
 � A (1.23)    

   or  

P RT� ρ A (1.24)    
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   where P is absolute pressure (Pa), V  
 is specifi c volume (m 3 /kg), R is 
the gas constant (m 3 Pa/[kg K]), T  A is absolute temperature (K), and 
ρ  is density (kg/m 3 ).   

   At room temperature, real gases such as hydrogen, nitrogen, helium,
and oxygen follow the perfect gas law (very closely). 

   The equation of state for a perfect gas may also be written on a mole 
basis as 

PV nR T� 0 A  (1.25)    

   where V is the volume (of  m kg or n mol), m 3; R  0     �     M     �       R is the uni-
versal gas constant, independent of the nature of a gas, 8314.41     m 3  
Pa/(kg mol K); and  M  is the molecular weight of the substance.    

    1.12       PHASE DIAGRAM OF WATER 

   Water is considered to be a pure substance. It has a homogeneous 
and invariable chemical composition, even though it may undergo a 
change in phase. Therefore, liquid water or a mixture of ice and liquid 
water, and steam, a mixture of liquid water and water vapor, are pure 
substances. 

   When a substance occurs as a vapor at the saturation temperature and 
pressure, it is called saturated vapor. Saturation temperature is the tem-
perature at which vaporization takes place at a given pressure. This 
pressure is called the saturation pressure. Thus, water at 100�C has a 
saturation pressure of 101.3    kPa. When the temperature of the vapor 
is greater than the saturation temperature at the existing pressure, it is 
called superheated vapor . 

   When a substance occurs in a liquid state at its saturation temperature 
and pressure, it is called a saturated liquid. If at the saturation pressure,
the temperature of the liquid is lowered below the saturation temper-
ature, it is called a subcooled liquid. In the case where, at the saturation 
temperature, a substance exists partly as liquid and partly as vapor,
the ratio of the mass of water vapor to the total mass of the substance 
is expressed as the quality of the vapors. For example, if steam has 
0.1    kg water and 0.9    kg vapor, the quality of steam is 0.9 divided by 
1.0 (which represents the total mass of steam); thus steam quality 
equals 0.9 or 90%. 

   A phase diagram of water, shown in  Figure 1.11   , is useful to study 
pressure–temperature relationships between various phases. This 
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diagram gives the limiting conditions for solid, liquid, and gas (or 
vapor) phases. At any location within the areas separated by the 
curves, the pressure and temperature combination permits only one 
phase (solid, liquid, or vapor) to exist. Any change in temperature 
and pressure up to the points on the curves will not change the phase. 
As shown in  Figure 1.11 , the sublimation line separates the solid 
phase from the vapor phase, the fusion line separates the solid phase 
from the liquid phase, and the vaporization line separates the liquid 
phase from the vapor phase. The three lines meet at a triple point. 
The triple point identifi es a state in which the three phases—solid,
liquid, and vapor—may all be present in equilibrium. The triple point 
for water is at 0.01�C.

   The phase diagram shown in  Figure 1.11  is useful in examining pro-
cesses conducted at constant pressure with change of phase. For 
example, line AA 
 is a constant-pressure process conducted at a low 
temperature, where ice sublimates into the vapor phase. There is no 
liquid phase in this case. Line BB 
 represents a heating process at or 
above atmospheric pressure, where initially solid ice melts into the liq-
uid state, followed by vaporization of water at a higher temperature. 

   Phase diagrams are important in studying processes such as extraction,
crystallization, distillation, precipitation, and freeze concentration. 
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   ■   Figure 1.11          Phase diagram for water.        
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    1.13       CONSERVATION OF MASS 

   The principle of conservation of mass states that: 

 Mass can be neither created nor destroyed. However, its composition 
can be altered from one form to another.   

   Even in the case of a chemical reaction, the composition of mass of 
a reactant and the product before and after the reaction may be dif-
ferent, but the mass of the total system remains unaltered. When the 
chemical reactions are absent, the composition of a system as well 
as its mass remains the same for a closed system. We can express the 
conservation of mass principle as an equation written in words as 

Rate of mass entering     Rate of mass exiting        Rate  of mass
through the boundary through the boundary accumul� � aation within
of a system                     of a system                       the systerm

(1.26)

      

   If the rate of mass accumulation within a system is zero, then the 
rate of mass entering must equal rate of mass leaving the system. 
For example, as shown in  Figure 1.12   , if the level of milk in a tank 
remains constant, and the milk fl ow rate at the inlet is 1    kg/s, then the 
fl ow rate of milk at the exit must also be 1     kg/s. 

   Next, let us convert the previous word equation into a mathematical 
form. To do this, we will refer to  Figure 1.13   , which shows a system 
with mass inlet and exit streams. Although only one inlet and one 
exit stream is shown, there may be more than one stream entering 
and exiting a control volume. Therefore, for a general case, the rate of 
mass fl ow entering the system is 

� �m mi
i

n

inlet �
�1
∑ (1.27)

    

Mass exit

Mass inlet

Control
volume

System boundary
(Control surface)

Velocity u normal
to cross-sectional

area

   ■   Figure 1.13          A control volume.        

1 kg/s

1 kg/s

   ■   Figure 1.12          Liquid fl ow in and out of a 

tank.    
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   where subscript i denotes the inlet, and n is the number of inlets to a 
system.   

   The rate of mass fl ow exiting the system is 

� �m me
e

p

exit �
�1
∑ (1.28)

    

   where subscript e denotes the exit, and p is the number of exits from 
a system.   

   The rate of mass accumulation within the system boundary, expressed 
as a function of time, is 

�m
m

taccumulation
systemd

d
� (1.29)

      

   Then substituting into the word Equation (1.26) we obtain 

� �m m
m

tinlet exit
systemd

d
� � (1.30)

      

   Typically, mass fl ow rate is easier to measure than other fl ow proper-
ties such as velocity. When instead of mass fl ow rate, we may measure 
velocity of the fl ow along with the density of the fl uid, the mathematical 
analysis involves integral expressions, as shown in the following section. 

    1.13.1       Conservation of Mass for an Open System 

   Consider a section of a pipe used in transporting a fl uid. For a control 
volume shown, for this open system a fl uid with a velocity, u, is enter-
ing the system across a differential area d A. Recall that velocity is a 
vector quantity, possessing both magnitude and direction. As seen in 
Figure 1.13 , only the component of velocity vector normal to the area 
dA will cross the system boundary. The other component, u  tan, (tan-
gent to the area) has no infl uence on our derivation. Thus, if the fl uid 
particle crossing the boundary has a velocity  u  n, then the rate of mass 
fl ow into the system may be expressed as 

d d�m u An� ρ (1.31)      

   Integrating over a fi nite area 

�m u AnA
� ρ d∫ (1.32)
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   The previous equation for mass fl ow rate will apply for inlet and exit 
cases. 

   The total mass of the system may be expressed as a product of its vol-
ume and density, or 

m V
V

� ρd∫  (1.33)      

   Substituting this quantity in the word Equation (1.26), we obtain 

ρ ρ ρu A u A
t

VnA n VA
d d

d
d

d
inlet exit

∫ ∫∫� �  (1.34)      

   The previous equation is somewhat complicated because of the 
integral and differential operators. However, this expression may be 
simplifi ed for two common situations encountered in engineering 
systems. First, if the fl ow is uniform, then all measurable properties 
of the fl uid are uniform throughout the cross-sectional area. These 
properties may vary from one cross-sectional area to another, but at 
the same cross-section they are the same in the radial direction. For 
example, fruit juice fl owing in a pipe has the same value of its proper-
ties at the center and the inside surface of the pipe. These properties 
may be density, pressure, or temperature. For a uniform fl ow, we can 
replace the integral signs with simple summations, or 

ρ ρ ρu A u A
t

V

tn n V
d d

d
d

d
doutletinlet

� � ∫∑∑  (1.35)      

   The second assumption we will make is that of  steady state—that is,
the fl ow rate does not change with time, although it may be different 
from one location to another. If there is no change with time, then 
the right-hand term must drop out. Thus, we have 

ρ ρu A u An nd d
outletinlet

= ∑∑  (1.36)      

   Furthermore, if we are dealing with an incompressible fl uid—a good 
assumption for most liquids—there is no change in density. Thus 

u A u An nd d
outletinlet

� ∑∑  (1.37)      

   The product of velocity and area is the volumetric fl ow rate. Thus,
according to the conservation of mass principle, for a steady, uniform,
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and incompressible fl ow, the volumetric fl ow remains unchanged. For 
compressible fl uids such as steam and gases, the inlet mass fl ow rate 
will be the same as the exit mass fl ow rate. 

    1.13.2       Conservation of Mass for a Closed System 

   Recall that in a closed system, mass cannot cross system boundaries. 
Therefore, there is no time rate of change of mass in the system, or 

d

d
systemm

t
� 0 (1.38)

      

or

msystem constant� (1.39)
        

    1.14       MATERIAL BALANCES 

   Material balances are useful in evaluating individual pieces of equip-
ment, such as a pump or a homogenizer, as well as overall plant oper-
ations consisting of several processing units—for example, a tomato 
paste manufacturing line, as shown in  Figure 1.14   . Compositions of 
raw materials, product streams, and by-product streams can be evalu-
ated by using material balances. 

   The following steps should be useful in conducting a material balance 
in an organized manner. 

    1.   Collect all known data on mass and composition of all inlet 
and exit streams from the statement of the problem.  

    2.   Draw a block diagram, indicating the process, with inlet and 
exit streams properly identifi ed. Draw the system boundary.  

    3.   Write all available data on the block diagram.  

    4.   Select a suitable basis (such as mass or time) for calcula-
tions. The selection of basis depends on the convenience of 
computations.  

    5.   Using Equation (1.30), write material balances in terms of the 
selected basis for calculating unknowns. For each unknown, an 
independent material balance is required.  

    6.   Solve material balances to determine the unknowns.    

   The use of material balances is illustrated in the following examples.
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Sorter Crusher

Pulper Hot break

Finisher

Preheater Holding tank

Evaporator

Holding tank
Swept surface

finisher

Holding tank

Pump

Pump

Pump

Pump

Pump

Pump
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   ■   Figure 1.14          Energy accounting diagram of tomato paste manufacturing based on an eight-hour shift. ( Singh et al., 1980 )        
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   In a furnace, 95% of carbon is converted to carbon dioxide and the remain-
der to carbon monoxide. By material balance, predict the quantities of gases 
appearing in the fl ue gases leaving the furnace. 

    Given 

        Carbon converted to CO 2       �      95%  

    Carbon converted to CO      �      5%     

    Solution 

        1.     Basis is 1       kg of carbon  

    2.     The combustion equations are    

 

C O CO

C O CO

2

2

� �

� �

2

1
2      

    3.     From these equations, 44       kg carbon dioxide is formed by combustion of 

12       kg carbon, and 28       kg carbon monoxide is formed by combustion of 12       kg 

carbon.  

    4.     Then, the amount of CO 2  produced,    

 

( )( . )
.

44 0 95

12
3 482

2

kg CO kg C burned

kg C burned
kg CO�

     

    5.     Similarly, the amount of CO produced,    

 

( kg CO)( kg C burned)

 kg C burned
kg CO

28 0 05

12
0 12

.
.=

     

    6.     Thus, the fl ue gases contain 3.48       kg CO 2  and 0.12       kg CO for every kilogram of 

carbon burned.         

        Example 1.6      

        Example 1.7         A wet food product contains 70% water. After drying, it is found that 80% of 
original water has been removed. Determine (a) mass of water removed per 
kilogram of wet food and (b) composition of dried food. 

    Given 

        Initial water content      �      70%  

    Water removed      �      80% of original water content     
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    Solution 

        1.     Select basis      �      1       kg wet food product  

    2.     Mass of water in inlet stream      �      0.7       kg  

    3.     Water removed in drying      �      0.8(0.7)      �      0.56       kg/kg of wet food material  

    4.     Write material balance on water,    

Water in dried food ( kg� � �0 7 1 0 56 0 14. ) . .       

    5.     Write balance on solids,    

0 3 1. ( ) solids in exit stream�       
Solids kg� 0 3.       

    6.     Thus, the dried food contains 0.14       kg water and 0.3       kg solids.         

        Example 1.8         A membrane separation system is used to concentrate total solids (TS) in 
a liquid food from 10% to 30%. The concentration is accomplished in two 
stages with the fi rst stage resulting in release of a low-total-solids liquid 
stream. The second stage separates the fi nal concentration product from a 
low-total-solids stream, which is returned to the fi rst stage. Determine the 
magnitude of the recycle stream when the recycle contains 2% TS, the waste 
stream contains 0.5% TS, and the stream between stages 1 and 2 contains 
25% TS. The process should produce 100       kg/min of 30% TS. 

    Given   

     ( Fig. E1.6   )   

    Concentration of inlet stream      �      10%  

    Concentration of exit stream      �      30%  

F
10% TS

B
25% TS P

30% TS
100 kg/min

R
2% TS

W
0.5% TS

   ■   Figure E1.6          A schematic arrangement of 

equipment described in Example 1.8.    
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    Concentration of recycle stream      �      2%  

    Concentration of waste stream      �      0.5%  

    Concentration of stream between two stages      �      25%  

    Mass fl ow rate of exit stream      �      100       kg/min     

    Solution 

        1.     Select 1       min as a basis.  

    2.     For the total system    

F P W

Fx Px Wx

F W

F W

� �

� �

� �

� �

F P w

( ) ( ) ( )

100

0 1 100 0 3 0 005. . .     

    where  x  is the solids fraction.   

    3.     For the fi rst stage    

F R W B

Fx Rx Wx Bx

F R W B

� � �

� � �

� � �

F R W B

( ) ( ) (0. ) )0 1 0 02 005 0 25. . ( .       

    4.     From step (2)    

(100 )( )

kg/

� � �

� � �

�

�

W W

W W

W

W

0 1 30 0 005

0 1 0 005 30 10

0 095 20

210 5

. .

. .

.

. mmin

kg/minF � 310 5.       

    5.     From step (3)    

310 5 210 5

100

310 5 0 1 0 02 210 5 0 005 0 25

3

. .

. ( . ) . . ( . ) .

� � �

� �

� � �

R B

B R

R B

11 05 0 02 1 0525 25 0 25

4 9975 0 23

21 73

. . . .

. .

.

� � � �

�

�

R R

R

R kg/min       

    6.     The results indicate that the recycle stream will be fl owing at a rate of 

21.73       kg/min.         
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   Potato fl akes (moisture content      �      75% wet basis) are being dried in a 
concurrent fl ow drier. The moisture content of the air entering the drier is 
0.08       kg of water per 1       kg dry air. The moisture content of air leaving the drier 
is 0.18       kg water per 1       kg of dry air. The air fl ow rate in the drier is 100       kg dry 
air per hour. As shown in  Figure E1.7   , 50       kg of wet potato fl akes enter the 
drier per hour. At steady state, calculate the following: 

    a.     What is the mass fl ow rate of  “ dried potatoes ” ?  
    b.     What is the moisture content, dry basis, of  “ dried potatoes ”  exiting the 

drier?    

    Given 

        Weight of potato fl akes entering the drier F      �      50       kg  

    Time      �      1       h     

    Solution 

        1.     Basis      �      1       h  

    2.     Mass of air entering the drier      �      mass of dry air      �      mass of water    

I

I

� � �

�

100 100 0 08

108

.

kg       

    3.     Mass of air leaving the drier      �      mass of dry air      �      mass of water    

E

E

� � �

�

100 100 0 18

118

.

kg       

    4.     Total balance on the drier    

I F E P

P

P

� � �

� � �

�

108 50 118

40 kg       

        Example 1.9      

Inlet air
0.08 kg water/kg dry air
100 kg/h dry air

I

F
P

E

Feed
50 kg wet potato flakes/hour
moisture content 75% wet basis

Exit air
0.18 kg water/kg dry air

Product
moisture content?

   ■   Figure E1.7          System diagram for 

Example 1.9.    
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    5.     Solid balance on the drier    

   Solid content in feed is calculated from the defi nition of the wet basis mois-

ture content (Eq. (1.6)), rewriting Equation (1.6) as 

1 1� � �MC
mass of water

mass of moist sample
wb

    
   or   

1
mass of dr  solids

mass of moist sample
 wb� �MC

y

    

   or   

Mass of dr  solids Mass of moist sample (1 )wby � � MC     

   Therefore,   

Mass of solid content in feed ( )� �F 1 0 75.     

   If  y  is the solid fraction in the product stream  P , then solid balance on the 

drier gives   

0 25

0 25 50

40

0 3125

.

.

.

 F P� �

�
�

�

y

y

    

   Thus,   

mass of dr  solids

mass of moist sample

y
� 0 3125.

    
   or   

1 1 0 3125� � �
mass of dr  solids

mass of moist sample

y
.

    
   Therefore, moisture content (wet basis) in the exit potato stream is   

1 0 3125 0 6875� �. .    

    6.     The wet basis moisture content is converted to dry basis moisture content    

MC
 

MC kg water per 1kg dr  solids

db

db

�
�

�

0 6875

1 0 6875

2 2

.

.

. y    
    7.     The mass fl ow rate of potatoes exiting the drier is 40       kg at a moisture content 

of 2.2       kg per 1       kg dry solids.         
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   An experimental engineered food is being manufactured using fi ve stages, 
as shown in  Figure E1.8   . The feed is 1000       kg/h. Various streams have been 
labeled along with the known composition values on the diagram. Note that 
the composition of each stream is in terms of solids and water only. Stream 
 C  is divided equally into streams  E  and  G . Product  P , with 80% solids, is the 
desired fi nal product. Stream  K  produces a by-product at the rate of 450       kg/h 
with 20% solids. Calculate the following: 

    a.     Calculate the mass fl ow rate of product  P .  
    b.     Calculate the mass fl ow rate of recycle stream  A .  
    c.     Calculate the mass fl ow rate of recycle stream  R .    

    Given 

        Feed      �      1000       kg/h  

    Solid content of  P       �      80%  

    Mass rate of stream  K       �      450       kg/h  

    Solids in stream  K       �      20%     

        Example 1.10      

1000 kg/h
15% TS
85% water

Feed F 

A
5% TS 

E 10% TS

150 kg/h
0% TS 

Water

Product
P
80% TS

K
450 kg/h
20% TS 

V

R

B

C

G

L

D

W

IVIII

II

I

System boundary    ■   Figure E1.8          A fl ow sheet of an 

experimental food manufacturing system.    
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    Solution 

        1.     Basis      �      1       h  

    2.     Consider total system, solid balance ( Fig. E1.9   ).    

0 15 0 2 0 8

0 15 1000 0 2 450 0 8

150 90 0 8

60

0

. . .

. . .

.

� � � � �

� � � � �

� � �

�

F K P

P

P

P
..8

75

75

�

�

kg

kgP       

    3.     Consider stage III ( Fig. E1.10   ).     

 Total balance   

E A K E A� � � �;  450
(1)

    Solid balance   

0 1 0 05 0 2

0 1 0 05 0 2 450

0 1 0 05 90

. . .

. . .

. .

E A K

E A

E A

� �

� � �

� � (2)    
    Solve preceding Equations (1) and (2) simultaneously.   

E

A

�

�

1350

900

kg

kg       
    4.     Since  C  is divided equally into  E  and  G ,    

G �1350 10kg with  solid%       

    5.     For total system, conduct total balance to fi nd  W .    

F K P D W

W

W

� � � �

� � � �

�

1000 450 75 150

325 kg       

    6.     Consider stages IV and V together ( Fig. E1.11   ).    

G R W P

R

R

� � �

� � �

�

1350 325 75

950 kg       

    7.     The mass fl ow rates of stream  P ,  A , and  R  are 75       kg, 900       kg, and 950       kg, 
respectively.           

   ■   Figure E1.9          Total system for 

Example 1.10.    

    

D

W

PK

F

K

A III

E

   ■   Figure E1.10          Illustration of stage III of 

the system in Example 1.10.    
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   ■   Figure E1.11          Illustration of stages 

IV and V of the system in Example 1.10.    
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    1.15       THERMODYNAMICS 

   The science of thermodynamics gives us the foundation to study com-
monly occurring phenomena during processing of foods. A typical 
approach to studying any food process may be to fi rst observe a phe-
nomenon, make experimental measurements to confi rm the validity 
of the observation, develop a mathematical basis, and then apply the 
knowledge gained to an engineering process at hand. This observa-
tional scheme is very similar to what is often the thermodynamic 
approach to examining physical systems. 

   In examining engineering processes, we are concerned mostly with 
a macroscopic view. The branch of thermodynamics that deals with 
this macroscopic approach is called classical thermodynamics. Another 
branch of thermodynamics, called statistical thermodynamics, is con-
cerned with what happens at a molecular level, and the average 
behavior of a group of molecules is considered. 

   In food engineering, many of the processes of concern to a food engi-
neer are applications of thermodynamics. For example, we may need 
to calculate heat and work effects associated with a given process. In 
other instances, the maximum work obtainable from a process may 
be the key calculation, or we may need to determine how to carry out 
a process with minimum work. Furthermore, we will encounter the 
need to determine relationships that exist between various variables 
of a system when it is at equilibrium. 

   When we conduct experiments and then want to know the behav-
ior of a given system, the laws of thermodynamics are most useful in 
the analysis. Based on an experimental foundation, classical thermo-
dynamics is concerned with the macroscopic properties of a system. 
These properties may be directly measured or they may be calculated 
from other properties that are directly measurable. For example, we 
can measure pressure of a gas enclosed in a chamber by attaching a 
pressure gauge to the chamber. 

   Thermodynamics also helps us in determining the potential that 
defi nes and determines the equilibrium. By knowing potential, we 
can determine the direction a process will undertake. Although ther-
modynamics may not tell us how long a process will take to arrive 
at its fi nal state, it does help in determining what the fi nal state will 
be. Thus, time is not a thermodynamic variable, and we will rely on 
other procedures to determine the rate of a process—another impor-
tant area of calculations for food engineers.  
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    1.16       LAWS OF THERMODYNAMICS 

    1.16.1       First Law of Thermodynamics 

   The fi rst law of thermodynamics is a statement of the conservation of 
energy. The law states: 

 The energy of an isolated system remains constant. 

Stated in other words,

 Energy can be neither created nor destroyed but can be transformed 
from one form to another.   

   Energy can be either stored within an object or transferred to another 
one, such as in the form of thermal or mechanical energy. If we 
increase the elevation of an object, its potential energy will increase. 
The increased potential energy will remain stored in the object until 
we move it again. Similarly, we can increase the thermal energy of 
an object by transferring heat into it and observing an increase in 
temperature. 

   Energy can also be transformed from one form to another. For exam-
ple, in a hydroelectric plant, as water falls from a high elevation onto 
the blades of a turbine, the potential energy of water is converted into 
mechanical energy in the turbine, and the generator then converts the 
mechanical energy into electrical energy. The electrical energy is trans-
mitted to homes or factories where it is further converted to other 
useful forms such as thermal energy in electric heaters. 

   During the energy conversion or transmission processes, there is also 
generation of heat, often misstated as “ loss ”  of energy, when it is 
actually conversion of energy to other forms that may not be directly 
useful for the intended purpose. For example, when electrical energy 
is converted into mechanical energy in an electric motor, the energy 
 “ loss ”  may be 10 to 15%. The  “ loss ”  in this case is the conversion of 
part of the electrical energy into heat due to friction. Although we 
can convert all mechanical energy into heat because all processes are 
assumed reversible, we cannot convert all heat into work, as will be 
evident when we consider the second law of thermodynamics.  

    1.16.2       Second Law of Thermodynamics 

   The second law of thermodynamics is useful in examining 
the direction of energy transfer or conversion. The following two 
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statements of the second law are by Rudolf Clausius      2    and Lord 
Kelvin,      3    respectively. 

 No process is possible whose sole result is the removal of heat from a 
reservoir (system) at one temperature and the absorption of an equal 
quantity of heat by a reservoir at a higher temperature. 

 No process is possible whose sole result is the abstraction of heat 
from a single reservoir and the performance of an equivalent 
amount of work.   

   The second law of thermodynamics helps explain why heat always 
fl ows from a hot object to a cold object; why two gases placed in a 
chamber will mix throughout the chamber, but will not spontane-
ously separate once mixed; and why it is impossible to construct a 
machine that will operate continuously while receiving heat from a 
single reservoir and producing an equivalent amount of work. 

   The second law of thermodynamics assigns both quantity and quality 
to energy. The importance of this law is evident in any process—the 
path of a process is always toward that of decreasing quality. For 
example, a hot bowl of soup left to itself on a table cools down. In 
this case, the quality of energy degrades. Energy of a higher quality 
(at a higher temperature) transfers from the soup to the surroundings 
and converts into less useful forms of energy.   

    1.17       ENERGY 

   Energy is a scalar quantity. It was fi rst hypothesized by Newton to 
express kinetic and potential energies. We cannot observe energy 
directly, but we can measure it using indirect methods and analyze 
its value. Energy may be in different forms, such as potential, kinetic,
chemical, magnetic, or electrical. 

    2   Rudolf Clausius (1822–1888), a German mathematical physicist, is credited 
with making thermodynamics a science. In 1850, he presented a paper that 
stated the second law of thermodynamics. He developed the theory of the steam 
engine, and his work on electrolysis formed the basis of the theory of electro-
lytic dissociation.           
3   Lord Kelvin (1824–1907) was a Scottish mathematician, physicist, and engineer. 
At the age of 22, he was awarded the chair of natural philosophy at the University 
of Glasgow. He contributed to the development of the law of conservation of 
energy, the absolute temperature scale (which was named after him), electro-
magnetic theory of light, and mathematical analysis of electricity and magnetism. 
A prolifi c writer, he published over 600 scientifi c papers.       
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    Potential energy of a system is by virtue of its location with respect to 
the gravitational fi eld. If an object has a mass  m, located at elevation 
h, and acceleration due to gravity is  g, then the potential energy is 

E mghPE � (1.40)
      

    Kinetic energy of an object is due to its velocity. If an object is mov-
ing with a velocity  u, and it has mass m, then its kinetic energy is 

E muKE
21

2
� (1.41)

      

   Both kinetic and potential energies are macroscopic; that is, they rep-
resent energy of a system due to its entire being. This is in contrast 
to internal energy, which is due to the microscopic nature of a system. 
At the molecular scale, the atoms of a substance are continuously in 
motion. They move in random direction, collide with each other,
vibrate, and rotate. Energies related to all these movements, including 
energy of attraction between the atoms, is combined into one lump 
sum and is called the internal energy. 

    Internal energy is an extensive property, and it is independent of the 
path of a process. Although we cannot measure an absolute value 
of internal energy, we can relate changes in internal energy to other 
properties such as temperature and pressure. 

   In many engineering systems, one or two forms of energy may 
dominate whereas others can be neglected. For example, when a 
sugar beet is dropped from a conveyor into a bin, the potential and 
kinetic energy of the sugar beet changes, but other energy forms 
such as chemical, magnetic, and electrical do not change and may be 
neglected in the analysis. Similarly, when tomato juice is heated in a 
hot-break heater, the potential or kinetic energy of the juice does not 
change, but the internal energy will change as temperature increases. 

   The total energy of a system can be written in the form of an equation 
as

E E E E E

E Ei

TOTAL KE PE ELECTRICAL MAGNETIC

CHEMICAL

� � � �

� � �··· (1.42)
    

   where  E  i  is the internal energy, kJ.   

   If the magnitudes of all other energy forms are small in comparison 
with the kinetic, potential, and internal energies, then 

E E E ETOTAL KE PE i� � � (1.43)
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    1.18       ENERGY BALANCE 

   The fi rst law of thermodynamics states that energy can be neither cre-
ated nor destroyed. We may express this in the form of a word equa-
tion as 

Total energy
entering the
system

Total energy
leaving the
syst

�

eem

Change in the
total energy of
the system

� (1.44)

      

   Therefore, when a system is undergoing any process, the energy enter-
ing the system minus that leaving the system must equal any change 
in the energy of the system, or 

E E Ein out system� � Δ  (1.45)      

   We can also write the energy balance per unit time as a rate 
expression:

� � �E E Ein out system� � Δ  (1.46)      

   We use the dot above the  E to note that the units are per unit time. 
Therefore, �Ein     is the rate of energy at the inlet, J/s. 

   When applying the fi rst law of thermodynamics to engineering prob-
lems, we need to account for all forms of energy that are important 
for the given system. We will consider each major form of energy that 
is important in the analysis of food engineering problems and discuss 
each based on the type of a system at hand—closed or open.  

    1.19       ENERGY BALANCE FOR A CLOSED SYSTEM 

   Recall that for a closed system, energy may transfer across the system 
boundaries, but the boundaries are impervious to transfer of mass. 
The key interactions between a system and its surroundings are due to 
heat transfer and different forms of work. We will fi rst consider each 
of these interactions and then combine them into an energy balance,
as suggested in the First Law of Thermodynamics. 

    1.19.1       Heat 

   Heat transfer between a system and its surroundings is probably the 
most prevalent form of energy that we observe in many food engi-
neering systems. Heat plays a major role in cooking, preservation, and 
creating new food products with unique properties. 
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   Heat is an energy form that is easy to sense because of its association 
with temperature. We know that heat transfers from a hot object to a 
cold one because of the temperature difference. Heat transfer plays a 
signifi cant role in food engineering systems, and thus we will devote 
a separate chapter (Chapter 4) to examining heat transfer in more 
detail. It is suffi cient to note here that heat exchange between a sys-
tem and its surroundings is temperature driven. 

   We will denote heat with a symbol  Q, with units of joule (J). A sign
convention is used in thermodynamics regarding transfer of heat 
across a system boundary. If heat transfer is from a system to its sur-
roundings, then Q is negative. On the other hand, if heat is trans-
ferring into a system from its surroundings (such as in heating of a 
potato), then heat transfer Q  is  positive . 

   If we consider heat transfer per unit time, then we express it as rate of 
heat transfer, q, with the units J/s or watts (W). 

   Thermal energy, Q, can be determined if the heat capacity c is known. 
Thus,

Q m c T
T

T
�  d

1

2

∫  (1.47)      

   If the path for energy transfer is under constant pressure, then 

Q m c T
T

T
= ∫ dp

1

2
 (1.48)    

   where  c  p  is the specifi c heat capacity at constant pressure, J/(kg K).   

   Under constant volume conditions,

Q m c T
T

T
�  dv

1

2

∫  (1.49)    

   where  c  v  is the specifi c heat capacity at constant volume, J/(kg K).   

   The numeric values of  c  p and c  v are similar for solids and liquids; 
however, they may be considerably different for gases.  

    1.19.2       Work 

   Work encompasses all interactions between a system and its sur-
roundings that are not a result of temperature difference. There are 
many such interactions. Examples include the movement of a pis-
ton in an engine, an electric wire conducting electric current across 
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a system boundary, and a shaft transmitting energy from a motor to 
another piece of equipment that is enclosed in the system boundary. 

   The symbol used for work is  W, and its units are joules (J). The sign
convention used for work ( W) is that any time work is done  by a sys-
tem, W is positive; when work is done  on a system, W is negative. This 
is opposite to that of heat transfer. 

   A general mathematical formulation for any work interaction is devel-
oped as follows. As shown in  Figure 1.15   , consider a case where an 
object moves a small distance d s due to the application of force F . 
The work done on the system may then be calculated as the product 
of force and distance, or 

d dW F s� � (1.50)      

   The negative sign refl ects the sign convention stated earlier. We can 
calculate the total work done in moving the object from location 1 to 
2 as 

W F s F s s1 2 1 21

2

� � � � �d ( )∫  (1.51)      

   The work interaction between a system and its surroundings can be 
attributed to several mechanisms, such as a moving boundary, grav-
itational forces, acceleration, and shaft rotation. We will develop 
mathematical expressions for each of these in the following sections. 

    1.19.2.1       Work Due to a Moving Boundary 

   A common example of an energy delivery system is an engine where 
gas enclosed in a cylinder moves a piston. Another case is that 
of compressing a gas, such as in a bicycle pump, where a piston is 
moved to compress a gas enclosed in the cylinder. In these examples,
the system boundary moves due to application of force, and work is 
transferred across the system boundary. 

   Let us consider the case of a piston and a cylinder, as shown in 
Figure 1.16   ; the system boundary is drawn around the gas. Note that 
the piston and cylinder are not a part of the system, but they belong 
to the surroundings of the system. Next, we place the cylinder on a 
heater, and apply a constant pressure to the piston. As the gas heats,
it expands and causes the piston to move from location 1 to 2. Since 
the system boundary is fl exible, it expands as the piston moves out-
ward. In this case, work is being done by the expanding gas, or by the 
system. 

ds

F

   ■   Figure 1.15          Work associated with 

movement of an object.    
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   When the piston moves by a small distance, d s, then the differential 
amount of work done by the system is force, F, times the distance, ds : 

d dW F s�  (1.52)      

   But, from Equation (1.15), Force/Area   �   Pressure. Therefore, if the 
cross-sectional area of the piston is A, then 

d d dW PA s P V� �  (1.53)      

   If the piston moves from location 1 to 2, then 

W P V1 2 1

2

� � d∫  (1.54)      

   According to gas laws, the relationship between pressure and vol-
ume is inversely related; when pressure increases, volume decreases 
(or the gas is compressed), and when pressure decreases, the volume 
increases (or the gas expands). Therefore, in our example, as the pres-
sure is kept constant and the gas expands due to application of heat,
then the volume  V  2 will be larger than V  1, and the work  W  1–2 will be 
positive. This agrees with our sign convention that the work is being 
done by the system; in moving the piston from location 1 to 2, the 
gas expands. On the other hand, if there is no heat supplied to the 
cylinder, and the gas is compressed by the movement of the piston 
with a downward stroke, then the fi nal volume  V  2 will be smaller 
than initial volume  V  1, and the work calculated using Equation (1.54) 
would be negative, indicating that work is being done  on  the system. 

   It is important to understand that the work interaction and heat trans-
fer are mechanisms of energy transfer across a system boundary. They 
are not properties; therefore, they depend on the path taken during 

System
boundary

Heat

P

VV2V1

1 2

dW � PdV

   ■   Figure 1.16          Work due to moving boundary.        
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a process. In case of the work associated with a moving boundary, as 
presented in this section, we need to know the pressure volume path. A 
typical path, shown in  Figure 1.16 , depicts a process from state 1 to 2.
As pressure remains constant, the volume changes from  V  1 to V  2. The 
area under the curve is the work done.  

    1.19.2.2       Work Due to Gravitational Forces 

   The work done by or against the force of gravity may be calculated 
by using the defi nition of force according to Newton’s      4    second law of 
motion:

F mg� (1.55)      

   If an object of mass m is lifted a small distance d z, as shown in 
 Figure 1.17   , the required work is 

d dW F z� (1.56)    

   or, substituting Equation (1.55)   

d dW mg z� (1.57)      

   To lift an object from location 1 to 2: 

d d
1

2

1
W mg z� ∫∫

2
(1.58)

    

   or  

W mg z z� �( )2 1 (1.59)      

   From Equation (1.59), we can see that the work done due to gravi-
tational forces is equivalent to the change in potential energy of the 
system.  

    1.19.2.3       Work Due to Change in Velocity 

   If an object is moving at a velocity  u  1 and we want to determine the 
work required to change the velocity to  u  2, we will again use Newton’s 
second law of motion. Accordingly, force is 

F ma� (1.60)    

    4   Sir Isaac Newton (1643–1727), an English physicist and mathematician, laid 
the foundation of calculus, discovered the composition of white light, studied 
mechanics of planetary motion, derived the inverse square law, and in 1687,
authored the Principia.     

F

dz

   ■   Figure 1.17          Work due to raising an 

object.    
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   but acceleration is expressed as   

a
u

t
�

d
d

(1.61)
      

   If the object moves a small distance d s during time d t, then the veloc-
ity is 

u
s

t
�

d
d

(1.62)
      

   The defi nition of work is 

W F s� d (1.63)      

   Substituting Equations (1.61) and (1.62) in Equation (1.63) 

W m
u

t
u t�

d
d

d (1.64)
      

   Simplifying and setting up integrals,

W m u u�  d
1

2

∫ (1.65)
    

   we obtain   

W
m

u u� �
2 1

2( )2
2 (1.66)

      

   Thus, the work done in changing velocity is equal to the change in 
kinetic energy of the system.  

    1.19.2.4       Work Due to Shaft Rotation 

   Transmitting energy by a rotating shaft is common in many energy 
delivery systems. For example, in an electric motor, a rotating shaft 
provides a source of mechanical energy to the connected equipment. 
Similarly, in an automobile, the energy from an engine is transmitted 
to the wheels by a rotating shaft. As shown in  Figure 1.18   , the torque Ω  
applied to a shaft is determined if the force and radius are known. Thus,

Ω � Fr  (1.67)      

   If the movement along the circumference is distance  s, and the num-
ber of revolutions is  n, then the distance traveled along the circumfer-
ence during n  revolutions is 

s r n� ( )2π  (1.68)      

r F
n

   ■   Figure 1.18          Work due to a rotating shaft.        
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   Since the product of force and distance is work, from Equations 
(1.67) and (1.68), we get 

W
r

r n�
Ω

(2π ) (1.69)
      

W n� ( )2π Ω (1.70)       

    1.19.2.5       Work Due to Frictional Forces 

   If friction is present in the system, work must be done to overcome 
it. If we denote frictional energy as  E  f, in units of J, then work due to 
frictional forces is 

W E� � f (1.71)       

    1.19.2.6       Energy Balance 

   According to the fi rst law of thermodynamics, the total change in 
energy of a closed system is equal to the heat added to the system 
minus the work done by the system. Using appropriate signs based 
on conventions, this can be written mathematically as 

ΔE Q W� � (1.72)      

   The total change in energy Δ  E of a system is composed of internal 
thermal energy E  i, kinetic energy E  KE, and potential energy E  PE . Thus,

Δ Δ ΔE E E Q Wi KE PE� � � � (1.73)      

   Based on discussions in Section 1.19.2, for the expansion of a gas in a 
cylinder ( Fig. 1.16 ), a complete equation for work may be written as 

W P V E E E� � � �d KE PE fΔ Δ∫ (1.74)
      

   Equation (1.74) may be rearranged as 

W E P V E E� � � �f KE PEd Δ Δ∫ (1.75)
      

   Eliminating W, Δ  E  KE, and Δ  E  PE between Equation (1.73) and 
Equation (1.75),

ΔE Q E P Vi f d� � � ∫ (1.76)
      

   From an elementary theorem of calculus, we know that 

d( ) d dPV P V V P� � (1.77)      
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   Or, integrating,

ΔPV P V V P= + ∫∫  d d  (1.78)
      

   Thus, we can write 

P V PV V Pd d� �Δ ∫∫  (1.79)      

   Or substituting Equation (1.79) into Equation (1.76),

Δ ΔE PV Q E V Pi f d� � � � ∫  (1.80)      

   Writing Equation (1.80) in expanded form, noting that Δ for inter-
nal energy means fi nal minus initial energy in time, and Δ for other 
terms means out minus in,

E E P V P V Q E V Pi,2 i,1 2 1 1 f d� � � � � �2 ∫  (1.81)      

( ( di,2 2 i,1 1 fE P V E P V Q E V P� � � � � �2 1) ) ∫  (1.82)      

   In Section 1.10, E  i     �     PV  was defi ned as enthalpy, H . Thus,

H H Q E V P2 1 f d� � � � ∫  (1.83)      

   Enthalpy  H is used widely in process calculations. Tabulated values of 
enthalpy are available for many substances, such as steam, ammonia,
and food products (see Tables A.4.2, A.6.2, and A.2.7). 

   For a heating process under constant pressure, friction is absent, and 
the third term on the right-hand side in Equation (1.83) is zero; thus,

H H Q2 1� �  (1.84)    

   or  

ΔH Q�  (1.85)      

   Constant pressure processes are encountered most commonly in food 
processing applications. Thus, from Equation (1.85), the change in 
enthalpy is simply called the  heat content . 

   The change in enthalpy, Δ H, of a system can be determined by actu-
ally measuring the change in heat content, Q, for a batch heating 
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process, provided the process occurs at a constant pressure. A calcula-
tion procedure may be used to determine the change in enthalpy by 
using either measured or tabulated properties. We will consider two 
cases: a process involving sensible heating/cooling, and another pro-
cess where heating/cooling involves a phase change. 

    Sensible heating at constant pressure 

   If the heating process involves an increase in temperature from  T  1 to 
T  2, then 

ΔH H H Q m c T
T

T
� � � �2 1 p d

1

2

∫  (1.86)      

H mc T T� �p( )2 1  (1.87)    

   where c  p is heat capacity (J/[kg �C]), m is mass, T is temperature, and 
1 and 2 are initial and fi nal values.    

    Heating at constant pressure involving phase change 

   Heating/cooling processes involving latent heat may occur where 
the temperature remains constant while the latent heat is added 
or removed. For example, when ice is melted, latent heat of fusion 
is required. Similarly, latent heat of vaporization must be added to 
water to vaporize it into steam. The latent heat of fusion for water at 
0�C is 333.2    kJ/kg. The latent heat of vaporization of water varies with 
temperature and pressure. At 100�C, the latent heat of vaporization of 
water is 2257.06     kJ/kg.

        Example 1.11         Five kilograms of ice at  � 10�C is heated to melt it into water at 0�C; then 
additional heat is added to vaporize the water into steam. The saturated 
vapors exit at 100�C. Calculate the diff erent enthalpy values involved in 
the process. Specifi c heat of ice is 2.05       kJ/(kg K). Specifi c heat of water is 
4.182       kJ/(kg K), latent heat of fusion is 333.2       kJ/kg, and latent heat of vapor-
ization at 100�C is 2257.06       kJ/kg. 

    Given 

    Figure E1.12    shows a plot of temperature versus enthalpy. Note that temperature 

remains constant in regions that involve latent heat.  
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    Solution 

   The enthalpy calculations are made separately for each zone in  Figure E1.12 . 

    1.     Zone A–B    
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    2.     Zone B–C    
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    3.     Zone C–D    
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   ■   Figure E1.12          A plot of temperature 

versus enthalpy for melting of ice and 

vaporization of water.    
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    4.     Zone D–E    
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    5.     Total change in enthalpy    
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   It is evident that almost 70% of the enthalpy is associated with the vaporiza-

tion process.           

    1.20       ENERGY BALANCE FOR AN OPEN SYSTEM 

   The transfer of mass across a system boundary, in addition to work 
and energy, characterizes open systems. Any mass that enters or exits 
the system carries a certain amount of energy into or out of the sys-
tem, respectively. Therefore, we need to account for the change in the 
energy of the system due to mass fl ow. The work associated with fl ow 
sometimes is referred to as fl ow work. We can calculate fl ow work by 
determining the work involved in pushing a certain mass through the 
system boundary. Consider a differential element of fl uid of uniform 
properties entering an open system ( Fig. 1.19   ). If the cross-sectional 
area of the element is A and the pressure of the fl uid is  P, then the 
force required to push this element through the system boundary is 

F PA�  (1.88)      

   If the element is pushed a distance L, then the work done on the fl uid 
element is 

W FL PAL PVmass flow � � �  (1.89)      

   According to Equation (1.43), the total energy of the fl uid element 
shown in  Figure 1.19  includes the kinetic, potential, and internal 
energies. In addition, we must account for the energy associated with 
the fl owing fl uid or fl ow work. Therefore,

E E E E PV� � � �i KE PE  (1.90)    

P
A

   ■   Figure 1.19          Movement of a liquid 

volume.    
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   or, substituting individual terms for the energy components,   

E E
mu

mgz PV� � � �i

2

2
(1.91)

      

    1.20.1       Energy Balance for Steady Flow Systems 

   When a system is in a steady state, its properties do not change with 
time. They may be different from one location to another. This is a 
very common situation encountered in numerous engineering sys-
tems. For a steady state system, there is no change in the energy of the 
system with time. Using this condition, we can modify the rate form 
of the energy balance as follows: 

� � �E E Ein out system� � �Δ 0 (1.92)    

   Therefore,   

� �E Ein out� (1.93)        

    1.21       A TOTAL ENERGY BALANCE 

   Substituting all the individual terms presented in the preceding sec-
tions into Equation (1.93), we get 
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         In Equation (1.94) we have used  E  
 for internal energy per unit mass 
and V  
 for specifi c volume. This general equation is for a system that 
may have  p inlet streams or q exit streams for a fl uid to fl ow in or out,
respectively. If there is only one inlet (location 1) and exit (location 2) 
for a system, then 
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(1.95)
      

   where Q  m and W  m are the transfer of heat and work per unit mass,
respectively. The specifi c volume  V  
 is replaced with 1 / ρ in Equation 
(1.95). A more detailed discussion of energy balances in steady fl ow 
systems will be presented in Chapter 2. The following examples illus-
trate the use of energy balances in food processing applications.
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   A tubular water blancher is being used to process lima beams ( Fig. E1.13   ). 
The product mass fl ow rate is 860       kg/h. It is found that the theoretical energy 
consumed for the blanching process amounts to 1.19       GJ/h. The energy lost 
due to lack of insulation around the blancher is estimated to be 0.24       GJ/h. If 
the total energy input to the blancher is 2.71       GJ/h, 

    a.     Calculate the energy required to reheat water.  
    b.     Determine the percent energy associated with each stream.    

    Given 

        Product mass fl ow rate  �  860       kg/h  

    Theoretical energy required by product  �  1.19       GJ/h  

    Energy lost due to lack of insulation  �  0.24       GJ/h  

    Energy input to the blancher  �  2.71       GJ/h     

    Approach 

   We will fi rst write an energy balance and then solve for the unknowns.  

    Solution 

        1.     Select 1       h as a basis.  

    2.     Energy balance may be written as follows:    

   Energy input to blancher      �      energy out with product      �      energy loss due to 

 lack of insulation      �      energy out with water 

    3.     Substituting appropriate values in the energy balance,    

 
2 71 1 19 0 24. . .� � �EW    

   we get   

 
EW GJ/h�1 28.

     

        Example 1.12      

Energy input 
� 2.71 GJ/h

Energy losses 
from surfaces � 0.24 GJ/h

Energy leaving with 
product � 1.19 GJ/h

Energy leaving
with water

Water
blancher

   ■   Figure E1.13          A schematic of a water 

blancher.    
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   Thus, the blancher requires 2.71      �      1.28      �      1.43       GJ/h to both reheat water and 

maintain it at conditions necessary to accomplish the blanching process. 

    4.     These values can be converted to percentage of total thermal input as 

follows:    

 

Energy out with product
( )

 ( )

Energy loss

� �
1 19

2 71
100 43 91

.

.
. %

  due to lack of insulation
( )( )

Energy ou

� �
0 24 100

2 71
8 86

.

.
. %

tt with water
(1.28)(100)

47.23%= =
2 71.      

    5.     The results indicate that this water blancher operates at about 44% thermal 

energy effi  ciency.         

        Example 1.13         Steam is used for peeling potatoes in a semicontinuous operation. Steam is 
supplied at the rate of 4       kg per 100       kg of unpeeled potatoes. The unpeeled 
potatoes enter the system with a temperature of 17�C, and the peeled pota-
toes leave at 35�C. A waste stream from the system leaves at 60�C ( Fig. E1.14   ). 
The specifi c heats of unpeeled potatoes, waste stream, and peeled potatoes 
are 3.7, 4.2, and 3.5       kJ/(kg K), respectively. If the heat content (assuming 0�C 
reference temperature) of the steam is 2750       kJ/kg, determine the quantities 
of the waste stream and the peeled potatoes from the process. 

    Given 

        Mass fl ow of steam      �      4       kg per 100       kg of unpeeled potatoes  

    Temperature of unpeeled potatoes      �      17�C  

    Temperature of peeled potatoes      �      35�C  

    Temperature of waste stream      �      60�C  

F � 100 kg 
TF � 17°C

HS � 2750 kJ/kg 
S � 4 kg

P � ? 
Tp � 35°C

W � ? 
TW � 60°C

   ■   Figure E1.14          A block diagram showing 

various streams described in Example 1.13.    
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    Specifi c heat of unpeeled potatoes      �      3.7       kJ/(kg K)  

    Specifi c heat of peeled potatoes      �      3.5       kJ/(kg K)  

    Specifi c heat of waste stream      �      4.2       kJ/(kg K)  

    Heat content of steam      �      2750       kJ/kg     

    Solution 

        1.     Select 100       kg of unpeeled potatoes as a basis.  

    2.     From mass balance    

 

F S W P

W P

W P
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    3.     From energy balance    
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    4.     From step (3)    

 

17 290 252 104 122 5

252 122 5 26 208 17 290 8918
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    1.22       POWER 

   Power is defi ned as the rate of doing work, using the dimensions 
(mass)(length)2 (time) � 3 and the SI unit of watts (W). In the English 
system of units, the commonly used unit for power is horsepower 
(hp), where 1    hp   �    0.7457     kW.  

    1.23       AREA 

   Area is a quantitative measure of a plane or a curved surface. It is 
defi ned as the product of two lengths. In the SI system, the unit is 
square meters (m 2 ). 

   The surface area of a food product is required in a number of process 
calculations. For example, when calculating heat and mass transfer 
across the surface of a food material, the surface area of the food must 
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be known. Certain physical processes increase the surface area; for 
example, prior to spray drying, a liquid stream is converted to spray 
droplets, increasing the surface area of the liquid and enhancing the 
drying process. The surface areas of some foods are given in  Table 1.8   . 
Certain food processing applications require that the surface-area-
to-volume ratio be known. For example, in the canning of foods, a 
higher surface-area-to-volume ratio will result in faster heating of the 
geometrical center of the container, thus minimizing overheating of 
the product. For this reason, retortable pouches are often considered 
better than cylindrical cans. Because of their slab shape, the pouches 
have high surface area per unit volume, thus resulting in a more rapid 
heating of the slowest heating point when compared with cylindrical 
cans. Among various geometric shapes, a sphere has the largest sur-
face-area-to-volume ratio.  

    PROBLEMS 

        1.1   The following unit conversions are illustrations of the SI sys-
tem of units. Convert: 
   a.    a thermal conductivity value of 0.3     Btu/(h ft  � F) to W/

(m �C)
    b.      a surface heat transfer coeffi cient value of 105     Btu/(h ft 2   � F) 

to W/(m 2   �C)
   c.     a latent heat of fusion value of 121     Btu/lb m  to J/kg     

   1.2   An empty metal can is heated to 90�C and sealed. It is then 
placed in a room to cool to 20�C. What is the pressure inside 
the can upon cooling? Assume that can contains air under 
ideal conditions.  

 Table 1.8        Surface Area of Foods  

     Mean surface area (cm 2 ) 

   Apple, Delicious  140.13 

   Pear, Bartlett  145.42 

   Plum, Monarch   35.03 

   Egg (60       g)  70.5 

   Source :  Mohsenin (1978)   
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    1.3   A food is initially at a moisture content of 90% dry basis. 
Calculate the moisture content in wet basis.  

     1.4   10     kg of food at a moisture content of 320% dry basis is dried 
to 50% wet basis. Calculate the amount of water removed.  

   *1.5   A batch of 5    kg of food product has a moisture content of 150% 
dry basis. Calculate how much water must be removed from 
this product to reduce its moisture content to 20% wet basis. 

     1.6   A liquid product with 10% product solids is blended with 
sugar before being concentrated (removal of water) to obtain 
a fi nal product with 15% product solids and 15% sugar solids. 
Determine the quantity of fi nal product obtained from 200    kg
of liquid product. How much sugar is required? Compute 
mass of water removed during concentration.  

    1.7   A food product is being frozen in a system capable of 
removing 6000     kJ of thermal energy. The product has a specifi c 
heat of 4     kJ/(kg  � C) above the freezing temperature of  � 2 � C,
the latent heat of fusion equals 275     kJ/kg, and the frozen 
product has a specifi c heat of 2.5     kJ/(kg � C) below  � 2 � C. If 
10     kg of product enters the system at 10�C, determine the exit 
temperature of the product.  

    1.8   A liquid food product is being cooled from 80�C to 30�C in an 
indirect heat exchanger using cold water as a cooling medium. 
If the product mass fl ow rate is 1800     kg/h, determine the water 
fl ow rate required to accomplish product cooling if the water 
is allowed to increase from 10�C to 20�C in the heat exchanger. 
The specifi c heat of the product is 3.8     kJ/(kg K) and the value 
for water is 4.1     kJ/(kg K).  

    1.9   Milk is fl owing through a heat exchanger at a rate of 2000    kg/h. 
The heat exchanger supplies 111,600  kJ/h. The outlet temperature 
of the product is 95�C. Determine the inlet temperature of the 
milk. The product specifi c heat is 3.9    kJ/(kg �C). 

    1.10   A steel bucket contains 4 liters of water at 12�C. An electric 
immersion heater rated at 1400 Watts is placed in the bucket. 
Determine how long it will take for water to heat to 70�C.
Assume that the empty bucket weighs 1.1     kg. The specifi c heat 
of steel is 0.46     kJ/(kg�C). Use an average specifi c heat of water 
of 4.18     kJ/(kg�C). Disregard any heat loss to the surroundings.  
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    *1.11   Use MATLAB ®  to plot the enthalpy versus temperature for 
water over the range of temperature from –40�C to 40�C
using the following data taken from  Pham et al. (1994) . Find 
enthalpy data for water from a standard source (e.g.,  Green 
and Perry, 2008 ) and plot it along with the following data 
from Pham. Discuss possible reasons for differences in the 
results.   

          

   T (�C)  Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 

    � 44.8   � 7.91 
    � 36.0      6.46 
    � 27.6  23.2 
    � 19.5  40.0 
    � 11.4  56.8 

    � 3.35  73.1 
       0.04  123 
       0.07  236 
       0.08  311 
       0.18  385 
       3.95  433 

       10.5  460 
       17.0  487 
       23.4  514 
       29.8  541 
       36.2  568 
       42.5  595 

              

    LIST OF SYMBOLS     

    A     area (m 2 )  
    c     specifi c heat (kJ/[kg �C])  
    c  p     specifi c heat at constant pressure (kJ/[kg �C])  
    c  v     specifi c heat at constant volume (kJ/[kg �C])  
    E     energy (J/kg)  
    E  i     internal energy (kJ)  
    E  
  i     specifi c internal energy (kJ/kg)  
    E  KE     kinetic energy (kJ/kg)  
    E  PE     potential energy (kJ/kg)  
    F     force (N)  
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    g     acceleration due to gravity (m/s 2 )  
    h     height of fl uid (m) 
    H     enthalpy (kJ)  
    H  
     enthalpy per unit mass (kJ/kg)  
    I     height of mercury column (in)  
    m     mass (kg)  
    m
.

       mass fl ow rate (kg/s) 
   MCdb     moisture content, dry basis (kg water/kg dry product)  
   MCwb     moisture content, wet basis (kg water/kg wet product)  
    M  
     molality (mol solute/kg solvent)  
    M     molecular weight  
    n     number of moles  
    P     pressure (Pa)  
    Q     heat content (kJ/kg)  
    ρ     density (kg/m 3 )  
    R     gas constant (m 3  Pa/[kg mol K])  
    R  0     universal gas constant, 8314.41 (m 3  Pa/[kg mol K])  
    τ     time constant (s)  
    T     temperature (�C)  
    U     internal energy (kJ/kg)  
    u     velocity (m/s)  
    V  
     specifi c volume (m 3 /kg)  
    V     volume (m 3 )  
    W     work (kJ)  
    x     mass fraction (dimensionless)  
    X  A     mole fraction of A  
    z     distance (m)  
    Ω     torque     
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                                                                           Fluid Flow in Food Processing  

  2 Chapter

   In any commercial food processing plant, the movement of liquid 
foods from one location to another becomes an essential operation. 
Various types of systems are used for moving raw or unprocessed liquid 
foods as well as processed liquid products before packaging. The range 
of liquid foods encountered in a processing plant is extremely wide,
encompassing foods with distinctly different fl ow properties, from 
milk to tomato paste. The design of these systems in food processing 
is signifi cantly different from most other applications because of the 
essential need for sanitation to maintain product quality. The transport 
system must be designed to allow for ease and effi ciency in cleaning. 

   In this chapter, we will concern ourselves mostly with the fl ow of fl uids. 
Fluid is a general term used for either gases or liquids. Most of our dis-
cussion will deal with liquid foods. A fl uid begins to move when a force 
acts upon it. At any location and time within a liquid transport system,
several types of forces may be acting on a fl uid, such as pressure, gravity,
friction, thermal effects, electrical charges, magnetic fi elds, and Coriolis 
forces. Both the magnitude and direction of the force acting on a fl uid 
are important. Therefore, a force balance on a fl uid element is essential 
to determine which forces contribute to or oppose the fl ow. 

   From our daily experience with handling different kinds of fl uids, we 
know that if pressure at one location within a fl uid system is higher 
than another, the fl uid moves toward the region of lower pressure. 
Gravity causes the fl ow of fl uid from higher to lower elevations. 
A fl uid moving to a lower elevation undergoes a decrease in its potential 
energy, while its kinetic energy increases. With the presence of thermal
gradients, heated fl uids experience a decrease in density, causing 
lighter fl uid to rise while denser fl uid takes its place. 

   Conceptually we may visualize that inside a fl uid in motion one imagi-
nary layer of fl uid is sliding over another. The viscous forces act tan-
gentially on the area between these imaginary layers, and they tend to 
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oppose the fl ow. This is why if you spill honey—a highly viscous food—
it moves much more slowly than milk, which has a substantially lower 
viscosity. All fl uids exhibit some type of viscous behavior distinguished 
by a fl ow property called  viscosity. We will examine these factors and their 
role in the design of equipment for transporting different types of liquid 
foods and ingredients to different locations within a processing plant. 

    2.1       LIQUID TRANSPORT SYSTEMS 

   A typical transport system consists of four basic components, namely,
tanks, pipeline, pump, and fi ttings.  Figure 2.1    illustrates a simple 
milk pasteurization line. Raw milk enters the balance tank prior to the 
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   ■   Figure 2.1          Production line for milk processing. (1) balance tank, (2) feed pump, (3) fl ow controller, (4) regenerative preheating section, 
(5) centrifugal clarifi er, (6) heating section, (7) holding tube, (8) booster pump, (9) hot water heating system, (10) regenerative cooling sections, 
(11) cooling sections, (12) fl ow diversion valve, (13) control panel. (Courtesy of Tetra Pak Processing Systems AB)    
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pasteurization process and fi nally exits from the fl ow diversion valve. 
Between the tank and the valve is the conduit, or pipeline, for milk 
fl ow. Unless fl ow can be achieved by gravity, the third primary com-
ponent is the pump, where mechanical energy is used for product 
transport. The fourth component of the system consists of fi ttings 
such as valves and elbows, used to control and direct fl ow. The tanks 
used in these types of systems may be of any size and confi guration. 
In addition to the basic components of a transport system, there may 
be additional processing equipment as part of the system, such as a 
heat exchanger to pasteurize milk, as shown in  Figure 2.1 . 

    2.1.1       Pipes for Processing Plants 

   Fluids (liquids and gases) in food processing plants are transported 
mostly in closed conduits—commonly called pipes if they are round,
or ducts if they are not round. Although sometimes used in processing 
plants, open drains generally are avoided, for sanitation reasons. The 
pipelines used for liquid foods and their components have numerous 
unique features. Probably the most evident feature is the use of stain-
less steel for construction. This metal provides smoothness, cleanabil-
ity, and corrosion resistance. The corrosion resistance of stainless steel 
is attributed to “ passivity ” —the formation of a surface fi lm on the 
metal surface when exposed to air. In practice, this surface fi lm must 
reform each time after the surface is cleaned. If the protective surface 
fi lm is impaired, which could occur from failure to establish passivity 
or any action resulting in fi lm removal, the site is susceptible to cor-
rosion. Therefore, stainless-steel surfaces require care to maintain cor-
rosion resistance, especially after cleaning. A detailed description of 
corrosion mechanisms is given by  Heldman and Seiberling (1976) .

   A typical pipeline system for liquid food transport contains several 
essential components. In addition to the straight lengths of the pipe,
which may vary in diameter from 2 to 10     cm, elbows and tees are 
essential for changing the direction of product movement. As shown 
in Figure 2.2   , these components are welded into the pipeline system 
and may be used in several different confi gurations. Another compo-
nent is the valve used to control the fl ow rate; an air-actuated valve is 
illustrated in  Figure 2.3   . This valve may be operated remotely, often 
based on some type of preset signal. 

   It is essential that all components of the pipeline system contribute 
to sanitary handling of the product. The stainless-steel surfaces ensure 
smoothness needed for cleaning and sanitizing. In addition, proper use 
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of the system provides the desired corrosion prevention. Since cleaning 
of these systems most often is accomplished by cleaning-in-place (CIP),
we must account for this factor in the initial design of the system. 

    2.1.2       Types of Pumps 

   Except for situations where gravity can be used to move liquid prod-
ucts, some type of mechanical energy must be introduced to over-
come the forces opposing transport of the liquid. The mechanical 
energy is provided by the pumps. There are numerous types of pumps 
used in the industry. As shown in  Figure 2.4   , pumps may be classifi ed 
as centrifugal or positive displacement. There are variations within 
each of these types, as shown in the fi gure. 

    2.1.2.1       Centrifugal Pumps 

   The use of centrifugal force to increase liquid pressure is the basic 
concept associated with operation of a centrifugal pump. As illus-
trated in  Figure 2.5   , the pump consists of a motor-driven impel-
ler enclosed in a case. The product enters the pump at the center of 
impeller rotation and, due to centrifugal force, moves to the impel-
ler periphery. At this point, the liquid experiences maximum pressure 
and moves through the exit to the pipeline. 

   Most sanitary centrifugal pumps used in the food industry use two-
vane impellers ( Fig. 2.5 ). Impellers with three and four vanes are 

   ■   Figure 2.2          A typical liquid food 

processing system, illustrating pipelines and 

pipeline components. (Courtesy of CREPACO, 
Inc.)    

        

   ■   Figure 2.3          An air-actuated valve 

for liquid foods. (Courtesy of Cherry-Burrell 

Corporation)    
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available and may be used in some applications. Centrifugal pumps 
are most effi cient with low-viscosity liquids such as milk and fruit 
juices, where fl ow rates are high and pressure requirements are mod-
erate. The discharge fl ow from centrifugal pumps is steady. These 
pumps are suitable for either clean and clear or dirty and abrasive 
liquids. They are also used for pumping liquids containing solid par-
ticles (such as peas in water). Liquids with high viscosities, such as 
honey, are diffi cult to transport with centrifugal pumps, because they 
are prevented from attaining the required velocities by high viscous 
forces within the product. 

   Flow rates through a centrifugal pump are controlled by a valve 
installed in the pipe and connected to the discharge end of the pump. 
This approach provides an inexpensive means to regulate fl ow rate,
including complete closure of the discharge valve to stop fl ow. Since 
this step will not damage the pump, it is used frequently in liquid 
food processing operations. However, blocking fl ow from a centrifugal 
pump for long periods of time is not recommended, because of the 
possibility of damage to the pump. The simple design of the centrifu-
gal pump makes it easily adaptable to cleaning-in-place functions. 

Pumps

Kinetic
Positive

displacement

ReciprocatingRotaryCentrifugal

Axial
flow

Mixed
flow

Radial
flow

Multiple
rotor

Single
rotor

Diaphragm Plunger Piston

Screw Lobe Gear Screw Piston VaneFlexible
member

   ■   Figure 2.4          Classifi cation of pumps.    
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    2.1.2.2       Positive Displacement Pumps 

   By application of direct force to a confi ned liquid, a positive displace-
ment pump produces the pressure required to move the liquid prod-
uct. Product movement is related directly to the speed of the moving 
parts within the pump. Thus, fl ow rates are accurately controlled by the 
drive speed to the pump. The mechanism of operation also allows a 
positive displacement pump to transport liquids with high viscosities. 

   ■   Figure 2.5          (a) Exterior view of a 

centrifugal pump. (Courtesy of Cherry-Burrell 

Corporation) (b) A centrifugal pump with 

components. (Courtesy of CREPACO, Inc.)      

(a)

(b)
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   A rotary pump, illustrated in  Figure 2.6   , is one type of positive dis-
placement pump. Although there are several types of rotary pumps,
the general operating concept involves enclosure of a pocket of liq-
uid between the rotating portion of the pump and the pump hous-
ing. The pump delivers a set volume of liquid from the inlet to the 
pump outlet. Rotary pumps include sliding vane, lobe type, internal 
gear, and gear type pumps. In most cases, at least one moving part of 
the rotary pump must be made of a material that will withstand rub-
bing action occurring within the pump. This is an important feature 
of the pump design that ensures tight seals. The rotary pump has the 
capability to reverse fl ow direction by reversing the direction of rotor 
rotation. Rotary pumps deliver a steady discharge fl ow. 

   The second type of positive displacement pump is the  reciprocating
pump. As suggested by the name, pumping action is achieved by 
application of force by a piston to a liquid within a cylinder. The liq-
uid moves out of the cylinder through an outlet valve during forward 
piston movement. Reciprocating pumps usually consist of several 
cylinder–piston arrangements operating at different cycle positions 
to ensure more uniform outlet pressures. Most applications are for 
low-viscosity liquids requiring low fl ow rates and high pressures. The 
reciprocating pumps deliver a pulsating discharge fl ow.    

    2.2       PROPERTIES OF LIQUIDS 

   The transport of a liquid food by one of the systems described in the 
previous section is directly related to liquid properties, primarily viscos-
ity and density. These properties will infl uence the power requirements
for liquid transport as well as the fl ow characteristics within the pipe-
line. An understanding of the physical meaning associated with these 
properties is necessary in order to design an optimal transport system. 

   ■   Figure 2.6          A positive displacement 

pump with illustration of internal components. 

(Courtesy of Tri-Canada, Inc.)    

2.2  Properties of Liquids
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Later in this chapter, we will examine different approaches used for 
measurement of these properties. 

    2.2.1        Terminology Used in Material Response 
to Stress 

   Fluid fl ow takes place when force is applied on a fl uid. Force per unit 
area is defi ned as  stress. When force acting on a surface is perpen-
dicular to it, the stress is called normal stress. More commonly, nor-
mal stress is referred to as pressure. When the force acts parallel to 
the surface, the stress is called shear stress, σ. When shear stress is 
applied to a fl uid, the fl uid cannot support the shear stress; instead 
the fl uid deforms, or simply stated, it fl ows. 

   The infl uence of shear stress on solids and liquids leads to a broad 
classifi cation of such materials as plastic, elastic, and fl uid. 

   In the case of an elastic solid, when shear stress is applied, there is a 
proportional fi nite deformation, and there is no fl ow of the material. 
On removal of the applied stress, the solid returns to its original shape. 

   A plastic material, on the other hand, deforms continuously on appli-
cation of shear stress; the rate of deformation is proportional to the 
shear stress. When the shear stress is removed, the object shows some 
recovery. Examples include Jell-O ®  and some types of soft cheese. 

   A fl uid deforms continuously on application of shear stress. The rate 
of deformation is proportional to the applied shear stress. There is no 
recovery; that is, the fl uid does not retain or attempt to retain its origi-
nal shape when the stress is withdrawn. 

   When normal stress or pressure is applied on a liquid, there is no 
observed appreciable effect. Thus, liquids are called incompressible  
fl uids, whereas gases are compressible fl uids, since increased pressure 
results in considerable reduction in volume occupied by a gas. 

    2.2.2       Density 

   The density of a liquid is defi ned as its mass per unit volume and 
is expressed as kg/m 3 in the SI unit system. In a physical sense, the 
magnitude of the density is the mass of a quantity of a given liquid 
occupying a defi ned unit volume. The most evident factor is that the 
magnitude of density is infl uenced by temperature. For example, the 
density of water is maximum at 4�C and decreases consistently with 
increasing temperature ( Fig. 2.7   ).
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   Densities of liquids are most often measured by a hand hydrometer. 
This instrument measures specifi c gravity, which is the ratio of the 
density of the given liquid to the density of water at the same tem-
perature. The measuring instrument is a weighted fl oat attached to a 
small-diameter stem containing a scale of specifi c-gravity values. The 
fl oat will sink into the unknown liquid by an amount proportional to 
the specifi c gravity, and the resulting liquid level is read on the stem 
scale. However, when converting specifi c gravity values to density,
care must be taken to ensure that the value for density of water at the 
measurement temperature is used.  

    2.2.3       Viscosity 

   A fl uid may be visualized as matter composed of different layers. The 
fl uid begins to move as soon as a force acts on it. The relative move-
ment of one layer of fl uid over another is due to the force, commonly 
called shearing force, which is applied in a direction parallel to the 
surface over which it acts. From Newton’s second law of motion, a 
resistance force is offered by the fl uid to movement, in the opposite 
direction to the shearing force, and it must also act in a direction par-
allel to the surface between the layers. This resistance force is a mea-
sure of an important property of fl uids called  viscosity . 

   With different types of fl uids, we commonly observe a wide range of 
resistance to movement. For example, honey is much more diffi cult to 
pour out of a jar or to stir than water or milk. Honey is considerably
more viscous than milk. With this conceptual framework, we will 
consider a hypothetical experiment. 

   Consider two parallel plates that are infi nitely long and wide separated 
by a distance d y, as shown in  Figure 2.8a   . First, we place a solid block 
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   ■   Figure 2.7          Density of water as a function 

of temperature.    
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   ■   Figure 2.8          (a) A steel block enclosed 

between two plates. (b) A fl uid enclosed 

between two plates.      
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of steel between the two plates and fi rmly attach the steel block to the 
plates so that if we move a plate, the attached surface of steel block 
must also move with it. The bottom plate is then anchored so that it 
remains fi xed during the entire experiment. Next, we apply a force, F, to 
the top plate so that it moves by a small distance, δ  x, to the right. Due 
to this displacement of the plate, an imaginary line in the steel block,
AC, will rotate to AC 
, and the angle of defl ection will be  δ  θ. The force 
in the steel resisting the movement will be acting at the steel–plate 
interface, in the direction opposite to the applied force F. This oppos-
ing force acts on area A, the contact area between the plate and the steel 
block. The opposing force equals σ A, where σ is the shear stress (force 
per unit area). Experimental evidence indicates that for solid materials 
such as steel, the angular defl ection  δ  θ is proportional to the shearing 
stress σ. When the force is removed, the steel block returns to its origi-
nal shape. Therefore, steel is called an elastic material. 

   If we carry out the same experiment with a fl uid inserted between 
the two plates instead of steel ( Fig. 2.8b ), our observations will be 
remarkably different. The bottom plate is anchored and remains 
fi xed throughout the experiment. We apply force  F to the top plate. 
After a short, transient interval, the top plate will continue to move 
with a velocity d u as long as the force keeps acting on the top plate. 
The fl uid layer immediately below the top plate actually  “ sticks ”  to it 
and moves to the right with a velocity d u, whereas the bottom-most 
layer sticks to the bottom fi xed plate and remains stationary. Between 
these two extreme layers, the remaining layers will also move to the 
right, with each successive layer dragged along by the layer immedi-
ately above it. A velocity profi le, as shown in  Figure 2.8b , develops 
between the top and bottom plate. This situation is analogous to 
the deck of cards shown in  Figure 2.9   . If the top card is moved to the 
right, it drags the card immediately below it, and that card drags the 
one below it, and so on. The drag force depends upon the frictional 
resistance offered by the surface in contact between the cards. 

   Referring to  Figure 2.8b , if, in a small increment of time δ  t, the line 
AC 
  defl ects from AC by an angle  δ  θ, then 

tan 
d

δθ
δ

�
x

y
 (2.1)

    

   For a small angular defl ection,   

tan δθ ≈ δθ (2.2)    

   ■   Figure 2.9          Illustration of drag generated 

on underlying cards as the top card in a deck is 

moved. This is analogous to the movement of 

the top layer of a fl uid.    

        

w
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   Therefore,   

δθ
δ

�
x

dy
(2.3)    

   But, linear displacement, δ x, is equal to the product of velocity and 
time increment, or   

δ δx u t� d (2.4)    

   Therefore,   

δθ
δ

�
d

d
u t

y
(2.5)      

   Equation (2.5) implies that the angular displacement depends not 
only on the velocity and separation between the plates, but also on 
time. Therefore, in the case of fl uids, the shearing stress must be cor-
related to the rate of shear rather than shear alone, as was done for 
solid materials. The rate of shear, �γ   , is 

�γ
δθ
δ

� lim
t

(2.6)    

   or  

�γ �
d
d
u

y
(2.7)      

   Thus, shear rate is the relative change in velocity divided by the dis-
tance between the plates. Newton observed that if the shearing stress 
σ is increased (by increasing force, F ), then the rate of shear, �γ    , will 
also increase in direct proportion. 

σ γ∝ � (2.8)    

   or  

σ ∝
d
d
u

y
(2.9)    

   Or, removing the proportionality by introducing a constant, μ,   

σ μ�
d
d
u

y
 (2.10)    

   where μ is the coeffi cient of viscosity, or simply viscosity, of the fl uid. 
It is also called “absolute ”  or “ dynamic ”  viscosity.   

   Liquids that follow Equation (2.10), exhibiting a direct proportionality 
between shear rate and shear stress, are called Newtonian liquids. When 
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shear stress is plotted against shear rate, a straight line is obtained pass-
ing through the origin ( Fig. 2.10   ). The slope of the line gives the value 
for viscosity, μ. Water is a Newtonian liquid; other foods that exhibit 
Newtonian characteristics include honey, fl uid milk, and fruit juices. 
Table 2.1    gives some examples of coeffi cients of viscosity. Viscosity is 
a physical property of the fl uid and it describes the resistance of the 
material to shear-induced fl ow. Furthermore, it depends on the physi-
cochemical nature of the material and the temperature. 

   Liquids that do not follow Equation (2.10) are called non-Newtonian 
liquids, and their properties will be discussed later in Section 2.9. 

   Shear stress σ is obtained using Equation (2.10). Since force is 
expressed by N (newtons) and area by m 2 (meters squared), shear 
stress is expressed in units of Pa (Pascal) as follows,

σ ≡ ≡
N

m
Pa

2
   

   Note that it is common to see τ used as a symbol for shear stress in 
literature. However, because the Society of Rheology recommends the 
use of σ for shear stress, we will use this symbol consistently in this 
book. In the cgs units, shear stress is expressed as dyne/cm 2, where,

1 10 2Pa dyne/cm≡    

   The term ��    , or d u /d y in Equation (2.10), is called rate of shear or 
shear rate. It is the velocity gradient set up in the liquid due to the 

Shear rate
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�

   ■   Figure 2.10          Shear stress vs shear rate 

behavior for a Newtonian fl uid.    

        

 Table 2.1        The Viscosity of Some Common Materials at Room 
Temperature  

   

Liquid     
 Viscosity, approximate 

 (Pa s) 

   Air  10  � 5  

   Water  10  � 3  

   Olive oil  10  � 1  

   Glycerol  10 0  

   Liquid honey  10 1  

   Golden syrup  10 2  

   Glass  10 40  

        

2.2  Properties of Liquids
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applied shear stress as seen in Equation (2.7). Its units are s –1, deter-
mined by dividing the change in velocity (m/s) by distance (m). 
Therefore, the unit of viscosity, μ, in the SI system of units is pascal-
second (Pa s) obtained as follows. 

μ
σ
γ

≡ ≡ ≡
�

Pa
s

Pa s
1�

   

   Frequently, the viscosity of liquids is expressed as millipascal-second 
or mPa s, where 

1000 1mPa s Pa s�    

   The unit Pa s may also be expressed as:   

μ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡Pa s
N

m
s

kg m
s m

s
kg
m s22 2

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

   

   In cgs units, where shear stress in dyne/cm 2 and shear rate is s � 1, vis-
cosity is expressed as Poise (named after Poiseulle), or 

μ ≡ ≡
dyne s
cm

poise
2

   

   In literature, viscosity of liquids is often expressed in centipoise (0.01 
poise). Note the following conversion factors: 

1 0 1poise Pa s≡ .     

   and   

1 1cP mPa s�    

   The viscosity of water at ambient temperatures is about 1 centipoise 
(or 1    mPa s), whereas the viscosity of honey is 8880 centipoise. 
According to  Van Wazer (1963) , the human eye can distinguish 
between differences in viscosity of fl uids in the range of 100 to 
10,000    cP. Above 10,000    cP the material appears to be like a solid. 
Thus, a liquid with a viscosity of 600    cP will appear twice as “ thick ”  as 
a liquid with a viscosity of 300     cP. 

   Although dynamic viscosity, μ, is commonly used, an alternative term 
used to express viscosity is kinematic viscosity, ν. When Newtonian liq-
uids are tested by capillary viscometers such as Ubbeholde or Cannon-
Fenske (to be discussed later in Section 2.8.1), the force of gravity is 
used to move a liquid sample through a capillary. Therefore, the den-
sity of the liquid plays an important role in calculations. Kinematic 
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viscosity is commonly used to express viscosity of nonfood materials 
such as lubricating oils. It is related to dynamic viscosity as follows: 

Kinematic voscosity
dynamic viscosity

density
�

    

   or  

ν
μ
ρ

�  (2.11)      

   The units of kinematic viscosity are 

ν ≡
m
s

2

   

   In cgs units, kinematic viscosity is expressed in units of stokes (abbre-
viated as S) or centistokes (cS). This unit is named after Sir George 
Stokes (1819–1903), a Cambridge physicist who made major contri-
butions to the theory of viscous fl uids. Where 

1 100S cS�     
   or  

1cS
mm

s
�

1 2

    

   water has a kinematic viscosity of 1     mm 2 /s at 20.2�C.            

   In a quality control test, viscosity of a liquid food is being measured with a vis-
cometer. A shear stress of 4       dyne/cm 2  at a shear rate of 100       s  � 1  was recorded. 
Calculate the viscosity and express it as Pa s, cP, P, kg/m s and mPa s. 

    Given 

        Shear stress      �      4       dyne/cm 2   

    Shear rate      �      100       s  � 1      

    Approach 

   We will use the defi nition of viscosity given in Equation (2.10) to calculate the viscos-

ity. For unit conversions, note that 

 
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 12dyne/cm g/(cm s ) kg/(m s ) N/m Pa2 2 2= � � �. . .

      

Example 2.1
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    Solution 

        1.     Shear stress in SI units is    

σ
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σ

�
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�
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    2.     Viscosity in Pa s    
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    4.     Viscosity in cP    

μ

μ
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�
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4
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    5.     Viscosity in kg/(m s)    

Since  Pa  kg/(m s

 kg/(m s)

1 1

0 004

2�

�

),

.μ       

    6.     Viscosity in mPa s    

Since  mPa s  cP

 mPa s

1 1

4

�

�μ            

       Determine the dynamic and kinematic viscosity of air and water at 20�C and 
60�C. 

    Given 

        Temperature of water      �      20�C     

    Approach 

   We will obtain values of absolute and kinematic viscosity from Tables A.4.1 and A.4.2.  

Example 2.2
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    Solution 

        1.     From Table A.4.1 for water at 20�C 

     a.     Dynamic viscosity      �      993.414      �      10  � 6        Pa s  

     b.     Kinematic viscosity      �      1.006      �      10  � 6        m 2 /s     

    2.     From Table A.4.1 for water at 60�C 

     a.     Dynamic viscosity      �      471.650      �      10  � 6        Pa s  

     b.     Kinematic viscosity      �      0.478      �      10  � 6        m 2 /s     

    3.     From Table A.4.2 for air at 20�C 

     a.     Dynamic viscosity      �      18.240      �      10  � 6        Pa s  

     b.     Kinematic viscosity      �      15.7      �      10  � 6        m 2 /s     

    4.     From Table A.4.2 for air at 60�C 

     a.     Dynamic viscosity      �      19.907      �      10  � 6        Pa s  

     b.     Kinematic viscosity      �      19.4      �      10  � 6        m 2 /s       

   As seen from these results, with increasing temperature the dynamic viscosity of 

water decreases, whereas for gases it increases. The infl uence of temperature on vis-

cosity of liquids is more pronounced than for gases. The dynamic viscosity of air is 

much less than that of water.         

    2.3       HANDLING SYSTEMS FOR NEWTONIAN LIQUIDS 

   In a food processing plant, liquid foods are processed in a variety 
of ways, such as by heating, cooling, concentrating, or mixing. The 
transport of liquid foods from one processing equipment to another 
is achieved mostly by using pumps, although gravity systems are used 
when feasible. Depending on the velocity of the liquid and the inter-
nal viscous and inertial forces, different types of fl ow characteristics 
are obtained. The energy required to pump a liquid will be different 
under different fl ow conditions. In this section, we will look at quan-
titative methods to describe fl ow characteristics of liquid foods. 

   In subsequent sections, we will refer to fl uid fl ow along a stream line. 
At any instant of time, we may consider an imaginary curve in the 
fl uid, called a stream line, along which fl uid moves ( Fig. 2.11   ). No 
fl uid movement occurs across this curve. The velocity of fl uid at any 
point along the stream line is in a tangential direction along the line. 
When bunched together into a stream tube, stream lines provide a 
good indication of the instantaneous fl ow of a fl uid. 

    2.3.1       The Continuity Equation 

   The principle of conservation of matter is frequently used to solve 
problems related to fl uid fl ow. To understand this important principle,

Stream lines

   ■   Figure 2.11          Stream lines forming a 

stream tube. Flow occurs only along stream 

lines, not across them.    
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consider a fl uid fl owing in a pipeline, as shown in  Figure 2.12   . Since 
the fl uid is moving, suppose that in time step δ  t, the fl uid occupying 
space XX 
 moves to space YY 
. The distance between X and Y is  δ  x  1 and 
between X 
 and Y 
 is δ  x  2. The cross-sectional area at X is d A  1, and at X 
  
it is d A  2. We have purposely selected different cross-sectional areas at 
the two ends to show that our derivation will be applicable to such 
variations. For the matter to be conserved, the mass contained in space 
XX
 must be equal to that in YY 
. We also note that the fl uid contained 
in space YX 
 is common to both initial and fi nal space. Therefore, the 
mass of fl uid in space XY must equal that in space X 
Y
. Therefore,

ρ δ ρ δ1 1 1 2 2 2A x A x� (2.12)      

   Dividing by the time step, δ  t,

ρ
δ
δ

δ
δ1 1

1
2 2

2A
x

t
A

x

t
� ρ (2.13)

   

   or,   

ρ ρ1 1 1 2 2 2A u A u� (2.14)    

   where  u     is the average velocity.   

   Equation (2.14) is the Equation of Continuity. We can express this 
equation on the basis of either mass fl ow or volumetric fl ow rate. In 
Equation (2.14) 

 Au m� ·  (2.15)    

   where �m     is the mass fl ow rate, kg/s. The mass fl ow rate is a function 
of density ρ, the cross-sectional area A of the pipe or tube, and the 
mean velocity  u     of the fl uid. Equation (2.14) shows that the mass 
fl ow rate remains constant under steady state conditions.   

�x1

�x2

X

X


Y

Y


dA1
dA2

   ■   Figure 2.12          Fluid fl ow through a pipe of 

varying cross-section.    
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   For an incompressible fl uid, such as for liquids, the density remains 
constant. Then, from Equation (2.14) 

A u A u1 1 2 2�  (2.16)    

   where   

Au V�
·

 (2.17)      

   The volumetric fl ow rate �V     is a product of cross-sectional area A of 
the pipe and the mean fl uid velocity, u    . According to Equation 
(2.17), under steady state conditions, the volumetric fl ow rate remains 
constant. 

   The preceding mathematical development will be valid only if we use 
mean velocity, u    , for the given cross-section. The use of the bar on 
symbol  u     indicates that it represents a mean value for velocity. We 
will observe later in Section 2.3.4 that the velocity distribution of a 
fully developed fl ow in a pipe is, in fact, parabolic in shape. At this 
stage, we need to ensure that only mean velocity is selected whenever 
Equation (2.14) is used.            

   The volumetric fl ow rate of beer fl owing in a pipe is 1.8       L/s. The inside diam-
eter of the pipe is 3       cm. The density of beer is 1100       kg/m 3 . Calculate the aver-
age velocity of beer and its mass fl ow rate in kg/s. What is the mass fl ow rate? 
If another pipe with a diameter of 1.5       cm is used, what will be the velocity for 
the same volumetric fl ow rate? 

    Given 

        Pipe diameter      �      3       cm      �      0.03       m  

    Volumetric fl ow rate      �      1.8       L/s      �      0.0018       m 3 /s  

    Density      �      1100       kg/m 3      

    Approach 

   First, we will calculate velocity,  u    , from the given volumetric fl ow rate using Equation 

(2.17). Then we will use Equation (2.15) to obtain mass fl ow rate.  

    Solution 

        1.     From Equation (2.17),    

Velocit  
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m ]
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    2.     From Equation (2.15),    

Mass flow rate kg/m m m/s]� � �
�

�

�

�

�

m

m

1100
0 03

4
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88 kg/s       

    3.     New velocity if the diameter of the pipe is halved and the volumetric fl ow rate 

is kept the same:    

u �
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π

      

    4.     Note that by halving the diameter, the velocity is increased fourfold.           

    2.3.2       Reynolds Number 

   We can conduct a simple experiment to visualize the fl ow characteristics 
of a liquid by carefully injecting a dye into the liquid fl owing in a pipe. 
At low fl ow rates, the dye moves in a straight-line manner in the axial 
direction, as shown in  Figure 2.13   . As the fl ow rate increases to some 
intermediate level, the dye begins to blur at some distance away from the 
injection point. The blurring of the dye is caused by movement of some 
of the dye in the radial direction. At high fl ow rates, the dye becomes 
blurred immediately upon injection. At these high fl ow rates, the dye 
spreads in a random manner along both the radial and axial direction. 
The straight-line fl ow observed at low fl ow rates is called  laminar fl ow; 
at intermediate fl ow rates, the fl ow is called  transitional fl ow; and the 
erratic fl ow obtained at higher fl ow rates is called  turbulent fl ow. 

   The fl ow characteristics for laminar fl ow are infl uenced by liquid 
properties, fl ow rate, and the dimensions of liquid–solid interfaces. 
As the mass fl ow rate is increased, the forces of momentum or iner-
tia increase; but these forces are resisted by friction or viscous forces 
within the fl owing liquid. As these opposing forces reach a certain bal-
ance, changes in the fl ow characteristics occur. Based on experiments 
conducted by  Reynolds (1874) ,      1    the inertial forces are a function

Laminar flow

Transition flow

Turbulent flow

Flow rate
m1
·

Flow rate
m3 �� m1
· ·

Flow rate
m2 � m1
· ·

   ■   Figure 2.13          Laminar, transitional, and 

turbulent fl ow in a pipe.    

w

1Osborne Reynolds (1842–1912) was a British physicist, engineer, and edu-
cator. He was appointed the fi rst professor of engineering at Owens College,
Manchester, where he retired in the same position in 1905. His major work was 
in the study of hydrodynamics. He developed a theory of lubrication, studied 
the condensation process, and provided a mathematical foundation (in 1883) 
to the turbulence phenomenon in fl uid fl ow. His work resulted in important 
redesign of boilers and condensers, and development of turbines.
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of liquid density, ρ, tube diameter, D, and average fl uid velocity, u    . 
The viscous forces, on the other hand, are a function of liquid viscos-
ity. A dimensionless number, called a Reynolds number, is defi ned as 
the ratio of the inertial to the viscous forces: 

NRe
inertial forces
viscous forces

� (2.18)    

   or  

NRe �
ρ

μ
uD (2.19)      

   If instead of average velocity, the mass fl ow rate, �m    , is measured or 
given, then substituting Equation (2.15) in Equation (2.19) and rear-
ranging terms, we obtain 

N
DRe

.
�

4m

μπ
(2.20)      

   A Reynolds number is most useful in quantitatively describing the 
fl ow characteristics of a fl uid fl owing either in a pipe or on the sur-
faces of objects of different shapes. We no longer need to limit our-
selves to qualitative descriptions of fl ow such as low, intermediate, or 
high. Instead, we can use a Reynolds number to specifi cally identify 
how a given liquid would behave under selected fl ow conditions. 

   The Reynolds number provides an insight into energy dissipation 
caused by viscous effects. From Equation (2.18), when the viscous 
forces have a dominant effect on energy dissipation, the Reynolds 
number is small, or fl ow is in a laminar region. As long as the Reynolds 
number is 2100 or less, the fl ow characteristics are laminar or stream 
line. A Reynolds number between 2100 and 4000 signifi es a transi-
tional fl ow. A Reynolds number greater than 4000 indicates turbulent 
fl ow denoting small infl uence of viscous forces on energy dissipation.          

   A 3       cm inside diameter pipe is being used to pump liquid food into a buff er 
tank. The tank is 1.5       m diameter and 3       m high. The density of the liquid is 
1040       kg/m 3  and viscosity is 1600      �      10  � 6        Pa s. 

    a.     What is the minimum time to fi ll the tank with this liquid food if it is 
fl owing under laminar conditions in the pipe?  

    b.     What will be the maximum time to fi ll the tank if the fl ow in the pipe 
is turbulent?    

Example 2.4

2.3  Handling Systems for Newtonian Liquids
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    Given 

        Pipe diameter      �      3       cm      �      0.03       m  

    Tank height      �      3       m  

    Tank diameter      �      1.5       m  

    Density of liquid      �      1040       kg/m 3   

    Viscosity of liquid      �      1600      �      10  � 6        Pa s      �      1600      �      10  � 6        kg/m s     

    Approach 

   For (a), we will use the maximum Reynolds number in the laminar range of 2100 

and calculate the fl ow rate. For (b), we will use a minimum Reynolds number in the 

turbulent region of 4000 and calculate the fl ow rate. The time to fi ll the tank will be 

obtained from the volume of the tank and the volumetric fl ow rate.  

    Solution 

        Part (a) 
1.     From Equation (2.19), maximum velocity under laminar conditions is    

  

u
D

� �
� �

�
�

�2100 2100 1600 10

1040 0 03
0 108

6

3

μ
ρ

[

] .
.

kg/ms]

 [kg/m  [m]
  m/s

    

   Then, volumetric fl ow rate using the pipe cross-sectional area and Equation 

(2.17) is   

V
m

m/s m s
⋅

�
�

� � � �π 0 03

4
0 108 7 63 10

2 2
5 3

. [ ]
. [ ] . /

   

    

2.  

    

Volume of tank
(diameter) (height)

[m ] [m]

�

�
� �

�

π

π

2

2 2

4

1 5 3

4

5 3

.

.. mm3

       
    3.     The minimum time to fi ll the tank      �      (volume of tank)/(volumetric fl ow rate)    

�
�

� � �
�

5 3

7 63 10
6 95 10 19 29

3

5 3

4
. ]

.
. .

 [m

 [m /s]
s h

     
    Part (b)
4.     From Equation (2.19), minimum velocity under turbulent fl ow conditions is    

u
D

� �
� �

�
�

�4000 4000 1600 10

1040 0 03
0 205

6

3

μ
ρ

[kg/ms]

[kg/m [m]
m/

] .
. ss

     

   Then, volumetric fl ow rate using the pipe cross-sectional area and Equation 

(2.17) is 

 
V

0.03 [m ]
0 [m / s] 1.449 10  m /s

3 2
4 3�� � � � �π×

4
0 2.
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    5.     The maximum time to fi ll the tank      �      (volume of tank)/(volumetric fl ow rate)    

 

�
�

� � �
�

5 3

1 449 10
3 66 10 10 16

3

4 3

4
.

.
. .

[m ]

[m /s]
s h

     

    6.     The minimum time to fi ll the tank under laminar conditions is 19.29 hours, 
whereas the maximum time to fi ll the tank under turbulent conditions is 

10.16 hours.               

   At what velocity does air and water fl ow convert from laminar to transitional 
in a 5       cm diameter pipe at 20�C? 

    Given 

        Pipe diameter      �      5       cm      �      0.05       m  

    Temperature      �      20�C  

    From Table A.4.1 for water, 
     Density      �      998.2       kg/m 3   

     Viscosity      �      993.414      �      10  � 6        Pa s     

    From Table A.4.4 for air, 
     Density      �      1.164       kg/m3  

     Viscosity      �      18.240      �      10  � 6        Pa s        

    Approach 

   We will use a Reynolds number of 2100 for change from laminar to transitional fl ow.  

    Solution 

        1.     From the Reynolds number and Equation (2.19), we obtain velocity as    

u
N

D
� Reμ

ρ       

    2.     For water    

u

u
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� �

�
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    3.     For air    

u

u

�

� �

�

�
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2.3  Handling Systems for Newtonian Liquids
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    4.     To change from laminar to transitional fl ow, the calculated velocities of air 

and water for a 5       cm pipe are quite low; typically, much higher fl uid velocities 

are used in commercial practice. Therefore, the fl uid fl ow in industry is gener-

ally in the transition or turbulent region. Mostly, we encounter laminar fl ow in 

the case of more viscous liquids.           

    2.3.3       Entrance Region and Fully Developed Flow 

   When a liquid enters a pipe, there is a certain initial length of the 
pipe, called the entrance region, where the fl ow characteristics of the 
liquid are quite different from those in the following length of pipe. 
As shown in  Figure 2.14   , immediately at the entrance to the pipe, the 
liquid has a uniform velocity profi le, identifi ed by the same length of 
arrows in the diagram. As it begins to move into the pipe, the liquid 
next to the inside wall of the pipe is held back by friction between 
the liquid and the wall surface. The velocity of the liquid is zero at the 
wall and increases toward the central axis of the pipe. Therefore, the 
boundary (or the wall surface) begins to infl uence the velocity profi le. 
As shown in  Figure 2.14 , in the entrance region, the boundary layer 
develops from location X to Y. At location Y, the effect of the bound-
ary layer on the velocity profi le extends all the way to the central axis. 
The cross-sectional velocity profi le at Y is parabolic in shape (as we 
will mathematically derive in the following section). From X to Y, the 
region is called the entrance region, and the liquid fl ow in the region 
beyond Y is commonly referred to as  fully developed fl ow . 

   Using dimensional analysis, it has been shown that the dimension-
less entrance length, L  e / D, is a function of the Reynolds number. 

Entrance region, Le
Fully developed 
flow

Uniform velocity,
flat profile Parabolic profile

X Y

D

   ■   Figure 2.14          Velocity profi le in a fl uid 

fl owing in a pipe.    
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Therefore, the entrance length, L  e may be calculated from the follow-
ing expressions: 

   For laminar fl ow,

L

D
Ne

Re� 0 06.  (2.21)    

   and for turbulent fl ow,   

L

D
e

Re
/( )� 4 4 1 6. N  (2.22)     

    

   A 2       cm diameter pipe is 10       m long and delivers wine at a rate of 40       L/min at 
20�C. What fraction of the pipe represents the entrance region? 

    Given 

        Pipe diameter      �      2       cm      �      0.02       m  

    Length      �      10       m  

    Flow rate      �      40       L/min      �      6.67      �      10  � 4        m 3 /s  

    Temperature      �      20�C     

    Approach 

   Since the properties of wine are not given, we will approximate properties of wine as 

those of water obtained from Table A.4.2. First, we will determine the Reynolds num-

ber and then select an appropriate equation to calculate the entrance region from 

Equations (2.21) and (2.22).  

    Solution 

        1.     The average velocity is obtained from Equation (2.17)    
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    2.     The Reynolds number, using Equation (2.19), is    
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Example 2.6
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    Therefore, the fl ow is turbulent, and we select Equation (2.22) to determine 

the entrance region. 

    3.     Using Equation (2.22)    
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    4.     The entrance region is 5% of the total length of the pipe.           

    2.3.4        Velocity Profi le in a Liquid Flowing Under 
Fully Developed Flow Conditions 

   Calculations to determine the velocity profi le in a pipe depend upon 
whether the region of interest is at the entrance or further along the pipe 
where the fl ow is fully developed. In the entrance region, the calcula-
tions are complicated because the liquid velocity depends not only on 
the radial distance from the pipe centerline, r, but also on the axial dis-
tance from the entrance, x. On the other hand, the velocity profi le in the 
fully developed region depends only on the radial distance from the cen-
tral axis, r. In the entrance region, three forces—gravitational, pressure,
and inertial—infl uence the fl ow. Largely due to inertial forces, the fl ow 
in the entrance region accelerates, and the velocity profi le changes from 
location X to Y, as shown in  Figure 2.14 . A mathematical description 
of fl ow in the entrance region and under turbulent conditions is highly 
complex and beyond the scope of this book. Therefore, we will deter-
mine the velocity profi le in a liquid fl owing in a straight horizontal pipe 
of a constant diameter under fully developed laminar fl ow conditions. 

   Consider fl uid fl ow taking place under steady and fully developed 
conditions in a constant-diameter pipe. Forces due to pressure and 
gravity cause the fl uid fl ow in the fully developed region. In the case 
of a horizontal pipe, gravitational effects are negligible. Therefore,
for the purpose of this analysis, we will consider only forces due to 
pressure. When a viscous liquid (a liquid with viscosity greater than 
zero) fl ows in a pipe, the viscous forces within the liquid oppose 
the pressure forces. Application of pressure is therefore necessary for 
fl ow to occur, as it overcomes the viscous forces opposing the fl ow. 
Furthermore, the fl ow takes place without accelerating; the velocity 
profi le within the fully developed fl ow region does not change with 
location along the x-axis. For the fl ow to be steady, a balance must 
exist between the pressure and viscous forces in the liquid. We will 
conduct a force balance to analyze this case. 
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   Using Newton’s second law of motion, we can describe forces acting on a 
small element of liquid as shown in  Figure 2.15   . The cylindrical element 
is of radius r and length L. The pipe diameter is D. Initially at time t,
the location of the element is identifi ed from A to B. After a small lapse 
of time Δ t, the liquid element moves to a new location A 
B
. The ends 
of the element, A 
B
, indicating velocity profi le, are shown distorted,
indicating that under fully developed fl ow conditions, the velocity at 
the central axis is maximum and decreases with increasing r . 

   Since the pipe is horizontal, we neglect the gravitational forces. The 
pressure varies from one axial location to another, but remains con-
stant along any vertical cross-section of the pipe. Let us assume that 
the pressure on the cross-sectional face at A is P  A and at B is P  B. If the 
decrease of pressure from A to B is Δ  P, then Δ  P     �       P  A       �     P  B . 

   As seen in the force diagram for  Figure 2.15 , the pressure forces acting 
on the liquid element are as follows: 

   On the vertical cross-sectional area, π  r  2,

at location A, pressure forces A� P rπ 2  (2.23)      

at location B, pressure forces ( A� �P P rΔ )π 2  (2.24)    

   and on the circumferential area, 2 π  rL,   

  forces opposing pressure forces due to viscous effects � σ π2 rrL

 (2.25)    

   where  σ  is the shear stress.   

2.3  Handling Systems for Newtonian Liquids

At time t At time t � Δt

D
A


A
B


B

R

r

PA�r2 (PA � ΔP)�r2

L

r

�2�rL

   ■   Figure 2.15          Force balance for a liquid 

fl owing in a pipe.    
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   According to Newton’s second law of motion, the force in the x direc-
tion, Fx     �     max. As noted earlier in this section, under fully developed 
fl ow conditions, there is no acceleration, or ax     �   0. Therefore, Fx     �    0. 
Thus, for the liquid element, all forces acting on it must balance, or,

P r P P r rLA Aπ π σ π2 2 2 0� � � �( )Δ  (2.26)    

   or simplifying,   

ΔP

L r
�

2σ  (2.27)      

   For Newtonian liquids, the shear stress is related to viscosity as seen 
earlier in Equation (2.10). For pipe fl ow, we rewrite this equation in 
cylindrical coordinates as 

σ μ� �
d
d
u

r
 (2.28)      

   Note that d u /d r is negative in case of a pipe fl ow, the velocity decreas-
ing with increasing radial distance, r, as seen in  Figure 2.15 . Therefore,
we have introduced a negative sign in Equation (2.28) so that we 
obtain a positive value for shear stress, σ. Substituting Equation 
(2.27) in Equation (2.28),

d
d 2
u

r

P

L
r� �

Δ
μ

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

(2.29)    

   integrating,   

d du
P

L
r r∫ ∫� �

Δ
2μ

 (2.30)    

   or  

u r
P

L
r C( ) � � �

Δ
4

2
1μ

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

(2.31)    

   where  C  1  is a constant.   

   For a viscous fl uid fl owing in a pipe, u       �      0 at  r     �   R; therefore 

C
P

L
R1

2

4
�

Δ
μ

(2.32)      

   Therefore, the velocity profi le for a laminar, fully developed fl ow, in a 
horizontal pipe, is: 

u r
P

L
R r( ) ( )� �

Δ
4

2 2

μ
 (2.33)    
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   or  

u r
PR

L

r

R
( ) � �

Δ 2

4
1

μ

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

2

 (2.34)      

   Equation (2.34) is an equation of a parabola. Therefore, for fully 
developed fl ow conditions we obtain a parabolic velocity profi le. 
Furthermore, from Equation (2.34), substituting r     �    0, the maximum 
velocity, u  max, is obtained at the pipe centerline, or 

u
PR

Lmax �
Δ 2

4μ
 (2.35)      

   Next, let us determine the volumetric fl ow rate by integrating the veloc-
ity profi le across the cross-section of the pipe. First, we will examine a 
small ring of thickness d r with an area d A, where d A     �   2π  rdr, as shown 
in  Figure 2.15 . The velocity, u, in this thin annular ring is assumed to be 
constant. Then the volumetric fl ow rate through the annular ring, �Vring    is: 

�V u r A u r r rring d d� �( ) ( )2π (2.36)      

   The volumetric fl ow rate for the entire pipe cross-section is obtained 
by integration as follows: 

�V u r A u r r r
r

r R
� �

�

�
( )d ( ) d∫ ∫ 0

2π (2.37)    

   or, substituting Equation (2.34) in (2.37),   

�V
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L

r

R
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   or  

�V
R P

L
�

π
μ

4

8
Δ

 (2.39)      

   The mean velocity, u    , is defi ned as the volumetric fl ow rate divided 
by the cross-sectional area of the pipe, π  R  2, or 

u
V

R
�
�

π 2
 (2.40)    

   or, substituting Equation (2.39) in Equation (2.40), we obtain   

u
PR

L
�

Δ 2

8μ
 (2.41)

      

2.3  Handling Systems for Newtonian Liquids
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   Equation (2.39) is called Poiseuille’s Law. The fl ow characteristics of 
fully developed laminar fl ow were described independently in experi-
ments by two scientists, G. Hagen in 1839 and J. Poiseuille      2    in 1840. 

   If we divide Equation (2.41) by (2.35), we obtain 

u

umax

(Laminar Flow)� 0 5.  (2.42)      

   From Equation (2.42), we observe that the average velocity is half 
the maximum velocity for fully developed laminar fl ow conditions. 
Furthermore, the radius (or diameter) of the pipe has a dramatic 
infl uence on the fl ow rate, as seen in Equation (2.39). Doubling the 
diameter increases the volumetric fl ow rate 16-fold. 

   For turbulent fl ow in the fully developed region, the mathematical 
analysis necessary to obtain a velocity profi le is complex. Therefore,
the following empirical expression is generally used. 

u r

u

r

R

j
( )

max
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⎝
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⎞
⎠
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 (2.43)    

   where j is a function of the Reynolds number. For most applications 
j     �   7 is recommended. Under turbulent conditions, the velocity pro-
fi le may be obtained from   

u r u
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1
1 7⎛

⎝
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⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟  (2.44)    

   Equation (2.44) is also called the Blassius 1/7th power law.   

   A volumetric fl ow rate under turbulent conditions may be obtained 
in a similar manner as for laminar conditions. Substituting Equation 
(2.43) in Equation (2.37),

�V u
r

R
r r
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r R
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�
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/

π  (2.45)      

   Integrating Equation (2.45), we get 

�V u
R j

j j
�

� �
2

1 2 1

2 2
π max ( ) ( )

 (2.46)      

2Jean-Louis-Marie Poiseuille (1799–1869), a French physiologist, studied the 
fl ow rate of fl uids under laminar condition in circular tubes. The same mathe-
matical expression also was determined by Gotthilf Hagen; therefore the rela-
tionship is called the Hagen–Poiseuille equation. Poiseuille also studied the 
circulation of blood and the fl ow of fl uids in narrow tubes.
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   A relationship between average and maximum velocity may be obtained 
by substituting Equation (2.40) in Equation (2.46), and we get,

u

u

j

j jmax

�
� �

2
1 2 1

2

( ) ( )
 (2.47)      

   Substituting the value 7 for  j  in Equation (2.47),

u

umax

Turbulent Flow� 0 82. ( )  (2.48)      

   Thus, in the case of turbulent fl ow, the average velocity is 82% of the 
maximum velocity. The maximum velocity occurs at the central axis 
of the pipe.            

   A fl uid is fl owing under laminar conditions in a cylindrical pipe of 2       cm diam-
eter. The pressure drop is 330       Pa, the viscosity of the fl uid is 5       Pa s, and the 
pipe is 300       cm long. Calculate the mean velocity and velocity of fl uid at dif-
ferent radial locations in the pipe. 

    Given 

        Diameter of pipe         �      2       cm  

    Length of pipe          �      300       cm  

    Pressure drop  �      330       Pa  

    Viscosity             �      5       Pa s     

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (2.33) to calculate velocity at diff erent radial locations.  

    Solution 

        1.     From Equation (2.33)    

u
P

L
R r� �

Δ
4

2 2

μ
( )

     
   The velocity is calculated at  r       �      0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1       cm. 

     r       �      0       cm            u       �      0.055       cm/s  

 r           �      0.25       cm            u       �      0.0516       cm/s  

 r           �      0.5       cm            u       �      0.0413       cm/s  

 r           �      0.75       cm            u       �      0.0241       cm/s  

 r           �      1       cm            u       �      0       cm/s    

    2.     The mean velocity is calculated as 0.0275       cm/s; this value is half the maxi-

mum velocity.           

2.3  Handling Systems for Newtonian Liquids

Example 2.7
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    2.3.5       Forces Due to Friction 

   The forces that must be overcome in order to pump a liquid through 
a pipe derive from several sources. As we saw in Section 2.2.3, vis-
cous forces are important in liquid fl ow; these forces occur due to 
the movement of one layer over another. The other important forces 
are due to friction between the liquid and the surface of the wall of 
a pipe. When a fl uid fl ows through a pipe, some of its mechanical 
energy is dissipated due to friction. It is common to refer to this dissi-
pated energy as a frictional energy loss. Though truly not a  loss, some 
of the mechanical energy supplied to the liquid to cause fl ow is actu-
ally converted into heat, therefore all the mechanical energy is not 
available as useful energy in the liquid transport system. 

   The friction forces vary with conditions such as fl ow rates, as described 
with a Reynolds number, and surface roughness. The infl uence of the 
friction forces is expressed in the form of a friction factor f. The follow-
ing mathematical development is for laminar fl ow conditions. 

   The friction factor is the ratio between the shear stress at the wall, σ  w,
to the kinetic energy of the fl uid per unit volume. 

f
u

�
σ

ρ
w

/2 2
 (2.49)      

   Rewriting Equation (2.27) for shear stress at the wall, r     �       D /2 

σw �
D P

L

Δ
4

 (2.50)      

   Substituting Equation (2.50) in Equation (2.49) we obtain 

f
PD

L u
�

Δ
2 2ρ

 (2.51)      

   By rearranging terms in Equation (2.41), the pressure drop in fully 
developed laminar fl ow conditions is determined as 

ΔP
uL

D
�

32
2

μ  (2.52)      

   Substituting Equation (2.52) in Equation (2.51), we obtain 

f
N

�
16

Re

 (2.53)    

   where f is called the Fanning friction factor. Note that many civil and 
mechanical engineering textbooks refer to a different friction factor,
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called Darcy      3      friction factor, with the same symbol, f. The Darcy fric-
tion factor is four times the Fanning friction factor. In chemical engi-
neering literature, the Fanning friction factor is used more commonly,
and in this text we will use only the Fanning friction factor. 

   The previous calculations leading to Fanning friction factor are for 
laminar fl ow conditions only. In cases of transitional and turbulent 
fl ow conditions, the mathematical derivations become highly com-
plex. For situations involving fl ow conditions other than laminar 
fl ow, we will use a graphical chart that presents friction factor as a 
function of the Reynolds number. This chart, called a Moody chart, is 
shown in  Figure 2.16   . The Moody chart presents the friction factor as 
a function of the Reynolds number for various magnitudes of relative 
roughness of the pipes. At a low Reynolds number ( N  Re       �      � 2100), the 
curve is described by Equation (2.53) and is not infl uenced by surface 
roughness,   ε, of the pipe. In the transition from laminar to turbulent 
fl ow or critical region, either set of curves can be used. Most often, the 
friction factor is selected for turbulent fl ow, since it ensures that the 
pressure loss due to friction will not be underestimated. The Moody 
chart is accurate to � 15 percent. 

   From the Moody chart, it is evident that the friction factor is never 
zero, even for smooth pipes. Because there is always some roughness 
at the microscopic level, a fl uid will stick to the pipe surface regard-
less of how smooth it is. Thus, there is always a certain frictional loss 
when a fl uid fl ows in a pipe. 

   An explicit equation to estimate the friction factor, f, was proposed 
by  Haaland (1983) . A slightly modifi ed form of this equation for the 
Darcy friction factor, Equation (2.54) is recommended for calculating 
the Fanning friction factor for a turbulent region, preferably with the 
use of a spreadsheet. 

1
3 6

6 9
3 7

1 11

f N

D
≈ � �. log

.
.

.

Re

/ε⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

 (2.54)     

            

3Henri-Philibert-Gaspard Darcy (1803–1858), a French hydraulic engineer, was 
the fi rst person to develop a mathematical formulation of laminar fl ow of fl u-
ids in porous materials. His work laid the foundation for the subject of ground-
water hydrology. In Dijon, his native city, he supervised the design and construc-
tion of the municipal water supply system. In his work he studied the fl ow of 
groundwater through granular material.

2.3  Handling Systems for Newtonian Liquids
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   Water at 30�C is being pumped through a 30       m section of 2.5       cm diameter 
steel pipe at a mass fl ow rate of 2       kg/s. Compute the pressure loss due to fric-
tion in the pipe section. 

    Given 

        Density (  ρ  )      �      995.7       kg/m 3 , from Table A.4.1  

    Viscosity (  μ  )      �      792.377      �      10  � 6        Pa s, from Table A.4.1  

    Length ( L ) of pipe      �      30       m  

    Diameter ( D ) of pipe      �      2.5       cm      �      0.025       m  

    Mass fl ow rate ( �m    )      �      2       kg/s     

    Approach 

   The pressure drop due to friction is computed using Equation (2.51) with the infor-

mation given. Equation (2.51) requires knowledge of the friction factor  f  as obtained 

from  Figure 2.16 .  Figure 2.16  can be used once the turbulence ( N  Re  ) and relative 

roughness (  ε  / D ) values have been determined.  

    Solution 

        1.     Compute mean velocity  u    from Equation (2.15):    

u � �
(

( . )[ ( . ]
.

2

995 7 0 025 4
4 092

3 2

kg/s)

kg/m m) /
m/s

π       
    2.     Compute the Reynolds number:    

NRe

kg/m m)( m/s)

Pa s)
�

�
�

�

( . )( . .

( .
,

995 7 0 025 4 092

792 377 10
128 55

3

6
00

      
    3.     Using the given information and  Figure 2.16 , relative roughness can be 

computed:    

ε/
m

m
D �

�
� �

�
�45 7 10

0 025
1 828 10

6
3

.

.
.

      
    4.     Using the computed Reynolds number and the computed relative roughness, 

friction factor  f  is obtained from  Figure 2.16 :    

f � 0 006.       
    5.     Using Equation (2.51):    

ΔP

ρ
� �2 0 006

4 092 30

0 025
241 12

2
2 2( . )

( . (

( .
.

m/s) m)

m)
m /s

      
    6.     Note that (1 J � 1 kg m2/s2)    

ΔP

ρ
� �241 12 241 122 2. .m /s J/kg

    
    represents the energy consumed due to friction on a per-unit-mass basis.   

Example 2.8

2.3  Handling Systems for Newtonian Liquids
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    7.     The pressure loss is calculated as (Note that 1 J � 1 kg m2/s2)    

ΔP � � �( . )( . ) .241 12 995 7 240 80 103 3 2J/kg kg/m kg/(m s )       
ΔP � 240 08. kPa               

    2.4        FORCE BALANCE ON A FLUID ELEMENT 
FLOWING IN A PIPE—DERIVATION OF 
BERNOULLI EQUATION 

   As noted in this chapter, fl uids begin to move when a nonzero resul-
tant force acts upon them. The resultant force brings about a change in 
the momentum of the fl uid. We recall from physics that momentum 
is the product of mass and velocity. Under steady-fl ow conditions, the 
resultant force acting on a liquid must equal the net rate of change 
in momentum. We will use these concepts to derive one of the most 
widely used equations in fl uid fl ow, called the Bernoulli equation. 

   Let us consider a particle of fl uid moving along a stream line from 
location (1) to (2) as shown in  Figure 2.17   . The fl ow is assumed to 
be steady and the liquid has a constant density. The fl uid is inviscid,
meaning that its viscosity is zero. The x and z axes are shown; the  y  
direction is in the perpendicular direction from the x – z horizontal 
plane. The  s-direction is along the stream line and n-direction is nor-
mal to the s -direction. The velocity of the particle is  u . 

   The forces acting on the particle, neglecting any forces due to friction,
are the result of particle weight and pressure. Let us consider these 
forces separately. 

    a.   A force component of the particle weight exerted in the  s -direction
is obtained as follows. The volume of the particle is d n d s d y. If 
the density of the liquid is ρ, then,    

weight of the particle d d d� ρg n s y  (2.55)    

  and,   

the component of force
in the -direction

due to weight
s

g s� �ρ iin d d dθ n s y     
  Since,   

sin θ �
∂
∂
z

s     
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   force component in the  s -direction   

due to weight d d d� �ρg
z

s
n s

∂
∂

y  (2.56)      

    b.   The second force acting on the particle due to pressure in the 
s -direction, as seen in  Figure 2.17 , is as follows.    

pressure force on particle
d
2

d d

d

� �

� �

P
P s

s
n

P
P

∂
∂

∂

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

y

ss

s
n

∂ 2

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

d dy  (2.57)      

    Or, canceling and rearranging terms in the equation: 

pressure force on particle in -direction d d ds
P

s
n s� �

∂
∂

y  (2.58)      

+

n

θ  

R

s
(2)

(1)
θ  

2
P dn dy

∂s
�

2

dn
P ds dy

∂P

ds∂P
�

∂n

x

z

dn
ds

y-axis perpendicular
to the page

2
P dn dy

∂s
�

ds∂P

2
P ds dy

∂n
�

dn∂P

   ■   Figure 2.17          Force balance on a small 

volume of fl uid.    

2.4  Force Balance on a Fluid Element Flowing in a Pipe —Derivation of Bernoulli Equation
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   From Equations (2.56) and (2.58),

   the resultant force acting on the particle 

in the -direction d d ds
P

s
g

z

s
n s� � �

∂
∂

∂
∂

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ρ y

    

   or,   

resultant force per unit volume � � �
∂
∂

∂
∂

P

s
g

z

s
ρ (2.59)      

   Because of this resultant force, the particle will accelerate as it moves 
along the stream line. Therefore, the velocity will change from  u to 
u     �    ( ∂  u / ∂  s )d s  as the particle moves from  s  to  s       �    d s . 

   Recall from physics that momentum is mass multiplied with velocity. 
The rate of change of momentum of the particle due to the action of 
resultant force is then 

ρ
d

d

u
u
s

s u

t

� �
∂
∂

⎛

⎝

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
    

   or simply   

rate of change of momentum
d
d

� ρ
∂
∂
u

s

s

t
 (2.60)    

   But   

d
d

s

t
u�

    

   Then,   

rate of change of momentum � ρu
u

s

∂
∂

(2.61)      

   The resultant force must equal the rate of change of momentum of 
the particle, or from Equation (2.59) and Equation (2.61): 

∂
∂

∂
∂

∂
∂

P

s
u

u

s
g

z

s
� � �ρ ρ 0  (2.62)      

   This equation is also called the Euler equation of motion. If we multi-
ply both sides by d s, we get 

∂
∂

∂
∂

∂
∂

P

s
s u

u

s
s g

z

s
sd d d� � �ρ ρ 0  (2.63)      
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   The fi rst term in Equation (2.63) expresses the change in pressure 
along the stream line; the second term is a change in velocity, and 
the third term is a change in elevation. Using laws of calculus, we can 
simply write this equation as 

d
d d

P
u u g z

ρ
� � � 0  (2.64)      

   Integrating the preceding equation from location (1) to (2) along the 
stream line, we obtain 

d
d d 0

P
u u g z

z

z

u

u

P

P

ρ
� � �

1

2

1

2

1

2

∫∫∫  (2.65)    

   or, evaluating limits and multiplying by  ρ, and rearranging,   

P u gz P u gz1 1
2

1 2 2
2

2
1
2

1
2

� � � � � �ρ ρ ρρ constant  (2.66)      

   Equation (2.66) is called the Bernoulli equation, named after a Swiss 
mathematician, Daniel Bernoulli. It is one of the equations most 
widely used to solve problems in fl uid dynamics. The application of 
this equation to many problems involving fl uid fl ow provides great 
insight. However, if the assumptions used in deriving the equation 
are not followed, then erroneous results are likely to be obtained. 
Again, note the main assumptions used in deriving this equation: 

      ■    Locations 1 and 2 are on the same stream line.  
      ■    The fl uid has a constant density, therefore the fl uid is 

incompressible.  
      ■    The fl ow is inviscid; that is, the viscosity of the fl uid is zero.  
      ■    The fl ow is steady. 
      ■    No shaft work is done on or by the fl uid. 
      ■    No heat transfer takes place between the fl uid and its 

surroundings.    

   As we will observe in some of the examples in this section, the 
Bernoulli equation may provide reasonable approximations even if 
the assumptions are not strictly followed. For example, fl uids with 
low viscosities may approximate inviscid conditions. 

   Another frequently used form of the Bernoulli equation is written in 
terms of “ head. ”  If we divide Equation (2.66) by specifi c weight of 
the fl uid, ρ g, we obtain 

P

g

u

g
z

ρ
pressure head velocity head elevation head

constant� � �
2

2 total� h  (2.67)      

2.4  Force Balance on a Fluid Element Flowing in a Pipe —Derivation of Bernoulli Equation
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   Each term on the left-hand side of Equation (2.67) is expressed in 
units of length, m. The three terms are pressure head, velocity head,
and elevation head, respectively. The sum of these three heads is a 
constant, called total head, h  total. The total head of a fl uid fl owing in a 
pipe is measured with a Pitot-tube at the stagnation point, as we will 
discuss in Section 2.7.1. The use of the Bernoulli equation is illus-
trated in Examples 2.9 and 2.10.          

   A 3       m diameter stainless steel tank contains wine. The tank is fi lled to 5       m 
depth. A discharge port, 10       cm in diameter, is opened to drain the wine. 
Calculate the discharge velocity of wine, assuming the fl ow is steady and 
frictionless, and the time required in emptying it. 

    Given 

        Height of tank      �      5       m  

    Diameter of tank      �      3       m     

    Approach 

   We will use the Bernoulli equation using the assumptions of steady and frictionless 

fl ow.  

    Solution 

        1.     We select location (1) as the wine free surface, and location (2) as the nozzle 

exit. The pressure at (1) is atmospheric. The velocity at location (1) is low enough 

for us to consider it as a quasi-steady state condition with zero velocity.  

    2.     In the Bernoulli equation, Equation (2.66),  P  1       �       P  2       �       P  atm ,   ρ   1       �        ρ   2  and  u1 0�    ; 

therefore,    

gz u gz1 2
2

2

1

2
� �

    
    or   

u g z z2 2 12� �( )
      

    This formula is named after Evangelista Torricelli, who discovered it in 1644. 

    3.     Substituting the known values in the Torricelli formula,    

 

u � � � �2 9 81 5 9 9
2

. [ ] .
m

s
m m/s

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

   

    Then, volumetric fl ow rate from the discharge port, using Equation (2.17),   

 
�

�
� �

π 0 10

4
9 9 0 078

2 2
3

. [ ]
. [ ] . /

m
m / s m s

     

Example 2.9

3 m
(1)

(2)

10 cm
5 m

   ■   Figure E2.1          Discharge from a tank, for 

conditions given in Example 2.9.    
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    4.     The volume of the tank is    

 

π �
� �

3

4
5 35 3

2 2
3

[ ]
[ ] .

m
m m

     

    5.     Time to empty the tank equals    

 

35 3

0 078
452 6 7 5

3

3

. [ ]

. [ / ]
. .

m

m s
s min� �

          

       A 1.5       cm diameter tube is being used to siphon water out of a tank. The 
discharge end of the siphon tube is 3       m below the bottom of the tank. The 
water level in the tank is 4       m. Calculate the maximum height of the hill over 
which the tube can siphon the water without cavitation. The temperature of 
the water is 30�C. 

    Given 

        Siphon tube diameter      �      1.5       cm      �      0.015       m  

    Height of water in tank      �      4       m  

    Discharge location below the bottom of tank      �      3       m  

    Temperature of water      �      30�C     

    Approach 

   Assuming an inviscid, steady, and incompressible fl ow, we will apply the Bernoulli 

equation at locations (1), (2), and (3). We will then calculate the pressure at location 

(2) and compare it with the vapor pressure of water at 30�C. Note that the atmo-

spheric pressure is 101.3       kPa.  

    Solution 

        1.     To apply the Bernoulli equation at locations (1), (2), and (3), we note that    

 
P P P u z1 2 1 1 30 4 3� � � � ��atm  m z m., , ,

       
    2.     From the equation of continuity, Equation (2.16)    

 
A u A u2 2 3 3�

   

    Therefore   

 
u u2 3=

     

    3.     Applying the Bernoulli equation, Equation (2.66), between locations (1) and 

(3) gives    

 
ρ ρgz u gz1 3

2
3

1

2
� ρ �

     

Example 2.10

2.4  Force Balance on a Fluid Element Flowing in a Pipe —Derivation of Bernoulli Equation
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u g z3 1 32� �( )z

   

    then   

 

u3 2
2 9 81 4 3� � � � �. ( ( )) [ ]

m

s
 m

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

   

     u3          �      11.72       m/s, same as at location (2), or,  u2          �      11.72       m/s.   

    4.     From Table A.4.2, at 30�C, the vapor pressure of water      �      4.246       kPa. Again 

using the Bernoulli equation between locations (1) and (2), noting that  

u1          �      0, we get    

 

z z
P

g

P

g

u

g
2 1

1 2 2
2

2
� � � �

ρ ρ
   

    Substituting values and noting that 1 Pa � 1 kg/(ms2),   

 

z2 3 2
4

101 325 4 246 1000

995 7 9 81

1

2

� �
� �

�

�

[ ]
( . . ) [ ]

. [ ] . [ ]
m

Pa

kg/m m/s

�� �

�

( . )
.

.

11 72
1

9 81

6 93

2
2

2

2

2

m

s

s

m

m

⎡

⎣
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⎢

⎤

⎦
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⎥

⎡

⎣
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⎢

⎤

⎦
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⎥

z
     

    5.     If  z  2  is more than 6.93       m then cavitation will occur. If the discharge end of the 

siphon tube is lowered, say 5       m below the bottom of the tank, then the veloc-

ity will be higher and the value of  z  2  will be lower.           

4 m

3 m

z2

(2)

(1)

(3)

   ■   Figure E2.2          Siphoning water out of a 

tank, for conditions given in Example 2.10.    
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    2.5        ENERGY EQUATION FOR STEADY 
FLOW OF FLUIDS 

   As noted in preceding sections, fl uid fl ow occurs with the applica-
tion of a force. Thus, a fl uid transport system depends on a source of 
energy; for liquids we use pumps, whereas for gases we use blowers. 
In this section, we will develop mathematical expressions useful for 
determining the energy requirements for fl uid fl ow. This mathemati-
cal development requires the application of the fi rst law of thermo-
dynamics and concepts presented in Chapter 1. 

   Consider a system involving fl uid fl ow, such as the one shown in  Figure 
2.18  . We assume that (a) the fl ow is continuous and under steady-state 
conditions, and the mass fl ow rate entering and exiting the system is 
constant; (b) fl uid properties and conditions between inlet and out-
let do not vary; (c) heat and shaft work between the fl uid and the sur-
roundings are transferred at a constant rate; and (d) energy transfer due 
to electricity, magnetism, and surface tension are negligible. 

   For the fl ow system shown in  Figure 2.18 , in a unit time, a constant 
amount of heat, δ  Q, is added to the system, and the system does a 
constant rate of work, δ  W, on the surroundings (e.g., it could rotate 
a shaft if it were a turbine or a steam engine; but if work is done by 
the surroundings on the fl uid, as by a pump, then rate of work will 
carry a negative sign). At the inlet, the fl uid velocity is  u1   , pressure 

A

C

B

D

P2

P1

�s1

Any device 
through which 
steady flow 
exists

z1

Net heat
input �Q

z2

Shaft work 
output �W

u2

u1

�s2

   ■   Figure 2.18          A device with a steady fl ow.            

2.5  Energy Equation for Steady Flow of Fluids
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P  1, and elevation  z  1. At the exit, the fl uid velocity is u2    , pressure P  2,
and elevation  z  2. At any moment, a certain packet of fl uid is between 
locations A and C. After a short time duration, δ  t, this fl uid packet 
moves to locations B and D. According to the Continuity equation,
Equation (2.14), the mass of liquid, δ  m, in AB is the same as in CD. 
At the inlet, on a per unit mass basis, the fl uid has a specifi c inter-
nal energy, E  
  i  1, kinetic energy, 1

2 u1
2   , and potential energy, gz  1. Let the 

energy embodied in the system between B and C be  E  B–C. Therefore,
the energy embodied in the fl uid between A and C is

E E EA C A B B C� � �� �  (2.68)    

   or,   

E m E u gz EiA C B C� �� 
 � � �δ 1 1
2

1
1
2

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟  (2.69)

      

   After a short time duration, δ  t, as the fl uid packet moves from A–C to 
B–D, the energy embodied in the fl uid between B and D will be 

E E EB D B C C D� � �� �  (2.70)    

   or,   

E E m E u gziB D B C� �� � 
 � �δ ( )2 2
2

2
1
2

 (2.71)      

   Therefore, the increase in energy for the selected packet of fl uid as it 
moves from A–C to B–D is 

δE E Eincrease B D A C� �� �
 (2.72)      

δE E m E u gz

m E
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i
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 � �
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2 2
2
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⎝
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⎣
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⎢

⎤

⎦
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� � � �u gz E
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⎝
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⎞
⎠
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⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥B C  (2.73)    

   or simplifying,   

δ δE m E E u u g z zi iincrease � 
 � 
 � � � �( ) ( ) ( )2 1 2
2

1
2

2 1
1
2

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

 (2.74)
      

   During the time interval  δ  t, when the liquid packet moves from A–C 
to B–D, the work done  by the fl owing fl uid  on the surroundings is δ  W . 
(Note that it will be �  δ  W if we were using a pump that does work  on  
the fl uid.) The heat transfer into the fl uid system is  δ  Q. Furthermore,
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there is work associated with pressure forces (as noted in Section 2.4). 
The work done  by the fl uid at the exit is  P  2  A  2  δ  x  2, and at the inlet, the 
work done  on the fl uid is �P  1  A  1  δ  x  1, where areas A  1 and A  2 are cross-
sectional areas at the inlet and exit, and P  1 and P  2 are pressures at the 
inlet and exit. Therefore, total work done  by  the fl owing fl uid is 

δ δW W P A x P A xtotal � � �δ δ2 2 2 1 1 1  (2.75)      

   From the energy balance, we note that the change in energy of the 
system is the heat added minus the total work done by the fl uid on 
the surroundings, or,

δ δE Q Wincrease total� �δ  (2.76)      

   Substituting Equation (2.74) and Equation (2.75) in Equation (2.76),
and rearranging, we obtain,

δ δQ m E E u u g z z

W P A x P

i i� 
 � 
 � � � �

� � �

( ) ( ) ( )2 1 2
2

1
2

2 1

2 2 2

1
2

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

δ δ 11 1 1A xδ  (2.77)      

   From the mass balance, we know 

δ ρ δ ρ δm A x A x� �1 1 1 2 2 2  (2.78)      

   Dividing Equation (2.77) by  δ  m  and substituting Equation (2.78),

δ
δ
Q

m
E E u u g z z

W

m

P P
i i� 
 � 
 � � � � � � �( ) ( ) ( )2 1 2

2
1
2

2 1
2

2

1
2

δ
δ ρ ρ

1

1

(2.79)      
   Rearranging terms,

Q
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u gz
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2
1

1
1
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1
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   Equation (2.80) is the general energy equation for a system involving 
steady fl uid fl ow, where Q  m is the heat added to the fl uid system per 
unit mass, and W  m is the work done per unit mass  by the fl uid system 
on its surroundings (such as by a turbine). 

   Note that for an incompressible and inviscid fl uid (viscosity   �   0) if no 
transfer of heat or work takes place ( W  m     �    0, Q  m     �   0) and the inter-
nal energy of the fl owing fl uid remains constant, then Equation (2.80)
reduces to the Bernoulli equation, as presented in Section 2.4. 

   However, in case of a real fl uid, we cannot ignore its viscosity. A cer-
tain amount of work is done to overcome viscous forces, commonly 

2.5  Energy Equation for Steady Flow of Fluids
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referred to as fl uid friction. Due to frictional work, there is a trans-
fer of energy into heat, with an increase in temperature. However,
the temperature rise is usually very small and of little practical value,
and the frictional work is often referred to as a loss of useful energy. 
Therefore, in Equation (2.80), we may express the terms  ( )E Ei i2 1

′ ′�     
as E  f, the frictional loss of energy. Furthermore, in problems involving 
pumping of a liquid we may replace  W  m with the work done  by the 
pump, E  p. Note a change in sign will be required, since W  m was work 
done by a fl uid on the surroundings. Assuming no transfer of heat 
with the surroundings, or Q  m     �    0, Equation (2.80) is rewritten as: 

P
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2ρ ρ
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   Rearranging terms in Equation (2.81) to obtain an expression for the 
energy requirements of a pump, E  p, per unit mass, and noting that for 
an incompressible fl uid, ρ  2       �       ρ  1       �       ρ,

E
P P

u u g z z EfP �
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� � � � �2 1
2
2

1
2

2 1
1
2ρ

( ) ( )  (2.82)      

   Equation (2.82) contains terms for pressure energy, kinetic energy,
potential energy, and energy loss associated with frictional forces,
respectively. We will now consider these items individually, to note 
any necessary modifi cations and practical implications. 

    2.5.1       Pressure Energy 

   The fi rst term on the right-hand side of Equation (2.82) denotes energy 
dissipation related to the change in pressure between locations (1) and (2).
If the transport system ( Fig. 2.19a   ) connects two tanks, both of which 
are exposed to the atmosphere, then there is no change in pressure, or 
P  1     �     P  2     �   0. However, in situations where one or both tanks are under 
pressure or vacuum ( Fig. 2.19b ), the pressure difference needs to be
accounted for. Changes in pressure may add to energy requirements as 

ΔP P P

ρ ρ
�

�2 1  (2.83)      

   Note that liquid density does not change in the type of systems being 
analyzed. In other words, the fl ow is incompressible. 

    2.5.2       Kinetic Energy 

   The second term in the right-hand side of Equation (2.82) accounts 
for the change in velocity of the fl owing fl uid from location (1) to (2),
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resulting in a change in kinetic energy. In deriving the energy equa-
tion (2.82), we assumed that the fl uid velocity is uniform across the 
entire cross-section. However, due to viscous effects, the velocity is 
never uniform across the pipe cross-section, but varies as we observed 
in Section 2.3.4. Therefore, we must use a correction factor, α, and 
modify the kinetic energy term in Equation (2.82) as follows: 

Kinetic Energy �
�u u2

2
1
2

2α
 (2.84)    

   where for laminar fl ow, α     �    0.5, and for turbulent fl ow, α     �    1.0. 
Note that the units of the kinetic energy term in Equation (2.84) are 
expressed as J/kg, as follows:   
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   ■   Figure 2.19          Pumping liquid between 

two tanks.    
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    2.5.3       Potential Energy 

   The energy required to overcome a change in elevation during liquid 
transport is potential energy. The general expression for change in 
potential energy per unit mass is 

� �g z z( )2 1  (2.85)    

   where z  2 and z  1 are the elevations indicated in  Figure 2.18 , and the accel-
eration due to gravity ( g) converts the elevation to energy units (J/kg).   
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    2.5.4       Frictional Energy Loss 

   The frictional energy loss for a liquid fl owing in a pipe is composed 
of major and minor losses. Or,

E E Ef � �f major f minor, ,  (2.86)      

   The major losses, E  f,major are due to the fl ow of viscous liquid in the 
straight portions of a pipe. Equation (2.51) may be rearranged to give 
an expression for pressure drop per unit density to account for energy 
loss due to friction per unit mass, E  f,major, as 

E
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f
u L
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Δ
ρ

2
2

 (2.87)    

   where f is the friction factor obtained from the Moody diagram or 
Equation (2.54).   

   The second type of frictional losses, the minor losses, E  f,minor, are due 
to various components used in pipeline systems—such as valves, tees,
and elbows—and to contraction of fl uid when it enters from a tank 
into a pipe or expansion of a fl uid when it empties out from a pipe 
into a tank. Although these types of losses are called minor losses, they 
can be quite signifi cant. For example, if a valve installed in a pipeline 
is fully closed, then it offers an infi nite resistance to fl ow, and the loss 
is certainly not minor. The minor losses have three components: 

E E E Ef,minor f,expansionf,contraction f,fittings� � � (2.88)      

   We will consider each of these components separately. 

    2.5.4.1       Energy Loss Due to Sudden Contraction, E f,contraction  

   When the diameter of a pipe suddenly decreases or, in a limiting case,
when a liquid held in a tank enters a pipe, there is a contraction in 
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fl ow ( Fig. 2.20   ). A sudden contraction in the cross-section of the pipe 
causes energy dissipation. If u     is the upstream velocity, the energy 
loss due to sudden contraction is evaluated as 

ΔP
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ρ
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2
 (2.89)    

   where,   
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 (2.90)      

   A limiting case of sudden contraction is when a pipe is connected to 
a large reservoir. As seen in  Figure 2.20 , for this case, the diameter A  1  
is much larger than A  2, therefore, A  2 / A  1     �    0 and  C  fc     �      0.5.  

    2.5.4.2       Energy Loss Due to Sudden Expansion 

   In a similar manner to sudden contraction, a sudden increase in the 
cross-section of a pipe will contribute to energy loss due to friction. 
The energy loss is 

ΔP
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2
 (2.91)    

   and coeffi cient, C  fe, in this case is,   
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   where parameters having a subscript of one are located upstream 
from the expansion joint. For the limiting case, when a pipe exits into 
a reservoir, A  2  is much larger than  A  1, and A  1 / A  2     �      0, and C  fe       �    1.0.    

    2.5.4.3       Energy Losses Due to Pipe Fittings 

   All pipe fi ttings such as elbows, tees, and valves will contribute to 
energy losses due to friction. The energy loss associated with pipe 
fi ttings is 

ΔP
C

u

ρ
� ff
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2
 (2.93)      
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   ■   Figure 2.20          Liquid fl ow through a 

contraction and an expansion.    
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 Table 2.2        Friction Losses for Standard Fittings  

   Type of Fitting  C ff   

    Elbows    
   Long radius 45�, fl anged 
   Long radius 90�, threaded 
   Long radius 90�, fl anged 
   Regular 45�, threaded 
   Regular 90�, fl anged 
   Regular 90�, threaded 

 0.2 
 0.7 
 0.2 
 0.4 
 0.3 
 1.5 

    180� Return bends    
   180� return bend, fl anged 
   180� return bend, threaded 

 0.2 
 1.5 

    Tees    
   Branch fl ow, fl anged 
   Branch fl ow, threaded 
   Line fl ow, fl anged 
   Line fl ow, threaded 

 1.0 
 2.0 
 0.2 
 0.9 

   Union threaded  0.8 

    Valves    
   Angle, fully open 
   Ball valve, 1/3     closed 
   Ball valve,    

 
2/3 closed 

   Ball valve, fully open 
   Diaphragm valve, open 
   Diaphragm valve,     ¼ closed 
   Diaphragm valve,      ½ closed 
   Gate,      ¾ closed 
   Gate,     ¼ closed 
   Gate,      ½ closed 
   Gate, fully open 
   Globe, fully open 
   Swing check, backward fl ow 
   Swing check, forward fl ow 

 2 
 5.5 
 210 
 0.05 
 2.3 
 2.6 
 4.3 
 17 

 0.26 
 2.1 

 0.15 
 10 
    
 2 

        

   Typical values of loss coeffi cient, C  ff, for various fi ttings are given in 
Table 2.2   . Depending upon how many fi ttings are used in a fl uid 
transport system, the C  ff is the summed up value for all the fi ttings in 
Equation (2.93). We will illustrate this procedure in Example 2.11. 

   Other processing equipment that may be installed in the liquid trans-
port system, such as a heat exchanger, will usually have some assigned 
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pressure drop due to friction. If not, a value for the pressure drop should 
be obtained by measurement. The measured pressure drop value is then 
divided by the liquid density to obtain the appropriate energy units.   

    2.5.5       Power Requirements of a Pump 

   We can compute the power requirements of a pump by knowing all the 
changes in energy associated with pumping liquid from one location
to another. The energy requirements for pumping a liquid may be 
expressed by expanding Equation (2.82), as follows: 
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   or, dividing each term by  g, we may determine the pump require-
ments in terms of head, as   
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   We can compute the power requirements for the pump, Φ, by not-
ing that power is the rate of doing work; if the mass fl ow rate  �m     is 
known, then 

Power � Φ � m(Ep)·
 (2.97)    

   where E  p is the work done per unit mass  by the pump on the fl uid, as 
given by Equation (2.95).   

   To calculate pump sizes, we need to incorporate accurate sizes of the 
pipes being used into computations. The information in  Table 2.3    
provides the type of values needed for this purpose. Note the varia-
tions in diameters of steel pipe as compared with sanitary pipe for 
the same nominal size.

2.5  Energy Equation for Steady Flow of Fluids

(2.96)
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 Table 2.3        Pipe and Heat-Exchanger Tube Dimensions  

         Steel pipe 

 (Schedule 40) 

    
 Sanitary pipe 

 Heat-exchanger tube 

 (18 gauge) 

   Nominal 

size     (in) 

 ID 

 in/(m) 

 OD 

 in/(m) 

 ID 

 in/(m) 

 OD 

 in/(m) 

 ID 

 in/(m) 

 OD 

 in/(m) 

   0.5  0.622  0.840  –  –  0.402  0.50 

     (0.01579) a   (0.02134)  (0.01021)  (0.0127) 

   0.75  0.824  1.050  0.652  0.75 

     (0.02093)  (0.02667)  (0.01656)  (0.01905) 

   1  1.049  1.315  0.902  1.00  0.902  1.00 

     (0.02644)  (0.03340)  (0.02291)  (0.0254)  (0.02291)  (0.0254) 

   1.5  1.610  1.900  1.402  1.50  1.402  1.50 

     (0.04089)  (0.04826)  (0.03561)  (0.0381)  (0.03561)  (0.0381) 

   2.0  2.067  2.375  1.870  2.00  –  – 

     (0.0525)  (0.06033)  (0.04749)  (0.0508) 

   2.5  2.469  2.875  2.370  2.5 

     (0.06271)  (0.07302)  (0.06019)  (0.0635) 

   3.0  3.068  3.500  2.870  3.0  –  – 

     (0.07793)  (0.08890)  (0.07289)  (0.0762) 

   4.0  4.026  4.500  3.834  4.0 

     (0.10226)  (0.11430)  (0.09739)  (0.1016) 

   Source :  Toledo (1991)   

  a  Numbers in  parentheses  represent the dimension in meters.  

        

       A 20� Brix (20% sucrose by weight) apple juice is being pumped at 27�C from an 
open tank through a 1-in nominal diameter sanitary pipe to a second tank at a 
higher level, illustrated in  Figure E2.3   . The mass fl ow rate is 1       kg/s through 30       m of 
straight pipe with two 90� standard elbows and one angle valve. The supply tank 
maintains a liquid level of 3       m, and the apple juice leaves the system at an eleva-
tion of 12       m above the fl oor. Compute the power requirements of the pump. 

    Given 

        Product viscosity (  μ  )      �      2.1      �      10  � 3        Pa s, assumed to be the same as for water, from 

Table A.2.4  

    Product density (  ρ  )      �      997.1       kg/m 3 , estimated from the density of water at 25�C  

    Pipe diameter ( D )      �      1 in nominal      �      0.02291       m, from  Table 2.3   

    Mass fl ow rate ( �m    )      �      1       kg/s  

    Pipe length ( L )      �      30       m  

    90� standard elbow friction, from  Table 2.2   

Example 2.11
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    Angle valve friction, from  Table 2.2   

    Liquid level  z  1       �      3       m,  z  2       �      12       m     

    Approach 

   Power requirements for the pump can be computed using the mechanical energy 

balance.  

    Solution 

        1.     First, compute mean velocity using mass fl ow rate equation.    
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    2.     By computation of the Reynolds number,    
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    it is established that fl ow is turbulent.   

    3.     By using the energy equation (2.82) and identifi cation of reference points, the 

following expression is obtained:    
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    where reference 1 is at the upper level of the supply tank,  u1          �      0, and  P  1       �       P  2 .   

    4.     By computing  E  f  , the power can be determined. Based on  N  Re       �      2.6465      �      10 4  

and smooth pipe,  f       �      0.006 from  Figure 2.16 .  

    5.     The entrance from the tank to the pipeline can be accounted for by Equation 

(2.90), where    
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z2

z1

   ■   Figure E2.3          Pumping water from one 

tank to another, for Example 2.11.    
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    6.     The contribution of the two elbows and the angle valve to friction is deter-

mined by using  C  ff   factors from  Table 2.2 .  C  ff   for 90� threaded regular elbows is 

1.5 and for angle valve, fully open, is 2. Then by using Equation (2.93), we get    
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     For the 30       m length, the friction loss is obtained from Equation (2.87):    
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    7.     Then the total friction loss is    

Ef J/kg� � � �93 01 14 79 1 48 109 3. . . .       

    8.     Using the expression obtained in Equation (2.95),    
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     This represents the energy requirements of the pump.  

    9.     Since power is energy use per unit time,    

Power J/kg kg/s J/s� �( . )( ) .200 5 1 200 5       

    10.      This answer must be considered theoretical, since delivery of power to pump 

may be only 60% effi  cient; then actual power is    

Power W� �200 5 0 6 334 2. / . .            

       Develop a spreadsheet using the data given in Example 2.11. Rework the 
problem using the spreadsheet. Determine the infl uence on the power 
requirements of changing the pipe length to 60, 90, 120, and 150       m. Also, 
determine the infl uence on the power requirement of changing the pipe 
diameter to 1.5 in, 2 in, and 2.5 in nominal diameters. 

    Given 

   The conditions are the same as in Example 2.11.  

    Approach 

   We will develop a spreadsheet using Excel ™  . The mathematical expressions will 

be the same as those used in Example 2.11. For the friction factor we will use 

Equation (2.54).  

Example 2.12
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    Solution 

   The spreadsheet is developed as shown in  Figure E2.4   . All mathematical equations 

are the same as those used in Example 2.11. The infl uence of changing length and 

diameter is seen in the plots. As is evident, for the conditions used in this example, 
there is a dramatic infl uence on power requirement when the pipe diameter is 

decreased from 2.5 in to 1.5 in.         

    2.6        PUMP SELECTION AND PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION 

    2.6.1       Centrifugal Pumps 

   In Section 2.1.2, we described some salient features of different type 
of pumps. We will now consider centrifugal pumps in greater detail,
as these are the most commonly used pumps for pumping water and 
a variety of low-viscosity Newtonian liquids. 

   As seen in  Figure 2.21   , a centrifugal pump has two components: 
an impeller fi rmly attached to a rotating shaft, and a volute-shaped 
housing, called casing, that encloses the impeller. The impeller con-
tains a number of blades, called vanes, that usually are curved back-
ward. The shaft of the pump is rotated using either an electric motor 
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Given
Viscosity (Pa s) 0.0021
Density (kg/m3) 997.1
Diameter (m) 0.02291
Mass flow rate (kg/s) 1
Pipe length (m) 30
Cff Elbows from Table 2.2 1.5
Cff Angle Valve from Table 2.2 2
Low liquid level (m) 3
High liquid level (m) 12

Mean velocity 2.432883
Reynolds Number 26464.62
Entrance Losses 1.47973
Friction factor 0.006008
Friction Loss_pipe length 93.12623
Friction loss_fittings 14.7973
Total Friction loss 109.4033
Energy for Pump 200.6527
Power 334.4212

Pipe length Power Diameter Power
30 334 0.02291 334
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   ■   Figure E2.4          A spreadsheet solution for 

Example 2.12.    

2.6  Pump Selection and Performance Evaluation
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or an engine. As the shaft rotates, the impeller, fi xed to the shaft,
also rotates. The liquid is sucked through an opening in the casing,
called the eye. Due to the rotating impeller, and the direction of the 
vanes, the liquid fl ows from the eye to the periphery of the impeller. 
Therefore, work is done on the liquid by the rotating vanes. In mov-
ing from the eye to the periphery, the velocity of the liquid increases,
raising its kinetic energy. However, as the liquid enters the peripheral 
zone, or the volute-shaped casing, the liquid velocity decreases. This 
decrease in velocity occurs because of the increasingly larger area in 
the volute. The decrease in liquid velocity causes its kinetic energy to 
decrease, which is converted into an increase in pressure. Thus, the 
discharging liquid has a higher pressure when compared with the 
liquid entering the pump at the suction eye. In summary, the main 
purpose of the pump is to raise the pressure of the liquid as it moves 
from suction to discharge. 

   Although considerable theory has been developed regarding the oper-
ation of centrifugal pumps, the mathematical complexity prevents 
theory alone from being an adequate basis for selection of pumps for 
a given fl ow system. Therefore, experimental data are usually obtained 
for actual pump performance. These data, obtained by manufacturers,
are supplied with the pump as pump performance curves. The engi-
neer’s task is then to select an appropriate pump based on its perfor-
mance characteristics. In calculations involving fl uid fl ow and pump 
selection, a commonly used term is the head. We will fi rst develop a 
general understanding of this term.  

+

Eye

Vanes

Impeller

Volute shaped
housing

Discharge

   ■   Figure 2.21          A centrifugal pump.            

w
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    2.6.2       Head 

   In designing pumps, a common term used to express the energy of a 
fl uid is the  head. As noted previously, in Chapter 1, head is expressed 
in meters of liquid. 

   In Equation (2.96) if we sum all the energy terms into head for vari-
ous items connected to the suction side of the pump, the summed up 
value of head is called  suction head. Similarly, on the discharge side,
if we convert all the energy terms to head and add them together, we 
obtain the discharge head . 

   Let us consider a pump being used to lift water from tank A to tank 
B, as shown in  Figure 2.22a   . First let us assume that there is no loss 
in energy due to friction within the pipes or any of the fi ttings. The 
height of water in tank A is 5    m from the pump centerline and it is 
10    m in tank B. The pressure gauges on the discharge and suction side 
read 0.49 bar and 0.98 bar, respectively. This is in accordance with 
Equation (1.20). The total head is then the discharge head minus the 
suction head, or 10      �      5    �      5    m.

   The same tanks in  Figure 2.22a  are shown in  Figure 2.22b , except the 
pressure gauge on the suction side reads a pressure of 0.39 bar. This 
decrease, of 0.1 bar (equivalent to 1.02    m of water) is due to the fric-
tional losses in the pipe and other fi ttings used to convey the water 
from tank A to the pump. This is a more realistic situation because 
there will always be some frictional loss due to fl ow of a viscous liquid. 

   In Figure 2.22c , tank A is located below the pump centerline. In this 
case, fi rst the pump must lift water from a lower level to the pump 
centerline. This is called the  suction lift. The total head is then calcu-
lated as suction plus the discharge head or 7    �   10      �   17   m.

   The fourth case, Figure 2.22d  involves water in a tank on the suction 
side where it is held under pressure (0.30 bar), as indicated by the 
gauge in the headspace of the tank. The pressure gauge in the suction 
line indicates 0.79 bar. The suction head is greater than the actual 
height of the water because of the applied pressure.  

    2.6.3       Pump Performance Characteristics 

   In designing liquid transport systems that involve pumps, two items 
are necessary: (1) quantitative information about a pump being con-
sidered, and (2) the energy requirements associated with liquid fl ow 
through various components of the transport system such as pipes,
tanks, processing equipment, and fi ttings. The information on the 
pump should inform us about the energy that the pump will add to 
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   ■   Figure 2.22          Suction and discharge 

pressures in a pumping system under diff erent 

conditions.      
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the liquid fl owing at a certain fl ow rate. In other words, we need to 
know the performance of a pump under certain operating conditions. 
This information, in the form of a pump characteristic diagram, is 
determined by the manufacturer and is supplied with the pump so 
that an engineer can make a proper judgment on the suitability of the 
pump for a given transport system. 

   Standard procedures have been developed to test the performance of 
industrial pumps ( Hydraulic Institute, 1975 ). Testing of a pump is 
conducted by running the pump at a constant speed when set up on 
a test stand, as shown in  Figure 2.23   . The height of the suction port 
from a reference plane, z  s, and the height of the discharge port, z  d,
are recorded. Initially, the valve is kept fully open and measurements 
of pressure on the suction and discharge sides, volumetric fl ow rates,
and torque supplied to turn the pump shaft are measured. Then the 
discharge valve is slightly closed and the measurements are repeated. 
This procedure is continued until the valve is nearly closed. The valve 
is never completely closed, or else the pump may be damaged. 

   The pump performance test involves measurement of volumetric fl ow 
rate, �V    , areas of suction and discharge ports, A  s and A  d, heights of the 
suction and discharge ports, pressures at suction, P  s and discharge, P  d . 
The data are then used in the following calculations. 

   The velocity at the suction is calculated as 

u
As

s

�
�V

 (2.98)      

   Similarly, the velocity at the pump discharge is obtained as 

u
A

V
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�
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 (2.99)      
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   ■   Figure 2.23          A test unit to determine 

performance of a pump.    
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   The suction head, h  s, and discharge head, h  d, based on discussion pre-
sented in Section 2.5, are obtained as 

h
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 (2.100)      
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   The values of suction and discharge heads obtained from Equations 
(2.100) and (2.101) are used in calculating the  pump head  as 

h h hpump d s� �  (2.102)      

   Note that in Equation (2.102) we do not consider friction losses in 
pipes, since our interest at this point is primarily in the performance 
of the pump, not the system. 

   The power output of the pump is called the fl uid power, Φ  fl . It is the 
product of the mass fl ow rate of the fl uid and the pump head 

Φfl pump� �mgh  (2.103)      

   The fl uid power may also be expressed in terms of volumetric fl ow 
rate, �V   , as,

Φfl pump� ρgVh�  (2.104)      

   The power required to drive the pump is called the break power, Φ  bk . 
It is obtained from the torque supplied to the pump shaft, Ω, and the 
angular velocity of the shaft, ω,

Φbk � ωΩ  (2.105)      

   The effi ciency of the pump is calculated from these two values of 
power. It is the ratio between the power gained by the fl uid and the 
power supplied by the shaft driving the pump, or,

η �
Φfl

bkΦ
 (2.106)      

   The calculated values of pump head, effi ciency, and break power are 
used to develop a pump characteristic diagram as discussed in the fol-
lowing section.

             The following data were collected while testing a centrifugal pump for water 
at 30�C. Suction pressure      �      5 bar, discharge pressure      �      8 bar, volumetric 
fl ow rate      �      15,000       L/h. Calculate the pump head at the given fl ow rate and 
power requirements. 

Example 2.3
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    Given 

        Suction pressure      �      5 bar      �      5      �      10 5        Pa      �      5      �      10 5        N/m 2       �      5      �      10 5        kg/(m s 2 )  

    Discharge pressure      �      8 bar      �      8      �      10 5        Pa      �      8      �      10 5        N/m 2       �      8      �      10 5        kg/(m s 2 )  

    Volumetric fl ow rate      �      15,000       L/h      �      0.0042       m 3 /s     

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (2.102) to obtain pump head and Equation (2.104) to calculate 

the fl uid power requirements.  

    Solution 

        1.     In Equation (2.102), for the pump shown in  Figure 2.23 , the suction and dis-

charge velocities are about the same and the diff erence in elevation  z  2 – z  1  

may be neglected, then    
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    2.     From Equation (2.104)    
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    3.     The fl uid power requirement is 1.26       kW at a fl ow rate of 15,000       L/h. The pump 

head is 30.7       m.           

    2.6.4       Pump Characteristic Diagram 

   The calculated values of the pump head, effi ciency, and break power 
plotted against volumetric fl ow rate (also called capacity) constitute the 
characteristic diagram of the pump, as shown in  Figure 2.24   . Typically,
the pump characteristic diagrams are obtained for water. Therefore,
if a pump is to be used for another type of liquid, the curves must be 
adjusted for the different properties of the liquid. As seen in Figure 2.24 ,
a centrifugal pump can deliver fl ow rate from zero to maximum,
depending upon the head and conditions at the suction. These curves 
depend upon the impeller diameter and the casing size. The relation-
ship between the head and volumetric fl ow rate may be rising, droop-
ing, steep, or fl at. As seen in the fi gure, a rising head curve is shown,
since the head increases with decreasing fl ow rate. The shape of the 
curve depends upon the impeller type and its design characteristics. At 
zero capacity, when the discharge valve is completely shut, the effi ciency 
is zero, and the power supplied to the pump is converted to heat. 
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   We can draw several conclusions by examining the characteristic 
diagram of the pump. As the total head decreases, the volumetric 
fl ow rate increases. When the fl uid level in the tank on the suction 
side decreases, the total head increases and the volumetric fl ow rate 
decreases. The effi ciency of a pump is low both at low and high volu-
metric fl ow rates. The break power increases with the fl ow rate; how-
ever, it decreases as the maximum fl ow rate is reached. 

   The peak of effi ciency curve represents the volumetric fl ow rate where 
the pump is most effi cient. The fl ow rate at the peak effi ciency is the 
design fl ow rate. The points on the head and power curve correspond-
ing to the maximum effi ciency are called best effi ciency points, or 
BEP. With increasing volumetric fl ow rate, the power required to oper-
ate the pump increases. If a different impeller diameter is used, the 
head curve is shifted; increasing the diameter raises the curve. Thus,
by using an impeller of a larger diameter pump, we can pump liquid 
to a higher head.  Figure 2.24  also shows the net positive suction head 
(NPSH), which we will discuss in the following section.  

    2.6.5       Net Positive Suction Head 

   An important issue that requires our careful attention in designing 
pumps is to prevent conditions that may encourage vaporization of 
the liquid being transported. In a closed space, a certain pressure on 
the liquid surface is necessary to prevent vapors from escaping from the 
liquid. This pressure is the vapor pressure of the liquid. In a pumping 
system, it is important that the pressure of the liquid does not decrease 
below the vapor pressure of the liquid at that temperature. If it does so,
a phenomenon called cavitation may occur at the eye of the impeller. 
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As the liquid enters the eye of the impeller, pressure at this location is 
the lowest in the entire liquid handling system. If the pressure at that 
location is lower than the liquid vapor pressure, then vaporization of 
liquid will begin. 

   Any formation of vapors will lower the effi ciency of a pump. 
Furthermore, as the vapors travel further along the impeller toward 
the periphery, the pressure increases, and the vapors condense rap-
idly. Cavitation may be recognized as a crackling sound produced as 
vapor bubbles form and collapse on the impeller surface. With cavita-
tion occurring at high frequency and extremely high local pressures,
any brittle material such as the impeller surface may be damaged. To 
avoid cavitation, the pressure on the suction side must not be allowed 
to drop below the vapor pressure. The pump manufacturers specify 
the required net positive suction head (NPSH R) as suction head minus 
the vapor pressure head, or: 

NPSHR s
v� �h

P

gρ
(2.107)

    

   where the total head on the suction side of a pump is   
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   Then,   
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   where  P  v     �    vapor pressure of the liquid being pumped.   

   The NPSH R must be exceeded to ensure that cavitation will be pre-
vented. The manufacturers test their pumps experimentally to deter-
mine the value of NPSH R, and these values are provided graphically 
as shown in  Figure 2.24 . The pump user must ensure that the  available  
net positive suction head (NPSH A) for a given application is greater 
than the required NPSH R  as specifi ed by the manufacturer. 

   In using a pump for a given application, a calculation is fi rst made to 
determine the NPSH A, which depends on the given fl ow system. For 
example, in the case of the fl ow system shown in  Figure 2.25    between 
locations (1) and (2), we may apply Equation (2.96) to obtain 
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   where h  1–2 represents the major and minor losses between locations 
(1) and (2). The head available at the suction side of the pump (the 
pump impeller inlet) is   

P
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z h2 2
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1 1 22ρ
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 (2.111)      

   Then, the NPSH A is the suction head minus the vapor pressure head, or 
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   To avoid cavitation, an engineer must ensure that NPSH A is equal 
to or greater than NPSH R. Note that in Equation (2.112) the NPSH A  
decreases if the height of the pump above the liquid surface in the 
reservoir, z  1, is increased, or if installing more fi ttings on the suction 
side increases the friction head loss, h  1–2 .

       A centrifugal pump is to be located 4       m above the water level in a tank. The 
pump will operate at a rate of 0.02       m 3 /s. The manufacturer suggests a pump 
with a NPSH R  at this fl ow rate as 3       m. All frictional losses may be neglected 
except a heat exchanger between the pipe inlet and the pump suction that 
has a loss coeffi  cient  C  f       �      15. The pipe diameter is 10       cm and the water tem-
perature is 30�C. Is this pump suitable for the given conditions? 

    Given 

        Pipe diameter      �      10       cm      �      0.1       m  

    Pump location above water level in tank      �      4       m  

    Volumetric fl ow rate      �      0.02       m 3 /s  

    Loss coeffi  cient due to heat exchanger  C  f       �      15  

    Temperature of water      �      30�C  

    NPSH R       �      3       m     

(2)

z1

P1�Patm

Reference plane

(1)

   ■   Figure 2.25          Suction side of a pumping 

system.    

Example 2.14
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    Approach 

   We will fi rst determine the head losses and then using Equation (2.112) determine the 

NPSH A . From steam tables (Table A.4.2), we will determine vapor pressure at 30�C.  

    Solution 

        1.     Velocity is obtained from the volumetric fl ow rate using Equation (2.17):    
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    2.     The frictional head loss due to the heat exchanger is obtained using an equa-

tion similar to Equation (2.93):    
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    3.     From steam tables, at 30�C, vapor pressure is 4.246       kPa; then NPSH A  is, from 

Equation (2.112),    
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    4.     The NPSH A  is less than the NPSH R . This suggests that cavitation will occur. 

Therefore the recommended pump is unsuitable for the given conditions. 

Another pump with an NPSH R  of less than 0.97       m should be chosen to 

prevent cavitation.           

    2.6.6       Selecting a Pump for a Liquid Transport System 

   In Section 2.6.3 we noted the two requirements in designing a liq-
uid transport system – information about the pump and the system. 

2.6  Pump Selection and Performance Evaluation
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So far we have examined the requirements of a pump. We will now 
consider a total liquid transport system containing pipes, valves, fi t-
tings, and other process equipment. Remember that the purpose of 
installing a pump in a liquid transport system is to increase the energy 
of the liquid so that it can be moved from one location to another. For 
example, in Figure 2.26   , a pump is being used to pump liquid from 
tank A to tank B. The system contains a certain length of pipe, elbows,
and a valve. The liquid level in tank A is  z  1 from the ground. In tank B,
the top of the liquid is z  2 from the ground. The velocity of the liquid 
surfaces at locations 1 and 2 is negligible, and in both tanks the sur-
faces are exposed to atmospheric pressure. Therefore, for this system,

h z z hsystem 2 1 1 2� � � �  (2.113)      

   From Equation (2.96), we observe that the friction losses, h  1–2, are 
proportional to the square of velocity. Since velocity is proportional 
to volumetric fl ow rate, the frictional losses are proportional to the 
square of the volumetric fl ow rate. Or,

h C V1 2
2

� � system
�  (2.114)    

   where C  system is a system constant. Thus, substituting Equation (2.114) 
in Equation (2.113),   

h z z C Vsystem system� � �2 1
2·

 (2.115)      

   The system head as a function of the volumetric fl ow rate is shown 
in  Figure 2.27a   . The upward increasing curve is due to the quadratic 
function in Equation (2.115). The system head, h  system, depends 
upon the change in elevation (total static head) and any of the 
major and minor losses. In  Figure 2.27b , two system head curves are 
shown, indicating situations where the static head may be changing. 
Similarly, if the frictional losses change, for example if a valve in a 
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   ■   Figure 2.26          Pumping liquid from one 

tank to another.    
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   ■   Figure 2.27          (a) System-head curve for 

a pump. (b) System-head curves for minimum 

and maximum static head. (c) System-head 

curves with diff erent settings of throttling valve.        
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pipeline is closed, or the pipe becomes fouled over a period of time,
then the friction loss curve may shift as shown in  Figure 2.27c , indi-
cating three different friction loss curves. Note that in  Figures 2.27b 
and 2.27c , the pump-head curve obtained from the pump manufac-
turer, as discussed in Section 2.6.4, is also drawn. The intersection 
of the system-head curve and pump-head curve gives the operat-
ing point of the selected pump that is in agreement with the system 
requirements. 

   Therefore, to determine the operating conditions for a given liquid 
transport system, such as the one shown in  Figure 2.26 , the system 
curve is superimposed on the characteristic diagram of the pump, as 
shown in  Figure 2.28   . The intersection of the system curve and the 
pump performance curve, A, called the operating point, gives the 
operating values of fl ow rate and head. These two values satisfy both 
the system curve and the pump performance curve. 

   Typically, the operating point should be near the maximum value 
of the effi ciency of the pump. However, this point depends upon 
the system curve. The curve will shift if there are increased losses, for 
example due to an increased number of fi ttings. Similarly, due to 
fouling of internal pipe surfaces, the frictional losses within the pipe 
may increase. If the system curve moves more toward the left, the new 
operating point, B, will be at a lower effi ciency as seen in  Figure 2.28 .
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   ■   Figure 2.28          Pump head—capacity 

curve and system-head curve.    
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       A centrifugal pump is being considered for transporting water from tank A to 
tank B. The pipe diameter is 4       cm. The friction factor is 0.005. The minor losses 
include a contraction at the pipe inlet, expansion at the pipe outlet, four pipe 
bends, and a globe valve. The total length is 25       m and the elevation diff erence 
between the levels of water in tank A and B is 5       m. The performance character-
istics of the pump supplied by the manufacturer are given in  Figure E2.5   . 

    Given 

        Pipe diameter      �      4       cm      �      0.04       m  

    Pipe length      �      25       m  

    Friction factor      �      0.005  

     C  f  (elbow)      �      1.5 (from  Table 2.2 )  

     C  f  (globe valve, fully opened)      �      10 (from  Table 2.2 )  

     C  fc       �      0.5 (from Equation (2.90) for  D  1       �      �  D  2 )  

     C  fe       �      1.0 (from Equation (2.92) for  D  2       �  �  D  1 )     

    Approach 

   We will apply the energy expression, Equation (2.96), between locations (1) and (2). 

Then we will express it in terms of pump head vs fl ow rate. We will plot it on the per-

formance curve and determine the intersection point.  

    Solution 

        1.     Applying the energy equation (2.96), noting that  P  1       �       P  2       �      0,  u u1 2�    ,  
z  2  �  z  1       �      5       m, we obtain    
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   ■   Figure E2.5          Performance characteristic of 

a centrifugal pump.    
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    2.     Velocity may be expressed in terms of volumetric fl ow rate, using Equation 

(2.17) as    
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    3.     Substituting  u    in the expression for  h  pump  in step (1),    

h Vpump � � �5 9 68 283 2, , �
      

    4.     Plotting the expression for  h  pump  obtained in step (3) in  Figure E2.6    we deter-

mine the operating point where the system curve intersects the head curve. 

The volumetric fl ow rate at the operating point is 0.0078       m 3 /s with a head of 

65       m, and an effi  ciency of 88%. This operating effi  ciency is close to the peak 

effi  ciency of 90%.  

    5.     The pump head needed at the pump shaft:    
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    6.     The break power needed to drive the pump is obtained from Equations (2.104) 

and (2.106) as    
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   ■   Figure E2.6          System curve plotted with 

pump performance curves for Example 2.15.    
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    2.6.7       Affi  nity laws 

   A set of formulas known as affi nity laws govern the performance of cen-
trifugal pumps at various impeller speeds. These formulas are as follows: 

� �V V N N2 1 2 1� ( )/  (2.116)
      

h h N N2 1 2 1
2� ( )/  (2.117)      

Φ2 1 2 1
3� Φ ( )N N/  (2.118)    

   where N is impeller speed, �V     is volumetric fl ow rate, Φ is power, and 
h  is head.   

   These equations can be used to calculate the effects of changing impel-
ler speed on the performance of a given centrifugal pump. For exam-
ple, Figure 2.29    shows the pump head curve for three different impeller 
speeds that may be obtained with the use of a variable speed motor 
operating the pump. Example 2.16 illustrates the use of these formulas.

       A centrifugal pump is operating with the following conditions: 

    volumetric fl ow rate      �      5       m 3 /s  
    total head      �      10       m  
    power      �      2       kW  
    impeller speed      �      1750       rpm    

   Calculate the performance of this pump if it is operated at 3500       rpm. 
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   ■   Figure 2.29          Pump head—capacity 

curve at diff erent pump speeds.    
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    Solution 

   The ratio of speeds is 
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   Therefore, using Equations (2.116), (2.117), and (2.118), 
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    2.7       FLOW MEASUREMENT 

   The measurement of fl ow rate in a liquid transport system is an essen-
tial component of the operation. As illustrated in previous sections,
knowledge of fl ow rate and/or fl uid velocity is important in design 
calculations. In addition, periodic measurements during actual opera-
tions are required to ensure that system components are performing 
in an expected manner. 

   There are several types of fl ow measurement devices that are inexpen-
sive and lead to direct quantifi cation of the mass fl ow rate or velocity. 
These methods include (a) Pitot tube, (b) orifi ce meter, and (c) ven-
turi tube. With all three of these methods, a portion of the measure-
ment involves pressure difference. The device most often used for this 
purpose is a U-tube manometer. Let us fi rst consider how a U-tube 
manometer is used in measuring pressure, then we will examine its 
use in fl ow measuring devices. 

   A U-tube manometer is a small-diameter tube of constant diameter 
shaped as a “ U ”  as shown in  Figure 2.30   . The tube is partially fi lled with 
a fl uid called the manometer fl uid, rising to a certain height in each of its 
arms. This fl uid must be different from the fl uid whose pressure is to be 
measured. For example, mercury is a commonly used manometer fl uid. 

   Let us consider a case where we want to measure pressure at location 
A in a vessel containing some fl uid, as shown in  Figure 2.31   . For this 
purpose, a hole is drilled in the side of the vessel at the same eleva-
tion as location A, and one arm of the U-tube manometer is con-
nected to this hole. As shown in the fi gure, the pressure of the fl uid 
in the vessel pushes the manometer fl uid down in the left-hand arm 
while raising it by an equal distance in the right-hand arm. After the 

Manometer fluid

   ■   Figure 2.30          A manometer.    
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   ■   Figure 2.31          A manometer used to 

measure pressure in a chamber.    
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initial displacement, the manometer fl uid comes to rest. Therefore,
we can apply the expressions developed in Section 1.9 for static head. 

   An easy approach to analyze the pressures at various locations within 
the U-tube manometer is to account for pressures at selected locations 
starting from one side of the manometer and continuing to the other. 
Using this approach, we note that the pressure at location (1) is same 
as at A because they are at the same elevation. From location (1) to 
(2), there is an increase in pressure equivalent to  ρ  1  gz  1. Pressures at 
locations (2) and (3) are the same because they are at the same eleva-
tion and the fl uid between locations (2) and (3) is the same. From 
location (3) to (4) there is a decrease in pressure equal to ρ  m  gz  m. The 
manometer fl uid at location (4) is exposed to atmosphere. Therefore,
we may write an expression as follows 

P gz gz PA m m atm� � �ρ ρ1 1   (2.119)    

   or  

P gz gz PA m m atm� � �ρ ρ1 1  (2.120)      

   If the density of manometer fl uid, ρ  m, is much larger than the fl uid in 
the vessel, ρ  1, then pressure at location A in the vessel is simply 

P gz PA m m atm� �ρ (2.121)      

   Therefore, knowing the difference between the heights of the manom-
eter fl uid in the two arms, z  m, and the density of the manometer fl uid,
we can determine the pressure at any desired location in the vessel. 
Note that the lengths of the manometer arms have no infl uence on 
the measured pressure. Furthermore, the term ρ  m  gz  m in Equation 
(2.121) is the gauge pressure according to Section 1.9. 

   Next, let us consider a case where a U-tube manometer is connected 
to two vessels containing fl uids of different densities  ρ  A and ρ  B, and 
under different pressures ( Fig. 2.32   ). Assume that pressure in vessel A 
is greater than that in vessel B. Again we will approach this problem 
by tracking pressures from one arm of the manometer to another. 
Pressure at location (1) is the same as at A. From (1) to (2) there is 
an increase in pressure equivalent to  ρ  A  gz  1. Pressures at locations (2) 
and (3) are the same since they are at the same elevation and contain 
the same fl uid. From (3) to (4), there is a decrease in pressure equal 
to ρ  m  gz  m. From location (4) to (5) there is another decrease in pres-
sure equal to ρ  B  gz  3. The pressures at location B and (5) are the same. 
Thus we may write an expression for pressure as follows: 

P gz gz gz PA A m m B B� � � �ρ ρ1 3ρ  (2.122)    

2.7  Flow Measurement
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   or  

P P g z z gzA B m m A B� � � �( )ρ ρ ρ1 3
(2.123)      

   As is evident from these derivations, the manometer fl uid must have 
a higher density than the fl uid whose pressure is being measured. 
Furthermore, the two fl uids must be immiscible. The common manom-
eter fl uids are mercury and water, depending upon the application. An 
extension of the preceding analysis involves determining pressure dif-
ference in a fl ow-measuring device using a U-tube manometer. We will 
consider this analysis for different types of fl ow-measuring devices. 

   In pressure measurements involving fl uid fl ow, it is important to 
note that there are typically three kinds of pressures involved: static,
dynamic, and stagnation pressure. 

    Static pressure is actual thermodynamic pressure of a moving fl uid 
depicted by the fi rst term in the Bernoulli equation (Equation (2.67)). 
As shown in  Figure 2.33   , the pressure of the moving fl uid measured 
at location (1) is the static pressure. If the pressure sensor were mov-
ing with the fl uid at the same velocity as the fl uid, then the fl uid would 
appear “ static ”  to the sensor, hence the name. A common procedure 
to measure static pressure is to drill a hole in the duct, making sure 
that there are no imperfections in the hole such as burrs, so that the 
fl uid moving in the duct is not disturbed. A pressure-measuring device 
such as a piezometer tube (a) is connected to the hole at location (2) 
to measure the static pressure as shown in  Figure 2.33 . Using the same 
approach as for a U-tube manometer to track pressures at various loca-
tions, as discussed in the previous section, the pressure at location (1) is 

P P gz gz1 3 2 1� � �ρ ρ  (2.124)      
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   ■   Figure 2.32          A manometer connected to 

two pressurized chambers.    
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   Since  P  3     �    0, because it is the gauge atmospheric pressure, then 

P g z z gz1 1 2 3� � �ρ ( ) ρ  (2.125)      

   If we insert a thin tube (b) into the duct, as shown in  Figure 2.33 ,
some of the fl uid will be pushed through the tube to height  z  4 in 
the tube. After a short transient period, the fl uid inside the tube will 
come to rest and its velocity will be zero. This would imply that at 
the entrance of the tube, at location (4), the fl uid velocity is zero and 
it is stagnant. Therefore, the pressure of the fl uid at (4) will be the 
stagnation pressure. Applying the Bernoulli equation to locations 
(1) and (4), assuming they are at the same elevation, we have 

P u

g

P u

g
1 1

2
4 4

2 0

2 2ρ
� � �

ρ
 (2.126)      

   Therefore, the stagnation pressure, P  4, is 

P P
u

g4 1
1
2

2
� �

ρ  (2.127)      

   In Equation (2.127), the term ρu g1
2 2/     is called the dynamic pressure  

because it represents the pressure due to the fl uid’s kinetic energy. 
The stagnation pressure, P  4, is the sum of static and dynamic pres-
sures, and it is the highest pressure obtainable along a given stream 
line assuming that elevation effects are negligible. Note the levels 
of fl uid shown in the two tubes in  Figure 2.33 ; the difference in the 
levels between tubes (a) and (b) is the kinetic energy term. We will 
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(a) (b)    ■   Figure 2.33          Measuring static and velocity 

head in fl uid fl ow.    
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use these defi nitions of pressure in developing a design equation for a 
Pitot tube sensor that is commonly used to measure fl uid velocity. 

    2.7.1       The Pitot Tube 

   A Pitot tube is a widely used sensor to measure velocity of a fl uid. The 
design principle is based on the existence of stagnation and static pres-
sures when an object is placed in the fl owing fl uid. A schematic of 
a Pitot      4    tube is presented in Figure 2.34   . As indicated, the system is 
designed with two small concentric tubes, each leading to a separate out-
let. The inlet hole of the inner tube is oriented directly into the fl uid fl ow,
whereas the inlet to the outer tube is through one or more holes located 
on the circumference of the outer tube. The outlets of the Pitot tube are 
connected to a U-tube manometer to measure the differential pressure. 
The inlet hole at location (1) measures the stagnation pressure. If the 
pressure and velocity in the fl uid, at location A, upstream of (1), are P  A  
and u  A, and elevation difference between (1) and (3) is negligible, then 

P P
u

3

2

2
� �A

f Aρ
 (2.128)      

   At location (2), the static pressure is measured. If the elevation differ-
ence between locations (2) and (4) is negligible then 

P P P4 2� � A  (2.129)      

   Then, from Equations (2.128) and (2.129),

P P
u

3 4

2

2
� �

ρf A  (2.130)    

   or, rearranging,   

u
P P

A
f

�
�2 3 4( )

ρ
 (2.131)      

   We obtained Equation (2.131) using the Bernoulli equation, which 
requires the fl uid to be inviscid (viscosity   �   0). This equation may be 
modifi ed for real fl uids by introducing a tube coeffi cient, C,

u C
P P

A
f

�
�2 3 4( )

ρ
 (2.132)      

4Henri Pitot (1695–1771) was a French hydraulic engineer who began his career 
as a mathematician. In 1724, he was elected to the French Academy of Sciences. 
In Montpellier, he was in charge of constructing an aqueduct that included a 
1 km long Romanesque stone arch section. His studies included fl ow of water in 
rivers and canals, and he invented a device to measure fl uid velocities.

Hole to measure
total pressure

Holes to measure
static pressure

Connection
for static
pressure

A
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

   ■   Figure 2.34          A pitot tube.    
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   Equation (2.132) indicates that the fl uid velocity in a stream at any 
desired location can be determined using a Pitot tube by measure-
ment of pressure difference P  3 �  P  4. The density ρ  f of the fl uid and a 
tube coeffi cient  C must be known. In most cases, C       �      1.0. The veloc-
ity measured by the Pitot tube is the fl uid velocity at the location A,
upstream of the tip of the Pitot tube. To obtain an average velocity in 
a duct, several measurements are necessary. 

   If a U-tube manometer is used with the Pitot tube as shown in  Figure 
2.35  , then we can follow the same approach as given earlier in this 
section to account for the pressures at various locations. Therefore, in 
Figure 2.35 , from location (3) to (4), there will be an increase in pres-
sure equal to ρ   f   gz  1. Pressure at locations (4) and (5) will be the same as 
they are at the same elevation. There will be a decrease in pressure from 
(5) to (6) equal to ρ  m  gz  m. From locations (6) to (7) there is additional 
decrease in pressure equal to ρ  f   gz  3. Thus we may write the following: 

P gz gz gz P3 1 3 7� � � �ρ ρ ρf m m f  (2.133)    

   or  

P g z z gz P3 1 3 7� � � �ρ ρf m m( ) (2.134)    

2.7  Flow Measurement
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   ■   Figure 2.35          A pitot tube used to measure 
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   or rearranging terms,   

P P gz m3 7� � �m f( )ρ ρ  (2.135)      

   By introducing Equation (2.135) into Equation (2.132), and noting that 
P  3 � P  4 in  Figure 2.34  is analogous to P  3  � P  7 in  Figure 2.35 , we obtain 

u C
g zm f

A
m

f

�
�2 ( )� �

� 
 (2.136)      

   We can measure the velocity directly from the change in height of a 
manometer fl uid ( z  m) when the two sides of the U-tube manometer 
are connected to the two outlets from the Pitot tube. The only other 
requirements for Equation (2.136) are knowledge of the fl uid densities 
ρ  m and ρ  f, acceleration due to gravity ( g ), and the tube coeffi cient  C .

       A Pitot tube is being used to measure maximum velocity for water fl ow in a 
pipe. The tube is positioned with the inlet to the inner tube along the center 
axis of the pipe. A U-tube manometer gives a reading of 20       mm Hg. Calculate 
the velocity of water, assuming a tube coeffi  cient of 1.0. The density of mer-
cury is 13,600       kg/m 3 . 

    Given 

        Manometer reading      �      20       mm Hg      �      0.02       m Hg  

    Density (  ρ   m  ) of mercury      �      13,600       kg/m 3   

    Density (  ρ  ) of water      �      998       kg/m 3   

    Tube coeffi  cient ( C )      �      1.0     

    Approach 

   By using Equation (2.136), the velocity of water can be computed.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (2.136) with  C       �      1,    
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    2.7.2 The Orifi ce Meter 

   By introducing a restriction of known dimensions into fl ow within 
a pipe or tube, we can use the relationship between pressure across 
the restriction and velocity through the restriction to measure fl uid 

Example 2.17
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fl ow rate. An orifi ce meter is a ring introduced into a pipe or tube 
that reduces the cross-sectional area of tube by a known amount. 
By attaching pressure taps or transducers at locations upstream and 
downstream from the orifi ce, the pressure changes can be measured. 

   We again use Equation (2.66) to analyze fl ow characteristics in the 
region near the orifi ce. Reference location A should be at suffi cient 
distance upstream that the orifi ce does not infl uence fl ow characteris-
tics. Reference location B is just slightly downstream from the orifi ce,
where velocity is the same as within the orifi ce.  Figure 2.36    illus-
trates the fl ow stream profi le around the orifi ce meter and the refer-
ence locations. The pipe diameter is  D  1 and the orifi ce diameter is  D  2 . 
Using Equation (2.66) 

u P u PA A

f

B B

f

2 2

2 2
� � �

ρ ρ
 (2.137)    

   and   
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   ■   Figure 2.36          An orifi ce plate used to 

measure fl uid fl ow.    
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   By combining Equations (2.137) and (2.138),
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 (2.139)    

   or  
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 (2.140)    

   which allows computation of the velocity at location A from the pres-
sure difference P  A  � P  B and the diameter of the pipe or tube D  1 and 
the orifi ce diameter  D  2 . Note that  C  is the orifi ce coeffi cient.   

   If we use a U-tube manometer to determine pressure drop, then 
we can use the same approach as shown earlier in Section 2.7.1 as 
follows. From  Figure 2.36  we account for pressures. Moving from 
location A to (1), there is a pressure increase of ρ   f   gz  1. Pressures at 
locations (1) and (2) are the same. From location (2) to (3), there is 
a pressure decrease equal to ρ  m  gz  m. From location (3) to B there is a 
pressure decrease of ρ  f   gz  3 . Thus, we may write 

P gz gz gz PA f m m f 3 B� � � �ρ 1 ρ ρ  (2.141)      

   Rearranging terms,

P P g z z gzA B f m m� � � �ρ ρ( )3 1  (2.142)    

   or  

P P z gA B m m f� � �( )ρ ρ  (2.143)      

   By introducing Equation (2.140), the following relationship is obtained: 
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 (2.144)    

   which allows computation of average velocity in the fl uid stream 
from the change in manometer fl uid height and the density of the 
manometer fl uid.   
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   The magnitude of the orifi ce coeffi cient  C is a function of exact loca-
tion of the pressure taps, the Reynolds number, and the ratio of pipe 
diameter to orifi ce diameter. At  N  Re     �   30,000, the coeffi cient  C will 
have a value of 0.61, and the magnitude will vary with  N  Re at lower 
values. It is recommended that orifi ce meters be calibrated in known 
fl ow conditions to establish the exact values of the orifi ce coeffi cient.

       An orifi ce meter is being designed to measure steam fl ow in a food 
processing plant. The steam has a mass fl ow rate of approximately 0.1       kg/s in 
a 7.5       cm diameter (ID) pipe with a pressure of 198.53       kPa. Determine the den-
sity of the manometer fl uid to be used so that pressure diff erences can be 
detected accurately and reasonably. A manometer of less than 1       m in height 
can be considered reasonable. 

    Given 

        Mass fl ow rate ( �m    ) of steam      �      0.1       kg/s  

    Pipe diameter ( D  1 )      �      7.5       cm      �      0.075       m  

    Steam density (  ρ  )      �      1.12       kg/m 3  from Table A.4.2 at pressure of 198.53       kPa  

    Orifi ce coeffi  cient ( C )      �      0.61 at  N  Re       �      30,000     

    Approach 

   To use Equation (2.144) to compute density of manometer fl uid (  ρ   m  ), the orifi ce 

diameter  D  2  and manometer fl uid height  z  m  must be assumed.  

    Solution 

        1.     By assuming an orifi ce diameter  D  2  of 6       cm or 0.06       m,    
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    2.     Since the manometer fl uid height (z m  ) must be less than 1       m, a value of 0.1       m 

will be assumed. Using Equation (2.144),    
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    3.     This density could be obtained by using light oil with a density of 850       kg/m 3 .           
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    2.7.3       The Venturi Meter 

   To reduce energy loss due to friction created by the sudden contrac-
tion in fl ow in an orifi ce meter, a venturi tube of the type illustrated 
in  Figure 2.37    can be used. An analysis similar to that presented for 
the orifi ce meter leads to the following equation: 
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 (2.145)    

   where the average velocity  u2     is at reference location 2, where diame-
ter D  2 is the smallest value for the venturi. The venturi meter requires 
careful construction to ensure proper angles of entrance to and exit 
from the venturi. The meter requires a signifi cant length of pipe for 
installation compared with the orifi ce meter. In general, the orifi ce 
meter is less costly and simpler to design than the venturi meter.    

    2.7.4       Variable-Area Meters 

   The fl ow meters considered in the preceding sections, namely the ori-
fi ce meter and venturi tube, involve a change in fl ow rate through a 
constant cross-sectional area that generates a variable pressure drop 
as a function of fl ow rate. In a variable-area meter, the fl uid stream is 
throttled by a constriction arranged in a manner such that the cross-
sectional area is varied. This allows a variation of fl ow while main-
taining a nearly constant pressure drop. The cross-sectional area in 
these devices is related to the fl ow rate by proper calibration. 

   A popular type of variable fl ow meter is a  rotameter, shown in  Figure
2.38   . In this device, the height of a plummet, also called bob or fl oat,
in a tapered tube indicates the fl ow. The fl oat moves up or down in 
a vertically mounted tapered tube, with the largest diameter of the 

D1

D2   ■   Figure 2.37          A venturi tube fl ow meter.    

Float

Tapered
tube

Flow

   ■   Figure 2.38          A variable fl ow meter.      
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tube at the top. The fl uid moves up from the bottom and lifts the 
fl oat. Because of the higher density of the fl oat, the passage remains 
blocked until the pressure builds up and the buoyant effect of the 
fl uid lifts the fl oat; the fl uid then fl ows between the fl oat and the 
tube wall. As the passage for fl ow increases, a dynamic equilibrium 
is established between the position of the fl oat and the pressure dif-
ference across the fl oat and the buoyant forces. A scale mounted on 
the outside of the tube provides a measurement of the vertical dis-
placement of the fl oat from a reference point. The fl uid fl ow in the 
tube can thus be measured. As the fl oat is raised higher in the tapered 
tube, a greater area becomes available for the fl uid to pass through; 
this is why this meter is called a  variable-area fl ow meter . 

   The tube material is typically glass, acrylic, or metal. For measuring 
low fl ow rates, a ball or plumb-bob fl oat shape is used, whereas for 
high fl ow capacities and applications that require high accuracy with 
constant viscosity, a streamlined fl oat shape is used. The fl oat materi-
als commonly used include black glass, red sapphire, stainless steel,
and tungsten. The capacities of rotameters are usually given in terms 
of two standard fl uids: water at 20�C and air at 20�C at 101.3     kPa. 
A proper fl ow meter can be selected based on the fl oat selection curves
and capacity tables supplied by the manufacturers. A single instru-
ment can cover a wide range of fl ow, up to tenfold; using fl oats of 
different densities, ranges up to 200-fold are possible. Unlike ori-
fi ce meters, the rotameter is not sensitive to velocity distribution in 
the approaching stream. The installation of rotameters requires no 
straight section of pipe either upstream or downstream. 

   Industrial rotameters offer excellent repeatability over a wide range of 
fl ows. Their standard accuracy is  �2% of full scale, with capacities of 
6    �   10 � 8 to 1      �   10 � 2      m 3/s of water and 5   �      10 � 7 to 0.3     m 3/s of air at 
standard temperature and pressure. Rotameters are also available for 
special requirements such as low volume, and high pressure. These 
instruments are calibrated when obtained from the manufacturer 
with a given size and shape bob and for a given bob density for a 
fl uid of specifi ed specifi c gravity. 

    2.7.5       Other Measurement Methods 

   In addition to methods in which pressure drop caused by a restriction 
in fl ow is measured, several methods have been developed for unique 
applications in the food industry. These methods vary considerably in 
operation principles but meet the needs for sanitary design. 

2.7  Flow Measurement
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   Volumetric displacement as a fl ow measurement principle involves 
the use of a measuring chamber of known volume and containing 
a rotating motor. As fl ow is directed through the chamber, the rotor 
turns and displaces known volume magnitudes. The fl ow rate is 
detected by monitoring the number of revolutions of the rotor and 
accounting for the volume in each revolution. 

   Several fl ow measurement methods use ultrasound as a fl ow-sensing 
mechanism. Generally, these methods use the response from a high-
frequency wave directed at the fl ow as an indication of fl ow rate. As 
the fl ow changes, the frequency changes. One method of fl ow detec-
tion uses the Doppler shift; changes in fl ow rate cause shifts in the 
wave frequency as the wave passes through the fl ow. 

   Another method of fl ow measurement is the use of a vortex created 
by inserting an object of irregular shape into the fl ow stream. Since 
the vortices move downstream with a frequency that is a function 
of fl ow rate, this frequency can be used as an indicator of fl ow rate. 
Typically, the frequencies are measured by placing heated thermistors 
in the vortex stream, followed by detection of cooling rates. 

   The fl ow rate of a fl uid in a tube can be measured by placing a tur-
bine wheel into the fl ow stream. As fl ow rate changes, the rotation 
speed changes in some proportional manner. Measurement of rota-
tion is accomplished by using small magnets attached to the rotating 
part of the turbine. The magnets generate a pulse to be detected by a 
coil circuit located on the outside tube wall. 

   Each of the fl ow measurement methods described have unique features,
and their use should be determined by the circumstances of the appli-
cation. All have been used in various situations in the food industry.   

    2.8       MEASUREMENT OF VISCOSITY 

   Viscosity of a liquid can be measured using a variety of approaches 
and methods. The capillary tube and the rotational viscometer are the 
more common types of instruments used. 

    2.8.1       Capillary Tube Viscometer 

   Capillary tube measurement is based on the scheme shown in  Figure
2.39   . As shown, pressure ( Δ  P) is suffi cient to overcome the shear 
forces within the liquid and produce fl ow of a given rate. The shear 
forces are operating on all internal liquid surfaces for the entire length 
L  of tube and distance  r  from the tube center. 

L

ΔP
Flow

�

�

r

R

   ■   Figure 2.39          Force balance for a section of 

capillary tube.    
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   Equation (2.39) provides the basis for design and operation of any 
capillary tube viscometer. For a tube with length  L and radius R, mea-
surement of a volumetric fl ow rate �V     at a pressure Δ  P will allow 
determination of viscosity μ : 

�
�Δ

�
PR

LV

4

8
.  (2.146)      

   Since Equation (2.146) is derived for a Newtonian fl uid, any combina-
tion of fl ow rate and pressure drop will give the same viscosity value. 

   In a Cannon–Fenske type capillary viscometer, shown in  Figure 2.40   ,
we allow gravitational force to provide the pressure for liquid fl ow 
through the glass capillary tube. We can use a simple variation of the 
mathematical formulation developed for the capillary tube viscom-
eter. By recognizing that 

ΔP
Vg

A
�

ρ
 (2.147)      

   and the volumetric fl ow rate through the capillary tube is 

�V
V

t
� �

volume of bulb
discharge time

 (2.148)    

   then, Equation (2.146) becomes   

μ �
πρgR t

V

4

8
 (2.149)      

   Equation (2.149) illustrates that viscosity of a liquid measured by 
a glass capillary tube will be a function of the liquid volume in the 
bulb, fl uid density, the acceleration due to gravity ( g       �      9.8     m/s 2 ), and 
tube length L. We can determine viscosity by measuring the length of 
time for the liquid to drain from the bulb.

       A capillary tube viscometer is being used to measure the viscosity of honey 
at 30�C. The tube radius is 2.5       cm and the length is 25       cm.The following data 
have been collected:           

    Δ  P  (Pa)   
�V (cm /s)3

    

   10.0  1.25 
   12.5  1.55 
   15.0  1.80 
   17.5  2.05 
   20.0  2.55 

   Determine the viscosity of honey from the data collected. 

2.8  Measurement of Viscosity

Capillary

   ■   Figure 2.40          A Cannon-Fenske 

viscometer.    

Example 2.19
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    Given 

   Data required to compute viscosity values from Equation (2.146), for example, 

     Δ  P             �                 12.5       Pa  

        R             �                 2.5       cm      �      0.025       m  

        L             �                 25       cm      �      0.25       m  

      �V                �            1.55       cm 3 /s      �      1.55      �      10  � 6        m 3 /s     

    Approach 

   The viscosity for each pressure diff erence ( Δ  P ) and fl ow rate ( �V    ) combination can be 

computed from Equation (2.146).  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (2.146), a viscosity value can be computed for each  ΔP V� �

   combination; for example,    

μ �
�

�
�

π( .

( .
.

12 5

8 0 25
4 948

4

6 3

Pa)(0.025 m)

m)(1.55 10 m /s)
Pa s

      

    2.     By repeating the same calculation at each  ΔP V� �    combination, the following

information is obtained:               

    Δ  P  

   (Pa) 
  
�V

    
 ( � 10  � 6        m 3 /s)

 

   μ   

 (Pa s) 

   10  1.25  4.909 
   12.5  1.55  4.948 
   15  1.8  5.113 
   17.5  2.05  5.238 
   20  2.55  4.812 

    3.     Although there is some variability with pressure ( Δ  P ), there is no indication of 

a consistent trend, and the best estimate of the viscosity would be the arith-

metic mean    

μ � 5 004. Pa s              

    2.8.2       Rotational Viscometer 

   The second type of viscometer is the rotational viscometer illustrated 
in  Figure 2.41   . This illustration is more specifi c for a coaxial-cylin-
der viscometer with the liquid placed in the space between the inner 
and outer cylinders. The measurement involves recording of torque 
Ω required to turn the inner cylinder at a given number of revolu-
tions per unit time. To calculate viscosity from the measurements, the 
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relationships between torque  Ω and shear stress σ, as well as revolu-
tions per unit second Nr  and shear rate zm  �γ     must be established. 

   The relationship between torque  Ω and shear stress σ can be shown as 

Ω π� 2 2r Lσ  (2.150)    

   where the length L of the cylinder and the radial location r between 
the inner and outer cylinder are accounted for.   

   The angular velocity at  r  is 

u r� ω  (2.151)      

   Using differential calculus,

d
d

d
d

u

r

r

r
� �ω

ω  (2.152)      

   We note that  ω does not contribute to shear. And the shear rate  �γ     for a 
rotational system becomes a function of angular velocity  ω, as follows: 

�γ
ω

� � � �
d
d

d
d

u

r
r

r

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

 (2.153)      

   By substitution of these relationships into Equation (2.150),

Ω
2 2π

μ
ω

Lr
r

r
� �

d
d

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

 (2.154)      

   To obtain the desired relationship for viscosity, an integration between 
the outer and inner cylinders must be performed: 

d
2

d
o

ii

o
ω

πμ

ω
� � �Ω

L
r r

R

R
3∫∫  (2.155)    

   where the outer cylinder ( R  o) is stationary ( ω     �   0) and the inner cyl-
inder ( R  i ) has an angular velocity  ω       �       ω  i . The integration leads to   

ω
πμi

i o4 L
� �

Ω 1 1
2 2R R

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

 (2.156)    

   and since   

ωi � 2πNr  (2.157)      

   Note that  ω  is in units of radian/s and  Nr  is revolution/s. Then 

� �
	

�
�8

1
2

i
2

oN L R Rr

1
2

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

 (2.158)      

R1 R0
L

   ■   Figure 2.41          A coaxial-cylinder rotational 

viscometer.    

2.8  Measurement of Viscosity
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   Equation (2.158) illustrates that liquid viscosity can be determined 
using a coaxial-cylinder viscometer with an inner cylinder radius R  i,
length L, and outer cylinder radius R  o by measurement of torque  Ω at 
a given  Nr  (revolutions per second). 

   A variation of the coaxial-cylinder viscometer is the single-cylinder 
viscometer. In this device, a single cylinder of radius R  i is immersed 
in a container with the test sample. Then the outer cylinder radius  R  o  
approaches infi nity, and Equation (2.158) becomes 

μ
π

�
Ω

8 2
iN LRr
2

 (2.159)      

   Several rotational viscometers operate using the single-cylinder prin-
ciple, which assumes that the wall of the vessel containing the liquid 
during measurement has no infl uence on the shear stresses within the 
liquid. This may be a relatively good assumption for Newtonian liq-
uids but should be evaluated carefully for each liquid to be measured.

             A single-cylinder rotational viscometer with a 1       cm radius and 6       cm length is 
being used to measure liquid viscosity. The following torque readings were 
obtained at several values of revolutions per minute (rpm):

          

    N r   (rpm)    Ω   ( � 10  � 3        N cm) 

   3  1.2 
   6  2.3 
   9  3.7 

   12  5.0 

   Compute the viscosity of the liquid based on the information provided. 

    Given 

   Equation (2.159) requires the following input data (for example): 

      Ω        �      2.3      �      10  � 3        N cm      �      2.3      �      10  � 5        N m  

     N r        �      6       rpm      �      0.1       rev/s  

      L       �      6       cm      �      0.06       m  

      R i        �      1       cm      �      0.01       m     

    Approach 

   Use Equation (2.159) to calculate viscosity from each rpm–torque reading combination.  

Example 2.20
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    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (2.159) and the given data,    

μ �
�

�
�( .

( .
.

2 3 10

8 0 1
0 485

5

2 2

N m)

rev/s) (0.06 m) (0.01m)
Pa s

π    

    2.     Using the same approach, values of viscosity are obtained for each  N r  –  Ω   

combination.   

            
    N r   (rev/s)    Ω   ( � 10  � 5        N m)    μ   (Pa s) 

   0.05  1.2  0.507 
   0.1  2.3  0.485 
   0.15  3.7  0.521 
   0.2  5.0  0.528 

    3.     Since it is assumed that the liquid is Newtonian, the four values can be used 

to compute an arithmetic mean of    

 
μ � 0 510. Pa s

            

    2.8.3       Infl uence of Temperature on Viscosity 

   The magnitude of the viscosity coeffi cient for a liquid is infl uenced sig-
nifi cantly by temperature. Since temperature is changed dramatically 
during many processing operations, it is important to obtain appropri-
ate viscosity values for liquids over the range of temperatures encoun-
tered during processing. This temperature dependence of viscosity also 
requires that during measurements of viscosity, extra care must be taken 
to avoid temperature fl uctuations. In the case of water, the temperature 
sensitivity of viscosity from Table A.4.1 is estimated to be 3%/�C at 
room temperature. This means that  �1% accuracy in its measurement 
requires the sample temperature to be maintained within �0.3�C. 

   There is considerable evidence that the infl uence of temperature on 
viscosity for a liquid food may be described by an Arrhenius-type 
relationship:

ln μ � �ln A
a

g A

B
E

R T
 (2.160)    

   where B  A is the Arrhenius constant, E  a is an activation energy constant,
and R  g is the gas constant. Equation (2.160) can be used to reduce 
the number of measurements required to describe the infl uence

2.8  Measurement of Viscosity
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of temperature on viscosity of a liquid food. If we obtain values at 
three or more temperatures within the desired range and establish the 
magnitudes of the constants ( B  A and E  a / R  g ), we can predict with rea-
sonable accuracy the viscosity coeffi cient at other temperatures within 
the range.

         For concentrated orange juice,  Vitali and Rao (1984)  obtained viscosity at a 
shear rate of 100       s  � 1  at eight diff erent temperatures as shown in the follow-
ing table. Determine the activation energy and the preexponential factor. 
Calculate the viscosity at 5�C. 

    Given 

   The values of viscosity at a shear rate of 100       s –1  at eight diff erent temperatures are 

given in the table.
          

   Temperature  Viscosity 

    � 18.8  8.37 
    � 14.5  5.32 

    � 9.9  3.38 
    � 5.4  2.22 

   0.8  1.56 
   9.5  0.77 

   19.4  0.46 
   29.2  0.28 

    Approach 

   We will use a spreadsheet fi rst to convert the temperature to 1/ T , where  T  is in abso-

lute, K. Then we will plot ln (viscosity) vs 1/ T . Using the trend line we will calculate the 

slope of the line, intercept, and regression coeffi  cient. We will use the coeffi  cients in 

the Arrhenius equation to obtain the viscosity at 5�C.  

    Solution 

        1.     Prepare a spreadsheet as shown in  Figure E2.7   .  

    2.     Using the trendline feature of the Excel software, obtain the slope and 

intercept.  

    3.     From the slope, 5401.5      �       R  g       �      10,733.7       cal/mol. Note that Gas Constant, 
 R  g       �      1.98717       cal/(mol K),    

intercept  

and the regression coefficient

A, ,B � �

�

�4 3 10

0 99

9.

. ..       

     The high regression coeffi  cient indicates a high degree of fi t.    

Example 2.21
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    4.     Using the calculated coeffi  cient of Arrhenius equation, we can write the equa-

tion for the viscosity value at 5�C as    

μ � �

�

� �4 3 10

1 178

9.

.

 e

Pa s

5401

5 273

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

      

    5.     The viscosity at 5�C is 1.178       Pa s. This value is between the given values at 

temperatures 0.8       � and 9.5�C.            

    2.9        FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF NON-
NEWTONIAN FLUIDS 

    2.9.1       Properties of Non-Newtonian Fluids 

   It should be evident from the preceding discussion in this chapter 
that liquids offer interesting properties. They fl ow under gravity and 
do not retain their shape. They may exist as solids at one temperature,
and liquid at another (e.g., ice cream and shortenings). Products such 
as applesauce, tomato purée, baby foods, soups, and salad dressings 

2.9  Flow Characteristics of Non-Newtonian Fluids

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

A B C D E F G
Temperature 1/Tabs Viscosity ln (viscosity)

�18.8 0.00393391 8.37 2.12465388
�14.5 0.003868472 5.32 1.6714733

�9.9 0.003800836 3.38 1.21787571
�5.4 0.003736921 2.22 0.7975072

0.8 0.003652301 1.56 0.44468582
9.5 0.003539823 0.77 �0.26136476

19.4 0.003419973 0.46 �0.77652879
29.2 0.003309067 0.28 �1.27296568

R 1.98717
Slope 10733.70
Intercept 4.3028E-09

y � 5401.5x � 19.264

R 2 � 0.9933

�2

�1.5

�1

�0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

0.0032 0.0034 0.0036 0.0038 0.004
1/Tabs

ln
k

�5401.5*B30

�EXP(�19.264)

   ■   Figure E2.7          Spreadsheet solution for 

Example 2.21.    
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Non-Newtonian
liquids

Time
dependent
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Rheopectic Thixotropic Herschel–
Bulkley
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Shear thinning
(pseudoplastic, or

Power law)

   ■   Figure 2.42          Classifi cation of non-

Newtonian liquids.    
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   ■   Figure 2.43          Relationship between shear 

stress and shear rate for Newtonian and non-

Newtonian liquids.    

are suspensions of solid matter in liquid. When droplets of one liquid 
are submerged in another, we obtain emulsions—milk, for example. 

   The properties of non-Newtonian liquids can be classifi ed as time-
independent and time-dependent ( Fig. 2.42   ). The time-independent
non-Newtonian liquids respond immediately with a fl ow as soon as a 
small amount of shear stress is applied. Unlike Newtonian liquids, the 
relationship between shear stress and shear rate is nonlinear, as shown 
in  Figure 2.43   . There are two important types of time-independent
non-Newtonian liquids, namely, shear-thinning liquids and shear-
thickening liquids. The differences between these two types of liquids 
can be understood easily by considering another commonly used 
term, apparent viscosity . 

   An apparent viscosity is calculated by using a gross assumption that 
the non-Newtonian liquid is obeying Newton’s law of viscosity 
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   ■   Figure 2.44          Determination of apparent 

viscosity from plot of shear stress vs shear rate.    

(Equation (2.10)). Thus, at any selected shear rate, a straight line is 
drawn from the selected point on the curve to the origin ( Fig. 2.44   ).
The slope of this straight line gives a value for the apparent viscosity. 
Using this method, it should be evident that the value obtained for 
apparent viscosity is dependent on the selected shear rate. Therefore 
the apparent viscosity must always be expressed along with the value 
of shear rate used to calculate it; otherwise, it is meaningless. For a 
shear-thinning liquid, as the shear rate increases, the apparent vis-
cosity decreases; thus, the name shear thinning is used to describe the 
behavior of these liquids. 

   Shear-thinning liquids also are called pseudoplastic or power law  
liquids. Some common examples of shear-thinning liquids are con-
densed milk, fruit purées, mayonnaise, mustard, and vegetable soups. 
When shear-thinning products are shaken in a jar, they become more 
 “ fl uid. ” Similarly, if these products are mixed at high intensity in a 
mixer, their viscosity decreases, which may aid in their mixing. There 
are several reasons to explain shear-thinning behavior. A liquid that 
appears homogenous to the naked eye may actually contain micro-
scopic particulates submerged in it. When these liquids are subjected 
to a shear, the randomly distributed particles may orient themselves 
in the direction of fl ow; similarly, coiled particulates may deform 
and elongate in the direction of fl ow. Any agglomerated particles may 
break up into smaller particles. These types of modifi cations due to 
shearing action improve the fl ow of such fl uids, and an increased 
 “ fl uidity ” is observed. They are also usually reversible. Thus, when the 

2.9  Flow Characteristics of Non-Newtonian Fluids
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shearing action is stopped, after a time lag, the particulates return to 
their original shape—the elongated particulates coil back, and sepa-
rated particles may again agglomerate. Note that changes in viscosity 
at a very low shear rate ( � 0.5     s � 1) or a very high shear rate ( � 100     s � 1 ) 
are usually quite small, as seen in  Figure 2.45   . Therefore, in measur-
ing rheological properties of power law fl uids, a shear rate between 
0.5     s � 1  and 100     s � 1  is used. 

   With some liquid foods, the processing steps may alter their fl ow 
properties. For example, raw egg at 21�C is a Newtonian fl uid, but 
when frozen whole egg is thawed, its response changes to that of a 
shear-thinning liquid. Similarly, single-strength apple juice is a 
Newtonian liquid, but concentrated apple juice (depectinized and fi l-
tered) is a shear-thinning liquid. 

   If the increase in shear rate results in an increase in apparent viscos-
ity, then the liquid is called a shear-thickening liquid (or sometimes 
referred to as dilatant liquid). Examples of shear-thickening liquids 
include 60% suspension of corn starch in water. With shear-thickening 
liquids, the apparent viscosity increases with increasing shear rate. 
These liquids become “ stiffer ”  at higher shear rates. Mostly, these 
liquids are suspensions—solid particles in a liquid that acts as a 
plasticizer. At low shear rates, the liquid is suffi cient to keep the 
solid particles well lubricated, and the suspension fl ows almost as a 
Newtonian liquid. But as shear rate increases, the solid particles begin 
to separate out, forming wedges while increasing the overall volume. 

A
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Shear rate (s�1)

0.5 100

   ■   Figure 2.45          Apparent viscosity vs shear 

rate.    
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Hence, they are called dilatant liquids. The liquid is then unable to 
act as a plasticizer. As a result, the overall suspension becomes more 
resistant to fl ow. 

   Another important class of non-Newtonian liquids requires the 
application of yield stress prior to any response. For example, cer-
tain types of tomato catsup will not fl ow until a certain yield stress is 
applied. For these types of liquids, a plot of shear stress against shear 
rate does not pass through the origin, as shown in  Figure 2.43 . After 
the application of yield stress, the response of these liquids can be 
similar to a Newtonian liquid; in that case, they are called Bingham
plastic. On the other hand, if the response of a liquid, after the yield 
stress is applied, is similar to a shear-thinning fl ow, then these liquids 
are called Herschel–Bulkley fl uids. These liquids that require a yield 
stress to fl ow may be viewed as having an interparticle or intermolec-
ular network that resists low-level shear force when at rest. Below the 
yield stress, the material acts like a solid and does not fl atten out on a 
horizontal surface due to force of gravity. It is only when the applied 
stress exceeds the forces holding the network together that the mate-
rial begins to fl ow. 

    Time-dependent non-Newtonian liquids obtain a constant value 
of apparent viscosity only after a certain fi nite time has elapsed after 
the application of shear stress. These types of liquids are also called 
thixotropic materials; examples include certain types of starch pastes. 
For more discussion of these types of liquids, refer to  Doublier and 
Lefebvre (1989) . 

   A common mathematical model may be used to express the non-
Newtonian characteristics. This model is referred to as the  Herschel–
Bulkley model  ( Herschel and Bulkley, 1926 ): 

σ σ� �K
u

n
d
dy

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ 0  (2.161)    

   where the values for the different coeffi cients are given in  Table 2.4   .   

   Another model, used in interpreting the fl ow data of chocolate, is the 
Casson model ( Casson, 1959 ), given as 

σ γ0 5
0
0 5 0 5. . .( )� �σ K �  (2.162)      

   The square root of shear stress is plotted against the square root of shear 
rate to obtain a straight line. The slope of the line gives the consistency 
coeffi cient, and the square of the intercept gives the yield stress.

2.9  Flow Characteristics of Non-Newtonian Fluids
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 Table 2.4        Values of Coeffi  cients in Herschel-Bulkley Fluid Model  

   Fluid  K  n   σ  0   Typical examples 

   Herschel–Bulkley   � 0  0      �       n       �             � 0  minced fi sh paste, raisin paste 

   Newtonian   � 0  1  0  water, fruit juice, honey, milk, vegetable oil 

   Shear-thinning (pseudoplastic)   � 0  0      �       n       �      1  0  applesauce, banana purée, orange juice concentrate 

   Shear-thickening   � 0  1      �       n       �            0  some types of honey, 40% raw corn starch solution 

   Bingham plastic   � 0  1   � 0  toothpaste, tomato paste 

   Source :  Steff e (1996)   

  

       Rheological data for Swedish commercial milk chocolate at 40�C is shown 
in the following. Using the Casson model, determine the consistency coef-
fi cient and the yield stress.           

   Shear rate  Shear stress 

   0.099  28.6 
   0.14  35.7 
   0.199  42.8 
   0.39  52.4 
   0.79  61.9 
   1.6  71.4 
   2.4  80.9 
   3.9  100 
   6.4  123.8 
   7.9  133.3 

   11.5  164.2 
   13.1  178.5 
   15.9  201.1 
   17.9  221.3 
   19.9  235.6 

    Given 

   Data on shear rate and shear stress given in the preceding table.  

    Approach 

   We will use a spreadsheet for this example.  

    Solution 

        1.     We will use Equation (2.162). Using a spreadsheet, fi rst enter the shear stress and 

shear rate data into columns A and B. Then develop new columns, C and D,
with square root of shear stress and shear rate. Then plot the data from 

Example 2.22
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columns C and D as a scatter plot, as shown in  Figure E2.8   . If using Excel, then 

use  “ trend line ”  to determine the slope, intercept, and data fi t.  

    2.     The slope is 2.213, and intercept is 5.4541.  

    3.     The consistency coeffi  cient is    

 
K � 2 213 0 5. .Pa s0.5

   

    and   

 
Yield stress Paσ0

25 4541 29 75� �. .
     

    4.     These coeffi  cients were obtained when the entire range of shear rate 0–20       s –1  

was used. For further analysis of these data see  Steff e (1996) .           

    2.9.2       Velocity Profi le of a Power Law Fluid 

   We recall from Equation (2.161) that the shear stress and shear rate 
are related by a power law equation, as follows: 
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 (2.163)      

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

A B C D E
Shear rate Shear stress Shear rate^0.5 Shear stress^0.5

0.099 28.6 0.315 5.348
0.14 35.7 0.374 5.975

0.199 42.8 0.446 6.542
0.39 52.4 0.624 7.239
0.79 61.9 0.889 7.868

1.6 71.4 1.265 8.450
2.4 80.9 1.549 8.994
3.9 100 1.975 10.000
6.4 123.8 2.530 11.127
7.9 133.3 2.811 11.546

11.5 164.2 3.391 12.814
13.1 178.5 3.619 13.360
15.9 201.1 3.987 14.181
17.9 221.3 4.231 14.876
19.9 235.6 4.461 15.349

y � 2.2132x � 5.4541

R2 � 0.992
0.000

5.000

10.000

15.000

20.000

0.000 1.000 2.000 3.000 4.000 5.000

(Shear rate)0.5
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0.

5

   ■   Figure E2.8          Spreadsheet solution for 

Example 2.22.    
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   Note that d u /d r is negative in a pipe fl ow where the velocity decreases 
from the center to the surface. Therefore, a negative sign is used to 
make the shear stress positive. 

   From Equations (2.27) and (2.163) 
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Δ
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 (2.164)      

   Rearranging and setting up integrals from the central axis to the wall 
of the pipe,
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   Integrating between the limits,
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 (2.166)      

   Equation (2.166) gives the velocity profi le for a power law fl uid. 

    2.9.3       Volumetric Flow Rate of a Power Law Fluid 

   The volumetric fl ow rate is obtained by integrating the velocity pro-
fi le for a ring element as previously discussed for Newtonian fl uid in 
Section 2.3.4: 
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   Substituting Equation (2.166),
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   Integrating between limits,
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   Evaluating the limits,
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   and simplifying,   
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 (2.171)      

   Equation (2.171) gives the volumetric fl ow rate for a power law fl uid. 

    2.9.4       Average Velocity in a Power Law Fluid 

   Recall from Equation (2.17) that 

u
V
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π 2
 (2.172)      

   Substituting Equation (2.171) in (2.172) we obtain the average 
velocity: 
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   For Newtonian fl uids the velocity ratio, u/u  max, was given by Equation 
(2.42) (for laminar fl ow), or Equation (2.48) (for turbulent fl ow). For 
non-Newtonian fl uids, the velocity ratio can be obtained from  Figure
2.46    based on the work of  Palmer and Jones (1976) .  

    2.9.5        Friction Factor and Generalized Reynolds 
Number for Power Law Fluids 

   In Section 2.3.5, we defi ned Fanning friction factor as 
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 (2.174)      

   We can rearrange the terms in Equation (2.173) as 
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 (2.175)      
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   Substituting in Equation (2.174),
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   Similar to Equation (2.53), the Fanning friction factor for laminar 
fl ow for a power law fl uid is 
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 (2.177)    
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   ■   Figure 2.46          Plot of velocity ratio vs generalized Reynolds numbers. (From  Palmer and Jones, 1976 )    
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   where by comparison of Equation (2.176) and Equation (2.177), we 
obtain the generalized Reynolds number as   
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   or, rearranging terms,   
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 (2.179)      

   Note that if we substitute the values  n     �   1 and K     �     μ, Equation 
(2.179) reduces to the Reynolds number for Newtonian fl uids. 

   Example 2.23 illustrates the use of various expressions obtained in 
this section for the power law fl uids.

       A non-Newtonian fl uid is fl owing in a 10       m long pipe. The inside diameter 
of the pipe is 3.5       cm. The pressure drop is measured at 100       kPa. The consis-
tency coeffi  cient is 5.2 and fl ow behavior index is 0.45. Calculate and plot the 
velocity profi le, volumetric fl ow rate, average velocity, generalized Reynolds 
number, and friction factor. 

    Given 

        Pressure drop      �      100       kPa  

    Inside diameter      �      3.5       cm      �      0.035       m  

    Consistency coeffi  cient      �      5.2  

    Flow behavior index      �      0.45  

    Length      �      10       m     

    Approach 

   We will program a spreadsheet with the given data and equations from Section 2.9 

to obtain the plot and the results.  

    Solution 

        1.     The solution is shown in the spreadsheet. Note that as the fl ow behavior 

index increases, the velocity at the center decreases. Once a spreadsheet is 

programmed as shown in  Figure E2.9   , other values of pressure drop, consis-

tency coeffi  cient, and fl ow behavior index may be substituted in the appro-

priate cells to observe their infl uence on the calculated results. For example an 

increase in fl ow behavior index from 0.45 to 0.5 results in a signifi cant change 

in the velocity profi le, as shown in Figure E2.9.           

Example 2.23
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    2.9.6        Computation of Pumping Requirement of 
Non-newtonian Liquids 

   The computation of pumping requirements of non-Newtonian liq-
uids is similar to that shown earlier for Newtonian liquids in Section 
2.5.5. Equation (2.95) is modifi ed to incorporate the non-Newtonian 
properties as follows: 
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   where, for laminar fl ow and shear-thinning liquids,   
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16
17
18
19
20
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

A B C D E F G

Pressure drop 100000 100000
Length 10 10
K 5.2 5.2
n 0.45 0.5
Diameter 0.035 0.035
Density 1100 1100

Velocity Profile
Radius Velocity Velocity

0 2.8796 1.6517
0.002 2.8770 1.6492
0.004 2.8549 1.6320
0.006 2.7881 1.5851
0.008 2.6485 1.4939

0.01 2.4052 1.3435
0.012 2.0258 1.1191
0.014 1.4766 0.8060
0.016 0.7222 0.3894

0.0175 0.0000 0.0000

Volumetric flow rate 0.0017
Average velocity 1.7768
Generalized Reynolds number 317.5
Friction factor 0.0504

0.0000

1.0000

2.0000

3.0000

4.0000

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02

Radius (m)

V
el

oc
ity

 (
m

/s
)

�((B$1/(2*B$2*B$3))^(1/
B$4))*(B$4/(1�B$4))*(((
B$5/2)^((B$4�1)/B$4))�
$B10^((B$4�1)/B$4))

�((C$1/(2*C$2*C$3))^(1/
C$4))*(C$4/(1�C$4))*(((C
$5/2)^((C$4�1)/C$4))�
$B10^((C$4�1)/C$4))

�PI()*(B4/(3*B4�1))*(B1/(2*B2*B3))^(1/B4)*(B5/
2)^((3*B4�1)/B4)

�B21/(PI()*(B5/2)^2)

�B5^B4*B22^(2�

B4)*B6*(((4*B4)/(3*B4+1))^B4)/(B3*8^(B4�1))
�16/B23

   ■   Figure E2.9          Spreadsheet solution for 

Example 2.23.    
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   and for turbulent fl ow   

α
 � 1  (2.182)      

   The friction factor, f, for laminar fl ow is given by Equation (2.177) 
and for turbulent fl ow, f  is obtained from  Figure 2.47   . 

   For coeffi cients  Cfe
′    , Cfc

′    , and Cff
′    , experimental data for non-

Newtonian fl uids are limited. The following rule-of-thumb guidelines 
are proposed by  Steffe (1996)  to determine the three coeffi cients for 
non-Newtonian fl uids. 

    a.   For non-Newtonian fl uids above a generalized Reynolds num-
ber of 500, use data for Newtonian fl uids in turbulent fl ow (see 
 Table 2.2  and Equations (2.90) and (2.92)).  

    b.   For non-Newtonian fl uids, for the range 20   �     N  GRe       �   500, fi rst 
determine coeffi cients  C  fe, C  fc  , C  ff as in step (a), then use the 
following expressions:    
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 (2.183)      

   The resulting values of the coeffi cients are then substituted in Equation 
(2.180).

   Example 2.24 illustrates the determination of pumping requirements 
of a non-Newtonian liquid.
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   ■   Figure 2.47          Friction factor-Generalized 

Reynolds number chart for non-Newtonian fl ow 

in cylindrical tubes. (From  Dodge and Metzner, 
1959 )    
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       A non-Newtonian fl uid is being pumped from one tank to another in a 
0.0348       m diameter pipe with a mass fl ow rate of 1.97       kg/s. The properties of 
the fl uid are as follows: density 1250       kg/m 3 , consistency coeffi  cient 5.2       Pa s n ,
fl ow behavior index 0.45. The total length of pipe between the tanks is 
10       m. The diff erence of elevation from inlet to exit is 3       m. The fi ttings include 
three long-radius 90       � fl anged elbows, and one fully open angle valve. 
Furthermore, a fi lter present in the pipeline causes a 100       kPa pressure drop. 
Set up a spreadsheet to calculate the pumping requirements. 

    Given 

        Pipe diameter      �      0.0348       m  

    Mass fl ow rate      �      1.97       kg/s  

    Density      �      1250       kg/m 3   

    Consistency coeffi  cient      �      5.2       Pa s n   

    Flow behavior index      �      0.45  

    Length of pipe      �      10       m  

    Diff erence in elevation      �      3       m  

    Pressure drop in fi lter      �      100       kPa  

     C  ff   of 90 �  fl anged long radius elbows from  Table 2.3       �      0.2  

     C  ff   of fully open angle valve from  Table 2.3       �      2     

    Approach 

   We will develop a spreadsheet using the given data and appropriate equations to calcu-

late velocity from the mass fl ow rate, generalized Reynolds number, correction factor, 
  α  , coeffi  cients  C  fe  and  C  ff   for various fi ttings, and friction factor. Finally we will substi-

tute the calculated values in Equation (2.180) to determine the pumping requirements.  

    Solution 

        1.     Enter given data as shown in A1:B12 in  Figure E2.10   .  

    2.     Enter the following equations to calculate required values.   
            

   Equation number  To calculate  Cell 

   (2.15)  Velocity  B15 
   (2.179)  generalized Reynolds 

number 
 B16 

   (2.181)  correction factor  B17 
   (2.177)  friction factor  B21 
   (2.183)  coeffi  cients for fi ttings, 

contraction 
 B24 

   (2.180)  energy for pumping  B25 

    3.     The spreadsheet may be used to calculate pumping requirements for diff erent 

input values.            

Example 2.24
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    2.10       TRANSPORT OF SOLID FOODS 

   Many food products and ingredients are transported throughout a 
processing plant in the form of a solid, as opposed to liquids. The 
handling, storage, and movement of these materials require different 
types of equipment and process design. Many of the considerations 
are similar to liquids, in terms of requirements for sanitary design 
of product-contact surfaces within equipment and the attention to 
ensuring that designs reduce impact on product quality attributes. 
Ultimately, the transport of solid pieces, granular products, and/or 
food powders requires power inputs to an operation designed spe-
cifi cally for the product being handled. In many situations, gravity 
becomes a contributor to the transport, and introduces unique factors 
into the transport challenges. 

   The computation of material transport requirements depend directly 
on properties of the granular solid or powder. These properties 
include consideration for friction at the interface between the solid 
material and the surface of the transport conduit. After establishment 
of appropriate property magnitudes, the power requirements or simi-
lar process design confi guration can be estimated. 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
28

A B C D E F G

Given
Pipe diameter  (m) 0.03
Mass flow rate  (kg/s) 2
Density (kg/m3) 1250
Pressure drop  (kPa) 100
Angle valves 1
Long radius elbows 3
Length (m) 10
Change in elevation  (m) 3
K (Pa s^n) 5.2
n 0.45
Pump efficiency 0.85

Velocity 2.26
Generalized Reynolds number 489.92

Correction factor 1.20
Cfe  entrance 0.5
Cff long radius elbow 0.2
Cff angle valve 2
Friction factor 0.0327
Friction Loss  (J/kg) 8.11
Friction loss due to filter 80.00

Total friction loss 88.11
Energy for pump (J/kg) 233.34
Power requirement  (W) 549.04

�B3/(B4*(PI()*B2^2/4))
�(B2^B11*B15^(2-B11)*B4/(B10*8^(B11�
1)))*(4*B11/(3*B11�1))^B11

�2*(2*B11�1)*(5*B11+3)/(3*(3*B11�1)^2)

�16/B16

�(B18*500/B16�3*B19*500/B16�B20*500/B1
6)*B15^2/2

�B5*1000/B4

�B22+B23

�9.81*B9�B15^2/B17�2*B21*B15^2*B8/B2�
B24
�B26*B3/B12

   ■   Figure E2.10          Spreadsheet solution for 

Example 2.24.    
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    2.10.1        Properties of Granular Materials and 
Powders 

   The physical properties of granular materials and powders have direct 
infl uence on the transport of these types of food within a food process-
ing operation. In the following sections, the basic relationships used 
to predict or measure the properties of these types of food product 
will be presented and described. 

    2.10.1.1       Bulk Density 

   For granular materials or powders, there are different types of den-
sity to be described. As indicated in Section 1.5, bulk density can be 
defi ned as follows: 

ρB �
m

V
 (2.184)    

   or the overall mass of the material divided by the volume occupied 
by the material. Depending on other characteristics of the food mate-
rial, this property may require more specifi c description. For example,
food powders will occupy variable volume depending on the size of 
individual particles and the volume of the space between the par-
ticles. Given these observations, the magnitude of the bulk density 
will vary with the extent of packing within the food particle structure. 
One approach to measurement includes Loose Bulk Density, obtained 
by careful placement of the granular material in a defi ned volumet-
ric space without vibration, followed by measurement of the mass. 
Packed Bulk Density would be measured by vibration of a defi ned mass 
until the volume is constant, then compute bulk density according to 
Equation (2.184). In practice, bulk density will vary with the condi-
tions within the operation, but the magnitude should fall between 
the extremes indicated by the measurement approach.   

   The bulk density can be predicted by the following relationship: 

ρ ∈ ∈B � �p p a aρ ρ  (2.185)    

   where ∈  p is the volume fraction occupied by particles and  ∈  a is the 
volume fraction occupied by air. The parameter referred to as void ( υ ) 
or Interparticle Porosity (see Eq. 1.2) is defi ned as the ratio of volume 
of space not occupied by particles ( ∈  a) to the total volume. The fol-
lowing expression would apply:   

υ � �1
ρ
ρ
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 (2.186)    
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   and would refl ect the variability in bulk density discussed in the pre-
vious paragraph.    

    2.10.1.2       Particle Density 

   As indicated in Section 1.5, the density of individual food particles is 
referred to as particle density, and is a function of gas phase (air) vol-
ume trapped within the particle structure. This property is measured 
by a picnometer; using a known-density solvent to replace the gas 
within the particle structure. 

   The particle density is predicted from the following relationship: 

ρ ρ ρp s so a a� �e e  (2.187)    

   where the density of the gas phase or air ( ρ  a) is obtained from stan-
dard tables (Table A.4), and the density of particle solids is based on 
product composition and the coeffi cients in Table A.2.9. The volume 
fractions of solids ( e  so) and gas phase or air ( e  a) would be evident in 
magnitude of the particle density.

         Estimate the particle density of a nonfat dry milk particle at 20�C, when 10% of 
the particle volume is air space and the moisture content is 3.5% (wet basis). 

    Solution   

        1.     Based on information presented in Table A.2, the composition of nonfat dry 

milk is 35.6% protein, 52% carbohydrate, 1% fat, 7.9% ash, and 3.5% water.  

    2.     Using the relationships in Table A.2.9, the density of product components at 

20 � C are:   
        

   Protein      �      1319.5       kg/m 3  

   Carbohydrate      �      1592.9 kg/m 3  

   Fat      �      917.2 kg/m 3  

   Ash      �      2418.2 kg/m 3  

   Water      �      995.7 kg/m 3  

   Air      �      1.164 kg/m 3   (from Table A.4.4)

    3.     The density of the particle solids is a function of the mass of each component:    

ρSO � � �

�

( . )( . ) ( . )( . ) ( . )( . )

( . )(

0 356 1319 5 0 52 1592 9 0 01 917 2

0 079 24418 2 0 035 995 7

1533 1 3

. ) ( . )( . )

.

�

� kg/m       

    4.     The particle density is estimated from Equation (2.187):    

ρp kg/m� � �( . )( . ) ( . )( . ) .1533 1 0 9 1 164 0 1 1379 9 3
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     As indicated by the solution, the particle density is infl uenced primarily by the 

particle solids.    

   Porosity ( Ψ) is the ratio of the air volume to total volume occupied 
by the product powder. As introduced in Section 1.5, the relationship 
of porosity to bulk density becomes: 

Ψ � �1
ρ
ρ
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 (2.188)    

   and the relationship to particle density is given by Equation (2.187).   

   All the properties of granular materials and powders are functions of 
moisture content and temperature. These relationships are accounted 
for in the dependence of individual components on moisture content 
and temperature, but other changes with the particle structure will 
occur. Details of these changes are discussed by  Heldman (2001) .        

    2.10.1.3       Particle Size and Size Distribution 

   An important property of a granular food or powder is particle size. 
This property has direct impact on the magnitude of the bulk den-
sity, as well as the porosity. Particle sizes are measured by using 
several different techniques, including a sieve, a microscope, or a light-
scattering instrument (Coulter Counter). The results of such mea-
surements reveal that a range of particle sizes exists within the typical 
food powder or granular material. These observations emphasize the 
importance of using at least two parameters to describe the particle 
size properties; a mean diameter and a standard deviation. 

    Mugele and Evans (1951)  suggested a systematic approach to descrip-
tion of particle sizes for granular materials. The approach suggests the 
following model: 

d
d N

d Nqp
q p

q

p
� �

( )

( )
∑
∑

 (2.189)

    

   where d is the particle diameter, N is the number of particles with a 
given diameter, and q and p are parameters defi ned in  Table 2.5   . For 
example, the arithmetic or linear mean diameter would become:   

d
dN

NL �
∑  (2.190)    
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   where the value is the straight forward mean of particle diameters 
within the distribution. Another commonly used expression is referred 
to as the Sauter mean diameter:   

d
d N

d Nvs �
3

2

∑
∑

 (2.191)    

   and expresses the mean diameter as a function of the ratio of particle 
volume to particle surface area.   

   Most often, the distribution of particle sizes in a granular food or 
powder is described by log-normal density function. The parameters 
include the arithmetic log-geometric mean: 

ln
( ln )

d
N d
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∑  (2.192)    

   and the geometric standard deviation, as follows:   
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   These parameters are estimated from measurement of particle size,
and the number of particles in sizes ranges over the range of sizes in 
the granular food or powder.

 Table 2.5        Notations of Mean Particle Size for Use in Equation   (2.189)

   Symbol  Name of Mean Diameter  p  q  Order 

   x L   Linear (arithmetic)  0  1  1 

   x s   Surface  0  2  2 

   x v   Volume  0  3  3 

   x m   Mass  0  3  3 

   x sd   Surface-diameter  1  2  3 

   x vd   Volume-diameter  1  3  4 

   x vs   Volume-surface  2  3  5 

   x ms   Mass-surface  3  4  7 

   Source :  Mugele and Evans (1951)   

2.10  Transport of Solid Foods
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       The particle size distribution of a sample dry coff ee product has been mea-
sured, and the results are as follows:           

   Portion 

   (%) 

 Particle Size 

 (micron) 

   2  40 
   8  30 

   50  20 
   40  15 
   10  10 

   Estimate the mean particle size based on the ratio of volume to surface area. 

    Solution 

        1.     Given Equation (2.191):    

  

dvs �
� � � �( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) (

40 2 30 8 20 50 15 40 10 10

40 2

3 3 3 3 3

2 )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )� � � �30 8 20 50 15 40 10 102 2 2 2

     

    2.     The volume/surface area or Sauter mean particle size diameter is:    

 
d micronvs � 22

            

    2.10.1.4       Particle Flow 

   The movement or fl ow of a granular food or powder is infl uenced by 
several different properties of the powder, including several of the 
particle properties previously described. A property of the granular 
food that is directly related to fl ow is  angle of repose. This is a relatively 
simple property to measure by allowing the powder to fl ow from a 
container over a horizontal surface. The height ( H) of the mound of 
powder and the circumference of the mound ( S) are measured, and 
the angle of repose is computed using the following equation: 

tan β
π

�
2 H

S
 (2.194)      

   The magnitude of this property will vary with density, particle size,
moisture content, and particle size distribution of the granular powder. 

   A more fundamental property of powder fl ow is the  angle of internal 
friction . This property is defi ned by the following expression: 

tan 

�
�

�
n

 (2.195)    

Example 2.26
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   indicating that the angle of internal friction ( ϕ) is proportional to a 
ratio of the shear stress ( σ) to the normal stress ( σ  n). The magnitude 
of this property is determined by measurement of the forces required 
to move one layer of powder over another layer at various magnitudes 
of normal stress, as indicated in  Figure 2.48   .   

   A fundamental approach to measurement of granular material 
fl ow properties is based on a method proposed by  Jenike (1970) .
Measurements of shear stress and normal stress are obtained using a 
specifi c shear cell, but are used to generate parameters, such as the 
unconfi ned yield stress ( f  c) and the major unconsolidated stress ( σ  1 ). 
These two parameters are then used to defi ne the fl ow function ( fc′    ),
as follows: 

f
fc
c


 �
σ1  (2.196)      

   This property ( f c
   ) characterizes the fl owability of powders, and with 
specifi c applications in the design of bins and hoppers for granular 
foods. Details on measurement of the fl ow function ( f c
   ) are provided 
by  Rao (2006) . The relationships of the magnitude of the fl ow func-
tion ( f c
   ) to fl owability of powders are presented in  Table 2.6   .   

    2.10.2       Flow of Granular Foods 

   A signifi cant application of food powder fl ow properties is the 
description of product fl ow from a storage vessel or container. The 
properties of the granular material have direct infl uence on the design 
of the vessel, and specifi cally the confi guration of the vessel at the exit 

Normal stress

S
he

ar
 s

tr
es

s

Angle of internal friction, ϕ

Normal load Normal load

Shear
force

Shear

   ■   Figure 2.48          The relationship of shear 

stress to normal stress for a noncohesive powder.    
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opening. The mass fl ow rate of a granular food from a storage vessel 
can be estimated from the following expression: 

m

C
D g

g

g b

�

πρ
β5 0 5
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4

tan
.
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 (2.197)    

   where the mass fl ow rate ( m  g) is a function of bulk density of the powder 
(ρ  b ), diameter of the opening at the exit from the vessel ( D ), the angle of 
repose for the powder ( β ), and a discharge coeffi cient ( C  g). The discharge 
coeffi cients will vary in magnitude with container confi guration; usually 
between 0.5 and 0.7. Equation (2.197) is limited to situations where the 
ratio of particle diameter to opening diameter is less than 0.1.   

   A critical problem in the use of gravity to induce granular fl ow from 
a storage vessel is the tendency of arching or bridging to occur. This 
blockage of fl ow from the container is directly related to the pow-
der properties, specifi cally the density and angle of internal friction. 
A closely related concern during gravity fl ow from a storage container 
is the occurrence of plug fl ow as opposed to mass fl ow, as illustrated 
in  Figure 2.49   . As illustrated, plug fl ow results in the collection of 
powder in regions of the container near the outlet, and the material is 
not removed without assistance. The vessel design feature is the cone 
angle ( θ  c ), or the angle between the vessel surface leading to the exit 
and the vertical sides of the container. This angle is dependent on the 
angle of internal friction for the powder. 

   An expression proposed to assist in the design of the outlet from a 
storage vessel for a granular food is as follows: 

D
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b
b

b

� �
�
[ ]1 sin⎞

⎠
⎛
⎝

 (2.198)    

   where D  b is the minimum diameter of opening needed to prevent bridg-
ing of the powder above the opening, and is dependent on the natural

 Table 2.6        Flowability of Powders According to Jenike’s Flow Function  

   Magnitude of Flow 

Function,  fc
�     

 Flowability of 

powders  Type of powder 

    fc



         �      2  Very cohesive, nonfl owing  Cohesive powders 

   2      �       fc



         �      4  Cohesive   

   4      �     fc



           �      10  Easy fl owing  Noncohesive powders 

   10      �      fc



      Free fl owing   

d

�c

   ■   Figure 2.49          An illustration of food 

powder fl ow from a storage vessel.    
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cohesiveness parameter ( C  b) as determined during measurement of the 
angle of internal friction. More specifi cally, the natural cohesiveness 
parameter is the intercept on the shear stress axis of the shear stress ver-
sus normal stress plot, as illustrated in  Figure 2.50   . The angle of internal 
friction ( ϕ) is the angle of the shear stress ( τ) to the normal stress ( σ).

         Estimate the minimum diameter of an opening from a storage vessel for an 
instant cocoa powder. The bulk density of the food powder is 450       kg/m 3 . 

    Solution 

        1.     Based on the measurements of shear stress versus normal stress presented in 

 Figure 2.50 , the angle of internal friction (for Batch II) is determined by using 

Equation (2.195) to obtain:    

 

tan
( . )

.

.

ϕ

ϕ

�
�

�

�

1 0 11

14
0 064

3 66�      
    2.     The same measurements indicate that the natural cohesiveness parameter 

( C  b ) for the same batch (based on the intercept on the shear stress axis) is:    

 
Cb � �0 11 110. kPa Pa

     
    3.     Using Equation (2.198):    

Db � �
110

450
1 3 66

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ [ sin( . )]

      

Db � �0 26 26. m cm       

    4.     The result indicates that the diameter of the outlet for the storage vessel 

would need to exceed 26       cm to avoid bridging for this product.    
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   ■   Figure 2.50          The relationship of shear 

stress to normal stress for instant cocoa powder. 

(From Schubert, H. (1987a). J. Food Eng. 

6: 1–32; Schubert, H. (1987b). J. Food Eng. 

6: 83–102. With permission.)    

Example 2.27
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   A more thorough analysis of the granular fl ow from a storage con-
tainer involves use of the fl ow function ( ′fc    ) in Equation (2.196). 
Based on this approach, the minimum diameter to avoid arching ( D  b ) 
is estimated from: 

D
H

gb
b

�

σ ( )θ

ρ
 (2.199)    

   where H(θ) is a function of the geometry of the exit region from the 
storage vessel (see  Jenike, 1970 ). The major principle stress ( σ  ’ ) acting 
in the arch or bridge can be estimated from:   

σ
σ


 �


1

f c

(2.200)    

   where σ  1 is the unconsolidated stress involved in measurement of the 
fl ow function ( f c
    ). Once fl owability of the powder has been estab-
lished, Table 2.6  can be used to estimate the fl ow function ( f c
   ) and 
the minimum diameter of the opening from the granular food stor-
age vessel from Equation (2.199).           

    PROBLEMS 

       2.1   Calculate the Reynolds number for 25 �C water fl ow in a 1-in 
nominal diameter sanitary pipe at 0.5     kg/s. What are the fl ow 
characteristics?  

   2.2   A pipe discharges wine into a 1.5    m diameter tank. Another pipe 
(15   cm diameter), located near the base of the tank, is used to 
discharge wine out of the tank. Calculate the volumetric fl ow rate 
into the tank if the wine level remains constant at 2.5    m. 

   2.3   Apple juice at 20�C is siphoned from a large tank using a 
constant-diameter hose. The end of the siphon is 1    m below 
the bottom of the tank. Calculate the height of the hill over 
which the hose may be siphoned without cavitation. Assume 
properties of apple juice are same as water. The atmospheric 
pressure is 101.3     kPa. Height of the juice in the tank is 2    m.

   2.4   Sulfuric acid with a density of 1980     kg/m 3  and a viscosity of 
26.7     cP is fl owing in a 35     mm diameter pipe. If the acid fl ow 
rate is 1     m 3 /min, what is the pressure loss due to friction for a 
30     m length of smooth pipe?  

   2.5   Compute the mean and maximum velocities for a liquid with 
a fl ow rate of 20     L/min in a 1.5-in nominal diameter sanitary
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 pipeline. The liquid has a density of 1030     kg/m 3  and viscosity 
of 50     cP. Is the fl ow laminar or turbulent?  

   2.6   Calculate the total equivalent length of 1-in wrought iron 
pipe that would produce a pressure drop of 70     kPa due 
to fl uid friction, for a fl uid fl owing at a rate of 0.05     kg/s, a 
viscosity of 2     cP, and density of 1000     kg/m 3 .  

    *2.7   A solution of ethanol is pumped to a vessel 25    m above a 
reference level through a 25    mm inside diameter steel pipe 
at a rate of 10    m3/h. The length of pipe is 30    m and contains 
two elbows with friction equivalent to 20 diameters each. 
Compute the power requirements of the pump. Solution 
properties include density of 975    kg/m3 and viscosity of 
4   �   10 � 4 Pa s. 

   2.8   The fl ow of a liquid in a 2-in nominal diameter steel pipe 
produces a pressure drop due to friction of 78.86     Pa. The 
length of pipe is 40     m and the mean velocity is 3     m/s. If the 
density of the liquid is 1000     kg/m 3, then 
   a.   Determine the Reynolds number.  
   b.   Determine if the fl ow is laminar or turbulent.  
    c.   Compute viscosity of the liquid.  
    d.   Estimate the temperature, if the liquid is water.  
   e.   Compute the mass fl ow rate.     

   *2.9   A pump is being used to transport a liquid food product 
(ρ       �      1000     kg/m 3, μ     �      1.5    cP) from a holding tank to a fi lling 
machine at a mass fl ow rate of 2     kg/s. The liquid level in 
the holding tank is 10     m above the pump, and the fi lling 
machine is 5     m above the pump. There is 100     m of 2-in 
nominal diameter sanitary pipeline between the holding tank 
and the fi lling machine, with one open globe valve and four 
regular 90 � fl anged elbows in the system. The product is being 
pumped through a heat exchanger with 100     kPa of pressure 
drop due to friction before fi lling. Determine the theoretical 
power requirement for the pump.  

   2.10   A centrifugal pump, located above an open water tank, is 
used to draw water using a suction pipe (8    cm diameter). 
The pump is to deliver water at a rate of 0.02    m3/s. The 
pump manufacturer has specifi ed a NPSH R of 3    m. The water 
temperature is 20�C and atmospheric pressure is 101.3    kPa. 

*Indicates an advanced level in solving.

Problems
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Calculate the maximum height the pump can be placed above 
the water level in the tank without cavitation. A food process 
equipment located between the suction and the pump causes 
a loss of C  f     �   15. All other losses may be neglected. 

    2.11   A centrifugal pump is operating at 1800     rpm against 30     m 
head with a fl ow rate of 1500    L/min. If the pump speed is 
doubled, calculate the new fl ow rate and developed head.  

    2.12   Edible oil (specifi c gravity   �  0.83) fl ows through a venturi 
meter with a range of fl ow rates from 0.002 to 0.02     m 3 /s. 
Calculate the range in pressure differences required to 
measure these fl ow rates. Pipe diameter is 15     cm and 
diameter of the venturi throat is 5     cm.  

    2.13   A pipe (inside diameter 9     cm) is being used to pump a liquid 
(density    �    1100     kg/m 3 ) with a maximum mass fl ow rate 
of 0.015     kg/s. An orifi ce plate (C      �      0.61) is to be installed 
to measure the fl ow rate. However, it is desired that the 
pressure drop due to the orifi ce plate must not exceed 15     kPa. 
Determine the diameter of the orifi ce plate that will ensure 
that the pressure drop will remain within the stated limit.  

   2.14   A capillary tube is being used to measure the viscosity of a 
Newtonian liquid. The tube has a 4     cm diameter and a length 
of 20     cm. Estimate the viscosity coeffi cient for the liquid if 
a pressure of 2.5     kPa is required to maintain a fl ow rate of 
1     kg/s. The liquid density is 998     kg/m 3 .  

   2.15   Calculate the viscosity of a fl uid that would allow a pressure 
drop of 35     kPa over a 5     m length of 0.75-in stainless steel 
sanitary pipe if the fl uid is fl owing at 0.12     m 3 /h and has a 
density of 1010     kg/m 3 . Assume laminar fl ow. 

   2.16   A 2     cm diameter, 5     cm long capillary-tube viscometer is being 
used to measure viscosity of a 10     Pa s liquid food. Determine 
the pressure required for measurement when a fl ow rate of 
1     kg/min is desired and  ρ       �      1000     kg/m 3 .  

    *2.17   A capillary-tube viscometer is being selected to measure 
viscosity of a liquid food. The maximum viscosity to be 
measured will be 230     cP, and the maximum fl ow rate that can 
be measured accurately is 0.015     kg/min. If the tube length is 
10     cm and a maximum pressure of 25     Pa can be measured,

*Indicates an advanced level in solving.
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determine the tube diameter to be used. The density of the 
product is 1000     kg/m 3 .  

    *2.18   A single-cylinder rotational viscometer is used to measure a 
liquid with viscosity of 100    cP using a spindle with 6    cm length 
and 1    cm radius. At maximum shear rate (rpm   �   60), the 
measurements approach a full-scale reading of 100. Determine 
the spindle dimensions that will allow the viscometer to 
measure viscosities up to 10,000   cP at maximum shear rate. 

    2.19   A dry food powder with a bulk density of 650     kg/m 3 and 
an angle of repose of 55 o  is discharged by gravity through 
a circular opening at the bottom of a large storage vessel. 
Estimate the diameter of the opening needed to maintain a 
mass fl ow rate of 5     kg/min. The discharge coeffi cient is 0.6.  

    2.20   A dry food powder is being stored in a bin with a 10    cm 
diameter outlet for gravity fl ow during discharge. The angle of 
internal friction is 5 o and the bulk density is 525    kg/m3. Estimate 
the cohesiveness parameter of a powder that would result in 
bridging when the product is discharged from the storage bin. 

    *2.21    Zigrang and Sylvester (1982)  give several explicit empirical 
equations for friction factor as a function of the Reynolds 
number. The equation attributed to Churchill is said to be 
applicable to all values of NRe and  ε /D. Churchill’s model is 
for the Darcy friction factor, fD, which is four times the value 
of the Fanning friction factor, f.    
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  Using MATLAB ®  , evaluate Churchill’s equation for 
ε  /D    �      0.0004 and  NRe      �    1    �      104, 1      �      105, 1      �      106, and 
1    �      107. Compare results to readings from the Fanning 
friction factor chart ( Fig. 2.16 ) and to Haaland’s explicit 
friction factor for turbulent fl ow given by Equation (2.54). 

*Indicates an advanced level in solving.

Problems
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    *2.22   The turbulent portion ( NRe      �    2100) of the Moody diagram 
given in  Figure 2.16  is constructed using the Colebrook 
equation:    
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    where  fD is the Darcy friction factor, which is four times the 
value of the Fanning friction factor, f .   

    Use the MATLAB ®  function  f0  to solve for  fD (and f  ) in the 
Colebrook equation for ε   / D     �    0.0004 and the Reynolds 
numbers of 2100, 1      �   104, 1      �   105, 1      �   106, and 1      �   107.

    Compare these results to values read from  Figure 2.16 . 

    *2.23   A thin-plate orifi ce has been installed to measure water fl ow in 
a pipe with an inner diameter ( D1) of 0.147m and an orifi ce 
diameter ( D2) of 0.0735m. The orifi ce pressure taps are located a 
distance D1 upstream and D 1/2 downstream of the orifi ce. Write 
a MATLAB ®  script to calculate the fl ow rate, Q, if the measured 
pressure drop ( P  A  �  P  B) is 9000    Pa when the water temperature 
is 20�C. Use the procedure outline by  White (2008)  as shown.    

     1.   Guess a value for  C     �      0.61.  
     2.   Calculate fl ow  Q ( m3/s ) using the value of  C .    
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     3.   Calculate velocity in pipe, uA, and the Reynolds number, NRe.  
     4.    Calculate a new value for  C  using the empirical equation 

for the orifi ce coeffi cient for  D  and  D /2 taps:    
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    5.     Repeat steps (2) through (4) until you converge to constant  Q .    

*Indicates an advanced level in solving.
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     LIST OF SYMBOLS 

        A     area (m 2 )  
    α     correction factor for Newtonian fl uid 
    α  
     correction factor for non-Newtonian fl uid 
    β     angle of repose  
    B  A     Arrhenius constant  
    C     coeffi cient 
    C  fe     coeffi cient of friction loss during expansion  
    C  fc     coeffi cient of friction loss due to contraction  
    C  ff     coeffi cient of friction loss due to fi ttings in a pipe  
    C  b     cohesiveness parameter (Pa)  
    C  g     discharge coeffi cient in Equation (2.197)  
    D     pipe or tube diameter (m)  
    d     particle diameter (micron)  
    d  c     characteristic dimension (m)  
    e     volume fraction within a particle  
    E     internal energy (J/kg)  
    E  f     frictional loss of energy  
   ∈    volume fraction in particle bed  
    ε     surface roughness (m)  
    E     energy (J)  
    E  
     energy per unit mass (J/kg)  
    E  a     activation energy (J/kg)  
    E  p     energy supplied by the pump (J/kg)  
    F     force (N)  
    f     friction factor  
    f  c     unconfi ned yield stress (Pa)  
    fc′    

   fl ow function 
    Φ     power (watts)  
    g     acceleration due to gravity (m/s 2 )  
    �γ        rate of shear (1/s)  
    H     height (m)  
    H ( θ )    exit geometry function  
    h     head (m)  
    j     exponent in Equation (2.43)  
    K     consistency coeffi cient (Pa s)  
    L     length (m)  
    L  e     entrance length (m)  
    μ     coeffi cient of viscosity (Pa s)  

   �m        mass fl ow rate (kg/s) 
    m     mass (kg)  

List of Symbols
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    N     rotational speed, revolutions per second  
    N  p     number of particles  
    N  Re     Reynolds number  
    N  GRe     Generalized Reynolds number  
    n     fl ow behavior index 
    η     effi ciency of pump  
    P     pressure (Pa)  
    Q     heat added or removed from a system (kJ)  
    θ     angle  
    R     radius (m)  
    ρ     density (kg/m 3 )  
    r     radial coordinate  
    R  g     gas constant (cal/mol K)  
    s     distance coordinate along stream line  
    S     circumference  
    s  d     standard deviation  
    σ     shear stress (Pa)  
    σ  n     normal stress (Pa)  
    σ  
     major principle stress (Pa)  
    σ  w     shear stress at wall (Pa)  
    T     temperature (�C)  
    t     time (s)  
    u     fl uid velocity (m/s)  
    u        mean fl uid velocity (m/s)  
    ν     kinematic viscosity (m 2 /s)  
    V     volume (m 3 )  

   
�V        volumetric fl ow rate (m 3 /s)  
    ϕ     angle of internal friction  
    ω     angular velocity (rad/s)  
    Ψ     porosity  
    W     work (kJ/kg)  
    W  m     work done by the pump (kJ/kg)  
    υ     void  
    x     distance coordinate in  x -direction (m)  
    y     distance coordinate in  y -direction (m)  
    z     vertical coordinate  
    Ω     torque (N m)  
    Δ  P     pressure drop (Pa)    

   Subscripts: a, air ; A, absolute; b, minimum; B, bulk; d, discharge; g, granular; i,
inner; m, manometer; n, normal; o, outer; p, particle; s, suction; so, solids; w,
wall. 
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   The modern food processing plant cannot function without adequate 
supplies of basic utilities. The use of large quantities of water is not 
unexpected due to the handling of food in water and the need for 
water as a cleaning medium. Electricity is used as a utility to power 
many motors and related equipment throughout food processing. 
Heated air and water are used for a variety of purposes, with energy 
provided from several fuel sources, including natural gas, coal, or oil. 
Refrigeration is a much used utility throughout the food industry, with 
most applications involving conversion of electrical energy into cold 
air. Steam is a utility similar to refrigeration, in that its availability is 
dependent on generating facilities at a location near the point of use. 

   Within this chapter, three of the utilities used in food processing will 
be analyzed in some detail. These utilities include (1) generation and 
utilization of steam, (2) natural gas utilization, and (3) electric power 
utilization. Water utilization will not be analyzed, except as a part of 
steam generation, since it is not viewed as a source of energy in most 
applications. The subject of refrigeration will be described in a sepa-
rate chapter to adequately refl ect the importance of this subject. 

    3.1       GENERATION OF STEAM 

   Steam represents the vapor state of water and becomes a source of 
energy when the change-of-state is realized. This energy can be used 
for increasing the temperature of other substances, such as food prod-
ucts, and results in production of a water condensate as the energy is 
released. The vapor state of water or steam is produced by addition 
of energy from a more basic source, such as fuel oil or natural gas, to 
convert water from a liquid to a vapor state. 
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   This section will fi rst describe typical systems used in the food indus-
try for conversion of water to steam. The thermodynamics of phase 
change will be discussed and will be used to explain steam tables. 
The values tabulated in steam tables will be used to illustrate energy 
requirements for steam generation, as well as availability of energy 
from steam to use in food processing. The effi cient conversion of 
energy from the source used to generate steam to some food process-
ing application will be emphasized. 

    3.1.1       Steam Generation Systems 

   The systems for generation of steam can be divided into two major 
classifi cations: fi re-tube and water-tube. Both systems are used in the 
food industry, but water-tube systems are designed for the more mod-
ern applications. The steam generation system or boiler is a vessel 
designed to bring water into contact with a hot surface, as required 
to convert liquid to vapor. The hot surface is maintained by using hot 
gases, usually combustion gases from natural gas or other petroleum 
products. The boiler vessel is designed to contain the steam and to 
withstand the pressures resulting from the change of state for water. 

   Fire-tube steam generators ( Fig. 3.1   ) utilize hot gases within tubes 
surrounded by water to convert the water from liquid to vapor state. 
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   ■   Figure 3.1          The horizontal return tubular (HRT) fi re-tube boiler. (From  Farrall, 1979 )    
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The resulting heat transfer causes the desired change of state, with 
the vapors generated contained within the vessel holding the water. 
A water-tube steam generator ( Fig. 3.2   ) utilizes heat transfer from hot 
gas surrounding the tubes to the water fl owing through the tubes to 
produce steam. The heat transfer in the water-tube system tends to 
be somewhat more rapid because of the ability to maintain turbulent 
fl ow within the liquid fl ow tube. 

   Water-tube boilers generally operate with larger capacities and at 
higher pressures. These systems have greater fl exibility and are consid-
ered safer to operate than the counterpart fi re-tube systems. The safety 
feature is associated most closely with the change-of-phase occurring 
within small tubes in a water-tube system rather than in a large vessel 
in a fi re-tube system. The latter system does have an advantage when 
the load on the system varies considerably with time. Nearly all mod-
ern installations in the food industry are of the water-tube design. 

   One of the more recent developments is the utilization of alternate 
fuels as a source of energy for steam generation. In particular, com-
bustible waste materials from processing operations have become a 
viable alternative. In many situations, these materials are available in 
large quantities and may present a disposal problem. 
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   ■   Figure 3.2          Water-tube steam generator. (Courtesy of Cherry-Burrell Corporation)    
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   Steam generation systems do require modifi cations in design to accom-
modate different combustion processes, as illustrated in Figure 3.3   .
The advantage of these systems is the opportunity to establish cogen-
eration, as sketched in  Figure 3.4   . This arrangement utilizes steam 
generated by burning waste materials to generate electric power, as 
well as to provide steam for processing operations. Depending on 
the availability of waste materials, signifi cant percentages of electric 
power demand can be met in this way.  

    3.1.2       Thermodynamics of Phase Change 

   The conversion of water from a liquid to vapor state can be described 
in terms of thermodynamic relationships. If the phase change for 
water is presented as a pressure–enthalpy relationship, it appears as 
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   ■   Figure 3.3          Steam generation system. (Courtesy of Johnson Boiler Company)    
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shown in  Figure 3.5   . The bell-shaped curve represents the pressure,
temperature, and enthalpy relationships of water at its different states. 

   The left-side curve is the saturated liquid curve, whereas the right-side 
curve is the saturated vapor curve. Inside the bell-shaped curve any 
location indicates a mixture of liquid and vapor. The region to the 
right side of the saturated vapor curve indicates superheated vapors. 
And the region to the left side of the saturated liquid curve indicates 
subcooled liquid. At atmospheric pressure, the addition of sensible 
heat increases the heat content of liquid water until it reaches the sat-
urated liquid curve. 

   As an illustration, consider a process ABCD on Figure 3.5 . Point A 
represents water at 90�C and 0.1    MPa pressure. The enthalpy con-
tent is about 375    kJ/kg of water. As heat is added to the water, the 
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temperature increases to 100�C at point B on the saturated liquid 
curve. The enthalpy content of saturated water at point B is  H  c (refer-
ring to enthalpy of condensate), which can be read off the chart as 
420    kJ/kg. Further addition of thermal energy (in the form of latent 
heat) causes a phase change. As additional heat is added, more liquid 
water changes to vapor state. At point C, all the water has changed 
into vapors, thus producing saturated steam at 100�C. The enthalpy 
of saturated steam at point C is H  v (referring to enthalpy of saturated 
vapors) or 2675    kJ/kg. Further addition of thermal energy results in 
superheated steam at the same pressure but higher temperatures. 

   ■   Figure 3.5          Pressure–enthalpy diagram for steam–water and vapor. (From  Straub and Scheibner, 1984 )    
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Point D represents superheated steam at 200�C with an enthalpy 
content H  s (referring to superheated steam) of 2850    kJ/kg. Although 
Figure 3.5  provides a conceptual understanding of the steam genera-
tion processes, steam tables (to be described in the following section) 
give more accurate values. 

   By plotting the water phase-change process on pressure–volume 
coordinates, Figure 3.6    is obtained. This illustrates that a signifi cant 
increase in volume occurs during the conversion of water from a liquid 
to vapor state. In practice, this conversion occurs within a constant-
volume vessel, resulting in an increase in pressure as a result of the 
phase-change process. In a continuous steam generation process, the 
pressure and corresponding temperature of the steam to be used for 
processing operations are established by the magnitude of thermal 
energy added from the fuel source. 

   The third thermodynamic relationship would be on temperature–
entropy coordinates, as illustrated in  Figure 3.7   . This relationship 
indicates that the phase change from liquid to vapor is accompanied 
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by an increase in entropy. Although this thermodynamic property has 
less practical use than enthalpy, it has interesting characteristics. For 
example, the pressure decrease resulting in a temperature decrease 
(referred to as “ fl ash cooling ”) is, ideally, an isoentropic or constant 
entropy process. In a similar manner, the compression of steam from 
a low to a high pressure is a constant entropy process with a corre-
sponding increase in temperature. 

   There are numerous terms unique to the subject of steam genera-
tion. Saturated liquid is the condition when water is at equilibrium 
with its vapor. This condition exists at any pressure and correspond-
ing temperature when the liquid is at the boiling point. Saturated 
vapor is steam at equilibrium with liquid water. Likewise, the con-
dition exists at any pressure and temperature at the boiling point. 
Superheated vapor is steam at any pressure and temperature when the 
heat content is greater than saturated vapor. A continuous range of 
states exists between that of a saturated liquid and that of a saturated 
vapor, in which the proportions of liquid and vapor vary according to 
the degree of phase change transition. The extent to which the phase 
change has progressed is defi ned as  steam quality. Normally, steam 
quality is expressed as a percentage indicating the heat content of 
the vapor–liquid mixture. In  Figure 3.5 , point Y indicates a mixture 
of liquid and vapor. The steam quality of the mixture represented by 
this point is 0.7 or 70%, meaning 70% of the mixture is vapor and 
the remaining 30% is in a liquid state. The enthalpy of steam with a 
steam quality less than 100% is expressed by the following equation: 

H H x H H� � �c s v c( ) (3.1)      

   The preceding equation may be rearranged into the following alterna-
tive form: 

H x H x H� � �( )1 s c s v  (3.2)      

   The specifi c volume of steam with a steam quality of  x  s can be 
expressed by 

V x V x Vc
 � � �
 
( )1 s s v (3.3)       

    3.1.3       Steam Tables 

   In the previous section, we saw the use of diagrams to obtain ther-
modynamic properties of steam. A more accurate procedure to 
obtain these values is by using tables (see Tables A.4.2 and A.4.3). 
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Table A.4.2 presents the properties of saturated steam. The proper-
ties include specifi c volume, enthalpy, and entropy, all presented as 
a function of temperature and pressure. Each property is described in 
terms of a magnitude for saturated liquid, an additional value for sat-
urated vapor, and a value representing the difference between vapor 
and liquid. For example, the latent heat of vaporization, as given in 
Table A.4.2, is the difference between the enthalpy of saturated vapor 
and saturated liquid. 

   The properties of superheated steam are presented in Table A.4.3. 
The specifi c volume, enthalpy, and entropy are presented at several 
temperatures above saturation at each pressure. The property values 
represent the infl uence of temperature on the magnitude of specifi c 
volume, enthalpy, and entropy. 

   Another procedure to obtain thermodynamic properties of steam 
is with the use of mathematical equations. These mathematical 
equations are available in literature. When programmed into a com-
puter, these equations allow determination of enthalpy values. A set 
of these empirical equations, suggested by  Martin (1961)  and Steltz
and Silvestri (1958)  are presented in Example 3.3. This example uses 
a spreadsheet for the determination of the thermodynamic properties.

        Example 3.1         Determine the volume and enthalpy of steam at 120°C with 80% quality. 

    Given (from Table A.4.2) 

        Specifi c volume of liquid  ( )V
c


          �      0.0010603       m 3 /kg  

    Specifi c volume of vapor  ( )V
v


          �      0.8919       m 3 /kg  

    Enthalpy of liquid ( H  c  )      �      503.71       kJ/kg  

    Enthalpy of vapor ( H  v )      �      2706.3       kJ/kg     

    Approach 

   The volume and enthalpy of the 80% quality steam can be determined from the 

saturation conditions using appropriate proper proportions based on steam quality 

expressed as a fraction.  

    Solution 

        1.     For enthalpy    

 

H H x H H x H x H� � � � � �

� �

�

c s v c s c s v( )

( ) ( )

2265.7

( )

. . . .

1

0 2 503 7 0 8 2706 3

88 kJ/kg
     

3.1  Generation of Steam
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    2.     For specifi c volume    

 

V x V x V
� � �

� �

�


 
(1 )

0.2(0.0010603) 0.8(0.8919)

0.7137 m /kg

s sc v

3

     
    3.     Note that a small error results from ignoring the volume of saturated liquid.    

 
V x V
� � �


s v
m /kg0 8 0 8919 0 7135 3. ( . ) .

          

        Example 3.2         Fluid milk is being heated from 60 to 115°C at a rate of 500       kg/h using steam 
as a heating medium. The heat exchanger being utilized has an effi  ciency 
of 85%, and the steam quality is 90%. The system is designed to allow con-
densate to be released at 115°C. The mass and volume fl ow rates of steam 
required for this process are to be determined. 

    Given 

        Product fl ow rate ( �m    )      �      500       kg/h  

    Specifi c heat of milk ( cp )      �      3.86       kJ/(kg °C) (Table A.2.1)  

    Initial product temperature ( Ti  )      �      60°C  

    Final product temperature ( To  )      �      115°C  

    Steam quality ( xs  )      �      90%  

    Steam temperature ( Ts  )      �      120°C; selected to assure a minimum temperature gradi-

ent of 5°C between steam and product  

    For steam temperature of 120°C, pressure will be 198.55       kPa, and (from Table A.4.2):     

  

H V kg

H V

c c
3

v v
3

503.71kJ/kg 0.0010603 m /

.3 kJ/kg 0.8919 m

� �

� �





2706 //kg

    Approach 

   The thermal energy requirements for the product will be used to establish the mass 

fl ow rate of steam required. The volumetric fl ow rate is computed from the mass fl ow 

rate and specifi c volume of steam.  

    Solution 

        1.     Thermal energy requirement    

 

q mc T To� � � �

�

�
p i kg/h kJ/kg C C C

kJ

( ) ( )( . )( )500 3 86 115 60

106 150

° ° °

, //h
     

   or for 85% heat exchanger effi  ciency 

 
q � �

106 150

0 85
124 882

,
,

.
kJ/h
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    2.     For steam quality of 90%,    

 
H � � �( . ) . ( . ) . .0 1 503 71 0 9 2706 3 2486 04 kJ/kg

     

    3.     The thermal energy content of condensate leaving the heat exchanger will be 

(the specifi c heat for water is obtained from Table A.4.1)    

 
Hc kJ/[kg C] C) kJ/kg� � � �( . )(4 228 115 486

     

    4.     Since the thermal energy provided by steam will be    

 
q m H Hs s c� �� ( )

     

   and this magnitude must match the steam requirements, then 

 

�ms �
�

�
124 882

2486 04 486
62 44

,

( . )
.

kJ/h

kJ/kg
kg/h

     

    5.     For 90% quality,    

 
V
� � �( . ) . ( . ) . .0 1 0 0010603 0 9 0 8919 0 8028 3m /kg

     

    6.     Volumetric fl ow rate      �      (62.35       kg/h)(0.8028       m 3 /kg)      �      50.05       m 3 /h  

    7.     Steam generation system capacity    

 

124 882 34 689 34 689

34 7

46 5

, , ,kJ/h J/s W

kW

hp

� �

�

�

.

.
          

        Example 3.3         Develop a spreadsheet program for predicting enthalpy values of saturated 
and superheated steam. 

    Approach 

   We will use the numeric equations given by  Martin (1961)  and  Steltz and Silvestri 

(1958)  to program an Excel ™  spreadsheet.  

    Solution 

   The spreadsheets with equations and a sample calculation for steam at a tempera-

ture of 120°C are as shown in        Figures E3.1 and E3.2     . The results are given in cells B45 

through B48, as follows: 

     VV      �      0.89       m3/kg  

     Hc      �      503.4       kJ/kg  

     Hv      �      2705.6       kJ/kg  

    Hevap      �      2202.2       kJ/kg           

3.1  Generation of Steam
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

A B
Temperature °C? 120

248
7.46908269
��0.00750675994
�0.0000000046203229
�0.001215470111
0
�B2�705.398
�(EXP(8.0728362�B8*(B3�B4*B8�B5*B8^3�B7*B8^4)/(1�B6*B8)/(B2�459.688)))*6.89

Pressure kPa? �B9
�B10*0.1450383

Temperature °C? �B1
�B12*1.8�32
�(B13�459.688)/2.84378159
�0.0862139787*B14
�LN(B15)
��B16/0.048615207
�0.73726439�0.0170952671*B17
�0.1286073*B11
�LN(B19)
�B20/9.07243502
�14.3582702�45.4653859*B21
�(B15)^2/0.79836127
�0.00372999654/B23
�186210.0562*B24
�EXP(B25�B20�B16�4.3342998)
�B26�B19
�B24*B27^2
�B28^2
�3464.3764/B15
��1.279514846*B30
�B28*(B31�41.273)
�B29*(B15�0.5*B30)
�2*(B32�2*B33)
�B28*(B30*B28�B31)
�18.8131323�B22*B21
�B26�2*(B26*B25)
�B37*B34/B27�B34�B35�B37
�32.179105
1.0088084
�0.00011516996
0.00000048553836
�0.00000000073618778
9.6350315E�13

Vv �(0.0302749643*(B34�B27�83.47150448*B15)/B19)*0.02832/0.45359
Hc �(B39�B40*B13�B41*B2^2�B42*B2^3�B43*B2^4�B44*B2^5)*2.3258
Hv or Hs �(835.417534�B17�B14�0.04355685*(B32�B23�B27�B38))*2.3258
Hevap �B47�B46

   ■   Figure E3.1          Spreadsheet for predicting enthalpy values of saturated and superheated steam in Example 3.3.    
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

A B C
Temperature °C? 120

248
7.46908269

�0.00750676
�4.62032E�09

�0.00121547
0

�457.398
198.558129

Pressure kPa? 198.558129
28.79853348

Temperature °C? 120
248

248.8545543
21.45474124
3.065945658

�63.06556831
1.815387125
3.703701635
1.309332761
0.144319883
20.91982938
576.5634419

6.46936E�06
1.204659912
43.91899067
40.21528903
0.010462699
0.000109468
161.4736976

�206.6079934
�1.729850209

0.011186715
�3.414953557

2.179353383
21.83227963
149.7338856

�168.0431145
�32.179105

1.0088084
�0.00011516996
4.8553836E�07

�7.361878E�10
9.6350315E�13

Vv 0.89172
Hc 503.41
Hv or Hs 2705.61
Hevap 2202.20

For calculations involving 
saturated vapors: 
Enter temperature in cell B1, 
�B9 in cell B10, and 
�B1 in cell B12

For calculations involving 
superheated vapors: 
Enter pressure in cell B10 
and temperature in cell 
B12

For superheated vapors, Hs 
is given by cell B47

   ■   Figure E3.2          Sample calculation spreadsheet for Example 3.3.    

3.1  Generation of Steam
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    3.1.4       Steam Utilization 

   The capacity of the steam generation system in a food processing 
plant is established by requirements of the individual operations 
using steam. The requirements are expressed in two ways: (1) the 
temperature of steam needed as a heating medium, and (2) the quan-
tity of steam required to supply the demands of the operation. Since 
the temperature requirement is a function of pressure, this establishes 
one of the operating conditions of the system. In addition, the steam 
properties are a function of pressure (and temperature), which in turn 
infl uences the quantity of steam utilized. 

   The steps involved in determining the capacity of a steam generation 
system include the following. The thermal energy requirements of 
all operations utilizing steam from a given system are determined. In 
most situations, those requirements will establish maximum temper-
ature required and therefore the pressure at which the steam genera-
tion system must operate. After the operating pressure of the system is 
established, the properties of steam are known and the thermal energy 
available from each unit of steam can be determined. This informa-
tion can then be used to compute quantities of steam required for 
the process. An important consideration in sizing the pipe connect-
ing the process to the steam generation system is the volume of steam 
required. Using the quantity of steam required as expressed in mass 
units, and the specifi c volume of the steam being used, the volumetric 
fl ow rate for steam leading to the process is computed. 

   The use of steam by various processes in a food processing plant 
requires a transport system. The steam generation system is connected 
by a network of pipelines to the processes using steam. The trans-
port system must account for two factors: (1) the resistance to fl ow of 
steam to the various locations, and (2) the loss of thermal energy or 
heat content during transport. 

   The transport of steam involves many of the considerations pre-
sented in Chapter 2. The fl ow of steam through a processing plant 
pipeline can be described by factors in the mechanical energy balance 
equation, Equation (2.81). In many situations, the steam generation 
system and the process using the steam will not be at the same eleva-
tion, and the third term on each side of the equation must be con-
sidered. Since the steam velocity within the steam generation system 
will be essentially zero, the kinetic energy term on the left side of the 
equation will be zero, at least in comparison to the same term on the 
right side of the equation. The pressure terms in Equation (2.81) are 
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very important, since the left side represents the pressure at the steam 
generation system and the right side will be the pressure at the point 
of use. Since no work  E  P is being done on the steam during trans-
port, this term is zero; but the energy loss due to friction will be very 
important. In many situations, the energy loss due to friction can be 
translated directly into the loss of pressure between the steam genera-
tion system and the point of steam use.

        Example 3.4         Steam is being transported from a steam generation system to a process at 
the rate of 1       kg/min through a 2-inch (nominal diameter) steel pipe. The dis-
tance is 20       m and there are fi ve 90 �         standard elbows in the pipeline. If the 
steam is being generated at 143.27       kPa, compute the pressure of the steam 
at the point of use. The viscosity of steam is 10.335      �      10  � 6  Pa s. 

    Given 

        Steam fl ow rate  ( )�ms kg/min�1      

    Steam pressure      �      143.27       kPa  

    Pipe diameter ( D )      �      2 inches (nominal)      �      0.0525       m (Table 2.3)  

    Pipe length ( L )      �      20       m  

    Fittings include fi ve 90 �         standard elbows  

    Steam viscosity ( μ )      �      10.335      �      10  � 6  Pa s     

    Approach 

   By using the mechanical energy balance and computation of energy losses due to 

friction, the pressure losses for the 20       m length of pipe will be determined.  

    Solution 

        1.     To use Equation (2.51), the friction factor  f  must be determined from the 

Reynolds number and the relative roughness, for a steam density of 

0.8263       kg/m 3  obtained at 143.27       kPa.    

 

u � �
( )(

( . )[ ( . ]
.

1 1 60

0 8263 0 0525 4
9 32

3 2

kg/min / min/s)

kg/m m) /
m/s

π
     

    and 

 

NRe

kg/m m m/s)

Pa s
�

�
�

�

( . )( . )( .

( . )
,

0 8263 0 0525 9 32

10 335 10
39 120

3

6

     

    2.     For steel pipe (using Fig. 2.16),    

 

ε
D

�
�

�
�45 7 10

0 0525
0 00087

6.

.
.

m

m
     

3.1  Generation of Steam
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    3.     The friction factor  f  is determined from Figure 2.16.    

 f � 0 0061.      

    4.     The energy loss due to friction is computed using Equation (2.51).    

 

ΔP

ρ
� �2 0 0061

9 32 20

0 0525
403 7

2

( . )
( . ) (

( . )
.

m/s m)

m
J/kg

     

    5.     Energy loss due to friction in fi ve standard elbows: From Table 2.2, for stan-

dard elbow,  C  ff        �      1.5    

 

ΔP

ρ
�

� �5 1 5 9 32

2

2. ( . )

     

   

ΔP

ρ
� 325 7. J/kg

     

    6.     Using the mechanical energy balance, Equation (2.81), without elevation and 

work terms and with velocity of zero at steam generation system,    

 

143 270

0 8263

9 32

2
403 7 325 7

3

, Pa

kg/m

m/s 2
2

.

.
. .� � � �

( ) P
( )

ρ
     

    or 

 

P2 173 387 4 43 4 729 4 172 614 6
ρ

� � � �, ,. . . . J/kg

     

    7.     By assuming that steam density has not changed and noting that 1Pa � 1  J/m3   

 
P )2

3172 614 6 0 8263 142 63� �( . )( . ., J/kg kg/m kPa
   

   indicating that change in steam pressure due to friction losses during fl ow is 

relatively small.        

        Example 3.5         A liquid food with 12% total solids is being heated by steam injection using 
steam at a pressure of 232.1       kPa ( Fig. E3.3   ). The product enters the heating 
system at 50°C at a rate of 100       kg/min and is being heated to 120°C. The 
product specifi c heat is a function of composition as follows: 

 
c c cp pw 2 psmass fraction H O mass fraction solid)� �( ) (

     

   and the specifi c heat of product at 12% total solids is 3.936       kJ/(kg �C). 
Determine the quantity and minimum quality of steam to ensure that the 
product leaving the heating system has 10% total solids. 



    Given 

        Product total solids in ( X  A )      �      0.12  

    Product mass fl ow rate ( m
.

A   )      �      100       kg/min  

    Product total solids out ( X  B  )      �      0.1  

    Product temperature in ( T  A  )      �      50°C  

    Product temperature out (  T  B  )      �      120°C  

    Steam pressure      �      232.1       kPa at (  T  s  )      �      125°C  

    Product specifi c heat in ( c  PA )      �      3.936       kJ/(kg °C)     

    Approach 

        1.     Set up mass balance equations.    

   
� � �m m ma S B� �

     

  
� �m X m XA A B B�

     

    2.     Set up energy balance equation using reference temperature of 0°C.    

 
� � �m c T m H m c TA PA A S S B PB B( ) ( )� � � �0 0

     

    3.     By solving the mass balance equations for  �mB    and  �mS    , the enthalpy of 

steam ( H  s  ) required can be computed.     

    Solution 

        1.     Mass and solid balance    

  
100 � �� �m ms B      

  
100 0 12 0 0 1( . ) ( . )� � �mB      

 

�mB kg/min� �
12

0 1
120

.      

Steam
P � 232.1 kPa 

Ts � 125°C

mA � 100 kg/min 
cpA � 3.936 kJ/(kg°C)
TA � 50°C

mB � ? 
TB � 120°C
xB � 0.1

Product out Product in

· ·

   ■   Figure E3.3          System diagram for 

Example 3.5.    

2033.1  Generation of Steam
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    2.     Then    

 
�ms kg/min� � �120 100 20

     
    3.     From energy balance     

 
( )( . )( ) ( )100 3 936 50 120� � � �0 (20)H (120)c 0s PB    

 where   

 
c cPB PS� �( . )( . ) ( . )4 232 0 9 0 1

   

   

3 936 4 178 0 88 0 12

2 161

. ( . )( . ) ( . )

.

� �

�

cPS

PSc
   

    then   

 
cPB kJ/(kg C� �4 025. )

     

    4.     Solving for enthalpy ( H  s  ),    

Hs �
�( )( . )( ) ( )( . )( )120 4 025 120 100 3 936 50

20       

Hs kJ/kg�1914 0.       

    5.     From properties of saturated steam at 232.1       kPa,    

Hc kJ/kg� 524 99.       

Hv kJ/kg� 2713 5.     

    then   

%
.

. .
( )

. %

Quality �
�

�

�

1914 524 99

2713 5 524 99
100

63 5       

    6.     Any steam quality above 63.5% will result in higher total solids in heated 

product.            

    3.2       FUEL UTILIZATION 

   The energy requirements for food processing are met in a variety of 
ways. In general, the traditional energy sources are utilized to generate 
steam as well as to provide for other utilities used in the processing 
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plant. As illustrated in  Table 3.1   , the energy types include natural gas,
electricity, petroleum products, and coal. Although the information 
presented was collected in 1973 and percentages of natural gas utili-
zation have declined somewhat, it seems evident that food processing 
has a defi nite dependence on petroleum products and natural gas. 

   To release the energy available from natural gas and petroleum prod-
ucts, they are exposed to a combustion process. This is a rapid chemi-
cal reaction involving fuel components and oxygen. The primary fuel 
components involved in the reaction include carbon, hydrogen, and 
sulfur, with the last being an undesirable component. The oxygen for 
the reaction is provided by air, which must be mixed with fuel in the 
most effi cient manner. 

 Table 3.1        Energy Use by Fuel Type for 14 Leading Energy-Using Food and Kindred Products Industries 
for 1973  

   Energy use by type of fuel (%) 

   Industry  Natural Gas 

   Purchased  

Electricity 

 Petroleum 

 Products  Coal  Other  Total 

   Meat packing  46  31  14   9  0  100 

   Prepared animal feeds  52  38  10   � 1  0  100 

   Wet corn milling  43  14   7   36  0  100 

   Fluid milk  33  47  17   3  0  100 

   Beet sugar processing  65   1   5  25  4  100 

   Malt beverages  38  37  18   7  0  100 

   Bread and related products  34  28  38   0  0  100 

   Frozen fruits and vegetables  41  50   5   4  0  100 

   Soybean oil mills  47  28   9  16  0  100 

   Canned fruits and vegetables  66  16  15   3  0  100 

   Cane sugar refi ning  66   1  33   0  0  100 

   Sausage and other meat  46  38  15   1  0  100 

   Animal and marine fats and oils  65  17  17   1  0  100 

   Manufactured ice  12  85   3   0  0  100 

   Source : Unger (1975)  

3.2  Fuel Utilization
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    3.2.1       Systems 

   The burner is the primary component of the system required for com-
bustion of natural gas or petroleum products. Burners are used to 
produce the hot gases required in steam generation or the heated air 
for space heating in a building. Burners are designed to introduce fuel 
and air into the combustion chamber in a manner leading to maxi-
mally effi cient generation of energy. 

   A typical burner is illustrated by  Figure 3.8   , a single circular register 
burner for both natural gas and oil. The orientation of doors in the air 
register provides turbulence needed to create mixing of fuel and air, as 
well as producing a desirable short fl ame. Burners are designed to 
minimize maintenance by keeping exposure of the burner to a mini-
mum and allowing the replacement of vulnerable components while 
the unit continues to operate. 

   Safety is a defi nite concern in operating any system involving com-
bustion. Ignition of a burner should occur at a location close to the 

Adjustable hemispherical
gas spuds

Adjustable
vanes

Pitot
grid

Sliding air
damper

Core air
damper

Linear actuator

Gas manifold inlet
connection

Oil gun

Local manometerBurner support
system

Sliding
linkage

   ■   Figure 3.8          Circular register burner with water-cooled throat for oil and gas fi ring. (From the  Babcock  &  Wilcox Handbook, 1978 )    
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burner, even at much higher air fl ows than required. Safety precau-
tions should apply during starting and stopping of the system, as well 
as during load changes and variations in fuel.  

    3.2.2       Mass and Energy Balance Analysis 

   The combustion process can be described by equations involving the 
reaction between methane and oxygen as follows: 

CH O N CO H O N4 2 2 2 2 22 7 52 2 7 52� � � � �. .  (3.4)      

   where 3.76    mol N 2 per mol O 2 are included in air for combustion and 
in the reaction processes. Actual fuel gas will contain 85.3% CH 4 (by 
volume), and the reaction will appear as follows: 

0 853 0 126 0 001

0 017 0 003 2 147 8 073

4 2 6 2

2 2 2

. . .

. . . .

CH C H CO

 N O O

� �

� � � � NN

CO H O 8.09 N

2

2 2 21 106 2 084� � �. . (3.5)      

   where the theoretical balance has been established to indicate that 
10.22    m3 air would be needed for each cubic meter of fuel gas. 

   In actual combustion reactions, as much as 10% excess air will be pro-
vided and the reaction equation will appear as 

0 853 0 126 0 001

0 017 0 003 2 362 8 88

4 2 6 2

2 2 2 2

. . .

. . . .

CH C H CO

N O O N

� �

� � � �

�� � � �1 106 0 218 2 084 8 8972 2 2 2. . . .CO O H O N     (3.6) 

   and indicate that the excess air produces excess oxygen and nitrogen in 
the fl ue gas from the combustion process. On a dry basis, the compo-
sition of the fl ue gas would be 87.1% nitrogen, 10.8% carbon dioxide,
and 2.1% oxygen, where percentages are in volume basis. 

   The use of excess air is important to assure effi cient combustion. 
Without suffi cient oxygen, the reaction will be incomplete, resulting 
in the production of carbon monoxide (CO) along with associated 
safety hazards. In addition, the ineffi cient combustion has nearly 
70% less heat released by the reaction. The amount of excess air must 
be controlled, however, since the air that is not involved in the reac-
tion absorbs heat energy and decreases the amount of heat released 
by the combustion process. 

3.2  Fuel Utilization
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  The heat of combustion for a given reaction is dependent on the mix-
ture of gases within the fuel. For the fuel previously described, the heat 
of combustion will be approximately 36,750    kJ/m3. The losses with fl ue 
gas can be compared to this value, which would represent the maxi-
mum achievable from the process. The fl ue gas losses would be depen-
dent on heat content of each component in the fl ue gas, and these 
values are a function of gas temperature, as indicated by  Figure 3.9   . 
Using this information, the energy losses associated with the previ-
ously described situation can be estimated (based on 1     m 3 fuel with 
370°C fl ame gas).
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   ■   Figure 3.9          Heat content of gases found in fl ue products.    
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   CO 2   1.106       m3   �   652       kJ/m3      �       721.1       kJ 

   O 2   0.2147       m3   �   458       kJ/m3      �        98.3       kJ 

   H 2 O  2.084       m3   �   522       kJ/m3      �      1087.9       kJ 

   N 2   8.897       m3   �   428       kJ/m3      �      3807.9       kJ 

    5715.2       kJ 

   This estimate indicates that fl ue gas energy losses are 5715.2     kJ/m 3 of 
fuel gas used. This represents 15.6% of the total energy available from 
the combustion process.  

    3.2.3       Burner Effi  ciencies 

   As indicated in Section 3.2.1, one of the primary purposes of the fuel 
burner is to assure optimum mixing of fuel and air. Without mixing,
the combustion process will be incomplete and will produce the same 
results as insuffi cient oxygen. The burner is the key component of the 
combustion system in assuring that minimum amounts of excess air 
are required to maintain effi cient combustion while minimizing the 
losses of energy in fl ue gas.

        Example 3.6         Natural gas is being burned to produce thermal energy required to convert 
water to steam in a steam generator. The natural gas composition is 85.3% 
methane, 12.6% ethane, 0.1% carbon dioxide, 1.7% nitrogen, and 0.3% 
oxygen. An analysis of the fl ue gas indicates that the composition is 86.8% 
nitrogen, 10.5% carbon dioxide, and 2.7% oxygen. Determine the amount of 
excess air being utilized and the percentage of energy loss in the fl ue gas 
leaving at 315°C. 

    Given 

        Composition of natural gas  

    Composition of fl ue gas after combustion  

    All CO 2  in fl ue must originate with natural gas: 1.106       m 3  CO 2  /m 3  fuel     

    Approach 

   The amount of excess air in the reaction can be evaluated by writing the reaction 

equation in a balanced manner and determining the extra oxygen in the reaction. 

The energy loss in the fl ue gas is based on thermal energy content in the fl ue gas, as 

determined from  Figure 3.9 .  

3.2  Fuel Utilization
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    Solution 

        1.     Based on the fl ue gas composition and the observation that the reaction 

must produce 1.106       m 3  CO 2 /m 3  fuel,    

   
10 5 1 1062

3. % .CO m�
     

 
2 7 0 2842

3. % .O m�
     

   
86 8 9 1432

3. % .N m�
     

    2.     The reaction equation becomes    

 

0 853 0 126 0 001 0 017

0 003 2 428 9 126

4 2 6 2 2

2 2

. . . .

. . .

CH C H CO N

O O N

� � �

� � � 22

2 2 2 21 106 0 284 2 084 9 143� � � �. . . .CO O H O N
     

    3.     Based on the analysis presented,    

 
Excess air 100�

�
� �

0 284

2 428 0 284
13 25

.

. .
. %

     

   where the percentage of excess air is refl ected in the amount of oxygen in 

the fl ue gas as compared with oxygen associated with the air involved in the 

reaction. 

    4.     Using the composition of fl ue gas and the heat content of various compo-

nents from  Figure 3.9 , the following computations are obtained:   

              
   CO 2   1.106       m 3    �   577.4       kJ/m 3       �      638.6       kJ 

   O 2   0.284       m 3    �   409.8       kJ/m 3       �      116.4       kJ 

   H 2 O  2.084       m 3    �   465.7       kJ/m 3       �      970.5       kJ 

   N 2   9.143       m 3    �   372.5       kJ/m 3       �      3405.8       kJ 

         5131.3       kJ 

   The analysis indicates that 5131.3       kJ are lost with fl ue gas per cubic meter of 

fuel used in the process. 

    5.     Using the heat combustion of 36,750       kJ/m 3  for the fuel, the loss of energy 

with fl ue gas represents 14% of the energy available from the fuel.            

    3.3       ELECTRIC POWER UTILIZATION 

   Electric power has become so commonplace in the food industry that 
modern plants could not operate without this power source. In fact,
most plants of signifi cant size have acquired  “ back-up ”  electrical power 
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generators to use in case disruptions occur in the primary supply. It 
is quite evident that electric power represents the most versatile and 
fl exible power source available. In addition, the cost of electric power 
is very attractive when compared with other sources. In  Figure 3.10   ,
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   ■   Figure 3.10          Energy accounting diagram of peeled tomato canning based on an 8-hour shift. (From  Singh et al., 1980 )    

3.3  Electric Power Utilization
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a tomato processing line is shown along with energy requirements to 
operate each unit. As seen in this fi gure, most of the process equip-
ment requires electrical energy for their operation. 

    3.3.1       Electrical Terms and Units 

   As in most physical systems, electricity has its own set of terms and 
units. These terms and units are entirely different from most physical 
systems, and it requires careful analysis to relate the terms to applica-
tions. This presentation is elementary and is intended to be a brief 
introduction to the subject. The following terms are essential. 

    Electricity can be defi ned as the fl ow of electrons from atom to atom 
in an electrical conductor. Most materials can be considered conduc-
tors, but will vary in the ability to conduct electricity. 

    Ampere is the unit used to describe the magnitude of electrical cur-
rent fl owing in a conductor. By defi nition, 1 ampere (A) is 6.06   �      1018  
electrons fl owing past a given point per second. 

    Voltage is defi ned as the force causing current fl ow in an electrical cir-
cuit. The unit of voltage is the volt (V). 

    Resistance is the term used to describe the degree to which a conduc-
tor resists current fl ow. The ohm ( Ω) is the unit of electrical resistance. 

    Direct current is the type of electrical current fl ow in a simple electri-
cal circuit. By convention, current is considered to fl ow from a posi-
tive to a negative terminal of a voltage generator. 

    Alternating current describes the type of voltage generated by an AC 
(alternating current) generator. Measurement of the actual voltage 
generated would indicate that the magnitude varies with time and a 
uniform frequency. The voltage ranges from positive to negative val-
ues of equal magnitudes. Most electrical service in the United States 
operates at 60 cycles per second (60     Hz). 

    Single-phase is the type of electrical current generated by a single set 
of windings in a generator designed to convert mechanical power to 
electrical voltage. The rotor in the generator is a magnet that produces 
magnetic lines as it rotates. These magnetic lines produce a voltage in 
the iron frame (stator) that holds the windings. The voltage produced 
becomes the source of alternating current. 

    Three-phase is the type of electrical current generated by a stator 
with three sets of windings. Since three AC voltages are generated 
simultaneously, the voltage can be relatively constant. This type of 
system has several advantages compared with single-phase electricity. 
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    Watt is the unit used to express electrical power or the rate of work. In 
a direct current (DC) system, power is the product of voltage and cur-
rent, whereas computation of power from an alternating current (AC) 
system requires use of a power factor. 

    Power factors are ratios of actual power to apparent power from an 
alternating current system. These factors should be as large as possi-
ble to ensure that excessive current is not carried through motors and 
conductors to achieve power ratings. 

    Conductors are materials used to transmit electrical energy from 
source to use. Ratings of conductors are on the basis of resistance to 
electrical fl ow. 

    3.3.2       Ohm’s Law 

   The most basic relationship in electrical power use is Ohm’s      1    law,
expressed as 

E IRv E� (3.7)      

   where the voltage  E  v is equal to the product of current I and resistance R  E . 
As might be expected, this relationship illustrates that for a given 
voltage, the current fl ow in a system will be inversely proportional to 
the resistance in the conductor. 

   As indicated earlier, the power generated is the product of voltage and 
current.

Power v� E I (3.8)    

   or  

Power E� I R2 (3.9)    

   or  

Power v
2

E

�
E

R
(3.10)

      

   These relationships can be applied directly to direct current (DC) sys-
tems and to alternating current (AC) with slight modifi cations.

1George Simon Ohm (1789–1854). A German physicist, in 1817 he was 
appointed as a professor of mathematics at the Jesuit College, Cologne. In 1827,
he wrote the paper Die galvanische Kette, mathamatisch bearbeitet (The Galvanic 
Circuit Investigated Mathematically), but he remained unrecognized for his 
contribution. He resigned from his professorship to join the Polytechnic School 
in N ürnberg. Finally, in 1841, he was awarded the Copley medal by the Royal 
Society of London.

3.3  Electric Power Utilization
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   A 12-volt battery is being used to operate a small DC motor with an inter-
nal resistance of 2  Ω . Compute the current fl ow in the system and the power 
required to operate the motor. 

    Given 

        Battery with voltage  E  v       �      12       V  

    DC motor with resistance  R  E       �      2  Ω      

    Approach 

   The current fl ow in the motor can be computed using Equation (3.7), and power 

required can be determined from Equations (3.8), (3.9), or (3.10).  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (3.7),    
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   indicating a current fl ow of 6       A in the system.   

    2.     The power required can be computed from Equation (3.10)    
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   or 0.072       kW for the motor.          

    3.3.3       Electric Circuits 

   The manner in which conductors are used to connect the electric 
power source to the point of use is the electrical circuit. There are 
three basic types of circuits, with the series circuit being the simplest. 
As indicated by  Figure 3.11   , this type of circuit is recognized as having 
the resistances connected in series with the power source. In this type 
of situation, each resistance would probably represent the points at 
which the electrical power is used. Often, these points are referred to 
as electrical loads. Application of Ohm’s law to this situation leads to 

E I R R Rv E E E� � �( )1 2 3 (3.11)    

   indicating that resistances in series are additive. In addition, the volt-
age is often expressed as the sum of the voltage drop across each resis-
tance in the circuit.   

        Example 3.7      

RE3

RE2

RE1

Ev

   ■   Figure 3.11          Electrical circuit with 

resistance in series.    
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   A parallel electrical circuit has the resistance or loads connected in 
parallel with the power source, as illustrated in Figure 3.12   . When 
Ohm’s law is applied to the parallel circuit, the following relationship 
applies:

E I
R R Rv

E E E

� � �
1 1 1

1 2 3

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

 (3.12)    

   with the inverse of each resistance being additive. The most complex 
basic electrical circuit has a combination of series and parallel resis-
tances, as illustrated in  Figure 3.13   . To analyze relationships between 
voltage and resistances, the combination circuit must be treated in 
two parts. First, the three resistances ( R  E1, R  E2, R  E3) must be resolved 
as an equivalent  R  e .   

1 1 1

1 2 3R R R Re E E E

� �
�

 (3.13)      

   Then the circuit can be analyzed by applying Ohm’s law in the fol-
lowing manner: 

E I R Rv E e� �( )4  (3.14)    

   since in the modifi ed circuit, the resistance R  E4  and  R  e  are in series.

RE2

RE4 RE3

Ev RE1

   ■   Figure 3.13          Electrical circuit with 

resistances in series and in parallel.    

RE2 RE3RE1Ev

   ■   Figure 3.12          Electrical circuit with 

resistances in parallel.    

          Example 3.8         The four resistances in  Figure 3.13  are  R  E1       �      25  Ω ,  R  E2       �      60  Ω ,  R  E3       �      20  Ω , 
 R  E4       �      20  Ω . Determine the voltage source  E  v  required to maintain a voltage 
drop of 45       V across the resistance  R  E2 . 

    Given 

        Four resistances as identifi ed in  Figure 3.13 .  

    Voltage ( E  v2 )      �      45       V     

    Approach 

   The voltage source  E  v  required can be evaluated by analysis of the circuit in terms of 

individual components and equivalent resistances.  

    Solution 

        1.     By using Ohm’s law, the current fl ow through the resistance  R  E2  will be    
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    2.     Since the current fl ow through  R  E3  must be the same as  R  E2 , then    

 
Ev V3 0 75 20 15� �( . ) ( )

     
    3.     Due to the circuit design, the voltage drop across  R  E1  must be the same as 

across  R  E2  plus  R  E3 ; therefore,    

 
E E Iv v2 3 145 15 60 25� � � � � ( )
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    4.     The current fl ow through  R  E4  must be the total for the circuit, or    

 
I4 0 75 2 4 3 15� � �. . . A

   

   which is the current drawn from the voltage source  E  v  as well.   

    5.     The equivalent resistance for the circuit will be    
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    3.3.4       Electric Motors 

   The basic component of an electric energy utilization system is 
the electric motor. This component converts electrical energy into 
mechanical energy to be used in operation of processing systems with 
moving parts. 

   The majority of the motors used in food processing operations operate 
with alternating current (AC), and their operation depends on three 
basic electrical principles. These principles include the electromagnet,
formed by winding insulated wire around a soft iron core. Current 
fl ow through the wire produces a magnetic fi eld in the iron core; ori-
entation of the fi eld is dependent on the direction of current fl ow. 

   The second electrical principle involved in the operation of a motor is 
electromagnetic induction. This phenomenon occurs when an electric 
current is induced in a circuit as it moves through a magnetic force 
fi eld. The induced electric current produces a voltage within the cir-
cuit, with magnitude that is a function of the strength of the magnetic 
fi eld, the speed at which the current moves through the fi eld, and the 
number of conductor circuits in the magnetic fi eld. 
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   The third electrical principle is alternating current. As indicated ear-
lier, this term refers to a current that changes direction of fl ow in a 
consistent manner. Normal electric service in the United States is 
60     Hz, indicating that the change in current fl ow direction occurs 60 
times per second. 

   An electric motor contains a stator: a housing that has two iron cores 
wound with insulated copper wire. The two cores or windings are 
located opposite one another, as illustrated in  Figure 3.14   , and the 
leads from the windings are connected to a 60    Hz alternating current 
source. With this arrangement, the stator becomes an electromagnet 
with reversing polarity as the current alternates. 

   A second component of an electric motor is the rotor: a rotating drum 
of iron with copper bars. The rotor is placed between the two poles 
or windings of the stator ( Fig. 3.15   ). The current fl ow to the stator 
and the resulting electromagnetic fi eld produces current fl ow within 
the copper bars of the rotor. The current fl ow within the rotor creates 
magnetic poles, which in turn react with the magnetic fi eld of the sta-
tor to cause rotation of the rotor. Due to the 60    Hz alternating current 
to the stator, the rotation of the rotor should be 3600 revolutions per 
minute (rpm), but it typically operates at 3450     rpm. 

   Although there are numerous types of electric motors, they operate 
on these same basic principles. The most popular motor in the food 
processing plant is the single-phase, alternating current motor. There 
are different types of single-phase motors; the differences are related 
primarily to the starting of the motor. 

   The selection of the proper motor for a given application is of impor-
tance when ensuring that effi cient conversion of electrical to mechan-
ical energy occurs. The selection process takes into account the type 
of power supply available, as well as the use of the motor. The type 
and size of load must be considered, along with the environmental 
conditions of operation and the available space.  

    3.3.5       Electrical Controls 

   The effi cient use of electrical energy and the equipment that is oper-
ated by this energy source is related to the opportunity for automatic 
control. Since the operation of processes and equipment in a food 
processing plant depends on responses to physical parameters, auto-
matic control involves conversion of the physical parameter into an 
electrical response or signal. Fortunately, these conversions can be 
achieved rather easily using a variety of electrical transducers. 

S

N

N

Rotor

S

   ■   Figure 3.15          Schematic diagram of a 

stator with rotor. (From  Merkel, 1983 )    

Windings

Pole

Stator

   ■   Figure 3.14          Schematic diagram of a 

stator. (From  Merkel, 1983 )    
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   The control of electrical circuits is accomplished by using several 
different types of transducers. A magnetic relay utilizes a coil that 
produces electromagnetism to move a contact mechanically and 
complete the primary circuit. Thermostats and humidistats are con-
trollers that use some physical change in temperature or humidity to 
provide the mechanical movement required to complete an electrical 
circuit. A timing device utilizes movement of the clock mechanism to 
mechanically bring two points into contact and complete an electri-
cal circuit. Photoelectric controls use a photocell to produce a small 
current required to bring the points in the primary circuit into con-
tact and allow for current fl ow. Time-delay relays, pressure switches,
and limit switches are other types of controls used to accomplish the 
same type of electrical power utilization.  

    3.3.6       Electric Lighting 

   Another primary use of electric power in food processing plants is 
to provide illumination of work spaces. Often the work productiv-
ity of workers within the plant will be dependent on the availability 
of proper lighting. The design of a lighting system for a workspace 
will depend on several factors. The light must be distributed properly 
within the space, and the light source must be of suffi cient size and 
effi ciency. The light source must be supported properly and easily 
replaced or serviced. Finally, the cost of the entire system will be a 
factor to consider. 

   Light can be defi ned as visually evaluated radiant energy. Light is a 
small portion of the electromagnetic spectrum and varies in color 
depending on the wavelength. The intensity of a light at a point loca-
tion is measured in the unit lux: the magnitude of illumination at a 
distance of one meter from a standard candle. A light source can be 
expressed in lumens: the amount of light on one square meter of sur-
face when the intensity is one lux. 

   Two types of light sources are used in food processing plants: the 
incandescent lamp and the fl uorescent lamp. The incandescent lamp 
uses a tungsten fi lament through which current fl ows. Due to the 
high electrical resistance of the fi lament, the fl ow of current through 
it causes it to glow white-hot. These types of lamps will provide effi -
ciencies of approximately 20 lumens per watt. 

   A fl uorescent lamp uses an inductance coil to create a current dis-
charge within the tube. The heat from the discharge causes electrons 
to be removed from mercury vapor within the tube. The return of 
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the electrons to the shell of mercury vapor causes emission of ultra-
violet rays. These rays react with phosphor crystals at the tube surface 
to produce light. Fluorescent lamps are two to three times more effi -
cient than comparable incandescent lamps. Although there are other 
factors to consider when comparing incandescent and fl uorescent 
lamps, the effi ciency and the longer life of fl uorescent lamps are the 
most important. 

   One of the basic decisions related to lighting system design is deter-
mining the number of light sources required to maintain a desired 
level of illumination. An expression for illumination can be 

Illumination
lumens/lamp CU LLF

area/lamp
�

� �( )
 (3.15)    

   where CU is the coeffi cient of utilization and LLF is the light loss 
factor.   

   The preceding equation indicates that the illumination maintained 
in a given space is a function of the magnitude of the light source 
and the number of lamps in the space. The coeffi cient of utilization 
CU accounts for various factors within the space, such as room size 
proportions, location of lamps, and workspace light. Light loss fac-
tors LLF account for room surface dust, lamp dust, and lamp lumen 
depreciation.

        Example 3.9         A work area within a food processing plant is to be maintained at a light 
intensity of 800       lux. The room is 10 by 25       m, and 500-watt incandescent 
lamps (10,600 lumens/lamp) are to be utilized. A CU of 0.6 and LLF of 0.8 
have been established. Determine the number of lamps required. 

    Given 

        Desired light intensity      �      800       lux  

    Room size      �      10       m by 25       m      �      250       m 2   

    Lamps are 500       W, or 10,600 lumens/lamp  

    Coeffi  cient of utilization CU      �      0.6  

    Light loss factor LLF      �      0.8     

    Approach 

   Equation (3.15) can be used to determine area/lamp, and the result is combined with 

the given room area to calculate the number of lamps required.  

3.3  Electric Power Utilization
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    Solution 

        1.     Equation (3.15) can be used to compute the area per lamp allowed for the 

desired illumination.    

 
Area/lamp m�

� �
�

10 600 0 6 0 8

800
6 36 2

, . .
.

     

    2.     Based on the preceding,    

 
Number of lamps or�

�
�

10 25

6 36
39 3 40

.
.

   
.
          

    3.4       PROCESS CONTROLS IN FOOD PROCESSING 

   A typical food processing factory involves a number of unit opera-
tions that are carried out with different processing equipment: 
pumping, mixing, heating, cooling, freezing, drying, and packaging. 
Often the processing equipment operates in a continuous mode,
which results in higher processing effi ciencies than the batch mode. 
In designing a food processing plant, the processing equipment is 
arranged in a logical manner so that as raw food enters the plant, it is 
conveyed from one piece of equipment to the next while undergoing 
the desired processing. 

    Figure 3.16    is a fl ow diagram of typical operations used in the man-
ufacture of canned tomatoes. The operations include unloading 

Unloading Washing

Lye-Bath PeelingPeel removal

Filling

Sealing

Retorting

Distribution 

   ■   Figure 3.16          Manufacturing steps in canning tomatoes.        
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tomatoes from the trucks, washing, cleaning, grading, peeling, fi lling 
into cans, and retorting. Most of the equipment used to carry out 
these processing operations is linked with different types of con-
veyors that allow the entire process to proceed in a continuous sys-
tem. Some of the operations require human intervention, namely,
inspecting incoming tomatoes to ensure that any undesirable foreign 
objects such as dirt clods and severely damaged fruit are removed. 
However, most of the processing equipment is operated without 
much human intervention with the use of automatic controllers and 
sensors. 

   The following criteria must be addressed in food manufacturing: 

      ■    Required production capacity  
      ■    Quality and hygiene of the end product  
      ■    Flexible manufacturing  
      ■    Optimum use of labor  
      ■    Economical operation that maximizes profi t 
      ■    Compliance with the environmental regulations imposed by 

the local, national, or international laws  
      ■    Providing a safe working environment  
      ■    Meeting any special constraints imposed by the processing 

equipment.    

   These criteria require that food processing operations should be mon-
itored continually and any deviations are promptly addressed. 

   In this chapter, we will examine some of the underlying principles 
of automatic control of processing equipment. The design and imple-
mentation of process controls requires advanced mathematics, which 
is beyond the scope of this book. However, you will be introduced to 
some of the common terminology and approaches used in designing 
these controls. 

   Let us consider a simple case where the task assigned to an operator is 
to pump wine into different tanks ( Fig 3.17   ). For this task, the opera-
tor uses certain logic: choosing a precleaned empty tank, opening a 
valve to direct wine to that tank, knowing when it is full, and then 
directing wine to the next available tank, and so on. The operator 
keeps a check on the level of wine in the tank being fi lled to ensure 
that it does not overfi ll and cause loss of product. A similar logic may 
be programmed into an automatic control system to accomplish the 
desired task without signifi cant human intervention. 

3.4  Process Controls in Food Processing
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    3.4.1        Processing Variables and Performance 
Indicators 

   In operating food processing equipment, an operator is often con-
cerned with a variety of different process variables. For example, in 
a heating system, the temperature of a product may require careful 
monitoring. When milk is pasteurized using a heat exchanger, the 
temperature of the milk must reach 71�C and be held there for 16 
seconds to destroy harmful pathogens. Therefore, the operator must 

   ■   Figure 3.17          Manual control of tank fi lling operation in a winery.    
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ensure that the temperature reaches the desired value for the specifi ed 
time or the milk will be either underprocessed (resulting in an unsafe 
product) or overprocessed with impairment to quality. Similarly, in 
operating different processing equipment, the fl ow rate, level, pres-
sure, or weight may be an important variable that requires careful 
monitoring and control. 

    Controlled variables are simply those variables that can be  controlled
in a system. For example, the steam composition, steam fl ow rate,
temperature of a water stream, and level of water in a tank are all 
variables that can be controlled. When heating milk, temperature is 
a controlled variable. Other examples of a controlled variable include 
pressure, density, moisture content, and measurable quality attributes 
such as color. 

    Uncontrolled variables are those variables that cannot be controlled 
when a process is carried out. For example, during operation of an 
extruder, the impact of operation on the extruder screw surface is an 
uncontrolled variable. 

    Manipulated variables are dependent variables that can be changed 
to bring about a desired outcome. For example, by changing the fl ow 
rate of steam to a tank of water, the water temperature will change. 
This variable may be manipulated by either a human operator or a 
control mechanism. When heating water in a chamber, the feed rate 
of water is a manipulated variable. A measured variable is used to alter 
the manipulated variable. Examples of measured variables are temper-
ature, pH, or pressure, whereas the manipulated variable is the fl ow 
rate of a certain material or energy (such as electricity and steam). 

    Disturbances in the variables are those changes that are not caused 
by an operator or a control mechanism but result from some change 
outside the boundaries of the system. Disturbances cause undesir-
able changes in the output of a system. For example, the temperature 
of water in a tank is a controlled variable that may be infl uenced by 
the inlet fl ow rate, temperature of the inlet fl ow, and exit fl ow rate of 
water. 

    Robustness describes how tolerant the system is to changes in pro-
cess parameters. When the robustness of a control system decreases, a 
small change in a process parameter makes the system unstable. 

    Performance communicates the effectiveness of the control system. 
There is a tradeoff between robustness and performance.  

3.4  Process Controls in Food Processing
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    3.4.2 Input and Output Signals to Control Processes 

   A variety of signals are transmitted between the control system and 
processing equipment. These signals include: 

      ■     Output signals, which send a command to actuate components 
of a processing equipment such as valves and motors  

      ■     Input signals  to the controller that 
   a.    Provide feedback from the processing components when a 

certain valve or motor has been actuated  
   b.    Measure selected process variables including temperature,

fl ow, and pressure  
   c.    Monitor the processing equipment and detect completion of 

a certain process       

   Signals received by a controller are analyzed by following certain 
logic that is programmed in the control system, similar to the logic a 
human operator may follow in controlling a process. The overall aims 
of controlling a processing system are to minimize the effect of any 
external disturbances, operate the process under stable conditions,
and achieve optimal performance. We will examine different strate-
gies used in design of a control system in the following section.  

    3.4.3       Design of a Control System 

    3.4.3.1       Control Strategy 

   A control system may be designed to provide digital or analog con-
trol, or monitor tasks. For example, processing equipment may be 
set up under digital control so that it can be turned on or off from a 
control panel located at a remote location. Similarly, valves may be 
opened or closed, or the operation of multiple pieces of equipment 
may be carried out in some desired sequence. 

   An analog control is obtained via analog signals sent from the con-
trol unit. When combined with a feedback signal, analog controls are 
useful to operate valves that may be partially closed or opened. For 
example, the fl ow of steam or hot or cold water to processing equip-
ment may be controlled. 

   Monitoring allows for checking critical aspects of the process for any 
major faults. Upon receiving a signal indicating a fault, the equipment 
can be shut down or the process stopped until the fault is corrected. 
Data acquisition is another feature of the automation system where 

Data acquisition
system and a

controller

Process
equipment

Command
signal to
actuate

Sensor
output

Feedback
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Monitoring
signals

   ■   Figure 3.18          Communication between 

process equipment and data acquisition 

system/controller.    
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the collected data can be used by the plant management to improve 
process effi ciencies, or conduct scheduled maintenance, quality assur-
ance, and cost analysis.  

    3.4.3.2       Feed Backward Control System 

   Consider a simple case of heating water in a tank. The tank is 
equipped with a steam coil and an agitator. The purpose of the agita-
tor is to provide good mixing so that the temperature of water is uni-
form inside the tank—that is, it does not vary from one location to 
another inside the tank. Steam is conveyed to the coil by fi rst pass-
ing it through a control valve. Steam condenses inside the coil and 
the heat of condensation, Q, is discharged into the water surround-
ing the coil while the condensate exits the coil. Water at a rate of  �mi     
(kg/s) at a temperature of T  i is pumped into the tank and exits the 
tank at a rate of �me     (kg/s) with an exit temperature T (same as the 
temperature of water in the tank). The height of water in the tank is  h . 
When operating this water heater, it is important to ensure that the 
volume of the water in the tank is maintained at some predeter-
mined level; it should not overfl ow or run empty. Likewise, the tem-
perature of the water exiting the tank must be maintained at some 
desired value. 

   Under steady state conditions, this water heating system should oper-
ate well if there are no changes in the inlet fl ow rate of water ( �mi    ) 
or its temperature ( T  i). What if there is a change in either �mi     or T ? 
This will cause a disturbance in the process and will require interven-
tion. If the process is supervised by an operator who is checking the 
temperature and notices a change (disturbance), the operator will 
try to change the steam fl ow rate by closing or opening the steam 
valve. This simple description of the process implies that we cannot 
leave this system to operate on its own. It requires some type of either 
manual supervision or an automatic control. 

   The objective of a control system is to determine and continuously 
update the valve position as the load condition changes. In a feed-
back control loop, the value of a controlled variable is measured and 
compared against a desired value usually called the  set value. The dif-
ference between the  desired and set value is called  controller error . 
The output from the controller, which is a function of the controller 
error, is used to adjust the manipulated variable. 

   Next, let us consider a temperature control that may substitute for 
manual supervision. 
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   ■   Figure 3.19          A tank of water heated with 

an indirect steam heat exchanger.    
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   As seen in  Figure 3.20   , a temperature sensor (thermocouple) is 
installed in the tank. The steam valve and the thermocouple are con-
nected by a controller. The objective of this controller is to keep the 
temperature of the water constant at  T  s (a set point temperature) 
whenever there is a change in the fl ow rate  �mi     or the inlet tempera-
ture T  i. In this arrangement, when the thermocouple senses a change 
in temperature, say  ε, where 

ε � �T Ts (3.16)    

   the deviation ε is conveyed to the controller. If the deviation  ε is 
greater than zero, meaning that the temperature of the water has 
fallen and should be increased, the controller sends a signal to the 
steam valve, opening it to allow steam to be conveyed to the coil. 
When the temperature of water reaches the desired value  T  s, the con-
troller shuts off the steam valve.   

   The control shown in  Figure 3.20  is called a feedback control because 
the signal conveyed by the controller to the steam valve occurs after 
measuring the water temperature and comparing it with the set point 
temperature.  

    3.4.3.3       Feedforward Control System 

   Another type of control is a feedforward control, as shown in 
 Figure 3.21   . In this case the thermocouple is installed in the inlet feed 
pipe. When the temperature of the feed water ( T  i) decreases below a 
set point ( T  s ), it implies that deviation ε will be greater than T  s       �       T  i,
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   ■   Figure 3.20          A feedback control system 

used in a tank of water heated with an indirect 

steam heat exchanger.    
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and it will cause the water temperature in the tank to decrease. In this 
case, the controller sends a signal to the steam valve, causing the valve 
to open and resulting in more steam fl owing to the coil. 

   The difference between the feedforward and feedback controls should 
be clear by observing that in a feedforward control the controller 
anticipates that there will be a change of water temperature in the 
tank because of the change in the inlet water temperature, and a cor-
rective action is taken prior to any observed change of water tempera-
ture in the tank. 

   Similar controls may be installed to monitor the height of water ( h ) 
in the tank and maintain it at a set point by controlling the feed rate 
of water into the tank.  

    3.4.3.4       Stability and Modes of Control Functions 

   Another important reason for using automatic controls is to maintain 
the stability of a system or process. In a stable system, a disturbance 
(i.e., change) in any variable should decrease with time, as shown in 
Figure 3.22a   . For example, if the temperature goes above a certain 
set point and a system is able to bring it back to the initial value, an 
external means of correction is not required. In an unstable system 
(Fig. 3.22b ), a disturbance in a variable would continue to increase to 
the point where the system is unable to bring the variable back to its 
original value on its own, requiring some external corrective action. 
Thus a controller is required to prevent instability in a system. 
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   ■   Figure 3.21          A feedback control system 

used in a tank of water heated with an indirect 

steam heat exchanger.    
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   ■   Figure 3.22          Response of a system: 
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   To understand the operating principles of different types of control-
lers, let us consider controlling the height of liquid in an intermedi-
ate storage tank. Intermediate storage tanks are often used to act as 
a buffer between two different processes. As shown in  Figure 3.23   ,
water is pumped through a control valve into the tank, and it exits at 
the bottom. To ensure that the tank does not overfl ow, a level sensor 
is installed to measure the height of the water in the tank, h  t. The sen-
sor is connected to a level controller. The desired height in the tank,
called the set point, is h  s. The difference between the desired height 
and measured height is the error. If the error is zero, then no control 
action is required. However, if an error is present, then the level con-
troller sends a signal to a valve installed at the inlet pipe. A common 
signal to operate the valve is pneumatic pressure, P  1, required to oper-
ate the valve to open it. With this set up, we will now consider differ-
ent types of controllers that can be used.  

    3.4.3.5       On-Off  Control 

   An on-off control is similar to that used on a household thermostat 
for an air-conditioning system. The control is either maximum or zero 
fl ow. In our application, shown in  Figure 3.23 , the on-off controller 
sends a signal to the control valve when the error indicates that the 
level in the tank has decreased. The signal results in the application 
of pneumatic pressure P  1 on the control valve, and the valve opens. 
This is called a fail-closed valve since it remains closed until pressure is 
applied to open it. Such a valve will prevent water from fl owing into 
the tank if the control system breaks down. 

   Many of the control valves used in the industry operate with signals 
between 3 and 15 psig. This means that a  fail-close valve will be fully 
closed at 3 psig and fully open when a pressure of 15 psig is applied. 
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   ■   Figure 3.23          Control of water level in a surge tank.    
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   An on-off controller is generally avoided for a continuous operation 
because it yields a cycling response (shown in  Fig. 3.24   ), which is not 
desirable. There is also more wear on the control valves in this system,
due to excessive operation.  

    3.4.3.6       Proportional Controller 

   In a proportional controller, the actuating output of a controller ( c ) 
is proportional to the input error ( ε ), the difference between the set 
point and the measured values. Thus,

c t G t c( ) ( )� �p sε (3.17)    

   where G  p is the proportional gain of the controller and c  s is the con-
troller’s bias signal. The bias signal is the actuating signal when error 
is zero. Thus, in our example the bias signal is the steady state pres-
sure applied on the valve when the error is zero.   

   The proportional gain ( G  p ), may be viewed as an amplifi cation of 
the signal. In our example, a positive error, or when the set point is 
greater than the measured height, results in an increase in the fl ow 
rate into the tank. The fl ow rate will increase only if the pressure 
applied on the valve is increased. For a given amount of error, as the 
proportional gain is increased, it will result in more of the control 
action.

   In some controllers, a proportional band is used instead of propor-
tional gain. The proportional band represents the range of error that 
causes the output of the controller to change over its entire range. The 
proportional band is given by the following equation: 

Proportional Band
p

�
100
G

 (3.18)      

   In a proportional controller, an offset between the set point and the 
actual output is created when the controller output and the process 
output arrive at a new equilibrium value even before the error dimin-
ishes to zero. To prevent the offset, a proportional integral controller 
is used.  

ht

m
·    ■   Figure 3.24          A cyclic response to on-off  

control signal.    
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    3.4.3.7       Proportional Integral (PI) Controller 

   In a proportional integral (PI) controller, both error and the integral 
of the error are included in determining the actuating signal. Thus,
for a PI controller, the actuating signal is 

c t G t G t t c
t

( ) ( ) ( )� � �p i sdε ε
0
∫

    

(3.19)

  
   The fi rst term in the right-hand side of the equation is proportional 
to the error and the second term is proportional to the integral of the 
error. In a PI controller, an error signal will cause the controller out-
put to change in a continuous manner, and the integral of the error 
will reduce the error to zero. In the integral action, the output of a 
controller is related to the time integral of the controller error, mak-
ing the controller output dependent upon the size and duration of 
the error. Thus, with the integral function the past history of the con-
troller response is accounted for in determining the actuating signal. 
For this reason, PI controllers are preferred in many applications.  

    3.4.3.8       Proportional–Integral–Derivative Controller 

   In a proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller, the current 
rate of change or the derivative of the error is incorporated. The out-
put of a PID controller is as follows: 

c t G t G t t G
t

t
c

t

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

� � � �p i d sd
d

d
ε ε

ε

0
∫  (3.20)      

   A PID controller can be viewed as an anticipatory controller. The cur-
rent rate of change of error is used to predict whether the future error 
is going to increase or decrease, and this information is then used to 
determine the actuating output. If there is a constant nonzero error,
then the derivative control action is zero. PID controllers are not suit-
able when there is noise in the input signal, since a small nonzero 
error can result in an unnecessary large control action.  

    3.4.3.9       Transmission Lines 

   Transmission lines are used to carry the signal from the measurement 
sensor to the controller and from the controller to the control ele-
ment. Transmission lines are electric or pneumatic using compressed 
air or liquid.  

    3.4.3.10       Final Control Element 

   The fi nal control element carries out the implementing action. Upon 
receiving a signal, the control element will adjust. The most common 
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control element used in the food industry is a pneumatic valve, as 
shown in  Figure 3.25   . This valve is operated with air and controls the 
fl ow by positioning a plug in an orifi ce. The plug is connected to a 
stem that is attached to a diaphragm. With a change in the air pres-
sure due to the control signal sent by the controller, the stem moves 
and the plug restricts the fl ow through the orifi ce. This is the principle 
behind an air-to-close valve. If, due to some failure, the air supply is 
lost, the valve will fail open because the spring would push the stem 
and the plug upward. In addition, there are air-to-open with fail-closed 
valves. These valves will be fully open or closed as the air pressure on 
the side of the diaphragm changes from 3 to 15    psig (20 to 100    kPa). 

   An accurate measurement of controlled output is necessary for any 
feedback control system. The most common controlled variables in 
process controls are as follows: temperature, pressure, fl ow rate, com-
position, and liquid level. A large number of commercial sensors,
based on numerous operating principles, are available to measure 
these variables. Some of the variables are measured directly, such as 
pressure. Temperature is measured indirectly; for example, in a ther-
mocouple, temperature change is converted into voltage. The output 
signal of a sensor is often converted into another signal for trans-
mission. For signal transmission the common standard systems are 
shown in  Table 3.2.    

   The output of sensors may be changed to the same type of signal; for 
example, both temperature and pressure signals may be changed to a 
current of 4 to 20    mA carried on different pairs of wires. When a sig-
nal arrives at the processing unit, it may be necessary to amplify it to 
operate a solenoid valve or to change the position of a control valve. 

   During transmission, electrical signals may be corrupted by extrane-
ous causes, such as by the operation of nearby large electrical equip-
ment. External noise can be eliminated using appropriate fi lters. Low 
signal strength (e.g., mV signal) is more prone to extraneous noise 

 Table 3.2        Standard Systems Used for Signal Transmission  

   Pneumatic 

 Pneumatic (3–15 psig or 

20–100       kPa) 

   Electric Current (direct current)  4–20       mA 

   Voltage (d.c.)  0–10       V 

     0–5       V 

1. Visual position indicator
2. Connection for electrical signal
3. Connection for compressed air

1

2

3

   ■   Figure 3.25          A pneumatic valve. (Courtesy 

Alpha Laval)    

3.4  Process Controls in Food Processing
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than higher signal strength (V signal). Voltage signals are less robust 
than electric current signals, and digital signals are less prone to exter-
nal electrical noise.    

    3.5       SENSORS 

   As we have learned in the preceding discussion, sensors play an impor-
tant role in measuring process variables. Next, we will review the oper-
ating principles of some common sensors used in food processing. 

    3.5.1       Temperature 

   Temperature sensors used in the industry may be classifi ed broadly as 
indicating and recording type. The common indicating sensors used 
in measuring temperature are a bimetallic strip thermometer and 
fi lled thermal systems. For recording and process control purposes,
the most common types of temperature sensors are thermocouples,
thermistors, and resistance temperature detectors. These three sensors 
provide an electrical signal based on the measurement. 

   A thermocouple is a simple device containing an electrical circuit 
made with two wires of dissimilar materials. The wires are joined at 
the ends to create two junctions, as shown in  Figure 3.26a   . If the two 
junctions are held at different temperatures, a difference in electric 
potential is created, resulting in a fl ow of current in the circuit (called 
the Seebeck effect). The potential difference (typically on the order of 
mV) measured in this circuit is a function of the temperature differ-
ence between the two junctions. In the circuit shown in  Figure 3.26a ,
only temperature difference can be determined. To determine the 
unknown temperature we need to know the temperature of one of the 
junctions. This can be accomplished by keeping one of the  junctions in 
ice, as shown in  Figure 3.26b . Alternatively, an electronic ice junction 

   ■   Figure 3.26          Thermocouple circuit: (a) Current is generated when temperature T 1   �  T 2 ; (b) When one junction is placed in ice then the temperature of 

second junction can be measured.      
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is built into the circuit to determine the absolute temperature.  Table 
3.3    lists some common combinations of metals and alloys used in 
thermocouples. 

   A resistance temperature detector (RTD) provides high accuracy and 
is useful when a difference in temperatures is to be measured. Either 
a thin fi lm or wire resistor is used. Standard resistance of 100, 500,
or 1000 ohms is most common. Typically, RTDs are made of either 
platinum or nickel. Thus, a Pt100 refers to an RTD made of platinum 
with 100 ohm resistance. Since an RTD is a very thin fi lm or wire,
it is embedded in another material to make it suitable for mechani-
cal handling. Typically ceramic is used for this purpose, as shown in 
Figure 3.27   . Performance features of thermocouples and RTDs are 
presented in  Table 3.4   . 

 Table 3.3        Some Common Combinations of Metals and Alloys Used 
in Thermocouples  

   Thermocouple 

type 

 Composition 

of positive 

wire 

 Composition 

of negative 

wire 

 Suitability 

(Environment, 

limits of 

temperature) 

   J  Iron  Constantan  Oxidizing, reducing, 
inert, up to 700°C 

   K  90% Ni 10% Cr  95% Ni 5% Al  Oxidizing, inert, up to 
1260°C 

   T  Copper  Constantan  Oxidizing, vacuum, 
reducing or inert, up 
to 370°C, suitable for 
–175°C. 

Ceramic powder Protective cover

Ceramic insulator

Lead
wires

Platinum wire    ■   Figure 3.27          A resistance temperature 

device.    

3.5  Sensors
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   In process equipment such as tanks and pipes, temperature is mea-
sured by inserting the sensor in a thermowell, as shown in  Figure 3.28   . 
Thermowells isolate the temperature sensor from the surrounding envi-
ronment. They are designed to prevent performance degradation of the 
temperature sensor. The length of the thermowell should be at least 15 
times the diameter of the thermowell tip. The dynamic response of a 
temperature sensor when located in a thermowell can be quite long 
and therefore problematic in undermining the control performance. 

    3.5.2       Liquid Level in a Tank 

   The level of liquid in a tank may be measured using different meth-
ods. One method is to use a fl oat that is lighter than the fl uid in the 
tank, similar to the valve used in a bathroom toilet. In another sys-
tem, the apparent weight of a cylinder is measured as it is buoyed 
up or down in a tank of liquid. Yet another method involves mea-
surement of the differential pressure between two locations, one in 

 Table 3.4        Performance of Thermocouples and Resistance 
Temperature Detectors  

   Performance  Thermocouple 

 Resistance 

temperature 

detector (RTD) 

   Operating temperature 
range 

 Wide  Wide,      �     200 to      �     850�C 

   Time response  Fast (faster than RTD)  Slow 

   Functional relation with 
temperature 

 Nonlinear  Linear, well-defi ned 
relationship 

   Durability  Simple and rugged  Sensitive to vibration, 
shock, and mechanical 
handling 

   Sensitivity to 
electromagnetic 
interference 

 Sensitive to surrounding 
electromagnetic 
interference 

  

   Reference  Reference junction is 
required 

 No 

   Cost  Inexpensive  Expensive 
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the vapor and the other in the liquid. There are also ultrasonic level 
detectors that are used to measure liquid level in a tank.  

    3.5.3       Pressure Sensors 

   Pressure sensors are used to measure pressure in the equipment and 
also to measure pressure differences to determine the height of a liquid 
in a tank or fl ow rates of liquids and gases. In a variable capacitance 
differential pressure transducer, the pressure difference causes displace-
ment of the diaphragm, which is sensed by capacitor plates located on 
both sides of the diaphragm. The differential capacitance between the 
sensing diaphragm and the surrounding capacitor plates is converted 
into DC voltage. For indicating purposes, manometers and a Bourdon 
gauge are commonly used. However, for recording pressures, a pressure 
sensor capable of generating an electrical signal is preferred. One type 
of pressure sensor with electrical signal output is shown in  Figure 3.29   . 
Inside this instrument, a fl exible diaphragm is the pressure transmitting 

Probe length

   ■   Figure 3.28          A thermowell used to isolate a temperature sensor from the process environment.    

   ■   Figure 3.29          A diff erential pressure 

transmitter.    

3.5  Sensors
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element. The pressure acting on the diaphragm causes a rod to push a 
fl exible beam. Two strain gages are mounted on the beam. The defl ec-
tion of the beam is sensed by the strain gages, and the reading is con-
verted to a pressure reading. 

    3.5.4       Flow Sensors 

Liquid and gas fl ow are commonly measured by passing the fl uid 
through a constriction that causes a pressure drop. The pressure drop 
is measured and the fl ow rate is determined using a Bernoulli equa-
tion as previously described in Chapter 2. Typical constrictions used 
in fl ow measurement are an orifi ce plate and venturi tube. Another 
type of fl ow sensor is a turbine fl ow meter, where the number of 
turbine revolutions is determined to calculate the fl ow rate. For air 
fl ow, a vane-type anemometer is used to count the number of rev-
olutions. For measuring air fl ow, hot-wire anemometers are com-
monly used. 

   In fl ow meters installed in-line, the material of the meter comes into 
direct contact with the food medium. Therefore, hygienic design 
and construction (that allow ease of cleaning) and minimization of 
any dead spaces are vital in food applications. If the fl ow measur-
ing device can be cleaned in situ, then it must withstand the condi-
tions employed during clean-in-place procedures. If the device cannot 
be cleaned in situ, then it must be easy to dismantle for cleaning 
purposes. 

   Typical fl ow meters used in the food industry include turbine, posi-
tive displacement, electromagnetic, and sensors based on the Coriolis 
principle. 

   In positive displacement meters, fi xed volume chambers rotate around 
an axis. The liquid fi lls in the inlet chamber and causes the rotation. 
The rotation of these meters is linked to some type of mechanical 
counter or electromagnetic signal. The advantage of these meters is 
that they do not require an auxiliary source of energy as the moving 
fl uid provides the movement of the sensor, and they can be installed 
without requiring any special length of upstream straight section. They 
operate well with a range of viscosities and are good at low fl ow rates. 
Typical fl uids using positive displacement meters are edible oils and 
sugar syrups. Turbine meters are more suitable for low viscosity fl uids 
such as milk, beer, and water. Their rotary motion is obtained by con-
version of the free stream energy. A turbine is installed so that it forms 
a helix, and every revolution of helix is equivalent to the length of the 
screw. Turbine meters should be installed away from upstream fi ttings. 
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    3.5.5        Glossary of Terms Important in 
Data Acquisition 

   Many of the following terms are encountered in experimental mea-
surements and data analysis. Brief defi nitions are provided so that 
these terms are correctly used in reporting results from experimental 
measurements. 

     Accuracy : The difference between an indicated and an actual value.  
     Drift: A change in the reading of an instrument of a fi xed variable 

over time.  
     Error Signal: The difference between the set point and the amplitude 

of measured value.  
     Hysteresis: The difference in readings obtained when an instrument 

approaches a signal from opposite directions.  
     Offset : A reading of instrument with zero input.  
     Precision : The limit within which a signal can be read.  
     Range: The lowest and highest value an instrument is designed to 

operate or that it can measure.  
     Repeatability: A measure of closeness of agreement between a 

number of readings taken consecutively of a variable.  
     Resolution: The smallest change in a variable to which the instrument 

will respond.  
     Sensitivity: A measure of change of output of an instrument for a 

change in the measured variable.      

    3.6        DYNAMIC RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
SENSORS 

   As we learned in the previous sections, a variety of sensors are used 
in control and measurement of variables in food processing. For 
example, a thermocouple, thermometer, or a thermistor is used for 
measuring temperature. Similarly, other properties such as pressure,
velocity, and density are frequently measured with appropriate sen-
sors. In selecting a sensor, a key criterion is its dynamic response. We 
will briefl y review the dynamic response characteristics of sensors. 

   The dynamic response characteristic of any sensor is measured by 
determining its time constant, which provides us with a measure of 
how fast or slow a given sensor responds to a change in input. For 
example, if we are measuring the temperature of a liquid food as it 
is being heated, we need to know how much time lag exists between 
the actual temperature of the liquid and the temperature indicated by 

3.6  Dynamic Response Characteristics of Sensors
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a sensor placed in the liquid food. If the liquid temperature is chang-
ing rather slowly, then this time lag may not be a major problem. 
But, if the liquid is heating rapidly, we should select a sensor that can 
respond without much lag time. Quantitatively, we describe this lag 
period by determining the  time constant  of the sensor. 

   The aforementioned terms “ rapid ”  and “ slow ”  in instrument response 
are subjective and are not very useful in selecting sensors. What we 
need is an objective method to determine whether a selected sensor 
will be suitable for a given job. For this purpose, we determine the 
time constant of a temperature sensor. Furthermore, the same meth-
odology may be used for other types of sensors, such as for measuring 
pressure, velocity, and mass. 

   The time constant is expressed in units of time, such as seconds. The 
time constant is a function of a given sensor. 

   To determine the time constant, note that the response of a given sensor 
to a sudden change in input is exponential. As shown in  Figure 3.30   ,
the temperature response of a thermometer follows an exponential plot 
when the surrounding temperature is suddenly changed from 0�C to 
25�C. The time constant, τ, is calculated using the following equation 
that describes such an exponential plot: 

T T T T� � �
�

u u )e
t
t( 0  (3.21)    

   where T is the sensor temperature (�C), T  u is the ambient tempera-
ture (�C), T  0 is the initial temperature (�C), t is time (s), and τ is time 
constant ( s ).   
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   ■   Figure 3.30          Exponential response of a 

temperature sensor.    
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   Rearranging Equation (3.21) 

  

T T

T T

tu

u

e t
�

�
� �

0  
 (3.22)      

   Taking natural logarithm of both sides, we get 

  
ln

T T

T T

tu

u t
�

�
� �

0     
(3.23)  

   Equation (3.23) is that of a straight line,  y       �       mx       �       c  where  y -ordinate is 

  
ln

T T

T T
u

u

�

� 0     

   and  x -axis is  t , and the time constant,   τ  , is obtained from the inverse 
of the negative slope.   

   Subtracting both left- and right-hand sides of Equation (3.22) from 1, 
we obtain 

  
1 1

0

�
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e t

  
(3.24)  

  

   Rearranging,   

  

T T

T T
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0

1
u

e τ

 
 (3.25)    

   Therefore, at time equal to one time constant, that is,  t       �        τ  ,   

  

T T

T T

�

�
� � � � � � �� �0

0

11 1 1 0 3679 0 6321
u

e e
τ
τ . .

    

   or   

  T T T T� � �0 00 6321. ( )u       

   This implies that at a time equal to one time constant, the tem-
perature of the sensor would have increased by 63.21% of the step 
t emperature change,  T u      �       T  0 . Example 3.10 illustrates how the time 
constant is obtained from experimental data.

3.6  Dynamic Response Characteristics of Sensors
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   An experiment was conducted to measure the time constant of a bimetal-
lic sensor. The sensor was initially equilibrated in ice water. The experiment 
began by removing the sensor from ice water. Any residual water from the 
sensor was quickly wiped and it was held in a room with an ambient tem-
perature of 23°C. The following data on temperature vs time were obtained 
at 20       s intervals. Using these data, estimate the time constant.

          
   Time (s)  Temperature (°C) 

   0  0 
   20  7 
   40  10 
   60  13 
   80  14.5 

   100  16.5 
   120  18.5 
   140  19.5 
   160  21 
   180  22 

    Given 

        Initial temperature,  T  0       �      0°C  

    Ambient temperature,  T  u       �      23°C     

    Approach 

   We will use a spreadsheet to solve this problem. Equation (3.23) will be programmed 

and the slope of a straight line will give the time constant value.  

    Solution 

        1.     Program a spreadsheet as shown in Figure E3.4.    

    2.     Create a plot between  ln
( )

( )

T T

T T

u

u

�

� 0   

 and time.  

    3.     Use trend line feature to calculate slope. As shown in the fi gure, the slope is    
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    4.     The time constant of the given bimetallic sensor is 67.11       s.           

        Example 3.10      
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    PROBLEMS 

        3.1   Compute the energy requirements to convert 50�C water to 
superheated steam at 170�C when the pressure is 210.82     kPa.  

    3.2   Determine the quality of steam at 169.06     kPa when 270     kJ/kg 
of energy are lost from saturated steam. What is the steam 
temperature?  

    3.3   Calculate the amount of energy (kJ/kg) required to convert 
saturated water at 150     kPa to superheated steam at 170�C and 
at the same pressure.  

    3.4   Determine the quality of steam at 143.27     kPa after a loss of 
270     kJ/kg from the saturated steam conditions. What is the 
steam temperature?  

    3.5   A fruit juice is being heated in an indirect heat exchanger 
using steam as a heating medium. The product fl ows 
through the heat exchanger at a rate of 1500     kg/h and the 
inlet temperature is 20�C. Determine the quantity of steam 

 Problems 

   ■   Figure E3.4          Spreadsheet for calculating 

time constant for data given in Example 3.10.    
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required to heat the product to 100�C when only latent heat of 
vaporization (2200     kJ/kg) is used for heating. The specifi c heat 
of the product is 4     kJ/(kg �C).    

    3.6   A pudding mix is being formulated to achieve a total solids 
content of 20% in the fi nal product. The initial product has a 
temperature of 60�C and is preheated to 90�C by direct steam 
injection using saturated steam at 105�C. If there is no 
additional gain or loss of moisture from the product, what is 
the total solids content of the initial product?    

    *3.7   Steam with 80% quality is being used to heat a 40% total 
solids tomato purée as it fl ows through a steam injection heater 
at a rate of 400     kg/h. The steam is generated at 169.06     kPa 
and is fl owing to the heater at a rate of 50     kg/h. Assume that 
the heat exchanger effi ciency is 85%. If the specifi c heat of 
the product is 3.2     kJ/(kg K), determine the temperature of the 
product leaving the heater when the initial temperature is 
50�C. Determine the total solids content of the product after 
heating. Assume the specifi c heat of the purée is not infl u-
enced by the heating process.             

    3.8   Natural gas combustion is being used for steam generation 
and 5% excess air is incorporated into the combustion. Esti-
mate the composition of the fl ue gas and compute the percent 
thermal energy loss if the fl ue gas temperature is 20 �C.  

    3.9   An electrical circuit includes a voltage source and two resistances 
(50 and 75  Ω) in parallel. Determine the voltage source required 
to provide 1.6    A of current fl ow through the 75  Ω resistance and 
compute current fl ow through the 50  Ω resistance.    

    *3.10   The manufacturing of pie fi lling involves blending of con-
centrated product with liquid sugar and heating by steam 
injection. The product being manufactured will contain 25% 
product solids and 15% sugar solids and will be heated to 
115°C. The process has input streams of concentrated product 
with 40% product solids at 40 �C and 10    kg/s and liquid sugar 
with 60% sugar solids at 50 �C. Heating is accomplished 
using steam at 198.53    kPa. The concentrated product entering 
the process and the fi nal product have specifi c heats of 
3.6    kJ/(kg �C), whereas the liquid sugar has a specifi c heat of 
3.8   kJ/(kg �C). Determine (a) the rate of product manufacturing; 

*Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving.
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(b) the fl ow rate of liquid sugar into the process; (c) the steam 
requirements for the process; and (d) the quality of steam 
required for the process.    

    *3.11    Balan et al. (1991)  present an empirical equation for the 
enthalpy of saturated steam vapor:    

H T x Tg � � � �

�

�484 836273 3 741550922 1 3426566 10

97 21546936 6

3 2. . .

. ( 447 3 1 435427715 1 00851 2. ) . ( . )� �T T/
     

  The enthalpy is in (kJ/kg) and the temperature, T, is in 
degrees K. 

  Write a MATLAB ®  script to compare the results predicted by 
this equation to those for saturated steam from a set of steam 
tables (see Table A.4.2). 

    3.12    Irvine and Liley (1984)  present equations for the estimation 
of vapor enthalpy, Hv, of saturated steam given the tempera-
ture in degrees K, Tsat.    
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Y
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H
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v CR kJ/kg2099 3.

     

T
T T

T
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CR sat

CR
CR K�

�
� 647 3.

    

          
     273.16      �      T  �  647.3       K 

   A  1.0 
   B  0.457874342 
   C  5.08441288 
   D   � 1.48513244 
   E(1)   � 4.81351884 
   E(2)  2.69411792 
   E(3)   � 7.39064542 
   E(4)  10.4961689 
   E(5)   � 5.46840036 
   E(6)  0.0 
   E(7)  0.0 
   H v CR   2099.3 

 Problems 

*Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving.
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  Write a MATLAB ®  script to evaluate the enthalpy and compare 
them to values given in saturated steam tables such as in 
Table A.4.2. 

    *3.13    Irvine and Liley (1984)  present equations for the estimation 
of liquid enthalpy, Hc, of saturated steam given the tempera-
ture in degrees K, Tsat.    

Y A BT CT DT E N T
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   The parameter values (A, B, C, D, E(N)) vary with temperature.

              
     273.16      �      T     ,      300       K  300      �      T      ,      600       K  600      �      T  �  647.3       K 

   A  0.0  0.8839230108  1.0 
   B  0.0  0.0   � 0.441057805 
   C  0.0  0.0   � 5.52255517 
   D  0.0  0.0  6.43994847 
   E(1)  624.698837   � 2.67172935   � 1.64578795 
   E(2)   � 2343.85369  6.22640035   � 1.30574143 
   E(3)   � 9508.12101   � 13.1789573  0.0 
   E(4)  71628.7928   � 1.91322436  0.0 
   E(5)   � 163535.221  68.7937653  0.0 
   E(6)  166531.093   � 124.819906  0.0 
   E(7)   � 64785.4585  72.1435404  0.0 
   H f CR   2099.3  2099.3  2099.3 

   Write a MATLAB ® script to evaluate the enthalpy and com-
pare results to values given in saturated steam tables such as in 
Table A.4.2. 

     LIST OF SYMBOLS 

    c     actuating output of a controller  
cp    specifi c heat (kJ/[kg K])  
    c  s     bias signal        
    CU     coeffi cient of utilization  

*Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving.
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    D     diameter (m)  
    Δ  P     pressure drop (Pa)  
    �     difference between set point and measured value  
    �     surface roughness factor (m) in Example 3.4  
    E  v     voltage (V)  
    f     friction factor  
    G  d     differential gain  
    G  i     integral gain  
    G  p     proportional gain  
    h     height, (m)  
    H     enthalpy (kJ/kg)  
    H  evap     latent heat of evaporation (kJ/kg)  
    I     current (A)  
    L     length (m)  
    L  e     equivalent length (m)  
    LLF     light loss factor  
    �m       mass fl ow rate 
    μ     viscosity (Pa s)  
    N  Re     Reynolds number, dimensionless  
    P     pressure (Pa)  
    q     heat transfer rate (kJ/s)  
    Q     heat energy, (kJ)  
    ρ     density  
    R  E     electrical resistance ( Ω )  
    R  e     equivalent electrical resistance ( Ω )  
    s     entropy (kJ/[kg K])  
    T     temperature (°C or K)  
    u        average fl uid velocity (m/s)  
    V  
     specifi c volume (m 3 /kg)  
    x  s     steam quality  

   Subscripts: c, liquid/condensate; e, exit; v, vapor; i, initial or inlet; o, outer; 
s, steam.  
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   The most common processes found in a food processing plant 
involve heating and cooling of foods. In the modern industrialized 
food industry, we commonly fi nd unit operations such as refrigera-
tion, freezing, thermal sterilization, drying, and evaporation. These 
unit operations involve the transfer of heat between a product and 
some heating or cooling medium. Heating and cooling of food prod-
ucts is necessary to prevent microbial and enzymatic degradation. 
In addition, desired sensorial properties—color, fl avor, texture—are 
imparted to foods when they are heated or cooled. 

   The study of heat transfer is important because it provides a basis for 
understanding how various food processes operate. In this chapter, we 
will study the fundamentals of heat transfer and learn how they are 
related to the design and operation of food processing equipment. 

   We will begin by studying heat-exchange equipment. We will observe 
that there is a wide variety of heat-exchange equipment available for 
food applications. This description will identify the need to study 
properties of foods that affect the design and operation of heat 
exchangers. Thereafter, we will examine various approaches to obtain-
ing thermal properties of foods. We will consider basic modes of 
heat transfer such as conduction, convection, and radiation. Simple 
mathematical equations will be developed to allow prediction of heat 
transfer in solid as well as liquid foods. These mathematical equa-
tions will provide us with suffi cient tools to design and evaluate the 
performance of simple heat exchangers. Next, we will consider more 
complicated situations arising from heat transfer under unsteady-state 
conditions, when temperature changes with time. A good understand-
ing of the various concepts presented in this chapter is important,
since they will be the basis for topics in the following chapters. 

                                                                                      Heat Transfer in Food Processing  

  4 Chapter

   All icons in this chapter refer to 
the author’s web site, which is 
independently owned and 
operated. Academic Press is not 
responsible for the content or 
operation of the author’s web site. 
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comments and questions to the 
author: Professor R. Paul Singh, 
Department of Biological and 
Agricultural Engineering, 
University of California, Davis, 
CA 95616, USA. 
   Email: rps@rpaulsingh.com. 
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    4.1        SYSTEMS FOR HEATING AND COOLING 
FOOD PRODUCTS 

   In a food processing plant, heating and cooling of foods is conducted 
in equipment called heat exchangers. As shown in  Figure 4.1   , heat 
exchangers can be broadly classifi ed into noncontact and contact types. 
As the name implies, in noncontact-type heat exchangers, the product 
and heating or cooling medium are kept physically separated, usually 
by a thin wall. On the other hand, in contact-type heat exchangers,
there is direct physical contact between the product and the heating or 
cooling streams. 

   For example, in a steam-injection system, steam is directly injected 
into the product to be heated. In a plate heat exchanger, a thin metal 
plate separates the product stream from the heating or cooling stream 
while allowing heat transfer to take place without mixing. We will dis-
cuss some of the commonly used heat exchangers in the food industry 
in the following subsections. 

    4.1.1       Plate Heat Exchanger 

   The plate heat exchanger invented more than 70 years ago has found 
wide application in the dairy and food beverage industry. A schematic 
of a plate heat exchanger is shown in  Figure 4.2   . This heat exchanger 
consists of a series of parallel, closely spaced stainless-steel plates 
pressed in a frame. Gaskets, made of natural or synthetic rubber, seal 
the plate edges and ports to prevent intermixing of liquids. These 
gaskets help to direct the heating or cooling and the product streams 

Heat
exchangers

Noncontact
type

Contact
type

Scraped
surface

Shell and 
tube

Tubular Plate Steam
infusion

Steam
injection

   ■   Figure 4.1          Classifi cation of commonly 

used heat exchangers.    
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into the respective alternate gaps. The direction of the product stream 
versus the heating/cooling stream can be either parallel fl ow (same 
direction) or counterfl ow (opposite direction) to each other. We will 
discuss the infl uence of fl ow direction on the performance of the heat 
exchanger later in Section 4.4.7. 

   The plates used in the plate heat exchanger are constructed from stain-
less steel: Special patterns are pressed on the plates to cause increased 
turbulence in the product stream, thus achieving better heat transfer. 
An example of such a pattern is a shallow herringbone-ribbed design,
as shown in  Figure 4.3   . 

   Plate heat exchangers are suitable for low-viscosity ( � 5    Pa s) liquid 
foods. If suspended solids are present, the equivalent diameter of the 
particulates should be less than 0.3    cm. Larger particulates can bridge 
across the plate contact points and  “ burn on ”  in the heating section. 

   In industrial-size plate heat exchangers, product fl ow rates from 5000 
to 20,000    kg/h often are obtained. When using plate heat exchangers,

(a)

Product
Media(b)

   ■   Figure 4.2          (a) Plate heat exchanger. 

(b) Schematic view of fl uid fl ow between plates. 

(Courtesy of Cherry-Burrell Corporation)      

w
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care should be taken to minimize the deposition of solid food mate-
rial such as milk proteins on the surface of the plates. This deposi-
tion, also called fouling, will decrease the heat transfer rate from the 
heating medium to the product; in addition, the pressure drop will 
increase over a period of time. Eventually, the process is stopped and 
the plates are cleaned. For dairy products, which require ultra-high-
temperature applications, the process time is often limited to 3 to 4    h.
Plate heat exchangers offer the following advantages: 

      ■    The maintenance of these heat exchangers is simple, and they can 
be easily and quickly dismantled for product surface inspection. 

      ■    The plate heat exchangers have a sanitary design for food 
applications.  

      ■    Their capacity can easily be increased by adding more plates to 
the frame.  

      ■    With plate heat exchangers, we can heat or cool product to 
within 1°C of the adjacent media temperature, with less capital 
investment than other noncontact-type heat exchangers.  

      ■    Plate heat exchangers offer opportunities for energy conserva-
tion by regeneration.    

   As shown in a simple schematic in  Figure 4.4   , a liquid food is heated 
to pasteurization or other desired temperature in the heating section; 
the heated fl uid then surrenders part of its heat to the incoming raw 
fl uid in the regeneration section. The cold stream is heated to a tem-
perature where it requires little additional energy to bring it up to the 
desired temperature. For regeneration, additional plates are required; 
however, the additional capital cost may be recovered quickly by low-
ered operating costs. 

   ■   Figure 4.3          Patterns pressed on plates used on 

a plate heat exchanger. (Courtesy of Cherry-Burrell 

Corporation)    
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   An actual two-way regeneration process is shown in  Figure 4.5    for 
pasteurizing grape juice. After the  “ starter ”  juice has been heated to 
88°C (at location A), it is passed through a holding loop and into 
the regenerative section (entering at location B). In this section, the 
juice releases its heat to incoming raw juice entering (at location C) 
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Chilled water
Well water
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   ■   Figure 4.4          A fi ve-stage plate pasteurizer 

for processing milk. (Reprinted with permission 

of Alfa-Laval AB, Tumba, Sweden, and Alfa-

Laval, Inc., Fort Lee, New Jersey)    
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   ■   Figure 4.5          A two-way regeneration 

system used in processing grape juice. (Courtesy 

of APV Equipment, Inc.)    
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into the exchanger at 38°C. The temperature of raw juice increases to 
73°C (at location D), and the “ starter ”  juice temperature decreases to 
53°C (at location E). In this example, the regeneration is [(73   �    38)/
(88    �    38)]    �      100 or 70%, since the incoming raw juice was heated to 
70% of its eventual pasteurization temperature without the use of an 
external heating medium. The juice heated to 73°C passes through 
the heating section, where its temperature is raised to 88°C by using 
93°C hot water as the heating medium. The heated juice is then 
pumped to the regeneration section, where it preheats the incom-
ing raw juice, and the cycle continues. The cooling of hot pasteurized 
juice is accomplished by using city water, chilled water, or recirculated 
glycol. It should be noted that, in this example, less heat needs to be 
removed from the pasteurized juice, thus decreasing the cooling load 
by the regeneration process.  

    4.1.2       Tubular Heat Exchanger 

   The simplest noncontact-type heat exchanger is a double-pipe heat 
exchanger, consisting of a pipe located concentrically inside another 
pipe. The two fl uid streams fl ow in the annular space and in the inner 
pipe, respectively. 

   The streams may fl ow in the same direction (parallel fl ow) or in the 
opposite direction (counterfl ow).  Figure 4.6    is a schematic diagram of 
a counterfl ow double-pipe heat exchanger. 

   A slight variation of a double-pipe heat exchanger is a triple-tube 
heat exchanger, shown in  Figure 4.7   . In this type of heat exchanger,
product fl ows in the inner annular space, whereas the heating/
cooling medium fl ows in the inner tube and outer annular space. The 
innermost tube may contain specially designed obstructions to create 

Fluid A in

Fluid B
in

Fluid A out

Fluid B
out

Annular space

   ■   Figure 4.6          Schematic illustration of a 

tubular heat exchanger.    

w
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turbulence and better heat transfer. Some specifi c industrial applica-
tions of triple-tube heat exchangers include heating single-strength 
orange juice from 4 to 93°C and then cooling to 4°C; cooling cottage 
cheese wash water from 46 to 18°C with chilled water; and cooling 
ice cream mix from 12 to 0.5°C with ammonia. 

   Another common type of heat exchanger used in the food industry 
is a shell-and-tube heat exchanger for such applications as heating 
liquid foods in evaporation systems. As shown in  Figure 4.8   , one of 
the fl uid streams fl ows inside the tube while the other fl uid stream 
is pumped over the tubes through the shell. By maintaining the fl uid 
stream in the shell side to fl ow over the tubes, rather than parallel to 
the tubes, we can achieve higher rates of heat transfer. Baffl es located 
in the shell side allow the cross-fl ow pattern. One or more tube passes 
can be accomplished, depending on the design. The shell-and-tube 
heat exchangers shown in  Figure 4.8  are one shell pass with two tube 
passes, and two shell passes with four tube passes.  

    4.1.3       Scraped-Surface Heat Exchanger 

   In conventional types of tubular heat exchangers, heat transfer to a 
fl uid stream is affected by hydraulic drag and heat resistance due to 
fi lm buildup or fouling on the tube wall. This heat resistance can be 
minimized if the inside surface of the tube wall is scraped continu-
ously by some mechanical means. The scraping action allows rapid 
heat transfer to a relatively small product volume. A scraped-surface 
heat exchanger, used in food processing, is shown schematically in 
 Figure 4.9   . 

Heating or
cooling fluid

Heating or
cooling fluid

ProductHeating or
cooling fluid

   ■   Figure 4.7          Schematic illustration of a 

triple-tube heat exchanger. (Courtesy of Paul 

Mueller Co.)    

w
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Shell fluid
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Two-shell passes and 4, 8, 12 ... tube passes

   ■   Figure 4.8          A shell-and-tube heat 

exchanger.    
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   ■   Figure 4.9          A scraped-surface heat 
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   The food contact areas of a scraped-surface cylinder are fabricated 
from stainless steel (type 316), pure nickel, hard chromium-plated 
nickel, or other corrosion-resistant material. The inside rotor con-
tains blades that are covered with plastic laminate or molded plastic 
(Fig. 4.9 ). The rotor speed varies between 150 and 500    rpm. Although 
higher rotation speed allows better heat transfer, it may affect the 
quality of the processed product by possible maceration. Thus, we 
must carefully select the rotor speed and the annular space between 
the rotor and the cylinder for the product being processed. 

   As seen in  Figure 4.9 , the cylinder containing the product and the 
rotor is enclosed in an outside jacket. The heating/cooling medium is 
supplied to this outside jacket. Commonly used media include steam,
hot water, brine, or a refrigerant. Typical temperatures used for pro-
cessing products in scraped-surface heat exchangers range from � 35 
to 190°C. 

   The constant blending action accomplished in the scraped-surface 
heat exchanger is often desirable to enhance the uniformity of prod-
uct fl avor, color, aroma, and textural characteristics. In the food pro-
cessing industry, the applications of scraped-surface heat exchangers 
include heating, pasteurizing, sterilizing, whipping, gelling, emulsify-
ing, plasticizing, and crystallizing. Liquids with a wide range of vis-
cosities that can be pumped are processed in these heat exchangers; 
examples include fruit juices, soups, citrus concentrate, peanut butter,
baked beans, tomato paste, and pie fi llings. 

    4.1.4       Steam-Infusion Heat Exchanger 

   A steam-infusion heat exchanger provides a direct contact between 
steam and the product. As shown in  Figure 4.10   , product in liquid 
state is pumped to the top of the heat exchanger and then allowed to 
fl ow in thin sheets in the heating chamber. The viscosity of the liquid 
determines the size of the spreaders. Products containing particulates,
such as diced vegetables, meat chunks, and rice, can be handled by 
specially designed spreaders. High rates of heat transfer are achieved 
when steam contacts tiny droplets of the food. The temperature of 
the product rises very rapidly due to steam condensation. The heated 
products with condensed steam are released from the chamber at the 
bottom. A specifi c amount of liquid is retained in the bottom of the 
chamber to achieve desired cooking. 

   The temperature difference of the product between the inlet and the 
outlet to the heating chamber may be as low as 5.5°C, such as for 

Product
out

Steam

Product in

   ■   Figure 4.10          A steam-infusion heat 

exchanger. (Courtesy of CREPACO, Inc.)    
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deodorizing milk (76.7 to 82.2°C), or as high as 96.7°C, such as for 
sterilizing puddings for aseptic packaging (48.9 to 145.6°C). 

   The water added to the product due to steam condensation is some-
times desirable, particularly if the overall process requires addition of 
water. Otherwise, the added water of condensation can be  “fl ashed 
off ”  by pumping the heated liquid into a vacuum cooling system. The 
amount of water added due to condensation can be computed by mea-
suring the temperature of the product fed to the heat exchanger and 
the temperature of the product discharged from the vacuum cooler. 

   This type of heat exchanger has applications in cooking and/or steril-
izing a wide variety of products, such as concentrated soups, chocolate,
processed cheese, ice cream mixes, puddings, fruit pie fi llings, and milk. 

    4.1.5       Epilogue 

   In the preceding subsections, we discussed several types of commonly 
used heat exchangers. It should be evident that a basic understanding 
of the mechanisms of heat transfer, both in the food and the materi-
als used in construction of the food processing equipment, is neces-
sary before we can design or evaluate any heat exchange equipment. 
A wide variety of food products is processed using heat exchangers. 
These products present unique and often complex problems related 
to heat transfer. In the following sections, we will develop quantita-
tive descriptions emphasizing the following: 

    1.    Thermal properties. Properties such as specifi c heat, thermal con-
ductivity, and thermal diffusivity of food and equipment mate-
rials (such as metals) play an important role in determining 
the rate of heat transfer.  

    2.    Mode of heat transfer. A mathematical description of the actual 
mode of heat transfer, such as conduction, convection, and/or 
radiation is necessary to determine quantities, such as total 
amount of heat transferred from heating or cooling medium to 
the product.  

    3.    Steady-state and unsteady-state heat transfer. Calculation pro-
cedures are needed to examine both the unsteady-state and 
steady-state phases of heat transfer.    

   We will develop an analytical approach for cases involving simple 
heat transfer. For more complex treatment of heat transfer, such as for 
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non-Newtonian liquids, the textbook by  Heldman and Singh (1981) 
is recommended.   

    4.2       THERMAL PROPERTIES OF FOODS 

    4.2.1       Specifi c Heat 

   Specifi c heat is the quantity of heat that is gained or lost by a unit 
mass of product to accomplish a unit change in temperature, without 
a change in state: 

c
Q

m Tp �
( )Δ

(4.1)    

   where Q is heat gained or lost (kJ), m is mass (kg), Δ  T is temperature 
change in the material (°C), and c  p  is specifi c heat (kJ/[kg°C]).   

   Specifi c heat is an essential part of the thermal analysis of food pro-
cessing or of the equipment used in heating or cooling of foods. With 
food materials, this property is a function of the various components 
that constitute a food, its moisture content, temperature, and pressure. 
The specifi c heat of a food increases as the product moisture content 
increases. For a gas, the specifi c heat at constant pressure, c  p, is greater 
than its specifi c heat at constant volume, c  v. In most food processing 
applications, we use specifi c heat at constant pressure  c  p, since pres-
sure is generally kept constant except in high-pressure processing. 

   For processes where a change of state takes place, such as freezing 
or thawing, an apparent specifi c heat is used. Apparent specifi c heat 
incorporates the heat involved in the change of state in addition to 
the sensible heat. 

   In designing food processes and processing equipment, we need numer-
ical values for the specifi c heat of the food and materials to be used. 
There are two ways to obtain such values. Published data are available 
that provide values of specifi c heat for some food and nonfood materi-
als, such as given in Tables A.2.1, A.3.1, and A.3.2 (in the appendix). 
Comprehensive databases are also available to obtain published values 
( Singh, 1994 ). Another way to obtain a specifi c heat value is to use a 
predictive equation. The predictive equations are empirical expres-
sions, obtained by fi tting experimental data into mathematical models. 
Typically these mathematical models are based on one or more con-
stituents of the food. Since water is a major component of many foods,
a number of models are expressed as a function of water content. 

4.2  Thermal Properties of Foods
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   One of the earliest models to calculate specifi c heat was proposed by 
 Siebel (1892)  as,

c Xp w� �0 837 3 349. . (4.2)    

   where X  w is the water content expressed as a fraction. This model does 
not show the effect of temperature or other components of a food 
product. The infl uence of product components was expressed in an 
empirical equation proposed by  Charm (1978)  as   

c X X Xp f s w� � �2 093 1 256 4 187. . . (4.3)    

   where X is the mass fraction; and subscripts f is fat, s is nonfat solids,
and w is water. Note that in Equation (4.3), the coeffi cients of each 
term on the right-hand side are specifi c heat values of the respective 
food constituents. For example, 4.187 is the specifi c heat of water at 
70°C, and 2.093 is the specifi c heat of liquid fat.   

    Heldman and Singh (1981)  proposed the following expression based 
on the components of a food product: 

c X X X X Xp h p f a w� � � � �1 424 1 549 1 675 0 837 4 187. . . . . (4.4)    

   where X is the mass fraction; the subscripts on the right-hand side are 
h, carbohydrate; p, protein; f, fat; a, ash; and w, moisture.   

   Note that these equations do not include a dependence on tempera-
ture. However, for processes where temperature changes, we must use 
predictive models of specifi c heat that include temperature depen-
dence.  Choi and Okos (1986)  presented a comprehensive model to 
predict specifi c heat based on composition and temperature. Their 
model is as follows: 

c c Xi
i

n

ip p�
�1
∑ (4.5)    

   where X  i is the fraction of the ith component, n is the total number 
of components in a food, and c  pi is the specifi c heat of the  ith compo-
nent. Table A.2.9 gives the specifi c heat of pure food components as 
a function of temperature. The coeffi cients in this table may be pro-
grammed in a spreadsheet for predicting specifi c heat at any desired 
temperature, as illustrated in Example 4.1.   
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   The units for specifi c heat are 

cp
kJ

kg K
�

    

   Note that these units are equivalent to kJ/(kg°C), since 1° tempera-
ture change  is the same in Celsius or Kelvin scale.   

   Food composition values may be obtained from  Agriculture Handbook 
No. 8 (Watt and Merrill, 1975). Values for selected foods are given in 
Table A.2.8.

        Example 4.1         Predict the specifi c heat for a model food with the following composition: 
carbohydrate 40%, protein 20%, fat 10%, ash 5%, moisture 25%. 

    Given 

         X  h       �      0.4  X  p       �      0.2  X  f       �      0.1  X  a       �      0.05  X  m       �      0.25     

    Approach 

   Since the product composition is given, Equation (4.4) will be used to predict specifi c 

heat. Furthermore, we will program a spreadsheet with Equation (4.5) to determine 

a value for specifi c heat.  

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

A B C D E F G H I

Temperature (°C) 20
Water 0.25
Protein 0.2
Fat 0.1
Carbohydrate 0.4
Fiber 0
Ash 0.05

Coefficients
Water 4.1766
Protein 2.0319
Fat 2.0117
Carbohydrate 1.5857
Fiber 1.8807
Ash 1.1289

Eq(4.5)
Water 1.044
Protein 0.406
Fat 0.201
Carbohydrate 0.634
Fiber 0.000
Ash 0.056
Result 2.342

�4.1762�0.000090864*$B$1�0.0000054731*$B$1^2
�2.0082�0.0012089*$B$1�0.0000013129*$B$1^2
�1.9842�0.0014733*$B$1�0.0000048008*$B$1^2
�1.5488�0.0019625*$B$1�0.0000059399*$B$1^2
�1.8459�0.0018306*$B$1�0.0000046509*$B$1^2
�1.0926�0.0018896*$B$1�0.0000036817*$B$1^2

�B2*B10
�B3*B11
�B4*B12
�B5*B13
�B6*B14
�B7*B15
�SUM(B18:B23)

   ■   Figure E4.1          Spreadsheet for data given in Example 4.1.    

4.2  Thermal Properties of Foods
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    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (4.4)    

cp � � � � � �

� � �

( . . ) ( . . ) ( . . )

( . . ) ( .

1 424 0 4 1 549 0 2 1 675 0 1

0 837 0 05 4 187 ��

� �

0 25

2 14

. )

. ( )kJ/ kg C      

    2.     We can program a spreadsheet using Equation (4.5) with coeffi  cients given in 

Table A.2.9 as shown in  Figure E4.1   .  

    3.     Specifi c heat predicted using Equation (4.4) is 2.14       kJ/(kg �C) whereas using 

Equation (4.5) is slightly diff erent as 2.34       kJ/(kg °C). Equation (4.5) is preferred 

since it incorporates information about the temperature.           

    4.2.2       Thermal Conductivity 

   The thermal conductivity of a food is an important property used in 
calculations involving rate of heat transfer. In quantitative terms, this 
property gives the amount of heat that will be conducted per unit 
time through a unit thickness of the material if a unit temperature 
gradient exists across that thickness. 

   In SI units, thermal conductivity is 

k � �
J

s m C
W

m C� �
(4.6)    

   Note that W/(m°C) is same as W/(m K).   

   There is wide variability in the magnitude of thermal conductivity val-
ues for commonly encountered materials. For example: 

      ■    Metals: 50     �     400    W/(m �C)  
      ■    Alloys: 10     �     120     W/(m �C)  
      ■    Water: 0.597     W/(m �C) (at 20�C)  
      ■    Air: 0.0251     W/(m �C) (at 20�C)  
      ■    Insulating materials: 0.035     �     0.173     W/(m �C)    

   Most high-moisture foods have thermal conductivity values closer to 
that of water. On the other hand, the thermal conductivity of dried,
porous foods is infl uenced by the presence of air with its low value. 
Tables A.2.2, A.3.1, and A.3.2 show thermal conductivity values 
obtained numerically for a number of food and nonfood materials. 
In addition to the tabulated values, empirical predictive equations are 
useful in process calculations where temperature may be changing. 
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   For fruits and vegetables with a water content greater than 60%, the 
following equation has been proposed ( Sweat, 1974 ): 

k X� �0 148 0 493. . w (4.7)    

   where k is thermal conductivity (W/[m�C]), and X  w is water content 
expressed as a fraction. For meats and fi sh, temperature 0–60�C, water 
content 60–80%, wet basis, Sweat (1975)  proposed the following 
equation:   

k X� �0 08 0 52. . w (4.8)      

   Another empirical equation developed by  Sweat (1986)  is to fi t a set 
of 430 data points for solid and liquid foods, as follows: 

k X X X X X� � � � �0 25 0 155 0 16 0 135 0 58. . . . .h p f a w (4.9)    

   where X is the mass fraction, and subscript h is carbohydrate, p is 
protein, f is fat, a is ash, and w is water.   

   The coeffi cients in Equation (4.9) are thermal conductivity values 
of the pure component. Note that the thermal conductivity of pure 
water at 25°C is 0.606    W/(m°C). The coeffi cient of 0.58 in Equation 
(4.9) indicates that there is either a bias in the data set used for regres-
sion, or the effective thermal conductivity of water in a food is differ-
ent from that of pure water. 

   Equations (4.7) to (4.9) are simple expressions to calculate the ther-
mal conductivity of foods, however they do not include the infl uence 
of temperature.  Choi and Okos (1986)  gave the following expression 
that includes the infl uence of product composition and temperature: 

k k Yi i
i

n

�
�1
∑ (4.10)    

   where a food material has n components, ki is the thermal conductiv-
ity of the ith component, Yi is the volume fraction of the  ith compo-
nent, obtained as follows:   

Y
X

X
i

i i

i i
i

n�

�

/

/

ρ

ρ( )
1

∑
(4.11)    

   where Xi is the weight fraction and  ρ  i is the density (kg/m 3) of the i th 
component.   

4.2  Thermal Properties of Foods
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   The coeffi cients for  ki for pure components are listed in Table A.2.9. 
They may be programmed into a spreadsheet, as illustrated later in 
Example 4.2. 

   For the additive models, Equations (4.10) and (4.11), the food com-
position values may be obtained from Table A.2.8. These equations 
predict thermal conductivity of foods within 15% of experimental 
values. 

   In the case of anisotropic foods, the properties of the material are 
direction dependent. For example, the presence of fi bers in beef 
results in different values of thermal conductivity when measured 
parallel to the fi bers (0.476    W/[m °C]) versus perpendicular to them 
(0.431    W/[m °C]). Mathematical models to predict the thermal con-
ductivity of anisotropic foods are discussed in  Heldman and Singh 
(1981) .  

    4.2.3       Thermal Diff usivity 

   Thermal diffusivity, a ratio involving thermal conductivity, density,
and specifi c heat, is given as,

α
ρ

�
k

cp

(4.12)      

   The units of thermal diffusivity are 

α �
m

s

2

   

   Thermal diffusivity may be calculated by substituting values of 
thermal conductivity, density, and specifi c heat in Equation (4.12). 
Table A.2.3 gives some experimentally determined values of thermal 
diffusivity.  Choi and Okos (1986)  provided the following predic-
tive equation, obtained by substituting the values of  k, ρ, and c  p in 
Equation (4.12): 

α α�
�

i i
i

n

X
1

∑ (4.13)    

   where n is the number of components , α  i is the thermal diffusivity of 
the ith component, and X  i is the mass fraction of each component. 
The values of  α  i  are obtained from Table A.2.9.
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   Estimate the thermal conductivity of hamburger beef that contains 68.3% 
water. 

    Given 

         X  m       �      0.683     

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (4.8), which is recommended for meats. We will also program a 

spreadsheet using Equations (4.10) and (4.11) at 20°C to calculate thermal conductivity.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (4.8)    

k � � �

� �

0.08 (0.52 0.683)

0.435 W/(m C)       

    2.     Next we will program a spreadsheet as shown in  Figure E4.2    using the com-

position of hamburger beef from Table A.2.8 and coeffi  cients of Equations 

(4.10) and (4.11) given in Table A.2.9. We will use a temperature of 20°C.  

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

A B C D E F G H I

Given

Temperature (C) 20

W ater 0.683

Protein 0.207

Fat 0.1

Carbohydrate 0

Fiber 0

Ash 0.01

density coeff Xi/ri Yi

W ater 995.739918 0.000686 0.717526

Protein 1319.532 0.000157 0.164102

Fat 917.2386 0.000109 0.114046

Carbohydrate 1592.8908 0.000000 0

Fiber 1304.1822 0.000000 0

Ash 2418.1874 0.000004 0.004326

sum 0.000956

k Coeff

W ater 0.6037 0.4331

Protein 0.2016 0.0331

Fat 0.1254 0.0143

Carbohydrate 0.2274 0.0000

Fiber 0.2070 0.0000

Ash 0.3565 0.0015

Result 0.4821

�997.18�0.0031439*$B$3�0.0037574*$B$3^2

�B4/B12

�C12/$C$18

�0.57109�0.0017625*$B$3�0.0000067036*$B$3^2

�B21*D12

   ■   Figure E4.2          Spreadsheet for data given in Example 4.2.    

          Example 4.2      

4.3  Modes of Heat Transfer
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    3.     The thermal conductivity predicted by Equation (4.8) is 0.435       W/(m °C), 
whereas using Equation (4.10) it is 0.4821       W/(m °C). Although Equation (4.8) is 

easier to use, it does not include the infl uence of temperature.            

    4.3       MODES OF HEAT TRANSFER 

   In Chapter 1, we reviewed various forms of energy, such as thermal,
potential, mechanical, kinetic, and electrical. Our focus in this chapter 
will be on thermal energy, commonly referred to as heat energy or heat 
content. As noted in Section 1.19, heat energy is simply the sensible 
and latent forms of internal energy. Recall that the heat content of an 
object such as a tomato is determined by its mass, specifi c heat, and 
temperature. The equation for calculating heat content is 

Q mc T� pΔ (4.14)    

   where m is mass (kg), c  p is specifi c heat at constant pressure (kJ/[kg K]),
and Δ  T is the temperature difference between the object and a refer-
ence temperature (°C). Heat content is always expressed relative to 
some other temperature (called a datum or reference temperature).   

   Although determining heat content is an important calculation, the 
knowledge of how heat may  transfer from one object to another or 
within an object is of even greater practical value. For example, to 
thermally sterilize tomato juice, we raise its heat content by transfer-
ring heat from some heating medium such as steam into the juice. 
In order to design the sterilization equipment, we need to know how 
much heat is necessary to raise the temperature of tomato juice from 
the initial to the fi nal sterilization temperature using Equation (4.14). 
Furthermore, we need to know the rate at which heat will transfer 
from steam into the juice fi rst passing through the walls of the steril-
izer. Therefore, our concerns in heating calculations are twofold: the 
quantity of heat transferred, Q, expressed in the units of joule (J); and 
the rate of heat transfer, q, expressed as joule/s (J/s) or watt (W). 

   We will fi rst review some highlights of the three common modes of 
heat transfer—conduction, convection, and radiation—and then 
examine selected topics of rates of heat transfer important in the 
design and analysis of food processes. 

    4.3.1       Conductive Heat Transfer 

   Conduction is the mode of heat transfer in which the transfer of energy 
takes place at a molecular level. There are two commonly accepted 
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theories that describe conductive heat transfer. According to one the-
ory, as molecules of a solid material attain additional thermal energy,
they become more energetic and vibrate with increased amplitude of 
vibration while confi ned in their lattice. These vibrations are transmit-
ted from one molecule to another without actual translatory motion 
of the molecules. Heat is thus conducted from regions of higher tem-
perature to those at lower temperature. The second theory states that 
conduction occurs at a molecular level due to the drift of free electrons. 
These free electrons are prevalent in metals, and they carry thermal and 
electrical energy. For this reason, good conductors of electricity such as 
silver and copper are also good conductors of thermal energy. 

   Note that in conductive mode, there is no physical movement of the 
object undergoing heat transfer. Conduction is the common mode of 
heat transfer in heating/cooling of opaque solid materials. 

   From everyday experience, we know that on a hot day, heat transfer 
from the outside to the inside through the wall of a room ( Fig. 4.11   ) 
depends on the surface area of the wall (a wall with larger surface area 
will conduct more heat), the thermal properties of construction mate-
rials (steel will conduct more heat than brick), wall thickness (more 
heat transfer through a thin wall than thick), and temperature differ-
ence (more heat transfer will occur when the outside temperature is 
much hotter than the inside room temperature). In other words, the 
rate of heat transfer through the wall may be expressed as 

q 	
( )( )

(
wall surface area temperature difference

wall thicknesss)
(4.15)    

Wall cross-section

Wall thickness

Length

Height

To

Ti

Heat transfer

Outside

Inside

Temperature
difference

Wall surface
area � Length �
Height

Ti

   ■   Figure 4.11          Conductive heat fl ow in 

a wall.    

4.3  Modes of Heat Transfer
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   or  

q
A T

xx
d

d
	 (4.16)    

   or, by inserting a constant of proportionality,   

q kA
T

xx � �
d
d

(4.17)    

   where q  x is the rate of heat fl ow in the direction of heat transfer by 
conduction (W); k is thermal conductivity (W/[m°C]);  A is area (nor-
mal to the direction of heat transfer) through which heat fl ows (m 2 ); 
T  is temperature (°C); and  x  is length (m), a variable.   

   Equation (4.17) is also called the Fourier’s law for heat conduction,
after Joseph Fourier, a French mathematical physicist. According to the 
second law of thermodynamics, heat will always conduct from higher 
temperature to lower temperature. As shown in  Figure 4.12   , the gradient 
dT/dx is negative, because temperature decreases with increasing values 
of x. Therefore, in Equation (4.17), a negative sign is used to obtain a 
positive value for heat fl ow in the direction of decreasing temperature.

110°C

90°C

1 cm

x

   ■   Figure E4.3          Heat fl ow in a plate.    

        Example 4.3         One face of a stainless-steel plate 1       cm thick is maintained at 110°C, and the 
other face is at 90°C ( Fig. E4.3   ). Assuming steady-state conditions, calculate 
the rate of heat transfer per unit area through the plate. The thermal con-
ductivity of stainless steel is 17       W/(m °C). 

    Given 

        Thickness of plate      �      1       cm      �      0.01       m  

    Temperature of one face      �      110°C  

    Temperature of other face      �      90°C  

    Thermal conductivity of stainless steel      �      17       W/(m °C)     

    Approach 

   For steady-state heat transfer in rectangular coordinates we will use Equation (4.17) 

to compute rate of heat transfer.  

    Solution 

        1.     From Equation (4.17)    

q ��
� � � � �

�

�

17 W/ m C 1 m 110 90 C

0 0.01 m

34 000 W

2[ ( )] [ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]

,    

T(x)

�ΔT

Δx

dT
dx

T
em

pe
ra

tu
re

 (
T

)

Distance (x)

�

   ■   Figure 4.12          Sign convention for 

conductive heat fl ow.    
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    2.     Rate of heat transfer per unit area is calculated to be 34,000       W. A positive sign 

is obtained for the heat transfer, indicating that heat always fl ows  “ downhill ”  

from 110°C to 90°C.           

    4.3.2       Convective Heat Transfer 

   When a fl uid (liquid or gas) comes into contact with a solid body 
such as the surface of a wall, heat exchange will occur between the 
solid and the fl uid whenever there is a temperature difference 
between the two. During heating and cooling of gases and liquids the 
fl uid streams exchange heat with solid surfaces by convection. 

   The magnitude of the fl uid motion plays an important role in convec-
tive heat transfer. For example, if air is fl owing at a high velocity past 
a hot baked potato, the latter will cool down much faster than if the 
air velocity was much lower. The complex behavior of fl uid fl ow next 
to a solid surface, as seen in velocity profi les for laminar and turbu-
lent fl ow conditions in Chapter 2, make the determination of convec-
tive heat transfer a complicated topic. 

   Depending on whether the fl ow of the fl uid is artifi cially induced or 
natural, there are two types of convective heat transfer:  forced con-
vection and  free (also called natural) convection. Forced convection 
involves the use of some mechanical means, such as a pump or a fan,
to induce movement of the fl uid. In contrast, free convection occurs 
due to density differences caused by temperature gradients within 
the system. Both of these mechanisms may result in either laminar or 
turbulent fl ow of the fl uid, although turbulence occurs more often in 
forced convection heat transfer. 

   Consider heat transfer from a heated fl at plate, PQRS, exposed to a 
fl owing fl uid, as shown in  Figure 4.13   . The surface temperature of the 
plate is T  s, and the temperature of the fl uid far away from the plate 
surface is T  . Because of the viscous properties of the fl uid, a veloc-
ity profi le is set up within the fl owing fl uid, with the fl uid velocity 
decreasing to zero at the solid surface. Overall, we see that the rate 
of heat transfer from the solid surface to the fl owing fl uid is propor-
tional to the surface area of solid, A, in contact with the fl uid, and the 
difference between the temperatures  T  s  and  T  . Or,

q A T T	 �( )s ∞ (4.18)    

   or,   
q hA T T� �( )s ∞ (4.19)      

Q

S

R

P
Ts

T∞

q

Fluid flow

   ■   Figure 4.13          Convective heat fl ow from 

the surface of a fl at plate.    

w
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   The area is A (m 2 ), and h is the convective heat-transfer coeffi cient 
(sometimes called surface heat-transfer coeffi cient), expressed as 
W/(m2  °C). This equation is also called Newton’s law of cooling. 

   Note that the convective heat transfer coeffi cient, h, is not a property 
of the solid material. This coeffi cient, however, depends on a number 
of properties of fl uid (density, specifi c heat, viscosity, thermal con-
ductivity), the velocity of fl uid, geometry, and roughness of the sur-
face of the solid object in contact with the fl uid.  Table 4.1    gives some 
approximate values of  h. A high value of  h refl ects a high rate of heat 
transfer. Forced convection offers a higher value of  h than free convec-
tion. For example, you feel cooler sitting in a room with a fan blow-
ing air than in a room with stagnant air.

        Example 4.4         The rate of heat transfer per unit area from a metal plate is 1000       W/m 2 . The 
surface temperature of the plate is 120°C, and ambient temperature is 20°C 
( Fig. E4.4   ). Estimate the convective heat transfer coeffi  cient. 

    Given 

        Plate surface temperature      �      120°C  

    Ambient temperature      �      20°C  

    Rate of heat transfer per unit area      �      1000       W/m 2      

    Approach 

   Since the rate of heat transfer per unit area is known, we will estimate the convective 

heat transfer coeffi  cient directly from Newton’s law of cooling, Equation (4.19).  

 Table 4.1        Some Approximate Values of Convective Heat-Transfer 
Coeffi  cient  

   Fluid 

 Convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient 

(W/[m 2  K]) 

   Air 
          Free convection 
           Forced convection 

 5–25 
 10–200 

   Water 
          Free convection 
           Forced convection 

 20–100 
 50–10,000 

   Boiling water  3000–100,000 

   Condensing water vapor  5000–100,000 

20°C

120°C

1000 W/m2

   ■   Figure E4.4          Convective heat transfer from 

a plate.    
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    Solution 

        1.     From Equation (4.19),    

h �
� �

� �

1000[ ]

( )[ ]

W/m

120 20 C

10 W/(m C)

2

2

     

    2.     The convective heat transfer coeffi  cient is found to be 10       W/(m 2  °C).           

    4.3.3       Radiation Heat Transfer 

   Radiation heat transfer occurs between two surfaces by the emission 
and later absorption of electromagnetic waves (or photons). In con-
trast to conduction and convection, radiation requires no physical 
medium for its propagation—it can even occur in a perfect vacuum,
moving at the speed of light, as we experience everyday solar radia-
tion. Liquids are strong absorbers of radiation. Gases are transparent 
to radiation, except that some gases absorb radiation of a particular 
wavelength (for example, ozone absorbs ultraviolet radiation). Solids 
are opaque to thermal radiation. Therefore, in problems involving 
thermal radiation with solid materials, such as with solid foods, our 
analysis is concerned primarily with the surface of the material. This 
is in contrast to microwave and radio frequency radiation, where the 
wave penetration into a solid object is signifi cant. 

   All objects at a temperature above 0 Absolute emit thermal radiation. 
Thermal radiation emitted from an object’s surface is proportional to the 
absolute temperature raised to the fourth power and the surface charac-
teristics. More specifi cally, the rate of heat emission (or radiation) from 
an object of a surface area A is expressed by the following equation: 

q AT� σε A
4 (4.20)    

   where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann      1      constant, equal to 5.669      �      10 � 8      W/
(m2 K 4); T  A is temperature, Absolute; A is the area (m 2); and ε is 

     1  Josef Stefan (1835–1893). An Austrian physicist, Stefan began his academic 
career at the University of Vienna as a lecturer. In 1866, he was appointed direc-
tor of the Physical Institute. Using empirical approaches, he derived the law 
describing radiant energy from blackbodies. Five years later, another Austrian,
Ludwig Boltzmann, provided the thermodynamic basis of what is now known 
as the Stefan–Boltzmann law.     

4.3  Modes of Heat Transfer
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emissivity, which describes the extent to which a surface is similar to 
a blackbody. For a blackbody, the value of emissivity is 1. Table A.3.3 
gives values of emissivity for selected surfaces.

q

100 m2

e � 0.06

37°C

   ■   Figure E4.5          Heat transfer from a plate.    

        Example 4.5         Calculate the rate of heat energy emitted by 100       m 2  of a polished iron sur-
face (emissivity      �      0.06) as shown in  Figure E4.5   . The temperature of the 
surface is 37°C. 

    Given 

        Emissivity   ε        �      0.06  

    Area  A       �      100       m 2   

    Temperature      �      37°C      �      310       K     

    Approach 

   We will use the Stefan–Boltzmann law, Equation (4.20), to calculate the rate of heat 

transfer due to radiation.  

    Solution 

        1.     From Equation (4.20)    

q � �

�

�( . [ ])( . )( )( )5 669 10 0 06 100 310

3141

8 2 4 2 4W/ m K m K

W       

    2.     The total energy emitted by the polished iron surface is 3141       W.            

    4.4       STEADY-STATE HEAT TRANSFER 

   In problems involving heat transfer, we often deal with steady state 
and unsteady state (or transient) conditions.  Steady-state conditions 
imply that time has no infl uence on the temperature distribution 
within an object, although temperature may be different at differ-
ent locations within the object. Under unsteady-state conditions,
the temperature changes with location and time. For example, con-
sider the wall of a refrigerated warehouse as shown in  Figure 4.14   . 
The inside wall temperature is maintained at 6°C using refrigeration,
while the outside wall temperature changes throughout the day and 
night. Assume that for a few hours of the day, the outside wall tem-
perature is constant at 20°C, and during that time duration the rate 
of heat transfer into the warehouse through the wall will be under 
steady-state conditions. The temperature at any location inside the 
wall cross-section (e.g., 14°C at location A) will remain constant,

6�C8�C
10�C

12�C
14�C

16�C
18�C20�C

A Refrigerated
room

Outside

q

   ■   Figure 4.14          Steady state conductive heat 

transfer in a wall.    
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although this temperature is different from other locations along 
the path of heat transfer within the wall, as shown in  Figure 4.14 . If,
however, the temperature of the outside wall surface changes (say,
increases above 20°C), then the heat transfer through the wall will 
be due to unsteady-state conditions, because now the temperature 
within the wall will change with time and location. Although true 
steady-state conditions are uncommon, their mathematical analysis 
is much simpler. Therefore, if appropriate, we assume steady-state 
conditions for the analysis of a given problem to obtain useful infor-
mation for designing equipment and processes. In certain food pro-
cesses such as in heating cans for food sterilization, we cannot use 
steady-state conditions, because the duration of interest is when the 
temperature is changing rapidly with time, and microbes are being 
killed. For analyzing those types of problems, an analysis involving 
unsteady-state heat transfer is used, as discussed later in Section 4.5. 

   Another special case of heat transfer involves change in temperature 
inside an object with time but not with location, such as might occur 
during heating or cooling of a small aluminum sphere, which has a 
high thermal conductivity. This is called a  lumped system. We will 
discuss this case in more detail in Section 4.5.2. 

   In the following section, we will examine several applications of 
steady-state conduction heat transfer. 

    4.4.1       Conductive Heat Transfer in a Rectangular Slab 

   Consider a slab of constant cross-sectional area, as shown in  Figure
4.15   . The temperature, T  1, on side X is known. We will develop an 
equation to determine temperature, T  2, on the opposite side Y and at 
any location inside the slab under steady-state conditions. 

   This problem is solved by fi rst writing Fourier’s law,

q kA
T

xx
d
d

= − (4.21)    

   The boundary conditions are   

x x T T
x x T T

� �

� �
1 1

2 2

(4.22)      

   Separating variables in Equation (4.21), we get 

q

A
x k Tx d d� � (4.23)      

Side Y

Side X

x

qx

x2x1

T2T1

T1 T2

Rt
Thermal
resistance circuit

   ■   Figure 4.15          Heat transfer in a wall, also 

shown with a thermal resistance circuit.    

w
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   Setting up integration and substituting limits, we have 

q

A
x k T

T

T

x

x
x d d� �

1

2

1

2

∫∫ (4.24)      

   Since qx and A are independent of x, and k is assumed to be indepen-
dent of T, Equation (4.24) can be rearranged to give 

q

A
x k T

T

T

x

x
x d d� �

1

2

1

2

∫∫ (4.25)      

   Finally, integrating this equation, we get 

q

A
x x k T Tx ( ) ( )2 1 2 1� � � � (4.26)    

   or  

q kA
T T

x xx � �
�

�

( )
( )

2 1

2 1

(4.27)      

   Temperature on face Y is  T  2; thus, rearranging Equation (4.27),

T T
q

kA
x x2 1 2 1� � �x ( ) (4.28)      

   To determine temperature, T, at any location, x, within the slab, we 
may replace  T  2 and x  2 with unknown  T and distance variable  x, respec-
tively, in Equation (4.28) and obtain,

T T
qx

kA
x x� � �1 1( ) (4.29)      

    4.4.1.1       Thermal Resistance Concept 

   We noted in Chapter 3 that, according to Ohm’s Law, electrical cur-
rent, I, is directly proportional to the voltage difference, E  V, and indi-
rectly proportional to the electrical resistance R  E . Or,

I
E
R

� V

E

(4.30)      
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   If we rearrange the terms in Equation (4.27), we obtain 

q
T T
x x

kA

x �
�

�

( )
( )

1 2

2 1⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

(4.31)    

   or,   

q
T T

Rx
t

�
�1 2

(4.32)      

   Comparing Equations (4.30) and (4.32), we note an analogy between 
rate of heat transfer, qx, and electrical current, I, temperature differ-
ence, ( T  1       �       T  2) and electrical voltage, E  v, and thermal resistance, R  t,  
and electrical resistance, R  E. From Equations (4.31) and (4.32), ther-
mal resistance may be expressed as 

R
x x

kAt �
�( )2 1 (4.33)      

   A thermal resistance circuit for a rectangular slab is also shown in 
Figure 4.15 . In solving problems involving conductive heat transfer 
in a rectangular slab using this concept, we fi rst obtain thermal resis-
tance using Equation (4.33) and then substitute it in Equation (4.32). 
The rates of heat transfer across the two surfaces of a rectangular slab 
are thus obtained. This procedure is illustrated in Example 4.6. The 
advantage of using the thermal resistance concept will become clear 
when we study conduction in multilayer walls. Moreover, the math-
ematical computations will be much simpler compared with alter-
native procedures used in solving these problems.

        Example 4.6              a.     Redo Example 4.3 using the thermal resistance concept.  
    b.     Determine the temperature at 0.5       cm from the 110°C temperature 

face.    

    Given 

        See Example 4.3  

    Location at which temperature is desired      �      0.5       cm      �      0.005       m     

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (4.33) to calculate thermal resistance, and then Equation (4.32) 

to determine the rate of heat transfer. To determine temperature within the slab, 
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we will calculate the thermal resistance for the thickness of the slab bounded by 

110°C and the unknown temperature ( Fig. E4.6   ). Since the steady-state heat transfer 

remains the same throughout the slab, we will use the previously calculated value of 

 q  to determine the unknown temperature using Equation (4.32).  

    Solution 

   Part (a) 

    1.     Using Equation (4.33), the thermal resistance  R  t  is    

 

R

R

t

t
4

0.01 m

17 W/ m C 1 m

5.88 10 C/W

�
� �

� � ��

[ ]

[ ( )] [ ]2

     

    2.     Using Equation (4.32), we obtain rate of heat transfer as    

 

q �
� � �

� ��

110 90

5 88 10 4

[ ] [ ]

. [ ]

C C

C/W    

   or   

 
q � 34 013, W

     

   Part (b) 

    3.     Using Equation (4.33) calculate resistance  R  t1     

 

R

R

t

t

0.005 m

17 W/ m C 1 m

C/W

1 2

1
42 94 10

�
� �

� � ��

[ ]

[ ( )] [ ]

.      

    4.     Rearranging terms in Equation (4.32) to determine the unknown temp-

erature  T     

 

T T q R

T

T

� � �

� � � � � �

� �

�

1 1

4110 34 013 2 94 10

100

( )

[ ] , [ ] . [ ]

t

C W C/W

C      
    5.     The temperature at the midplane is 100°C. This temperature was expected, 

since the thermal conductivity is constant, and the temperature profi le in the 

steel slab is linear.            

    4.4.2        Conductive Heat Transfer through a 
Tubular Pipe 

   Consider a long, hollow cylinder of inner radius  r  i, outer radius r  o,
and length L, as shown in  Figure 4.16   . Let the inside wall temperature 
be T  i and the outside wall temperature be  T  o. We want to calculate the 

110°C 90°C

110°C

Rt

90°C

(a)

q

   ■   Figure E4.6          Thermal resistance circuits for 

heat transfer through a wall.    

(b)

110°C

Rt1 Rt2

90°C

110°C 90°CT

0.5cm 0.5cm

q
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rate of heat transfer along the radial direction in this pipe. Assume 
thermal conductivity of the metal remains constant with temperature. 

   Fourier’s law in cylindrical coordinates may be written as 

q kA
T

rr
d
d

� � (4.34)    

   where  qr  is the rate of heat transfer in the radial direction.   

   Substituting for circumferential area of the pipe,

q k rL
T

rr
d
d

� � ( )2π (4.35)    

   The boundary conditions are   

T T r r
T T r r

� �

� �
i i

o o

(4.36)    

   Rearranging Equation (4.35), and setting up the integrals,   

q
L

r
r

k Tr

r

r

T

T

2π
d

d
i

o

i

o

∫ ∫� � (4.37)    

   Equation (4.37) gives   

q

L
r k T

r

r

T

Tr

2 i

o

i

o

π
ln � � (4.38)      

q
Lk T T

r rr
i

o i/ )
�

� �2π ( )
ln(

(4.39)      
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L

   ■   Figure 4.16          Heat transfer in a radial 

direction in a pipe, also shown with a thermal 

resistance circuit.    

w
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   Again, we can use the electrical resistance analogy to write an expres-
sion for thermal resistance in the case of a cylindrical-shaped object. 
Rearranging the terms in Equation (4.39), we obtain 

q
T T

r r
Lk

r �
�( )

ln( )
i o

o i/
2π

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

(4.40)      

   Comparing Equation (4.40) with Equation (4.32), we obtain the 
thermal resistance in the radial direction for a cylinder as 

R
r r

Lkt
o i/

2
�

ln( )
π

(4.41)      

    Figure 4.16  shows a thermal circuit to obtain  R  t. An illustration of the 
use of this concept is given in Example 4.7.

90°C

115°C

40 m

0.05 m

0.03 m

90°C
115°C

6 cm

10 cm
Rt

115°C 90°CEnd cross-section

Pipe thickness

   ■   Figure E4.7          Thermal resistance circuit for 

heat transfer through a pipe.    

        Example 4.7         A 2       cm thick steel pipe (thermal conductivity      �      43       W/[m °C]) with 6       cm inside 
diameter is being used to convey steam from a boiler to process equipment 
for a distance of 40       m. The inside pipe surface temperature is 115°C, and the 
outside pipe surface temperature is 90°C ( Fig. E4.7   ). Calculate the total heat 
loss to the surroundings under steady-state conditions.  
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    Given 

        Thickness of pipe      �      2       cm      �      0.02       m  

    Inside diameter      �      6       cm      �      0.06       m  

    Thermal conductivity  k       �      43       W/(m °C)  

    Length  L       �      40       m  

    Inside temperature  T  i       �      115°C  

    Outside temperature  T  o       �      90°C     

    Approach 

   We will determine the thermal resistance in the cross-section of the pipe and then 

use it to calculate the rate of heat transfer, using Equation (4.40).  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (4.41)    

Rt

0.05/0.03

2 40 m 43 W/ m C

C/W

�
� � �

� � ��

ln( )

[ ] [ ( )]

.

π

4 727 10 5

      

    2.     From Equation (4.40)    

q �
� � �

� �

�

�

115 90

4 727 10

528 903

5

[ ] [ ]

. [ ]

C C

C/W

W,       

    3.     The total heat loss from the 40       m long pipe is 528,903       W.           

    4.4.3       Heat Conduction in Multilayered Systems 

    4.4.3.1       Composite Rectangular Wall (in Series) 

   We will now consider heat transfer through a composite wall made of 
several materials of different thermal conductivities and thicknesses. 
An example is a wall of a cold storage, constructed of different layers of 
materials of different insulating properties. All materials are arranged 
in series in the direction of heat transfer, as shown in  Figure 4.17   . 

   From Fourier’s law,

q kA
T

x
� �

d
d     

   This may be rewritten as   

Δ
Δ

T
q x

kA
� � (4.42)    
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   Thus, for materials B, C, and D, we have   

Δ
Δ

Δ
Δ

Δ
Δ

T
q x

k A
T

q x

k A
T

q x

k AB
B

B
C

C

C
D

D

D

� � � � � � (4.43)
    

   From  Figure 4.17 ,   

Δ Δ Δ ΔT T T T T T� � � � �1 2 B C D  (4.44)    

   From Equations (4.42), (4.43), and (4.44),   
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   or, rearranging the terms,   
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(4.46)    

   We can rewrite Equation (4.46) for thermal resistance as   
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(4.47)    

   or, using thermal resistance values for each layer, we can write 
Equation (4.47) as,   

q
T T

R R R
�

�

� �
2 1

tB tC tD
(4.48)    

ΔxB ΔxC ΔxD

RtB RtC RtD

T1 T2
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kB kDkCT1 T2
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A

   ■   Figure 4.17          Conductive heat transfer in a 

composite rectangular wall, also shown with a 

thermal resistance circuit.    

w
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   where   

R
x

k A
R

x

k A
R

x

k AtB
B

B
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C
tD

D

D

� � �
Δ Δ Δ

   

   The thermal circuit for a multilayer rectangular system is shown in 
Figure 4.17 . Example 4.8 illustrates the calculation of heat transfer 
through a multilayer wall.

        Example 4.8         A cold storage wall (3       m  �  6       m) is constructed of 15       cm thick concrete (ther-
mal conductivity      �      1.37       W/[m °C]). Insulation must be provided to maintain 
a heat transfer rate through the wall at or below 500       W ( Fig. E4.8   ). If the ther-
mal conductivity of the insulation is 0.04       W/(m °C), compute the required 
thickness of the insulation. The outside surface temperature of the wall is 
38°C, and the inside wall temperature is 5°C. 

    Given 

        Wall dimensions      �      3       m  �  6       m  

    Thickness of concrete wall      �      15       cm      �      0.15       m  

     k  concrete       �      1.37       W/(m °C)  

    Maximum heat gain permitted,  q       �      500       W  

     k  insulation       �      0.04       W/(m °C)  

    Outer wall temperature      �      38°C  

    Inside wall (concrete/insulation) temperature      �      5°C     

    Approach 

   In this problem we know the two surface temperatures and the rate of heat transfer 

through the composite wall, therefore, using this information we will fi rst calculate 

the thermal resistance in the concrete layer. Then we will calculate the thermal resis-

tance in the insulation layer, which will yield the thickness value.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (4.48)    

q
R R

�
� �

�

( )[ ]38 5 C

t1 t2       

    2.     Thermal resistance in the concrete layer,  R  t2  is    

R
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500 W
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   ■   Figure E4.8          Heat transfer through a 

two-layered wall.    
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    3.     From Step 1,    
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    or,   
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    4.     From Equation (4.48)    

Δx R k AB tB B�       

Thickness of insulation C / W W/ m C m� � � � �

�
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2. [ ] . [ ( )] [ ]
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    5.     An insulation with a thickness of 4.3       cm will ensure that heat loss from the 

wall will remain below 500       W. This thickness of insulation allows a 91% reduc-

tion in heat loss.           

    4.4.3.2       Composite Cylindrical Tube (in Series) 

    Figure 4.18    shows a composite cylindrical tube made of two layers of 
materials, A and B. An example is a steel pipe covered with a layer of 
insulating material. The rate of heat transfer in this composite tube 
can be calculated as follows. 

   In Section 4.4.2 we found that rate of heat transfer through a single-
wall cylinder is 

q
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⎤
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   The rate of heat transfer through a composite cylinder using thermal 
resistances of the two layers is 

q
T T

R Rr �
�

�

( )1 3

tA tB

(4.49)    

   or, substituting the individual thermal resistance values,   

q
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   The preceding equation is useful in calculating the rate of heat trans-
fer through a multilayered cylinder. Note that if there were three lay-
ers present between the two surfaces with temperatures  T  1 and T  3,
then we just add another thermal resistance term in the denominator. 

   Suppose we need to know the temperature at the interface between 
two layers, T  2, as shown in  Figure 4.18 . First, we calculate the steady-
state rate of heat transfer using Equation (4.50), noting that under 
steady-state conditions, qr has the same value through each layer of 
the composite wall. Then, we can use the following equation, which 
represents the thermal resistance between the known temperature, T  1,
and the unknown temperature, T  2 . 

T T q
r r

Lk2 1
2 1� �

ln( )/
2 Aπ

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ (4.51)      

   This procedure to solve problems for unknown interfacial tempera-
tures is illustrated in Example 4.9.
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B A

B
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T2

kBkA

   ■   Figure 4.18          Conductive heat transfer in concentric cylindrical pipes, also shown with a thermal resistance circuit.    
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   A stainless-steel pipe (thermal conductivity      �      17       W/[m °C]) is being used to 
convey heated oil ( Fig. E4.9   ). The inside surface temperature is 130°C. The 
pipe is 2       cm thick with an inside diameter of 8       cm.The pipe is insulated with 
0.04       m thick insulation (thermal conductivity      �      0.035       W/[m °C]). The outer 
insulation temperature is 25°C. Calculate the temperature of the interface 
between steel and insulation, assume steady-state conditions. 

10 cm
6 cm

4 cm

130°C 25°C

Rt1 Rt2

ri

8 cm

12 cm
20 cm

25°C

r

130°C

   ■   Figure E4.9          Heat transfer through a 

multilayered pipe.    

        Example 4.9      

    Given 

        Thickness of pipe      �      2       cm      �      0.02       m  

    Inside diameter      �      8       cm      �      0.08       m  

    k steel       �      17       W/(m °C)  

    Thickness of insulation      �      0.04       m  

    k insulation       �      0.035       W/(m °C)  

    Inside pipe surface temperature      �      130°C  

    Outside insulation surface temperature      �      25°C  

    Pipe length      �      1       m (assumed)     

    Approach 

   We will fi rst calculate the two thermal resistances, in the pipe and the insulation. 

Then we will obtain the rate of heat transfer through the composite layer. Finally, we 

will use the thermal resistance of the pipe alone to determine the temperature at the 

interface between the pipe and insulation.  

    Solution 

        1.     Thermal resistance in the pipe layer is, from Equation (4.41),    
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    2.     Similarly, the thermal resistance in the insulation layer is,    
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    3.     Using Equation (4.49), the rate of heat transfer is    
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    4.     Using Equation (4.40)    
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    5.     The interfacial temperature is 129.8°C. This temperature is very close to the inside 

pipe temperature of 130°C, due to the high thermal conductivity of the steel 

pipe. The interfacial temperature between a hot surface and insulation must be 

known to ensure that the insulation will be able to withstand that temperature.         

        Example 4.10         A stainless-steel pipe (thermal conductivity      �      15       W/[m K]) is being used to 
transport heated oil at 125°C ( Fig. E4.10   ). The inside temperature of the pipe is 
120°C. The pipe has an inside diameter of 5       cm and is 1       cm thick. Insulation is 
necessary to keep the heat loss from the oil below 25       W/m length of the pipe. 
Due to space limitations, only 5       cm thick insulation can be provided. The out-
side surface temperature of the insulation must be above 20°C (the dew point 
temperature of surrounding air) to avoid condensation of water on the surface 
of insulation. Calculate the thermal conductivity of insulation that will result in 
minimum heat loss while avoiding water condensation on its surface. 

    Given 

        Thermal conductivity of steel      �      15       W/(m K)  

    Inside pipe surface temperature      �      120°C  

    Inside diameter      �      0.05       m  

    Pipe thickness      �      0.01       m  

    Heat loss permitted in 1       m length of pipe      �      25       W  

    Insulation thickness      �      0.05       m  

    Outside surface temperature  � 20°C      �      21°C (assumed)     
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    Approach 

   We will fi rst calculate the thermal resistance in the steel layer, and set up an equation 

for the thermal resistance in the insulation layer. Then we will substitute the thermal 

resistance values into Equation (4.50). The only unknown, thermal conductivity,  k , 
will be then calculated.  

    Solution 

        1.     Thermal resistance in the steel layer is    
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    2.     Thermal resistance in the insulation layer is    
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    3.     Substituting the two thermal resistance values in Equation (4.50)    
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    or,   

k � �0 0357. ( )W/ m C       

    4.     An insulation with a thermal conductivity of 0.0357       W/(m °C) will ensure that 

no condensation will occur on its outer surface.            
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   ■   Figure E4.10          Heat transfer through a 

multilayered pipe.    
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    4.4.4        Estimation of Convective Heat-Transfer 
Coeffi  cient 

   In Section 4.3.1 on the conduction mode of heat transfer, we observed 
that any material undergoing conduction heating or cooling remains 
stationary. Conduction is the main mode of heat transfer within solids. 
Now we will consider heat transfer between a solid and a surrounding 
fl uid, a mode of heat transfer called convection. In this case, the mate-
rial experiencing heating or cooling (a fl uid) also moves. The movement 
of fl uid may be due to the natural buoyancy effects or caused by artifi -
cial means, such as a pump in the case of a liquid or a blower for air. 

   Determination of the rate of heat transfer due to convection is com-
plicated because of the presence of fl uid motion. In Chapter 2, we 
noted that a velocity profi le develops when a fl uid fl ows over a solid 
surface because of the viscous properties of the fl uid material. The 
fl uid next to the wall does not move but  “ sticks ”  to it, with an increas-
ing velocity away from the wall. A boundary layer develops within the 
fl owing fl uid, with a pronounced infl uence of viscous properties of 
the fl uid. This layer moves all the way to the center of a pipe, as was 
shown in Figure 2.14. The parabolic velocity profi le under laminar 
fl ow conditions indicates that the drag caused by the sticky layer in 
contact with the solid surface infl uences velocity at the pipe center. 

   Similar to the velocity profi le, a temperature profi le develops in a 
fl uid as it fl ows through a pipe, as shown in  Figure 4.19   . Suppose the 
temperature of the pipe surface is kept constant at T  s, and the fl uid 
enters with a uniform temperature, T  i. A temperature profi le develops 
because the fl uid in contact with the pipe surface quickly reaches the 
wall temperature, thus setting up a temperature gradient as shown in 
the fi gure. A thermal boundary layer develops. At the end of the ther-
mal entrance region, the boundary layer extends all the way to the pipe 
centerline. 

   Therefore, when heating or cooling a fl uid as it fl ows through a pipe, two 
boundary layers develop—a hydrodynamic boundary layer and a thermal 

Thermal entry region

TsTi

Thermally
developed region

x

D

   ■   Figure 4.19          Thermal entry region in fl uid 

fl owing in a pipe.    
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boundary layer. These boundary layers have a major infl uence on the rate 
of heat transfer between the pipe surface and the fl uid. The mathemat-
ics involved in an analytical treatment of this subject is complicated and 
beyond the scope of this book. However, there is an equally useful pro-
cedure called the empirical approach, which is widely used to determine 
the rate of convective heat transfer. A drawback of the empirical approach 
is that it requires a large number of experiments to obtain the required 
data. We overcome this problem and keep the data analysis manageable 
by using dimensionless numbers. To formulate this approach, fi rst we 
will identify and review the required dimensionless numbers: Reynolds 
number, N  Re, Nusselt number, N  Nu, and Prandtl number, N  Pr . 

   The Reynolds number was described in Section 2.3.2. It provides an 
indication of the inertial and viscous forces present in a fl uid. The 
Reynolds number is calculated using Equation (2.20). 

   The second required dimensionless number for our data analysis is 
Nusselt number—the dimensionless form of convective heat transfer 
coeffi cient, h. Consider a fl uid layer of thickness  l, as shown in  Figure
4.20   . The temperature difference between the top and bottom of the 
layer is  Δ  T. If the fl uid is stationary, then the rate of heat transfer will 
be due to conduction, and the rate of heat transfer will be 

q kA
T

lconduction � �
Δ

(4.52)      

   However, if the fl uid layer is moving, then the heat transfer will be 
due to convection, and the rate of heat transfer using Newton’s law of 
cooling will be 

q hA Tconvection � Δ (4.53)      

   Dividing Equation (4.53) by (4.52), we get 

q
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Δ
� (4.54)      

   Replacing thickness  l with a more general term for dimension, the 
characteristic dimension d  c, we get 

N
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kNu
c� (4.55)      
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q

ΔT � T2 � T1

   ■   Figure 4.20          Heat transfer through a fl uid 

layer.    
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   Nusselt number may be viewed as an enhancement in the rate of heat 
transfer caused by convection over the conduction mode. Therefore, if 
N  Nu     �    1, then there is no improvement in the rate of heat transfer due 
to convection. However, if N  Nu     �    5, the rate of convective heat trans-
fer due to fl uid motion is fi ve times the rate of heat transfer if the fl uid 
in contact with the solid surface is stagnant. The fact that by blowing 
air over a hot surface we can cool it faster is due to increased Nusselt 
number and consequently to an increased rate of heat transfer. 

   The third required dimensionless number for the empirical approach 
to determine convective heat transfer is Prandtl number, N  Pr, which 
describes the thickness of the hydrodynamic boundary layer com-
pared with the thermal boundary layer. It is the ratio between the 
molecular diffusivity of momentum to the molecular diffusivity of 
heat. Or,

NPr
molecular diffusivity of momentum

molecular diffusivity
�

 of heat
(4.56)    

   or,   

NPr � �
kinematic viscosity
thermal diffusivity

ν
α

(4.57)    

   Substituting Equations (2.11) and (4.12) in Equation (4.57),   

N
c

kPr �
μ p (4.58)      

   If N  Pr     �    1, then the thickness of the hydrodynamic and thermal 
boundary layers will be exactly the same. On the other hand, if 
N  Pr       �      �  1, the molecular diffusivity of heat will be much larger than 
that of momentum. Therefore, the heat will dissipate much faster, as 
in the case of a liquid metal fl owing in a pipe. For gases, N  Pr is about 
0.7, and for water it is around 10. 

   With a basic understanding of these three dimensionless numbers,
we will now plan the following experiment to determine convective 
rate of heat transfer. Assume that a fl uid is fl owing in a heated pipe. 
We are interested in determining convective rate of heat transfer from 
the inside surface of the heated pipe into the fl uid fl owing inside the 
pipe, as shown in  Figure 4.21   . We carry out this experiment by pump-
ing a fl uid such as water, entering at a velocity of  u  i at a temperature 
of T  i and fl owing parallel to the inside surface of the pipe. The pipe 
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is heated using an electrical heater so that the inside pipe surface is 
maintained at temperature T  s, which is higher than the inlet fl uid 
temperature, T  i. We measure the electric current, I, and electrical resis-
tance, R  E, and calculate the product of the two to determine the rate 
of heat transfer, q. The pipe is well insulated so that all the electrically 
generated heat transfers into the fl uid. Thus, we can experimentally 
determine values of  q, A, T  i, ui, and T  s. Using Equation (4.53), we can 
calculate the convective heat transfer coeffi cient, h . 

   If we repeat this experiment with a different diameter pipe or differ-
ent temperature of pipe surface, a new value of  h will be obtained. It 
should become clear that we can perform a series of experiments to 
obtain h values that are a function of the operating variables, q, A, ui,

T  i, and T  s. The disadvantage of this experiment is that a large amount 
of experimental data are generated, and organizing these data for 
meaningful applications is a daunting task. However, the data analysis 
can be greatly simplifi ed if we combine various properties and oper-
ating variables into the three dimensionless numbers, N  Re, N  Nu, and 
N  Pr, which will accommodate all the properties and variables that are 
important to our experiment. 

   Thus, for each experimental set, we calculate the respective dimen-
sionless numbers and, using log-log scale, plot the Nusselt number as 
a function of the Reynolds number for different values of the Prandtl 
number.  Figure 4.22    shows a typical plot. It has been experimentally 
determined that for a given fl uid with a fi xed Prandtl number, straight 
line plots are obtained on the log-log scale, as shown in  Figure 4.22 .

Log NRe

Lo
g

N
N

u

NPr1

NPr2

NPr3

NNu � CNReNPr
m n

   ■   Figure 4.22          A plot of Nusselt and 

Reynolds numbers on a log-log scale.    

Fluid inlet
temperature � Ti

Velocity � ui

Current I

 Surface temperature Ts   ■   Figure 4.21          Heating of fl uid with 

electrically heated pipe surface.    
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This type of graphical relationship may be conveniently expressed 
with an equation as 

N CN Nm n
Nu � Re Pr (4.59)    

   where  C, m, and n  are coeffi cients.   

   By substituting the experimentally obtained coeffi cients in Equation 
(4.59), we obtain  empirical correlations specifi c for a given condition. 
Several researchers have determined these empirical correlations for a 
variety of operating conditions, such as fl uid fl ow inside a pipe, over 
a pipe, or over a sphere. Different correlations are obtained, depend-
ing on whether the fl ow is laminar or turbulent. 

   A suggested methodology to solve problems requiring the calculation 
of convective heat transfer coeffi cients using empirical correlations is 
as follows: 

    1.    Identify fl ow geometry. The fi rst step in a calculation involving 
convection heat transfer is to clearly identify the geometri-
cal shape of the solid surface in contact with the fl uid and its 
dimensions. For example, is it a pipe, sphere, rectangular duct,
or a rectangular plate? Is the fl uid fl owing inside a pipe or over 
the outside surface?  

    2.    Identify the fl uid and determine its properties. The second step is 
to identify the type of fl uid. Is it water, air, or a liquid food? 
Determine the average fl uid temperature far away from the 
solid surface, T  . In some cases the average inlet and outlet tem-
peratures may be different, for example, in a heat exchanger; in 
that case calculate the average fl uid temperature as follows:    

T
T T

 �
�i e

2
(4.60)    

   where T  i is the average inlet fl uid temperature and  T  e is the 
average exit fl uid temperature.     Use the average fl uid tempera-
ture, T  , to obtain physical and thermal properties of the fl uid,
such as viscosity, density, and thermal conductivity, from 
appropriate tables (such as Table A.4.1 for water, Table A.4.4 
for air), paying careful attention to the units of each property. 

    3.    Calculate the Reynolds number. Using the velocity of the fl uid,
fl uid properties and the characteristic dimension of the object 
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in contact with the fl uid, calculate the Reynolds number. The 
Reynolds number is necessary to determine whether the fl ow is 
laminar, transitional, or turbulent. This information is required 
to select an appropriate empirical correlation.  

    4.    Select an appropriate empirical correlation. Using the information 
from steps (1) and (3), select an empirical correlation of the 
form given in Equation (4.59) for the conditions and geometry 
of the object that resembles the one being investigated (as pre-
sented later in this section). For example, if the given problem 
involves turbulent water fl ow in a pipe, select the correlation 
given in Equation (4.67). Using the selected correlation, cal-
culate Nusselt number and fi nally the convective heat transfer 
coeffi cient.    

   The convective heat-transfer coeffi cient  h is predicted from empirical 
correlations. The coeffi cient is infl uenced by such parameters as type 
and velocity of the fl uid, physical properties of the fl uid, tempera-
ture difference, and geometrical shape of the physical system under 
consideration.

   The empirical correlations useful in predicting h are presented in the 
following sections for both forced and free convection. We will dis-
cuss selected physical systems that are most commonly encountered 
in convective heat transfer in food processing. For other situations 
refer to handbooks such as  Rotstein et al. (1997)  or Heldman and 
Lund (1992). All correlations apply to Newtonian fl uids only. For 
expressions for non-Newtonian fl uids, the textbook by  Heldman and 
Singh (1981)  is recommended. 

    4.4.4.1       Forced Convection 

   In forced convection, a fl uid is forced to move over a solid surface 
by external mechanical means, such as an electric fan, pump, or a 
stirrer ( Fig. 4.23   ). The general correlation between the dimensionless 
numbers is 

N N NNu Re Pr� Φ( ), (4.61)      

   where N  Nu is Nusselt number   �     hd  c/k; h is convective heat-transfer 
coeffi cient (W/[m 2  �C]); d  c is the characteristic dimension (m); k is thermal 
conductivity of fl uid (W/[m �C]); N  Re is Reynolds number /c� ρ μud    ; 
ρ is density of fl uid (kg/m 3); u     is velocity of fl uid (m/s);  μ is viscosity 
(Pa s);  N  Pr is Prandtl number   �     μc  p/k; c  p is specifi c heat (kJ/[kg �C]); 
and Φ stands for  “ function of ”.

Air flow
directed on
the external
surface of a
pipe

Air flow
directed on
the inside
surface of a
pipe

Fan

Fan

   ■   Figure 4.23          Forced convective heat 

transfer from a pipe with fl ow inside and outside 

the pipe.    

w
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    Laminar fl ow in pipes 

        1.   Fully developed conditions with constant surface temperature 
of the pipe:    

NNu � 3 66. (4.62)    

   where thermal conductivity of the fl uid is obtained at average 
fl uid temperature, T  , and d  c  is the inside diameter of the pipe.   

    2.   Fully developed conditions with uniform surface heat fl ux:    

NNu � 4 36. (4.63)    

   where thermal conductivity of the fl uid is obtained at average 
fl uid temperature, T, and d  c  is the inside diameter of the pipe.   

    3.   For both entry region and fully developed fl ow conditions:    

N N N
d

L
c

Nu
b

w

� � �1 86
0 33 0 14

. Re Pr

. .
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

μ
μ

(4.64)    

   where L is the length of pipe (m); characteristic dimension, d  c,
is the inside diameter of the pipe; all physical properties are 
evaluated at the average fl uid temperature, T, except μ  w, which 
is evaluated at the surface temperature of the wall.    

    Transition fl ow in pipes 

   For Reynolds numbers between 2100 and 10,000,

N
f N N

N
Nu / /

/

1 /
�

�

� �

( )( )

. ( ) ( )
Re Pr

Pr

8 1000

12 7 8 11 2 2 3f
(4.65)    

   where all fl uid properties are evaluated at the average fl uid tempera-
ture, T  , d  c is the inside diameter of the pipe, and the friction factor, f,
is obtained for smooth pipes using the following expression:   

f
N

�
�

1
0 790 1 64 2( . ln . )Re

(4.66)       

    Turbulent fl ow in pipes 

   The following equation may be used for Reynolds numbers greater 
than 10,000:

N N NNu
b

W

� � �0 023 0 8 0 33

0 14

. Re
.

Pr
.

.
μ
μ

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

(4.67)      
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   Fluid properties are evaluated at the average fi lm temperature, T,
except μ  w, which is evaluated at the wall temperature;  d  c is the inside 
diameter of the pipe. Equation (4.67) is valid both for constant sur-
face temperature and uniform heat fl ux conditions. 

    Convection in noncircular ducts 

   For noncircular ducts, an equivalent diameter, D  e, is used for the char-
acteristic dimension: 

De
free area

wetted perimeter
�

�4
(4.68)      

    Figure 4.24    shows a rectangular duct with sides of length  W and H . 
The equivalent diameter in this case will be equal to 2 WH/(W     �     H ).  

    Flow past immersed objects 

   In several applications, the fl uid may fl ow past immersed objects. For 
these cases, the heat transfer depends on the geometrical shape of the 
object, relative position of the object, proximity of other objects, fl ow 
rate, and fl uid properties. 

   For a fl ow past a single sphere, when the single sphere may be heated 
or cooled, the following equation will apply: 

N N N
N

NNu
/ for� � �

� �

� �
2 0 60

1 70 000
0 6 400

0 5 1 3.
,

.Re
.

Pr
Re

Pr

⎧
⎨
⎪⎪
⎩⎪⎪

(4.69)    

   where the characteristic dimension, d  c, is the outside diameter of the 
sphere. The fl uid properties are evaluated at the fi lm temperature  T  f  
where   

T
T T

f
s�

� 

2    

   For heat transfer in fl ow past other immersed objects, such as cylinders 
and plates, correlations are available in Perry and Chilton (1973).

W

H

   ■   Figure 4.24          Cross-section of a 

rectangular duct.    

        Example 4.11         Water fl owing at a rate of 0.02       kg/s is heated from 20 to 60°C in a horizontal 
pipe (inside diameter      �      2.5       cm). The inside pipe surface temperature is 90°C 
( Fig. E4.11   ). Estimate the convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient if the pipe is 
1       m long. 
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    Given 

        Water fl ow rate      �      0.02       kg/s  

    Inlet temperature      �      20°C  

    Exit temperature      �      60°C  

    Inside diameter      �      2.5       cm      �      0.025       m  

    Inside pipe surface temperature      �      90°C  

    Length of pipe      �      1       m     

    Approach 

   Since water is fl owing due to some external means, the problem indicates forced 

convective heat transfer. We will fi rst determine if the fl ow is laminar by calculating 

the Reynolds number. If the Reynolds number is less than 2100, we will use Equation 

(4.64) to calculate the Nusselt number. From the Nusselt number we will calculate 

the  h  value.  

    Solution 

        1.     Physical properties of water are needed to calculate the Reynolds number. All 

physical properties except   μ   w  must be evaluated at average bulk fl uid tem-

perature, (20      �      60)/2      �      40°C. From Table A.4.1 at 40°C, 
    Density   ρ        �      992.2       kg/m 3   

    Specifi c heat  c  p       �      4.175       kJ/(kg °C)  

    Thermal conductivity  k       �      0.633       W/(m °C)  

    Viscosity (absolute)   μ        �      658.026      �      10  � 6        Pa s  

    Prandtl number  N  Pr       �      4.3        

 Thus,   

N
uD m

D

)(658.026

Re

( )( . )

( )( . )

� �

�
�

�

�

ρ
μ πμ

π

4

4 0 02

10 0 0256

�

kg/s

Pa s m

11547 9.     

    Note that 1       Pa      �      1       kg/(m s 2 ). Since the Reynolds number is less than 2100, the 

fl ow is laminar.   

    2.     We select Equation (4.64), and using   μ   w       �      308.909      �      10  � 6        Pa s at 90°C,    

NNu =
⎛

⎝
⎜⎜1 86 1547 9 4 3 0 025

658 016 10

308 909 10
0 33

6

6
. ( . . . )

.

.
.� �

�

�

�

�⎜⎜⎜
⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

=

0 14

11 2

.

.    

2.5 cm

1 m
90°C

   ■   Figure E4.11          Convective heat transfer 

inside a pipe.    
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    3.     The convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient can be obtained from the Nusselt 

number.    

h
N k

D
� �

�

� �

Nu W/ m C

m

W/ m C

( . )( . [ ])

( . )

( )

11 2 0 633

0 025

284 2

   

    4.     The convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient is estimated to be 284       W/(m 2  °C).         

        Example 4.12         If the rate of water fl ow in Example 4.11 is raised to 0.2       kg/s from 0.02       kg/s 
while all other conditions are kept the same, calculate the new convective 
heat-transfer coeffi  cient. 

    Given 

        See Example 4.11  

    New mass fl ow rate of water      �      0.2       kg/s     

    Approach 

   We will calculate the Reynolds number to fi nd whether the fl ow is turbulent. If the 

fl ow is turbulent, we will use Equation (4.67) to compute the Nusselt number. The 

surface heat-transfer coeffi  cient will be computed from the Nusselt number.  

    Solution 

        1.     First, we compute the Reynolds number using some of the properties 

obtained in Example 4.11.    

NRe

( )( . )

( )( . )( . )
�

�
�

�

4 0 2

658 026 10 0 025
15 479

6

kg/s

Pa s mπ
,

    

    Thus, fl ow is turbulent.   

    2.     For turbulent fl ow, we select Equation (4.67).    

NNu �
�

�

�

�
( . )( ) ( . )

.

.
. .0 023 15479 4 3

658 026 10

308 909 10
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⎛

⎝
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⎠
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0 14

93

.

�       

    3.     The convective heat transfer can be computed as    

h
N k

D
� �

�

� �

Nu W/ m C

m

W/ m C

( )( . [ ])

( . )

( )

93 0 633

0 025

2355 2
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    4.     The convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient for turbulent fl ow is estimated to be 

2355       W/(m 2  °C). This value is more than eight times higher than the value of  h  

for laminar fl ow calculated in Example 4.11.         

        Example 4.13         What is the expected percent increase in convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient 
if the velocity of a fl uid is doubled while all other parameters are kept the 
same for turbulent fl ow in a pipe? 

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (4.67) to solve this problem.  

    Solution 

        1.     For turbulent fl ow in a pipe    

N N NNu Re Pr
b

w

� � �0 023 0 8 0 33

0 14

. . .

.
μ
μ

⎛

⎝
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    We can rewrite this equation as   

N f u
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    2.     Since  u u2 12�    ,    

N

N N

Nu

Nu

Nu Nu

N

2

1

2 1
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1 74
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�

( ) .

.

.

      

    3.     This expression implies that  h  2       �      1.74 h  1 . Thus,    

%Increase
1.74h1 1

1

�
�

� �
h

h
100 74%

      

    4.     As expected, velocity has a considerable eff ect on the convective heat-transfer 

coeffi  cient.         
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   Calculate convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient when air at 90°C is passed 
through a deep bed of green peas. Assume surface temperature of a pea to 
be 30°C. The diameter of each pea is 0.5       cm. The velocity of air through the 
bed is 0.3       m/s. 

    Given 

        Diameter of pea      �      0.005       m  

    Temperature of air      �      90°C  

    Temperature of a pea      �      30°C  

    Velocity of air      �      0.3       m/s     

    Approach 

   Since the air fl ows around a spherically immersed object (green pea), we will esti-

mate  N  Nu  from Equation (4.69). The Nusselt number will give us the value for  h .  

    Solution 

        1.     The properties of air are evaluated at  T  f  , where    

T
T T

f
s C�
�

�
�

� �

2

30 90

2
60

    

    From Table A.4.4,   

ρ

μ

�

� �

� �
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.
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PrN � 0 71.       

    2.     The Reynolds number is computed as    

NRe

kg/m m/s m

Pa s
�

�

�

�

( . )( . )( . )

( . )

.

1 025 0 3 0 005

19 907 10
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    3.     From Equation (4.69),    

NNu � �

�

2 0 6 77 2 0 71

6 71

0 5 0 33. ( . ) ( . )

.

. .

      

        Example 4.14      
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    4.     Thus    

h �
�

� �
6 71 0 0279

0 005
37 2

. ( . [ ])

( . )
( )

W/ m C

m
W/ m C

      

    5.     The convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient is 37       W/(m 2  °C).            

    4.4.4.2       Free Convection 

   Free convection occurs because of density differences in fl uids as they 
come into contact with a heated surface ( Fig. 4.25   ). The low den-
sity of fl uid at a higher temperature causes buoyancy forces, and as a 
result, heated fl uid moves upward and colder fl uid takes its place. 

   Empirical expressions useful in predicting convective heat-transfer 
coeffi cients are of the following form: 

N
hd

k
a N m

Nu
c

Ra� � ( ) (4.70)    

   where a and m are constants; N  Ra, is the Rayleigh number. Rayleigh 
number is a product of two dimensionless numbers, Grashof number 
and Prandtl number.   

N N NRa Gr Pr� � (4.71)      

   The Grashof number, N  Gr, is defi ned as follows: 

N
d g Tc

Gr �
3 2

2

ρ β
μ

Δ
(4.72)    

   where d  c is characteristic dimension (m); ρ is density (kg/m 3); g is 
acceleration due to gravity (9.80665     m/s 2); β is coeffi cient of volu-
metric expansion (K � 1); Δ  T is temperature difference between wall 
and the surrounding bulk (°C); and μ  is viscosity (Pa s).   

   A Grashof number is a ratio between the buoyancy forces and viscous 
forces. Similar to the Reynolds number, the Grashof number is useful 
for determining whether a fl ow over an object is laminar or turbulent. 
For example, a Grashof number greater than 10 9 for fl uid fl ow over 
vertical plates signifi es a turbulent fl ow. 

   In the case of heat transfer due to free convection, physical properties 
are evaluated at the fi lm temperature, T  f     �    ( T  s     �       T   )/2. 

    Table 4.2    gives various constants that may be used in Equation (4.70) 
for natural convection from vertical plates and cylinders, and from 
horizontal cylinders and plates.

4.4  Steady-State Heat Transfer

Air flow
around a pipe
due to a natural
convection

Pipe with a
heated outside
surface

   ■   Figure 4.25          Heat transfer from the 

outside of a heated pipe due to natural 

convection.    
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 Table 4.2        Coeffi  cients for Equation (4.70) for Free Convection  

   Geometry 

 Characteristic 

Length  Range of  N  Ra    a    m   Equation 

   Vertical plate 

        

L

  L   10 4 –10 9  
 10 9 –10 13  

 0.59 
 0.1 

 0.25 
 0.333 

  N  Nu       �       a ( N  Ra )  m   

   Inclined plate 

        

L

θ

  L           Use same equations as vertical plate, 
replace  g  by  g  cos   θ   for  N  Ra       �      10 9  

   Horizontal plate 
   Surface area      �       A  
   Perimeter      �       p  

  A/p   10 4 –10 7  
 10 7 –10 11  

 0.54 
 0.15 

 0.25 
 0.333 

  N  Nu       �       a ( N  Ra )  m   

   (a)        Upper surface of 
a hot plate (or lower 
surface of a cold plate) 

        

Hot surface         

   Horizontal plate 
   Surface area      �       A  
   Perimeter      �       p  

  A/p   10 5 –10 11   0.27  0.25   N  Nu       �       a ( N  Ra )  m   

   (b)        Lower surface of 
a hot plate (or upper 
surface of a cold plate) 

        
Hot surface

      

(Continued)
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 Table 4.2        Continued 

   Geometry 

 Characteristic 

Length  Range of  N  Ra    a    m   Equation 

   Vertical cylinder 

        

L

  L       A vertical cylinder can be treated as a 
vertical plate when

  
D

N
�

35

Gr
0.25

L

    

          

   Horizontal cylinder 

D

  D   10  � 5 –10 12  

  

N
N

N

Nu
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1/6
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9/16 8/0.6
0.387

1
0.559
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        Example 4.15         Estimate the convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient for convective heat loss 
from a horizontal 10       cm diameter steam pipe. The surface temperature of the 
uninsulated pipe is 130°C, and the air temperature is 30°C ( Fig. E4.12   ). 

    Given 

        Diameter of pipe      �      10       cm      �      0.1       m  

    Pipe surface temperature  T  w       �      130°C  

    Ambient temperature  T           �      30°C     

4.4  Steady-State Heat Transfer
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    Approach 

   Since no mechanical means of moving air are indicated, heat loss from the hori-

zontal pipe is by free convection. After fi nding the property values of air at fi lm tem-

perature, we will calculate the Grashof number. The product of the Grashof number 

and Prandtl number will allow determination of  a  and  m  parameters from  Table 4.2 ; 

these parameters will be used in Equation (4.72). We will then compute the surface 

heat-transfer coeffi  cient from the Nusselt number.  

    Solution 

        1.     Since no mechanical means of moving the air are indicated, heat loss is by 

free convection.  

    2.     The fi lm temperature is obtained as    

T
T T

f
s C�
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�
�

� �

2

130 30

2
80

      

    3.     The properties of air at 80°C are obtained from Table A.4.4.    
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    4.     We calculate Rayleigh number,  N  Ra , the product of  N  Gr  and  N  Pr  . The charac-

teristic dimension is the outside diameter of the pipe.    

N
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    (Note that 1        N       �      kg m/s 2 .) Thus,   

N NGr Pr� � � � �( . )( . ) .6 019 10 0 71 4 27 106 6

      

10 cm 130°C

30°C

   ■   Figure E4.12          Convective heat transfer 

from a horizontal pipe.    
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    5.     From  Table 4.2 , for horizontal cylinder    
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    6.      N  Nu       �      22  

    7.     Thus    
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    4.4.4.3       Thermal Resistance in Convective Heat Transfer 

   A thermal resistance term for convective heat transfer may be defi ned 
in a similar manner as in conductive heat transfer (Section 4.4). From 
Equation (4.19), we know that 

q hA T T� � ( )s (4.73)    

   or, rearranging terms in Equation (4.73),   

q
T T

hA

�
� s

1⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟

(4.74)    

   where the thermal resistance due to convection ( R  t ) convection is   

( )R
hAt convection �
1

(4.75)      

   In problems involving conduction and convection heat transfer in 
series, along the path of heat transfer, the thermal resistance due to 
convection is added to the thermal resistance due to conduction to 
obtain the total thermal resistance. We will discuss this further in the 
context of overall heat transfer involving both conduction and con-
vection heat transfer.   
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    4.4.5       Estimation of Overall Heat-Transfer Coeffi  cient 

   In many heating/cooling applications, conductive and convective heat 
transfer may occur simultaneously. An example shown in  Figure 4.26    
involves heat transfer in a pipe that carries a fl uid at a temperature 
greater than the temperature of the environment surrounding the out-
side of the pipe. In this case, heat must fi rst transfer from the inside 
fl uid by forced convection to the inside surface of the pipe, then by 
conduction through the pipe wall material, and fi nally by free con-
vection from the outer pipe surface to the surrounding environment. 
Thus, heat transfer is through three layers in a series. 

   Using the approach of thermal resistance values, we can write: 

q
T T

R
�

� i

t

(4.76)    

   where R  t is a combination of the thermal resistances in the inside 
convective layer, the conductive layer in the pipe material, and the 
outside convective layer, or   

R R R Rt t inside convection t conduction t outside convec� � �( ) ( ) ( ) ttion (4.77)    

   where   

( )R
h At inside convection

i i

�
1

(4.78)    

   where h  i is the inside convective heat transfer coeffi cient, and A  i is the 
inside surface area of the pipe.   

   Resistance to heat transfer in the pipe wall is 
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   ■   Figure 4.26          Combined conductive and 

convective heat transfer.    
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   where k is the thermal conductivity of the pipe material (W/[m K]), r  i  
is the inside radius (m), and r  o is the outside radius (m). Resistance 
to heat transfer due to convection at the outside pipe surface is   

( )R
h At outside convection

o o

�
1

(4.80)    

   where h  o is the convective heat transfer coeffi cient at the outside sur-
face of the pipe (W/[m 2 K]), and A  o is the outside surface area of the 
pipe. Substituting Equations (4.78), (4.79), and (4.80) in Equation 
(4.76), we obtain   

q
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r r
Lk h A
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2

1ln( )
π

(4.81)      

   We can also write an expression for the overall heat transfer for this 
example as 

q U A T T� � i i i( ) (4.82)    

   where A  i is the inside area of the pipe, and U  i is the overall heat-transfer 
coeffi cient based on the inside area of the pipe. From Equation (4.82),   

q
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   From Equations (4.83) and (4.81) we obtain   
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U A h A
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ln
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π
(4.84)      

   Equation (4.84) is used to calculate the overall heat-transfer coeffi -
cient. The selection of area over which to calculate the overall heat 
transfer is quite arbitrary. For example, if U  o is selected as the over-
all heat-transfer coeffi cient based on outside area of the pipe, then 
Equation (4.84) is written as 

1 1
2

1
U A h A

r
r
Lk h A

i

o o i i

o

o o

�

ln
(4.85)    
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   and Equation (4.82) is modifi ed to   

q U A T T� � o o i( ) (4.86)      

   Both Equations (4.82) and (4.86) yield the same value of the rate of 
heat transfer, q . This is shown in Example 4.16.

        Example 4.16         A 2.5       cm inside diameter pipe is being used to convey a liquid food at 80°C 
( Fig. E4.13   ). The inside convective heat transfer coeffi  cient is 10       W/(m 2  °C). 
The pipe (0.5       cm thick) is made of steel (thermal conductivity      �      43       W/[m °C]). 
The outside ambient temperature is 20°C. The outside convective heat-trans-
fer coeffi  cient is 100       W/(m 2  °C). Calculate the overall heat transfer coeffi  cient 
and the heat loss from 1       m length of the pipe. 

    Given 

        Inside diameter of pipe      �      0.025       m  

    Bulk temperature of liquid food      �      80°C  

    Inside convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient      �      10       W/(m 2  °C)  

    Outside convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient      �      100       W/(m 2  °C)  

     k  steel       �      43       W/(m °C)  

    Outside ambient temperature      �      20°C     

    Approach 

   The overall heat-transfer coeffi  cient can be computed by using a basis of either the 

inside area of the pipe or the outside area of the pipe. We will use Equation (4.84) to 

fi nd  U  i  and then use a modifi cation of Equation (4.84) to fi nd  U  o . We will prove that 

the computed rate of heat fl ow will remain the same regardless of whether  U  i  or  U  o  

is selected.  

    Solution 

        1.     Calculate the overall heat-transfer coeffi  cient based on inside area using 

Equation (4.84):    
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    2.     By canceling area terms and noting that  A  i       �      2  π r  i  L ,    
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   ■   Figure E4.13          Overall heat transfer in a 

pipe.    
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    3.     Substituting,    
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    Thus,  U  i       �      9.32       W/(m 2  °C).   

    4.     Heat loss    
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    5.     Overall heat transfer coeffi  cient based on outside area may be computed as    
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    6.     By canceling area terms and noting that  A  o       �      2  π r  o  L ,    
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    Substituting,   
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    7.     Heat loss    

q U A
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    8.     As expected, the rate of heat loss remains the same regardless of which area 

was selected for computing overall heat-transfer coeffi  cient.  

    9.     It should be noted from steps (3) and (6) that the resistance off ered by the 

metal wall is considerably smaller than the resistance off ered in the convec-

tive layers.           

    4.4.6       Fouling of Heat Transfer Surfaces 

   In heating equipment, when a liquid food comes into contact with a 
heated surface, some of its components may deposit on the hot sur-
face, causing an increase in the resistance to heat transfer. This phe-
nomenon of product buildup on the heat transfer surface is called 
fouling. A similar phenomenon is observed when a liquid is brought 
into contact with subcooled surfaces. Fouling of heat transfer surfaces 
not only increases thermal resistance but may also restrict fl uid fl ow. 
Furthermore, valuable components of the food are lost to the fouled 
layer. Fouling is remedied by cleaning heating surfaces with strong 
chemicals that are also environmental pollutants. 

   Fouling is of major concern in the chemical process industries. Its role 
is even more pronounced in the food industry where many heat-sensi-
tive components of foods can easily deposit on a heat-transfer surface. 
As a result, factory operations involving heating or cooling require fre-
quent cleaning, often on a daily basis. Some of the common types of 
fouling and their underlying mechanisms are shown in  Table 4.3   . 

   The fouling layer often has a composition different from the liquid 
stream that causes fouling. With milk, which has a protein content of 
around 3%, the fouling deposits resulting at temperatures less than 
110�C contain 50 to 60% protein and 30 to 35% minerals. About half 
of the protein in the fouled layer is  β-lactoglobulin. When the tem-
perature of the milk increases above 70 to 74�C, protein denaturation 
increases. The protein ( β-lactoglobulin) fi rst unfolds and the reactive 
sulphydryl groups are exposed. This is followed by polymerization 
(or aggregation) of the molecule with itself or other proteins includ-
ing α -lactoglobulin. 
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   Fouling results from a complex series of reactions, and in heating 
processes these reactions are accelerated with temperature. To com-
pensate for the reduced rate of heat transfer due to the increased ther-
mal resistance, a larger heat-transfer surface area is required, which 
increases the cost of heat exchange equipment. For an operating heat 
exchanger with a fouled surface, the reduced rate of heat transfer is 
compensated for by using higher temperature gradients across the 
heat transfer medium. Consequently, the energy requirements to 
operate heat exchange equipment increase signifi cantly. It has been 
estimated that the annual worldwide cost of fouling to process indus-
tries is several billion dollars. 

   Let us examine the role of fouling on heat transfer by considering 
the rates of heat transfer in a clean pipe and in one that has been 
fouled on both the inside and outside surfaces ( Fig. 4.27   ). Assuming 
that the deposited layers are thin, the convective heat transfer coeffi -
cient on the inside surface of the fouled pipe, hfi , will be same as that 
on the inside surface of the clean pipe hci. The same will hold true 
for the convective heat transfer coeffi cients on the outside surfaces; 
that is, h  fo     �       h  co. Similarly, the inside surface area of the fouled pipe,
A  fi      �     A  ci     �       A  i, and, for the outside surface area, A  fo     �       A  co     �       A  o . 

 Table 4.3        Common Mechanisms in Fouling of Heat Exchange 
Surfaces  

   Type of Fouling  Fouling Mechanism 

   Precipitation  Precipitation of dissolved substances. Salts such 
as CaSO 4 , CaCO 3  cause scaling. 

   Chemical Reaction  Surface material acts as a reactant; chemical 
reactions of proteins, sugars, and fats. 

   Particulate  Accumulation of fi ne particles suspended in 
the processed fl uids on the heat transfer 
surface. 

   Biological  Attachment of organisms both macro and micro 
on heat transfer surface. 

   Freezing  Solidifi cation of liquid components on subcooled 
surfaces. 

   Corrosion  Heat transfer surface reacts with ambient and 
corrodes. 

4.4  Steady-State Heat Transfer
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   Using Equation (4.85), we write an equation for the overall heat 
transfer coeffi cient based on the outside area for the clean pipe,
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   or,   
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   Next, we will consider a pipe that is fouled on both the inside and 
outside surface. As shown in  Figure 4.27b , the fouling resistance due 
to the deposited layer on the inside of the pipe is  R  fi  (m 2 �C/W) and 
for the outside pipe it is R  fo (m 2 �C/W). Then for the fouled pipes,
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   or,   
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(4.90)      

   Since R  fi  and R  fo are diffi cult to determine separately, the two terms 
for fouling resistance in Equations (4.88) are combined to get the 
total resistance due to fouling, R  ft,

R
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A
R Rft
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i
fi fo� � (4.91)    
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   ■   Figure 4.27          A pipe with fouling deposits 

on the inside and outside surfaces    
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   Then   
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(4.92)      

   Combining Equations (4.88) and (4.92), we get 

1 1
U U

R
fo co

ft� � (4.93)      

   In industrial practice, a term called Cleaning factor (C F) is defi ned as 
a ratio between the two overall heat transfer coeffi cients, or,

C
U

UF
fo

co

�  (4.94)      

   Note that the value of  C  F is less than 1. Substituting Equation (4.93) 
in Equation (4.94), and rearranging terms we can write the fouling 
resistance in terms of the cleaning factor. 
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   In designing heat exchangers, we may want to determine the extra 
area required due to expected fouling of the heat transfer area. For 
this purpose, we consider the rates of heat transfer in the clean and 
fouled surface to be the same. Thus,

q U A T U A T� �co co m fo fo mΔ Δ (4.96)    

   Then eliminating  Δ T  m  in the preceding equation,   

U A U Aco co fo fo� (4.97)    

   or,   
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   Combining Equations (4.94), (4.95), and (4.98), and rearranging 
terms, we get 
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   In Equation (4.99) the term
A
A

fo

co
�1( )    multiplied by 100 is the percent 

extra area required for the fouled surface compared with the clean 
surface. In the following example, we will use the previous derived 
relations to develop a graph of percent increase in area required to 
compensate for fouling for different values of overall heat transfer 
coeffi cients.

Cleanliness Factor
Overall Heat
Transfer
Coefficient 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95

1000 2.50 1.76 1.11 0.53
2000 1.25 0.88 0.56 0.26
3000 0.83 0.59 0.37 0.18
4000 0.63 0.44 0.28 0.13
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1) Enter values as shown in cells A3:A7 and B2:E2
2) Enter�(1/$A3)*(1/B$2-1)*10000 in cell B3 and
    copy in cells B4:B7 and C3:E7

   ■   Figure E4.14          Total fouling resistance as 

a function of overall heat transfer coeffi  cient for 

diff erent cleanliness factors.    

        Example 4.17         Using a spreadsheet, develop a chart that shows the relationship between 
the total fouling resistance as a function of overall heat transfer coeffi  cients 
of 1000 to 5000       W/m 2 K for cleanliness factors of 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95. Also, 
develop a chart that demonstrates the increase in surface area required for 
fouling resistances of 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, and 0.05       m 2 K/W for an overall heat 
transfer coeffi  cient varying from 1 to 10,000       W/m 2 K. 

    Given 

   Part (a) 

    Overall heat transfer coeffi  cient      �      1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000       W/m 2 K  

    Cleanliness factor      �      0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95    
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   ■   Figure E4.15          Increase in surface area due 

to fouling.    

   Part (b) 

    Fouling resistance      �      0.0001, 0.001, 0.01 and 0.05       m2K/W  

    Overall heat transfer coeffi  cient      �      1, 10, 100, 1000, 10,000       W/m 2 K     

    Approach 

   We will develop two spreadsheets using Excel™ . First, we will calculate the fouling 

resistance for part (a) and the required increase in surface area for part (b). Then we 

will create a plot from the calculated data.  

    Solution 

   The fi rst spreadsheet is developed using Equation (4.95) for the fouling resistance 

R f  as a function of the overall heat transfer coeffi  cient for a clean pipe. The second 

spreadsheet is developed using Equation (4.99), and we will plot  
A

A
fo

co

� �1 100( )     

against overall heat transfer coeffi  cient on a log-log scale. As we observe, from 

 Figure E4.14   , as the cleanliness factor decreases, the fouling resistance increases for 

the same value of clean-pipe overall heat transfer coeffi  cient. This eff ect is more pro-

nounced at low values of overall heat transfer coeffi  cient. Similarly, from  Figure E4.15   , 

4.4  Steady-State Heat Transfer
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for a small increase in the resistance factor, for the same overall heat transfer coeffi  -

cient, a much larger surface area is required. These graphs show that the resistance 

due to fouling has a substantial eff ect on heat transfer, and larger surface areas are 

required with increasing fouling.        

    4.4.7       Design of a Tubular Heat Exchanger   

   In Section 4.1, we examined a variety of heat exchange equipment 
used in the food process industry. Recall that a number of different 
geometrical confi gurations are used in the design of heat exchange 
equipment, such as tubular, plate, and scraped surface heat exchang-
ers. The primary objective in using a heat exchanger is to transfer ther-
mal energy from one fl uid to another. In this section we will develop 
calculations necessary to design a tubular heat exchanger. 

   One of the key objectives in calculations involving a heat exchanger 
is to determine the required heat transfer area for a given application. 
We will use the following assumptions: 

    1.   Heat transfer is under steady-state conditions.  
    2.   The overall heat-transfer coeffi cient is constant throughout the 

length of pipe.  
    3.   There is no axial conduction of heat in the metal pipe.  
    4.   The heat exchanger is well insulated. The heat exchange is 

between the two liquid streams fl owing in the heat exchanger. 
There is negligible heat loss to the surroundings.    

   Recall from Chapter 1 that change in heat energy in a fl uid stream, if 
its temperature changes from T  1  to  T  2, is expressed as: 

q mc T T� �� p( )1 2 (4.100)    

   where �m     is mass fl ow rate of a fl uid (kg/s), c  p is specifi c heat of a fl uid 
(kJ/[kg °C]), and the temperature change of a fl uid is from some inlet 
temperature T  1  to an exit temperature  T  2 .   

   Consider a tubular heat exchanger, as shown in  Figure 4.28   . A hot  
fl uid, H, enters the heat exchanger at location (1) and it fl ows through 
the inner pipe, exiting at location (2). Its temperature decreases from 
T  H,inlet to T  H,exit. The second fl uid, C, is a cold fl uid that enters the 
annular space between the outer and inner pipes of the tubular heat 
exchanger at location (1) and exits at location (2). Its temperature 
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increases from T  C,inlet to T  C,exit. The outer pipe of the heat exchanger 
is covered with an insulation to prevent any heat exchange with the 
surroundings. Because the heat transfer occurs only between fl uids 
H and C, the decrease in the heat energy of fl uid H must equal the 
increase in the energy of fl uid C. Therefore, conducting an energy bal-
ance, the rate of heat transfer between the fl uids is: 

q m c T T m c T T� � � �� �H pH H inlet H exit C pC C exit C inlet( ) ( ), , , , (4.101)    

   where c  pH is the specifi c heat of the hot fl uid (kJ/[kg °C]), c  pC is the spe-
cifi c heat of the cold fl uid (kJ/[kg °C]), �mH     is the mass fl ow rate of the 
hot fl uid (kg/s), and �mC     is the mass fl ow rate of the cold fl uid (kg/s).   

   Equation (4.101) is useful if we are interested in determining the 
inlet and exit temperatures of the two fl uid streams. Furthermore, we 
may use this equation to determine the mass fl ow rate of either fl uid 
stream, provided all other conditions are known. But, this equation 
does not provide us with any information about the size of the heat 
exchanger required for accomplishing a desired rate of heat transfer,
and we cannot use it to determine how much thermal resistance to 
heat transfer exists between the two fl uid streams. For those ques-
tions, we need to determine heat transfer perpendicular to the fl ow of 
the fl uid streams, as discussed in the following. 

1
2

Fluid H Fluid H

Fluid C

Fluid C

Insulation

dTH

dTC

dq

Temperature

Length or Area

TH,inlet

TC,inlet

TH,exit

TC,exit

   ■   Figure 4.28          A concurrent fl ow heat 

exchanger and temperature plots.    
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   Consider a thin slice of the heat exchanger, as shown in  Figure 4.28 .
We want to determine the rate of heat transfer from fl uid H to C, per-
pendicular to the direction of the fl uid streams. For this thin slice of 
the heat exchanger, the rate of heat transfer, d q, from fl uid H to fl uid 
C may be expressed as: 

d dq U T A� Δ (4.102)    

   where Δ  T is the temperature difference between fl uid H and fl uid C. 
Note that this temperature difference, Δ  T, varies from location (1) to (2) 
of the heat exchanger. At the inlet of the fl uid streams, location (1),
the temperature difference, Δ  T, is T  H,inlet  � T  C,inlet and on the exit 
side, location (2), it is T  H,exit  � T  C,exit ( Fig. 4.28 ). To solve Equation 
(4.102) we can substitute only one value of  Δ T, or its average value 
that represents the temperature gradient perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the fl ow. Although it may be tempting to take an arithmetic 
average of the two  Δ  T values from locations (1) and (2), the arith-
metic average value will be incorrect because, as seen in  Figure 4.28 ,
the temperature plots are nonlinear. Therefore, we will develop the 
following mathematical analysis to determine a value of  Δ  T that will 
correctly identify the “average ”  temperature difference between the 
fl uids H and C as they fl ow through the heat exchanger.   

   The temperature difference, Δ  T, between the two fl uids H and C is 

ΔT T T� �H C (4.103)    

   where T  H is the temperature of the hot stream and T  C is that of the cold 
stream. For a small differential ring element as shown in  Figure 4.28 ,
using energy balance for the hot stream H we get   

d dH pH Hq m c T� � � (4.104)    

   and, for cold stream C in the differential element,   

d dC pC Cq m c T� � (4.105)      

   In Equation (4.104), d T  H is a negative quantity; therefore, we added 
a negative sign to obtain a positive value for d q. Solving for d T  H and 
dT  C, we obtain 

d
d

H
H pH

T
q

m c
� �

�
(4.106)    
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   and   

d
d

C
C pC

T
q

m c
�
�

(4.107)    

   Then, subtracting Equation (4.107) from Equation (4.106),   

d d d dH C H C
H pH C pC

T T T T q
m c m c

� � � � � �( )
1 1
� �

⎛

⎝

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
(4.108)      

   Using Equations (4.102) and (4.103), and substituting in Equation 
(4.108),

d
 dH C

H C H pH C pC

( )
( )

T T

T T
U

m c m c
A

�

�
� � �

1 1
� �

⎛

⎝

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
(4.109)      

   Integrating Equation (4.109) from locations (1) to (2) shown in 
 Figure 4.28 ,

ln
( )

)

T T

T T
UA

m c m c
H exit C exit

H inlet C inlet H pH C pC(
, ,

, ,

�

�
� � �

1 1
� �

⎛

⎝⎝

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
(4.110)      

   Noting that 

T T T

T T T

H inlet C inlet

H exit C exit

, ,

, ,

� �

� �

Δ

Δ

1

2

(4.111)    

   we get   

ln
Δ
Δ

T

T
UA

m c m c
2

1

1 1
� � �

� �H pH C pC

⎛

⎝

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
(4.112)      

   Substituting Equation (4.101) in Equation (4.112),

ln
Δ
Δ

T

T
UA

T T

q

T T2

1

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

� �
�

�
�H inlet H exit C exit C inlet, , , ,

qq

⎛

⎝
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⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

(4.113)      

   Rearranging terms in Equation (4.113),

ln [( ) (
Δ
Δ

T

T

UA

q
T T T T2

1

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

� � � � �H inlet C inlet H exit C, , , ,eexit )] (4.114)      
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   Substituting Equation (4.111) in Equation (4.114), we obtain 

ln ( )
Δ
Δ

Δ Δ
T

T

UA

q
T T2

1
1 2

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

� � � (4.115)      

   Rearranging terms,

q UA
T T

T
T

�
�Δ Δ
Δ
Δ

2 1

2

1

ln
(4.116)    

  q UA T� ( )Δ lm (4.117)      

  where  

Δ
Δ Δ

Δ
Δ

T
T T

T
T

lm �
�2 1

2

1

ln
 (4.118)      

    Δ  T  lm is called the log mean temperature difference (LMTD). Equation 
(4.117) is used to design a heat exchanger and determine its area and 
the overall resistance to heat transfer, as illustrated in Examples 4.18 
and 4.19.

        Example 4.18         A liquid food (specifi c heat      �      4.0       kJ/[kg °C]) fl ows in the inner pipe of a double-
pipe heat exchanger. The liquid food enters the heat exchanger at 20°C 
and exits at 60°C ( Fig. E4.16   ). The fl ow rate of the liquid food is 0.5       kg/s. In 
the annular section, hot water at 90°C enters the heat exchanger and fl ows 
countercurrently at a fl ow rate of 1       kg/s. The average specifi c heat of water is 
4.18       kJ/(kg °C). Assume steady-state conditions. 

    1.     Calculate the exit temperature of water.  
    2.     Calculate log-mean temperature diff erence.  
    3.     If the average overall heat transfer coeffi  cient is 2000       W/(m 2  °C) and 

the diameter of the inner pipe is 5       cm, calculate the length of the heat 
exchanger.  

    4.     Repeat these calculations for parallel-fl ow confi guration.    

    Given 

        Liquid food: 

    Inlet temperature      �      20°C  

    Exit temperature      �      60°C  

Length (m)

T
em

pe
ra

tu
re

 (
°C

)

90°C

60°C

20°C

   ■   Figure E4.16          A countercurrent fl ow heat 

exchanger with unknown exit temperatures.    
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    Specifi c heat      �      4.0       kJ/(kg °C)  

    Flow rate      �      0.5       kg/s     

    Water: 

    Inlet temperature      �      90°C  

    Specifi c heat      �      4.18       kJ/(kg °C)  

    Flow rate      �      1.0       kg/s     

    Heat exchanger: 

    Diameter of inner pipe      �      5       cm  

    Flow      �      countercurrent        

    Approach 

   We will fi rst calculate the exit temperature of hot water by using a simple heat bal-

ance equation. Then we will compute log-mean temperature diff erence. The length 

of the heat exchanger will be determined from Equation (4.117). The solution will be 

repeated for parallel-fl ow confi guration to obtain a new value for log-mean temper-

ature diff erence and length of the heat exchanger.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using a simple heat balance,    

q m c T m c T� �

� � � � �

�

� �
C pC C h ph h

(  kg/s)(  kJ/[kg C])( C C)

(

Δ Δ

0 5 4 60 20.

11 90

70 9

 kg/s)(4.18 kJ/[kg C])( C C)

Ce

� � � �

� �

T

T

e

.       

    2.     The exit temperature of water is 70.9°C.  

    3.     From Equation (4.118)    
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� �C       

    4.     The log-mean temperature diff erence is 39.5°C.  

    5.     From Equation (4.117),    

q UA T U D L T� �( ) ( )lm i lmΔ Δπ     

    where  q , from step (1), is   

q � � � � � �(0.5 kg/s)(  kJ/[kg C])( C C)  kJ/s4 60 20 80     
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     Thus,   

L
kJ s

�
� �

�
( / )(

( ) ( . ) ( . ) (

80 1000

0 05 39 5 2000
6

2

  J / kJ)

 m C  W/ [m C])π
..45  m

      

     6.      The length of the heat exchanger, when operated counter-currently, is 

6.5       m.  

     7.      For parallel-fl ow operation, the system diagram will be as shown in 

 Figure E4.16 .  

     8.      Assuming that for parallel fl ow the exit temperature will be the same as for 

counterfl ow,  T  e       �      70.9°C.  

     9.     Log-mean temperature diff erence is calculated from Equation (4.118).    

( )
( ) ( . )
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.

.ΔT lm C�
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    10.      The log-mean temperature diff erence for parallel fl ow is 31.8°C, about 8°C 

less than that for the countercurrent fl ow arrangement.  

    11.     The length can be computed as in step (5).    

L �
� �

�
( )( )

( ) ( . ) ( . ) (

80 1000

0 05 31 8 2000
8

 kJ / s  J / kJ

 m C  W/ [m C])2π
  m

      

    12.      The length of the heat exchanger, when operated as parallel fl ow, is 8       m. 

This length of heat exchanger is longer by 1.55       m to obtain the same exit 

temperature of hot-water stream as for the counterfl ow arrangement.          

Length (m)

T
em

pe
ra

tu
re

 (
°C

)

90°C

60°C

20°C

70.9°C

   ■   Figure E4.17          Temperature plots for a 

counterfl ow heat exchanger.    

        Example 4.19         Steam with 90% quality, at a pressure of 143.27       kPa, is condensing in the 
outer annular space of a 5       m-long double-pipe heat exchanger ( Fig. E4.18   ). 
Liquid food is fl owing at a rate of 0.5       kg/s in the inner pipe. The inner 
pipe has an inside diameter of 5       cm.  The specifi c heat of the liquid food is 
3.9       kJ/(kg °C). The inlet temperature of the liquid food is 40°C and the exit 
temperature is 80°C. 

    a.     Calculate the average overall heat-transfer coeffi  cient.  
    b.     If the resistance to conductive heat transfer caused by the inner steel 

pipe is negligible, and the convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient on the 
steam side is very large (approaches infi nity), estimate the convective 
heat-transfer coeffi  cient for the liquid food in the inside pipe.    

Length (m)

T
em

pe
ra

tu
re

 (°
C

)

110°C

80°C

40°C

110°C

   ■   Figure E4.18          Temperature plots for a 

parallel-fl ow heat exchanger.    
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    Given 

        Steam pressure      �      143.27       kPa  

    Length      �      5       m  

    Flow rate of liquid      �      0.5       kg/s  

    Inside diameter      �      0.05       m  

    Specifi c heat      �      3.9       kJ/(kg °C)  

    Product inlet temperature      �      40°C  

    Product exit temperature      �      80°C     

    Approach 

   We will obtain steam temperature from Table A.4.2. We also note that steam qual-

ity has no eff ect on the steam condensation temperature. We will calculate the heat 

required to raise the liquid food temperature from 40 to 80°C. Next, we will calculate 

log-mean temperature diff erence. Then we will obtain the overall heat-transfer coef-

fi cient by equating the heat gain of the liquid food and heat transfer across the pipe 

wall, from steam to the liquid food.  

    Solution 

   Part (a) 

    1.     From steam table (Table A.4.2), steam temperature      �      110°C.  

    2.           
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    3.           
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    and   
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    4.           
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    5.     Overall heat-transfer coeffi  cient      �      2105       W/(m 2  °C)    
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   Part (b) 

   The overall heat-transfer equation may be written as follows: 
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    The second term on the right-hand side of the above equation is zero, since 

the resistance off ered by steel to conductive heat transfer is considered neg-

ligible. Likewise, the third term is zero, because the convective heat-transfer 

coeffi  cient on the steam side is very large. 

    Therefore, 

 
U hi i�

     

    or 

 hi  W/(m C)� �2105 2
            

    4.4.8        The Eff ectiveness-NTU Method for 
Designing Heat Exchangers 

   In the preceding section, we used the log-mean-temperature-
difference (LMTD) approach to design a heat exchanger. The LMTD 
approach works well when we are designing a new heat exchanger,
where the temperatures of the fl uid streams at the inlet and exit are 
known and we are interested in determining the size of the heat 
exchanger (in terms of the heat transfer area, length, and diam-
eter of the pipe). However, in other situations when the size of the 
heat exchanger, and the inlet temperatures of the product and heat-
ing/cooling streams are known but the exit temperatures of the two 
streams are unknown, the LMTD approach can be used but the solu-
tion requires iterative procedures and becomes tedious. For this pur-
pose, another calculation technique called the effectiveness-NTU 
method is easier to use. This method involves three dimensionless 
quantities, namely the heat capacity rate ratio, heat exchanger effec-
tiveness, and number of transfer units (NTU). 

    4.4.8.1       Heat Capacity Rate Ratio, C* 

   A heat capacity rate of a liquid stream is obtained as a product of the 
mass fl ow rate and specifi c heat capacity. Thus, for the hot and cold
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streams the heat capacity rates are, respectively: 

C m cH H pH� � (4.119)      

C m cC C pC� � (4.120)      

   These two quantities are evaluated using the given data in a problem; 
the smaller of the two quantities is called  C  min  and the larger  C  max . 

   The heat capacity rate ratio, C *, is defi ned as 

C*
C

C
� min

max

 (4.121)       

    4.4.8.2       Heat Exchanger Eff ectiveness,   ε   E  

   The heat exchanger effectiveness is a ratio of the actual rate of heat 
transfer accomplished and the maximum attainable rate of heat trans-
fer for a given heat exchanger. The heat exchanger effectiveness, ε  E, is 
defi ned as 

εE
actualq

q
�

max
 (4.122)      

   The actual rate of heat transfer can be determined for both hot and 
cold streams as 

q C T T C T Tactual H H inlet H exit C C exit C inlet( ) ( )� � � �, , , , (4.123)      

   And, the maximum rate of attainable heat transfer is obtained by 
observing that in any heat exchanger the maximum possible tempera-
ture difference is between the temperatures of hot and cold streams 
at the inlet. This temperature difference is multiplied with the mini-
mum heat capacity rate, C  min, to obtain q  max : 

q C T Tmax min( )� �H inlet C inlet, , (4.124)      

   Thus, from Equation (4.122),

q q C T Tactual E max E min H inlet C inlet� � �ε ε ( ), , (4.125)       
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    4.4.8.3       Number of Transfer Units, NTU 

   The number of transfer units provides a measure of the heat transfer 
surface area for a given overall heat transfer coeffi cient and minimum 
heat capacity rate. It is expressed as 

NTU
UA

C
�

min

 (4.126)    

   where A is the heat transfer area (m 2 ), U is the overall heat transfer 
coeffi cient (W/m 2°C) based on the selected area (see Section 4.4.5),
and C  min  is the minimum heat capacity rate (W/°C).   

   Relationships between NTU and effectiveness can be obtained for dif-
ferent types of heat exchangers with prescribed fl ow conditions (such 
as counterfl ow or concurrent fl ow). These relationships include the 
heat capacity rate ratios. Some of these relationships for commonly 
used heat exchangers are shown in        Tables 4.4 and 4.5 . In  Table 4.4 ,
the exchanger effectiveness is given in terms of NTU, and in  Table 4.5 , the 
NTU values are given as a function of the exchanger effectiveness. The 
steps involved in using the effectiveness-NTU method are illustrated in 
the following example.

 Table 4.4         Eff ectiveness-NTU Relations for Heat Exchangers  

   Type of Heat Exchanger  Eff ectiveness Relation 

   Double pipe 
   Concurrent fl ow 

  

εE
1 exp[ (1 )]

1
�

� � �

�

NTU C
C

*
*

    

   Double pipe 
   Countercurrent fl ow 

  

εE
1 exp[ (1 )]

1 exp[ (1 )]
�
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NTU C
C NTU C

*
* *

    

   Shell and tube: 
   One-shell pass 
   2, 4, 6… tube passes 

  

εE
2

2

2

1 1
1 exp 1

1 exp 1
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C C

NTU C

NTU C
* *

*

*
2

⎡
⎣⎢
⎡
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   Plate heat exchanger 

  

εE
exp (1 ) 1

exp (1 )
�

� � �

� � �

C NTU

C NTU C

*

* *
[ ]

[ ]
    

   All heat exchangers, C*      �      0   εE 1 exp( )� � �NTU     
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   We will use some of the data from Example 4.18 to show the use of the 
eff ectiveness-NTU method in solving problems when both exit tempera-
tures are unknown. A liquid food (specifi c heat      �      4.0       kJ/[kg °C]) fl ows in the 
inner pipe of a double-pipe heat exchanger. The liquid food enters the heat 
exchanger at 20°C. The fl ow rate of the liquid food is 0.5       kg/s. In the annular 
section, hot water at 90°C enters the heat exchanger and fl ows in counter-
current direction at a fl ow rate of 1       kg/s. The average specifi c heat of water 
is 4.18       kJ/(kg °C). The average overall heat transfer coeffi  cient based on the 
inside area is 2000       W/(m 2  °C), and the diameter of the inner pipe is 5       cm and 
length is 6.45       m. Assume steady state conditions. Calculate the exit tempera-
ture of liquid food and water. 

    Given 

        Liquid food: 

     Inlet temperature      �      20°C  

     Specifi c heat      �      4.0       kJ/(kg °C)  

     Flow rate      �      0.5       kg/s     

 Table 4.5         NTU-Eff ectiveness Relations for Heat Exchangers  

   Type of Heat Exchanger  NTU Relation 

   Double pipe 
   Concurrent fl ow 
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C
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   Double pipe 
   Countercurrent fl ow 
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�

�
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   Shell and tube: 
   One-shell pass 
   2, 4, 6… tube passes   
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   Plate heat exchanger 
  
NTU

C

C
E
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�
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*

*

(1 )
(1 )

(1 )

ε

⎡

⎣
⎢
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⎤
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⎥

    

   All heat exchangers, C*  �  0   NTU E�� �ln(1 )ε     

        Example 4.20      
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    Water: 

     Inlet temperature      �      90°C  

     Specifi c heat      �      4.18       kJ/(kg °C)  

     Flow rate      �      1.0       kg/s     

    Heat exchanger: 

     Diameter of inner pipe      �      5       cm  

     Length of inner pipe      �      6.45       m  

     Overall heat transfer coeffi  cient      �      2000       W/m2 °C  

     Flow      �      countercurrent        

    Approach 

   Since exit temperatures of both streams are unknown, we will use the eff ectiveness-

NTU method. We will fi rst calculate the maximum and minimum heat capacity 

rates. The two heat capacity rates will be used to calculate the heat capacity rate 

ratio,  C *. Next, we will obtain NTU from the given overall heat transfer coeffi  cient, 
heat exchanger area, and the calculated value of  C  min . Using the calculated value of 

NTU, we will use an appropriate table to determine the exchanger eff ectiveness. The 

defi nition of the exchanger eff ectiveness will be used to determine  q  actual , and the 

unknown temperatures,  T  H, exit  and  T  L,exit .  

    Solution 

        1.     The heat capacity rates for the hot water and liquid food are, respectively,    

C m c

C m c

H H pH

L L pL

(1 kg/s)( kJ/[kg C])

kW/ C

(

�

� �

� �

�

�

�

�

. .

.

.

0 4 18

4 18

0 5 kkg/s)( kJ/[kg C])

kW/ C

4

2

�

� �       

    Therefore, using the smaller value of  C  between the above calculated values 

 C  H  and  C  L , 

 
C Cmin kW/� �2

   

    Then,  C * is obtained as   

 
C*

.
.� �

2

4 18
0 4785

     

Length (m)
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)

90°C

20°C

   ■   Figure E4.19          Temperature plots for a 

double-pipe heat exchanger.    
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    2.     The NTU value is obtained from Equation (4.126) as    

 

NTU
UA

C

W m C m m

kW C W kW
� �

min

( )( )( . )( . )

( )( )

2000 0 05 6 45

2 1000

2/

/ /

°
°

π

NNTU �1 0132.      

    3.     From  Table 4.4    we select an expression for   ε   E  for tubular heat exchanger, for 

counterfl ow, and substitute known terms as    

 

ε

ε

E

E

e

e
�

�

�

�

� �

� �

1

1 0 4785

0

1 0132 1 0 4785

1 0132 1 0 4785

( . ( . ))

( . ( . )).

.55717
   

   According to Equation (4.124)   

 
q kW C C kWmax � � �( / )( )( )2 90 20 140° °

     

   

Since

  

εE
actualq

q
�

max     

 
q kW kWactual � � �0 5717 140 80 038. ( ) .

   

   For hot water stream:   

 

q kW C T C kW

T

actual H exit

H exit

� � � �

� �

4 18 90 80 038

90 19

. ( ) ( )( ) ./ ° °,

, .. .15 70 85� �C
   

   Similarly, for liquid food stream:   

 

q kW C T C kW

T

actual L exit

L exit

� � � �

� �

2 20 80 038

40 019 2

( ) ( )( ) .

.

/ ° °,

, 00 60� °C
   

    The calculated exit temperatures of hot water and product streams are 

70.85°C and 60°C, respectively. These values are comparable to those given in 

Example 4.18.           

    4.4.9       Design of a Plate Heat Exchanger 

   As discussed in Section 4.1.1, plate heat exchangers are commonly 
used in the food industry. The design of a plate heat exchanger 
requires certain relationships that are often unique to the plates used 
in the heat exchanger. Some of the required information for design 
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purposes is closely guarded by the equipment manufacturers and 
is not readily available. We will consider a general design approach 
with some of the key relationships required in designing plate heat 
exchangers. First, it is important to understand the type of fl ow pat-
tern present inside a plate heat exchanger. 

    Figure 4.2  shows an arrangement of plates with two liquid streams,
product and heating/cooling medium, entering and exiting through 
their respective ports. The assembly of a plate heat exchanger involves 
placing the required number of plates in a frame and tightening the end 
bolts so that a fi xed gap space is created between the plates. The gaps 
between the plates create channels through which the fl uid streams fl ow. 
The fl uid streams enter and exit through the port holes ( Fig. 4.2b ). 

   Each plate contains a gasket that helps orient the direction of the fl ow 
stream through the channel. The assembly of plates with gaskets is 
done in such a manner that it allows the product stream to move in 
one channel while the heating/cooling stream moves in the neighbor-
ing channel. Thus, the fl ow of product and heating/cooling streams 
alternates through the channels and they never come into direct con-
tact ( Fig. 4.2 ). 

   The heat exchange between the two liquid streams in a plate heat 
exchanger is across the plates, normal to the direction of the fl ow. 
Therefore, the plates are made as thin as possible to minimize resis-
tance to heat transfer while maintaining the physical integrity of the 
plates. The plates are corrugated with a pattern that promotes turbu-
lence in the liquid stream. Several types of patterns are used for the 
corrugations stamped on the plates, the most common one being a 
herringbone type design called the Chevron design ( Fig. 4.3 ). The 
plates used in food processing applications are made of stainless 
steel (ANSI 316), although the thermal conductivity of stainless steel 
is not as high as other metals that are used in nonfood applications. 
In the past, the material used for gaskets did not permit use of high 
temperatures. However, new heat-resistant materials for gaskets have 
considerably extended the use of plate heat exchangers for high-
temperature applications. 

   To determine the rate of heat transfer across the plates, it is necessary 
to know the convective heat transfer coeffi cient on both sides of the 
plates. Since the mechanism is forced convection, we use a dimen-
sionless correlation involving Nusselt number, Reynolds number,
and Prandtl number. The dimensionless correlation depends upon 
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the design of the corrugations used. An approximate expression suit-
able for plate heat exchanger is as follows: 

N N NNu � 0 4 0 64 0 4. Re
.

Pr
. (4.127)      

   To evaluate the Reynolds number, it is necessary to determine the 
velocity of the liquid stream in the channel. This determination is 
complex because of the corrugations. We will consider a simplifi ed 
method to estimate the fl uid velocity. 

   In a plate heat exchanger, the two end plates do not take part in heat 
transfer. Thus, the number of “thermal plates ” involved in heat trans-
fer is obtained by subtracting two from the total number of plates in 
a heat exchanger. 

   The fl ow rate of a liquid stream through each channel is obtained as 

�
�

m
m

NHc
H�
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⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟

(4.128)    

   and   

�
�

m
m

NPc
P�

�

2
1

(4.129)    

   where �mH    and �mP    are the total mass fl ow rates of the heating/cooling 
stream and the product stream (kg/s), respectively;  �mHc    and �mPc    are 
the channel fl ow rates for heating/cooling stream and product stream 
(kg/s), respectively; and  N is the total number of thermal plates.   

   The cross-sectional area of a channel between two adjacent plates is 
obtained as,

A bwc � (4.130)    

   where b is the gap between two adjacent plates and  w is the width of 
the plate.   

   The velocities of the two streams are 

u
m

APc
Pc

P c

�
�

ρ
(4.131)      

u
m

AHc
Hc

H c

�
�

ρ
(4.132)      
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   The equivalent diameter (or the hydraulic diameter), D  e, is calculated 
from the following expression: 

De �
�4 channel free-flow area for fluid stream

wetted perimeteer for the fluid
(4.133)      

   For simplicity, we use the projected area (disregarding the corruga-
tions) to determine the wetted perimeter as 

Wetted perimeter for the fluid � �2( )b w (4.134)      

Channel free-flow area � bw (4.135)    

   Then,   

D
bw

b we �
�

4
2( )

(4.136)      

   Since in a plate heat exchanger, b     �      �   w, we may neglect b in the 
denominator to obtain,

D be � �2 (4.137)    

   The Reynolds number for each stream is obtained as   

   Product stream: 

N
u D

Re,P
P Pc e

P

�
ρ

μ
(4.138)    

   Heating/cooling stream:   

N
u D

Re,H
H Hc e

H

�
ρ

μ
(4.139)      

   Knowing the Reynolds number, the Nusselt number is calculated for 
each stream using Equation (4.127). The heat transfer coeffi cient is 
obtained as 

h
N k
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Nu P

e

�
�

(4.140)      
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Nu H

e

�
�

(4.141)    
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   where k  P and k  H are the thermal conductivities of the product and 
heating/cooling streams, (W/m°C), respectively.   

   The overall heat transfer coeffi cient is determined from the two values 
of the convective heat transfer coeffi cients, assuming that the conduc-
tive resistance of the thin metal plate is negligible,

1 1 1
U h h

� �
P H

(4.142)      

   Once the overall heat transfer coeffi cient is obtained using Equation 
(4.142), the remaining computations for the design of the plate heat 
exchanger are done using the effectiveness-NTU method similar to 
the procedure described in Section 4.4.7.2. For a plate heat exchanger,
the relevant expressions between NTU and effectiveness are given in 
       Tables 4.4 and 4.5 . The calculation procedure for designing a plate 
heat exchanger is illustrated in the following example.

        Example 4.21         A counterfl ow plate heat exchanger is being used to heat apple juice with 
hot water. The heat exchanger contains 51 plates. Each plate is 1.2       m high 
and 0.8       m wide. The gap between the plates is 4       mm. The heating charac-
teristics for this heat exchanger have been previously determined to follow 
the following relationship,  N N NNu Re

0.64
Pr
0.40.4�    . Hot water enters the heat 

exchanger at 95°C at a rate of 15       kg/s and apple juice enters at 15°C at a rate 
of 10       kg/s. It is assumed that the physical properties of water and apple juice 
are the same. The properties of water at 55°C are density      �      985.7       kg/m 3 , 
specifi c heat      �      4179       J/kgK, thermal conductivity      �      0.652       W/m°C, dynamic 
viscosity      �      509.946      �      10  � 6        Ns/m 2 , Prandtl Number      �      3.27. Calculate the exit 
temperatures of water and apple juice. 

    Given 

        Number of plates      �      51  

    Plate height      �      1.2       m  

    Plate width      �      0.8       m  

    Gap between plates      �      4       mm      �      0.004       m  

    Inlet temperature of hot water      �      95°C  

    Mass fl ow rate of hot water      �      15       kg/s  

    Inlet temperature of apple juice      �      15°C  

    Mass fl ow rate of apple juice      �      10       kg/s  

    Properties of water at (95      �      15)/2      �      55°C from Table A.4.1: 

     Density      �      985.7       kg/m 3   

     Specifi c heat      �      4.179       kJ/kg K  
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     Thermal conductivity      �      0.652       W/m°C  

     Viscosity      �      509.946      �      10  � 6        Ns/m 2   

     Prandtl number      �      3.27        

    Approach 

   We will assume that the heat exchanger is operating under steady state conditions. 

First, we will determine the channel velocity of each fl uid stream using the given fl ow 

rates and gap dimensions. Next, we will determine the Reynolds number, and using 

the dimensionless correlation, we will calculate Nusselt number and convective heat 

transfer coeffi  cient. The convective heat transfer coeffi  cients from both sides of a 

plate will be used to determine the overall heat transfer coeffi  cient. Once the overall 

heat transfer coeffi  cient is known, then we will use the eff ectiveness-NTU method to 

determine the exit temperatures of each stream.  

    Solution 

    Heat transfer coeffi  cient on the hot water side:  

    1.     Equivalent diameter for the channel created between the plates is    

 
D b me � � � � �2 2 0 004 0 008. .

     

    2.     Flow rate of hot water in each channel:    

    Total number of plates  �  51. Since the two end plates do not take part in heat 

exchange, the number of thermal plates      �      49. Then 

 

�m kg sHc �
�

�
�

2 15

49 1
0 60

( )
. /

     

    3.     The cross-sectional area of each channel is    

 
A mc � � �0 004 0 8 0 0032 2. . .

     

    4.     Velocity of hot water in each channel is    

 

u
kg s

kg m m
m sc �

�
�

0 60

985 7 0 0032
0 19

3 2

. ( )

. ( ) . ( )
.

/

/
/

     

    5.     Reynolds number:    

 
NRe

. . .

.
�

� �

�
�

�

985 7 0 19 0 008

509 946 10
2941

6
     

    6.     Nusselt number:    

 
NNu � � � �0 4 2941 3 27 106 60 64 0 4. . .. .
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   Then, heat transfer coeffi  cient on the hot water side is   

 
h W m CH �

�
� �

106 6 0 652

0 008
8 688 2

. .

.
, /

     

    Heat transfer coeffi  cient on the apple juice side:  

     7.     The fl ow rate of apple juice in each channel is    

 

�m kg sA �
�

�
�

2 10

49 1
0 4

( )
. /

     

     8.     The velocity of apple juice in each channel is    

 

u
kg s

kg m m
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/
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     9.     The Reynolds number is    

 
NRe

. . .

.
�

� �

�
�

�

985 7 0 127 0 008

509 946 10
1961

6
     

    10.     The Nusselt number is    

 
NNu � � � �0 4 1961 3 27 82 20 64 0 4. . .. .

     

    11.     Convective heat transfer coeffi  cient on the apple juice side is    

 
h W m CH �

�
� �

82 2 0 652

0 008
6702 2

. .

.
/

     

    12.     The overall heat transfer coeffi  cient, U, is    

 

1 1

8688

1

6702U
� �

     

 
U W m C� �3784 2/

     

    13.     The total area of the heat exchanger is    

 
A mh � � � �49 1 2 0 8 47 04 2. . .

     

    14.     NTU for the heat exchanger is    

 
NTU �

�

�
�

3784 47 04

10 4179
4 259

.
.

     

    15.     The capacity rate ratio is    

 
C* .� �

10

15
0 67
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    16.      The exchanger eff ectiveness is obtained from the relationship given in 

 Table 4.4  as    

 

εE �
� � �

� � �

exp[( . ) . ]

exp[( . ) . ] .

1 0 67 4 259 1

1 0 67 4 259 0 67      

 
εE � 0 9.

     

    17.      The exit temperature of apple juice is determined by noting that  C  juice       �       C  min , or    
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   Then,  T  ae       �      87°C   

    18.     The exit temperature of hot water is determined as    
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   or,  T  we       �      47°C   

   In the given counter fl ow plate heat exchanger operating under steady state 

conditions, the hot water stream will exit at 47°C and the apple juice will be 

heated to 87°C.         

    4.4.10        Importance of Surface Characteristics in 
Radiative Heat Transfer 

   All materials in the universe emit radiation of an electromagnetic 
nature based on their surface temperature. At a temperature of 0�K,
the emission of radiation ceases. The characteristics of the radiation 
are also dependent on temperature. As temperature increases, the 
wavelength decreases. For example, radiation emitted by the sun is 
shortwave compared with the longwave radiation emitted by the sur-
face of a hot coffee mug. 

   When radiation of a given wavelength, as shown in  Figure 4.29   , is 
incident on an object, some of the incident radiation is refl ected,
some transmitted, and some absorbed. The following expression 
holds true: 

φ χ ψ� � � 1 (4.143)    

   where φ is absorptivity, χ is refl ectivity, and ψ is transmissivity. The 
absorbed radiation will result in an increase of temperature.   
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   ■   Figure 4.29          Radiant energy incident on a 

semi-opaque object.    
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   To compare the absorption of radiation for different materials, an 
ideal reference called a blackbody is used. For a blackbody, the 
absorptivity value is 1.0. Note that nothing in the universe is a true 
blackbody; even lampblack has  φ     �   0.99 and χ     �   0.01. Regardless,
blackbody is a useful concept for comparing radiative properties of 
different materials. 

   The absolute magnitudes of φ, χ, and ψ depend on the nature of the 
incident radiation. Thus, a brick wall of a house is opaque to visible 
light but transparent to radio waves. 

   Energy emitted (also called radiated) and energy refl ected must be 
clearly distinguished. These are quite different terms. A material,
depending on its surface absorptivity value, will refl ect some of the 
incident radiation. In addition, based on its own temperature, it will 
emit radiation, as shown in  Figure 4.29 . The amount of radiation 
emitted can be computed from Equation (4.20). 

   Kirchoff’s law states that the emissivity of a body is equal to its 
absorptivity for the same wavelength. Thus, mathematically,

ε � φ  (4.144)      

   This identity is discussed in Example 4.22.

        Example 4.22         Compare the selection of white paint versus black paint for painting the 
rooftop of a warehouse. The objective is to allow minimum heat gain from 
the sun during summer. 

    Given 

   White paint from Table A.3.3: 

      ε   shortwave       �      0.18  

      ε   longwave       �      0.95    

   Black paint from Table A.3.3: 

      ε   shortwave       �      0.97  

      ε   longwave       �      0.96     

    Approach 

   From the emissivity values, we will examine the use of white or black paint for both 

short- and longwave radiation.  
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    Solution 

        1.     White paint:   ε   shortwave       �      0.18, therefore from Kirchoff  ’ s law  φ shortwave      �      0.18, 
so   χ   shortwave       �      1 – 0.18, assuming   ψ        �      0, thus   χ   shortwave       �      0.82. Thus, of the 

total shortwave radiation incident on the rooftop, 18% is absorbed and 82% 

refl ected.  

    2.     White paint,   ε   longwave       �      0.95. The white-painted surface, in terms of long-

wave radiation, emits 95% of radiation emitted by a blackbody.  

    3.     Black paint:   ε   shortwave       �      0.97, therefore using Kirchoff  ’ s Law   φ   shortwave       �      0.97. 

Thus, of the total shortwave radiation incident on the rooftop, 97% of radia-

tion incident on it is absorbed and 3% is refl ected.  

    4.     Black paint:   ε   longwave       �      0.96. The black-painted surface, in terms of longwave 

radiation, emits 96% of radiation emitted by a blackbody.  

    5.     White paint should be selected, as it absorbs only 18% shortwave (solar) radi-

ation compared to 97% by black paint. Both black and white paint are similar 

in emitting longwave radiation to the surroundings.          

    4.4.11       Radiative Heat Transfer between Two Objects 

   The transfer of heat by radiation between two surfaces is dependent 
on the emissivity of the radiating surface and the absorptivity of that 
same surface. The expression normally used to describe this type of 
heat transfer is as follows: 

q A T T1 2 1
4

1 2
4

� �� �σ ε φ( )A1 A2 (4.145)    

   where ε  1 is the emissivity of the radiating surface at temperature T  A1,
and φ  1–2 is the absorptivity of the surface for radiation emitted at 
temperature T  A2 .   

   Although the basic expression describing radiative heat transfer is 
given by Equations (4.20) and (4.145), one of the important fac-
tors requiring attention is the shape of the object. The shape factor 
accounts for the fraction of the radiation emitted by the high-temper-
ature surface that is not absorbed by the low-temperature surface. For 
example, Equation (4.145) assumes that all radiation emitted at tem-
perature T  A1 is absorbed by the surface at temperature  T  A2. If both the 
surfaces are blackbodies, then the expression describing heat transfer 
and incorporating the shape factor would be as follows: 

q F A T T1 2 1 2 1
4 4

� �� �σ ( )A1 A2 (4.146)    

   where F  1–2 is the shape factor, and it physically represents the frac-
tion of the total radiation leaving the surface  A  1 that is intercepted by 
the surface A  2. The values of shape factors have been tabulated and 
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presented in the form of curves of the type shown in        Figures 4.30 and 
4.31 . In the fi rst case, the shape factors deal only with adjacent rect-
angles, which are in perpendicular planes.  Figure 4.31  can be utilized 
for various shapes, including disks, squares, and rectangles.   

   Equation (4.146) does not account for nonblackbodies, and Equation 
(4.20) does not account for the shape factor; therefore, an expression 
that combines the two must be used. Such an expression would be 

q A T T1 2 1 1 2
4 4

� �� �σ ξ ( )A1 A2 (4.147)    
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   ■   Figure 4.30          Shape factors for adjacent rectangles in perpendicular planes.  Y  (dimension ratio)  �   y/x ;  Z        �        z/x . (Adapted from  Hottel, 1930 )    
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   where the ξ  1–2 factor accounts for both shape and emissivity. This fac-
tor can be evaluated by the following expression:   
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(4.148)      

   Equations (4.147) and (4.148) can be used to compute the net radi-
ant heat transfer between two gray bodies in the presence of radiating 
surfaces at uniform temperatures.
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   ■   Figure 4.31          Shape factors for equal and 

parallel squares, rectangles, and disks: (1) direct 

radiation between disks; (2) direct radiation 

between squares; (3) total radiation between 

squares or disks connected by nonconducting 

but reradiating walls. (Adapted from  Hottel, 
1930 )    

        Example 4.23         Compute the radiative heat transfer received by a rectangular product mov-
ing through a radiation-type heater ( Fig. E4.2 ). The radiation source is one 
vertical wall of a heater and is held at a constant temperature of 200°C while 
the product is moving perpendicular to the radiation source. The product 
temperature is 80°C with an emissivity of 0.8. The product dimensions are 
15      �      20       cm, and the radiation source is 1      �      5       m. 

    Given 

        Temperature of heater      �      200°C  

    Product temperature      �      80°C  

    Emissivity of product      �      0.8  

    Product dimensions      �      0.15       m × 0.2       m  

    Heater dimensions      �      1       m × 5       m     
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    Approach 

   To compute the  ξ  1–2  factor from Equation (4.148), we will use  Figure 4.30   , for objects 

perpendicular to each other, for  F  1–2  value. Then we will use Equation (4.147) to cal-

culate radiative heat received by the rectangular product.  

    Solution 

        1.     To use Equation (4.147), the   ξ   factor must be computed from Equation (4.148).    

 

ξ1 2

1 2

1

1 1

1
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   where  F  1–2  must be obtained from  Figure 4.30  for  z / x       �      5.0 and  y/x       �      0.75.   

 
F1 2 0 28� � .

   

   Then   

 

ξ1 2

1

3 57 0 41 67

1

45 24
0 0221� �

� �
� �

( . . ) .
.

     

    2.     From Equation (4.147),    

 

q1 2
85 669 10 0 0221 5

473 353

−
−= ×

× −
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2 4 2
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4 ]

= 216              

    4.5       UNSTEADY-STATE HEAT TRANSFER 

   Unsteady-state (or transient) heat transfer is that phase of the heating 
and cooling process when the temperature changes as a function of 
both location and time. By contrast, in steady-state heat transfer, tem-
perature varies only with location. In the initial unsteady-state period,
many important reactions in the food may take place. With thermal 
processes, the unsteady-state phase may even dominate the entire 
process; for example, in several pasteurization and food-sterilization 
processes, the unsteady-state period is an important component of 
the process. Analysis of temperature variations with time during the 
unsteady-state period is essential in designing such a process. 

   Since temperature is a function of two independent variables, time 
and location, the following partial differential equation is the govern-
ing equation for a one-dimensional case: 

∂
∂

∂
∂

∂
∂

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

T

t

k

c r r
r

T

rn
n�

ρ p

(4.149)    
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   ■   Figure E4.20          Radiation heater.    
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   where T is temperature (°C), t is time (s), and r is distance from cen-
ter location (m). We can make this equation specifi c for a particular 
geometrical shape using n     �      0 for a slab, n       �      1 for a cylinder, and 
n     �   2 for a sphere. The combination of properties  k/ρ c  p is defi ned as 
thermal diffusivity, α. If the rate of heat transfer at the surface of the 
object is due to convection, then   

k
T

r
h T Tr R

∂
∂ � � �( a s) (4.150)    

   where h is the convective heat transfer coeffi cient (W/[m 2 °C]), T  a is 
the temperature of heating or cooling medium far away from the sur-
face (°C), and T  s is the temperature at the surface (°C).   

   The procedure we use to solve the governing equation, Equation (4.149),
involves the use of advanced mathematics, which is beyond the scope of 
this book. Myers (1971)  gives the complete derivation for various types 
of boundary-value problems encountered in unsteady-state heat trans-
fer. Due to mathematical complexity, the analytical solution of Equation 
(4.149) is possible only for objects of simplifi ed geometrical shapes,
such as a sphere, an infi nite cylinder, or an infi nite slab. 

   An infi nite cylinder is a  “ long ”  cylinder of radius r, a sphere is of 
radius r, an infi nite plate is a  “ large ”  plane wall of thickness 2 z. These 
three objects are geometrically and thermally symmetric about their 
centerline (for a cylinder), center plane (for a slab), or center point 
(for a sphere), as shown in  Figure 4.32   . 

   Consider heating an infi nitely long cylindrical object. Initially, the 
object is assumed to have a uniform temperature, T  i. At time  t       �      0, we 
place this object in a heating medium maintained at a constant tem-
perature T  a. A constant heat transfer coeffi cient, h, describes the con-
vective heat transfer at the surface of the object. Temperature profi les 
at different time intervals inside the object are shown in  Figure 4.33   . 
At time  t     �    0, the temperature is uniform at T  i. At time, t       �       t  1, the 
temperature along the wall increases, establishing a temperature gra-
dient within the object that promotes heat conduction. At time  t       �     t  2,
the temperature at the center is still at T  i. However, with the passage 
of time, at time t       �     t  3, the centerline temperature begins to increase,
and eventually at  t       �     t  4 the temperature of the cylinder becomes uni-
form at T  a. At this time, the cylinder is in thermal equilibrium with 
the surrounding medium, and heat transfer ceases. Note that there 
is no heat transfer from the axial ends of the cylinder. Because the 
cylinder is infi nitely long, the implication of “ infi nite ” length in this 
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case is that the heat transfer is only in the radial direction and not 
axial. Similarly, for an infi nite slab of thickness, 2 z, the heat transfer 
is only from the two faces around the thickness 2 z of the slab. The 
slab extends to infi nity along the other four faces, and no heat trans-
fer takes place through those sides. We will explore these concepts in 
greater detail in the following sections. 

    4.5.1        Importance of External versus Internal 
Resistance to Heat Transfer 

   In transient heat transfer analysis, one of the fi rst steps is to consider 
the relative importance of heat transfer at the surface and interior of 
an object undergoing heating or cooling. Consider an object that is 
suddenly immersed in a fl uid ( Fig. 4.34   ). If the fl uid is at a tempera-
ture different from the initial temperature of the solid, the tempera-
ture inside the solid will increase or decrease until it reaches a value 
in equilibrium with the temperature of the fl uid. 

   During the unsteady-state heating period, the temperature inside 
the solid object (initially at a uniform temperature) will vary with 

   ■   Figure 4.32          (a) An infi nite cylinder, 
(b) an infi nite plate, (c) a sphere.        
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   ■   Figure 4.33          Temperature profi les as a 

function of time in an infi nitely long cylinder.    
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location and time. Upon immersing the solid in the fl uid, the heat 
transfer from the fl uid to the center of the solid will encounter two 
resistances: convective resistance in the fl uid layer surrounding the 
solid, and conductive resistance inside the solid. The ratio of the 
internal resistance to heat transfer in the solid to the external resis-
tance to heat transfer in the fl uid is defi ned as the Biot number, N  Bi . 

internal conductive resistance within the body
external convvective resistance at the surface of the body Bi� N

 (4.151)    

   or  

N
d k

hBi
c�
/
/1

(4.152)    

   or  

N
hd

kBi
c� (4.153)    

   where  d  c  is a characteristic dimension.   

   According to Equation (4.151), if the convective resistance at the 
surface of a body is much smaller than the internal conductive resis-
tance, then the Biot number will be high. For Biot numbers greater 
than 40, there is negligible surface resistance to heat transfer. On the 
other hand, if internal conductive resistance to heat transfer is small,
then the Biot number will be low. For Biot numbers less than 0.1,
there is negligible internal resistance to heat transfer. Between a Biot 
number of 0.1 and 40, there is a fi nite internal and external resistance 
to heat transfer. Steam condensing on the surface of a broccoli stem 
will result in negligible surface resistance to heat transfer ( N  Bi     �    0). 
On the other hand, a metal can containing hot tomato paste, being 
cooled in a stream of cold air, will present fi nite internal and surface 
resistance to heat transfer, and a small copper sphere placed in stag-
nant heated air will have a Biot number of less than 0.1. In the fol-
lowing subsections, we will consider these three cases separately.  

    4.5.2        Negligible Internal Resistance to Heat Transfer 
( N  Bi       <      0.1)—A Lumped System Analysis 

   For a Biot number smaller than 0.1, there is a negligible internal resis-
tance to heat transfer. This condition will occur in heating and cooling 

Solid food
Liquid heating/cooling
medium

   ■   Figure 4.34          A solid object suddenly 

exposed to a heating/cooling medium.    
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of most solid metal objects but not with solid foods, because the ther-
mal conductivity of a solid food is relatively low. 

   Negligible internal resistance to heat transfer also means that the 
temperature is nearly uniform throughout the interior of the object. 
For this reason, this case is also referred to as a “ lumped ”  system. This 
condition is obtained in objects with high thermal conductivity when 
they are placed in a medium that is a poor conductor of heat, such 
as motionless air. In these cases heat is transferred instantaneously 
into the object, thus avoiding temperature gradients with location. 
Another way to obtain such a condition is a well-stirred liquid food 
in a container. For this special case, there will be no temperature gra-
dient with location, as the product is well mixed. 

   A mathematical expression to describe heat transfer for a negligible 
internal resistance case may be developed as follows. 

   Consider an object at low uniform temperature  T  i, immersed in a hot 
fl uid at temperature Ta, as shown in  Figure 4.34 . During the unsteady-
state period, a heat balance across the system boundary gives 

q c V
T

t
hA T T� � �ρ p a

d
d

( ) (4.154)    

   where T  a is the temperature of the surrounding medium, and A is the 
surface area of the object.   

   By separating variables,

d d

a p
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T T

hA t

c V( )�
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ρ
(4.155)    

   Integrating, and setting up limits,   
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   Rearranging terms,   

T T
T T

hA c V ta

a i

/e p
�

�
� �( )ρ (4.159)      

   Rewriting Equation (4.159) as 

T T

T T
bta

a i

e
�

�
� � (4.160)    

   where   

b
hA

c V
�

ρ p    

   In Equation (4.160), the numerator T  a � T on the left-hand side is 
the unaccomplished temperature difference between the heat trans-
fer medium and the object. The denominator is the maximum tem-
perature difference at the start of the heating/cooling process. Thus,
the temperature ratio shown on the left-hand side of this equation is 
the unaccomplished temperature fraction. At the start of the heating/
cooling process, the unaccomplished temperature fraction is one, and 
it decreases with time. The right-hand side of Equation (4.160) shows 
an exponentially decreasing (or decaying) function. This implies that 
with increasing passage of time the unaccomplished temperature frac-
tion decreases but it never reaches a value of zero, it approaches zero 
asymptotically. Furthermore, when an object is being heated, with a 
higher value of  b, the object temperature increases more rapidly (with 
a greater decay in temperature difference). The  b value is infl uenced 
directly by the convective conditions on the surface described by  h, its 
thermal properties, and the size. Small objects with low specifi c heat 
take a shorter time to heat or cool. 

         Example 4.24         Calculate the temperature of tomato juice (density      �      980       kg/m 3 ) in a steam-
jacketed hemispherical kettle after 5       min. of heating. (See  Fig. E4.21   .) The 
radius of the kettle is 0.5       m. The convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient in the 
steam jacket is 5000       W/(m 2  °C). The inside surface temperature of the kettle 
is 90°C. The initial temperature of tomato juice is 20°C. Assume specifi c heat 
of tomato juice is 3.95       kJ/(kg °C). 
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    Given 

        Kettle: 

    Surface temperature  T  a       �      90°C  

    Radius of kettle      �      0.5       m     

    Tomato juice: 

    Initial temperature  T  i       �      20°C  

    Specifi c heat  c  p       �      3.95       kJ/(kg °C)  

    Density   ρ        �      980       kg/m 3   

    Time of heating  t       �      5       min        

    Approach 

   Since the product is well mixed, there are no temperature gradients inside the ves-

sel, and we have negligible internal resistance to heat transfer. We will use Equation 

(4.159) to fi nd the temperature after 5 minutes.  

    Solution 

        1.     We will use Equation (4.159). First, the inside surface area and volume of the 

hemispherical kettle are computed:    
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    2.     Using Equation (4.159):    
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    3.     The product temperature will rise to 83.3°C in 5 minutes of heating.         

Steam

Tomato
juice

   ■   Figure E4.21          Heating tomato juice in a 

hemispherical steam jacketed kettle.    

        Example 4.25         An experiment was conducted to determine surface convective heat-transfer 
coeffi  cient for peas being frozen in an air-blast freezer. For this purpose, a metal 
analog of peas was used. The analog was a solid copper ball with a diameter of 
1       cm. A small hole was drilled to the center of the copper ball, and a thermo-
couple junction was located at the center using a high-conductivity epoxy. The 
density of copper is 8954       kg/m 3 , and its specifi c heat is 3830       J/(kg K). The copper 
ball (at a uniform initial temperature of 10°C) was hung in the path of air fl ow 

4.5  Unsteady-State Heat Transfer
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(at  � 40°C) and the center temperature indicated by the thermocouple was 
recorded. The following table lists the temperature at one-minute intervals for 
14 minutes. Determine the surface heat-transfer coeffi  cient from these data.

          

   Time 

     (s) 

 Temperature 

 (°C) 

   0  10.00 
   60  9.00 

   120  8.00 
   180  7.00 
   240  6.00 
   300  5.00 
   360  4.00 
   420  3.50 
   480  2.50 
   540  1.00 
   600  1.00 
   660  0.00 
   720   � 2.00 
   780   � 2.00 
   840   � 3.00 

    Given 

        Diameter of copper ball  D       �      1       cm  

    Density of copper   ρ        �      8954       kg/m 3   

    Specifi c heat of copper  c  p       �      3830       J/(kg K)  

    Initial temperature of copper  T  i       �      10°C  

    Temperature of cold air      �      –40°C     

    Approach 

   We will use a modifi ed form of Equation (4.159) to plot the temperature–time data. If 

these data are plotted on a semilog paper, we can obtain the  h  value from the slope. 

An alternative approach is to use statistical software to develop a correlation and 

determine the slope.  

    Solution 

        1.     Equation (4.159) may be rewritten as follows:    

ln( ) ln( )T T T T
hAt

c V
� � � �a i a

pρ
     

    2.     The tabulated data for temperature and time is converted to ln( T   �   T  a  ).  
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    3.     Using a statistical software (e.g., StatView™ ), a correlation is obtained 

between  t  and ln( T  –  T  a  ). The results are    

 
slope l/s�� � �3 5595 10 4.

     

    4.     Thus,    

 

hA

c Vpρ
� � �3 5595 10 4.

     

    5.     Surface area of sphere,  A       �      4 π r 2  

     Volume of sphere,  V       �      4 π r 3 /3       

    6.     Substituting given and calculated values in the expression in step (4), we get    

 
h � �20 W/(m C)2

     

    7.     A pea held in the same place as the copper ball in the blast of air will experi-

ence a convective heat-transfer of 20       W/(m 2  °C).           

    4.5.3        Finite Internal and Surface Resistance to Heat 
Transfer (0.1       <        N  Bi       <      40) 

   As noted previously, the solution of Equation (4.149) is complicated,
and it is available only for well-defi ned shapes such as sphere, infi -
nite cylinder, and infi nite slab. In each case, the solution is an infi -
nite series containing trigonometric and/or transcendental functions. 
These solutions are as follows. 
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   with root equation,   

NBi � �1 1 1β βcot (4.162)    

    Infi nite cylinder :   
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   with root equation,   
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    Infi nite slab :   
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   with root equation,   

NBi 1 1� β βtan (4.166)      

   These analytical solutions with infi nite series may be programmed 
into a spreadsheet for use on a computer. We will illustrate this pro-
cedure later in this section with an example. These solutions have also 
been reduced to simple temperature–time charts that are relatively 
easy to use. In constructing a temperature–time chart for a typical 
transient heat transfer problem, the variety of factors can be numer-
ous: for example, r, t, k, ρ, c  p, h, T  i  , and T  a. However, these factors may 
be combined into three dimensionless numbers, making it conve-
nient to develop charts for universal use regardless of units used for 
measuring these factors. Temperature–time charts developed for the 
three geometric shapes (sphere, infi nite cylinder, and infi nite slab) 
are presented in         Figures 4.35, 4.36, and 4.37 . These charts are called 
Heisler charts, based on the work of Heisler (1944). The three dimen-
sionless numbers shown on these charts are the unaccomplished 
temperature fraction, ( T  a � T )/( T  a � T  i ), Biot number, N  Bi, and a 
dimensionless time expressed as the Fourier      2    number. The Fourier 
number is defi ned as follows: 

Fourier number Fo
p c

2
c
2
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k

c

t

d

t

dρ
α

(4.167)    

       2  Joseph Baron Fourier (1768–1830) was a French mathematician and highly 
regarded Egyptologist. In 1798, he accompanied Napoleon to Egypt and con-
ducted extensive research on Egyptian antiques. From 1798 to 1801 he served as 
a Secretary of Institut d’Egypte in Cairo. His work  Theorie Analytique de la Chaleur  
(The Analytical Theory of Heat) was started in 1807 in Grenoble and was com-
pleted in 1822 in Paris. He developed a mathematical basis for the conductive 
heat transfer in solids.     
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   where d  c is a characteristic dimension. The value for  d  c indicates the 
shortest distance from the surface to the center of the object. The 
characteristic dimension for both a sphere and an infi nite cylinder is 
the radius; for an infi nite slab, it is half the thickness of the slab.   

   We can examine the physical signifi cance of the Fourier number, N  Fo,
by rearranging Equation (4.167) as follows: 

N
t

d
k d d

c d tFo
c
2

c c
2

p c
3

(1/ )

rate of heat conduction acros

�

�

α
ρ

=
/

ss  in a body of volume  (W/ C)
rate of heat storage i

c
3d dc �

nn a body of volume  (W/ C)c
3d �      

   For a given volume element, the Fourier number is a measure of the 
rate of heat conduction per unit rate of heat storage. Thus, a larger 
value of Fourier number indicates deep penetration of heat into the 
solid in a given period of time. 
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   Note that the Heisler charts shown in          Figures 4.35, 4.36, and 4.37  are 
plotted on a log-linear scale.  

    4.5.4        Negligible Surface Resistance to 
Heat Transfer ( N  Bi       >      40) 

   For situations where the Biot number is greater than 40, indicating 
negligible surface resistance to heat transfer, we can use the charts in 
         Figures 4.35, 4.36, and 4.37 . In these fi gures, the lines for k/hd  c     �    0 
represent negligible surface resistance to heat transfer.  

    4.5.5       Finite Objects 

    Myers (1971)  has shown mathematically that 
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   and   
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   These expressions allow us to determine temperature ratios for objects 
of fi nite geometry, such as a cylindrical can commonly used in heat 
sterilization of food. Although the mathematics to prove Equations 
(4.168) and (4.169) is beyond the scope of this text, Figure 4.38    may 
be studied as a visual aid. 
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   ■   Figure 4.37          Temperature at the midplane of an infi nite slab of thickness 2 d  c .    
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   ■   Figure 4.38          A fi nite cylinder considered 

as part of an infi nite cylinder and an infi nite slab.    
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   A fi nite cylinder ( Fig. 4.38 ) can be visualized as a part of an infi nite 
cylinder and a part of an infi nite slab. Heat transfer in a radial direc-
tion is similar to heat transfer for an infi nite cylinder. Invoking the 
infi nite cylinder shape, we mean that heat transfer to the geometric 
center is only through the radial direction—through the circumfer-
ential area of the cylinder—whereas the ends of the cylinder are too 
far to have any measurable infl uence on heat transfer. Heat transfer 
from the two end surfaces is similar to heat transfer for an infi nite 
slab. Considering the fi nite cylinder to be an infi nite slab will account 
for all the heat transfer from the two ends of the cylindrical can while 
ignoring heat transfer in the radial direction. This approach allows us 
to include heat transfer both from the radial direction and from the 
cylinder ends. Similarly, a brick-shape object can be considered to be 
constructed from three infi nite slabs maintaining width, depth, and 
height, respectively, as the fi nite thickness. 

    4.5.6       Procedures to Use Temperature–Time Charts 

   The following steps may be used to determine heat transfer in fi nite 
objects with the use of temperature–time charts. 

   Heat transfer to an object of fi nite cylindrical shape, such as a cylin-
drical can, requires the use of temperature–time charts for both 
infi nite cylinder and infi nite slab. Thus, if the temperature at the geo-
metric center of the fi nite cylinder is required at a given time, the fol-
lowing steps may be used. 

     For an infi nite cylinder : 

    1.   Calculate the Fourier number, using the radius of the cylinder 
as the characteristic dimension.  

    2.   Calculate the Biot number, using the radius of the cylinder 
as the characteristic dimension. Calculate the inverse of Biot 
number for use in the Heisler Charts. 

    3.     Use  Figure 4.36  to fi nd the temperature ratio.     

     For an infi nite slab : 

    1.   Calculate the Fourier number, using the half-height as the char-
acteristic dimension.  

    2.   Calculate the Biot number, using the half-height as the charac-
teristic dimension. Calculate the inverse of Biot number for use 
in the Heisler Charts.  

    3.   Use  Figure 4.37  to determine the temperature ratio.       
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   The temperature ratio for a fi nite cylinder is then calculated from 
Equation (4.168). We can compute the temperature at the geometric 
center if the surrounding medium temperature T  a and initial tempera-
ture T  i  are known. 

   Steps similar to the preceding may be used to compute temperature at 
the geometric center for a fi nite slab-shaped object (such as a parallel-
epiped or a cube). In the case of a spherical object such as an orange,
 Figure 4.35  for a sphere is used. 

   A major drawback of the Heisler charts is that they are diffi cult to use 
for situations when the Fourier number is small. For example, with 
problems involving transient heat transfer in foods, the Fourier num-
bers are often less than 1 because of the low thermal diffusivity of 
foods. In these cases, charts with expanded scales (see Appendix A.8),
based on the work of  Schneider (1963) , are helpful. The procedure to 
use these expanded-scale charts is exactly the same as with the Heisler 
charts. Note that the expanded-scale charts use Biot numbers directly,
without inverting them, and they are plotted on a linear-log scale,
whereas the Heisler charts are plotted on a log-linear scale. 

   Examples 4.26 to 4.28 illustrate the procedures presented in this section.

        Example 4.26         Estimate the time when the temperature at the geometric center of a 6       cm 
diameter apple held in a 2°C water stream reaches 3°C. The initial uniform 
temperature of the apple is 15°C. The convective heat transfer coeffi  cient in 
water surrounding the apple is 50       W/(m 2  °C). The properties of the apple are 
thermal conductivity  k       �      0.355       W/(m °C); specifi c heat  c  p       �      3.6       kJ/(kg °C); and 
density   ρ        �      820       kg/m 3 . 

    Given 

        Diameter of apple      �      0.06       m  

    Convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient  h       �      50       W/(m 2  °C)  

    Temperature of water stream  T  a       �      2°C  

    Initial temperature of apple  T  i       �      15°C  

    Final temperature of geometric center  T       �      3°C  

    Thermal conductivity  k       �      0.355       W/(m °C)  

    Specifi c heat  c  p       �      3.6       kJ/(kg °C)  

    Density   ρ        �      820       kg/m 3      

    Approach 

   Considering an apple to be a sphere in shape, we will use  Figure 4.35    to fi nd the 

Fourier number. The time of cooling will be computed from Equation (4.167).  

4.5  Unsteady-State Heat Transfer
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    Solution 

        1.     From given temperatures, we fi rst calculate the temperature ratio.    
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    2.     The Biot number is computed as    

 

N
hd

k
Bi

c
2(50 W/[m C])(0.03 m)

(0.355 W/[m C])
4.23� �
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    Thus,   

 

1
0.237

BiN
�

     

    3.     From  Figure 4.35 , for a temperature ratio of 0.077 and (1/ N  Bi  ) of 0.237, the 

Fourier number can be read as    

 
NFo 0.5�

     

    4.     The time is calculated from the Fourier number.    
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        Example 4.27         Estimate the temperature at the geometric center of a food product con-
tained in a 303      �      406 can exposed to boiling water at 100°C for 30       min.
The product is assumed to heat and cool by conduction. The initial uniform 
temperature of the product is 35°C. The properties of the food are thermal 
conductivity  k       �      0.34       W/(m °C); specifi c heat  c  p       �      3.5       kJ/(kg °C); and density 
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  ρ        �      900       kg/m 3 . The convective heat transfer coeffi  cient for the boiling water 
is estimated to be 2000       W/(m 2  °C). 

    Given 

        Can dimensions:    

Diameter inches m� �3 0 0813
16

.
     

Height inches m� �4 0 116
16

.
     

    Convective heat transfer coeffi  cient  h       �      2000       W/(m 2  °C)  

    Temperature of heating media  T  a       �      100°C  

    Initial temperature of food  T  i       �      35°C  

    Time of heating      �      30       min      �      1800       s  

    Properties:    

k � �0 34. W/(m C)      

cp kJ/ kg C� �3 5. ( )
     

ρ � 900 kg/m3

      

    Approach 

   Since a fi nite cylindrical can may be considered a combination of infi nite cylinder 

and infi nite slab, we will use time–temperature fi gures for both these shapes to fi nd 

respective temperature ratios. The temperature ratio for a fi nite cylinder will then be 

calculated from Equation (4.168).  

    Solution 

        1.     First, we estimate temperature ratio for an infi nite cylinder.  

    2.     Biot number      �       hd  c  /  k  where  d  c  is radius      �      0.081/2      �      0.0405       m    

 

NBi
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�

(

( .
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0 34
   

   Thus,   

 

1
0 004
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� .
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    3.     The Fourier number for an infi nite cylinder is    
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    4.     The temperature ratio can be estimated from  Figure 4.36    for 1/ N  Bi       �      0.004 

and  N  Fo       �      0.118 as    
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     5.     Next, we estimate the temperature ratio for an infi nite slab.  

     6.     Biot number      �       hd  c / k  where  d  c  is half-height      �      0.11/2      �      0.055       m    

 

NBi
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    Thus,   

 
1 0 003/ BiN � .

     

     7.     The Fourier number for an infi nite slab is    
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     8.      The temperature ratio can be estimated from  Figure 4.37    for 1/ N  Bi       �      0.003 

and  N  Fo       �      0.064 as    
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     9.     The temperature ratio for a fi nite cylinder is computed using Equation (4.168)    
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    Therefore,   
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    10.      The temperature at the geometric center of the can after 30       min. will be 

48.4°C. Note that most of the heat transfers radially; only a small amount of 

heat transfers axially, since    
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    or a value close to 1. If   
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    then  T       �       T  i  ; this means that the temperature at the end of the heating period 

is still  T  i  , the initial temperature, indicating no transfer of heat. Conversely, if   
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    then  T       �       T  a , indicating that the temperature of the end-of-heating period 

equals that of the surrounding temperature.        

        Example 4.28         Using Equations (4.161), (4.163), and (4.165), develop spreadsheet programs, 
and compare the calculated results with the values obtained from charts 
given in          Figures 4.35, 4.36, and 4.37 . 

    Approach 

   We will use spreadsheet EXCEL and program Equations (4.161), (4.163), and (4.165). 

Since these equations involve series solutions, we will consider the fi rst 30 terms of 

each series, which should be suffi  ciently accurate for our purposes.  

    Solution 

   The spreadsheets written for a sphere, infi nite cylinder, and infi nite slab are shown in 

         Figures E4.22, E4.23, and E4.24       , respectively. 

4.5  Unsteady-State Heat Transfer
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

A B C D E F G H

SPHERE - Negligible surface resistance to heat transfer

Domain: 0 < r < d_c  where d_c is characteristic dimension, or radius of sphere)

Terms of series

Fourier number 0.3 n term_n

r/d_c 0.00001 1 1.6265E�06

2 �2.2572E�10

Temperature ratio 0.104 3 8.3965E�17

4 �8.3722E�26

5 2.2376E�37

6 �1.6031E�51

7 3.0784E�68

8 �1.5846E�87

9 2.186E�109

10 �8.086E�134

11 8.015E�161

12 �2.13E�190

13 1.517E�222

14 �2.896E�257

15 1.482E�294

16 0

17 0

18 0

19 0

20 0

21 0

22 0

23 0

24 0

25 0

26 0

27 0

28 0

29 0

30 0

�((�1^(E9�1))/E9*EXP
  (�E9*E9*PI()*PI()*$C$8)*
  SIN(E9*PI()*$C$9))

Steps:

1) Enter numbers 1 though 30 in cells E9 to E38
2) Enter formula in cell F9, then copy it into cells
    F10 to F38.
3) Enter formula in cell C11
4) Enter any Fourier Number in cell C8 and radial
     location/(characteristic dimension) in cell C9
     For a sphere characteristic dimension is radius
5) If temperature ratio is desired at the center of a
     sphere, do not use r � 0, instead use a very small
    number in cell C9, e.g. 0.00001
6) The result is shown in cell C11

�SUM(F9:F38)*2/PI()*(1/$C$9)

   ■   Figure E4.22          Spreadsheet solution (sphere) for Example 4.26.    
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INFINITE CYLINDER - Negligible Surface Resistance to Heat Transfer

Domain: 0 < r < d_c  (where d_c is the characteristic dimension, or radius of infinite cylinder)

Terms of Series J0 for -3 < x < 3 J1 for 3 < x < inf

Fourier Number 0.2 n lambda_n ArgJ0 J0 J1(lambda_n) term_n

r/d_c 0 0 2.4048255577 0 1 0.820682791 0.195379932 0.519147809 0.251944131

1 5.5200781103 0 1 0.802645916 3.23090329 �0.340264805 �0.00120098.5

Temperature Ratio 0.5015 2 8.6537279129 0 1 0.799856138 6.340621261 0.271452299 1.33199E�07

3 11.7915344391 0 1 0.79895277 9.467043934 �0.232459829 �3.0563E�13

4 14.9309177086 0 1 0.798552578 12.5997901 0.206546432 1.4036E�20

5 18.0710639679 0 1 0.798341245 15.73559327 �0.187728803 �1.27219E�29

6 21.2116366299 0 1 0.798216311 18.87310399 0.173265895 2.25935E�40

7 24.3524715308 0 1 0.798136399 22.01166454 �0.161701553 �7.82877E�53

8 27.4934791320 0 1 0.798082224 25.15091632 0.152181217 5.27858E�67

9 30.6346064684 0 1 0.798043816 28.29064728 �0.144165981 �6.91297E�83

Steps:

1) Enter numbers 0 to 9 in cells E9
     to E18
2) Enter coefficients as indicated in
     cells F9 to F18
3) Enter formulas for cells G9, H9,
     I9, J9, K9 and L9, and copy into
     cells G10 to G18, H10 to H18,
     I10 to I18, J10 to J18, K10 to K18
     and L10 to L18, respectively.
4) Enter formula for cell C11
5) Enter any Fourier Number in cell
     C8, and r/(characteristic dimension)
     in cell C9
6) Results are shown in cell C11

Formulas:
Cell C11 � 2*SUM(L9:L18)
Cell G9 � $C$9*F9
Cell H9 � 1�2.2499997*(G9/3)^2�1.2656208*(G9/3)^4�0.3163866*(G9/3)^6 � 0.0444479
                *(G9/3)^8 � 0.0039444*(G9/3)^10 � 0.00021*(G9/3)^12
Cell I9 � 0.79788456 � 0.00000156*(3/F9) � 0.01659667*(3/F9)^2 � 0.00017105*(3/F9)^3�
               0.00249511*(3/F9)^4 � 0.00113653*(3/F9)^5 � 0.00020033*(3/F9)^6
Cell J9 � F9�2.35619449 � 0.12499612*(3/F9) � 0.0000565*(3/F9)^2 � 0.00637879*(3/F9)^3

� 0.00074348*(3/F9)^4 � 0.00079824*(3/F9)^5 � 0.00029166*(3/F9)^6
Cell K9 � F9^(�1/2)*I9*COS(J9)
Cell L9 � EXP(�F9*F9*$C$8)*H9/(F9*K9)

   ■   Figure E4.23          Spreadsheet solution (infi nite cylinder) for Example 4.26.    4.5  Unsteady-State H
eat Transfer
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   These spreadsheets also include results for temperature ratios for arbitrarily selected 

Fourier numbers. The calculated results for temperature ratios compare favorably 

with those estimated from          Figures 4.35, 4.36, and 4.37 .        

    4.5.7        Use of  f  h  and  j  Factors in Predicting 
Temperature in Transient Heat Transfer 

   In many problems common to food processing, an unknown tem-
perature is determined after the unaccomplished temperature fraction 

1
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13
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24
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26
27
28
29
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32
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35
36
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38
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A B C D E F G H I J

INFINITE SLAB - Negligible Surface Resistance to Heat Transfer

Domain: �d_c�x�d_c   where d_c is the characteristic dimension, or half-thickness of a slab

Terms of Series
Fo 1 n lambda_n term_n

x/d_c 0 0 1.570796327 0.107977045
1 4.71238898 �9.62899�11

Temperature Ratio 0.108 2 7.853981634 4.13498E�28
3 10.99557429 �5.65531E�54
4 14.13716694 2.25317E-88
5 17.27875959 �2.5264E�131
6 20.42035225 7.8374E�183
7 23.5619449 �6.6622E�243
8 26.70353756 0
9 29.84513021 0

10 32.98672286 0
11 36.12831552 0
12 39.26990817 0
13 42.41150082 0
14 45.55309348 0
15 48.69468613 0
16 51.83627878 0
17 54.97787144 0
18 58.11946409 0
19 61.26105675 0
20 64.4026494 0
21 67.54424205 0
22 70.68583471 0
23 73.82742736 0
24 76.96902001 0
25 80.11061267 0
26 83.25220532 0
27 86.39379797 0
28 89.53539063 0
29 92.67698328 0
30 95.81857593 0

�(2*E9�1)/2*PI()

�(2*(�1)^E9)*EXP(�F9*F9*$C$8)/F9*
  COS(F9*$C$9)

��SUM(G9:G39)

Steps:

1) Enter numbers 0 to 30
    in cells E9 to E39
2) Enter formula in cell F9
3) Copy formula from cell F9
    to cells F10 to F39
4) Enter formula in cell G9
5) Copy formula from cell G9
    to cells G10 to G39
6) Enter formula in cell C11
7) Result is shown in cell C11
8) Enter any Fourier number in
    cell C8 and x/d_c in cell C9
    and the results will be shown
    in cell C11

   ■   Figure E4.24          Spreadsheet solution (infi nite slab) for Example 4.26.    
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has decreased to less than 0.7. In such cases, the series solutions of 
the governing partial differential equation (Eq. (4.149)) is simpli-
fi ed. Since only the fi rst term of the series is signifi cant, all remain-
ing terms become small and negligible. This was recognized by Ball 
(1923), who developed a mathematical approach to predicting tem-
peratures in foods for calculations of thermal processes. We will con-
sider Ball’s method of thermal process calculations in more detail in 
Chapter 5. However, the approach to predict temperature for longer 
time durations is presented here. 

   In Equation (4.160) we noted that the unaccomplished temperature 
fraction decays exponentially. Thus, for a general case we may write 

T T

T T
a a ab t b t b ta

a i

 e  e  e
�

�
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1 2 31 2 3 � (4.170)    

   For long time durations, only the fi rst term in the series is signifi cant. 
Therefore,   

T T

T T
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a i

 e
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�
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1 1 (4.171)    

   or, rearranging,   
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   Ball used two factors to describe heat transfer equation, a time factor 
called f  h and a temperature lag factor called j  c. To be consistent with 
Ball’s method, we will replace symbol  a  1 with j  c, and b  1 with 2.303/ f  h . 
The factor 2.303 is due to the conversion of log scale from base 10 to 
base e . Substituting these symbols in Equation (4.172),

ln a

c a i

( )
( )

.T T

j T T f
t

h

�

�
� �

2 303
(4.173)    

   Rearranging,   

ln( ln[a
h

c a iT T
t

f
j T T� � � � �)

.
( )]

2 303
(4.174)

    

   Converting to log10,   

log( log[a
h

c a iT T
t

f
j T T� � � � �) )]( (4.175)
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   Ball used Equation (4.175) in developing his mathematical approach. 
He plotted the unaccomplished temperature ( T  a � T) against time t  
on a log-linear graph rotated by 180°, as shown in  Figure 4.39   . From 
the plot, he obtained f  h as the time required for the straight line por-
tion to traverse one log cycle. In other words, f  h is the time taken for 
the unaccomplished temperature to decrease by 90%. The  j  c factor was 
obtained by extending the straight line to time 0 to obtain an intercept 
with the ordinate as T  a � T  A. Then j  c was defi ned as ( T  a � T  A)/(T  a � T  i). 
A similar procedure, used for a cooling curve, will be illustrated with 
an example at the end of this section. 

   The exact solutions of the fi rst term of infi nite series shown in 
Equations (4.161), (4.163), and (4.165) can either be programmed 
into a spreadsheet or plotted as originally done by  Pfl ug et al. (1965) 
as f  h vs  N  Bi, j  c vs  N  Bi, and j  m vs  N  Bi, shown in          Figures 4.40, 4.41, and 
4.42. Factor  j  c is for the temperature lag at the center of an object, and 
j  m is the mean temperature lag for the object. The f  h value is the same 
for either center temperature or mean temperature. It is useful to know 
the mean temperature of an object when determining the heat load 
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   ■   Figure 4.39          Heating curve plotted on a semi-log paper rotated 180°.    
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   ■   Figure 4.41          Lag factor,  j  c , at the geometric center of a sphere, infi nite cylinder, and infi nite slab as a function of Biot number.    
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   ■   Figure 4.40          Heating rate parameter,  f  h , as a function of Biot number.    
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required for heating/cooling applications. Using          Figures 4.40, 4.41,
or 4.42 , the f  h, j  c, or j  m factors are obtained for simplifi ed geometrical 
shapes and used in Equation (4.174) to calculate the temperature at 
any time. If the shape of the object is a fi nite cylinder, then we can 
obtain the f  h and j  c factors using the following relations: 

1 1 1
f f ffinite cylinder infinite cylinder infinite slab

� � (4.176)    

   and   

j j jc  finite cylinder c  infinite cylinder c  infinite sla, , ,� � bb (4.177)    

   For a brick-shaped object,   

1 1 1 1
f f f fbrick infinite slab infinite slab infinite slab1 2 3

� � � (4.178)    

   and   

j j j jc  brick c  infinite slab c  infinite slab c  infini1 2, , , ,� � � tte slab3
(4.179)      
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   ■   Figure 4.42          Average lag factor,  j  m  of a sphere, infi nite cylinder, and infi nite slab as a function of Biot number.    
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   The usefulness of the product rule is limited for shapes with dimen-
sion ratios much greater than 1 ( Pham, 2001 ). A gross overestimate of 
cooling time may occur. In those cases, f  h and j  c for fi nite shapes may 
be calculated using empirical methods given by  Lin et al. (1996) .

        Example 4.29         A solid food in a cylindrical container is cooled in a 4°C immersion water 
cooler. Estimate the  f  and  j  factors if the following data were obtained for 
temperature at the geometric center of the container.

          

   Time 

(minutes) 

 Temperature 

(°C) 

   0  58 
   5  48 

   10  40 
   15  26 
   20  25 
   25  19 
   30  15 
   35  12 
   40  10 
   45  9 
   50  7.5 
   55  7 
   60  6.5 

    Given 

   Cooling medium temperature      �      4°C  

    Approach 

   We will use a two-cycle log paper and create a scale for the  y -axis as shown in  Figure 

E4.25   . The straight line portion will be extended to intersect the  y -axis to determine 

the pseudo initial temperature. The  f  c  factor will be obtained by determining the time 

traversed for one log cycle change in temperature.  

    Solution 

        1.     As shown in  Figure E4.25  the  y  axis is labeled starting from the bottom with 

1      �      4°C      �      5°C scale; label the rest of the numbers on the  y -axis according to 

the log scale.  

    2.     Locate all the points for temperature and time on the graph. Extend the 

straight line to intersect the  y -axis to determine the pseudo initial tempera-

ture. From the plot, this temperature is 69°C.  

4.5  Unsteady-State Heat Transfer
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    3.     Determine the time for the straight line to traverse one log cycle to obtain  f  c . 

From the plot we get  f  c       �      40 minutes.  

    4.     The  j  c  value is then obtained as    

jc �
�

�
�

69 4

58 4
1 2.

     

    5.     For the given data, the  f  c  is 40 minutes and  j  c  is 1.2.         
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   ■   Figure E4.25          Cooling curve for data 

given in Example 4.27.    

        Example 4.30         A hot dog is initially at 5°C and it is being heated in hot water at 95°C. The 
convective heat transfer coeffi  cient is 300° W/(m 2  °C). The dimensions of the 
hot dog are 2       cm diameter and 15       cm long. Assuming that the heat trans-
fer is largely in the radial direction, estimate the product temperature at 
the geometric center after 10       min. The properties of the hot dog are as 
follows: density      �      1100       kg/m 3 , specifi c heat      �      3.4       kJ/(kg °C), and thermal 
conductivity      �      0.48       W/(m °C). 

    Given 

        Initial temperature      �      5°C  

    Heating medium temperature      �      95°C  

    Heat transfer coeffi  cient      �      300       W/(m 2  °C)  

    Hot dog length      �      15       cm  

    Hot dog diameter      �      2       cm  

    Heating time      �      10       min  
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    Density      �      1100       kg/m 3   

    Specifi c heat      �      3.4       kJ/(kg °C)  

    Thermal conductivity      �      0.48       W/(m °C)     

    Approach 

   We will consider Pfl ug’s charts for solving this problem. First we will calculate the Biot 

number and use        Figures 4.40 and 4.41      to obtain  f  h  and  j  c  factors. The required tem-

perature will be obtained from Equation (4.176).  

    Solution 

        1.     Biot number for an infi nite cylinder is obtained as    

N

N

Bi

2

Bi

W/(m C)] 0.01[m]

W/(m C)
�

� �

�

�

300

0 48

6 25

[

. [ ]

.      

    2.     From  Figure 4.40 , we obtain for an infi nite cylinder,    

f

d

f
kg m

hα

c

h

2m J/ kg C)

2

2 3

0 52

0 52 0 01 1100 3400

0

�

�
� � � �

.

. ( . ) [ ] [ / ] [ ( ]

.. [ ( ]

.

48

405 17

W / m C)

sh

�

�f      

    3.     From  Figure 4.41 , we obtain for an infi nite cylinder,    

jc �1 53.      

    4.     Using Equation (4.176),    

log(95 )
s

s
log(1.53[95 ])

C

� ��
�

� �

� �

T

T

10 60

405 17
5

90 45

[ ]

. [ ]

.
     

    5.     The temperature at the geometric center after 10 minutes of heating is 

90.45°C. The validity of the method may be checked by calculating the 

unaccomplished temperature fraction at 10 minutes. For this example, the 

method is valid because the fraction is 0.05      �       � 0.7, the assumption used in 

this method.            

4.5  Unsteady-State Heat Transfer
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    4.6       ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FOODS 

   It is well known that when electrolytes are placed in an electric fi eld,
the ions present within the electrolyte move toward the electrodes 
with opposite charge. The movement of ions in the electrolyte gener-
ates heat. Similarly, when a food containing ions is placed between 
two electrodes and alternating current or any other wave form cur-
rent is passed through the food, the food heats by internal heat 
generation.

   Electrical conductance, κ  E, not to be confused with electrical conduc-
tivity, is the reciprocal of electrical resistance, or 

κE
E

�
1
R

(4.180)    

   where  RE is the electrical resistance of the food material (ohms).   

   From Ohm’s law, we know that 

R
E
IE
V� (4.181)    

   where  EV  is the applied voltage (V), and I  is the electric current (A).   

   Then, electrical conductance is 

κE
V

�
I

E
(4.182)      

   Electrical conductivity, σ  E, is a measure of a material’s ability to con-
duct electric current. It is equal to electrical conductance measured 
between the opposite faces of a 1-meter cube of the material. 

σ
κ

E
E

V

L

A

IL

E A
� � (4.183)    

   where A is the area (m 2) and L is the length (m). The SI units of elec-
trical conductivity are siemens/m or S/m.   

   Electrical conductivity of a food material is measured using an electri-
cal conductivity cell, as shown in  Figure 4.43   . In this cell, a food sam-
ple is placed between two electrodes and the electrodes are connected 
to a power supply. Care is taken to ensure that the electrodes make a 
fi rm contact with the food sample. 

Plunger

Upper
electrode

Lower
electrode

Food sample

Weight

   ■   Figure 4.43          A setup for measurement of 

electrical conductivity of foods. (Adapted from 

Mitchell and Alvis, 1989)    

w
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   Electrical conductivity of foods increases with temperature in a linear 
manner. The following equation may be used to calculate electrical 
conductivity of a food: 

σ σE o� � �( )1 m T (4.184)    

   where σ  o is the electrical conductivity at 0°C (S/m), m   � is coeffi cient,
(1/°C); T  is temperature, (°C).   

   If a reference temperature other than 0°C is chosen then an alternate 
expression for estimating electrical conductivity is as follows: 

σ σE ref ref� � �[ ( )]1 K T T (4.185)      

   Values of  σ  o, σ  ref and coeffi cients  m� and K for different foods are given 
in  Table 4.6 . 

   The electrical conductivity of a food is a function of its composition—
the quantity and type of various components present in the food. Foods 
containing electrolytes such as salts, acids, certain gums, and thickeners 
contain charged groups that have a notable effect on the value of elec-
trical conductivity. Based on experimental studies, researchers have 
reported mathematical relationships to predict electrical conductivity 

 Table 4.6        Coeffi  cients for Equations (4.184) and (4.185) to Estimate 
Electrical Conductivity  

   Product   σ  25  (S/m)  K (°C  � 1 )   σ o (S/m)   m    �  (°C  � 1 ) 

   Potato  0.32  0.035  0.04  0.28 

   Carrot  0.13  0.107   � 0.218   � 0.064 

   Yam  0.11  0.094   � 0.149   � 0.07 

   Chicken  0.37  0.019  0.194  0.036 

   Beef  0.44  0.016  0.264  0.027 

   Sodium Phosphate 
   0.025       M 

 0.189  0.027  0.614  0.083 

   Sodium Phosphate 
   0.05       M 

 0.361  0.022  0.162  0.048 

   Sodium Phosphate 
   0.1       M 

 0.676  0.021  0.321  0.0442 

   Source : Palaniappan and Sastry (1991)  

4.6  Electrical Conductivity of Foods
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based on selected food constituents. In fruit juices, the inert sus-
pended solids in the form of pulp or other cellular material act as 
insulators and tend to decrease the electrical conductivity of the liq-
uid media. Sastry and Palaniappan (1991) obtained the following 
relationship to describe the effect of solid concentration on electrical 
conductivity of orange and tomato juices: 

σT,tomato s� � � � �0 8631 0 174 25 0 101. [ . ( )] .T M (4.186)      

σT,orange s� � � � �0 567 1 0 242 25 0 036. [ . ( )] .T M (4.187)    

   where M  s is the solid concentration (percent), and T is temperature (°C).

          Example 4.31         Estimate the electrical conductivity of 0.1       M Sodium Phosphate solution 
at 30°C. 

    Given 

        Temperature      �      30°C  

    0.1       M Sodium Phosphate solution     

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (4.184) to determine the electrical conductivity.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (4.184) and appropriate values for electrical conductivity at 

the reference temperature of 0°C and coeffi  cient  m   �  , we obtain    

 
σE � � �0 321 1 0 0442 30. ( . )

     

  
σE S/m� 0 746.

     

    2.     Note that if we use Equation (4.185) with appropriate values of electrical con-

ductivity at reference temperature of 25°C and coeffi  cient K, we obtain    

 
σE � � �0 676 1 0 021 30 25. ( . ( ))

     

  
σE S/m� 0 747.

     

   As expected, we get the same result using Equation (4.184) or (4.185)        .
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    4.7       OHMIC HEATING 

   In ohmic heating, main alternating current is passed directly through a 
conductive food, which causes heat generation within the food. Due to 
internal heat generation, the heating is rapid and more uniform than 
traditional systems used for heating foods where heat must travel from 
the outside surface to the inside of the food. The rapid and uniform 
heating of a food is advantageous in retaining many quality character-
istics such as color, fl avor, and texture. The effi ciency of ohmic heat-
ing is dependent upon how well the electric current can pass through 
the food, as determined by its electrical conductivity. Therefore, the 
knowledge of electrical conductivity of foods is important in designing 
processes and equipment involving ohmic heating. 

   As an example of ohmic heating, we will consider heating a liquid 
food with Newtonian characteristics when pumped through an ohmic 
heater. We assume that the fl ow conditions through the tubular-
shaped heater are similar to plug fl ow, and a constant voltage gradi-
ent exists along the heater. In this setup, heat is generated within the 
liquid due to ohmic heating, and heat loss from the fl uid is in radial 
direction to the outside, if the heater pipe is uninsulated. 

   For this setup, conducting a heat balance we get,

  

�mc
T

t
V m T

d L
U d L T Tp o

c
c

d
d

� � � � �(| | ( ))Δ 2
2

1
4

σ
π

π
⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ ( )∞ (4.188)    

   where |  Δ  V  |  is voltage gradient along the heater pipe length, (V/m); 
σ  o is the electrical conductivity at 0°C;  m is the slope obtained from 
Equation (4.184); d  c is the characteristic dimension or diameter 
of the heater pipe (m); L is the length of heater pipe (m); U is the 
overall heat transfer coeffi cient based on the inside area of the heater 
pipe, (W/m 2 �C); T   is the temperature of the air surrounding the 
heater (�C).   

   The initial condition is 

t T To� �0,    

   Expanding the terms in Equation (4.188) and rearranging, we get 

d
d
T

t

a d LT

mc

b DL

mc
c

p p

� �
π π
� �

(4.189)    
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   where   

a
V d m

Uc o�
�

�
| |Δ 2

4
σ

(4.190)      

b
d V

UTc o� �
| |Δ 2

4
σ

∞ (4.191)      

   Integrating Equation (4.189), we obtain 

aT b

aT bo

a d L
mc

c

p�

�
� e

π
�

⎛

⎝

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟ (4.192)      

   In the following example, we will use Equation (4.192) to determine 
the temperature of a liquid exiting an ohmic heater.

        Example 4.32         A liquid food is being pumped through an ohmic heater at 0.5       kg/s. The 
inside diameter of the heater pipe is 0.05       m and it is 3       m long. The specifi c 
heat of the liquid food is 4000       J/kg °C. The applied voltage is 15,000       V. The 
overall heat transfer coeffi  cient based on the inside pipe area is 100       W/m 2  °C. 
The surrounding temperature of the air is 20 °C. The liquid food enters the 
ohmic heater at 50°C. Assume that the properties of the liquid food are simi-
lar to 0.05       M Sodium Phosphate solution. Calculate the temperature at which 
the liquid food exits. 

    Given 

        Flow rate      �      0.5       kg/s  

    Inside diameter of ohmic heater      �      0.05       m  

    Length of ohmic heater      �      3       m  

    Specifi c heat capacity      �      4000       J/kg °C  

    Voltage      �      15000       V  

    Overall heat transfer coeffi  cient      �      100       W/m 2  °C  

    Surrounding air temperature      �      20°C  

    Inlet temperature      �      50°C     

    Approach 

   Using the given information, we will determine the voltage gradient, and obtain 

electrical properties using  Table 4.6    for 0.05       M Sodium Phosphate. Using Equation 

(4.192) we will calculate the liquid temperature at the exit of the heater.  
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    Solution 

        1.     Voltage gradient is obtained from the given information as    

 
| |ΔV V m� �

15000

3
5000 /

     

    2.     From  Table 4.6 , for 0.05       M Sodium Phosphate,    

 
σo /� 0 162. S m

     

 m� � � �0 048. ( C )1
     

    3.     Using Equations (4.190) and (4.191), we obtain  a  and  b  values as follows:    

 
a � �2330 W/m C2

     

 
b � �52625 W/m C2

     

    4.     Substituting  a  and  b  values in Equation (4.192)    

 

2330 52625

2330 50 52625

2330 0 05 3
0 5 4000T �

� �
�

� � �
�e

π .
.

⎛

⎝

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟

     

    Solving for the unknown temperature,  T , we get 

 
T � �103 C

     

    The temperature of the liquid food will increase from 50 to 103°C when 

heated in the ohmic heater.        

    4.8       MICROWAVE HEATING 

   Electromagnetic radiation is classifi ed by wavelength or frequency. 
The electromagnetic spectrum between frequencies of 300    MHz and 
300    GHz is represented by microwaves. Since microwaves are used in 
radar, navigational equipment, and communication equipment, their 
use is regulated by governmental agencies. In the United States, the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has set aside two fre-
quencies for industrial, scientifi c, and medical (ISM) apparatus in 
the microwave range, namely 915  �  13    MHz, and 2450 � 50     MHz. 
Similar frequencies are regulated worldwide through the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU). 

4.8  Microwave Heating
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   Microwaves have certain similarities to visible light. Microwaves can 
be focused into beams. They can transmit through hollow tubes. 
Depending on the dielectric properties of a material, they may be 
refl ected or absorbed by the material. Microwaves may also transmit 
through materials without any absorption. Packaging materials such 
as glass, ceramics, and most thermoplastic materials allow micro-
waves to pass through with little or no absorption. When traveling 
from one material to another, microwaves may change direction, sim-
ilar to the bending of light rays when they pass from air to water. 

   In contrast to conventional heating systems, microwaves penetrate a 
food, and heating extends within the entire food material. The rate of 
heating is therefore more rapid. Note that microwaves generate heat 
due to their interactions with the food materials. The microwave radi-
ation itself is nonionizing radiation, distinctly different from ionizing 
radiation such as X-rays and gamma rays. When foods are exposed to 
microwave radiation, no known nonthermal effects are produced in 
food material ( IFT, 1989 ;  Mertens and Knorr, 1992 ). 

   The wavelength, frequency, and velocity of electromagnetic waves are 
related by the following expression 

� 
u f/ (4.193)    

   where, λ is wavelength in meters;  f 
 is frequency in hertz; u is the 
speed of light (3      �   10 8      m/s).   

   Using Equation (4.193), the wavelengths of the permitted ISM fre-
quencies in the microwave range can be calculated as 

λ915

8
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3 10
915 10 1
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�
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   and   

λ2450

8

6

3 10
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�
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( / )

.
m/s

s
m

   

    4.8.1       Mechanisms of Microwave Heating 

   The absorption of microwaves by a dielectric material results in the 
microwaves giving up their energy to the material, with a consequen-
tial rise in temperature. The two important mechanisms that explain 
heat generation in a material placed in a microwave fi eld are ionic 
polarization and dipole rotation. 
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    4.8.1.1       Ionic Polarization 

   When an electrical fi eld is applied to food solutions containing ions,
the ions move at an accelerated pace due to their inherent charge. The 
resulting collisions between the ions cause the conversion of kinetic 
energy of the moving ions into thermal energy. A solution with a high 
concentration of ions would have more frequent ionic collisions and 
therefore exhibit an increase in temperature.  

    4.8.1.2       Dipole Rotation 

   Food materials contain polar molecules such as water. These mole-
cules generally have a random orientation. However, when an elec-
trical fi eld is applied, the molecules orient themselves according to 
the polarity of the fi eld. In a microwave fi eld, the polarity alternates 
rapidly (e.g., at the microwave frequency of 2450    MHz, the polarity 
changes at 2.45      �   10 9 cycles per second). The polar molecules rotate 
to maintain alignment with the rapidly changing polarity ( Fig. 4.44   ).
Such rotation of molecules leads to friction with the surrounding 
medium, and heat is generated. With increasing temperatures, the 
molecules try to align more rapidly with the applied fi eld. Several fac-
tors infl uence the microwave heating of a material, including the size,
shape, state (e.g., water or ice), and properties of the material, and the 
processing equipment.   

    4.8.2       Dielectric Properties 

   In microwave processing, we are concerned with the electrical proper-
ties of the material being heated. The important electrical properties 
are the relative dielectric constant  �  
 and the relative dielectric loss   �  � . 
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   ■   Figure 4.44          Movement of a dipole in an electrical fi eld. (From  Decareau and Peterson, 1986 )    
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The term loss implies the conversion (or  “ loss ” ) of electrical energy 
into heat, and the term relative  means relative to free space. 

   The relative dielectric constant  �  
 expresses the ability of the material 
to store electrical energy, and the relative dielectric loss  �   � denotes the 
ability of the material to dissipate the electrical energy. These prop-
erties provide an indication of the electrical insulating ability of the 
material. Foods are in fact very poor insulators; therefore, they gen-
erally absorb a large fraction of the energy when placed in a micro-
wave fi eld, resulting in instantaneous heating ( Mudgett, 1986 ). The 
dielectric loss factor for the material, ε  �, which expresses the degree to 
which an externally applied electrical fi eld will be converted to heat,
is given by 

ε ε δ� � 
 tan (4.194)      

   The loss tangent, tan δ, provides an indication of how well the mate-
rial can be penetrated by an electrical fi eld and how it dissipates elec-
trical energy as heat.  

    4.8.3       Conversion of Microwave Energy into Heat 

   Microwave energy in itself is not thermal energy; rather, heating is 
a consequence of the interactions between microwave energy and a 
dielectric material. The conversion of the microwave energy to heat 
can be approximated with the following equation ( Copson, 1975 ;
 Decareau and Peterson, 1986 ): 

P E fD � � 
 
�55 61 10 14 2. tanε δ (4.195)    

   where P  D is the power dissipation (W/cm 3); E is electrical fi eld 
strength (V/cm); f 
 is frequency (Hz); ε  
 is the relative dielectric con-
stant, and tan δ  is the loss tangent.   

   In Equation (4.195), the dielectric constant ε  
 and the loss tangent tan 
δ are the properties of the material, and the electrical fi eld strength  E  
and frequency f 
 represent the energy source. Thus, there is a direct 
relationship between the material being heated and the microwave sys-
tem providing the energy for heating. It is evident in Equation (4.195) 
that increasing the electrical fi eld strength has a dramatic effect on the 
power density, since the relationship involves a square term. 

   The governing heat transfer equation presented earlier in this chapter,
Equation (4.149), can be modifi ed for use in predicting heat transfer 
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in a material placed in a microwave fi eld. A heat generation term  q  
  �  
equivalent to the power dissipation obtained from Equation (4.195) 
is introduced in Equation (4.149). Thus, for transient heat transfer 
in an infi nite slab, we can obtain the following expression for a one-
dimensional case: 

∂
∂

∂

∂

2

2

T

x

q

k

c T

k t
�


�
�

ρ p (4.196)      

   Numerical techniques are used to solve the preceding equation 
( Mudgett, 1986 ).  

    4.8.4       Penetration Depth of Microwaves 

   The energy transfer between microwaves and the material exposed to 
the microwave fi eld is infl uenced by the electrical properties of the 
material. The distribution of energy within a material is determined 
by the attenuation factor  α  
 . 

   The attenuation factor α  
 is calculated from the values for the loss 
tangent, relative dielectric constant, and the frequency of the micro-
wave fi eld: 

α
π

λ
ε

δ
 �
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1 2
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(4.197)      

   The penetration of an electrical fi eld can be calculated from the atten-
uation factor. As shown by  von Hippel (1954) , the depth Z below the 
surface of the material at which the electrical fi eld strength is 1/e that 
of the electrical fi eld in the free space, is the inverse of the attenuation 
factor. Thus,

Z �

 � �

λ
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1 1

1 2
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⎦

⎥
⎥
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(4.198)      

   Noting that frequency and wavelength are inversely related, it is evi-
dent from Equation (4.198) that microwave energy at 915    MHz pen-
etrates more deeply than at 2450     MHz. 

   In addition to the foregoing description of penetration of a micro-
wave fi eld in a material, the depth of penetration for microwave 

4.8  Microwave Heating
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power is usually described in two different ways. First, the penetra-
tion depth is the distance from the surface of a dielectric material 
where the incident power is decreased to 1/e of the incident power. 
Lambert’s expression for power absorption gives 

P P d� � 

0

2e α (4.199)    

   where P  0 is the incident power, P is the power at the penetration 
depth, d  is the penetration depth, and α  
 is the attenuation factor.   

   If the power is reduced to 1/e of the incident power at depth  d, we 
have  P/P  0       �      1/e. Therefore, from Equation (4.199), 2 α  
  d     �      1 and 
d     �      1/2 α  
 . 

   The second defi nition of the penetration depth is stated in terms of 
half-power depth (i.e., one-half of the incident power). Therefore, at 
half-power depth, P/P  0     �      1/2. From Equation (4.199), e � 2 α  
  d     �   1/2,
and solving for d  we get  d       �    0.347/ α  
 .

        Example 4.33         In a paper on microwave properties,  Mudgett (1986)  provides data on 
dielectric constants and loss tangents for raw potatoes. For a microwave fre-
quency of 2450       MHz and at 20°C, the dielectric loss is 64 and the loss tan-
gent is 0.23. Determine the attenuation factor, the fi eld penetration depth, 
and the depth below the surface of a potato at which the microwave power 
is reduced to one-half of the incident power. 

    Approach 

   We will use Equations (4.197) and (4.198) to determine the attenuation factor and 

the penetration depth for the microwave fi eld, respectively. The distance from the 

surface of the material at which the power is reduced to one-half of the incident 

power will be calculated using modifi cations of Equation (4.199).  

    Solution 

        1.     From Equation (4.197):    
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    2.     The penetration depth for the microwave fi eld is the inverse of  α   ‘   as seen in 

Equation (4.198). Therefore,    
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    3.     To obtain the half-power depth of penetration, we use the modifi cation of 

Lambert’s expression, Equation (4.199), and solve for  d :    

 
d �



� �

0.347 0.347

0.469
0.74 cm

α      

    4.     The half-power depth for potatoes at 2450       MHz and 20°C is calculated to be 

0.74       cm.           

    4.8.5       Microwave Oven 

   A typical microwave oven consists of the following major compo-
nents ( Fig. 4.45   ).

      ■     Power supply. The purpose of the power supply is to draw elec-
trical power from the line and convert it to the high voltage 
required by the magnetron. The magnetron usually requires 
several thousand volts of direct current.  

      ■     Magnetron or power tube. The magnetron is an oscillator capable 
of converting the power supplied into microwave energy. The 
magnetron emits high-frequency radiant energy. The polarity of 
the emitted radiation changes between negative and positive at 
high frequencies (e.g., 2.45      �   10 9 cycles per second for a mag-
netron operating at a frequency of 2450     MHz, the most com-
mon frequency used for domestic ovens).  

      ■     Wave guide or transmission section. The wave guide propagates,
radiates, or transfers the generated energy from the magnetron to 
the oven cavity. In a domestic oven, the wave guide is a few cen-
timeters long, whereas in industrial units it can be a few meters 
long. The energy loss in the wave guide is usually quite small. 

      ■     Stirrer. The stirrer is usually a fan-shaped distributor that rotates 
and scatters the transmitted energy throughout the oven. The 
stirrer disturbs the standing wave patterns, thus allowing better 
energy distribution in the oven cavity. This is particularly impor-
tant when heating nonhomogenous materials like foods. 

      ■     Oven cavity or oven. The oven cavity encloses the food to be 
heated within the metallic walls. The distributed energy from 
the stirrer is refl ected by the walls and intercepted by the food 
from many directions with more or less uniform energy den-
sity. The energy impinging on the food is absorbed and con-
verted into heat. The size of the oven cavity is infl uenced by the 
wavelength. The length of the cavity wall should be greater than 

4.8  Microwave Heating
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   ■   Figure 4.45          Major components of a 

microwave oven.    
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one-half the wavelength and any multiple of a half-wave in the 
direction of the wave propagation. The wavelength at 2450     MHz 
frequency was calculated earlier to be 12.2    cm; therefore, the 
oven cavity wall must be greater than 6.1    cm. The oven cavity 
door includes safety controls and seals to retain the microwave 
energy within the oven during the heating process.     

    4.8.6       Microwave Heating of Foods 

   Heating of foods in a microwave fi eld offers several advantages over 
more conventional methods of heating. The following are some of 
the important features of microwave heating that merit consideration. 

    4.8.6.1       Speed of Heating 

   The speed of heating of a dielectric material is directly proportional 
to the power output of the microwave system. In industrial units, the 
typical power output may range from 5 to 100    kW. Although high 
speed of heating is attainable in the microwave fi eld, many food 
applications require good control of the rate at which the foods are 
heated. Very high-speed heating may not allow desirable physical and 
biochemical reactions to occur. The speed of heating in a microwave 
is governed by controlling the power output. The power required for 
heating is also proportional to the mass of the product. 

    4.8.6.2       Frozen Foods 

   The heating behavior of frozen foods is markedly infl uenced by the 
different dielectric properties of ice and water ( Table 4.7   ). Due to its 
low dielectric loss factor, ice is more transparent to microwaves than 
water. Thus, ice does not heat as well as water. Therefore, when using 
microwaves to temper frozen foods, care is taken to keep the tempera-
ture of the frozen food just below the freezing point. If the ice melts,

 Table 4.7        Dielectric Properties of Water and Ice at 2450       MHz  

 Relative 

dielectric 

constant,   ε   
  

 Relative 

dielectric loss 

constant,   ε   �    

 Loss 

tangent, 

tan   δ   

   Ice  3.2  0.0029  0.0009 

   Water (at 25°C)  78  12.48  0.16 

   Source : Schiff man (1986)  
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runaway heating may occur because the water will heat much faster 
due to the high dielectric loss factor of water.  

    4.8.6.3       Shape and Density of the Material 

   The shape of the food material is important in obtaining uniformity 
of heating. Nonuniform shapes result in local heating; similarly,
sharp edges and corners cause nonuniform heating.  

    4.8.6.4       Food Composition 

   The composition of the food material affects how it heats in the micro-
wave fi eld. The moisture content of food directly affects the amount of 
microwave absorption. A higher amount of water in a food increases the 
dielectric loss factor �  �. In the case of foods of low moisture content, the 
infl uence of specifi c heat on the heating process is more pronounced 
than that of the dielectric loss factor. Therefore, due to their low spe-
cifi c heat, foods with low moisture content also heat at acceptable rates 
in microwaves. If the food material is highly porous with a signifi cant 
amount of air, then due to low thermal conductivity of air, the material 
will act as a good insulator and show good heating rates in microwaves. 

   Another compositional factor that has a marked infl uence on heat-
ing rates in microwaves is the presence of salt. As stated previously,
an increased concentration of ions promotes heating in microwaves. 
Thus, increasing the salt level in foods increases the rate of heating. 
Although oil has a much lower dielectric loss factor than water, oil 
has a specifi c heat less than half that of water. Since a product with 
high oil content will require much less heat to increase in tempera-
ture, the infl uence of specifi c heat becomes the overriding factor,
and oil exhibits a much higher rate of heating than water ( Ohlsson,
1983). More details on these and other issues important during the 
microwave heating of foods are elaborated by  Schiffman (1986)  and 
by  Decareau and Peterson (1986) . 

   The industrial applications of microwave processing of foods are mostly 
for tempering of frozen foods (increasing the temperature of frozen 
foods to �4 to �20°C), such as meat, fi sh, butter, and berries; for dry-
ing of pasta, instant tea, herbs, mushrooms, fi sh protein, bread crumbs,
onions, rice cakes, seaweed, snack foods, and egg yolk; for cooking of 
bacon, meat patties, and potatoes; for vacuum drying of citrus juices,
grains, and seeds; for freeze-drying of meat, vegetables, and fruits; for 
pasteurization and sterilization of prepared foods; for baking of bread 
and doughnuts; and for roasting of nuts, coffee beans, and cocoa beans 
( Decareau, 1992 ;  Giese, 1992 ).    

4.8  Microwave Heating
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    PROBLEMS 

        4.1   Calculate the rate of heat transfer per unit area through a 
200     mm thick concrete wall when the temperatures are 20°C 
and 5°C on the two surfaces, respectively. The thermal con-
ductivity of concrete is 0.935     W/(m°C).  

    4.2   A side wall of a storage room is 3    m high, 10    m wide, and 
25     cm thick. The thermal conductivity is  k     �    0.85     W/(m °C). 
If, during the day, the inner surface temperature of the wall is 
22°C and the outside surface temperature is 4°C: 
   a.    Using the Thermal Resistance Concept, calculate the 

resistance to heat transfer for the wall. 
   b.    Calculate the rate of heat transfer through the wall,

assuming steady-state conditions.     

    4.3   An experiment was conducted to measure thermal 
conductivity of a formulated food. The measurement was 
made by using a large plane plate of the food material, which 
was 5     mm thick. It was found, under steady-state conditions,
that when a temperature difference of 35°C was maintained 
between the two surfaces of the plate, a heat-transfer rate per 
unit area of 4700     W/m 2  was measured near the center of either 
surface. Calculate the thermal conductivity of the product, and 
list two assumptions used in obtaining the result.  

    4.4   Estimate the thermal conductivity of applesauce at 35°C. 
(Water content    �    78.8% wet basis)  

    4.5   A 20     cm diameter cooking pan is placed on a stove. The pan is 
made of steel ( k     �      15    W/[m°C]), and it contains water boiling 
at 98°C. The bottom plate of the pan is 0.4     cm thick. The 
inside surface temperature of the bottom plate, in contact with 
water, is 105°C. 
   a.    If the rate of heat transfer through the bottom plate is 

450     W, determine the outside surface temperature of the 
bottom plate exposed to the heating stove. 

   b.    Determine the convective heat-transfer coeffi cient for 
boiling water.     

    4.6   A 10    m long pipe has an inside radius of 70    mm, an outside 
radius of 80    mm, and is made of stainless steel ( k     �   15   W/[m °C]). 
Its inside surface is held at 150°C, and its outside surface is at 
30°C. There is no heat generation, and steady-state conditions 
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hold. Compute the rate at which heat is being transferred across 
the pipe wall. 

    4.7   In a multilayered rectangular wall, the thermal resistance of 
the fi rst layer is 0.005°C/W, the resistance of the second layer 
is 0.2°C/W, and for the third layer it is 0.1°C/W. The overall 
temperature gradient in the multilayered wall from one side to 
another is 70°C. 
   a.   Determine the heat fl ux through the wall.  
    b.    If the thermal resistance of the second layer is doubled to 

0.4°C/W, what will be its infl uence in % on the heat fl ux,
assuming the temperature gradient remains the same?     

    4.8   A plain piece of insulation board is used to reduce the heat 
loss from a hot furnace wall into the room. One surface of the 
board is at 100°C and the other surface is at 20°C. It is desired 
to keep the heat loss down to 120    W/m2 of the insulation board. 
If the thermal conductivity of the board is 0.05    W/(m °C),
calculate the required thickness of the board.  

    4.9   Consider an ice chest with the following dimensions: 
length    �   50     cm, width    �   40    cm, and height      �   30     cm, made 
of a 3     cm thick insulating material ( k     �    0.033     W/[m °C]). The 
chest is fi lled with 30     kg of ice at 0°C. The inner wall surface 
temperature of the ice chest is assumed to be constant at 0°C. 
The latent heat of fusion of ice is 333.2     kJ/kg. The outside 
wall surface temperature of the chest is assumed to remain 
constant at 25°C. How long would it take to completely melt 
the ice? Assume negligible heat transfer through the bottom 
surface.    

    *4.10   Steam with 80% quality is being used to heat a 40% total 
solids tomato purée as it fl ows through a steam injection 
heater at a rate of 400     kg/h. The steam is generated at 
169.06     kPa and is fl owing to the heater at a rate of 50     kg/h. If 
the specifi c heat of the product is 3.2     kJ/(kg K), determine the 
temperature of the product leaving the heater when the initial 
temperature is 50°C. Determine the total solids content of the 
product after heating. Assume the specifi c heat of the heated 
purée is 3.5     kJ/(kg°C).             

   *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 

Problems
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    4.11   A stainless steel pipe ( k       �   15    W/[m °C]) with a 2.5     cm inner 
diameter and 5     cm outer diameter is being used to convey 
high-pressure steam. The pipe is covered with a 5     cm layer of 
insulation ( k       �    0.18    W/[m °C]). The inside steel pipe surface 
temperature is 300°C, and the outside insulation surface 
temperature is 90°C. 
    a.    Determine the rate of heat transfer per meter length of the 

pipe.  
   b.    The insulation selected for the purpose has a melting 

temperature of 220°C. Should you be concerned about the 
integrity of the insulation for the listed conditions?     

    4.12   Air at 25°C blows over a heated steel plate with its surface 
maintained at 200°C. The plate is 50      �      40    cm and 2.5    cm
thick. The convective heat-transfer coeffi cient at the top 
surface is 20     W/(m 2      K). The thermal conductivity of steel is 
45     W/(m K). Calculate the heat loss per hour from the top 
surface of the plate.  

    4.13   A liquid food is being heated in a tubular heat exchanger. 
The inside pipe wall temperature is 110°C. The internal 
diameter of the pipe is 30     mm.The product fl ows at 0.5     kg/s. 
If the initial temperature of the product is 7°C, compute the 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cient. The thermal properties of 
the product are the following: specifi c heat      �    3.7     kJ/(kg°C),
thermal conductivity    �    0.6     W/(m °C), product viscosity      �   
500      �      10 � 6     Pa s, density      �    1000     kg/m 2, product viscosity at 
110°C    �      410   �      10 � 6     Pa s. 

    4.14   Compute the convective heat-transfer coeffi cient for natural 
convection from a vertical, 100     mm outside diameter, 0.5     m 
long, stainless-steel pipe. The surface temperature of the 
uninsulated pipe is 145°C, and the air temperature is 40°C.    

    *4.15   A 30     m long pipe with an external diameter of 75    mm is 
being used to convey steam at a rate of 1000     kg/h. The steam 
pressure is 198.53     kPa. The steam enters the pipe with a 
dryness fraction of 0.98 and must leave the other end of the 
pipe with a minimum dryness fraction of 0.95. Insulation 
with a thermal conductivity of 0.2     W/(m K) is available. 
Determine the minimum thickness of insulation necessary. 
The outside surface temperature of insulation is assumed to be 

   * Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 
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25°C. Neglect the conductive resistance of the pipe material 
and assume no pressure drop across the pipe.    

    4.16   Estimate the convective heat-transfer coeffi cient for natural 
convection from a horizontal steam pipe. The outside surface 
temperature of the insulated pipe is 80°C. The surrounding 
air temperature is 25°C. The outside diameter of the insulated 
pipe is 10     cm.  

    4.17   A vertical cylindrical container is being cooled in ambient air 
at 25°C with no air circulation. If the initial temperature of 
the container surface is 100°C, compute the surface heat-
transfer coeffi cient due to natural convection during the initial 
cooling period. The diameter of the container is 1     m, and it is 
2    m high. 

    4.18   Water at a fl ow rate of 1     kg/s is fl owing in a pipe of internal 
diameter 5     cm. If the inside pipe surface temperature is 90°C 
and mean bulk water temperature is 50°C, compute the 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cient. 

   4.19   A blower is used to move air through a pipe at a rate of 
0.01     kg/s. The inside pipe surface temperature is 40°C. The 
bulk temperature of the air reduces from 80°C to 60°C as it 
passes through a 5     m section of the pipe. The inside diameter 
of the pipe is 2     cm. Estimate the convective heat-transfer 
coeffi cient using the appropriate dimensionless correlation.  

   4.20   Estimate the convective heat-transfer coeffi cient on the outside 
of oranges (external diameter      �    5     cm) when submerged in 
a stream of chilled water pumped around the orange. The 
velocity of water around an orange is 0.1     m/s. The surface 
temperature of the orange is 20°C and the bulk water 
temperature is 0°C.    

   *4.21   A fl at wall is exposed to an environmental temperature of 38°C. 
The wall is covered with a layer of insulation 2.5    cm thick whose 
thermal conductivity is 1.8    W/(m K), and the temperature of 
the wall on the inside of the insulation is 320°C. The wall loses 
heat to the environment by convection. Compute the value of 
the convection heat-transfer coeffi cient that must be maintained 
on the outer surface of the insulation to ensure that the outer 
surface temperature does not exceed 40°C.    

   *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 

Problems
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    4.22   Steam at 150°C fl ows inside a pipe that has an inside radius 
of 50     mm and an outside radius of 55     mm. The convective 
heat-transfer coeffi cient between the steam and the inside pipe 
wall is 2500     W/(m 2  °C). The outside surface of the pipe is 
exposed to ambient air at 20°C with a convective heat-transfer 
coeffi cient of 10     W/(m 2  °C). Assuming steady state and no 
heat generation, calculate the rate of heat transfer per meter 
from the steam to the air across the pipe. Assume thermal 
conductivity of stainless steel is 15     W/(m °C.)  

    4.23   The outside wall of a refrigerated storage room is 10    m long 
and 3     m high and is constructed with 100    mm concrete block 
(k       �    0.935     W/[m °C]) and 10     cm of fi ber insulation board 
(k       �    0.048    W/[m °C]). The inside of the room is at � 10°C 
and the convective heat-transfer coeffi cient is 40     W/(m 2      K); 
the outside temperature is 30°C with a convective heat-
transfer coeffi cient of 10     W/(m 2      K) on the outside wall surface. 
Calculate the overall heat-transfer coeffi cient. 

    4.24   In a food processing plant, a steel pipe (thermal 
conductivity    �      17    W/m °C, internal diameter � 5     cm; 
thickness    �    3     mm) is being used to transport a liquid food. 
The inside surface temperature of the pipe is at 95°C. A 4-cm 
thick insulation (thermal conductivity    �      0.03     W/m °C) is 
wrapped around the pipe. The outside surface temperature of 
the insulation is 30°C. Calculate the rate of heat transfer per 
unit length of the pipe.  

    4.25   A walk-in freezer with 4    m width, 6    m length, and 3    m height 
is being built. The walls and ceiling contain 1.7    mm thick 
stainless steel ( k     �   15   W/[m °C]), 10    cm thick foam insulation 
(k     �   0.036    W/[m °C]), and some thickness of corkboard 
(k     �   0.043   W/[m °C]) to be established, and 1.27    cm-thickness
wood siding ( k     �   0.104    W/[m °C]). The inside of the freezer 
is maintained at �40°C. Ambient air outside the freezer is at 
32°C. The convective heat-transfer coeffi cient is 5    W/(m2     K) on 
the wood side of the wall and 2    W/(m2     K) on the steel side. If 
the outside air has a dew point of 29°C, calculate the thickness 
of corkboard insulation that would prevent condensation of 
moisture on the outside wall of the freezer. Calculate the rate 
of heat transfer through the walls and ceiling of this freezer. 

    4.26   A liquid food is being conveyed through an uninsulated pipe 
at 90°C. The product fl ow rate is 0.25     kg/s and has a density of 
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1000     kg/m 3, specifi c heat of 4     kJ/(kg K), viscosity of 8 � 10 � 6  
Pa s, and thermal conductivity of 0.55     W/(m K). Assume the 
viscosity correction is negligible. The internal pipe diameter is 
20    mm with 3     mm thickness made of stainless steel ( k     �   15    W/
[m °C]). The outside temperature is 15°C. If the outside 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cient is 18     W/(m 2      K), calculate 
the steady-state heat loss from the product per unit length 
of pipe.    

    *4.27   A liquid food is being pumped in a 1     cm thick steel pipe. The 
inside diameter of the pipe is 5     cm. The bulk temperature of 
liquid food is 90°C. The inside pipe surface temperature is 
80°C. The surface heat-transfer coeffi cient inside the pipe 
is 15     W/(m 2      K). The pipe has a 2     cm thick insulation. The 
outside bulk air temperature is 20°C. The surface heat-transfer 
coeffi cient on the outside of insulation is 3     W/(m 2      K).    

      a.    Calculate the insulation surface temperature exposed to the 
outside.  

   b.    If the pipe length is doubled, how would it infl uence the 
insulation surface temperature? Discuss.     

    4.28   For a metal pipe used to pump tomato paste, the overall heat-
transfer coeffi cient based on internal area is 2     W/(m 2      K). The 
inside diameter of the pipe is 5     cm. The pipe is 2     cm thick. The 
thermal conductivity of the metal is 20     W/(m K). Calculate 
the outer convective heat-transfer coeffi cient. The inside 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cient is 5     W/(m 2      K).  

   4.29   A cold-storage room is maintained at  � 18°C. The internal 
dimensions of the room are 5     m    �      5     m    �      3     m high. Each wall,
ceiling, and fl oor consists of an inner layer of 2.5     cm thick 
wood with 7     cm thick insulation and an 11     cm brick layer on 
the outside. The thermal conductivities of respective materials 
are wood 0.104     W/(m K), glass fi ber 0.04     W/(m K), and brick 
0.69     W/(m K). The convective heat-transfer coeffi cient for 
wood to still air is 2.5     W/(m 2      K), and from moving air to brick 
is 4     W/(m 2      K). The outside ambient temperature is 25°C. 
Determine:
   a.   The overall heat-transfer coeffi cient. 
   b.   The temperature of the exposed surfaces.  
    c.   The temperatures of the interfaces.     

  *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 

Problems
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    4.30   Steam at 169.60     kPa is condensed inside a pipe (internal 
diameter   �   7   cm, thickness   �   3   mm). The inside and outside 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cients are 1000 and 10    W/(m2     K),
respectively. The thermal conductivity of the pipe is 45    W/(m K). 
Assume that all thermal resistances are based on the outside 
diameter of the pipe, and determine the following: 
    a.    Percentage resistance offered by the pipe, by the steam, and 

by the outside.  
    b.    The outer surface temperature of the pipe if the 

temperature of the air surrounding the pipe is 25°C.     

    4.31   A steel pipe (outside diameter 100     mm) is covered with two 
layers of insulation. The inside layer, 40    mm thick, has a 
thermal conductivity of 0.07     W/(m K). The outside layer,
20    mm thick, has a thermal conductivity of 0.15     W/(m K). 
The pipe is used to convey steam at a pressure of 700     kPa. The 
outside temperature of insulation is 24°C. If the pipe is 10     m 
long, determine the following, assuming the resistance to 
conductive heat transfer in steel pipe and convective resistance 
on the steam side are negligible: 
   a.   The heat loss per hour.  
    b.   The interface temperature of insulation.       

    *4.32   A 1     cm thick steel pipe, 1    m long, with an internal diameter 
of 5     cm is covered with 4     cm thick insulation. The inside 
wall temperature of the steel pipe is 100°C. The ambient 
temperature around the insulated pipe is 20°C. The convective 
heat-transfer coeffi cient on the outer insulated surface is 
50     W/(m 2      K). Calculate the temperature at the steel insulation 
interface. The thermal conductivity of steel is 54     W/(m K), and 
the thermal conductivity of insulation is 0.04     W/(m K).    

    4.33   Calculate the overall heat-transfer coeffi cient of a steel pipe 
based on the inside area. The inside diameter of the pipe is 
10     cm, and the pipe is 2     cm thick. The inside convective heat-
transfer coeffi cient is 350     W/(m 2  °C), the outside convective 
heat-transfer coeffi cient is 25     W/(m 2  °C), the thermal 
conductivity of the steel pipe is 15    W/(m °C). If the pipe is 
used to convey steam at a bulk temperature of 110°C and the 
outside ambient temperature is 20°C, determine the rate of 
heat transfer from the pipe.    

   *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 
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    *4.34   Saturated refrigerant (Freon, R-12) at  � 40°C fl ows through a 
copper tube of 20     mm inside diameter and wall thickness of 
2     mm. The copper tube is covered with 40    mm thick insulation 
(k       �      0.02     W/[m K]). Determine the heat gain per meter of 
the pipe. The internal and external convective heat-transfer 
coeffi cients are 500 and 5     W/(m 2      K), respectively. The ambient 
air temperature is 25°C. Compare the amount of refrigerant 
vaporized per hour per meter length of pipe for insulated 
versus uninsulated pipe. The latent heat of the refrigerant at 
� 40°C is 1390     kJ/kg.    

    4.35   To cool hot edible oil, an engineer has suggested that the 
oil be pumped through a pipe submerged in a nearby lake. 
The pipe (external diameter    �      15    cm) will be located in a 
horizontal direction. The average outside surface temperature 
of the pipe will be 130°C. The surrounding water temperature 
may be assumed to be constant at 10°C. The pipe is 100     m 
long. Assume there is no movement of water. 
    a.    Estimate the convective heat-transfer coeffi cient from the 

outside pipe surface into water.  
    b.    Determine the rate of heat transfer from the pipe into 

water.     

    4.36   In a concurrent-fl ow tubular heat exchanger, a liquid food,
fl owing in the inner pipe, is heated from 20 to 40°C. In the 
outer pipe the heating medium (water) cools from 90 to 
50°C. The overall heat-transfer coeffi cient based on the inside 
diameter is 2000     W/(m 2  °C). The inside diameter is 5     cm and 
length of the heat exchanger is 10     m. The average specifi c heat 
of water is 4.181     kJ/(kg °C). Calculate the mass fl ow rate of 
water in the outer pipe.    

    *4.37   A countercurrent heat exchanger is being used to heat a liquid 
food from 15 to 70°C. The heat exchanger has a 23     mm 
internal diameter and 10    m length with an overall heat-transfer 
coeffi cient, based on the inside area, of 2000     W/(m 2      K). Water,
the heating medium, enters the heat exchanger at 95°C, and 
leaves at 85°C. Determine the fl ow rates for product and water 
that will provide the conditions described. Use specifi c heats 
of 3.7     kJ/(kg K) for product and 4.18     kJ/(kg K) for water.    

   *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 

Problems
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    4.38   A 10     m long countercurrent-fl ow heat exchanger is being used 
to heat a liquid food from 20 to 80°C. The heating medium 
is oil, which enters the heat exchanger at 150°C and exits at 
60°C. The specifi c heat of the liquid food is 3.9     kJ/(kg K). The 
overall heat-transfer coeffi cient based on the inside area is 
1000     W/(m 2     K). The inner diameter of the inside pipe is 7     cm. 
    a.   Estimate the fl ow rate of the liquid food. 
    b.    Determine the fl ow rate of the liquid food if the heat 

exchanger is operated in a concurrent-fl ow mode for the 
same conditions of temperatures at the inlet and exit from 
the heat exchanger.     

    4.39   Calculate the radiative heat gain in watts by a loaf of bread at 
a surface temperature of 100°C. The surrounding oven surface 
temperature is 1000°C. The total surface area of the bread 
is 0.15     m 2  and the emissivity of the bread surface is 0.80. 
Assume the oven is a blackbody radiator.  

    4.40   It is desired to predict the temperature after 30     min at the 
geometric center of a cylindrical can containing a model food. 
The dimensions of the can are 5     cm diameter and 3     cm height. 
The thermal conductivity of the food is 0.5     W/(m °C), specifi c 
heat    �    3.9     kJ/(kg °C), and density    �      950     kg/m 3 . There is a 
negligible surface resistance to heat transfer. The surrounding 
medium temperature is 100°C and the uniform initial 
temperature of food is 20°C.  

    4.41   An 8     m 3 batch of oil with specifi c heat of 2     kJ/(kg K) and 
density of 850     kg/m 3  is being heated in a steam-jacketed,
agitated vessel with 1.5     m 2  of heating surface. The convective 
heat-transfer coeffi cient on the oil side is 500     W/(m 2      K), and 
10,000     W/(m 2      K) on the steam side. If the steam temperature 
is 130°C and the initial temperature is 20°C, estimate the oil 
temperature after 10 minutes.  

    4.42   Determine if a tubular heat exchanger can operate under the 
following conditions: Fluid A enters the heat exchanger at 
120°C and exits at 40°C; fl uid B enters the heat exchanger at 
30°C and exits at 70°C. Calculate the log mean temperature 
difference.  

    4.43   Milk ( c  p       �      3.9    kJ/[kg K]) is cooled in a countercurrent fl ow 
heat exchanger at a rate of 1.5     kg/s from 70°C to 30°C. 
Cooling is done by using chilled water available at 5°C with 
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a fl ow rate of 2    kg/s. The inside diameter of the inner pipe is 
2     cm. The overall heat transfer coeffi cient is 500     W/(m 2 °C). 
Determine the length of the heat exchanger.  

   4.44   In a double-pipe heat exchanger, made of stainless steel 
(k     �   15   W/[m °C]), the inside pipe has an inner diameter of 
2   cm and an outside diameter of 2.5    cm. The outer shell has an 
inner diameter of 4    cm. The convective heat transfer coeffi cient on 
the inside surface of the inner pipe is 550    W/(m2 °C), whereas 
on the outside surface of the inner pipe it is 900    W/(m2 °C). 
Over continuous use of the heat exchanger, fouling (depositing 
of solids from the liquids on the pipe surfaces) causes additional 
resistance to heat transfer. It is determined that the resistance to 
heat transfer due to fouling on the inside surface of the inner 
pipe is 0.00038    m2 °C/W, and on the outside surface of the inner 
pipe is 0.0002    m2 °C/W. Calculate: 
    a.    The total thermal resistance of the heat exchanger per unit 

length.  
    b.    The overall heat transfer coeffi cients  U  i  and  U  o  based on 

the inside and outside area of the inner pipe, respectively.     

    4.45   Water at 5°C is being used to cool apples from an initial 
temperature of 20° to 8°C. The water fl ow over the surface 
of the apple creates a convective heat-transfer coeffi cient 
of 10     W/(m 2      K). Assume the apple can be described as a 
sphere with an 8     cm diameter and the geometric center is 
to be reduced to 8°C. The apple properties include thermal 
conductivity of 0.4     W/(m K), specifi c heat of 3.8     kJ/(kg K), and 
density of 960     kg/m 3 . Determine the time that the apples must 
be exposed to the water.  

    4.46   A liquid food with density of 1025     kg/m 3  and specifi c heat of 
3.77     kJ/(kg K) is being heated in a can with 8.5     cm diameter 
and 10.5     cm height. The heating will occur in a retort with 
temperature at 115°C and convective heat-transfer coeffi cients 
of 50     W/(m 2      K) on the inside of the can and 5000     W/(m 2      K) 
on the outside surface. Determine the product temperature 
after 10     min if the initial temperature is 70°C. Assume perfect 
mixing in the can.  

    4.47   Create a spreadsheet for Example 4.21. Keeping all conditions 
the same as given in the example, determine the exit 
temperatures of hot water and apple juice if the number of 
plates used in the heat exchanger are 21 or 31.    

Problems
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    *4.48   A conduction-cooling food product with density of 1000    kg/m3,
specifi c heat of 4     kJ/(kg K), and thermal conductivity of 
0.4     W/(m K) has been heated to 80°C. The cooling of 
the product in a 10     cm high and 8     cm diameter can is 
accomplished using cold water with a convective heat-transfer 
coeffi cient of 10     W/(m 2      K) on the can surface. Determine the 
water temperature required to reduce the product temperature 
at geometric center to 50°C in 7     h. Neglect conductive heat 
resistance through the can wall.    

    4.49   Cooked mashed potato is cooled on trays in a chilling unit 
with refrigerated air at 2°C blown over the product surface at 
high velocity. The depth of product is 30     mm and the initial 
temperature is 95°C. The product has a thermal conductivity 
of 0.37     W/(m K), specifi c heat of 3.7     kJ/(kg K), and density of 
1000     kg/m 3 . Assuming negligible resistance to heat transfer at 
the surface, calculate product temperature at the center after 
30     min.  

    4.50   Program Example 4.9 on a spreadsheet. Determine the 
interfacial temperatures if the following thickness of 
insulation are used: 
   a.   2    cm
   b.   4     cm  
    c.   6    cm
   d.   8     cm  
    e.   10     cm     

    4.51   A liquid food at a fl ow rate of 0.3     kg/s enters a countercurrent 
fl ow double-pipe heat exchanger at 22°C. In the annular 
section, hot water at 80°C enters at a fl ow rate of 1.2     kg/s. The 
average specifi c heat of water is 4.18     kJ/(kg °C). The average 
overall heat transfer coeffi cient based on the inside area is 
500     W/(m 2  °C). The diameter of the inner pipe is 7     cm, and 
length is 10    m. Assume steady state conditions. The specifi c 
heat of liquid food is assumed to be 4.1     kJ/[kg °C]. Calculate 
the exit temperature of liquid food and water. 

    4.52   A pure copper sphere of radius 1    cm is dropped into an 
agitated oil bath that has a uniform temperature of 130°C. 
The initial temperature of the copper sphere is 20°C. Using 

   *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 
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a spreadsheet predict the internal temperature of the sphere 
at 5     min intervals until it reaches 130°C for three different 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cients: 5, 10, and 100    W/(m2 °C),
respectively. Plot your results as temperature versus time.  

    4.53   Heated water with a bulk temperature of 90°C is being 
pumped at a rate of 0.1    kg/s in a metal pipe placed horizontally 
in ambient air. The pipe has an internal diameter of 2.5    cm and 
it is 1    cm thick. The inside pipe surface temperature is 85°C. 
The outside surface of the pipe is at 80°C and exposed to the 
air. The bulk temperature of the air is 20°C. 
    a.    Determine the convective heat-transfer coeffi cient for water 

inside the pipe.  
    b.    Determine the convective heat-transfer coeffi cient for air 

outside the pipe.  
    c.    It is desired to double the convective heat-transfer 

coeffi cient inside the pipe. What operating conditions 
should be changed? By how much?     

    4.54   A solid food is being cooled in a cylindrical can of dimensions 
12     cm diameter and 3     cm thickness. The cooling medium 
is cold water at 2°C. The initial temperature of the solid 
food is 95°C. The convective heat-transfer coeffi cient is 
200     W/(m 2  °C). 

     a.     Determine the temperature at the geometric center 
after 3     h. The thermal properties of the solid food are 
k      �      0.36     W/(m °C), density of 950     kg/m3, and specifi c 
heat of 3.9     kJ/(kg°C).

    b.    Is it reasonable to assume the cylindrical can to be an 
infi nite cylinder (or an infi nite slab)? Why?     

    4.55   A three-layered composite pipe with an inside diameter of 
1     cm has an internal surface temperature of 120°C. The fi rst 
layer, from the inside to the outside, is 2     cm thick with a 
thermal conductivity of 15     W/(m°C), the second layer is 3     cm 
thick with a thermal conductivity of 0.04     W/(m °C), and 
the third layer is 1     cm thick and has a thermal conductivity 
of 164     W/(m °C). The outside surface temperature of the 
composite pipe is 60°C. 
   a.    Determine the rate of heat transfer through the pipe under 

steady-state conditions.  
    b.    Can you suggest an approach that will allow you to quickly 

make an estimate for this problem?     

Problems
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    4.56   It is known that raw eggs will become hard when heated 
to 72°C. To manufacture diced eggs, trays of liquid egg are 
exposed to steam for cooking. 
    a.    How long will it take to cook the eggs given the 

following conditions? The tray dimension is 30     cm 
long, 30     cm wide, and 2    cm deep. The liquid egg inside 
the tray is 1     cm deep. The thermal conductivity of liquid 
egg is 0.45    W/(m °C); density is 800     kg/m 3, specifi c 
heat is 3.8     kJ/(kg °C); surface convective heat transfer 
coeffi cient is 5000     W/(m 2  °C); and the initial temperature 
of liquid egg is 2°C. Steam is available at 169.06     kPa. 
Ignore resistance to heat transfer caused by the metal tray.  

    b.    What rate of steam fl ow per tray of liquid egg must 
be maintained to accomplish this? The latent heat of 
vaporization at 169.06     kPa is 2216.5     kJ/kg.     

    4.57   Determine the time required for the center temperature of a 
cube to reach 80°C. The cube has a volume of 125     cm 3 . The 
thermal conductivity of the material is 0.4     W/(m °C); density 
is 950     kg/m 3 ; and specifi c heat is 3.4     kJ/(kg K). The initial 
temperature is 20°C. The surrounding temperature is 90°C. 
The cube is immersed in a fl uid that results in a negligible 
surface resistance to heat transfer.  

    4.58   A tubular heat exchanger is being used for heating a liquid 
food from 30° to 70°C. The temperature of the heating 
medium decreases from 90° to 60°C. 
   a.    Is the fl ow confi guration in the heat exchanger 

countercurrent or concurrent fl ow? 
    b.    Determine the log mean temperature difference. 
   c.      If the heat transfer area is 20     m2 and the overall heat 

transfer coeffi cient is 100     W/(m2 °C), determine the 
rate of heat transfer from the heating medium to the 
liquid food.  

   d.    What is the fl ow rate of the liquid food if the specifi c heat 
of the liquid is 3.9     kJ/(kg °C)? Assume no heat loss to the 
surroundings.     

    4.59   What is the fl ow rate of water in a heat exchanger if it enters 
the heat exchanger at 20°C and exits at 85°C? The heating 
medium is oil, where oil enters at 120°C and leaves at 75°C. 
The overall heat-transfer coeffi cient is 5     W/(m 2 °C). The area of 
the heat exchanger is 30     m 2 .  
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    4.60   A thermocouple is a small temperature sensor used in 
measuring temperature in foods. The thermocouple junction,
that senses the temperature, may be approximated as a sphere. 
Consider a situation where a thermocouple is being used to 
measure temperature of heated air in an oven. The convective 
heat-transfer coeffi cient is 400     W/(m 2      K). The properties of the 
thermocouple junction are k     �   25   W/(m°C), c  p     �   450J    /(kg K),
and ρ     �    8000     kg/m 3 . The diameter of the junction, considered 
as a sphere, is 0.0007    m. If the junction is initially at 25°C,
and it is placed in the oven where the estimated heated air 
temperature is 200°C, how long will it take for the junction to 
reach 199°C?  

    4.61   In an ohmic heater, the inside diameter of the pipe is 0.07     m 
and it is 2     m long. The applied voltage is 15,000     V. A liquid 
food is being pumped through the heater at 0.2     kg/s with an 
inlet temperature of 30°C. The overall heat transfer coeffi cient 
based on the inside pipe area is 200     W/m 2 °C. The specifi c 
heat of the liquid food is 4000     J/kg°C. The surrounding 
temperature of the air is 25°C. Assume that the properties 
of the liquid food are similar to 0.1    M Sodium Phosphate 
solution. Determine the exit temperature of the liquid food.  

   4.62   A liquid food at 75°C is being conveyed in a steel pipe 
(k       �      45    W/[m °C]). The pipe has an internal diameter of 
2.5     cm and it is 1     cm thick. The overall heat-transfer coeffi cient 
based on internal diameter is 40     W/(m 2      K). The internal 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cient is 50     W/(m 2      K). Calculate 
the external convective heat-transfer coeffi cient. 

    4.63   Set up Example 4.16 on a spreadsheet. Determine the heat 
loss from 1     m length of the pipe if the inside diameter of the 
pipe is 
    a.   2.5     cm  
   b.   3.5    cm
    c.   4.5     cm  
    d.   5.5    cm    

    *4.64   A plot of tomato juice density versus temperature was scanned 
and digitized from  Choi and Okos (1983) . Juice density 

Problems

   *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 
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versus solids content for several temperatures are given in the 
following table.   

                    
   Solids  T      �      30°C  T      �      40°C  T      �      50°C  T      �      60°C  T      �      70°C  T      �      80°C 

   0%  997  998  984  985  979  972 
   4.8%  1018  1018  1012  1006  1003  997 
   8.3%  1032  1032  1026  1026  1020  1017 

   13.9%  1070  1067  1064  1061  1058  1048 
   21.5%  1107  1108  1102  1102  1093  1086 
   40.0%  1190  1191  1188  1185  1179  1176 
   60.0%  1290  1294  1288  1289  1286  1276 
   80.0%  1387  1391  1385  1382  1379  1376 

    Create a MATLAB ®  script that plots the values of density as 
a function of percent solids at a temperature of 40°C. Use 
the Basic Fitting option under the Tools menu of the Figure 
window to fi t the data with an appropriate polynomial. 
Turn in a copy of your script, plot, and the equation that you 
determine. 

    *4.65   A plot of tomato juice density versus temperature was scanned 
and digitized by  Choi and Okos (1983) . Values of juice 
density versus solids content for several temperatures are 
shown in a table in Problem 4.64. Write a MATLAB ®  script 
to evaluate and plot the model for tomato juice density 
developed by Choi and Okos.    

ρ ρ ρ� �s s w wX X

ρw � � � � � �� �9 9989 10 6 0334 10 3 6710 102 2 3 2. . .T T

ρs � � � � � �� �1 4693 10 5 4667 10 6 9646 103 1 3 2. . .T T

ρ

ρ

ρ

�

�

�

density (kg/m )

density of water (kg/m )

density of 

3

w
3

s ssolids (kg/m )

temperature of juice ( C)

percent solid

3

s

T

X

� �

� ss in juice (%)

percent water in juice (%)wX �

  Plot this model over the preceding experimental data for 40°C. 

   *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 
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    *4.66    Telis-Romero et al. (1998)  presented data for the specifi c 
heat of orange juice as a function of temperature and percent 
water. A portion of their data was digitized and is given in the 
following table.   

    X w 

(w/w) 

  T       �      8°C   T       �      18°C   T       �      27°C   T       �      47°C   T       �      62°C 

  c p 

(kJ/kg°C) 

  c p 

(kJ/kg°C) 

  c p 

(kJ/kg°C) 

  c p 

(kJ/kg°C) 

  c p 

(kJ/kg°C) 

   0.34  2.32  2.35  2.38  2.43  2.45 
   0.40  2.49  2.51  2.53  2.59  2.61 
   0.44  2.59  2.62  2.64  2.68  2.72 
   0.50  2.74  2.78  2.80  2.85  2.88 
   0.55  2.88  2.91  2.93  2.98  3.01 
   0.59  2.99  3.01  3.03  3.08  3.12 
   0.63  3.10  3.12  3.14  3.19  3.23 
   0.69  3.26  3.28  3.30  3.36  3.39 
   0.73  3.37  3.39  3.41  3.46  3.49 

    Notice that specifi c heat is a function of temperature as well as 
solids content for all juices. 

  Two general-purpose empirical equations are often used to 
estimate the specifi c heat for plant material and their juices. 
The fi rst equation is known as Siebel’s correlation equation,
and is used to estimate the specifi c heat of  “ fat-free fruits and 
vegetables, purees, and concentrates of plant origin ” : 

c Xwp � �3 349 0 8374. ( ) .
     

  The second equation is given from the ASHRAE Handbook— 
Fundamentals (2005): 

c Xp w� �4 187 0 6 0 4. ( . . )
     

  Using MATLAB ® , create a plot of cp  vs. moisture content using 
data given in the table for all temperatures and compare with 
calculated values using the two empirical equations. 

   *4.67   The solution to temperature in an infi nite slab with fi nite 
internal and surface resistance to heat transfer is given by 
 Incropera et al. (2007)  as    

T T
T T

C N x d
n
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�
� �

�

a
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∞

∑
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Cn
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    They give the fi rst four roots of the transcendental equation for  β
for a range of Biot numbers. The fi rst four roots for  NBi      �      0.5 are 
β1      �      0.6533,  β2      �      3.2923,  β3      �      6.3616, and  β4      �      9.4775. 

  Write a MATLAB ®  script to evaluate the temperature for a slab 
with
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  Plot the temperatures  T ( x,t ) over the range of  x  from 0 to 
0.055     m for times of 20, 40, and 60 minutes. 

    *4.68   Write a MATLAB ®  script to use the MATLAB ®  function  pdepe to 
evaluate the temperature for an infi nite slab with    
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  Plot the temperatures  T ( x,t ) over the range of  x  from 0 to 
0.055     m for times of 20, 40, and 60 minutes. 

   *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 
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     LIST OF SYMBOLS     

    A     area (m 2 )  
    a     coeffi cient in Equation (4.70)  
    α     thermal diffusivity (m 2 /s)  
    α  
     attenuation factor (m � 1 )  
    b     gap between two adjacent plates (m)  
    β     coeffi cient of volumetric expansion (K � 1 )  
    CF     cleaning factor, dimensionless  
    CH     heat capacity rate (kJ/[s°C])  
    Cmin     minimum heat capacity rate (kJ/[s°C])  
    C*     heat capacity rate ratio, dimensionless  
    c  p     specifi c heat at constant pressure (kJ/[kg °C])  
    c  v     specifi c heat at constant volume (kJ/[kg °C])  
    χ     refl ectivity, dimensionless  
    D     diameter (m)  
    d  c     characteristic dimension (m)  
    D  e     equivalent diameter (m)  
    d     penetration depth (m)  
    E     electrical fi eld strength (V/cm)  
    E  V     voltage (V)  
    �     emissivity, dimensionless  
    �  E     heat exchanger effectiveness, dimensionless  
    �  
     relative dielectric constant, dimensionless  
    �  �     relative dielectric loss constant, dimensionless  
    F     shape factor, dimensionless  
    f  h     heating rate factor (s)  
    f     friction factor, dimensionless  
    f 
     frequency (Hz)  
    g     acceleration due to gravity (m/s 2 )  
    h     convective heat transfer coeffi cient (W/[m 2      K])  
    I     electric current (A)  
    J  0     Bessel function of zero order  
    J  1     Bessel function of fi rst order 
    j  c     temperature lag factor at center  
    j  m     temperature lag factor, mean  
    K     coeffi cient in Equation (4.185)  
    k     thermal conductivity (W/[m K])  
    κ  E     electrical conductance (siemens)  
    L     length (m)  
    l     thickness of fl uid layer (m)  
    λ     wavelength (m)  

List of Symbols
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    λ  n     eigenvalue roots  
    M     mass concentration, percent  
    m     mass (kg); coeffi cient in Equations (4.59) and (4.70)  
    m  �     coeffi cient in Equation (4.184)  
    �m        mass fl ow rate (kg/s) 
    μ     viscosity (Pa s)  
    N     number of plates  
    N  Bi     Biot number, dimensionless  
    N  Fo     Fourier number, dimensionless  
    N  Gr     Grashoff number, dimensionless  
    N  Nu     Nusselt number, dimensionless  
    N  Pr     Prandtl number, dimensionless  
    N  Re     Reynolds number, dimensionless  
    N  Ra     Raleigh number, dimensionless  
    n     coeffi cient in Equation (4.59)  
    v     kinematic viscosity (m 2 /s)  
    P     power at the penetration depth (W) 
    P  D     power dissipation (W/cm 3 )  
    P  o     incident power (W/cm 3 )  
    φ     absorptivity, dimensionless  
    Φ     function  
    ψ     transmissivity, dimensionless  
    Q     heat gained or lost (kJ)  
    q     rate of heat transfer (W)  
    q  
  �     rate of heat generation (W/m 3 )  
    RE     electrical resistance ( Ω )  
    Rf     fouling resistance, [(m 2 °C]/W)  
    R  t     thermal resistance (°C/W)  
    r     radius or variable distance in radial direction (m)  
    r  c     critical radius  
    ρ     density (kg/m3)  
    σ     Stefan–Boltzmann constant (5.669   �      10 � 8      W/[m 2      K 4])
    σ  E     electrical conductivity (S/m)  
    σ  0     electrical conductivity at 0°C (S/m)  
    T     temperature (°C)  
    t     time (s)  
    T  e     exit temperature (°C)  
    T  A     absolute temperature (K) or pseudo initial temperature for 

Ball’s method (°C)  
    T  a     temperature of surrounding medium (°C) 
    T  f     fi lm temperature (°C)  
    T  i     initial or inlet temperature (°C)  
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    T  p     plate surface temperature (°C)  
    T  s     surface temperature (°C)  
    T       fl uid temperature far away from solid surface (°C)  
   tan  δ     loss tangent, dimensionless  
    U     overall heat transfer coeffi cient (W/[m 2  °C])  
    u        velocity (m/s)  
    V     volume (m 3 )  
    w     width of a plate (m)  
    X     mass fraction, dimensionless  
    x     variable distance in  x  direction (m)  
    Y     volume fraction, dimensionless  
    Z     depth (m)  
    z     space coordinate  
    ξ     factor to account for shape and emissivity, dimensionless    

   Subscripts: a, ash; b, bulk; c, channel; ci, inside clean surface; co, outside clean 
surface; f, fat; fi , inside fouled surface; fo, outside fouled surface; h, carbohy-
drate; i, inside surface; lm, log mean; m, moisture; o, outside surface; p, protein; 
r, radial direction; s solid; x, x -direction; w, at wall (or water); H, hot stream; C,
cold stream; P, product stream.  
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   In the food industry, we refer to the processing steps required to 
eliminate the potential for foodborne illness as preservation processes . 
Pasteurization is one of the traditional preservation processes, and 
uses thermal energy to increase the product temperature and inacti-
vate specifi c pathogenic microorganisms. Pasteurization results in 
a shelf-stable product with refrigeration. Commercial sterilization is a 
more intense thermal process to reduce the population of all micro-
organisms in the product and leads to shelf-stable products in cans 
and similar containers. Recently, technologies such as high pressure 
and pulsed electric fi elds have been investigated to reduce microbial 
populations in foods without the need for thermal energy. The sub-
ject of thermal processing has been described in detail in standard 
references such as  Ball and Olson (1957) , Stumbo (1973) , NFPA 
(1980), Lopez (1969) , and Teixiera (1992). The current status of non-
thermal processes is presented by  Barbosa-Canovas et al. (1998) . 

    5.1       PROCESSING SYSTEMS 

   The systems used for preservation of foods will vary signifi cantly with 
the type of process being used. Traditional thermal processing systems 
are designed to provide the desired increase in product temperature,
followed by a period of holding time and cooling from the elevated 
temperature. Systems for alternative preservation processes involve 
bringing a treatment agent into contact with the food product for the 
period of time needed to reduce the action of deterioration reactions 
within the product. The design of all processing systems is unique for 
the specifi c food products being processed. 

     Preservation Processes  

  5 Chapter
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    5.1.1       Pasteurization and Blanching Systems 

   Many foods receive a mild thermal process designed to eliminate patho-
genic microorganisms and other components causing deterioration 
of the product and to extend the shelf-life and the safety of the food 
product. The most recognized of these processes is pasteurization—a 
thermal process used to eliminate specifi c pathogenic microorganisms 
from a food. Blanching is a similar thermal process used to inactivate 
enzymes in foods and prevent the deterioration reactions in the prod-
uct. Both processes accomplish the desired result without using the high 
temperatures normally associated with commercial sterilization. 

   Most pasteurization systems are designed for liquid foods, and with 
specifi c attention to achieving a specifi c time–temperature process. 
A typical system is presented in  Figure 5.1   . The continuous high-
temperature-short-time (HTST) pasteurization system has several 
basic components, including the following: 

      ■     Heat exchangers for product heating/cooling. Most often, plate heat 
exchangers are used to heat the product to the desired temper-
ature. The heating medium may be hot water or steam, and a 
regeneration section is used to increase effi ciency of the process. 
In this section, hot product becomes the heating medium. Cold 
water is the cooling medium in a separate section of the heat 
exchanger.  

      ■     Holding tube. The holding tube is an important component of 
the pasteurization system. Although lethality accumulates in 
the heating, holding, and cooling sections, the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) will consider only the lethality accumu-
lating in the holding section ( Dignan et al., 1989 ). It follows 
that the design of the holding tube is crucial to achieve a uni-
form and suffi cient thermal process.  

      ■     Pumps and fl ow control. A metering pump, located upstream 
from the holding tube, is used to maintain the required prod-
uct fl ow rate. Usually a positive displacement pump is used for 
this application. Centrifugal pumps are more sensitive to pres-
sure drop and should be used only for clean-in-place (CIP) 
applications.  

      ■     Flow diversion valve. An important control point in any pasteuri-
zation system is the fl ow diversion valve (FDV). This remotely 
activated valve is located downstream from the holding tube. 
A temperature sensor located at the exit to the holding tube 
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activates the FDV; when the temperature is above the estab-
lished pasteurization temperature, the valve is maintained 
in a forward fl ow position. If the product temperature drops 
below the desired pasteurization temperature, the FDV diverts 
the product fl ow to the unheated product inlet to the system. 
The valve and sensor prevent product that has not received 
the established time–temperature treatment from reaching the 
product packaging system.    

   A blanching system achieves a process similar to pasteurization, but 
with application to a solid food and to inactivate an enzyme system. 
A schematic of a typical blanching system is presented in  Figure 5.2   . 
Since these systems are designed for solid foods, conveying systems 
are used to carry the product through the system. The environment 
within the system, where the product pieces are heated, is steam or 

5.1  Processing Systems

  1. Balance tank
  2. Feed pump
  3. Flow controller
  4. Regenerative preheating sections
  5. Centrifugal clarifier
  6. Heating section
  7. Holding tube
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10. Regenerative cooling sections
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12. Flow diversion valve
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■ Figure 5.1 A milk pasteurization system. (Courtesy of Alpha Laval)
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heated water. The design and speed of the conveyor ensures that the 
thermal treatment of the product provides the desired inactivation of 
the enzyme system for a given product. In general, the slowest heating 
location of the product pieces will increase in temperature during the 
initial stage of the process, while the product is exposed to the steam 
or hot water. During the second stage of the process, the product is 
exposed to a cold environment, usually cold air or water. The tem-
perature-time profi le at the slowest heating/cooling location of the 
product pieces are critical in ensuring the process, and are established 
by the speed of the conveyor through both stages of the system.  

    5.1.2       Commercial Sterilization Systems 

   The use of a thermal process to achieve a shelf-stable food product is 
referred to as commercial sterilization. The systems used to accom-
plish a thermal process are designed to increase the product tempera-
ture to rather high magnitudes for specifi ed periods of time. Typically,
the temperatures used for these processes exceed the boiling point of 
water, and the equipment must include this capability. The systems 
used for commercial sterilization are in three categories: batch, con-
tinuous, and aseptic. When considering these categories, the batch 
and continuous systems accomplish the thermal treatment after the 
product is placed in the container or package. For systems in the asep-
tic category, the process is accomplished before the product is placed 
in the container or package, and the container or package requires a 
separate process. 

    5.1.2.1       Batch Systems 

   The typical batch system for commercial sterilization is referred to 
as a still retort. As illustrated by  Figure 5.3   , a still retort is a vessel 

Product in

Steam

Water spray

Drain

Product exit

Mesh
conveyor

Vapor exhaust

■ Figure 5.2 A steam blanching system. 

(Adapted from Rumsey, 1982)
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designed to expose the product to temperatures above the boiling 
point of water. The vessel must maintain pressures up to 475     kPa, or 
the pressures needed to maintain steam temperature as high as 135° 
to 150�C. The control system is designed to allow the environment 
(pressure and temperature) within the vessel to be increased to some 

5.1  Processing Systems
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■ Figure 5.3 A typical batch retort system for commercial sterilization of foods. (Courtesy of FMC)
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desired level for a specifi ed time, held at the desired condition for a 
specifi ed time, and then returned to ambient pressure and tempera-
ture conditions. For these systems, the product is introduced into the 
vessel after being placed into a container or package and sealed. 

   For a typical process, the product containers (with product) would 
be placed into the vessel. After the vessel is sealed, high-pressure 
steam would be released into the vessel until the desired pressure 
and temperature are reached. After the fi nal pressure and temperature 
are reached, the product (in containers) is held for a predetermined 
period of time. The period of time, at the specifi ed temperature, is 
established in advance, and delivers the desired thermal treatment 
for commercial sterilization of the product. Following the holding 
period, the pressure is released and the temperature surrounding the 
product containers decreases.  

    5.1.2.2       Continuous Retort Systems 

   Various systems have been developed to allow commercial steriliza-
tion to be accomplished in a retort and in a continuous manner. One 
approach is referred to as the crateless retort, and involves a design of 
the processing vessel to allow for automated fi lling and discharge of 
product containers. The approach is actually semicontinuous, in that 
the vessel is fi rst fi lled with product containers, followed by sealing of 
the vessel, prior to administration of the thermal process in the same 
manner as the batch system. Following the process, the product con-
tainers are removed in an automated manner. 

   A truly continuous process is the hydrostatic sterilization system illus-
trated in  Figure 5.4   . The hydrostatic system uses a tower and two col-
umns of water to maintain a high pressure steam environment for the 
product containers to move through. The height of the water columns 
is suffi cient to maintain the desired steam pressure and temperature. 
The product conveyor carries the containers through the system in a 
continuous manner. The product containers enter the system through 
a column of hot water and heating of product is initiated. The heating 
of the product is completed as the product is conveyed through the 
steam environment. The fi nal stage of the process is accomplished as 
the product containers are conveyed through a column of cold water. 
The residence time for product within the system is a function of the 
conveyor speed. Ultimately, the desired process for the product is a 
function of the steam temperature and the time required for product 
to be conveyed through the system.  
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    5.1.2.3       Pouch Processing Systems 

   Most commercial sterilization systems are designed for food prod-
uct placed in metal cans. An alternative system for product placed in 
a fl exible pouch requires an approach to suspend the pouch in the 
steam environment within the retort vessel. The design of this batch 
system includes a unique crate within the vessel to suspend the prod-
uct pouches in the steam environment and allow the heating of the 
product in the most effi cient manner. By exposing both sides of the 
thin pouch to the heating medium, the slowest heating location 
of the product reaches the desired temperature rapidly, and can be 
cooled rapidly to complete the thermal process.  

    5.1.2.4       Aseptic Processing Systems 

   Another approach to continuous sterilization of a food prod-
uct is referred to as aseptic processing as illustrated in  Figure 5.5   . 
The unique aspect of these systems is that the product is thermally 
processed prior to being placed in a container. The systems require 

5.1  Processing Systems
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independent sterilization of the container, and placement of the prod-
uct into the container while in an aseptic environment. These systems 
are limited to products that can be pumped through a heat exchanger 
for both heating and cooling. By using high pressure steam as a heat-
ing medium in a heat exchanger, the product can be heated to tem-
peratures in excess of 100�C. Following the heating step, the product 
is pumped through a holding tube for residence time needed to 
achieve the desired thermal process. Product cooling is accomplished 
in a heat exchanger using cold water as a cooling medium. These sys-
tems cannot be used for solid foods, but have been adapted for high 
viscosity foods and liquid products containing solid particles.   

    5.1.3       Ultra-High Pressure Systems 

   The use of high pressures to achieve food preservation has evolved as 
a potential commercial process. Historically, there have been demon-
strations of inactivation of microbial populations by using ultra-high 
pressures in the range of 300 to 800    MPa. More recently, systems have 

■ Figure 5.5 An aseptic processing system. (1) feed tank with pump; (2) scraped surface heaters; (3) steam-pressurized hot-hold vessel with aseptic 

pump; (4) master process control panel; (5) aseptic scraped surface cooler; (6) nitrogen-pressurized cold surge; (7) aseptic low-pressure drum fi ller; 

(8) empty drum feed conveyor; (9) uppender; (10) palletized empty drum feed; (11) manual drum depalletizer; (12) semiautomatic drum palletizer; 

(13) palletized full drum discharge. (Adapted from Alpha Laval)
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been developed and used to expose food products and achieve sig-
nifi cant reductions in microbial populations in the product. 

   The typical system for ultra-high pressure (UHP) processing of a food 
product is illustrated in  Figure 5.6   . The primary component of the 
system is a vessel designed to maintain the high pressures required 
for the process. A transmitting medium within the vessel is in contact 
with the product and delivers the impact of the agent to the product 
and microbial population within the product. Current systems oper-
ate in a batch or semicontinuous mode. 

   A typical UHP process for a solid food or product in a container 
would be accomplished by placing the product in the system vessel,
followed by fi lling the space around the product with the transmit-
ting medium. Pressure is increased by high pressure pumps for the 
transmitting liquid or by activating a piston to reduce the volume 
of the medium surrounding the product. After the desired pressure 
is reached in the vessel, the pressure is maintained for the period of 
time needed to accomplish the required reduction in microbial popu-
lation in the product. At the end of the holding period, the pressure is 
released and the process is completed. 

   A system for pumpable product would use a high-pressure transfer 
value to introduce product into the vessel. For these types of semi-
continuous systems, the pressure is increased by introducing water 

Low pressure pump

Piston

Bottom
enclosure

Press frame

Pressure medium

Pressure vessel

■ Figure 5.6 Schematic of an ultra-high 

pressure processing system. (Adapted from 

Mertens and Deplace, 1993)
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behind a free piston applied directly to the product. Following the 
process, the product is pumped out of the vessel, and the process 
cycle is repeated. The processed product must be fi lled into packages 
or containers in an aseptic environment. 

   During the UHP process, the product temperature will be increased 
further to adiabatic heating. A typical product would experience an 
increase of 3 �C per 100     MPa, although the magnitude of increase 
would vary with product composition. This temperature increase may 
or may not infl uence the process depending on the temperature of 
the product entering the UHP system.  

    5.1.4       Pulsed Electric Field Systems 

   The exposure of a food product to a pulsed electric fi eld results in a 
reduction in the microbial population within the product. The appli-
cation of this process to a food product requires a component to gen-
erate the electric fi eld and a treatment chamber to expose the product 
to the fi eld in a controlled manner. 

   In general, the treatment chamber includes a method for convey-
ing the product through an environment where it is exposed to the 
pulsed electric fi eld for a controlled period of time. Most systems are 
designed for liquid foods that can be pumped through a tube or pipe,
and the components used to generate the electric fi eld are designed to 
surround the tube or pipe. The portion of the system designed to cre-
ate the electric fi eld has at least two electrodes: one high voltage and 
the other at ground level. The treatment involves exposing the prod-
uct to pulses of voltage between the two electrodes. 

   Several different confi gurations for the electrodes and the product 
fl ow have been developed, as illustrated in  Figure 5.7   . These confi g-
urations include parallel plate, coaxial, and colinear. Although the 
parallel plate arrangement provides the most uniform electric fi eld 
intensity, the intensity is reduced in boundary regions. At product 
fl ow rates for commercial operations, the frequency of pulses results 
in product temperature rise. 

   A primary process variable is the electric fi eld intensity. Depending 
on the microbial population, the intensities may be as low as 2    kV/
cm or as high as 35    kV/cm. For all microorganisms, the rate of reduc-
tion in the population will increase as the fi eld intensity is increased. 
The pulse geometry is an additional factor infl uencing the process. 
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Temperature is an additional variable, and has a highly synergistic 
infl uence on the effectiveness of the process. Product composition 
may infl uence the process, with products creating higher electrical 
conductivity, contributing to the effectiveness of the process. The exis-
tence of gas bubbles or particles in the product liquid require careful 
consideration as well.  

    5.1.5       Alternative Preservation Systems 

   A variety of other preservation technologies have been investigated. 
These technologies include ultraviolet light, pulsed light, and ultra-
sound. The applications of these technologies have not evolved to 
commercial-scale operations. Very limited information on the appli-
cation of high voltage arc discharge, oscillating magnetic fi elds, and 
X-rays to foods is available. Microwave and radio frequency and 
ohmic-induction heating systems have been developed for foods,
but depend on the increase of product temperature to achieve the 
process.   

    5.2       MICROBIAL SURVIVOR CURVES 

   During preservation processes for foods, an external agent is used to 
reduce the population of microorganisms present in the food. The 
population of vegetative cells such as  E. coli, Salmonella, or Listeria
monocytogenes will decrease in a pattern as shown in  Figure 5.8   . 

�

Product flowProduct flow Product flow

�

�

�

■ Figure 5.7 A schematic of three 

confi gurations of continuous fl ow pulsed- 

electric-fi eld systems. (Adapted from Toepfl , 
Heinz, and Knorr, 2005)

5.2  Microbial Survivor Curves
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The population of microbial spores will decrease in a similar manner,
but after an initial lag period. These curves are referred to as microbial 
survivor curves. Although the shape of these curves is often described 
by a fi rst-order model, there is increasing evidence that alternate 
models are more appropriate when the application is the design of a 
preservation process. 

   A general model for description of the microbial curve would be: 

d
d
N

t
kNn� �  (5.1)    

   where k is the rate constant and n is the order of the model. This gen-
eral model describes the reduction in the microbial population ( N ) 
as a function of time. A special case of Equation (5.1) is:   

d
d
N

t
kN� � (5.2)

    

   where n is 1.0: a fi rst-order kinetic model. This basic model has been 
used to describe survivor curves obtained when microbial popula-
tions are exposed to elevated temperatures. When survivor curve data 
are presented on semilog coordinates, a straight line is obtained, as 
shown in  Figure 5.9   . The slope of the straight line is the fi rst-order 
rate constant ( k ), and is inversely related to the decimal reduction 
time, D .   

   The decimal reduction time D is defi ned as the time necessary for a 
90% reduction in the microbial population. Alternatively, the D value 
is the time required for a one log-cycle reduction in the population of 
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microorganisms. Based on the defi nition of decimal reduction time,
the following equation would describe the survivor curve: 

log logN N
t

D0 � �  (5.3)    

   or  

D
t

N N
�

�log log0

 (5.4)    

   and   

N

N
t D

0

10� � /  (5.5)      

   A solution to Equation (5.2), when the initial population is N  0 and 
the fi nal population is  N  at time  t, would be: 

N

N
e kt

0

� �  (5.6)      

   By comparison of Equations (5.5) and, (5.6), it is evident that: 

k
D

�
2 303.

 (5.7)      

   The kinetics of a chemical reaction are more often described by 
Equation (5.1), and the rates of change in chemical components are 
expressed by fi rst-order rate constants ( k). In many situations, the 
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changes in quality attributes of food products during a preservation 
process are described in terms of fi rst-order rate constants ( k ).

       The following data were obtained from a thermal resistance experiment con-
ducted on a spore suspension at 112°C:

          

   Time (min)  Number of survivors 

    0  10 6  
    4  1.1      �      10 5  
    8  1.2      �      10 4  
   12  1.2      �      10 3  

   Determine the  D  value of the microorganism. 

    Approach 

   The microbial population will be plotted on a semilog plot to obtain the slope.  

    Solution 

        1.     On a semilog graph paper, plot the number of survivors as a function of time 

( Fig. E5.1   ). From the straight line obtained, determine the time for a one-log 

cycle reduction in the population of spores, which gives the  D  value as 4.1 

minutes.  

    2.     Alternatively, this problem can be solved using a spreadsheet by fi rst taking 

the natural logarithm of the number of survivors and entering the data in a 

linear regression model. The  D  value of 4.1 minutes is obtained.    
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   There are situations when the survivor curve for microbial popula-
tions may not follow a fi rst-order relationship. For these situations,
the following relationship is recommended: 

log logN N
t

Do

n

� �



⎡

⎣
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⎤

⎦
⎥
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 (5.8)    

   where D ’  is a parameter similar to the decimal reduction time, and 
n is a constant to account for deviation from the log-linear survivor 
curve. When survivor curves exhibit a concave upward relationship,
the n-value will be less than 1.0. Concave downward survivor curves 
are described by n-values with magnitudes greater than 1.0.        

       The following survivor curve data were obtained during an ultra-high pres-
sure process of a food product at 300       MPa:

   Time (s)  Microbial Numbers 

    0  1000 
    1   100 
    2    31 
    3    20 
    4    30 
    5    10 
    6     6 
    7     6 
    8     5 
16     2 
   24     1 

   Determine the parameters needed to describe the survivor curve. 

    Approach 

   Equation (5.8) can be revised in the following manner: 

 
log log log log[ ( / )]  [ ]N N n t Do � � 


     

   A plot of the log of the survivor curve ratio versus log of time results in evaluation of 

the two parameters.  

    Solution 

        1.     The plot of the survivor curve data is presented in  Figure E5.2   .  

    2.     From the plot, slope      �      0.3381, intercept      �      0.0425.  

    3.     Then  D s n
� � �
�

10  and 

0.0425

0.3381

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

0 74 0 34. .               

Example 5.2

5.2  Microbial Survivor Curves
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    5.3       INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL AGENTS 

   The survivor curves for microbial populations are infl uenced by exter-
nal agents. As the magnitude of preservation agents such as tem-
perature, pressure, and pulsed electric fi elds increase, the rate of the 
microbial population reduction increases. Exposure of a microbial 
population to an array of higher temperatures results in an increasing 
slope for the fi rst-order curves. 

   In chemical kinetics, we use the Arrhenius equation to describe the 
infl uence of temperature on the rate constant. Thus,

k Be E /R T� �(      )a g A  (5.9)    

   or   

ln ln a

g A

k  B
E

R T
� �  (5.10)

    

   where the infl uence of temperature on the rate constant ( k) is 
expressed by the magnitude of the Activation Energy Constant ( E  a ). 
These constants are determined from experimental data by plotting 
ln k versus 1/ T  A, and the slope of the linear curve is equal to  E  a / R  g, as 
illustrated in  Figure 5.10   .   

   Traditional thermal processing has used the thermal resistance con-
stant z to describe the infl uence of temperature on decimal reduction 
time, D, for microbial populations. The thermal resistance constant 

y � 0.3381x � 0.0425
R 2 � 0.9564
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(z) is defi ned as the increase in temperature necessary to cause a 90% 
reduction in the decimal reduction time D. The D values for different 
temperatures are plotted on semilog coordinates, and the tempera-
ture increase for a one log-cycle change in  D values is the  z value, as 
shown in  Figure 5.11   . 

   Based on the defi nition, z can be expressed by the following equation: 

z
T T

D DT T

�
�

�
2 1

1 2
log log

(5.11)      

   By comparing Equations (5.10) and (5.11) and noting that  k     �       
2.303/ D,

E
R

z
T TA Aa

g
� �

2 303
1 2

.
 

 
  

� �  (5.12)      
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■ Figure 5.10 An Arrhenius plot of the 

reaction rate constant (k) versus the inverse of 

absolute temperature.
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   The infl uence of pressure, as an external agent, on the rate of inactiva-
tion of a microbial population, can be described by the following: 

ln R
R

g A

k k
V P P

R T
� �

�
ln

( )⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

(5.13)    

   where V is the Activation Volume Constant and  P  R is a reference pres-
sure. The magnitude of the Activation Volume Constant is evaluated 
from experimental data by plotting ln  k versus ( P       �     P  R) at a constant 
temperature ( T  A ). The slope of the linear curve is  V / R  g  T  A .

         The decimal reduction times  D  for a spore suspension were measured at 
several temperatures, as follows:

          

   Temperature (°C)   D  (min) 

   104  27.5 
   107  14.5 
   110   7.5 
   113   4.0 
   116   2.2 

   Determine the thermal resistance constant  z  for the spores. 

    Approach 

   The  D  values will be plotted versus temperature on semilog coordinates and the 

 z  value is estimated from the slope of the established straight line. 

    Solution 

        1.     Using semilog graph paper, the  D  values are plotted versus temperature 

( Fig. E5.3   ).  

    2.     A straight line through the plotted points is established.  

    3.     Based on the straight-line curve, a temperature increase of 11°C is required for 

a one-log cycle reduction in the  D  value.  

    4.     Based on this analysis,  z       �      11°C.  

    5.     Alternately,  z  can be estimated using a linear regression program to analyze 

the relationship between the logarithm of  D  values versus temperature. The 

 z  value is 11.1°C.          

Example 5.3
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       Data from Mussa et al. (1999) indicate that inactivation rates for L. monocy-
togenes Scott A as a function of pressure at 30°C were as follows:

   Pressure (MPa)  Rate (k) ( � 10    � 2  min �  1 ) 

   200  4.34 
   250  7.49 
   300  14.3 
   350  27.0 
   400  65.2 

   Using the data presented, estimate the Activation Volume Constant (V). 

    Approach 

   The Activation Volume Constant (V) can be estimated using Equation (5.13). As indi-

cated, a plot of Ln k versus (P      �      P R  ) will provide linear relationship with a slope of 

V/R g T A .  

    Solution 

        1.     The data presented have been plotted as Ln k vs. (P-P R ), where P R  is 200       MPa, 
in  Figure E.5.4   .  

    2.     The results indicate that the slope of the linear relationship is:    
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■ Figure E5.3 Graphical determination 

of the thermal resistance constant (z) in 

Example 5.3.
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    5.4       THERMAL DEATH TIME  F  

   The thermal death time F is the total time required to accomplish 
a stated reduction in a population of vegetative cells or spores. This 
time can be expressed as a multiple of D values, as long as the sur-
vivor curve follows a fi rst-order model. For example, a 99.99% 
reduction in microbial population would be equivalent to four log-
cycle reductions or  F     �    4 D. A typical thermal death time in thermal 
processing of shelf-stable foods is F       �      12D, with the D value for 
Clostridium botulinum. When there is uncertainty about the shape of 
the survivor curve, end-point data are needed to confi rm the ade-
quacy of the thermal death time. 

   In the food science literature for thermal processes, we traditionally 
express F with a subscript denoting the process temperature, and a 
superscript indicating the z value for the microorganism being con-
sidered. Thus, F T

z    is the thermal death time for a temperature T and 
a thermal resistance constant z. For reference purposes, a commonly 
used thermal death time is F 250

18     in the Fahrenheit temperature scale,
or F 121

10     in the Celsius temperature scale. This reference thermal death 
time, simply written as F  0, represents the time for a given reduction in 
population of a microbial spore with a z value of 10°C (or 18°F) at 
121°C (or 250°F). 

   Thermal death times for nonthermal processes would have the same 
relationship to the survivor curve, or rate of reduction in the micro-
bial population. The magnitude of F would represent the total time 
of exposure to a preservation agent, as required to achieve the desired 
reduction in the defi ned microbial population.  

y � 0.0134x � 3.2225
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    5.5       SPOILAGE PROBABILITY 

   When considering shelf-stable food products, we can design the pres-
ervation process to eliminate spoilage in addition to ensuring micro-
bial safety. The spoilage probability is used to estimate the number of 
spoiled containers within a total batch of processed product. 

   From Equation (5.3), with N representing the desired fi nal microbial 
population for a thermal death time of F,

log logN N
F

D0 � �  (5.14)      

   Then, if r is the number of containers exposed to the preservation 
process, and N  0 is the initial population of spoilage microorganisms 
in each container, the total microbial load at the beginning of the 
process is rN  0, and 

log( ) log( )rN rN
F

D0 � �  (5.15)      

   If the goal of the preservation process is to achieve a probability of 
one survivor from the microbial population for all containers pro-
cessed, then 

log( )rN
F

D0 �  (5.16)    

   or  

rN F/D
0 10� (5.17)    

   and   

1
10

0

r

N
F D

�
/

 (5.18)
      

   The ratio on the left side of Equation (5.18) represents the total num-
ber of containers processed ( r) and resulting in one container with 
spoilage. The expression can be used to estimate the thermal death 
time required to accomplish a stated spoilage probability, based on 
knowledge of the initial population and the decimal reduction time,
D, for the microbial population. It should be noted that the spoil-
age probability expression does assume that the survivor curve for the 
spoilage microorganism follows a fi rst-order model.

5.5  Spoilage Probability
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       Estimate the spoilage probability of a 50-minute process at 113°C when 
 D  113       �      4 minutes and the initial microbial population is 10 4  per container. 

    Approach 

   Use Equation (5.18) to compute spoilage probability.  

    Solution 

        1.     From Equation (5.18),    
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8

.

.
     

    2.     Since  r       �      3.16      �      10 8 , then spoilage of one container in 3.16      �      10 8  can be 

expected, or approximately three containers from 10 9  containers processed.           

    5.6        GENERAL METHOD FOR PROCESS
 CALCULATION 

   The General Method for Process Calculation is based on a clas-
sic paper by  Bigelow et al. (1920) . It established the basis of mod-
ern thermal process calculations. A major requirement of the general 
method is that the thermal death time, F, for the microbial popula-
tion considered must be known at all temperatures to which the 
product is exposed during the preservation process. It should be 
noted that the thermal death time decreases as temperature increases. 

   The original method involved development of a sterility curve for the 
process. This curve is drawn with the ordinate scale equal to the steril-
izing rate ( F / t): the thermal death time at a given temperature divided 
by the actual time at that temperature. When this rate is plotted ver-
sus time, the area under the curve is the lethal effect of the process in 
time units. Assuming equal time increments at each temperature, the 
sterilizing rate becomes smaller at higher temperatures. 

   The General Method can be based on the relationship of the thermal 
death time to the survivor curve, as presented in Equation (5.14), and 
the relationship to the thermal resistance constant in Equation (5.11). 

Example 5.5
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By using the relationship of thermal death time to the decimal reduc-
tion time, Equation (5.11) can be revised as: 

log
( )F

F

T T

z
R R⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ �

�
(5.19)    

   or  

F

F
T T zR /R� �10( ) (5.20)      

   Equation (5.20) can be used to compute the thermal death time, F,
at any temperature, T, when the thermal death time, F  R, is known at a 
reference temperature, T  R. According to  Ball (1923) , Equation (5.20) 
can be defi ned as lethal rate, or the proportion of the thermal death 
time at temperature T to the thermal death time at a reference tem-
perature T  R. A plot of lethal rate (LR) versus time of process is a lethal 
rate curve as illustrated in  Figure 5.12   . The area under the lethal rate 
curve is defi ned as the  lethality, or the integrated impact of time and 
temperature on the microbial population, expressed as time at the 
reference temperature. Often, the lethality is referred to as F, or the 
impact of a thermal process with a defi ned temperature profi le and 
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duration. To avoid confusion with thermal death time, lethality will 
be defi ned as: 

(5.21)      

   When estimating a process time, the process must create a lethality, L,
suffi cient to match a target thermal death time, as determined from 
Equation (5.18). This is a key step in the use of the General Method 
of Process Calculation. 

    5.6.1       Applications to Pasteurization 

   During pasteurization, the food is heated to a defi ned temperature,
and held at that temperature for a defi ned time period. The lethal-
ity associated with the pasteurization process is based on the holding 
period only; impact of elevated temperatures on lethality during heat-
ing and cooling are not signifi cant or are not considered. The pasteur-
ization of milk (shown previously in Fig. 2.1) is based on reduction 
of a microbial pathogen with D  63     �    2.5    min and z       �   4.1°C; and a 
thermal death time of 12 D, or 30    min. This process ensures that the 
probability of survival of the pathogen is negligible. 

   The traditional batch pasteurization process is accomplished using a 
holding time of 30    min at 63°C. By using a reference temperature of 
63°C, the lethal rate is 1.0 for the entire holding period of 30    min.
As illustrated in  Figure 5.13   , the lethality for the process is the area 
under the lethal rate curve, or 30     min. 
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   The continuous HTST process for pasteurization is unique in that a 
major portion of the lethality may be accumulated during a holding 
period at the temperature close to the heating medium. The extent to 
which the heating and cooling portions of the process will contribute 
to the lethality is dependent on the rates of heating and cooling and,
in turn, on the method of heating and cooling. 

   The HTST pasteurization process is a continuous process accom-
plished by heating the product to 71.5°C and passing through a hold-
ing tube at a rate that ensures the required holding time. When the 
lethal rate for the HTST process is based on the reference temperature 
of 63°C, the magnitude is 120. The holding time needed to achieve 
the same lethality as the batch process is 15    s.

       A thermal process is accomplished by instantaneous heating to 138°C fol-
lowed by a four-second hold and instantaneous cooling. Estimate the lethal-
ity at 121°C when the thermal resistance ( z ) for the microorganism is 8.5°C. 

    Approach 

   Use Equation (5.20) modifi ed to express thermal death times and compute lethality. 

 Figure E5.5    shows a plot of temperature with respect to time.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using a modifi ed form of Equation (5.20),    
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   or   

 
F121

138 121 8 5 24 10 4 10 400� � � ��(  s)  s( )/ .

     

    2.     The lethality at 121°C ( F  121 ) is 100 times greater than at 138°C ( F  138 ), in order 

to represent equivalent thermal processes.    

   Under actual situations, the heating and cooling portions of the process will not be 

instantaneous. These circumstances lead to accumulation of lethality during the 

heating and cooling steps.      

       An ultra-high pressure process is being used to reduce the population of 
spoilage microorganisms in a food product. The process occurs as follows:

          

   Time (min)  Pressure (MPa) 

    0  0 
    1  100 
    2  200 
    3  300 
    4  400 
    5  400 
    6  400 
    7  400 
    8  200 
    9  100 
   10  0 

   Estimate the reduction in microbial population that occurs as a result of this 
process, when the initial population is 2      �      10 3 . The response of the spoilage 
microorganism to the pressure treatment is described by D 200       �      60       min and 
z p       �      130       MPa. 

    Approach 

   The change in microbial population occurring as a result of the high pressure process 

will be estimated by computing the lethal rate associated with each step of the pro-

cess. The total lethality will be used to compute reduction in microbial population.  

    Solution 

        1.     The lethal rates for each step of the high pressure process are indicated in the 

following table.   

Example 5.7
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   Time  Lethal Rate 

   0  0 
   1  0.1701 
   2  1.0000 
   3  5.8780 
   4  34.5511 
   5  34.5511 
   6  34.5511 
   7  34.5511 
   8  1.0000 
   9  0.1701 

   10  0 
         Total  146.4226 

   The computations indicate that the total lethality for the process is 146.4226        min.

Using this magnitude and the survivor curve equation, the following result is 

obtained: 

 

N

N

� �

�

�( )10( / )2 10

7

3 146 42 60.

     

   These calculations indicate that the number of surviving spoilage microorganisms 

from the process would be 7.        

    5.6.2       Commercial Sterilization 

   Commercial sterilization of foods can be accomplished by using 
retorts or continuous-fl ow systems. The purpose of these processes is 
the reduction of microbial populations by suffi cient magnitudes to 
create a shelf-stable food, without refrigeration. Since the microbial 
populations in these products are spores, the processes are based on 
the appropriate kinetic parameters to account for the higher resistance 
of spores to thermal treatment. Although the resistance will vary with 
pH of the product, the most severe process is required for low-acid 
foods (pH   �    4.5), where the kinetic parameters for Cl. botulinum are 
D  121     �    0.2    min and z     �      10°C. Since the thermal resistance of several 
spoilage microorganisms exceeds the magnitude for Cl. botulinum, the 
processes for shelf-stable foods may be based on kinetic parameters 
for these spoilage microorganisms. 

5.6  General Method for Process Calculation
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   When the thermal process is developed for a food product in a con-
tainer to be exposed to high pressure steam in a retort, three factors 
infl uence the application of the process: 

    1.   The physical characteristics of the product: solid foods will 
heat and cool primarily by conduction, whereas liquid foods 
will heat and cool primarily by convection.  

    2.   The process must be based on the temperature history at the 
slowest-heating location within the product and container.  

    3.   The time required for the temperature at the slowest-heating 
location to reach the heating-medium temperature may repre-
sent a signifi cant portion of the process time; in conduction-
heating products, the temperature at the end of the process 
may be less than the heating-medium temperature.    

   In order to express the process in terms of the application, the actual 
time for the product to be exposed to the retort environment must 
be defi ned. As illustrated in  Figure 5.14   , a fi nite amount of time is 
required for the temperature within the retort to reach the fi nal and 
stable condition ( T  M). The temperature history at the slowest-heating 
location would follow the curve indicated; the temperature does not 
reach T  M, and the decrease in temperature at the slowest-heating loca-
tion occurs signifi cantly after the container is exposed to the cooling 
medium. The impact of the thermal process is evaluated by using the 
measured temperature history to create the lethal rate curve as shown 
previously in  Figure 5.12 . 
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   In many situations, the purpose of the process calculation is to esti-
mate the actual process time required to achieve a target thermal 
death time, F. In applications, the operator time, t  p, is the difference 
between the time at the end of product heating (beginning of cool-
ing) and the time when the retort reaches a stable heating medium 
temperature. The process establishment is the selection of the  t  p  
required for the lethality (area under the lethality curve) to equal the 
target thermal death time. As illustrated in  Figure 5.15   , the lethality 
for one of the three curves would equal the target thermal death time,
and the operator time associated with that curve would be selected.

       The temperature at the slowest-heating location for a liquid food in a can is 
as follows:

   Time (min)  Temperature (°C) 

   0  75 
   1  105 
   2  125 
   3  140 
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   6  100 
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■ Figure 5.15 Determination of operator 

process time from a lethal rate curve.
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   The thermal process is being applied to a microbial population with  D  121  of 
1.1       min and  z       �      11°C. Estimate the lethality ( F  121 ) for the thermal process. 

    Given 

  

D

z

121 1 1

11

�

�

. min

C°      

   Temperature–time data are given in the problem statement.  

    Approach 

   By computing the lethal rate at each time interval, the lethality can be determined 

by summation of lethal rates.  

    Solution 

        1.     The lethal rate is computed by using Equation (5.20):    

 LR ( )/� �10 121 11T
     

    2.     When the lethal rate is computed at each time interval, the results are as 

follows:   

   Time (min)  Lethal rate 

   0  – 
   1  0.035 
   2  2.310 
   3  53.367 
   4  18.738 
   5  0.811 
   6  0.012 
     75.273 

   3. As indicated, the total of the lethal rate values at 1       min intervals is 75.273       min. 

    4.     The lethality is    

 
F121 75 27� . min

            

    5.6.3       Aseptic Processing and Packaging 

   The heating of a liquid food during a continuous UHT process may 
require fi nite time for the product temperature to increase from 
the initial temperature to the holding-tube temperature. The time 
required for the product temperature to decrease after holding may 
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be signifi cant as well. Due to regulations, the lethality associated with 
the area under the lethal rate curve before and after holding may 
not be considered when evaluating continuous aseptic processes. 
The magnitude of these portions of the lethality curve will depend 
on heating time and cooling time, as well as the temperature dur-
ing holding. Only when the heating is instantaneous, as would occur 
with steam injection or infusion, and the cooling is instantaneous, as 
would occur with  “ fl ash ” cooling, will the lethality of the process be 
equal to the lethality accumulated during the holding period.

       In pilot plant testing of a liquid food subjected to an HTST process, one 
microorganism survived the heat treatment. Laboratory tests established 
that  D  121       �      1.1 minute and  z       �      11°C for the microorganism. The maximum 
initial count of the microorganism in the food is assumed to be 10 5 /g, and 
the largest container to be used is 1000       g. A process is desired that will assure 
that spoilage occurs in less than one container per 10,000. Temperatures at 
selected points in the process are as follows:

   Process  Time (s)  Temperature (°C) 

   Heating  0.5  104 
   Heating  1.3  111 
   Heating  3.4  127 
   Heating  5.3  135 
   Heating  6.5  138 
   Holding  8.3  140 
   Holding  12.3  140 
   Cooling  12.9  127 
   Cooling  14.1  114 
   Cooling  16.2  106 

   Calculate the minimum holding time needed to achieve the desired result. 

    Approach 

   Compute the additional holding time required to achieve the desired spoilage rate.  

    Solution 

        1.     Since the desired process will reduce the microbial population to one survivor 

in 10,000 containers or one microorganism in 10 7        g, the process must be ade-

quate to reduce the population from 10 5 /g to one in 10 7        g, or 10  � 7 /g. This is 

equivalent to a reduction of 12 log cycles, and the process must be equivalent 

to 12 D  121  or  F  121       �      12(1.1)      �      13.2 minutes.  

Example 5.9

5.6  General Method for Process Calculation
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    2.     To determine the adequacy of the process described, the lethality in terms of 

equivalent time at 121°C must be determined.  

    3.     The time–temperature relationship as measured during the process has been 

plotted in  Figure E5.6   . In addition, the midpoint temperatures for one-second 

intervals throughout the process have been identifi ed as illustrated in  Table 

E5.1   . Note that the midpoint temperatures have been chosen so that temper-

atures fall at the midpoint of each of the four seconds during holding. Since 

the midpoint of a one second interval is 0.5       s, the midpoints for the holding 

period would be 8.3      �      0.5      �      8.8, and 9.8, 10.8, and 11.8       s. All midpoint tem-

peratures and corresponding times are listed in  Table E5.1 .  

    4.     For this situation, the lethality using the temperature at holding as a reference 

would be computed as:    

 Lethal rate /� �10 140( )T z
     

   Since one-second intervals have been chosen, a histogram to illustrate graphical 

integration used to obtain total lethality can be constructed ( Fig. E5.7   ). The area 

under the histogram chart is 6.505       s, the same as the total for the lethal rate column 

in  Table E5.1 . The accumulated lethality represents a process of 140°C for 6.505       s. 

    5.     The computed process is equivalent to    

 
F F121

11
140
11 140 121 1110 6 505 53 4 347 5 79� � � � ��( ) / . ( . ) .s min

     

    6.     Since the desired process is 13.2 minutes, an additional 7.41 minutes of pro-

cess at 121°C is required.  

    7.     The additional process can be accomplished by extending the holding time 

beyond the four seconds. By converting the additional process to an equiva-

lent time at 140°C,    
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■ Figure E5.6 Temperature history for the 

thermal process in Example 5.9.
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    8.     The total holding required to provide the desired process would become    
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■ Figure E5.7 The lethal rate curve for the 

thermal process in Example 5.9.

Table E5.1 Lethality Calculations for Example 5.9

Time (s)

Midpoint 

temperature (°C) Lethal rate

0.8 107 0.001

1.8 114.8 0.005

2.8 122.4 0.025

3.8 128.7 0.094

4.8 132.9 0.226

5.8 136.25 0.456

6.8 138.3 0.701

7.8 139.4 0.882

8.8 140 1.000

9.8 140 1.000

10.8 140 1.000

11.8 140 1.000

12.8 129.2 0.104

13.8 117.25 0.008

14.8 111 0.002

15.8 108 0.001

Total      6.505

5.6  General Method for Process Calculation
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   Low-acid liquid foods that contain particles present an extra challenge 
to the heating and cooling system. In an indirect type of system, heat-
ing usually results in the carrier liquid being overprocessed to ensure 
adequate processing of the particles. The APV Jupiter system offers an 
alternative of heating particles and liquid in separate subsystems, but 
the system has not achieved commercial acceptance. 

   In a continuous aseptic processing system, heating or cooling of par-
ticulates occurs by conduction. The transient heat conduction equa-
tions presented in Chapter 4 can be used to describe heat transfer 
within a particle. As indicated by the solutions, knowledge of the 
magnitude of convective heat transfer coeffi cient ( h  fp) at the fl uid/
particle interface has a signifi cant effect on the heating rates for the 
particle. 

   For fl uid fl ow over the surface of a sphere, a correlation developed by 
 Ranz and Marshall (1952)  can be used. 

N N NNu � 2 0 0 6 0 5 0 33. . Re
.

Pr
.+ (5.22)      

   If we assume that a particle and fl uid are traveling at identical veloci-
ties, the Reynolds number is reduced to zero, and 

NNu � 2 0. (5.23)      

   Equation (5.23) gives the most conservative estimate of the convective 
heat transfer coeffi cient between the fl uid and the particulate. Recent 
studies that measure the heat transfer coeffi cients include  Heppell
(1985), Zuritz et al. (1987) , Sastry et al. (1989) , and Chandarana
et al. (1989) . These studies emphasize that the magnitude of the con-
vective heat transfer coeffi cient at the particle/liquid interface is fi nite 
and small. Note that although assuming an infi nite convective heat 
transfer coeffi cient for the particle/liquid interface simplifi es the solu-
tion (deRuyter and Burnet, 1973;  Manson and Cullen, 1974 ), this 
assumption can predict signifi cantly higher particle temperatures and 
underestimate lethality. The expressions found by  Chandarana et al. 
(1990)  were 

N N N

N

N

Nu

Re

Pr

� � �

� �

� �

�2 2 82 10

1 23 27 38

9 47 376 18

3 1 16 0 89.

. .

. .

Re
.

Pr
.

(5.24)    
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   for starch solutions, and   

N N

N

Nu

Re

� � �

� �

�2 1 33 10

287 29 880 76

3 1 08.

. .

Re
.

(5.25)    

   for water. The expressions apply to convective heat transfer coeffi -
cients between 55 and 89     W/(m 2 °C) for starch solutions and between 
65 and 107     W/(m 2 °C) for water. The holding tube is an important 
component of the aseptic processing system. Although lethality accum-
ulates in the heating, holding, and cooling sections, the FDA will con-
sider only the lethality accumulating in the holding section ( Dignan
et al., 1989 ). It follows that the design of the holding tube is crucial 
to achieve a uniform and suffi cient thermal process.   

   Numerous systems can be used to package aseptically processed foods. 
Differences in systems are related primarily to the size and shape of 
the package as well as the type of material. The key design compo-
nent of all packaging systems is that of the space where the product is 
introduced into the package. This space must be sterilized in a man-
ner that prevents the product from postprocessing contamination dur-
ing package fi lling. In addition, many packaging systems will contain 
a component to sterilize the product-contact surfaces of the container.      

       An aseptic processing system is being designed for a vegetable soup in 
which the largest particulate is a 15       mm spherical potato. The carrier liquid 
is a starch solution that achieves the temperature of 140°C at the exit of the 
scraped-surface heating portion of the system and entrance to the hold-
ing tube. The particulates enter the holding tube at a uniform temperature 
of 80°C. The product fl ow rate is 1.5       m 3 /h with laminar fl ow in the holding 
tube, where the inside diameter is 4.75       cm. The relative velocity between 
particulate and solution is 0.005       m/s. The thermal process must achieve a 
12-log reduction in microbial population at the center of the particulates. 
The microorganism has a decimal reduction time ( D ) at 121°C of 1.665       s 
and a thermal resistance factor ( z ) of 10°C. The starch solution has a specifi c 
heat of 4       kJ/(kg °C), thermal conductivity of 0.6       W/(m °C), density of 1000       kg/
m 3 , and viscosity of 1.5      �      10  � 2  Pa s. Determine the length of holding tube 
required to complete the desired thermal process. 

    Approach 

   The temperature at the center of the largest particle is predicted based on con-

duction of heat within the particle and the convective heat transfer coeffi  cient 

Example 5.10

5.6  General Method for Process Calculation
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at the particle surface. Based on the temperature history at the particle center, 
the lethality is predicted and compared to the target thermal death time. The resi-

dence time for the particle is established for the particle velocity at the center of the 

holding tube and target thermal death time, then used to determine the holding 

tube length.  

    Solution 

        1.     The prediction of temperature history at the particle center is estimated by 

using Figure 4.35. The  N  Fo  and the inverse of  N  Bi  are needed.  

    2.     To determine the inverse of Biot number:    

 k � 0 554 2 2. . W/(m K) (from Table A. )      

    
dc  m (characteristic dimension)� 0 0075.

     

   For the convective heat transfer coeffi  cient ( h ), we will use Equation (5.24): 
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   based on the particle diameter and the relative velocity between particle and 

carrier solution, and 
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   based on properties of the starch carrier solution. 

   Then 

 
NNu ( ) ( )� � � ��2 2 82 10 5 100 3 0993 1 16 0 89. .. .
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    3.     The values of  N  Fo  will depend on    
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   and the density is based on values for water at 110°C from Table A.4.1, the 

thermal conductivity of potato is obtained from Table A.2.2, and the specifi c 

heat of potato from Table A.2.1.   

    4.     Using Figure 4.35, the temperature history at the center of the spherical par-

ticle is illustrated in the following table.   

   Time (s)   N  Fo   Temperature ratio  Temperature (°C) 

   0  0  1.0  80 
   60  0.171  0.9  86 
   80  0.228  0.69  98.6 

   100  0.284  0.58  105.2 
   120  0.341  0.47  111.8 
   140  0.398  0.40  116.0 
   160  0.455  0.35  119.0 

    5.     Before evaluation of lethality based on temperature history at the particle 

center, the largest thermal death time is computed:    

 
F D121 12112 12 1 665 19 98� � � �. . s

     

    6.     Using the temperature history at the particle center, the lethal rate can be 

computed at 20       s intervals as illustrated in the following table.    

 LR T� �10 121 10( )/
    

   Time (s)  Temperature (°C)  Lethal rate 

   0  80  – 
   60  86  0.000316 
   80  98.6  0.005754 

   100  105.2  0.026303 
   120  111.8  0.120226 
   140  116  0.316228 
   160  119  0.630957 

5.6  General Method for Process Calculation
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     7.      By recognizing that each increment of lethal rate represents a 20       s interval, 
the fi rst 150       s (the end of the interval, with midpoint of 140       s and 116°C) con-

tributes lethality of 9.37654       s. This value is obtained by summation of lethal 

rate and multiplied by 20       s.  

     8.   By substituting the lethality from the target thermal death times,    

 
19 98 9 37654 10 60346. . .� � s

   

     is the lethality needed to be added during the time interval between 150       s 

and 170       s.   

     9.      Based on the lethal rate during the interval with midpoint at 160       s, the addi-

tional time becomes:    

 

10 60346

0 630957
16 805

.

.
.� s

     

    10.     The total residence time needed for the process is    

 
150 16 805 166 805 2 78� �. . .s or  min

     

    11.      Using the volumetric fl ow rate of 1.5       m 3 /h and holding-tube diameter of 

0.0475       m,    

  
u �

�
� �

1 5

0 02375
846 14 1

2

.

.
.

π
m / h m / min

     

    12.     Based on laminar fl ow,    

 
u

u
max m / min� � �

0 5

14 1

0 5
28 2

.

.

.
.

     

    13.      Since the fastest moving particle will be at the maximum velocity, the par-

ticle velocity will be 28.2       m/min  

    14.     Using the residence time of 2.78       min,    

 
holding tube length m� � �28 2 2 78 78 4. . .

             

    5.7       MATHEMATICAL METHODS 

   An obvious limitation to the General Method has been the indirect 
approach to establishing an operator time for commercial steriliza-
tion of a food container in a retort. This limitation was recognized 
and resulted in the development of the Formula Method by  Ball
(1923). The method used the equation of a heating curve as pre-
sented in Chapter 4, as follows: 

log( ) log[ ( )]T T
t

f
j T TM

h
h M i� � � � � (5.26)      
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   Note that Equation (5.26) is valid after the unaccomplished tem-
perature ratio becomes less than 0.7 as discussed in Chapter 4. 
However, this limitation is usually of less concern in thermal process 
calculations since lethality accumulation occurs only at longer time 
durations. Assume that the fi nal desired temperature at a particular 
location in the food container (usually the slowest-heating point) is 
T  B. By defi ning the temperature difference at the end of product heat-
ing with a parameter g, as: 

g T T� �M B (5.27)    

   then   

log( ) log[ ( )]g
t

f
j T T� � � �B

h
h M i (5.28)    

   or  

t f
j T T

gB h
h M ilog�

�( ) 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 � � (5.29)      

   Equation (5.29) has been solved for the actual time ( t  B) needed for a 
specifi c location in the product container to reach a desired tempera-
ture, T  B, as indicated by the parameter ( g). Use of Equation (5.29) 
assumes that values of the heating rate constant ( f  h) and the lag con-
stant ( j  h) are known for the product at the slowest-heating location in 
the container being processed. 

   Ball’s Formula Method incorporates an analysis of an array of lethal 
rate curves for conditions existing during thermal sterilization condi-
tions. The thermal death time, U, at the heating medium temperature,
T  M, was defi ned as: 

U F z� �
R

T TR M10( ) / (5.30)      

   The results of the analysis of lethal rate curves was incorporated 
into charts of f  h / U versus log  g charts, as illustrated in  Figure 5.16   . 
The chart is specifi c for microbial populations with  z     �   10°C and a 
temperature difference between the heating medium and cooling 
medium ( T  M     �     T  CM) of 100°C. The lethality data incorporated into 
the chart ( Fig. 5.16 ) includes the lethality accumulated during cool-
ing, as refl ected by four different magnitudes of the lag constant ( j  c ) 
for product cooling at the slowest-heating location. The analysis also 
assumes that the cooling rate constant (  f  c) has a magnitude equal to 
the heating rate constant (  f  h). Charts for alternative values of  z and 

5.7  Mathematical Methods
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(T  M     �     T  CM) have been developed, and should be used when condi-
tions are appropriate. In addition, methods and charts/tables have 
been developed to account for situations when the cooling rate con-
stant does not equal the heating rate constant. 

    Applications of mathematical methods require special attention to 
the conditions occurring during commercial sterilization of a food in 
a retort process. As indicated in  Figure 5.14 , a fi nite amount of time is 
required for a retort to reach and stabilize at the heating-medium tem-
perature. This period of changing temperature in the heating medium 
has been defi ned as  “come-up-time ”  ( t  cut ), and will infl uence the heat-
ing of the product, and require adjustments to the prediction of product 
temperature. Since the magnitude of the heating rate constant has been 
determined with a constant heating-medium temperature, the infl u-
ence of t  cut on the predicted product temperature is to extend the time 
required for the slowest-heating location in the product to approach the 
heating-medium temperature. Based on experience, the infl uence of  t  cut  
on a process evaluation can be expressed by the following relationship: 

t t tB P cut� � 0 42. (5.31)      
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■ Figure 5.16 A chart for evaluation of parameters in the mathematical method for process calculation.
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   Equation (5.31) provides a relationship between the actual process 
time ( t  B ) from Equation (5.29), and the operator time ( t  P )  .

   The mathematical method presented provides a direct approach to 
predicting the operator time for a retort sterilization process. After 
establishing the target thermal death time, based on microbial safety 
or acceptable spoilage rate, the thermal death time at the heating- 
medium temperature ( U) is computed using Equation (5.30). The 
next step is to use the ratio ( f  h / U) and the chart in Figure 5.16  to 
obtain log g. Equation (5.29) is then used to determine actual process 
time ( t  B ), given the value of  g from  Figure 5.16 . Finally, the operator 
time ( t  p ) is computed using Equation (5.31).

       A conduction-heating food product is being thermally processed in a can; 
the slowest-heating location has  f  h       �      40       min,  j  h       �      1.602 and  j  c       �      1.602. The 
retort temperature is 125°C, the initial product temperature is 24°C, and 
the retort come-up-time is 5 minutes. The spoilage microorganism has a 
 D  121       �      1.1       min and  z       �      10°C. The acceptable spoilage rate has been estab-
lished as one can per one million processed. The initial microbial population 
is 10 3  per can. Determine the operator time. 

    Given 

         f  h       �      40       min  

     j  h       �      1.602  

     j  c       �      1.602  

    Retort temperature      �      125°C  

    Initial product temperature      �      24°C  

    Retort come-up-time      �      5       min  

     D  121       �      1.1       min  

     z       �      10°C    

   Initial microbial load      �      10 3  per can  

    Approach 

   After establishing the target thermal death time for the acceptable spoilage rate, the 

operator time will be determined using the mathematical method.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (5.18),    
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   Then  F121 9 1 1 9 9� � �. .  min.     

    2.     In order to use  Figure 5.16 , the value of  f  h / U  must be determined at 125°C:    

 
U F T T z� �

12110( )/R

     

 U � � ��9 9 10 3 94121 125 10. .( )/ min      

 
Then / /hf U � �40 3 94 10 15. .

     

    3.     From  Figure 5.16 ,    

 
log . .g f U� �1 02 10 15at /h    

   and   

 g �10 47.      

    4.     Using Equation (5.31),    
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    5.     Using Equation (5.31),    

 
tP ( ) min� � �47 56 0 42 5 45 46. . .

           

    5.7.1       Pouch Processing 

   The development of a process for pouch processing can be accom-
plished using either the General Method or mathematical methods. 
The unique aspects of pouch processing occur during commercial 
sterilization and the enhanced quality achieved when processing 
the product and pouch in the environment of a typical retort. The 
improvements in quality are achieved as a result of the ability to 
accomplish the desired process at the geometric center of the pouch 
without detrimental impacts to contents of the entire container.
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       The process presented in Example 5.11 can be accomplished in a metal can 
or a pouch. Compare the impact of the process on retention of lycopene in 
concentrated tomato, with the following kinetic parameters: k 125       �      0.0189/
min, and E A       �      88.7       kJ/mole. The amount of product in the container is 
1.125       kg, and the dimensions of the can are 8       cm diameter and 25       cm height. 
The pouch dimensions are 2       cm thickness and 25       cm length and width. 

    Approach 

   In order to compare the retention of lycopene from the same process in the two con-

tainers, the infl uence of the process on the entire product mass within the contain-

ers must be established. This can be estimated based on the average temperature 

achieved within the product during the process and the process time.  

    Solution 

        1.     As indicated in Example 5.11, the time required to accomplish the process in 

the can is 47.56       min.  

    2.     To determine the average product temperature at the end of the process, the 

average temperature lag factor (j m  ) (Fig. 4.42) is used in Equation (5.26):    

 

log . log [ .

.

( ) /40 ( )]m

m

125 47 56 0 707 125 24

120 34
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�

T

T C°
     

   Note that an infi nite cylinder geometry has been used to describe the can 

geometry  

[ min;  ; ]h c mf j  j� � �40 1 602 0 707. .
    

  3.  Based on this average product temperature 

 

g

g

� � �

�

125 120 34 4 66

0 668

. .

log .

°C

     

    4.     Using  Figure 5.16     

 
f Uh / � 4 7.

   

   then   

 
U125 40 4 7 8 51� �/ min. .

     

    5.     Based on the process time and temperature, the retention of lycopene for the 

process can be estimated    

 Retention � �� �100 0 8510 0189 8 51e[ . . ] .      

    6.     The calculations indicate 85.1% retention of the lycopene in the tomato con-

centrate in the can at the beginning of the process.  

Example 5.12
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     7.      The relationship needed to provide an exact comparison of an infi nite cylin-

der and an infi nite plate geometry is as follows    

 

α � �0 398 0 933
2 2

. .
d

f

d

f

c

hc

c

hp    

   where the thermal diff usivity of the product has been equated to the appro-

priate relationship for an infi nite cylinder, and for an infi nite plate.   

     8.     Based on the previous relationship    
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   to obtain the heating rate constant for an infi nite plate equivalent to the 

same constant ( f  hc       �      40       min) for an infi nite cylinder.   

     9.      The process for product in the pouch would be determined from Equation 

(5.30), starting with    

 
U125 3 94� . min

   

   based on the process needed to achieve the target reduction in microbial 

population.   
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   and log g      �      0.1 from  Figure 5.16  

 g �1 2589.    

   then, using Equation (5.29) and j h   �  1.273 from Figure (4.41)   
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   This represents the actual processing time in order to achieve the desired 

reduction in microbial population. 

    10.      In order to estimate the retention of lycopene in tomato concentrate during 

processing in a pouch, using Equation (5.28),    

 
log( )

.

.
log . ( )125

11 75

5 85
0 808 125 24� �� � �Tm [ ]

   

   where  j  m       �      0.808 for the infi nite plate geometric   

 
Tm C�124 2. °

     

    11.     Using the average temperature,    

 g � � �125 124 2 0 8. .    
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   and   

 
log g ��0 0968.

     

    12.     Using  Figure 5.16 ,    

 

f

U

h �1 25.
   

   and   

 
U125

5 85

1 25
4 68� �

.

.
. min

     

    13.     Based on the preceding, the retention of lycopene becomes    

 Retention [ ]� �� �100 0 9150 0189 4 68e . . .      

    14.      These calculations indicate that retention of lycopene is 91.5% during pro-

cessing of tomato concentrate in a pouch.            

    PROBLEMS 

       5.1   Determine the  D  value for the microorganism when given the 
following thermal resistance data for a spore suspension:   

   Time (min)  Number of survivors 

   0  10 6  
   15  2.9      �      10 5  
   30  8.4      �      10 4  
   45  2.4      �      10 4  
   60  6.9      �      10 3  

   Plot the survivor curve on regular and semilogarithmic 
coordinates. 

    5.2   The results of a thermal resistance experiment gave a  D value 
of 7.5 minutes at 110°C. If there were 4.9      �   10 4  survivors at 10 
minutes determine the ratio ( N / N  0 ) for 5, 15, and 20 minutes.  

    5.3   Determine the  z  value for a microorganism that has the 
following decimal reduction times:  D  110     �   6 minutes,
D  116     �      1.5 minutes, D  121     �    0.35 minutes, and D  127       �      0.09 
minutes.  

    5.4   An  F  0  value of 7 minutes provides an acceptable economic 
spoilage for a given product. Determine the process time at 
115°C.  

Problems
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    5.5   If the  z  value of a microorganism is 16.5°C and  D  121  is 0.35 
minute, what is D  110 ?  

    5.6   A thermal process is being used to reduce the microbial 
population on product contact surfaces of the packages 
needed for aseptic packaging of the liquid product. The 
spoilage microorganism has a D  121     �      10     min and a  z     �      8°C. 
The microbial population on the surface is 100 per cm 2 and 
the product contact surface area is 8     cm 2  for each package. 
A 9 D  process has been recommended. 
    a.   Determine the process time for the containers at 140°C.  
    b.   Estimate the number of containers with spoilage based on 

survivors on the package surface when 10 million packages 
have been fi lled.     

    5.7   The following temperature–time data have been collected 
during UHT processing of a liquid food:   

   Time (s)  Temperature (°C)  Time (s)  Temperature (°C) 

   0  15  35  80 
   5  50  40  75 

   10  60  45  70 
   15  70  50  65 
   20  80  55  60 
   25  80  60  50 
   30  80  65  35 

  Estimate the lethality ( F  75 ) for a microbial pathogen with 
z     �    5°C. Determine the number of survivors of this process if 
the initial population is 3.5   �   10 5  and the  D  75     �    0.1     min. 

    5.8   A liquid food in a can is being processed in a retort at 125°C. 
The can dimensions are 4    cm in diameter and 5     cm in height. 
The product has a density of 1000     kg/m 3  and a specifi c heat of 
3.9     kJ/kg°C. The overall heat transfer coeffi cient from steam to 
product is 500     W/m 2 °C.  
     a.   If the initial temperature of the product is 60°C, estimate 

the product temperature at 30     s intervals until the product 
reaches 120°C. 

    b.   If the  D  121  for the spoilage microorganism is 0.7     min and 
the z  is 10°C, estimate the lethality ( F  121 ) for the heating 
portion of the process.  
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     5.9   The product temperatures at the center of the particles carried 
through the holding tube of an aseptic processing system have 
been predicted as follows:      

   Time (s)  Temperature (°C) 

   0  85 
   5  91 

   10  103 
   15  110 
   20  116 
   25  120 
   30  123 

  The purpose of the thermal process is to reduce the 
population of a thermally resistant microbial spore with a 
D  121  of 0.4     min and  z  of 9°C. 
       a.   If the initial population is 100 per particle, estimate the 

probability of spore survivors from the aseptic process.  
    b.   Estimate the retention of a quality attribute with  D  121  of 

2     min and  z  of 20°C.     

    *5.10   A thermal process for a conduction heating product in a 
307      �    407 can is being established. The initial product 
temperature is 20°C and the heating medium (retort) 
temperature is 125°C. The spoilage microorganism has a 
D  121     �      4     min and  z     �    10°C. The retort come-up-time is 
10    min, and the f  h     �   40   min, j  h       �      1.7, and j  c     �      1.2. 
    a.   If the initial microbial population is 2      �      10 5  per container,

determine the target lethality ( F ) needed to ensure a spoil-
age rate of 1 can per 10 million processed.  

    b.   Compute the operator time for the retort, and determine 
the temperature at the end of product heating.     

    *5.11   D values for  Salmonella  and  Listeria  in chicken breast meat are 
given in the following table.   

                      
   Temperature (°C)  55.0  57.5  60.0  62.5  65.0  67.5  70.0 
    Salmonella  D (min)  30.1  12.9  5.88  2.51  1.16  0.358  0.238 
    Listeria  D (min)  50.8  27.2  5.02  2.42  1.71  0.400  0.187 

   Reference:  Murphy, R.Y. Marks, B.P., Johnson, E.R., and Johnson, M.G. (2000). Thermal inactivation 

kinetics of Salmonella and Listeria in ground chicken breast meat and liquid medium.  J. Food 
Science   65 (4): 706–710.  

Problems

*Indicates an advanced level in solving.
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    5.11        a.    Write a MATLAB ® script to plot the log10(D) versus tem-
perature. Using the basic curve fi tting feature, determine 
the z  values. Compare your results to Murphy et al. of 
z     �    6.53°C and 6.29°C for  Salmonella  and  Listeria .  

    b.   Calculate the k values for the D values for  Listeria deter-
mined in part (a). Determine the activation energy, E  a, and 
Arrhenius constant, A . Compare your results to Murphy’s of 
E  a     �    352.2 (kJ/mol) and  A     �    5.06    �      10 54 (1/min).        

    LIST OF SYMBOLS 

 α  thermal diffusivity (m 2/s)
      B     Arrhenius constant  
    d  c     characteristic dimension (m)  
    D     decimal reduction time (s)  
D
  time constant in Equation (5.8)
    E  a     activation energy (kJ/kg)  
    f  h     heating rate factor (s)  
    F     thermal death time (s)  
    F  o     standard thermal death time at 121°C and  z     �      10°C  
    FR     thermal death time at reference temperature (s)  
    g     difference between temperature of heating medium and 

product at end of heating portion of process (°C)  
    h     convective heat transfer coeffi cient (W/[m 2 °C])  
jc  temperature lag factor for cooling
    j  h     temperature lag factor for heating  
    k     reaction rate constant (s � 1 )  
    L     lethality (s)  
    n     order of reaction  
    N     microbial population  
    N  0     microbial population at time zero  
    N  Re     Reynolds number  
    N  Pr     Prandtl number  
    N  Nu     Nusselt number  
    P     pressure (kPa)  
    P  R     reference pressure (kPa)  
    r     number of containers processed  
    R  g     gas constant (kJ/[kg K])  
    t     time (s)  
    t  cut     come-up-time for retort (s)  
    t  B     operator time from mathematical method (s)  
    t  P     operator time (s)  
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    T  B     temperature at end of heating portion of process (°C)  
    T  cm     temperature of cooling medium (°C)  
    T  i     initial temperature (°C)  
    T  m     medium temperature (°C)  
    T  R     reference temperature (°C)  
    T     temperature (°C)  
    T  A     absolute temperature (K)  
    u        mean velocity (m/s)  
    V     activation volume constant  
    z     thermal resistance factor (°C)    
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   Temperature plays an important role in maintaining the quality of 
stored food products. Lowering the temperature retards the rates of 
reactions that cause quality deterioration. It is generally agreed that 
the reaction rate is reduced by half by lowering the temperature by 
10°C. 

   In earlier days, a lower temperature was obtained by the use of ice. Ice 
was allowed to melt in an insulated chamber that contained food prod-
ucts ( Fig. 6.1   ). During melting, ice requires latent heat (333.2     kJ/kg) 
to be converted from the solid phase to liquid water. This heat was 
extracted from the product that was kept next to ice in an insulated 
chamber. 

   Today, the cooling process is achieved by the use of a mechanical 
refrigeration system. Refrigeration systems allow transfer of heat from 
the cooling chamber to a location where the heat can easily be dis-
carded. The transfer of heat is accomplished by using a refrigerant,
which like water changes state—from liquid to vapor. Unlike water,
a refrigerant has a much lower boiling point. For example, ammonia,
a commonly used refrigerant in industrial plants, has a boiling point 
of �33.3°C. This is a much lower temperature compared with 100°C,
the boiling point of water at atmospheric pressure. Similar to water,
ammonia needs latent heat to change its phase from liquid to gas at 
its boiling point. The boiling point of a refrigerant can be varied by 
changing the pressure. Thus, to increase the boiling point of ammo-
nia to 0°C, its pressure must be raised to 430.43     kPa. 

   A very simple refrigeration system that utilizes a refrigerant is shown 
in  Figure 6.2   . The only drawback in this illustration is the onetime 
use of the refrigerant. Because refrigerants are expensive, they must 
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be reused. Thus, the system must be modifi ed to allow collection of 
the refrigerant vapors and their conversion to liquid state so that the 
same refrigerant can be used repetitively. This is accomplished with 
the use of a mechanical vapor-compression system. 

   Before we discuss a mechanical vapor-compression system, it is nec-
essary to examine the properties of refrigerants. The selection of a 
refrigerant is based on suitable properties at a desired temperature. 
After examining the properties of refrigerants, we will consider vari-
ous components of a mechanical vapor-compression system. We will 
use a thermodynamic chart for a refrigerant to examine a mechani-
cal vapor-compression refrigeration system. The concluding sec-
tion in this chapter will include several application problems where 
mathematical expressions will be used to design simple refrigeration 
systems. 

    6.1       SELECTION OF A REFRIGERANT 

   A wide variety of refrigerants are commercially available for use in 
vapor-compression systems. Selection of a refrigerant is based on sev-
eral performance characteristics that assist in determining the refriger-
ant’s suitability for a given system. The following is a list of important 
characteristics that are usually considered: 

     1.    Latent heat of vaporization. A high latent heat of vaporization 
is preferred. For a given capacity, a high value of latent heat 

Liquid
refrigerant

Evaporator

■ Figure 6.2 Use of liquid refrigerant to 

accomplish refrigeration.
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of vaporization indicates that a smaller amount of refrigerant 
will be circulated per unit of time.  

     2.    Condensing pressure. Excessively high condensing pressure 
requires considerable expenditure on heavy construction of 
condenser and piping.  

     3.    Freezing temperature. The freezing temperature of the refriger-
ant should be below the evaporator temperature.  

     4.    Critical temperature. The refrigerant should have suffi ciently high 
critical temperature. At temperatures above the critical tem-
perature, the refrigerant vapor cannot be liquefi ed. Particularly 
in the case of air-cooled condensers, the critical temperature 
should be above the highest ambient temperature expected. 

     5.    Toxicity. In many applications, including air conditioning sys-
tems, the refrigerant must be nontoxic.  

     6.    Flammability . The refrigerant should be nonfl ammable. 
     7.    Corrosiveness. The refrigerant should not be corrosive to the 

materials used in the construction of the refrigeration system.  
     8.    Chemical stability . The refrigerant must be chemically stable.  
     9.    Detection of leaks. If a leak develops in the refrigeration system,

the detection of such a leak should be easy.  
    10.    Cost. Low-cost refrigerant is preferred in industrial applications. 
  11.    Environmental impact. The refrigerant released from the refrigeration 

systems due to leaks should not cause environmental damage.    

    Table 6.1    includes properties and performance characteristics of 
some commonly used refrigerants. The performance characteris-
tics are given at  �15°C (5°F) and 30°C (86°F), the evaporator and 
condenser temperatures, respectively. These temperatures are used 
as standard conditions to make comparisons of refrigerants by the 
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning 
Engineers (ASHRAE). 

   Ammonia offers an exceptionally high latent heat of vaporization 
among all other refrigerants. It is noncorrosive to iron and steel but 
corrodes copper, brass, and bronze. It is irritating to mucous mem-
branes and eyes. It can be toxic at concentrations of 0.5% by volume 
in air. A leak in the refrigeration system that uses ammonia as a refrig-
erant can easily be detected either by smell or by burning sulfur can-
dles and noting white smoke created by the ammonia vapors. 

   Standard designations for refrigerants are based on ANSI/
ASHRAE Standard 34-1978. Some of the commonly used refrigerants 
and their standard designations are listed in  Table 6.2   . 

6.1  Selection of a Refrigerant
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   A number of refrigerants used in commercial practice are halocar-
bons, although their use is being severely curtailed as described later 
in this section. Refrigerant-12, also called Freon 12, is a dichlorodi-
fl uoromethane. Its latent heat of vaporization is low compared with 
ammonia (R-717); therefore, considerably more weight of the refrig-
erant must be circulated to achieve the same refrigeration capacity. 

Table 6.1 Comparison between Commonly Used Refrigerants (Performance Based on �15°C Evaporator 
Temperature and 30°C Condenser Temperature)

Chemical formula

Freon 12

(dichlorodifl uoro-

methane, 
CCl2F2)

Freon 22

(monochlorodi-

fl uoro-methane, 
CHClF2)

HFC 134a 

(CH2FCF3)

Ammonia 

(NH3)

Molecular weight   120.9    86.5  102.3   17.0

Boiling point (°C) at 101.3 kPa  �29.8   �40.8  �26.16  �33.3

Evaporator pressure at  �15°C (kPa)  182.7   296.4  164.0   236.5

Condensing pressure at 30°C (kPa)  744.6 1203.0  770.1 1166.5

Freezing point (°C) at 101.3 kPa        �157.8          �160.0  �96.6  �77.8

Critical temperature (°C)  112.2   96.1  101.1  132.8

Critical pressure (kPa) 4115.7 4936.1 4060 11423.4

Compressor discharge temperature 
(°C)

  37.8   55.0   43   98.9

Compression ratio (30°C/�15°C)     4.07     5.06     4.81     4.94

Latent heat of vaporization at �15°C 
(kJ/kg)

 161.7  217.7  209.5 1314.2

Horsepower/ton refrigerant, ideal      1.002      1.011      1.03      0.989

Refrigerant circulated/ton 
refrigeration (kg/s), ideal

2.8 � 10�2 2.1 � 10�2 2.38 � 10�2 0.31 � 10�2

Compressor displacement/ton 
refrigeration (m3/s)

2.7 � 10�3 1.7 � 10�3 2.2 � 10�3 1.6 � 10�3

Stability (toxic decomposition 
products)

Yes Yes No (at high 
temperatures)

No

Flammability None None None Yes

Odor Ethereal Ethereal Ethereal Acrid
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   Refrigerant-22 (monochlorodifl uoromethane) is useful with low-
temperature applications ( �40 to �87°C). Use of Refrigerant-22,
which has a low specifi c volume, can result in greater heat 
removal than with Refrigerant-12 for a compressor with the same size 
piston.

   During the mid-1970s, it was fi rst postulated that chlorofl uorocar-
bons (CFCs), because of their extremely stable characteristics, have 
a long life in the lower atmosphere and they migrate to the upper 
atmosphere over a period of time. In the upper atmosphere, the 
chlorine portion of the CFC molecule is split off by the sun’s ultra-
violet radiation, and it reacts with ozone, resulting in the depletion 
of ozone concentration. Ozone depletion in the upper atmosphere 
permits more of the sun’s harmful ultraviolet radiation to reach the 
earth’s surface. In the early 1990s, increasing concern was directed at 
the role of CFCs in damaging the protective ozone layer surround-
ing the planet. Many of the commonly used refrigerants have been 
fully halogenated chlorofl uorocarbons (CFCs) containing chlorine. 
Alternatives to the CFCs are hydrofl uorocarbons (HFCs) and hydro-
chlorofl uorocarbons (HCFCs). Hydrogen-containing fl uorocarbons 
have weak carbon–hydrogen bonds, which are more susceptible to 
cleavage; thus they are postulated to have shorter lifetimes. 

   The Montreal Protocol (agreed upon on September 16, 1987) with its 
amendments has provided the framework to control substances that 

Table 6.2  Standard Designations of Refrigerants

Refrigerant number Chemical name Chemical formula

Halocarbons

12
22
30
114
134a

Dichlorodifl uoromethane
Chlorodifl uoromethane
Methylene Chloride
Dichlorotetrafl uoroethane
1,1,1,2-tetrafl uoroethane

CCl2F2

CHClF2

CH2Cl2
CClF2CClF2

CH2FCF3

Azeotropes

502
R-22/R-115 CHClF2/CClF2CF3

Inorganic compound

717
Ammonia NH3

6.1  Selection of a Refrigerant
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lead to stratospheric ozone depletion. A major result of this interna-
tional agreement has been the phase out of CFCs, HCFCs, Halons,
and methyl bromide. Developing countries are still allowed produc-
tion of these substances but they are also required to phase out CFC 
production and import by 2010. In examples in this chapter, we will 
use the thermodynamic data for R-12 (Freon), R-717 (ammonia), and 
HFC 134a to solve typical problems involving design and operation 
of refrigerated facilities.  

    6.2       COMPONENTS OF A REFRIGERATION SYSTEM 

   Major components of a simple mechanical vapor compression 
refrigeration system are shown in  Figure 6.3   . As the refrigerant fl ows 
through these components its phase changes from liquid to gas and 
then back to liquid. The fl ow of refrigerant can be examined by trac-
ing the path of the refrigerant in  Figure 6.3 . 

   At location D on  Figure 6.3 , just prior to the entrance to the expan-
sion valve, the refrigerant is in a saturated liquid state. It is at or below 
its condensation temperature. The expansion valve separates the high-
pressure region from the low-pressure region. After passing through 
the expansion valve, the refrigerant experiences a drop in pressure 
accompanied by a drop in temperature. Due to the drop in pressure,

Expansion
valve

Compressor

Evaporator

Condenser

E

A

B

C

D

■ Figure 6.3 A mechanical vapor-

compression refrigeration system.

w
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some of the liquid refrigerant changes to gas. The liquid/gas mixture 
leaving the expansion valve is termed  “ fl ash gas. ”  

   The liquid/gas mixture enters the evaporator coils at location E. In the 
evaporator, the refrigerant completely vaporizes to gas by accepting 
heat from the media surrounding the evaporator coils. The saturated 
vapors may reach a superheated stage due to gain of additional heat 
from the surroundings. 

   The saturated or superheated vapors enter the compressor at location 
A, where the refrigerant is compressed to a high pressure. This high 
pressure must be below the critical pressure of the refrigerant and high 
enough to allow condensation of the refrigerant at a temperature slightly 
higher than that of commonly available heat sinks, such as ambient 
air or well water. Inside the compressor, the compression process of 
the vapors occurs at constant entropy (called an isentropic process). As the 
pressure of the refrigerant increases, the temperature increases, and the 
refrigerant becomes superheated as shown by location B. 

   The superheated vapors are then conveyed to a condenser. Using either 
an air-cooled or a water-cooled condenser, the refrigerant discharges 
heat to the surrounding media. The refrigerant condenses back to the 
liquid state in the condenser as shown by location D. After the entire 
amount of refrigerant has been converted to saturated liquid, the tem-
perature of the refrigerant may decrease below that of its condensa-
tion temperature due to additional heat discharged to the surrounding 
media; in other words, it may be subcooled. The subcooled or satu-
rated liquid then enters the expansion valve and the cycle continues. 

    6.2.1       Evaporator 

   Inside the evaporator, the liquid refrigerant vaporizes to a gaseous 
state. The change of state requires latent heat, which is extracted from 
the surroundings. 

   Based on their use, evaporators can be classifi ed into two categories. 
Direct-expansion evaporators allow the refrigerant to vaporize inside the 
evaporator coils; the coils are in direct contact with the object or fl uid 
being refrigerated. Indirect-expansion evaporators involve the use of a 
carrier medium, such as water or brine, which is cooled by the refrig-
erant vaporizing in the evaporator coils. The cooled carrier medium 
is then pumped to the object that is being refrigerated. The indirect-
expansion evaporators require additional equipment. They are useful 
when cooling is desired at several locations in the system. Water may 

6.2  Components of a Refrigeration System
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be used as a carrier medium if the temperature stays above freezing. 
For lower temperatures, brine (a proper concentration of CaCl 2) or 
glycols, such as ethylene or propylene glycol, are commonly used. 

   The evaporators are either bare-pipe, fi nned-tube, or plate type, as 
shown in  Figure 6.4   . Bare-pipe evaporators are most simple, easy 
to defrost and clean. The fi ns added to the fi nned-tube evaporators 
allow increase in surface area, thus increasing the rate of heat transfer. 
The plate evaporators allow an indirect contact between the product 
(e.g., a liquid food) to be cooled and the refrigerant. 

   Evaporators can also be classifi ed as direct-expansion and fl ooded 
types. In the direct-expansion type of evaporators, there is no recircu-
lation of the refrigerant within the evaporator. The liquid refrigerant 
changes to gas as it is conveyed through a continuous tube. In con-
trast, the fl ooded evaporator allows recirculation of liquid refrigerant. 
The liquid refrigerant, after going through the metering device, enters 
a surge chamber. As shown in  Figure 6.5   , the liquid refrigerant boils 

Bare pipe Finned tube Plate

■ Figure 6.4 Diff erent types of evaporator 

coils. (Courtesy of Carrier Co.)

Gas to
compressor

Gas to
compressor

Liquid

Liquid

Direct expansion Flooded

■ Figure 6.5 A direct-expansion evaporator 

and a fl ooded-type evaporator. (Courtesy of 

Carrier Co.)
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in the evaporator coil and extracts heat from the surroundings. The 
liquid refrigerant is recirculated through the surge tank and the evapo-
rator coil. The refrigerant gas leaves the surge tank for the compressor. 

    6.2.2       Compressor 

   The refrigerant enters the compressor in a vapor state at low pressure 
and temperature. The compressor raises the pressure and temperature 
of the refrigerant. It is due to this action of the compressor that heat 
can be discharged by the refrigerant in the condenser. The compres-
sion processes raise the temperature of the refrigerant suffi ciently 
above the ambient temperature surrounding the condenser, so that 
the temperature gradient between the refrigerant and the ambient 
promotes the heat fl ow from the refrigerant to the ambient. 

   The three common types of compressors are reciprocating, centrifugal,
and rotary. As is evident from the name, the reciprocating compressor 
contains a piston that travels back and forth in a cylinder (as shown in 
Fig. 6.6   ). Reciprocating compressors are most commonly used and vary in 
capacity from a fraction of a ton to 100 tons of refrigeration per unit (for 
defi nition of ton of refrigeration, see Section 6.4.1). The centrifugal com-
pressor contains an impeller with several blades that turn at high speed. 
The rotary compressor involves a vane that rotates inside a cylinder. 

   The compressor may be operated with an electric motor or an inter-
nal combustion engine.  Figure 6.7    shows a typical installation of a 
reciprocating compressor operated with an electric motor. 

Clearance

D

L

■ Figure 6.6 Operation of a cylinder.

Compressor Evaporator coils

Electric motor

■ Figure 6.7 A typical compression 

refrigeration system of a two-cylinder, 
air-cooled condenser driven by an electric 

motor.
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   An important parameter that infl uences the performance of a com-
pressor is the compressor capacity. The compressor capacity is affected 
by several factors. Factors that are inherent to the design of equipment 
include (a) piston displacement, (b) clearance between the piston 
head and the end of the cylinder when the piston is at the top of its 
stroke, and (c) size of the suction and discharge valves. Other factors 
that infl uence the compressor capacity are associated with the oper-
ating conditions. These factors include (a) revolutions per minute,
(b) type of refrigerant, (c) suction pressure, and (d) discharge pressure. 

   The piston displacement can be computed from the following 
equation:

Piston displacement �
πD LN2

4     

   where D is the diameter of cylinder bore (cm), L is the length of 
stroke (cm), and N  is the number of cylinders.   

   The compressor displacement can be computed from the following 
equation:

compressor displacement
(piston displacement)(revolutions� pper minute)

     

   The piston displacement can be examined by considering  Figure 6.8   . 
Point A refers to the cylinder volume of 100% with the vapors at the 
suction pressure. The vapors are compressed to about 15% of cylin-
der volume, shown by point B. During the compression cycle, both 
the suction valve and discharge valve remain closed. During the dis-
charge cycle BC, the discharge valve opens and the gas is released. The 
cylinder volume is decreased to 5%. This value represents the volume 
between the head of the piston and the end of the cylinder. As the 
piston starts traveling in the opposite direction, during the expansion 
cycle CD, the high-pressure gas remaining in the clearance expands. 
Attempts are always made to keep the clearance as small as practi-
cally possible, since the clearance space represents a loss in capacity. 
Process DA represents suction; the suction valve remains open dur-
ing this process and the vapors are admitted to the cylinder. The pis-
ton retracts to the location indicated by point A. The cycle is then 
repeated.

   In actual practice, the suction and discharge pressure lines (BC and 
DA) are not straight lines, due to the pressure drop across the valves. 
The discharge line lies above, and the suction line lies below the 
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theoretical straight lines indicated in  Figure 6.8 . This difference can 
be explained by the fact that at the beginning of discharge, the cylin-
der pressure must be higher than the discharge pressure to force the 
valve open against the spring pressure. Similarly, at the beginning of 
the suction process, the pressure must be lower than the suction pres-
sure to open the suction valve. 

   It is often necessary to control the compressor capacity, since the 
refrigeration loads are seldom constant. Thus, the compressor is oper-
ated mostly at partial loads compared with the refrigeration load 
used in the design of a compressor. The compressor capacity can be 
controlled by (a) controlling the speed (revolutions per minute),
(b) bypassing gas from the high-pressure side to the low-pressure side 
of the compressor, and (c) internal bypassing of gas in a compressor,
by keeping the suction valve open. 

   The speed can be controlled by the use of a variable-speed electric 
motor. 
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■ Figure 6.8 A complete cycle of a reciprocating compressor. (Courtesy of Carrier Co.)
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   Bypassing gas is the most commonly used method of capacity con-
trol. In one bypass system, the discharge side of the compressor is 
connected to the suction side. A solenoid valve is used to bypass the 
discharge gas directly to the suction side of the compressor. Thus,
the refrigerant delivered from a bypassed cylinder of the compressor 
is stopped, and the compressor capacity is reduced. The bypass sys-
tem described here does not result in any signifi cant savings in power 
requirement.

   A more desirable bypass system involves keeping the suction valve open,
allowing the gas to simply surge back and forth in the cylinder. Thus, the 
bypassed cylinder delivers no refrigerant. Hermetically sealed solenoids 
are used to control the opening of the suction valves. In multicylinder 
compressors, it is possible to inactivate desired cylinders when the load 
is low. For a four-cylinder compressor with three cylinders inoperative,
the compressor capacity can be reduced by as much as 75%. 

    6.2.3       Condenser 

   The function of the condenser in a refrigeration system is to trans-
fer heat from the refrigerant to another medium, such as air and/or 
water. By rejecting heat, the gaseous refrigerant condenses to liquid 
inside the condenser. 

   The major types of condensers used are (1) water-cooled, (2) air-
cooled, and (3) evaporative. In evaporative condensers, both air and 
water are used. 

   Three common types of water-cooled condensers are (1) double pipe,
(2) shell and tube (as shown in  Fig. 6.9   ), and (3) shell and coil. 

   In a double-pipe condenser, water is pumped in the inner pipe and 
the refrigerant fl ows in the outer pipe. Countercurrent fl ows are main-
tained to obtain high heat-transfer effi ciencies. Although double-pipe 
condensers commonly have been used in the past, the large number 
of gaskets and fl anges used in these heat exchangers leads to mainte-
nance problems. 

   In a shell-and-tube condenser, water is pumped through the pipes 
while refrigerant fl ows in the shell. Installations of fi ns in pipes allows 
better heat transfer. The shell-and-tube condensers are generally low 
in cost and easy to maintain. 

   In a shell-and-coil condenser, a welded shell contains a coil of fi nned 
water tubing. It is generally most compact and low in cost. 
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   Air-cooled condensers can be either tube-and-fi n type or plate type,
as shown in  Figure 6.10   . Fins on tubes allow a large heat transfer area 
in a compact case. The plate condensers have no fi ns, so they require 
considerably larger surface areas. However, they are cheaper to con-
struct and require little maintenance. Both these types of condensers 
can be found in household refrigerators. 

   Air-cooled condensers can also employ artifi cial movement of air by 
using a fan. The fan helps in obtaining higher convective heat-transfer 
coeffi cients at the surface of the condenser. 

Water

Water

Water

Water

Water

Double pipeOpen shell and tube

Hot gas

Liquid
refrigerant

■ Figure 6.9 An open shell-and-tube 

condenser and double-pipe condenser. 

(Courtesy of Carrier Co.)

■ Figure 6.10 A plate and tube-and-fi n 

condenser. (Courtesy of Carrier Co.)
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   In evaporative condensers, a circulating water pump draws water from 
a pan at the base of the condenser and sprays the water onto the coils. 
In addition, a large amount of air is drawn over the condenser coils. 
Evaporation of water requires latent heat, which is extracted from the 
refrigerant.  Figure 6.11    shows an evaporative condenser. These units 
can be quite large.  

    6.2.4       Expansion Valve 

   An expansion valve is essentially a metering device that controls the 
fl ow of liquid refrigerant to an evaporator. The valve can be operated 
either manually or by sensing pressure or temperature at another 
desired location in the refrigeration system. 

   The common type of metering devices used in the refrigeration sys-
tem include (1) manually operated expansion valve, (2) automatic 
low-side fl oat valve, (3) automatic high-side fl oat valve, (4) automatic 
expansion valve, and (5) thermostatic expansion valve. 

   A simple, manually operated expansion valve is shown in  Figure 6.12   . 
The valve, manually adjusted, allows a desired amount of fl ow of 
refrigerant from the high-pressure liquid side to the low-pressure gas/
liquid side. The refrigerant cools as it passes through the valve. The 
heat given up by the liquid refrigerant is absorbed to convert some of 

Moist air
exit

Motor
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Finned
tubes
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Liquid
return

Hot gas
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■ Figure 6.11 An evaporative condenser. 

(From Jennings, 1970. Copyright © 1939, 
1944, 1949, 1956, 1958, 1970 by Harper and 

Row, Publishers, Inc. Reprinted with permission 

of the publisher.)
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■ Figure 6.12 A manually operated 

expansion valve. (Courtesy of Carrier Co.)
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the liquid into vapor. This partial conversion of the liquid refrigerant 
to gas as it passes through the expansion valve is called  fl ashing . 

   The automatic low-pressure fl oat valve is used in a fl ooded evapora-
tor. The fl oat ball is located on the low-pressure side of the system, as 
shown in  Figure 6.13   . As more liquid is boiled away in the evapora-
tor, the fl oat ball drops and opens the orifi ce to admit more liquid 
from the high-pressure side. The orifi ce closes as the fl oat rises. This 
type of expansion valve is simple, almost trouble-free, and provides 
excellent control. 

   In an automatic high-pressure fl oat valve, the fl oat is immersed in 
high-pressure liquid ( Fig. 6.14   ). As the heated gas is condensed in the 
condenser, the liquid-refrigerant level rises inside the chamber. The 

Gas to evaporator

Liquid to evaporator

High-pressure
liquid

■ Figure 6.13 A low-pressure fl oat valve. 

(Courtesy of Carrier Co.)

High-pressure
liquid

Low-pressure
liquid to
evaporator

■ Figure 6.14 A high-pressure fl oat valve. 

(Courtesy of Carrier Co.)
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fl oat consequently rises and opens the orifi ce, allowing the refrigerant 
to fl ow to the evaporator. 

   The automatic expansion valve maintains a constant pressure in the 
evaporator. As shown in  Figure 6.15   , an increase in evaporator pres-
sure causes the diaphragm to rise against the spring pressure, which 
results in the valve closing. The valve opens when the evaporator 
pressure decreases. This valve is used in applications that require a 
constant refrigeration load and constant evaporator temperature—for 
example, in a household refrigerator. 

   Thermal expansion valves contain a thermostatic bulb clamped to the 
side of the suction pipe to the compressor ( Fig. 6.16   ). The thermo-
static bulb senses the temperature of the superheated gas leaving the 
evaporator. The relatively high temperature of the thermostatic bulb 
causes the fl uid in the bulb (usually the same refrigerant) to increase 
in pressure. The increased pressure is transmitted via the thermo-
static tube to the bellows and the diaphragm chamber. The valve 
consequently opens to allow more liquid refrigerant to fl ow through. 
Thermostatic valves are the most widely used of all metering devices 
in the refrigeration industry.   

    6.3       PRESSURE–ENTHALPY CHARTS 

   Both pressure and enthalpy of the refrigerant change as the refrigerant 
is conveyed through various components of a refrigeration system. In 
both the evaporator and the condenser, the enthalpy of the refriger-
ant changes and the pressure remains constant. During the compres-
sion step, work is done by the compressor, resulting in an increase in 
the enthalpy of the refrigerant along with an increase in pressure. The 
expansion valve is a constant-enthalpy process that allows the liquid 
refrigerant under high pressure to pass at a controlled rate into the 
low-pressure section of the refrigeration system. 

   Charts or diagrams have been used extensively in the literature to 
present thermodynamic properties of refrigerants. These charts are 
particularly useful during the early, conceptual stages of a refrigera-
tion system design. Looking at a chart, we can easily comprehend a 
standard process, as well as any deviations from the standard. Most 
commonly used charts depict enthalpy and pressure values on the x
and y axes, respectively. Another type of chart involves entropy and 
temperature values plotted along x and y axes, respectively. The entire 
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■ Figure 6.16 A thermostatic expansion 

valve. (Courtesy of Carrier Co.)
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■ Figure 6.15 An automatic expansion 

valve. (Courtesy of Carrier Co.)
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refrigeration cycle comprising evaporator, compressor, condenser,
and expansion valve can be conveniently depicted on the pressure–
enthalpy charts. Figure A.6.1 (in the appendix) is a pressure–enthalpy 
chart for Freon R-12 refrigerant. In this chart, which conforms to the 
specifi cations of the International Institute of Refrigeration (IIR), the 
value of the enthalpy of saturated liquid is assumed to be 200    kJ/kg at 
a chosen datum temperature of 0°C. Similar charts can be obtained 
for other refrigerants from their manufacturers. Charts conform-
ing to the specifi cations of the American Society of Heating and 
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) use different 
reference enthalpy values (ASHRAE, 2005). 

   A skeleton description of the pressure–enthalpy chart is given in 
Figure 6.17   . Pressure (kPa) is plotted on a logarithmic scale on the 
vertical axis. The horizontal axis gives enthalpy (kJ/kg). 

   The pressure–enthalpy chart may be divided into different regions,
based on saturated liquid and saturated vapor curves. In the sketch 
shown in  Figure 6.17 , the area enclosed by the bell-shaped curve 

6.3  Pressure–Enthalpy Charts
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represents a two-phase region containing a mixture of both liquid 
and vapor refrigerant. The horizontal lines extending across the chart 
are constant-pressure lines. The temperature lines are horizontal 
within the bell-shaped area, vertical in the subcooled liquid region,
and skewed downward in the superheated region. The area on the 
left-hand side of the saturated liquid curve denotes subcooled liquid 
refrigerant with temperatures below the saturation temperature for 
a corresponding pressure. The area to the right-hand side of the dry 
saturated vapor curve depicts the region where the refrigerant vapors 
are at superheated temperatures above the saturation temperature of 
vapor at the corresponding pressure. Within the bell-shaped curve,
the dryness fraction curves are useful in determining the liquid and 
vapor content of the refrigerant. 

   Let us consider a simple vapor-compression refrigeration system,
where the refrigerant enters the expansion valve as saturated liquid 
and leaves the evaporator as saturated vapor. Such a system is shown 
on a pressure–enthalpy diagram in  Figure 6.18   . 

   As dry saturated vapors enter the compressor, the condition of refrig-
erant is represented by location A. The refrigerant vapors are at pres-
sure P  1 and enthalpy  H  2. During the compression stroke, the vapors 
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are compressed isoentropically (or at constant entropy) to pressure  P  2 . 
Location B is in the superheated vapor region. The enthalpy of the 
refrigerant increases from H  2 to H  3 during the compression process. 
In the condenser, fi rst the superheat is removed in the desuperheater 
section of the condenser, and then the latent heat of condensation 
is removed from C to D. The saturated liquid enters the expansion 
valve at location D. As refrigerant moves through the expansion valve,
the pressure drops to P  1 while the enthalpy remains constant at  H  1 . 
Some fl ashing of the refrigerant occurs within the expansion valve; as 
a result, location E indicates refrigerant containing liquid as well as 
vapor. The liquid–vapor mix of refrigerant accepts heat in the evapo-
rator and converts completely to the vapor phase. The evaporator sec-
tion is represented by the horizontal line from location E to A; the 
pressure remains constant at P  1 and the enthalpy of the refrigerant 
increases from H  1  to  H  2 . 

   In actual practice, deviations from the cycle just discussed may 
be observed. For example, it is common to encounter a refrigera-
tion cycle as shown in  Figure 6.19   . To prevent a refrigerant in liq-
uid state from entering the compressor, the refrigerant is allowed to 
convert completely into the saturated vapor state inside the evapo-
rator coils before reaching the exit location. Once the refrigerant 
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is converted into vapors, and if those vapors are still inside the 
evaporator coils, the refrigerant will gain additional heat from its 
surroundings due to the temperature gradient. Thus, by the time the 
refrigerant vapors enter the compressor suction, they are superheated,
while pressure P  1 remains the same as in the evaporator as shown by 
location A 
 . 

   Another deviation from the ideal cycle involves subcooled refriger-
ant. The refrigerant may be subcooled in a receiver tank between the 
condenser and the expansion valve. Subcooled refrigerant remains 
at pressure P  2, the same as in the condenser. Another factor causing 
subcooling is the heat loss from the refrigerant that is completely 
converted to saturated liquid but still inside the condenser coils. The 
subcooled refrigerant is represented by location D 
 on the pressure–
enthalpy chart. 

   These pressure–enthalpy charts, such as those shown in Figure A.6.1,
are useful in obtaining values of  H  1, H  2, and H  3. Since the super-
heated region is crowded with a number of curves, an expanded por-
tion for that region is more convenient to use to draw process A to B,
and obtain a value for  H  3 (Figure A.6.2 for R-12 and Figure A.6.3 for 
R-717). 

   As noted previously, temperature–entropy charts can also be used to 
represent the refrigeration cycle. In  Figure 6.20    a refrigeration cycle 
is drawn on temperature–entropy coordinates. The processes A to B 
(compression process) and D to E (expansion process) are isoentropic 
processes represented by vertical lines. Processes C to D and E to A 
are isothermal processes represented by horizontal lines. The temper-
ature of the superheated vapors leaving the compressor is denoted by 
location B. 

    6.3.1       Pressure–Enthalpy Tables 

   More precise values for enthalpy and other thermodynamic proper-
ties of refrigerants may be obtained from tables such as Table A.6.1 
for R-12, Table A.6.2 for R-717, and Table A.6.3 for R-134a. 

   The following approach is used to determine the enthalpy values. 
Before using the tables, it is always useful to fi rst draw a sketch of 
pressure–enthalpy diagram and a refrigeration cycle. For example,
in  Figure 6.21    a refrigeration cycle depicting an evaporator tempera-
ture of �20°C and a condenser temperature of  �30°C is shown. 
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Assume that the refrigerant being used is ammonia. Since location A 
represents saturated vapor conditions, from Table A.6.2 we can fi nd 
at �20°C the enthalpy of the refrigerant in saturated vapor state is 
1437.23    kJ/kg. Thus, H  2 is 1437.23    kJ/kg. At location D, the refriger-
ant is in saturated liquid state at the condenser temperature. Thus,
from Table A.6.2, at 30°C, the enthalpy of ammonia refrigerant under 
saturated liquid conditions is 341.76    kJ/kg. Thus, H  1 is 341.76     kJ/kg. 
To determine the enthalpy value  H  3, although tables for super-
heated properties at various conditions are available, they are more 
cumbersome to use as they require several interpolations. It is more 
convenient to use the expanded chart for the superheated region: 
for example, Figure A.6.3 is useful to determine the value for  H  3 as 
1710     kJ/kg.  

    6.3.2        Use of Computer-Aided Procedures to 
Determine Thermodynamic Properties 
of Refrigerants 

   Another approach to determine the thermodynamic properties of 
refrigerants is to use computer-aided methods with empirical cor-
relations.  Cleland (1986)  has provided such empirical correlations 
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for several commonly used refrigerants. Some selected equations 
and their coeffi cients for refrigerants R-12, R-22, R-134a, and R-717 
follow. 

     Vapor pressure 

    P a a T asat sat/� � �exp( ( ))1 2 3  (6.1)
    

   where  P  sat  is saturation pressure and  T  sat  is saturation temperature.    

    Saturation temperature 

  T a P a asat sat/� � �2 1 3[ln( ) ]  (6.2)
       

    Liquid enthalpy 

    ΔT T Tb sat L� �  (6.3)
      

H a a T a T a TL L L L� � � �4 5 6
2

7
3  (6.4)

    

   where T  b is the temperature of subcooled liquid, T  L is the temperature 
of liquid refrigerant, and H  L  is the enthalpy of liquid refrigerant.    
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    Saturated vapor enthalpy 

    H a a T a T a Ti1 sat sat sat� � � �8 9 10
2

11
3 (6.5)      

H H av i1� � 12  (6.6)
    

   where H  i1 is an intermediate enthalpy value and  H  v is the enthalpy of 
saturated vapor.    

    Superheated vapor enthalpy 

    ΔT T Ts s sat� �  (6.7)
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s sat� (6.8)
      

H H as i� �2 12  (6.9)    

   where T  s is the temperature of superheated vapors, H  i2 is an interme-
diate enthalpy value, and H  s  is the enthalpy of superheated vapors.    

    Saturated vapor specifi c volume 

    v a a T a a T a T a Tv sat sat sat sat� � � � � �exp[ /( . )](19 20 21 22 23
2

24273 15 33 )

 (6.10)    

   where  v  v  is the specifi c volume of saturated vapors.    

    Superheated vapor specifi c volume 
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   where  v  s  is the specifi c volume of superheated vapors.    

    Enthalpy change in isentropic compression with 

no vapor superheat at suction 
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   where c is an empirical coeffi cient, P is absolute pressure, v is specifi c 
volume, and subscripts 1 and 2 represent conditions at suction and 
discharge of the compressor.   

ΔT T Tc sat sat� �2 1  (6.13)
    

   where Δ  T  c is the change in saturation temperature due to 
compression.   
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c c� i1  (6.15)
      

   The coeffi cients for these equations are given in  Table 6.3   . More 
details about the applicable range and accuracy of these equations are 
given in  Cleland (1986) .     

    6.4        MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS USEFUL 
IN ANALYSIS OF VAPOR-COMPRESSION 
REFRIGERATION 

    6.4.1       Cooling Load 

   The cooling load is the rate of heat energy removal from a given 
space (or object) in order to lower the temperature of that space (or 
object) to a desired level. Before the era of mechanical refrigeration,
ice was the cooling medium most widely used. Cooling capacity was 
often related to melting of ice. A typical unit for cooling load still 
commonly used in commercial practice is ton of refrigeration. One 
ton of refrigeration is equivalent to the latent heat of fusion of one 
ton of ice (2000 pounds   �   144 Btu/pound)/24     h    �      288,000 Btu/
24     h    �   303,852 kJ/24     h    �    3.5168    kW. Thus, a mechanical refrigeration 
system that has the capacity to absorb heat from the refrigerated space 
at the rate of 3.5168     kW is rated at  one ton of refrigeration . 

   Several factors should be considered in calculating the cooling load 
from a given space. If the product stored in the space is a fresh fruit or 
vegetable, it gives out heat due to respiration. This heat of respiration 
must be removed to keep the product and the space at a low tempera-
ture. Heat of respiration of fresh fruits and vegetables are tabulated 
in Table A.2.6. Other factors affecting the cooling load calculations 
include heat infi ltration through walls, fl oor, and ceiling; heat gain 
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Table 6.3 Coeffi  cients for Empirical Equations to Calculate Thermodynamic Properties of Refrigerants

Coeffi  cient R-12 R-22 R-717 R-134a

a1 20.82963 21.25384 22.11874 21.51297

a2 �2033.5646 �2025.4518 �2233.8226 �2200.981

a3 248.3 248.94 244.2 246.61

a4 200,000 200,000 200,000 100,000

a5 923.88 1170.36 4751.63 1335.29

a6 0.83716 1.68674 2.04493 1.7065

a7 (�10�3) 5.3772 5.2703 �37.875 7.6741

a8 187,565 250,027 1,441,467 249,455

a9 428.992 367.265 920.154 606.163

a10 �0.75152 �1.84133 �10.20556 �1.50644

a11 (�10�3) 5.6695 �11.4556 �26.5126 �18.2426

a12 163,994 155,482 15689 299,048

a13 (�10�3) 3.43263 2.85446 1.68973 3.48186

a14 (�10�7) 7.27473 4.0129 �3.47675 16.886

a15 (�10�6) 7.27759 13.3612 8.55525 9.2642

a16 (�10�8) �6.63650 �8.11617 �3.04755 �7.698

a17 (�10�8) 6.95693 14.1194 9.79201 17.07

a18 (�10�10) �4.17264 �9.53294 �3.62549 �12.13

a19 �11.58643 �11.82344 �11.09867 �12.4539

a20 2372.495 2390.321 2691.680 2669

a21 1.00755 1.01859 0.99675 1.01357

a22 (�10�4) 4.94025 5.09433 4.02288 10.6736

a23 (�10�6) �6.04777 �14.8464 2.64170 –9.2532

a24 (�10�7) �2.29472 –2.49547 –1.75152 –3.2192

a25 (�10–3) 4.99659 5.23275 4.77321 4.7881

a26 (�10�6) �5.11093 �5.59394 �3.11142 �3.965

a27 (�10�5) 2.04917 3.45555 1.58632 2.5817

a28 (�10�7) �1.51970 �2.31649 �0.91676 �1.8506

a29 (�10�7) 3.64536 5.80303 2.97255 8.5739

a30 (�10�9) �1.67593 �3.20189 �0.86668 �5.401

a31 1.086089 1.137423 1.325798 1.06469

a32 (�10�3) �1.81486 �1.50914 0.24520 –1.6907

a33 (�10�6) �14.8704 �5.59643 3.10683 –8.56

a34 (�10�6) 2.20685 –8.74677 �11.3335 �21.35

a35 (�10�7) 1.97069 –1.49547 �1.42736 �6.173

a36 (�10�8) �7.86500 5.97029 6.35817 20.74

a37 (�10�9) �1.96889 1.41458 0.95979 7.72

a38 (�10�4) �5.62656 �4.52580 �3.82295 �6.103

6.4  Mathematical Expressions Useful in Analysis of Vapor-Compression Refrigeration
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through doors; heat given by lights, people, and use of fork lifts for 
material handling.

       Calculate the cooling load present in a walk-in chamber, caused by the heat 
evolution of 2000       kg of cabbage stored at 5°C. 

    Given 

        Amount of cabbage stored      �      2000       kg  

    Storage temperature      �      5°C     

    Approach 

   We will use Table A.2.6 to obtain the value of heat evolution (due to respiration) of 

cabbage.  

    Solution 

        1.     From Table A.2.6, heat evolution for cabbage stored at 5°C is 28–63       W/Mg.  

    2.     Choose the larger value of 63       W/Mg for design purposes.  

    3.     Total heat evolution for 2000       kg of cabbage is    

 

( )( / )2000 63
1

1000
126kg W Mg

Mg

kg
W� �

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟

     

    4.     The cooling load rate due to 2000       kg of cabbage stored at 5°C is 126       W.           

    6.4.2       Compressor 

   The work done on the refrigerant during the isoentropic compression 
step can be calculated from the enthalpy rise of the refrigerant and 
the refrigerant fl ow rate. 

q m H Hw 3 2 ( )� �· (6.16)    

   where �m     is refrigerant mass fl ow rate (kg/s), H  3 is enthalpy of refrig-
erant at the end of compression stroke (kJ/kg refrigerant), H  2 is 
enthalpy of refrigerant at the beginning of compression stroke (kJ/kg 
refrigerant), and q  w  is rate of work done on the refrigerant (kW).    

    6.4.3       Condenser 

   Within the condenser, the refrigerant is cooled at constant pressure. 
The heat rejected to the environment can be expressed as 

q m H Hc 3 1 ( )� �·  (6.17)    

Example 6.1
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   where q  c is rate of heat exchanged in the condenser (kW) and H  1 is 
enthalpy of refrigerant at exit from the condenser (kJ/kg refrigerant).    

    6.4.4       Evaporator 

   Within the evaporator the refrigerant changes phase from liquid to 
vapor and accepts heat from the surroundings at a constant pressure. 
The enthalpy difference of the refrigerant between the inlet and the 
outlet locations of an evaporator is called the  refrigeration effect. The 
rate of heat accepted by the refrigerant as it undergoes evaporation 
process in the evaporator is given by 

q m H Hc 2 1 ( )� �·  (6.18)    

   where q  e is the rate of heat exchanged in the evaporator (kW), and the 
refrigeration effect is H  2  –  H  1 .    

    6.4.5       Coeffi  cient of Performance 

   The purpose of a mechanical refrigeration system is to transfer heat from 
a low-temperature environment to one that is at a higher temperature. 
The refrigeration effect or the amount of heat absorbed from the low-
temperature environment is much greater than the heat equivalence of 
the work required to produce this effect. Therefore, the performance of 
a refrigeration system is measured, like that of an engine, by the ratio 
of the useful refrigeration effect obtained from the system to the work 
expended on it to produce that effect. This ratio is called the coeffi cient 
of performance. It is used to indicate the effi ciency of the system. 

   The coeffi cient of performance (C.O.P.) is defi ned as a ratio between 
the heat absorbed by the refrigerant as it fl ows through the evaporator 
to the heat equivalence of the energy supplied to the compressor. 

C.O.P. 2 1

3 2

�
�

�

H H

H H
 (6.19)       

    6.4.6       Refrigerant Flow Rate 

   The refrigerant fl ow rate depends on the total cooling load imposed 
on the system and the refrigeration effect. The total cooling load on 
the system is computed from the heat to be removed from the space 
or object that is intended to be refrigerated (see Section 6.4.1). The 
following expression is used to determine the refrigerant fl ow rate: 

m
q

H H
�

�( )2 1

·  (6.20)    

6.4  Mathematical Expressions Useful in Analysis of Vapor-Compression Refrigeration
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   where �m     is the refrigerant fl ow rate (kg/s), and q is the total cooling 
load rate (kW).

         A cold storage room is being maintained at 2°C using a vapor-compression 
refrigeration system that uses R-134a. The evaporator and condenser tem-
peratures are  � 5 and 40°C, respectively. The refrigeration load is 20 tons. 
Calculate the mass fl ow rate of refrigerant, the compressor power require-
ment, and the C.O.P. Assume the unit operates under saturated conditions 
and the compressor effi  ciency is 85%. 

    Given 

        Room temperature      �      2°C  

    Evaporator temperature      �       �     5°C  

    Condenser temperature      �      40°C  

    Refrigeration load      �      20 tons  

    Compressor effi  ciency      �      85%     

    Approach 

   We will draw the refrigeration cycle on a pressure–enthalpy diagram for R-134a. 

From the diagram we will obtain the required enthalpy values for use in Equations 

(6.16) through (6.20).  

    Solution 

        1.     On a pressure–enthalpy chart for R-134a, draw lines EA and DC, representing 

the evaporator and condenser conditions, as shown in  Figure E6.1   . Follow the 

constant-entropy curve (may require interpolation) from A to intersect hori-

zontal line DC extended to B. From point D, draw a vertical line to intersect 

line EA at point E. Thus, ABCDE represents the refrigeration cycle under satu-

rated conditions for the given data.  

    2.     From the chart, read the following: 

     Evaporator pressure      �      243       kPa  

     Condenser pressure      �      1,015       kPa  

      H  1       �      156       kJ/kg  

      H  2       �      296       kJ/kg  

      H  3       �      327       kJ/kg     

    3.     From Equation (6.20), mass fl ow rate of refrigerant (noting that 1 ton of 

refrigeration      �      303,852       kJ/24       h) is    

�m �
�

(20 tons)(303852 kJ /ton)

(24 h)(3600 s /h)(296 kJ /kg 156 kJ /kgg)

kg /s� 0 502.       

Example 6.2
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    4.     From Equation (6.16), compressor power requirement, assuming compressor 

effi  ciency of 85%, is    

 

qw

(0.502 kg /s)(327 kJ /kg 296 kJ /kg)

0.85

18.31kW

�
�

�
     

    5.     From Equation (6.19), coeffi  cient of performance is    

 

C.O.P.
(296 kJ / kg 156 kJ / kg)

(327 kJ /kg kJ /kg)

4.52

�
�

�

�

296

          

       Redo Example 6.2 using pressure–enthalpy tables. 

    Given 

        Room temperature      �      2°C  

    Evaporator temperature      �       �     5°C  

    Condenser temperature      �      40°C  

    Refrigeration load      �      20 tons  

    Compressor effi  ciency      �      85%     

    Approach 

   We will use pressure–enthalpy Table A.6.3 for R-134a given in the appendix. In addi-

tion, we will use Figure A.6.5 for the expanded portion of the superheated gas region.  

    Solution 

        1.     It is convenient to draw a skeleton pressure–enthalpy diagram (similar to 

 Fig. 6.18 ) and represent values determined from the tables.  

    2.     In using pressure–enthalpy tables, it is important to know the condition of 

the refrigerant at locations A, B, D, and E. We know that at A the refrigerant 

exists as saturated vapor, and at D it exists as saturated liquid. The tempera-

ture of the refrigerant at A is  � 5°C, and at D it is 40°C.  

    3.     At  � 5°C, the enthalpy for saturated vapor is 295.59       kJ/kg. Therefore, 
 H  2       �      295.59       kJ/kg.  

    4.     At 40°C, the enthalpy for saturated liquid is 156.49       kJ/kg. Therefore, 
 H  1       �      156.49       kJ/kg.  

    5.     The superheated portion of the cycle is drawn on Figure A.6.5, and  H  3  is 

obtained as 327       kJ/kg.  

    6.     The remaining calculations are done in the same manner as in Example 6.2.         

Example 6.3
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       Repeat Example 6.2 assuming that the vapors leaving the evaporator are 
heated by an additional 10°C before entering the compressor, and the liquid 
refrigerant discharging from the condenser is subcooled an additional 15°C 
before entering the expansion valve. 

    Given 

   See Example 6.2. 

    Superheat      �      10°C  

    Subcooling      �      15°C     

    Approach 

   On a pressure–enthalpy chart we will account for the superheating and subcooling 

of the refrigerant.  

    Solution 

         1.      Since the additional superheat is 10°C, the temperature of vapors entering the 

compressor is 5°C, and the temperature of liquid leaving the condenser is 25°C.  

     2.     Draw line EA, representing the evaporator temperature of  � 5°C.  

     3.      Extend line EA, on  Figure E6.2   , to EA 1 . Point A 1  is found by following the 5°C 

isotherm in the superheated region.  

     4.     Draw A 1 B, by following a constant-entropy curve originating from A 1 .  

     5.     Draw BD, corresponding to a condenser temperature of 40°C.  

     6.      Extend BD to D 1 , where point D 1  is located by drawing a vertical line from 

the point representing 25°C on the saturated liquid curve.  

     7.     Draw D 1 E, a vertical line for the adiabatic process in the expansion valve.  

     8.      From the refrigeration cycle EA 1 BCD 1 , determine the following enthalpy values:    

 
H1 137� kJ/kg

     

  
H2 305� kJ/kg

     

 
H3 338� kJ/kg

     

     9.     Thus, 
      Mass fl ow rate of refrigerant       

 

�
�

�

(20 ton)(303852 kJ / ton)

(24 h)(3600 s / h)(305 kJ / kg 137 kJ / kg)

00.42 kg / s
     

    10.      From Equation (6.16), compressor power requirement, assuming compres-

sor effi  ciency of 85%, is    

qw

(0.42 kg / s)(338 kJ / kg 305 kJ / kg)

0.85

16.3 kW

�
�

�      

Example 6.4
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    11.     From Equation (6.19), coeffi  cient of performance is    

 

C.O.P.
(305 kJ/kg 137 kJ/kg)

(338 kJ/kg 305 kJ/kg)

5.1

�
�

�

�
     

    12.      The example shows the infl uence of superheating and subcooling on the 

refrigerant fl ow rate and the compressor horsepower.         

       Redo Example 6.2, using ammonia as a refrigerant instead of R.134a. 

    Given 

   Same as in Example 6.2  

    Approach 

   We will use pressure–enthalpy Table A.6.2, and the expanded diagram in Figure A.6.3 

for ammonia.  

    Solution 

        1.     Draw a skeleton pressure–enthalpy diagram and identify points A, B, C, D, 
and E (similar to  Fig. 6.18 ).  

    2.     At A, the refrigerant is in saturated vapor state. From Table A.6.2, the enthalpy 

of saturated vapor at  � 5°C is 1456.15       kJ/kg. Thus,  H  2       �      1456.15       kJ/kg.  

    3.     At D, the refrigerant is in saturated liquid state. From Table A.6.2, the enthalpy 

of saturated liquid at 40°C is 390.59       kJ/kg. Therefore,  H  1       �      390.59       kJ/kg.  

    4.     From Figure A.6.3, point B is identifi ed and  H  3  is obtained as 1680       kJ/kg.  

    5.     The mass fl ow rate of refrigerant, from Equation (6.20) is     

 

�m �
�

( )( , )

( )( )( . .

20 303 852

24 3600 1456 15 390

tons kJ/ton

h s/h kJ/kg 559

0 066

kJ/kg

kg/s

)

.�      

    6.     From Equation (6.16), compressor power requirement, assuming compressor 

effi  ciency of 85%, is    

 

qw

kg / s kJ / kg kJ / kg

kW

�
�

�

( . )( . )

.

.

0 66 1680 1456 15

0 85

17 38      
    7.     From Equation (6.19), coeffi  cient of performance is    

 

C.O.P.
(1456.15 kJ / kg kJ / kg)

kJ / kg kJ / kg)
�

�

�

�

390 59

1680 1456 15

.

( .

44 76.      
    8.     In contrast to R-134a, the use of ammonia reduces the refrigerant fl ow rate by 

84%.         

Example 6.5
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       Using a spreadsheet, develop a computer-aided procedure to determine the 
following refrigerant properties for R-12, R-134a, and R-717: 

    a.     Enthalpy of saturated liquid at condenser temperature.  
    b.     Enthalpy of saturated vapor at evaporator temperature.  
    c.     Specifi c volume of saturated vapors at evaporator temperature.  
    d.     Determine the enthalpy values  H  1 ,  H  2 , and  H  3  for Example 6.2 using 

the spreadsheets for R-12, R-134a, and R-717.    

    Given 

   Same as in Example 6.2.  

    Approach 

   We will use the empirical correlations given by        Cleland (1986, 1994)  for developing a 

spreadsheet using Excel TM . The spreadsheets will be developed for R-12, R-134a, and 

R-717.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using empirical relations given by        Cleland (1986, 1994) , the following spread-

sheets are prepared (         Figs. E6.3, E6.4, and E6.5       ). All empirical correlations are 

presented in D6:H11.  

Example 6.6

T_evaporator (�C) �5

T_condenser (�C) 40

T_condenser-T_evaporator (�C) 45

�2033.546

5.38E-03

163994

�6.05E�06

2.21E�06

248.3

187565

�11.58643

�2.29E�07

1.97E�07

200000

428.992

2372.495

1.09E�00

�7.87E�08

923.88

�0.75152

1.00755

�1.81E�03

�1.97E�09

20.82963

0.83716

5.67E�03

4.94E�04

�1.49E�05

�5.63E�04

P_suction 260.76

P_discharge 961.25

H_1 238.64

H_2 349.39

v_saturated 0.06

c_constant 1.07

delta_H (kJ/kg) 23.07

H_3 (kJ/kg) 372.47

A B C D E F G H I J K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Coefficients from Cleland (1986)
R-12 (Freon)

�B2�B1

�EXP(D6�E6/(B1�F6))/1000

�EXP(D6�E6/(B2�F6))/1000

�(G6�H6*B2�D7*B2^2�E7*B2^3)/1000

�EXP(F8�G8/(B1�273.15))*(H8�D9*B1�E9*B1^2�F9*B1^3)

�G9�H9*B1�D10*B1^2�E10*B1*B3�F10*B1^2*B3�G10*B1*B3^2�H10*B1^2*B3�D11*B3

�((B19/(B19�1))*B13*1000*B18*((B14/B13)^((B19�1)/B19)�1))/1000

�B17�B20

�(F7�G7*B1�H7*B1^2�D8*B1^3�E8)/1000

■ Figure E6.3 Spreadsheet for determining various refrigerant properties of Freon (R-12).
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T_evaporator (�C) �40

T_condenser (�C) 25

T_condenser-T_evaporator (�C) 65

�2200.981

0.007674

299048

�9.25E�06

�2.14E�05

246.61

249.455

�12.4539

�3.22E�07

�6.17E�07

100000

606.163

2669

1.06469

2.074E�07

1335.29

�1.50644

1.01357

�0.001691

7.72E�09

21.51297

1.7065

�0.018243

1.07E�03

�8.56E�06

�0.00061

P_suction 52.06

P_discharge 666.31

H_1 134.57

H_2 273.81

v_saturated 0.36

c_constant 1.04

delta_H (kJ/kg) 49.55

H_3 (kJ/kg) 323.36

A B C D E F G H I J K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

�EXP(D6�E6/(B1�F6))/1000

�EXP(D6�E6/(B2�F6))/1000

�(G6�H6*B2�D7*B2^2�E7*B2^3)/1000

�EXP(F8�G8/(B1�273.15))*(H8�D9*B1�E9*B1^2�F9*B1^3)

�G9�H9*B1�D10*B1^2�E10*B1*B3�F10*B1^2*B3�G10*B1*B3^2�H10*B1^2*B3�D11*B3

�((B19/(B19�1))*B13*1000*B18*((B14/B13)^((B19�1)/B19)�1))/1000

�B17�B20

�(F7�G7*B1�H7*B1^2�D8*B1^3�E8)/1000

Coefficients from Cleland (1994)
R-134a

�B2�B1

■ Figure E6.4 Spreadsheet for determining various refrigerant properties of R-134a.

T_evaporator (�C) �5

T_condenser (�C) 40

T_condenser-T_evaporator (�C) 45

P_suction 355.05

P_discharge 1557.67

H_1 390.91

H_2 1452.30

v_saturated 0.34

c_constant 1.30

delta_H (kJ/kg) 215.91

H_3 (kJ/kg) 1668.22

A B C D E F G H I J K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

�2233.823

�0.37875

15689

2.64�E06

1.13E�05

244.2

1441467

�11.09867

�1.75E�07

�1.43E�07

200000

920.154

2691.68

1.325798

6.36E�08

4751.63

�10.20556

0.99675

000245

9.60E�10

22.11874

2.04493

�0.026513

0.000402

3.11E�06

�0.000382

Coefficients from Cleland (1986)
R-717 (Ammonia)

�B2�B1

�EXP(D6�E6/(B1�F6))/1000

�EXP(D6�E6/(B2�F6))/1000

�(G6�H6*B2�D7*B2^2�E7*B2^3)/1000

�(F7�G7*B1�H7*B1^2�D8*B1^3�E8)/1000

�EXP(F8�G8/(B1�273.15))*(H8�D9*B1�E9*B1^2�F9*B1^3)

�G9�H9*B1�D10*B1^2�E10*B1*B3�F10*B1^2*B3�G10*B1*B3^2�H10*B1^2*B3�D11*B3

�((B19/(B19�1))*B13*1000*B18*((B14/B13)^((B19�1)/B19)�1))/1000

�B17�B20

■ Figure E6.5 Spreadsheet for determining various refrigerant properties of ammonia (R-717).

6.4  Mathematical Expressions Useful in Analysis of Vapor-Compression Refrigeration
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    2.     The following input parameters may be used: Temperature at suction (satu-

rated vapor); temperature of saturated liquid (at the entrance to expansion 

valve).  

    3.     The calculations include the following: 

     a.     Pressure (saturated) calculated at the suction temperature of compressor  

     b.      Pressure (saturated) calculated for the temperature of refrigerant in the 

condenser  

     c.       H  1   

     d.      H  2   

     e.     Specifi c volume of saturated vapors at inlet to the compressor suction  

     f.      An interim constant  “ c ”  (see  Cleland, 1986 )  

     g.      For an isoentropic compression process, for Example 6.2, the value of  Δ  H  

can be calculated and then added to  H  2  to determine  H  3   

     h.               Figures E6.3, E6.4, and E6.5  provide a listing of the pressure–enthalpy 

spreadsheets for Freon R-12, R-134a and ammonia R-717, respectively     

    4.     For conditions given in Example 6.2,    

 
Tevaporator C��5°

     

 
Tcondenser C� 40°

     
    5.     From the spreadsheet for R-12,    

 
H1 238 64� . kJ/kg

     

  
H2 349 4� . kJ/kg

     

 
H3 372 46� . kJ/kg

     

    6.     From the spreadsheet for R-717,    

  
H1 390 91� . kJ/kg

     

 
H2 1452 30� . kJ/kg

     

 
H3 1668 21� . kJ/kg

     

    7.     From the spreadsheet for R-134a,    

 
H1 134 57� . kJ/kg

     

 
H2 273 81� . kJ/kg

     

 
H3 323 36� . kJ/kg

             

    6.5       USE OF MULTISTAGE SYSTEMS 

   Multistage systems involve using more than one compressor, often 
with an objective of reducing the total power requirements. Although 
adding additional compressors requires an increase in capital 
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spending, the total operating costs must be reduced for the multistage 
systems to be justifi able. The following discussion involves a com-
monly used approach for using a dual-stage refrigeration system—a 
fl ash gas removal system. 

    6.5.1       Flash Gas Removal System 

   As seen previously in  Figure 6.18 , a refrigerant leaves the condenser in 
a saturated liquid state, and in the expansion valve there is a pressure 
drop from a high condenser pressure to the low evaporator pressure. 
The drop in pressure of the refrigerant with a partial conversion to vapor 
state, commonly called “fl ashing,” is accompanied by the conversion of 
some of the refrigerant from liquid to vapor state. If we consider the 
state of the refrigerant at some intermediate pressure between  P  1 and P  2,
such as at location K on  Figure 6.22   , the refrigerant is existing partially 
as a vapor, but mostly in liquid state. The refrigerant already converted 
to vapors in the expansion valve can no longer provide any useful pur-
pose in the evaporator. It therefore may be desirable to take the vapors 
at that intermediate pressure in the expansion valve, and compress 
them with another small compressor to the condensing pressure. 

   The liquid refrigerant, with only a small fraction of vapors (due to 
further fl ashings that occur with lowering of the pressure to the evap-
orator pressure), then enters the evaporator. 

A

BCD
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K

Enthalpy (kJ/kg)

P
re

ss
ur

e 
(k

P
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H1 H2 H3

P1

P2

■ Figure 6.22 A pressure–enthalpy 

diagram for a fl ash-gas removal system.

6.5  Use of Multistage Systems
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   A schematic of the fl ash gas removal system is shown in  Figure 6.23    
The refrigerant leaving the condenser in liquid state is allowed to go 
through a throttling valve that is controlled by the liquid level in a 
fl ash tank. The separation of the vapors from the liquid is done in 
the fl ash tank. The liquid refrigerant is then conveyed to an expansion 
valve prior to entering the evaporator, while the vapors are conveyed 
to a secondary compressor. The use of the fl ash gas system results in 
an overall decrease in power requirements. 

   The reduction in power requirements becomes signifi cant when the 
temperature difference between the condenser and the evaporator is 
large; in other words, this system is most useful for low-temperature 
chilling or freezing applications. The secondary compressor required for 
compressing the fl ash gas is usually small, and the primary compressor 
is also smaller than in a standard system that does not remove fl ash gas. 
Since most of the fl ash gas is removed, and gas has signifi cantly larger 
volume than liquid, the piping used for intake and exit of the refrig-
erant from the evaporator can be smaller. The additional costs of the 
fl ash gas system include the need for a secondary compressor (although 
small), fl ash gas tank, and associated valves, piping, and fi ttings. The 
use of the fl ash gas removal system is illustrated with Example 6.7.

       An ammonia refrigeration system involves an evaporator operating at 
 � 20°C and the condenser temperature set at 40°C. Determine the reduction 
in power requirements per ton of refrigeration with the use of a fl ash gas 
removal system at an intermediate pressure of 519       kPa ( Fig. 6.23 ). 

Condenser
Secondary
compressor

Flash tank

Evaporator
Primary

compressor

Expansion
valve

Liquid

BA

H

G

D

F

Vapor

E

■ Figure 6.23 A fl ash-gas removal system.

Example 6.7
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    Given 

        Evaporator temperature      �       �     20°C  

    Condenser temperature      �      40°C  

    Intermediate pressure for the fl ash gas removal system      �      519       kPa     

    Approach 

   We will determine the enthalpy values of ammonia for the ideal cycle as well as 

when a fl ash gas removal system is considered. These values will be obtained using 

the spreadsheet developed in Example 6.6.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using the spreadsheet program for ammonia, the enthalpy values for the 

ideal and modifi ed system are as follows ( Fig. E6.6   ): 

     Ideal System       

  
H1 391� kJ/kg

     

 
H2 1435� kJ/kg

     

  
H3 1750� kJ/kg

     

A

BCD
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�20°C
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re
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 H1 H
3 H3
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■ Figure E6.6 A pressure–enthalpy 

diagram for a fl ash-gas removal system as 

described in Example 6.7.

6.5  Use of Multistage Systems
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     Modifi ed System    

 
H1 200
 � kJ/kg

     

 
H2 1457
 � kJ/kg

     

 
H3 1642
 � kJ/kg

     

    Ideal System 

        2.     The refrigerant fl ow rate may be calculated per ton of refrigeration load (not-

ing that one ton of refrigeration is equivalent to 3.517       kW) as    

 

�m �
�

�

3 517

1435 391

0 00337

.

.

kJ / s

kJ / kg kJ / kg

kg / s
     

    3.     Then compressor power    

 

qw � �

�

( . )( )

.

0 00337 1750 1435

1 062

kg/s kJ/kg kJ/kg

kW/ton of refriggeration
      

    Modifi ed System 

        4.     To determine the power requirements of the compressor for the modifi ed sys-

tem, it is necessary to determine the refrigerant fl ow rates. The refrigerant fl ow 

rate through the evaporator and the primary compressor is    

 

� � � �m m m mA B F E

kJ / s

kJ / kg kJ / kg

kg / s

� � � �
�

�

3 517

1435 200

0 00285

.

.
   

    where  �m     is the refrigerant fl ow rate and the subscripts A, B, F, E correspond 

to locations as indicated in  Figure E6.6 .   

    5.     To determine the power requirement of the secondary compressor in the 

modifi ed system, it is necessary to calculate the refrigerant fl ow rate through 

it. This can be obtained by conducting a mass and energy balance on the 

fl ash gas tank. Thus,    

 

� � �
� �

m m m

m m

D E G

D G

� �

� �0 00285.
     

    6.     The energy balance gives    

 
( )( ) ( . )( ) ( )( )� �m H H m HD G1 1 20 00285� �
 


     

  
( . )( ) ( . ) ( )( )0 00285 391 0 00285 200 1457� � � �� �m mG G      
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     7.     Solving the mass and energy balances we get    

�mG kg/s� 0 000511.      
     8.     Then the power required by the primary compressor is    

 

qw

kW

1
0 00285 1750 1435

0 8977

� �

�

. ( )

.      

     and the power required by the secondary compressor is    

 

qw

kW

2
0 000511 1642 1457

0 0945

� �

�

. ( )

.      

     9.     Then the total power required by the fl ash gas removal system is    

 

qw

kW

� �

�

0 8977 0 0945

0 992

. .

.      

    10.      Thus the use of the fl ash gas removal system results in a 7% reduction in 

power requirements.             

    PROBLEMS 

       6.1   Determine the C.O.P. of a simple saturated ammonia (R-717) 
compression refrigeration cycle. The evaporation temperature 
is � 20°C and the condenser temperature is 30°C.  

    6.2   For a 10-ton-capacity refrigeration system, the pressure 
of refrigerant in the evaporator is 210     kPa, whereas in the 
condenser it is 750     kPa. If ammonia (R-717) is used under 
saturated conditions, calculate the theoretical power required 
to operate the compressor.  

   6.3   A food storage chamber requires a refrigeration system of 15-
ton capacity operating at an evaporator temperature of  �8°C 
and a condenser temperature of 30°C. Refrigerant ammonia 
(R-717) is used and the system operates under saturated 
conditions. Determine:  
    a.   C.O.P. 
    b.   Refrigerant fl ow rate 
    c.   Rate of heat removed by condenser 

   *6.4   Repeat problem 6.3, with the refrigerant subcooled by 5°C 
before entering the expansion valve and vapor superheated by 
6°C      1   . 

Problems

*Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving
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    *6.5   A vapor-compression refrigeration system, using ammonia 
(R-717) as the refrigerant, is operating with an evaporator 
temperature of � 5°C and condenser temperature of 40°C. It 
is desired to determine the infl uence of raising the evaporator 
temperature to 5°C while holding condenser temperature at 
40°C. Calculate the percent changes in        
    a.   Refrigeration effect per kg refrigerant fl ow rate 
    b.   C.O.P. 
    c.   Heat of compression  
    d.   Theoretical power requirements  
    e.   Rate of heat rejected at the condenser, anticipated due to 

raising the evaporator temperature  

    6.6   A vapor-compression refrigeration system, using ammonia 
(R-717) as the refrigerant, is operating with an evaporator 
temperature of � 20°C and condenser temperature of 30°C. It 
is desired to determine the infl uence of raising the condenser 
temperature to 35°C. Calculate the percent changes in  
    a.   Refrigeration effect per kg of refrigerant fl ow rate 
    b.   C.O.P. 
    c.   Heat of compression  
    d.   Theoretical power requirement  
    e.   Rate of heat rejected at the condenser, anticipated due to 

raising the evaporator temperature  

    6.7   A refrigerated room, used for product cooling, is being 
maintained at the desired temperature using an evaporator 
temperature of 0°C and condenser pressure of 900     kPa with 
an R-134a vapor-compression refrigeration system. The 
condenser is a countercurrent tubular heat exchanger with 
water entering at 25°C and leaving at 35°C. Evaluate the 
following for a refrigeration load of 5 tons: 
    a.   The rate of heat exchange at the condenser  
    b.   The compressor power requirement at 80% effi ciency 
    c.   The coeffi cient of performance for the system 
    d.   The heat transfer surface area in the condenser when the 

overall heat transfer coeffi cient is 500    W/m2 °C  
    e.   The fl ow rate of water through the condenser     

    6.8   An ammonia (R-717) vapor-compression refrigeration system 
is operating under saturated conditions. The following data 

*Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving
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were obtained: condenser pressure, 900     kPa; state of vapors 
entering the evaporator, 70% liquid. This refrigeration system 
is being used to maintain a controlled-temperature chamber at 
� 5°C. The walls of the chamber provide an overall resistance 
to conductive heat transfer equivalent to 0.5     m 2  °C/W. The 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cient on the outside wall/ceiling 
is 2     W/m 2  °C and on the inside wall/ceiling is 10     W/m 2  °C. 
The outside ambient temperature is 38°C. The total wall and 
ceiling area is 100     m 2 . Ignore any heat gain from the fl oor. 
    a.   Calculate the fl ow rate of refrigerant for this system.  
    b.   Calculate the power requirements (kW) of the compressor 

operating to maintain these conditions.     

    6.9   A vapor compression refrigeration system, using R-134a, is 
operating under ideal conditions. The system is being used 
to provide cold air for a walk-in freezer. The evaporator 
temperature is �35°C and the condenser temperature is 40°C. 
You hire a consultant to fi nd different ways to conserve energy. 
The consultant suggests that the work done by the compressor 
can be reduced by half if the condenser temperature is lowered 
to 0°C. Check the consultant’s numerical results. Prepare a 
reply to either accept or deny the consultant’s conclusions and 
justify your opinion.  

    6.10   A mass of 100     kg of a liquid food contained in a large vessel 
is to be cooled from 40°C to 5°C in 10     min. The specifi c 
heat of the liquid food is 3600     J/(kg°C). Cooling is done by 
immersing an evaporator coil inside the liquid. The evaporator 
coil temperature is 1°C, and condenser temperature is 41°C. 
The refrigerant being used is R-134a. Draw the refrigeration 
cycle on a pressure–enthalpy diagram and use the refrigerant 
property tables to solve the following parts of this problem: 
    a.   Show the refrigeration cycle on a pressure–enthalpy dia-

gram for R-134a.  
    b.   Determine the fl ow rate of R-134a.  
    c.   Determine the C.O.P. for the system.  
    d.   If the condenser is a countercurrent tubular heat exchanger,

and water is used as a cooling medium, and the tempera-
ture of water increases from 10°C to 30°C, determine the 
length of the heat exchanger pipe needed for the condenser. 
The overall heat transfer coeffi cient is  U  0     �    1000     W/(m 2  °C); 
for the inner pipe, the outside diameter is 2.2    cm and the 
inner diameter is 2     cm.        

Problems
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    LIST OF SYMBOLS 

      c     empirical coeffi cient in Equation (6.12)  
    c  i1     empirical coeffi cient in Equation (6.14)  
    D     diameter of cylinder bore (cm)  
    Δ  h     enthalpy change in isoentropic compression (kJ/kg)  
    H  1     enthalpy of refrigerant at the exit from the condenser (kJ/

kg refrigerant)  
    H  2     enthalpy of refrigerant at the beginning of compression 

stroke (kJ/kg refrigerant)  
    H  3     enthalpy of refrigerant at the end of compression stroke 

(kJ/kg refrigerant)  
    H  i1, H  i2     intermediate enthalpy values in Equations (6.5) and (6.8)  
    H  L     enthalpy of liquid refrigerant (same as  H  1) (kJ/kg refrigerant) 
    H  s     enthalpy of superheated vapor (same as  H  3) (kJ/kg refrigerant) 
    H  v     enthalpy of saturated vapor (same as  H  2) (kJ/kg refrigerant) 
    L     length of stroke (cm)  
    �m        refrigerant mass fl ow rate (kg/s) 
    N     number of cylinders  
    P     pressure (kPa)  
    p     vapor pressure (kPa)  
    p  c     vapor pressure at critical point (kPa) 
    P  sat     saturation pressure (kPa)  
    q     rate of cooling load (kW)  
    q  c     rate of heat exchanged in the condenser (kW)  
    q  e     rate of heat absorbed by the evaporators (kW)  
    q  w     rate of work done on the refrigerant (kW)  
    T  b     temperature of subcooled liquid (°C) 
    T  c     temperature of critical point (°C)  
    T  L     temperature of liquid refrigerant (°C)  
    T  s     temperature of superheated vapor (°C)  
    T  sat     saturation temperature (°C)  
    U     overall heat transfer coeffi cient (W/[m 2  K])  
    v     specifi c volume (m 3 /kg)  
    v  s     specifi c volume of superheated vapor (m 3 /kg)  
    v  v     specifi c volume of saturated vapor (m 3 /kg)        
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   The preservation of food by freezing has become a major industry in 
the United States as well as in other parts of the world. For example,
from 1970 to 2005, the annual per capita consumption of frozen veg-
etables in the United States increased from 20 to 34     kg. 

   Preservation of a food by freezing occurs by several mechanisms. At 
temperatures below 0°C there is a signifi cant reduction in growth 
rates for microorganisms and in the corresponding deterioration of 
the product due to microbial activity. The same temperature infl u-
ence applies to most other reactions that might normally occur in the 
product, such as enzymatic and oxidative reactions. In addition, the 
formation of ice crystals within the product changes the availability 
of water to participate in reactions. As the temperature is reduced and 
more water is converted to a solid state, less water is available to sup-
port deteriorative reactions. 

   Although freezing as a preservation process generally results in a 
high-quality product for consumption, the quality is infl uenced by 
the freezing process and frozen-storage conditions. The freezing rate 
or time allowed for the product temperature to be reduced from 
above to below the initial freezing temperature will infl uence product 
quality, but in a variable manner depending on the food commod-
ity. For some products, rapid freezing (short freezing time) is required 
to ensure formation of small ice crystals within the product structure 
and minimal damage to the product texture. Other products are not 
infl uenced by structural changes and do not justify the added costs 
associated with rapid freezing. Still other products have geometric 
confi gurations and sizes that do not allow rapid freezing. The storage-
temperature conditions infl uence frozen food quality in a signifi cant 
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manner. Any elevation in storage temperature tends to reduce the 
preservation quality of the process, and fl uctuations in storage tem-
perature tend to be even more detrimental to product quality. 

   From these brief introductory comments, it is obvious that the 
optimum freezing process depends on the product characteristics. 
Numerous freezing systems are available, each designed to achieve 
freezing of a particular product in the most effi cient manner and with 
the maximum product quality. The importance of residence time in 
the freezing system must be emphasized, as well as the need for accu-
rate freezing time prediction. 

    7.1       FREEZING SYSTEMS 

   To achieve freezing of a food product, the product must be exposed 
to a low-temperature medium for suffi cient time to remove sensible 
heat and latent heat of fusion from the product. Removal of the sen-
sible and latent heat results in a reduction in the product temperature 
as well as a conversion of the water from liquid to solid state (ice). 
In most cases, approximately 10% of the water remains in the liquid 
state at the storage temperature of the frozen food. To accomplish the 
freezing process in desired short times, the low-temperature medium 
is at much lower temperature than the desired fi nal temperature of the 
product, and large convective heat-transfer coeffi cients are created. 

   The freezing process can be accomplished by using either indirect 
or direct contact systems. Most often, the type of system used will 
depend on the product characteristics, both before and after freezing 
is completed. There are a variety of circumstances where direct con-
tact between the product and refrigerant is not possible. 

    7.1.1       Indirect Contact Systems 

   In numerous food-product freezing systems, the product and refrig-
erant are separated by a barrier throughout the freezing process. This 
type of system is illustrated schematically in  Figure 7.1   . Although 
many systems use a nonpermeable barrier between product and refrig-
erant, indirect freezing systems include any system without direct con-
tact, including those where the package material becomes the barrier. 

    7.1.1.1       Plate Freezers 

   The most easily recognized type of indirect freezing system is the plate 
freezer, illustrated in  Figure 7.2   . As indicated, the product is frozen 
while held between two refrigerated plates. In most cases, the barrier 
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between product and refrigerant will include both the plate and pack-
age material. The heat transfer through the barrier (plate and pack-
age) can be enhanced by using pressure to reduce resistance to heat 
transfer across the barrier as illustrated ( Fig. 7.2 ). In some cases, plate 
systems may use single plates in contact with the product and accom-
plish freezing with heat transfer across a single package surface. As 
would be expected, these systems are less effi cient, and they are costly 
to acquire and operate. 

   Plate-freezing systems can be operated as a batch system with the 
product placed on the plates for a specifi ed residence time before 
being removed. In this situation, the freezing time is the residence 
time and represents the total time required to reduce the product 
from the initial temperature to some desired fi nal temperature. In 
general, the batch plate-freezing system has signifi cant fl exibility in 
terms of handling diverse product types and product sizes. 

7.1  Freezing Systems

Refrigerant

Insulated
from outside
environment

Plate
Food

■ Figure 7.1 Schematic diagram of an 

indirect-contact freezing system.

w

Pressure

Plate

Pressure

Package

Food

■ Figure 7.2 Schematic illustration of a 

plate freezing system.

w
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   The plate-freezing system operates in a continuous mode by mov-
ing the plates holding the product through an enclosure in some 
prescribed manner. In  Figure 7.3   , the product is held between two 
refrigerated plates throughout the freezing process. The movement 
of plates (and product) occurs as the plates index upward or across 
within the compartment. At the entrance and exit to the freezing sys-
tem, the plates are opened to allow the product to be conveyed to or 
from the system. In a continuous plate-freezing system, the freezing 
time is the total time required for the product to move from entrance 
to exit. During the residence time, the desired amounts of sensible 
and latent heat are removed to achieve the desired frozen product 
temperature.  

■ Figure 7.3 Plate contact freezing system. 

(Courtesy of CREPACO, Inc.)
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    7.1.1.2       Air-Blast Freezers 

   In many situations, the product size and/or shape may not accom-
modate plate freezing. For these situations, air-blast freezing sys-
tems become the best alternative. In some cases, the package fi lm is 
the barrier for the indirect freezing, with cold air being the source of 
refrigeration.

   Air-blast freezers can be a simple design, as in the case of a refriger-
ated room. In this situation, the product is placed in the room, and 
the low-temperature air is allowed to circulate around the product 
for the desire residence of freezing time. This approach represents a 
batch mode, and the refrigerated room may act as a storage space in 
addition to the freezing compartment. In most cases, freezing times 
will be long because of lower air speeds over the product, inability 
to achieve intimate contact between product and cold air, and the 
smaller temperature gradients between product and air. 

   Most air-blast freezers are continuous, such as those illustrated in 
Figure 7.4   . In these systems, the product is carried on a conveyor that 
moves through a stream of high-velocity air. The length and speed of 
the conveyor establish the residence of freezing time. These times can 
be relatively small based on the use of very low-temperature air, high 

7.1  Freezing Systems

■ Figure 7.4 Continuous air-blast freezing 

system. (Courtesy of Frigoscandia Contracting, 
Inc.)

w
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air velocities, and good contact between individual product packages 
and the cold air. 

   Continuous air-blast freezing systems use a variety of different con-
veying arrangements for movement of product through the refriger-
ated air. Alternate arrangements to  Figure 7.4  include tray conveyors,
spiral conveyors, and roller conveyors. Most often, the system used 
will depend on product characteristics.  

    7.1.1.3       Freezers for Liquid Foods 

   The third general type of indirect freezing systems includes those 
designed primarily for liquid foods. In many situations, the most effi -
cient removal of thermal energy from a liquid food can be accom-
plished before the product is placed in a package. Although any 
indirect heat exchanger designed for a liquid food would be accept-
able, the most common type is a scraped-surface system, as described 
in Section 4.1.3. The heat exchangers for freezing liquid foods are 
designed specifi cally for freezing, with the heat-exchange shell sur-
rounding the product compartment becoming an evaporator for a 
vapor-compression refrigeration system. This approach provides pre-
cise control of the heat-exchange surface by adjustment of pressure 
on the low-pressure side of the refrigeration system. 

   For freezing liquid foods, the residence time in the freezing com-
partment is suffi cient to decrease the product temperature by sev-
eral degrees below the temperature of initial ice-crystal formation. At 
these temperatures, between 60 and 80% of the latent heat has been 
removed from the product, and the product is in the form of a frozen 
slurry. In this condition, the product fl ows quite readily and can be 
placed in a package for fi nal freezing in a low-temperature refriger-
ated space. The scraped-surface heat exchanger ensures effi cient heat 
exchange between the slurry and the cold surface. 

   Freezing systems for liquid foods can be batch or continuous. The 
batch system places a given amount of unfrozen liquid in the com-
partment and allows the freezing process to continue until the 
desired fi nal temperature is reached. The product compartment is a 
scraped-surface heat exchanger but is operated as a batch system. In 
the case of ice-cream freezing, the system is designed with facility for 
injection of air into the frozen slurry to achieve the desired product 
consistency. 

   A continuous freezing system for liquid foods is illustrated in 
Figure 7.5   . As indicated, the basic system is a scraped-surface heat 
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exchanger using refrigerant during phase change as the cooling 
medium. The rotor acts as a mixing device, and the scraper blades 
enhance heat transfer at the heat-exchange surface. For these systems,
the residence time for product in the compartment will be suffi cient 
to reduce the product temperature by the desired amount and to pro-
vide time for any other changes in the product before it is placed in 
the package for fi nal freezing.   

    7.1.2       Direct-Contact Systems 

   Several freezing systems for food operate with direct contact between 
the refrigerant and the product, as illustrated in  Figure 7.6   . In most 
situations, these systems will operate more effi ciently since there are 
no barriers to heat transfer between the refrigerant and the product. 
The refrigerants used in these systems may be low-temperature air at 
high speeds or liquid refrigerants with phase change while in con-
tact with the product surface. In all cases, the systems are designed 

7.1  Freezing Systems

■ Figure 7.5 Continuous freezing system 

for liquid foods. (Courtesy of Cherry-Burrell 

Corporation)

w
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to achieve rapid freezing, and the term individual quick freezing (IQF) 
will apply. 

    7.1.2.1       Air Blast 

   The use of low-temperature air at high speeds in direct contact with 
small product objects is a form of IQF. The combination of low-
temperature air, high convective heat-transfer coeffi cient (high air speed),
and small product shape leads to short freezing time or rapid freezing. In 
these systems, the product is moved through the high-speed-air region 
on a conveyor in a manner that controls the residence time. The types of 
product that can be frozen in these systems are limited to those that have 
the appropriate geometries and that require rapid freezing for maximum 
quality. 

   A modifi cation of the regular air-blast IQF system is the fl uidized-bed 
IQF freezing system, as illustrated in  Figure 7.7   . In these systems, the 
high-speed air is directed vertically upward through the mesh con-
veyor carrying product through the system. By careful adjustment of 
the air speed in relation to the product size, the product is lifted from 
the conveyor surface and remains suspended in the low-temperature 
air. Although the air fl ow is not suffi cient to maintain the product in 
suspension at all times, the fl uidized action results in the highest pos-
sible convective heat-transfer coeffi cients for the freezing process. This 
type of freezing process results in rapid freezing of product shapes 
and sizes that can be fl uidized in the manner described. The use of 
the process is limited by the size of product that can be fl uidized at 
air speeds of reasonable magnitude.  

■ Figure 7.6 Schematic diagram of a 

direct-contact freezing system.

w

Food
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    7.1.2.2       Immersion 

   By immersion of the food product in liquid refrigerant, the product 
surface is reduced to a very low temperature. Assuming the prod-
uct objects are relatively small, the freezing process is accomplished 
very rapidly or under IQF conditions. For typical products, the freez-
ing time is shorter than for the air-blast or fl uidized-bed systems. As 
illustrated in  Figure 7.8   , the product is carried into a bath of liquid 
refrigerant and is conveyed through the liquid while the refrigerant 
changes from liquid to vapor and absorbs heat from the product. The 
most common refrigerants for this purpose are nitrogen and carbon 
dioxide. 

7.1  Freezing Systems

■ Figure 7.7 A fl uidized-bed freezing 

system. (Courtesy of Frigoscandia Contracting, 
Inc.)
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Feed Exit
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■ Figure 7.8 Schematic illustration of an 

immersion freezing system.
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   A commercial version of the immersion IQF freezing system is shown 
in  Figure 7.9   . In this illustration, the product freezing compartment is 
fi lled with refrigerant vapors while the product is conveyed through 
the system. In addition, the product is exposed to a spray of liquid 
refrigerant, which absorbs thermal energy from the product while 
changing phase from liquid to vapor. One of the major disadvantages 
of immersion-type freezing systems is the cost of the refrigerant. Since 
the refrigerant changes from liquid to vapor while the product freezes,
it becomes diffi cult to recover the vapors leaving the freezing com-
partment. These refrigerants are expensive, and the overall effi ciency 
of the freezing system is a function of the ability to recover and reuse 
the vapors produced in the freezing compartments.    

    7.2       FROZEN-FOOD PROPERTIES 

   The freezing process has a dramatic infl uence on the thermal proper-
ties of the food product. Because of the signifi cant amount of water in 
most foods and the infl uence of phase change on properties of water,
the properties of the food product change in a proportional man-
ner. As the water within the product changes from liquid to solid, the 
density, thermal conductivity, heat content (enthalpy), and appar-
ent specifi c heat of the product change gradually as the temperature 
decreases below the initial freezing point for water in the food. 

    7.2.1       Density 

   The density of solid water (ice) is less than the density of liquid water. 
Similarly, the density of a frozen food will be less than the unfrozen 

■ Figure 7.9 Individual quick freezing (IQF) 

using liquid refrigerant. (Courtesy of Frigoscandia 

Contracting, Inc.)
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product. Figure 7.10    illustrates the infl uence of temperature on den-
sity. The gradual change in density is due to the gradual change in the 
proportion of water frozen as a function of temperature. The magni-
tude of change in density is proportional to the moisture content of 
the product.  

    7.2.2       Thermal Conductivity 

   The thermal conductivity of ice is approximately a factor of four larger 
than the thermal conductivity of liquid water. This relationship has a 
similar infl uence on the thermal conductivity of a frozen food. Since 
the change of phase for water in the product is gradual as temperature 
decreases, the thermal conductivity of the product changes in a man-
ner illustrated in  Figure 7.11   . The majority of the thermal conductiv-
ity increase occurs within 10°C below the initial freezing temperature 
for the product. If the product happens to contain a fi brous structure,
the thermal conductivity will be less when measured in a direction 
perpendicular to the fi bers. 

    7.2.3       Enthalpy 

   The heat content or enthalpy of a frozen food is an important prop-
erty in computations of refrigeration requirements for freezing the 
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■ Figure 7.10 Infl uence of freezing on the predicted density of strawberries. (From Heldman and 

Lund, 2007)
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product. The heat content is normally zero at �40°C and increases 
with increasing temperature in a manner illustrated in  Figure 7.12   . 
Signifi cant changes in enthalpy occur at 10°C just below the initial 
freezing temperature, when most of the phase change in product 
water occurs.  
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■ Figure 7.12 Enthalpy of sweet cherries as 

a function of temperature. (From Heldman and 

Lund, 2007)
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■ Figure 7.11 Thermal conductivity of 

frozen lean beef as a function of temperature. 

(From Heldman and Lund, 2007)
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    7.2.4       Apparent Specifi c Heat 

   Based on the thermodynamic defi nition of specifi c heat, the profi le of 
apparent specifi c heat for a food product as a function of temperature 
would appear as in  Figure 7.13   . This illustration reveals that the spe-
cifi c heat of a frozen food at a temperature greater than 20°C below 
the initial freezing point is not signifi cantly different from the spe-
cifi c heat of the unfrozen product. The apparent specifi c heat profi le 
clearly illustrates the range of temperature where most of the phase 
changes for water in the product occur.  

    7.2.5       Apparent Thermal Diff usivity 

   When the density, thermal conductivity, and apparent specifi c heat of 
a frozen food are combined to compute apparent thermal diffusiv-
ity, the profi le in  Figure 7.14    is obtained. The relationship illustrates 
that apparent thermal diffusivity increases gradually as the tempera-
ture decreases below the initial freezing point. The magnitudes of the 
property for the frozen product are signifi cantly larger than for the 
unfrozen food.   
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■ Figure 7.13 Predicted apparent specifi c 

heat of frozen sweet cherries as a function of 

temperature. (From Heldman and Lund, 2007)
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    7.3       FREEZING TIME 

   A key calculation in the design of a freezing process is the 
determination of freezing time. Three distinct periods are noticeable 
at any location within a food undergoing freezing: prefreezing, phase 
change, and postfreezing. Consider a simple experiment that illustrates 
these three periods. First, we measure temperature change in freezing 
pure water into ice by placing an ice-cube tray fi lled with water in 
the freezer section of a home freezer, with a thermocouple located 
inside the tray. In the second part of the experiment, we measure 
temperature in a small stick of potato (e.g., a french fry) placed in 
a freezer with a thermocouple embedded inside the potato stick. 
The temperature–time plots for water and potato obtained in these 
experiments will be similar to those shown in  Figure 7.15   . During the 
precooling period, the temperature of water decreases to the freezing 
point as sensible heat is removed. The temperature plot shows a 
small amount of supercooling (below 0°C); once nucleation occurs 
and ice crystals begin to form, the freezing point increases to 0°C. 
The temperature remains at the freezing point until a complete phase 
change occurs as latent heat of fusion is removed from liquid water to 
convert it into solid ice. When all the liquid water has changed into 
solid ice, the temperature of the ice decreases rapidly as sensible heat is 
removed during the postfreezing period. 

   For the potato, the temperature plot obtained during freezing is sim-
ilar to that of water but with important differences. Like water, the 
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■ Figure 7.14 Relationship between 

thermal diff usivity and temperature during 

freezing of food product as predicted from 

initial freezing temperature assumption. (From 

Heldman and Lund, 2007)
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temperature decreases during precooling as sensible heat is removed. 
However, the temperature at which initial nucleation occurs and ice 
crystals begin to form is lower than that of water due to the presence 
of solutes in the food. After a brief period of supercooling, latent heat 
is gradually removed with decreasing temperature. This deviation in 
temperature profi le from that of pure water is the result of the con-
centration effect during freezing of foods. As water in the food con-
verts into ice, the remaining water becomes more concentrated with 
solutes and depresses the freezing point. This gradual change in tem-
perature with the additional removal of latent heat continues until 
the food is largely a mix of the initial solid food components and ice. 
After this time, mostly sensible heat is removed until some fi nal, pre-
selected, endpoint temperature is reached. Typically, fruits and veg-
etables are frozen to a temperature of �18°C, and foods with higher 
fat content such as ice cream and fatty fi sh are frozen to lower tem-
peratures of around �25°C. We can draw several conclusions from 
these simple freezing experiments: 

    1.   Freezing involves removal of both sensible and latent heat.  
    2.   Freezing of pure water exhibits sharp transitions between the 

different freezing periods, whereas with foods, the transitions 
are more gradual.  

    3.   At the endpoint temperature for freezing foods, the frozen food 
may still have some water present as a liquid; in fact, up to 10 
percent water may be in liquid state for foods frozen to  �18°C.    

   This highly concentrated unfrozen water may play an important role 
in determining the storage of frozen foods. 

■ Figure 7.15 Freezing diagram of water 

and a food material.
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   As indicated earlier in this chapter, freezing time is the most criti-
cal factor associated with the selection of a freezing system to ensure 
optimum product quality. Freezing-time requirements help establish 
the system capacity. We will review two methods used in predict-
ing freezing time for foods. The fi rst method using Plank’s equa-
tion is relatively simple, but it has some notable limitations. The 
second method—Pham’s method—relies more completely on the 
physical aspects of the process and provides more accurate results. 
Pham’s method can be programmed into a spreadsheet for ease of 
calculation.

    7.3.1       Plank’s Equation 

   The fi rst and most popular equation for predicting freezing time 
was proposed by  Plank (1913)  and adapted to food by  Ede (1949) .
This equation describes only the phase change period of the freez-
ing process. Consider an infi nite slab ( Fig 7.16   ) of thickness a. We 
assume that the material constituting the slab is pure water. Because 
this method ignores the prefreezing step, the initial temperature of 
the slab is the same as the initial freezing point of the material, T  F . 
With water, the initial freezing point is 0°C. The slab is exposed to a 
freezing medium (e.g., low-temperature air in a blast freezer) at tem-
perature T  a. The heat transfer is one-dimensional. After some duration 
of time, there will be three layers: two frozen layers each of thickness 
x and a middle unfrozen layer. Consider the right half of the slab. 

■ Figure 7.16 Use of Plank’s equation in 

determining freezing time.
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A moving front inside the slab separates the frozen from the unfrozen 
region. As water is converted into ice at the moving front, latent heat 
of fusion, L, is generated. This latent heat of fusion from the mov-
ing front must be transferred through the frozen layer to the outside 
freezing medium. The convective heat transfer coeffi cient at the sur-
face of the slab is h. The temperature of the unfrozen region remains 
at TF until the freezing front moves all the way to the center plane of 
the slab. Next, we consider the rate of heat transfer, q, from the mov-
ing front to the surrounding freezing medium. There are two layers,
a conductive frozen layer and a convective boundary layer. Thus, we 
can write the following expression: 

q
A T T
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x
k

�
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�

( )F a

f

1 (7.1)

    

   where the denominator is the sum of thermal resistances for the outer 
convective and internal conductive frozen layer. The moving front 
advances with a velocity of d x /d t, and the heat generated is the latent 
heat of fusion, L. Thus,   
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   Since all the heat generated at the freezing front must be transferred 
out to the surrounding medium, equating Equations (7.1) and (7.2),   
we obtain 
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   Separating variables, rearranging the terms and setting up integrals,
noting that the freezing process is completed when the moving front 
advances to the center of the slab, a /2, we get,
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   Integrating, we obtain the freezing time, t  f,
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   We derived Equation (7.5) for an infi nite slab. However, using the 
same steps we can obtain similar expressions for either an infi nite 
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cylinder or a sphere, but with different geometrical constants. Further-
more, to apply Equation (7.5) to a food material with a moisture 
content, m  m, we must replace latent heat of fusion of water, L, with L  f,
the latent heat of fusion for the food material, or,

L m Lf m�  (7.6)    

   where m  m is the moisture content of the food (fraction) and L is the 
latent heat of fusion of water, 333.3     kJ/(kg K).   

   Therefore, a general expression appropriate for a food material for 
calculating freezing time, known as Plank’s equation, is 
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(7.7)    

   where ρ  f is the density of the frozen material, L  f is the change in the 
latent heat of the food (kJ/kg), TF is the freezing temperature (°C), T  a  
is the freezing air temperature (°C), h is the convective heat transfer 
coeffi cient at the surface of the material (W/[m 2 °C]), a is the thick-
ness/diameter of the object (m), k is the thermal conductivity of 
the frozen material (W/[m°C]), and the constants P
 and R
 are used 
to account for the infl uence of product shape, with P
       �     12    , R
     �     18     
for infi nite plate;  P
     �     14    , R
     �     1

16     for infi nite cylinder; and  P
       �     16    ,  
R 
       �     1

24     for sphere. 

   From Equation (7.7) it is evident that the freezing time t  F will 
increase with increasing density ρ  f, the latent heat of freezing L  f, and 
increasing size a. With an increase in the temperature gradient, the 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cient  h, and the thermal conductivity k  
of frozen product, the freezing time will decrease. The dimension  a  
is the product thickness for an infi nite slab, and the diameter for an 
infi nite cylinder or a sphere. 

   The limitations to Plank’s equation are related primarily to assign-
ment of quantitative values to the components of the equation. 
Density values for frozen foods are diffi cult to locate or measure. 
Although the initial freezing temperature is tabulated for many foods,
the initial and fi nal product temperatures are not accounted for in the 
equation for computation of freezing time. The thermal conductivity 
k should be for the frozen product, and accurate values are not readily 
available for most foods. 

   Even with these limitations, the ease of using Plank’s equation has 
made it the most popular method for predicting freezing time. Most 
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other available analytical methods are modifi cations of Plank’s equa-
tion, with an emphasis on developments to overcome limitations to 
the original equation.

       A spherical food product is being frozen in an air-blast freezer. The initial 
product temperature is 10°C and the cold air  � 40°C. The product has a 7       cm 
diameter with density of 1000       kg/m 3 , the initial freezing temperature is 
 � 1.25°C, the thermal conductivity of the frozen product is 1.2       W/(m K), and 
the latent heat of fusion is 250       kJ/kg. Compute the freezing time. 

    Given 

        Initial product temperature  T  i   �  10°C  

    Air temperature  T           �           �     40°C  

    Initial freezing temperature  T  F        �            �     1.25°C  

    Product diameter  a   �  7       cm  �  0.07       m  

    Product density   ρ   f   �  1000       kg/m 3   

    Thermal conductivity of frozen product  k   �  1.2       W/(m K)  

    Latent heat  H  L   �  250       kJ/kg  

    Shape constants for spheres:    

  

′

′

P

R

�

�

1
6

1
24       

   Convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient  h  c   �  50       W/(m 2  K)  

    Approach 

   Use Plank’s equation (Eq. 7.7) and insert parameters as given to compute freezing time.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (7.7),    
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    2.         
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    7.3.2       Other Freezing-Time Prediction Methods 

   Numerous attempts have been made to improve freezing-time capa-
bilities using analytical equations. These equations or approaches 
include those of Nagaoka et al. (1955) , Charm and Slavin (1962) ,
Tao (1967) , Joshi and Tao (1974) ,       Tien and Geiger (1967, 1968) ,
       Tien and Koumo (1968, 1969) , and  Mott (1964) . In general, all 
these approaches have been satisfactory for conditions closely related 
to defi ned experimental conditions. In addition to analytical meth-
ods, numerical procedures have been developed to predict freezing 
times as reviewed by  Cleland (1990)  and  Singh and Mannapperuma 
(1990) .  Mannapperuma and Singh (1989)  found that prediction of 
freezing/thawing times of foods using a numerical method based on 
enthalpy formulation of heat conduction with gradual phase change 
provided good agreement with experimental results.  

    7.3.3       Pham’s Method to Predict Freezing Time 

    Pham (1986)  proposed a method for predicting food freezing and 
thawing times. His method can be used for fi nite-size objects of 
irregular shapes by approximating them to be similar to an ellip-
soid. Another advantage of this method is that it is easy to use, yet it 
provides answers with reasonable accuracy. In the following sections,
we will use this method to determine the freezing time for a one-
dimensional infi nite slab and then consider objects of other shapes. 
The following assumptions are used in developing this method: 

      ■    The environmental conditions are constant.  
      ■    The initial temperature, T  i, is constant.  
      ■    The value for the fi nal temperature, T  c, is fi xed. 
      ■    The convective heat transfer at the surface of an object is 

described by Newton’s law of cooling.    

   Consider a freezing diagram, as shown in  Figure 7.17   . We will use a 
 “ mean freezing temperature, ” T  fm, to separate the diagram into two 
parts: one mostly for the precooling period with some phase change 
component, and the other comprising largely the phase change and 
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the postcooling periods. Using experimental data obtained from 
freezing a wide variety of foods, Pham (1986)  determined the follow-
ing equation for T  fm,

T T Tfm c a� � �1 8 0 263 0 105. . .  (7.8)    

   where T  c is fi nal center temperature (°C), and T  a is freezing medium 
temperature. Equation (7.8) is an empirically derived equation that 
is valid for most water-rich biological materials. This equation is the 
only empirical expression used in Pham’s method.   

   The time for freezing of any simple-shaped object is calculated from 
the following equation: 
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   where d  c is a characteristic dimension, either shortest distance to the cen-
ter, or radius (m), h is the convective heat transfer coeffi cient (W/[m 2 K]),  
E  f is the shape factor, an equivalent heat transfer dimension.  E  f   � 1 for 
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■ Figure 7.17 Freezing diagram of food, 
divided into sections for Pham’s method.
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an infi nite slab, E  f � 2 for an infi nite cylinder, and E  f � 3 for a sphere. 
The other quantities used in Equation (7.9) are as follows. 

    ΔH1 is the change in volumetric enthalpy (J/m 3) for the precooling 
period, obtained as 

ΔH c T T1 � �ρu u i fm( )  (7.10)    

   where c  u is the specifi c heat for the unfrozen material (J/[kg K]), Ti is 
the initial temperature of the material (°C).   

    Δ  H  2 is the change in volumetric enthalpy (J/m 3) for the phase change 
and postcooling period obtained from the following expression: 

ΔH L c T TF2 � � �ρ [ ( )]f f fm c (7.11)    

   where c  f is the specifi c heat for the frozen material (J/[kg K]), L  f is the 
latent heat of fusion of food (J/kg), and ρ  f is the density of frozen 
material.   

   The temperature gradients Δ  T  1 and Δ  T  2 are obtained from following 
equations:
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ΔT T T2 � �fm a  (7.13)      

   Pham’s procedure involves fi rst calculating various factors given in 
Equation (7.8) and Equations (7.10) to (7.13) and then substituting 
in Equation (7.9) to obtain freezing time. Note that, depending upon 
the factor E  f, the equation is useful in determining freezing time for 
an infi nite slab, infi nite cylinder, or a sphere shape.

       Recalculate the freezing time in Example 7.1, using Pham’s method with the 
following additional information. Final center temperature is  � 18°C, density 
of unfrozen product is 1000       kg/m 3 , density of frozen product is 950       kg/m 3 , 
moisture content of the product is 75%, specifi c heat of unfrozen product is 
3.6       kJ/(kgK), and specifi c heat of frozen product is 1.8       kJ/(kgK). 

    Given 

        Initial product temperature  �  10°C  

    Air temperature  �        �     40°C  

    Product diameter  �  0.07       m  

    Product density, unfrozen  �  1000       kg/m 3   

Example 7.2
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    Product density, frozen  �  950       kg/m 3   

    Thermal conductivity of frozen product  �  1.2       W/(m K)  

    Product specifi c heat, unfrozen  �  3.6       kJ/(kg K)  

    Product specifi c heat, frozen  �  1.8       kJ/(kg K)  

    Final center temperature  �        �     18°C  

    Moisture content  �  0.75     

    Approach 

   We will use Pham’s method to calculate freezing time and compare the results with 

the answer obtained in Example 7.1 using Plank’s equation.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (7.8) calculate  T  fm     
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    2.     Using Equation (7.10) calculate  Δ  H  1     
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    3.     Using Equation (7.11) calculate  Δ  H  2     
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    4.     Using Equation (7.12) calculate  Δ  T  1     
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    5.     Using Equation (7.13) calculate  Δ  T  2     
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    6.     Biot number is calculated as    
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    7.     Substituting results of steps (1) through (6) in Equation (7.9), noting that for a 

sphere,  E  f   �  3,    
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    8.     As expected, freezing time predicted with Plank’s equation is shorter (0.72       h) 

when compared with prediction using Pham’s method (1.04       h). The main 

reason for this diff erence is that Plank’s equation does not account for the 

time required for sensible heat removal during prefreezing and postfreezing 

periods.           

    7.3.4        Prediction of Freezing Time of 
Finite-Shaped Objects 

   Pham’s method can also be used to calculate freezing times of other 
shapes such as a fi nite cylinder, infi nite rectangular rod, and rectangu-
lar brick, which are commonly encountered in freezing foods. Pham’s 
equation, Equation (7.9), may be used for this purpose using an 
appropriate value of the shape factor, E  f. In order to calculate E  f, two-
dimensional ratios are required, β  1 and β  2. Referring to  Figure 7.18    
for the fi nite object shown,

β1 �
second shortest dimension of object

shortest dimension
 (7.14)    

Longest
dimension

Shortest
dimension

Second shortest dimension

■ Figure 7.18 Determining shape factors of 

fi nite objects.
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   and   

E
X

X2
2

2
2

2
2 5

1
0 73

� � �
β β

[ ]
.

.
(7.18)    

   where factors  X  1  and  X2  are obtained from   

X
N1

1
1 77

1 34
1

1 77

2 32
2 2 32

�
�

�

�

.
( ) .

.

. .

β
βBi

(7.19)    

   and   

X
N2

2
1 77

1 34
2

1 77

2 32
2 2 32

�
�

�

�

.
( ) .

.

. .

β

Bi β
(7.20)     

       Lean beef in the shape of a large slab with 1       m length, 0.6       m width and 
0.25       m thickness is to be frozen in an air-blast freezer with a Biot Number of 
2.5. Calculate the shape factor from the given dimensions. 

Table 7.1 G Values for Diff erent Shapes

G1 G2 G3

Finite cylinder, height � diameter 1 2 0

Finite cylinder, height � diameter 2 0 1

Rectangular rod 1 1 0

Rectangular brick 1 1 1

Example 7.3

7.3  Freezing Time

   and   

β2 �
longest dimension of object

shortest dimension
(7.15)      

   The equivalent dimension  E  f  is obtained as follows: 

E G G E G Ef � � �1 2 1 3 2  (7.16)    

   where values of  G  1, G  2, and G  3 are obtained from Table 7.1   , and E  1  
and E  2  are obtained from the following equations:   

E
X

X1
1

1
11

0 73
� � �

β β
[

.
]

1
2.5

 (7.17)    
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    Given 

        Length  �  1       m  

    Width  �  0.6       m  

    Thickness  �  0.25       m  

     N  Bi   �  2.5     

    Approach 

   We will use Equations (7.14) through (7.20) to determine the shape factor  E  f  for this 

fi nite slab.  

    Solution 

        1.     The longest dimension is 1       m, the shortest dimension is 0.25       m. Therefore    

 
β1

0 6

0 25
2 4� �

.

.
.

   

   and   

 
β2

1

0 25
4� �

.      

    2.     From Equation (7.19)    
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   and from Equation (7.20)   
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    3.     From Equations (7.17) and (7.18) we calculate  E  1  and  E  2     
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    4.     From  Table 7.1  we obtain  G  1 ,  G  2  and  G  3 , as 1, 1, 1, respectively.  
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    5.     From Equation (7.16)    

 

E

E

f

f

� � �

�

1 0 09987 0 02794

1 128

. .

.
     

    6.     The shape factor for the fi nite-slab-shaped beef is 1.128. This is expected, as 

the value should be greater than 1 but less than 2 ( E  f  for an infi nite cylinder).         

       Lean beef with 74.5% moisture content and 1       m length, 0.6       m width, and 
0.25       m thickness is being frozen in an air-blast freezer with  h  c   �  30       W/(m 2  K)
and air temperature of  � 30°C. If the initial product temperature is 5°C, 
estimate the time required to reduce the product temperature to  � 10°C. 
An initial freezing temperature of  � 1.75°C has been measured for the prod-
uct. The thermal conductivity of frozen beef is 1.5       W/(m K), and the specifi c 
heat of unfrozen beef is 3.5       kJ/(kg K). A product density of 1050       kg/m 3  can be 
assumed, and a specifi c heat of 1.8       kJ/(kg K) for frozen beef can be estimated 
from properties of ice. 

    Given 

        Product length  d  2   �  1       m  

    Product width  d  1   �  0.6       m  

    Product thickness  a   �  0.25       m  

    Convective heat-transfer coeffi  cient  h  c   �  30       W/(m 2  K)  

    Air temperature  T           �       � 30°C  

    Initial product temperature  T  i   �  5°C  

    Initial freezing temperature  T  F       �      � 1.75°C  

    Product density   ρ    �  1050       kg/m 3   

    Enthalpy change ( Δ  H )  �  0.745(333.22       kJ/kg)  �  248.25       kJ/kg (estimated for moisture 

content of product)  

    Thermal conductivity  k  of frozen product  �  1.5       W/(m K)  

    Specifi c heat of product ( c  pu )  �  3.5       kJ/(kg K)  

    Specifi c heat of frozen product ( c  pf  )  �  1.8       kJ/(kg K)     

    Approach 

   The freezing time will be computed using Pham’s model. The problem will be solved 

using a spreadsheet.  

    Solution 

    Figure E.7.1    shows the spreadsheet solution for the given data. It will require 26.6 

hours to accomplish freezing.        

Example 7.4

7.3  Freezing Time
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    7.3.5       Experimental Measurement of Freezing Time 

   Experimental methods are needed to evaluate situations where freez-
ing times must be verifi ed or where predicting the freezing time is dif-
fi cult. Methods should be designed to simulate the actual conditions 
as closely as possible and provide for measurement of temperature 
history at a minimum of one location as the freezing process is com-
pleted. If only one location is used, the temperature sensor should 
be located at the slowest-cooling point in the product or at a well-
defi ned location near the slowest-cooling point. The boundary condi-
tions should be identical to the actual conditions in terms of medium 
temperature and factors infl uencing the magnitude of the convective 
heat-transfer coeffi cient. Under some conditions, the temperature his-
tory required to evaluate freezing time should be measured for differ-
ent variables infl uencing the magnitude of freezing time.  

    7.3.6       Factors Infl uencing Freezing Time 

   As indicated by Plank’s equation, several factors infl uence freez-
ing time and will infl uence the design of equipment used for food 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

A B C D E F G H
Given
Ti 5
Ta �30
Tc �10
cpu 3.5
rho 1050
mc 0.745
cpf 1.8
rhou 1050
rhof 1050
h3 0
kf 1.5
dc 0.125

beta1 2.4
beta2 4
X1 0.0539285
X2 0.0225586
E1 0.0998662
E2 0.0279375
E 1.1278038

Tfm �3.98
DH1 33001500
DH2 272023500
DT1 30.51
DT2 26.02
Biot No 2.5

Time (s) 95894.858
Time (hr) 26.637461

�0.6/0.25
�1/0.25
�(2.32*B15^�1.77)/((2*B28)^1.34�2.32*B15^�1.77)
�(2.32*B16^�1.77)/((2*B28)^1.34�2.32*B16^�1.77)
�B17/B15�(1�B17)*0.73/(B15^2.5)
�B18/B16�(1�B18)*0.73/(B16^2.5)
�1�1*B19�1*B20

�1.8�0.263*B4�0.105*B3
�B9*B5*1000*(B2�B23)
�B10*(B7*333.2*1000�B8*1000*(B23�B4))
�(B2�B23)/2�B3
�B23�B3
�B11*B13/B12

�(B13/(B21*B11))*(B24/B26+B25/B27)*(1�B28/2)
�B30/3600

■ Figure E7.1 Spreadsheet solution of 

Example 7.4.
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freezing. One of the fi rst factors is the freezing-medium temperature,
where lower magnitudes will decrease freezing time in a signifi cant 
manner. The product size infl uences freezing time, and the effect can 
be quite signifi cant. 

   The factor with the most signifi cant infl uence on freezing time is the 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cient, h. This parameter can be used to 
infl uence freezing time through equipment design and should be 
analyzed carefully. At low magnitudes of the convective heat-transfer 
coeffi cient, small changes will infl uence the freezing time in a signifi -
cant manner. Both initial and fi nal product temperatures will infl u-
ence freezing times slightly but are not accounted for in the original 
Plank’s equation. Product properties ( T  F, ρ, k) will infl uence freezing-
time predictions, as indicated in Plank’s equation. Although these fac-
tors are not variables to be used in equipment design, the selection of 
appropriate values is important in accurate freezing-time prediction. 
A detailed analysis of all factors infl uencing freezing-time prediction 
has been presented by  Heldman (1983) .  

    7.3.7       Freezing Rate 

   The freezing rate (°C/h) for a product or a package is defi ned as the 
difference between the initial and the fi nal temperature divided by the 
freezing time ( IIR, 1986 ). Since the temperature at different locations 
of a product may vary during freezing, a local freezing rate is defi ned 
for a given location in a product as the difference between the initial 
temperature and the desired temperature, divided by the time elapsed 
until the moment at which the desired temperature is achieved at that 
location.  

    7.3.8       Thawing Time 

   In industrial processes, frozen foods may be thawed for additional 
processing. Although freezing and thawing processes have some sim-
ilarities in that both involve phase change processes, there are also 
a number of differences. For example, surface boundary conditions 
during thawing become complicated due to the formation and later 
melting of frost on the surface ( Mannapperuma and Singh, 1989 ).
The following equation proposed by Cleland is relatively easy to use 
for predicting thawing times: 

t
d

E

H

T T
P P Nt

c

f a F
Bih ( )

( )�
�

�
Δ 10

1 2 (7.21)    

7.3  Freezing Time
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   where   

Biot number  Bi
c

u

, N
hd

k
� (7.22)      

Stefan number  Ste u u
a F, N c

T T

H
�

�
ρ

( )
Δ 10

(7.23)      

Plank number Pk f f
F i, N c

T T

H
�

�
ρ

( )
Δ 10

(7.24)      

P N N1 0 7754 2 2828� � �. . Ste Pk (7.25)      

P N N2
20 5 0 4271 2 122 1 4847� � �. ( . . . )Ste Ste (7.26)      

    Δ  H  10 is the volumetric enthalpy change of the product from 0 to 
�10°C.   

    7.4       FROZEN-FOOD STORAGE 

   Although the effi ciency of food freezing is infl uenced most directly by 
the freezing process, the quality of a frozen food is infl uenced signifi -
cantly by the storage conditions. Since the infl uence of factors causing 
quality loss is reduced at lower temperatures, the storage temperature 
for the frozen food is very important. Major consideration must be 
given to using the lowest storage temperatures feasible in terms of 
extending storage life without using refrigeration energy ineffi ciently. 

   The most detrimental factor infl uencing frozen food quality is a fl uc-
tuation in storage temperature. If frozen foods are exposed to temper-
ature cycles resulting in changes in product temperature, the storage 
life is reduced signifi cantly. The quantitative aspects of frozen-food 
storage life have been investigated by  Schwimmer et al. (1955) , Van 
Arsdel and Guadagni (1959) , and summarized by  Van Arsdel et al. 
(1969). More recently, Singh and Wang (1977)  and  Heldman and Lai 
(1983) have described numerical and computer predictions of frozen-
food storage time. 

   Based on experimental data for storage of frozen foods, recommenda-
tions on frozen-food storage have been developed ( IIR, 1986 ). 

    7.4.1        Quality Changes in Foods during 
Frozen Storage 

   A commonly used descriptor for the storage life of frozen foods is the 
practical storage life (PSL). The practical storage life of a product is 
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the period of frozen storage after freezing during which the product 
retains its characteristic properties and remains suitable for consump-
tion or other intended process ( IIR, 1986 ). 

    Table 7.2    lists the practical storage life of a variety of frozen foods. The 
shelf life of frozen fi sh is considerably less than that of most other 
commodities. The typical temperature used for storing frozen foods 
in the commercial food chain is �18°C. However, for seafood, lower 
storage temperatures may be more desirable for retaining quality. 

   Another term used to describe the storage life of frozen foods is the 
high-quality life (HQL). As defi ned by  IIR (1986) , the high-quality
life is the time elapsed from freezing of an initially high-quality 
product and the moment when, by sensory assessment, a statistically 
signifi cant difference ( p      �      0.01) from the initial high quality (imme-
diately after freezing) can be established. The observed difference is 
termed the just noticeable difference (JND). When a triangular test is 
used for sensory assessment of the quality, a just noticeable differ-
ence can be postulated when 70% of experienced panelists success-
fully distinguish the product from the control sample stored under 
such conditions as have been proven to produce no detectable deg-
radation during the time period under consideration ( IIR, 1986 ). A 
typical temperature used for control experiments is �35°C. 

   The quality loss in frozen foods can be predicted using the experi-
mentally obtained data on acceptable time for storage.  Singh and 
Wang (1977)  and  Heldman and Lai (1983)  have described numerical 
and computer predictions of storage time based on a kinetic analysis 
of changes occurring in foods during frozen storage. 

    Jul (1984)  has provided values for typical exposure times that a prod-
uct may encounter in different components of the frozen food chain. 
Figure 7.19    presents data on acceptable times for storage of frozen 
strawberries ( Jul, 1984 ). The acceptable shelf life in this fi gure is 
based on experimental data. Looking at  Table 7.3   , column 1 describes 
a frozen chain, starting with the producer’s warehouse and fi nishing 
at the consumer’s freezer. Columns 2 and 3 denote the expected time 
and temperature at various locations in the chain. Column 4 is the 
acceptable days corresponding to the temperature as obtained from 
Figure 7.19 . Values in column 5 are the inverse of those in column 4,
multiplied by 100 to obtain percent loss per day. Column 6 gives the 
calculated values of loss obtained by multiplying values in column 2 
with those in column 5. Thus, in the example shown in  Table 7.3 , the 
frozen strawberries have lost 77.3% of their acceptable quality after 

7.4  Frozen-Food Storage
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Table 7.2 The Practical Storage Life (PSL) of Frozen Foods at Several 
Storage Temperatures

Storage time (months)

Product �12°C �18°C �24°C

Fruits

Raspberries/Strawberries (raw) 5 24 �24
Raspberries/Strawberries in sugar 3 24 �24
Peaches, Apricots, Cherries (raw) 4 18 �24
Peaches, Apricots, Cherries in sugar 3 18 �24
Fruit juice concentrate – 24 �24

Vegetables

Asparagus (with green spears) 3 12 �24
Beans, green 4 15 �24
Beans, lima – 18 �24
Broccoli – 15 24
Brussels sprouts 6 15 �24
Carrots 10 18 �24
Caulifl ower 4 12 24
Corn-on-the-cob – 12 18
Cut corn 4 15 �24
Mushrooms (cultivated) 2    8 �24
Peas, green 6 24 �24
Peppers, red and green – 6 12
Potatoes, French fried 9 24 �24
Spinach (chopped) 4 18 �24
Onions – 10 15
Leeks (blanched) – 18 –

Meats and poultry

Beef carcass (unpackaged)a 8 15 24
Beef steaks/cuts 8 18 24
Ground beef 6 10 15
Veal carcass (unpackaged)a 6 12 15
Veal steaks/cuts 6 12 15
Lamb carcass, grass fed (unpackaged)a 18 24 �24
Lamb steaks 12 18 24
Pork carcass (unpackaged)a 6 10 15
Pork steaks/cuts 6 10 15
Sliced bacon (vacuum packed) 12 12 12
Chicken, whole 9 18 �24
Chicken, parts/cuts 9 18 �24
Turkey, whole 8 15 �24
Ducks, geese, whole 6 12 18
Liver 4 12 18

(Continued)
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Table 7.2 (Continued)

Storage time (months)

Product �12°C �18°C �24°C

Seafood

Fatty fi sh, glazed 3 5 �9
Lean fi shb 4 9 �12
Lobster, crab, shrimps in shell (cooked) 4 6 �12
Clams and oysters 4 6 �9
Shrimps (cooked/peeled) 2 5 �9

Eggs

Whole egg magma – 12 �24

Milk and milk products

Butter, lactic, unsalted pH 4.7 15 18 20
Butter, lactic, salted pH 4.7 8 12 14
Butter, sweet-cream, unsalted pH 6.6 – �24 �24
Butter, sweet-cream, salt (2%) pH 6.6 20 �24 �24
Cream – 12 15
Ice cream 1 6 24

Bakery and confectionary products

Cakes (cheese, sponge, chocolate, fruit, etc.) – 15 24
Breads – 3 –
Raw dough – 12 18

Source: IIR (1986)
aCarcass may be wrapped in stockinette.
bThe PSL for single fi llets of lean fi sh would be 6, 9, and 12 months at �18°C, �24°C, and �30°C, 
respectively.
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■ Figure 7.19 Semilogarithmic plot of shelf 

life versus temperature for frozen strawberries.

7.4  Frozen-Food Storage
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344.1 days in the frozen food chain. This analysis helps to identify 
those components of the chain where major losses are occurring. For 
the example shown in  Table 7.3 , major losses in quality occur in the 
producer’s and retailer’s warehouses. A reduction of either storage tem-
perature or time in the identifi ed components can help reduce quality 
loss for a given food.   

    PROBLEMS 

        7.1   Estimate the latent heat of fusion for a food product with 68% 
moisture content.  

    7.2   A food product with 82% moisture content is being frozen. 
Estimate the specifi c heat of the product at  �10°C when 
80% of the water is in a frozen state. The specifi c heat of dry 
product solid is 2.0     kJ/(kg °C). Assume specifi c heat of water 
at � 10°C is similar to specifi c heat of water at 0°C.  

    7.3   A 5     cm-thick beef steak is being frozen in a  �30°C room. The 
product has 73% moisture content, density of 970     kg/m 3,
and thermal conductivity (frozen) of 1.1     W/(m K). Estimate 
the freezing time using Plank’s equation. The product has an 
initial freezing temperature of � 1.75°C, and the movement 

Table 7.3 An Example of the Conditions of Storage and Quality Loss in Strawberries at Diff erent Stages in 
a Frozen Food Chain

Stage

Time

(days)

Temperature

(°C)

Acceptability

(days)

Loss per day

(percent/day)

Loss

percent

Producer 250 �22 660 0.15152 37.88

Transport 2 �14 220 0.45455 0.91

Wholesale 50 �23 710 0.14085 7.04

Transport 1 �12 140 0.71429 0.71

Retail 21 �11 110 0.90909 19.09

Transport 0.1 �3 18 5.55556 0.56

Home freezer 20 �13 180 0.55556 11.11

Total storage (days) � 344.1            Total quality loss (percent) � 77.30

Source: Jul (1984)
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of air in the freezing room provides a convective heat-transfer 
coeffi cient of 5     W/(m 2 K). 

    *7.4   Partially frozen ice cream is being placed in a package 
before completion of the freezing process. The package has 
dimensions of 8     cm by 10     cm by 20     cm and is placed in air-
blast freezing with convective heat coeffi cient of 50     W/(m 2 K) 
for freezing. The product temperature is � 5°C when placed in 
the package, and the air temperature is � 25°C. The product 
density is 700     kg/m 3, the thermal conductivity (frozen) is 
1.2     W/(m K), and the specifi c heat of the frozen product is 
1.9     kJ/(kg K). If the latent heat to be removed during blast 
freezing is 100     kJ/kg, estimate the freezing time.           

    *7.5   A food product with 80% moisture content is being frozen in 
a 6     cm-diameter can. The product density is 1000     kg/m 3, the 
thermal conductivity is 1.0     W/(m K), and the initial freezing 
temperature is � 2°C. After 10     h in the  �15°C freezing 
medium, the product temperature is � 10°C. Estimate the 
convective heat-transfer coeffi cient for the freezing medium. 
Assume the can has infi nite height. 

    7.6   Develop a spreadsheet to solve Example 7.2. Determine 
time for freezing for the following  hc  values: 30, 50, 80, and 
100     W/(m 2 °C). 

    7.7   Using the spreadsheet developed in Example 7.4, determine 
the time for freezing if the shape of lean beef is assumed to be 
    a.   a fi nite cylinder, with a diameter of 0.5    m and 1    m long. 
    b.   an infi nite cylinder with a diameter of 0.5    m.
    c.   a sphere of diameter 0.5    m.       

   7.8   A fabricated food, in the form of small spherical pellets, is 
to be frozen in an air-blast freezer. The air-blast freezer is 
operating with air at � 40°C. The initial product temperature 
is 25°C. The pellets have a diameter of 1     cm, and the density 
of the product is 980     kg/m 3 . The initial freezing temperature 
is � 2.5°C. The latent heat of fusion for this product is 
280     kJ/kg. The thermal conductivity of the frozen product 
is 1.9     W/(m°C). The convective heat transfer coeffi cient is 
50     W/(m 2 °C). Calculate the freezing time.  

*Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving.

Problems
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   7.9   Plank’s equation is being used to estimate the convective 
heat transfer coeffi cient in a food being frozen in an air-blast 
freezer. It took a product 20 minutes to freeze in the freezer. 
The product is in the shape of an infi nite cylinder with a 
diameter of 2     cm. The properties of the product are as follows: 
thermal conductivity of frozen material �  1.8    W/(m°C),
density � 890     kg/m 3, and latent heat of fusion � 260     kJ/kg,
initial freezing point �      �     1.9°C. The initial temperature of the 
product is 25°C and the air temperature is  �35°C. 

    7.10   Using Plank’s equation, determine the freezing time for a 
potato sphere with a moisture content of 88%. The potato 
will be frozen in a blast freezer where air is available at  � 40°C 
and the convective heat transfer coeffi cient is 40     W/(m 2 °C). 
The thermal conductivity of frozen potato is estimated to be 
1.3     W/(m°C) and its density is 950     kg/m 3 . The initial freezing 
temperature of potato is � 2°C. The diameter of the potato 
sphere is 2     cm.  

    7.11   Calculate the shape factor  E  f  for the following objects; assume 
that Biot number is 1.33 in each case: 
    a.   A meat loaf has the following dimensions: length  � 25     cm,

width �  12     cm, height � 10     cm.  
    b.   A fi nite cylinder has the following dimensions: length  �  

25   cm, diameter � 12     cm.  
    c.   A sphere of diameter  � 12     cm.  
    d.   What conclusions can you draw from the results obtained 

for the three shapes?     

    7.12   Using Pham’s method, calculate the time for freezing a 
meatloaf (moisture content �  85%) with the following 
dimensions: length � 25     cm, width �  12     cm, height � 10     cm. 
The convective heat transfer coeffi cient is 40     W/(m 2  °C). 
The air temperature is � 40°C. The initial temperature of the 
product is 10°C and the required fi nal temperature of the 
frozen meatloaf is � 18°C. The initial freezing temperature 
is � 1.8°C. The thermal conductivity of the frozen meat is 
1.5     W/(m°C) and the specifi c heat of the unfrozen meat 
is 3.4     kJ/(kg°C). The specifi c heat of frozen meat is 1.9    kJ/
(kg°C). The density of the meatloaf is 1020     kg/m 3 .  

    7.13   A frozen dessert is to be marketed in a rectangular package 
that has dimensions of 15    cm long, 10    cm wide, and 7    cm high. 
In the manufacturing process, the dessert mix is prepared and 
fi lled into the package at 1°C. The moisture content of the mix 
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is 90%. The specifi c heat of unfrozen dessert mix is 3.5    kJ/
(kg °C). The package is then placed in a blast freezer where 
the convective heat transfer coeffi cient is 35     W/(m 2 °C), and 
the air temperature is �40°C. The fi nal temperature of frozen 
dessert is � 25°C. The properties of the mix are as follows: 
unfrozen dessert density �  750     kg/m 3, thermal conductivity 
of frozen dessert is 1.3     W/(m°C), specifi c heat of the frozen 
dessert is 1.85     kJ/(kg°C). The latent heat removed during the 
blast freezing is 120     kJ/kg. Estimate the freezing time using 
Pham’s method.  

    7.14   Use MATLAB® to plot the enthalpy versus temperature for peas 
over the range of temperature from  � 30°C to 20°C using the 
data in Table A.2.7. On the same graph, plot the temperature 
versus enthalpy for peas using the empirical equation given by 
 Pham et al. (1994) .    
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  Pham et al. reported parameter values for the enthalpy of peas 
to be 
    A   � 90.3     kJ/kg  
    c  f   �  2.45     kJ/kg      �     °C 
    B      �         �     199    kJ°C/kg  
    Ti �     �     0.75°C  
    H  0 � 357     kJ/kg  
    c  u � 4.17     kJ/kg °C    

  Discuss possible reasons for differences in the results. 

    7.15   Use MATLAB® to plot the enthalpy versus temperature for beef 
over the range of temperature from  � 30°C to 20°C using the 
data in Table A.2.7. On the same graph, plot the temperature 
versus enthalpy for lean beef and ground hamburger patties 
using the empirical equation given by  Pham et al. (1994) .    
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  Pham et al. reported parameter values for the enthalpy of lean 
beef to be 

   A   � 83.0     kJ/kg, cf �  2.26     kJ/kg           °C, B     �         �     163    kJ °C/kg,
   Ti �      �     0.70°C 

Problems
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   H  0 � 317     kJ/kg, c  u � 3.64     kJ/kg °C 

  Pham et al. reported parameter values for the enthalpy of 
hamburger patties to be 

   A   �  53.3     kJ/kg, c  f �  1.59     kJ/kg           °C, B      �          �     444     kJ°C/kg,
   Ti �      �      1.94°C 
   H  0 � 285     kJ/kg, c  u � 3.53     kJ/kg °C 

  Discuss possible reasons for differences in the results. 

     LIST OF SYMBOLS 

      A     area (m 2 )  
    a     thickness of plate (m)  
    c  f     specifi c heat of frozen material (J/[kg °C])  
    c  u     specifi c heat of unfrozen material (J/[kg °C])  
    d  c     characteristic dimension (m)  
    E  1, E  2     shape constants  
    E  f     shape factor  
    G  1, G  2, G  3     constants  
    h     convective heat transfer coeffi cient (W/[m 2 °C]) 
    k  f     thermal conductivity of frozen material (W/[m °C]) 
    L     latent heat of fusion of water, 333.2     (kJ/kg)  
    L  f     latent heat of fusion for food material (kJ/kg)  
    m  m     moisture content (fraction)  
    N  Bi     Biot number, dimensionless  
    N  Pk     Plank number, dimensionless  
    N  Pr     Prandtl number, dimensionless  
    N  Ste     Stefan number, dimensionless  
    P  
     constant  
    P  1, P  2     constants  
    q     rate of heat transfer (W)  
    R  
     constant  
    T  a     freezing medium temperature (°C)  
    T  c     fi nal center temperature (°C)  
    T  F     initial freezing temperature (°C)  
    T  fm     mean freezing temperature (°C)  
    T  i     initial temperature (°C)  
    T  s     surface temperature (°C)  
    t  t     thawing time (s)  
    x     space coordinate  
    Δ H  1     change in volumetric enthalpy for precooling (J/m 3 )  
    Δ H  10     volumetric enthalpy change from 0°C to  �10°C 
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    Δ H  2     change in volumetric enthalpy for phase change and 
postfreezing (J/m 3 )  

    β  1, β  2     dimensionless ratio  
    ρ     density (kg/m 3 )  
    ρ  f     density of frozen material (kg/m 3 )  
    ρ  u     density of unfrozen material (kg/m 3 )    
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   Evaporation is an important unit operation commonly employed to 
remove water from dilute liquid foods to obtain concentrated liq-
uid products. Removal of water from foods provides microbiologi-
cal stability and assists in reducing transportation and storage costs. 
A typical example of the evaporation process is in the manufacture of 
tomato paste, usually around 35% to 37% total solids, obtained by 
evaporating water from tomato juice, which has an initial concentra-
tion of 5% to 6% total solids. Evaporation differs from dehydration,
since the fi nal product of the evaporation process remains in liquid 
state. It also differs from distillation, since the vapors produced in the 
evaporator are not further divided into fractions. 

   In Figure 8.1    a simplifi ed schematic of an evaporator is shown. 
Essentially, an evaporator consists of a heat exchanger enclosed in a 
large chamber; a noncontact heat exchanger provides the means to 
transfer heat from low-pressure steam to the product. The product 
inside the evaporation chamber is kept under vacuum. The presence 
of vacuum causes the temperature difference between steam and the 
product to increase, and the product boils at relatively low tempera-
tures, thus minimizing heat damage. The vapors produced are con-
veyed through a condenser to a vacuum system. The steam condenses 
inside the heat exchanger and the condensate is discarded. 

   In the evaporator shown in  Figure 8.1 , the vapors produced are dis-
carded without further utilizing their inherent heat, therefore this type 
of evaporator is called a single-effect evaporator, since the vapors pro-
duced are discarded. If the vapors are reused as the heating medium 
in another evaporator chamber, as shown in  Figure 8.2   , the evapora-
tor system is called a multiple-effect evaporator. More specifi cally, the 
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evaporator shown in  Figure 8.2  is a triple-effect evaporator, as vapors 
produced from fi rst and second effects (or evaporation chambers) 
are used again as the heating medium in second and third effects,
respectively. 

   Note that in a multi-effect evaporator, steam is used only in the fi rst 
effect. The use of vapors as a heating medium in additional effects 
results in obtaining higher energy-use effi ciency from the system. The 
partially concentrated product leaving the fi rst effect is introduced as 
feed into the second effect. After additional concentration, product 
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from the second effect becomes feed for the third effect. The product 
from the third effect leaves at the desired concentration. This particu-
lar arrangement is called a forward feed system. Other fl ow arrange-
ments used in industrial practice include backward feed systems and 
parallel feed systems. 

   The characteristics of the liquid food have a profound effect on the 
performance of the evaporation process. As water is removed, the 
liquid becomes increasingly concentrated, resulting in reduced heat 
transfer. The boiling point rises as the liquid concentrates, resulting 
in a smaller differential of temperature between the heating medium 
and the product. This causes reduced rate of heat transfer. 

   Food products are noted for their heat sensitivity. Evaporation pro-
cesses must involve reducing the temperature for boiling as well as 
the time of heating, to avoid excessive product degradation. 

   In addition, fouling of the heat-exchange surface can seriously reduce 
the rate of heat transfer. Frequent cleaning of heat-exchange surfaces 
requires shutdown of the equipment, thus decreasing the processing 
capacity. Liquid foods that foam during vaporization cause product 
losses as a result of escape through vapor outlets. In designing evapo-
ration systems, it is important to keep in perspective the preceding 
characteristics of liquid food. 

   In this chapter we will consider boiling-point elevation in liquid 
foods during concentration, describe various types of evaporators 
based on the method of heat exchange from steam to product, and 
then we will design single- and multiple-effect evaporators. 

    8.1       BOILING-POINT ELEVATION 

   Boiling-point elevation of a solution (liquid food) is defi ned as the 
increase in boiling point over that of pure water, at a given pressure. 

   A simple method to estimate boiling-point elevation is the use of 
Dühring’s rule. The Dühring rule states that a linear relationship exists 
between the boiling-point temperature of the solution and the boiling-
point temperature of water at the same pressure. The linear relationship 
does not hold over a wide range of temperatures, but over moderate 
temperature ranges, it is quite acceptable. Dühring lines for a sodium 
chloride–water system are shown in  Figure 8.3   . Example 8.1 illustrates 
the use of the fi gure to estimate boiling-point elevation.              
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   Use Dühring’s chart to determine the initial and fi nal boiling point of a liquid 
food with a composition that exerts vapor pr essure similar to that of sodium 
chloride solution. The pressure in the evaporator is 20       kPa. The product is 
being concentrated from 5% to 25% total solids concentration. 

    Given 

        Initial concentration      �      5% total solids  

    Final concentration      �      25% total solids  

    Pressure      �      20       kPa     

    Approach 

   To use Dühring’s chart, given in  Figure 8.3 , we need the boiling point of water. This 

value is obtained from the steam tables. The boiling point of the liquid food can then 

be read directly from  Figure 8.3 .  

    Solution 

        1.     From a steam table (Appendix A.4.2) at 20       kPa, the boiling point of water is 

60°C or 333       K.  

    2.     From  Figure 8.3 , 

     Boiling point at initial concentration of 5% total solids is 333       K      �      60°C  

     Boiling point at fi nal concentration of 25% total solids is 337       K      �      64°C       
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   The boiling-point elevation merits consideration since the tempera-
ture difference between steam and product decreases as the boil-
ing point of the liquid increases due to concentration. The reduced 
temperature differential causes a reduction in rate of heat transfer 
between steam and product.        

    8.2       TYPES OF EVAPORATORS 

   Several types of evaporators are used in the food industry. In this sec-
tion, a brief discussion of the more common types is given. 

    8.2.1       Batch-Type Pan Evaporator 

   One of the simplest and perhaps oldest types of evaporators used in the 
food industry is the batch-type pan evaporator, shown in  Figure 8.4   . 
The product is heated in a steam jacketed spherical vessel. The heating 
vessel may be open to the atmosphere or connected to a condenser 
and vacuum. Vacuum permits boiling the product at temperatures 
lower than the boiling point at atmospheric pressure, thus reducing 
the thermal damage to heat-sensitive products. 

   The heat-transfer area per unit volume in a pan evaporator is small. 
Thus, the residence time of the product is usually very long, up to 
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   ■   Figure 8.4          A batch-type pan evaporator. 

(Courtesy of APV Equipment, Inc.)    
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several hours. Heating of the product occurs mainly due to natural 
convection, resulting in smaller convective heat-transfer coeffi cients. 
The poor heat-transfer characteristics substantially reduce the process-
ing capacities of the batch-type pan evaporators. 

    8.2.2       Natural Circulation Evaporators 

   In natural circulation evaporators, short vertical tubes, typically 1–2     m 
long and 50–100    mm in diameter, are arranged inside the steam chest. 
The whole calandria (tubes and steam chest) is located in the bottom of 
the vessel. The product, when heated, rises through these tubes by nat-
ural circulation while steam condenses outside the tubes. Evaporation 
takes place inside the tubes, and the product is concentrated. The con-
centrated liquid falls back to the base of the vessel through a central 
annular section. A natural-circulation evaporator is shown in  Figure 8.5   . 
A shell-and-tube heat exchanger can be provided outside the main 
evaporation vessel to preheat the liquid feed. 

    8.2.3       Rising-Film Evaporator 

   In a rising-fi lm evaporator ( Fig. 8.6   ), a low-viscosity liquid food is 
allowed to boil inside 10–15    m-long vertical tubes. The tubes are 
heated from the outside with steam. The liquid rises inside these tubes 
by vapors formed near the bottom of the heating tubes. The upward 
movement of vapors causes a thin liquid fi lm to move rapidly upward. 
A temperature differential of at least 14°C between the product and 
the heating medium is necessary to obtain a well-developed fi lm. 
High convective heat-transfer coeffi cients are achieved in these evapo-
rators. Although the operation is mostly once-through, liquid can be 
recirculated if necessary to obtain the required solid concentration. 
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   ■   Figure 8.5          A natural-circulation 

evaporator. (Courtesy of APV Equipment, Inc.)    
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    8.2.4       Falling-Film Evaporator 

   In contrast to the rising-fi lm evaporator, the falling-fi lm evaporator 
has a thin liquid fi lm moving downward under gravity on the inside of 
the vertical tubes ( Fig. 8.7   ). The design of such evaporators is compli-
cated by the fact that distribution of liquid in a uniform fi lm fl owing 
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   ■   Figure 8.6          A rising-fi lm evaporator. 
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   ■   Figure 8.8          A rising/falling-fi lm 
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downward in a tube is more diffi cult to obtain than an upward-fl ow 
system such as in a rising-fi lm evaporator. This is accomplished by the 
use of specially designed distributors or spray nozzles. 

   The falling-fi lm evaporator allows a greater number of effects than the 
rising-fi lm evaporator. For example, if steam is available at 110°C and 
the boiling temperature in the last effect is 50°C, then the total available 
temperature differential is 60°C. Since rising-fi lm evaporators require 
14°C temperature differential across the heating surface, only four effects 
are feasible. However, as many as 10 or more effects may be possible 
using a falling-fi lm evaporator. The falling-fi lm evaporator can handle 
more viscous liquids than the rising-fi lm type. This type of evaporator is 
best suited for highly heat-sensitive products such as orange juice. Typical 
residence time in a falling-fi lm evaporator is 20 to 30 seconds, compared 
with a residence time of 3 to 4 minutes in a rising-fi lm evaporator. 

    8.2.5       Rising/Falling-Film Evaporator 

   In the rising/falling-fi lm evaporator, the product is concentrated by 
circulation through a rising-fi lm section followed by a falling-fi lm 
section of the evaporator. As shown in  Figure 8.8   , the product is fi rst 
concentrated as it ascends through a rising tube section, followed by 
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   ■   Figure 8.9          A forced-circulation 

evaporator. (Courtesy of APV Equipment, Inc.)    
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the preconcentrated product descending through a falling-fi lm sec-
tion; there it attains its fi nal concentration. 

    8.2.6       Forced-Circulation Evaporator 

   The forced-circulation evaporator involves a noncontact heat 
exchanger where liquid food is circulated at high rates ( Fig. 8.9   ). A 
hydrostatic head, above the top of the tubes, eliminates any boiling of 
the liquid. Inside the separator, absolute pressure is kept slightly lower 
than that in the tube bundle. Thus, the liquid entering the separator 
fl ashes to form a vapor. The temperature difference across the heating 
surface in the heat exchanger is usually 3–5°C. Axial fl ow pumps are 
generally used to maintain high circulation rates with linear velocities 
of 2–6    m/s, compared with a linear velocity of 0.3–1    m/s in natural-
circulation evaporators. Both capital and operating costs of these evap-
orators are very low in comparison with other types of evaporators. 

    8.2.7       Agitated Thin-Film Evaporator 

   For very viscous fl uid foods, feed is spread on the inside of the cylin-
drical heating surface by wiper blades, as shown in  Figure 8.10   . 
Due to high agitation, considerably higher rates of heat transfer are 
obtained. The cylindrical confi guration results in low heat-transfer 
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area per unit volume of the product. High-pressure steam is used as 
the heating medium to obtain high wall temperatures for reasonable 
evaporation rates. The major disadvantages are the high capital and 
maintenance costs and low processing capacity. 

   In addition to the tubular shape, plate evaporators are also used in 
the industry. Plate evaporators use the principles of rising/falling-fi lm,
falling-fi lm, wiped-fi lm, and forced-circulation evaporators. The plate 
confi guration often provides features that make it more acceptable. 
A rising/falling-fi lm plate evaporator is more compact, thus requir-
ing less fl oor area than a tubular unit. The heat-transfer areas can eas-
ily be inspected. A falling-fi lm plate evaporator with a capacitor of 
25,000 to 30,000     kg water removed per hour is not uncommon. 

    Table 8.1    summarizes the various comparative features of different types 
of evaporators used in concentrating liquid foods. The characteristics 
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3
 Table 8.1        Types of Evaporators Employed in Concentrating Liquid Foods a   

   Evaporator  
   type         

 Tube  
 Depth  Circulation   

 Viscosity 
 capability 
 (� 10 �  3  Pa s) 

 Able to   
 handle  
   suspended  
 solids    

 
Applicable 
to 
 multiple 
 eff ects     

 Applicable 
to   
mechanical 
vapor  
decompression    

 Heat 
 transfer       
rate

 Residence 
 time     

 Capital 
 cost        Remarks 

   Vertical tubular  Long  Natural  Up to 50  Yes  Yes  No  Medium  High  Low   

   Vertical tubular  Long  Assisted  Up to 150  Yes  Yes  No  Good  High  Low-
 medium 

  

   Vertical tubular  Short  Natural  Up to 20  Yes  Yes  No  Medium  High  High  Calandria 
usually 
internal to 
separator 

   Vertical tubular  Short  Assisted  Up to 2000  Yes  No  No  Low  Very high  High  Calandria 
usually 
internal to 
separator 

   Vertical tubular  Long  Forced-
 suppressed 
 boiling 

 Up to 500  Yes  Limited  No  Medium  Very high  Very high  Used on 
scaling 
duties 

   Plate heat 
 exchanger 

 N/A  Forced-
 suppressed 
 boiling 

 Up to 500  Limited  Yes  No  Good  Medium  Medium  Used on 
scaling 
duties 

   Vertical tubular 
 rising fi lm 

 Long  None or 
 limited 

 Up to 1000  Not desirable    Yes  No  Good  Low  Medium 

   Vertical tubular 
 rising/falling 
 fi lm 

 Medium  None or 
 limited 

 Up to 2000  Not desirable    Yes  No  Good  Low  Medium 

   Plate rising/
 falling fi lm 

 N/A  None or 
 limited 

 Up to 2000  Very limited    Yes  No  Good  Low  Low-
medium 

   Vertical tubular 
 falling fi lm 
    

 Long 
  

 None or 
 limited 
  

 Up to 3000 
  

 Not desirable 
  

 Yes 
  

 Yes 
  

 Excellent 
  

 Very low 
  

 Medium 
  

 Used on 
heat- 
  sensitive 
 products

   Vertical tubular 
 falling fi lm 

 Long  Medium  Up to 1000  Yes  Yes  Yes  Good  Low  Medium   

   Plate falling fi lm  N/A  None or 
 limited 

 Up to 3000  No  Yes  Yes  Excellent  Very low Medium Used on 
heat- 
sensitive 
products

   Swept surface  N/A  None  Up to 10,000  Yes  No  No  Excellent  Low  Very high   

  a   Courtesy of APV Equipment, Inc.  
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are presented in a general way. Custom-designed modifi cations of 
these types can signifi cantly alter the specifi c duties.   

    8.3       DESIGN OF A SINGLE-EFFECT EVAPORATOR 

   In a single-effect evaporator, as shown in  Figure 8.11   , dilute liquid 
feed is pumped into the heating chamber, where it is heated indi-
rectly with steam. Steam is introduced into the heat exchanger, where 
it condenses to give up its heat of vaporization to the feed, and exits 
the system as condensate. 

   The temperature of evaporation, T  1, is controlled by maintaining vac-
uum inside the heating chamber. The vapors leaving the product are 
conveyed through a condenser to a vacuum system, usually a steam 
ejector or a vacuum pump. In a batch system, the feed is heated until 
the desired concentration is obtained. The concentrated product is 
then pumped out of the evaporator system. 

   Heat and mass balances conducted on the evaporator system allow 
determination of various design and operating variables. Such vari-
ables may include mass fl ow rates, fi nal concentration of product,
and heat-exchanger area. 

   The following expressions can be obtained by conducting a mass bal-
ance on fl ow streams and product solids, respectively. 

� � �m m mf v p� � (8.1)
      

Condenser

System
boundary

Vacuum
ejector

U, A

ms, Ts

ms, Ts

mv, T1

mf, xf, Tf
mp, xp, T1

T1

·

·

·

·
·

   ■   Figure 8.11          Schematic diagram of a 

single-eff ect evaporator.    
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   where �mf     is the mass fl ow rate of dilute liquid feed (kg/s), �mv     is the 
mass fl ow rate of vapor (kg/s), and �mp     is the mass fl ow rate of con-
centrated product (kg/s),

x m x mf f p p� �� (8.2)
      

   where x  f is the solid fraction in the feed stream (dimensionless) and 
x  p  is the solid fraction in the product stream (dimensionless). 

   An enthalpy balance conducted on the evaporator system gives the 
following expression: 

� � � � �m H m H m H m H m Hf f s vs v v1 p p1 s cs� � � � (8.3)
      

   where �ms     is the mass fl ow rate of steam (kg/s);  H  f is enthalpy of 
dilute liquid feed (kJ/kg); H  p1 is enthalpy of concentrated product 
(kJ/kg); H  vs is enthalpy of saturated vapor at temperature  T  s (kJ/kg); 
H  v1 is enthalpy of saturated vapor at temperature  T  1 (kJ/kg); H  cs is 
enthalpy of condensate (kJ/kg);  T  s is temperature of steam (°C);  T  1 is 
the boiling temperature maintained inside the evaporator chamber 
(°C); and T  f  is the temperature of dilute liquid feed (°C). 

   The fi rst term in Equation (8.3), �m Hf f   , represents the total enthalpy 
associated with the incoming dilute liquid feed, where H  f is a func-
tion of T  f  and  x  f . The enthalpy content  H  f  can be computed from 

H c T Cf pf f� �( )0° (8.4)      
   The specifi c heat may be obtained either from Table A.2.1 or by using 
Equation (4.3) or Equation (4.4). 

   The second term, �m Hs vs    , gives the total heat content of steam. It is 
assumed that saturated steam is being used. The enthalpy, H  vs, is 
obtained from the steam table (Table A.4.2) as enthalpy of saturated 
vapors evaluated at the steam temperature  T  s . 

   On the right-hand side of Equation (8.3), the fi rst term, �m Hv v1, rep-
resents total enthalpy content of the vapors leaving the system. The 
enthalpy  H  v1 is obtained from the steam table (Table A.4.2) as the 
enthalpy of saturated vapors evaluated at temperature  T  1 . 

   The second term, �m Hp p1    , is the total enthalpy associated with the 
concentrated product stream leaving the evaporator. The enthalpy 
content H  p1  is obtained using the following equation: 

H c Tp1 pp C� �( )1 0° (8.5)
      

   where c  pp is the specifi c heat content of concentrated product 
(kJ/[kg°C]). 
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   Again, c  pp is obtained from Table A.2.1 or by using Equation (4.3) or 
Equation (4.4). 

   The last term, �m Hs cs    , represents the total enthalpy associated with 
the condensate leaving the evaporator. Since an indirect type of heat 
exchanger is used in evaporator systems, the rate of mass fl ow of 
incoming steam is the same as the rate of mass fl ow of condensate 
leaving the evaporator. The enthalpy  H  cs is obtained from the steam 
table (Table A.4.2) as enthalpy of saturated liquid evaluated at tem-
perature T  s. If the condensate leaves at a temperature lower than  T  s,
then the lower temperature should be used to determine the enthalpy 
of the saturated liquid. 

   In addition to the mass and enthalpy balances given previously, the 
following two equations are also used in computing design and oper-
ating variables of an evaporator system. 

   For the heat exchanger, the following expression gives the rate of heat 
transfer:

q UA T T m H m H� � �( )s s vs s cs1 = � � (8.6)      

   where q is the rate of heat transfer (W), U is the overall heat transfer 
coeffi cient (W/[m 2 K]), and A  is the area of the heat exchanger (m 2 ). 

   The overall heat-transfer coeffi cient decreases as the product becomes 
concentrated, due to increased resistance of heat transfer on the prod-
uct side of the heat exchanger. In addition, the boiling point of the 
product rises as the product becomes concentrated. In Equation (8.6),
a constant value of the overall heat-transfer coeffi cient is used and 
would result in some  “ overdesign ”  of the equipment. 

    Steam economy is a term often used in expressing the operating per-
formance of an evaporator system. This term is a ratio of rate of mass 
of water vapor produced from the liquid feed per unit rate of steam 
consumed.

Steam economy /v s� � �m m (8.7)      

   A typical value for steam economy of a single-effect evaporator system 
is close to 1.

        Example 8.2         Apple juice is being concentrated in a natural-circulation single-eff ect evap-
orator. At steady-state conditions, dilute juice is the feed introduced at a rate 
of 0.67       kg/s. The concentration of the dilute juice is 11% total solids. The juice 
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is concentrated to 75% total solids. The specifi c heats of dilute apple juice 
and concentrate are 3.9 and 2.3       kJ/(kg °C), respectively. The steam pressure 
is measured to be 304.42       kPa. The inlet feed temperature is 43.3°C. The prod-
uct inside the evaporator boils at 62.2°C. The overall heat-transfer coeffi  cient 
is assumed to be 943       W/(m 2  °C). Assume negligible boiling-point elevation. 
Calculate the mass fl ow rate of concentrated product, steam requirements, 
steam economy, and the heat-transfer area. The system is sketched in 
 Figure E8.1   . 

    Given 

        Mass fl ow rate of feed  �mf kg/s� 0 67.      

    Concentration of food  x  f       �      0.11  

    Concentration of product  x  p       �      0.75  

    Steam pressure      �      304.42       kPa  

    Feed temperature  T  f       �      43.3°C  

    Boiling temperature  T  1  in evaporator      �      62.2°C  

    Overall heat transfer coeffi  cient  U       �      943       W/(m 2  K)  

    Specifi c heat of dilute feed  c  pf       �      3.9       kJ/(kg °C)  

    Specifi c heat of concentrated product  c  pp       �      2.3       kJ/(kg °C)     

    Approach 

   We will use the heat and mass balances given in Equations (8.1), (8.2), and (8.3) to 

determine the unknowns. Appropriate values of enthalpy for steam and vapors will 

be obtained from steam tables.  

System
boundary

U, A

ms, Ts

ms, Ts

mv, T1

mf, xf, Tf
mp, xp, T1

T1

·

·

·
·

·

   ■   Figure E8.1          Schematic diagram of a 

single-eff ect evaporator.    
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    Solution 

        1.     From Equation (8.2),    

 

( . )( . ) ( . )

.

0 11 0 67 0 75

0 098

kg/s

kg/s

p

p

�

�

�
�

m

m
     

    Thus, mass fl ow rate of concentrated product is 0.098       kg/s. 

    2.     From Equation (8.1),    

 

�
�

m

m

v

v

kg/s kg/s

kg/s

� �

�

( . ) ( . )

.

0 67 0 098

0 57
     

    Thus, mass fl ow rate of vapors is 0.57       kg/s. 

    3.     To use the enthalpy balance of Equation (8.3), the following quantities are 

fi rst determined:    

    From Equation (8.4), 

 
Hf kJ/[kg C] C C kJ/kg� � �( . )( . ) .3 9 43 3 0 168 9° ° °

     

    From Equation (8.5), 

 
Hp1 kJ/[kg C] C C kJ/kg� � �( . )( . ) .2 3 62 2 0 143 1° ° °

     

    From the steam table (Table A.4.2), 
   Temperature of steam at 304.42       kPa      �      134°C 

   Enthalpy for saturated vapor  H  vs  (at  T  s       �      134°C)      �      2725.9       kJ/kg 

   Enthalpy for saturated liquid  H  cs  (at  T  s       �      134°C)      �      563.41       kJ/kg 

   Enthalpy for saturated vapor  H  v1  (at  T 1        �      62.2°C)      �      2613.4       kJ/kg 

 

( . )( . ) ( )( . )

( . )(

0 67 168 9 2725 9

0 57 2

kg/s kJ/kg kg/s kJ/kg

kg/s

s�

�

�m
6613 4 0 098 143 1

563 41

. ) ( . )( . )

( )( .

kJ/kg kg/s kJ/kg

kg/s kJ/kgs

�

� �m ))

. .

.

2162 49 1390 5

0 64

�
�

m

m

s

s kg/s

�

�
     

    4.     To calculate steam economy, we use Equation (8.7).    

   Steam economy  � � �
�
�

m

m

v

s

kg
0 57

0 67
0 85

.

.
.     water evaporated/kg steam 

    5.     To compute area of heat transfer, we use Equation (8.6).    

 

A( )( . )

( . )( . .

943 134 62 2

0 64 2725 9 563 14

W/[m C] C C

kg/s kJ/kg

2 ° ° °�

� � ))( )

.

1000

20 4 2

J/kJ

mA �
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    8.4       DESIGN OF A MULTIPLE-EFFECT EVAPORATOR 

   In a triple-effect evaporator, shown in  Figure 8.12   , dilute liquid feed is 
pumped into the evaporator chamber of the fi rst effect. Steam enters the 
heat exchanger and condenses, thus discharging its heat to the product. 
The condensate is discarded. The vapors produced from the fi rst effect 
are used as the heating medium in the second effect, where the feed 
is the partially concentrated product from the fi rst effect. The vapors 
produced from the second effect are used in the third effect as heating 
medium, and the fi nal product with the desired fi nal concentration is 
pumped out of the evaporator chamber of the third effect. The vapors 
produced in the third effect are conveyed to a condenser and a vac-
uum system. In the forward feed system shown, partially concentrated 
product from the fi rst effect is fed to the second effect. After additional 
concentration, product leaving the second effect is introduced into the 
third effect. Finally, product with the desired concentration leaves the 
third effect. 

   Design expressions for multiple-effect evaporators can be obtained 
in the same manner as for a single-effect evaporator, discussed in 
Section 8.3. 

ms, Ts

mf, xf, Tf

U1, A1 U2, A2 U3, A3

T1

mv1 mv2

System
boundary

T2 T3

mf1
xf1

mf2
xf2 mp, T3, xp

mv3,T3
·

··
·

·

· ·

·

   ■   Figure 8.12          Schematic diagram of a 

triple-eff ect evaporator.    
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   Conducting mass balance analysis on the fl ow streams,

� � � � �m m m m mf v1 v2 v3 p� � � � (8.8)      

   where �mf     is the mass fl ow rate of dilute liquid feed to the fi rst effect 
(kg/s); �mv1   , �mv2   , and �mv3 are the mass fl ow rates of vapor from the 
fi rst, second, and third effect, respectively (kg/s); and �mp is the mass 
fl ow rate of concentrated product from the third effect (kg/s). 

   Using mass balance on the solids fraction in the fl ow streams,

x m x mf p p� �� (8.9)      

   where x  f is the solid fraction in the feed stream to be consistent with 
the fi rst effect (dimensionless) and  x  p is the solid fraction in the prod-
uct stream from the third effect (dimensionless). 

   We write enthalpy balances around each effect separately. 

� � � � �m H m H m H m H m Hf f s vs v1 v1 f1 f1 s cs� � � � (8.10)      

� � � � �m H m H m H m H m Hf1 f1 v1 v1 v2 v2 f2 f2 v1 c1� � � � (8.11)      

� � � � �m H m H m H m H m Hf2 f2 v2 v2 v3 v3 p p3 v2 c2� � � � (8.12)      

   where the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to the fi rst, second, and third 
effect, respectively. The other symbols are the same as defi ned previ-
ously for a single-effect evaporator. 

   The heat transfer across heat exchangers of various effects can be 
expressed by the following three expressions: 

q U A T T m H m Hs1 1 1 1� � � �( ) � �s vs s cs (8.13)      

    q U A T T m H m H2 2 2 1 2� � � �( ) � �v1 v1 v1 c1 (8.14)      

    q U A T T m H m H3 3 3 2 3� � � �( ) � �v2 v2 v2 c2 (8.15)      

   The steam economy for a triple-effect evaporator as shown in 
Figure 8.12 is given by 

Steam economy v v v

s

�
� �� � �
�

m m m

m
1 2 3 (8.16)

      

   Example 8.3 illustrates the use of these expressions in evaluating the 
performance of multiple-effect evaporators.
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   Calculate the steam requirements of a double-eff ect forward-feed evapora-
tor ( Fig. E8.2   ) to concentrate a liquid food from 11% total solids to 50% total 
solids concentrate. The feed rate is 10,000       kg/h at 20°C. The boiling of liq-
uid inside the second eff ect takes place under vacuum at 70°C. The steam 
is being supplied to the fi rst eff ect at 198.5       kPa. The condensate from the 
fi rst eff ect is discarded at 95°C and from the second eff ect at 70°C. The over-
all heat-transfer coeffi  cient in the fi rst eff ect is 1000       W/(m 2  °C); in the second 
eff ect it is 800       W/(m 2  °C). The specifi c heats of the liquid food are 3.8, 3.0, and 
2.5       kJ/(kg °C) at initial, intermediate, and fi nal concentrations. Assume the 
areas and temperature gradients are equal in each eff ect. 

    Given 

        Mass fl ow rate of feed   � m
.

f � 10,000 kg/h � 2.78 kg/s

    Concentration of feed  x  f       �      0.11  

    Concentration of product  x  p       �      0.5  

    Steam pressure      �      198.5       kPa  

    Feed temperature      �      20°C  

    Boiling temperature  T  2  in second eff ect      �      70°C  

    Overall heat-transfer coeffi  cient  U  1  in fi rst eff ect      �      1000       W/(m 2  °C)  

    Overall heat-transfer coeffi  cient  U  2  in second eff ect      �      800       W/(m 2  °C)  

    Specifi c heat of dilute feed  c  pf       �      3.8       kJ/(kg °C)  

    Specifi c heat of feed at intermediate concentration  c 
   pf       �      3.0       kJ/(kg °C)  

    Specifi c heat of concentrated food product  c  pp       �      2.5       kJ/(kg °C)     

ms, Ts

mf, xf, Tf

U1, A1 U2, A2

T1

mv1

mv, T2

System
boundary

T2

mf1
xf1

mp, T2, xp

·
·

·

·
·

·

   ■   Figure E8.2          Schematic diagram of a 

double-eff ect evaporator.    

        Example 8.3      
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    Approach 

   Since this is a double-eff ect evaporator, we will use modifi ed forms of Equations 

(8.8), (8.9), (8.10), (8.11), (8.13), and (8.14). Enthalpy values of steam and vapors will 

be obtained from steam tables.  

    Solution 

        1.     From Equation (8.9),    

 

( . )( . ) ( . )

.

0 11 2 78 0 75

0 61

kg/s

kg/s

p

p

�

�

�
�

m

m
     

    2.     From Equation (8.8),    

 
2 78 0 61. .� � �� �m mv1 v2      

    Thus, the total amount of water evaporating is 

 
� �m mv1 v2 kg/s� � 2 17.

     

    3.     Steam is being supplied at 198.5       kPa or 120°C, the temperature in the second 

eff ect is 70°C, and thus the total temperature gradient is 50°C.    

 
� �� �T T1 2 50°C

     

    Assuming equal temperature gradient in each evaporator eff ect, 

 
� � � �T T1 2 25°C

     

    4.     The area of heat transfer in the fi rst and second eff ects are the same. Thus, 
from Equations (8.13) and (8.14),    

 

q

U T T

q

U T Ts

1

1 1

2

2 1 2( ) ( )�
�

�
     

   or 

 

� � � �m H m H

U T T

m H m H

U T T

s vs s cs

s

v1 v1 v1 c1

1

�

�
�

�

�1 1 2 2( ) ( )
     

    5.     To use Equations (8.10) and (8.11), we need values for enthalpy of product.    

 

H c T

H c T

f pf f

f1 pf

kJ/[kg C])(20 C C) 76 kJ/kg� � � � �


 �

( ) ( .

(

0 3 8 0

01

° ° °

= )) ( .

( ) ( .

� � �

� � �

3 0 0

0 2 52

kJ / [ kg C])(95 C C) 285 kJ/kg

kJ/[f 2 pp

° ° °

H c T kkg C])(70 C C) kJ/kg° ° °� �0 175
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   In addition, from steam tables, 

 

At C  kJ/kg

 kJ/kg

At C

s vs

cs

1 v1

T H

H

T H

� �

�

� �

120 2706 3

503 71

95 2

°

°

.

.

6668 1

397 96

70 2626 8

.

.

.

 kJ/kg

 kJ/kg

At C  kJ/kg
c1

2 v2

c2

H

T H

H

�

� �

�

°
2292 98.  kJ/kg

     

    6.     Thus, substituting enthalpy values from step (5) in the equation given in step (4),    

 

[( ( . ) ( ( . )]( )

(

� �m ms skg/s kJ/kg kg/s) kJ/kg J/kJ2706 3 503 71 1000

1

�

0000 120 95

2668 1

2W/[m C] C C

kg/s kJ/kg kg/v1 v1

° ° °)( )

[( ( . ) (

�

�
�� �m m ss) kJ/kg J/kJ

W/[m C] C C

( . )]( )

( )( )

397 96 1000

800 95 702 ° ° °�
     

   or 

 

2205 59

25 000

2270 14

20 000

.

,

.

,

� �m ms v1�
     

    7.     Using Equations (8.10) and (8.11),    

 

( . )( ) ( )( . )

( )( . ) ( )( ) ( )(

2 78 76 2706 3

2668 1 2851 1

�

� � �

�
� � �

m

m m m

s

v f s 5503 71

285 2668 1

2626 8 17

1 1

2

. )

( )( ) ( )( . )

( )( . ) ( )(

� �
� �

m m

m m

f v

v p

�

� � 55 397 96) ( )( . )� �mv1      

    8.     Let us assemble all equations representing mass fl ow rates of product, feed, 
vapor, and steam.    

     From step (1):  �mp � 0 61.      

     From step (2):  � �m mv1 v� �2 2 17.      

     From step (6):  0 088 0 114. .� �m ms v1�      

     From step (7):    

 

2202 59 2668 1 285 211 28

2270 14 2626 8 2

. . .

. .

� � �
� �

m m m

m m

s v1 f1

v1 v

� � �

� �� �175 285� �m mp f1      

    9.     In step (8), we have fi ve equations with fi ve unknowns, namely,  �mp    ,  �mv1    ,  
�mv2    ,  �ms    , and  �mf1    . We will solve these equations using a spreadsheet proce-

dure to solve simultaneous equations. The method described in the following 

was executed on Excel™ .    

    10.     The simultaneous equations are rewritten so that all unknown variables 

are collected on the right-hand side. The equations are rewritten so that the 
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coeffi  cients can easily be arranged in a matrix. The spreadsheet method will 

use a matrix inversion process to solve the simultaneous equations.    

   

� � � � �
� � � � �

m m m m m

m m m m m

p s v1 v2 f1

p s v1 v2 f1

� � � � �

� � � � �

0 0 0 0 0 61

0 0 0 2

.

..

. .

.

17

0 0 088 0 114 0 0 0

0 2202 59 2

� � � � �
� �

m m m m m

m m

p s v1 v2 f1

p s

� � � � �

� � 6668 1 0 285 211 28

175 0 2270 14 2

. .

.

� � �
� � �

m m m

m m m

v1 v2 f1

p s v1

� � ��

� � � � 6626 8 0. � �m mv2 f1285� �
     

    11.     As shown in  Figure E8.3   , enter the coeffi  cients of the left-hand side of the pre-

ceding equations in array B2:F6; enter the right-hand side coeffi  cients in a col-

umn vector H2:H6.  

    12.     Select another array B9:F13 (by dragging the cursor starting from cell B9). 

Type      �      MINVERSE(B2:F6) in cell B9 and press the CTRL, SHIFT, and ENTER keys 

simultaneously. This procedure will invert the matrix B2:F6 and give the coef-

fi cients of the inverted matrix in array B9:F13.  

    13.     Highlight cells H9:H13 by dragging the cursor starting from cell H9. 

Type      �      MMULT(B9:F13,H2:H6) into cell H9; press the CTRL, SHIFT, and ENTER 

keys simultaneously. The answers are displayed in the column vector H9:H13. 

Thus,    

 

�
�
�
�
�

m

m

m

m

m

p

s

v1

v2

f1

kg/s

kg/s

kg/s

kg/s

�

�

�

�

�

0 61

1 43

1 10

1 07

1 4

.

.

.

.

. 66 kg/s
     

    14.     The steam requirements are computed to be 1.43       kg/s.  

    15.     The steam economy can be computed as    
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   ■   Figure E8.3          A spreadsheet to solve 

simultaneous equations.    1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.61
0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 2.17
0.000 0.088 �0.114 0.000 0.000 0
0.000 2202.590 �2668.100 0.000 �285.000 �211.28

�175.000 0.000 2270.140 �2626.800 285.000 0

1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.61
0.045 0.670 4.984 0.000 0.000 1.43
0.034 0.517 �4.925 0.000 0.000 1.10

�0.034 0.483 4.925 0.000 0.000 1.07
0.022
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0.336 84.621 �0.003 0.000 1.46
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    8.5       VAPOR RECOMPRESSION SYSTEMS 

   The preceding discussion on multiple-effect evaporators has shown 
how energy requirements of the total system are decreased by using 
exit vapors as the heating medium in subsequent effects. Two addi-
tional systems that employ vapor recompression assist in reduction of 
energy requirements. These systems are thermal recompression and 
mechanical vapor recompression. A brief introduction to these two 
systems follows. 

    8.5.1       Thermal Recompression 

   Thermal recompression involves the use of a steam jet booster to 
recompress part of the exit vapors, as shown in  Figure 8.13   . Through 
recompression, the pressure and temperature of exit vapors are 
increased. These systems are usually applied to single-effect evapora-
tors or to the fi rst effect of multiple-effect evaporators. Application of 
this system requires that steam be available at high pressure, and low-
pressure steam is needed for the evaporation process. 

Water

Recycled
vapors

Motive
steam

Condenser

Vapor

Vapor/liquid
separator

Thermocompressor

Evaporator section

Condensate
Concentrated
liquid

Pump

Feed

   ■   Figure 8.13          Schematic diagram of a 

thermal recompression system.    
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    8.5.2       Mechanical Vapor Recompression 

   Mechanical vapor recompression involves compression of all vapors 
leaving the evaporator, as shown in  Figure 8.14   . Vapor compression 
is accomplished mechanically, using a compressor driven by an elec-
tric motor, a steam turbine, or a gas engine. A steam-turbine-driven 
compressor is most suitable for mechanical recompression if high-
pressure steam is available. Availability of electricity at low cost would 
favor the use of an electric motor. 

   Mechanical vapor recompression systems are very effective in reduc-
ing energy demands. Under optimum conditions, these systems can 
lower the energy requirements by an amount equivalent to adding 15 
effects. These systems can be very noisy to operate due to the use of 
large compressors. 

   Mathematical procedures useful in designing vapor recompression 
systems are beyond the scope of this text. Students could consult 
Heldman and Singh (1981)  for more information on these procedures.    

   PROBLEMS 

      8.1   A     fruit juice at 20°C with 5% total solids is being concentrated 
in a single-effect evaporator. The evaporator is being operated 
at a suffi cient vacuum to allow the product moisture to 
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Compressor
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Concentrated
liquid

Pump
Feed

   ■   Figure 8.14          Schematic diagram of a 

mechanical vapor recompression system.    
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evaporate at 80°C, and steam with 85% quality is being sup-
plied at 169.06     kPa. The desired concentration of the 
fi nal product is 40% total solids. The concentrated product 
exits the evaporator at a rate of 3000    kg/h. Calculate the 
(a) steam requirements and (b) steam economy for the 
process, when condensate is released at 90°C. The specifi c 
heat of liquid feed is 4.05    kJ/(kg°C), and of concentrated 
product is 3.175    kJ/(kg°C). 

    8.2   A     single-effect evaporator is being used to concentrate 
10,000     kg/h of tomato juice from 5% total solids to 30% total 
solids. The juice enters the evaporator at 15°C. The evaporator 
is operated with steam (80% quality) at 143.27     kPa. The 
vacuum inside the evaporator allows the juice to boil at 75°C. 
Calculate (a) the steam requirements and (b) steam economy 
for the process. Assume the condensate is discharged at 75°C. 
The specifi c heat of the liquid feed is 4.1     kJ/(kg°C) and the 
concentrated product is 3.1     kJ/(kg°C).      1     

    *8.3   A     four-effect evaporator is being considered for concentrating 
a fruit juice that has no appreciable boiling-point elevation. 
Steam is available at 143.27     kPa, and the boiling point of 
the product in the fourth effect is 45°C. The overall heat-
transfer coeffi cients are 3000     W/(m 2 °C) in the fi rst effect,
2500    W/(m2 °C) in the second effect, 2100    W/(m2°C) in the 
third effect, and 1800    W/(m2°C) in the fourth effect. Calculate 
the boiling-point temperatures of the product in the fi rst,
second, and third effects. Assume the heating areas in all the 
effects are equal to 50    m2 each. The mass fl ow rate of steam to 
the fi rst effect is 2400    kg/h, the feed rate to the fi rst effect of 5% 
total solids fl uid is 15,000   kg/h, the concentrated product from 
the fi rst effect leaves at 6.25% total solids, and the concentration 
of product leaving the second effect is 8.82% total solids. 

    *8.4   A     double-effect evaporator is being used to concentrate fruit 
juice at 25,000     kg/h. The juice is 10% total solid at 80°C. The 
juice must be concentrated to 50% total solids. Saturated 
steam at 1.668 atm is available. The condensing temperature 
of the vapor in the second effect is 40°C. The overall heat-
transfer coeffi cient in the fi rst effect is 1000     W/(m 2°C), and 
in the second effect it is 800     W/(m 2 °C). Calculate the steam 

    *  Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty.    
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economy and area required in each effect, assuming the areas 
are equal in each effect. (Hint: Assume ( Δ  T ) 2     �    1.3  �  ( Δ  T ) 1 .)  

    *8.5   A   double-effect evaporator is being used to concentrate a liquid 
food from 5 to 35% total solids. The concentrated product 
leaves the second effect at a rate of 1000    kg/h. The juice enters 
the fi rst effect at 60°C. Saturated steam at 169.06    kPa is 
available. Assume the areas in each effect are equal and the 
evaporation temperature inside the second effect is 40°C. 
The overall heat-transfer coeffi cient inside the fi rst effect is 
850    W/(m2°C) and inside the second effect is 600    W/(m2°C).
Calculate the steam economy and the area required in each 
effect. (Hint: Assume ( Δ  T)1st effect     �   (Δ  T)2nd effect and do at 
least one iteration.) 

    *8.6   Solve Problem 8.5 using MATLAB ® . For a tutorial on using 
MATLAB ®  see  www.rpaulsingh.com .  

    *8.7   A single effect evaporator is being used to concentrate 
tomato paste. The outlet concentration, x1, is controlled by 
regulating the product fl ow out, m. p, and the feed fl ow in, m. f,
is used to maintain the level of the product in the evaporator. 
Measurements show that:   

T T T
x x A
U

S f

f
2

C C C
m

W/(m C)

� � �

� � �

�

130 48 25
0 05 0 30 28
1705

1

1
2. .

      

    a.   Using MATLAB ® calculate the feed rate, m. f, steam consump-
tion, m. s, and the steam economy.  

    b.   If the concentration of the feed is increased to  x  f     �      0.10 by 
a preprocessing step, calculate the new values for m. f, m. s and 
steam economy. 
   Assume no boiling point elevation and steady state. Use the 
Irvine and Liley (1984)  equations to obtain steam properties 
and the ASHRAE model to calculate the enthalpy of the juice.       

    8.8   The overall heat transfer coeffi cient in a single effect tomato 
paste evaporator is related to product temperature and con-
centration by the empirical equation:    

U T x� �( . . ) ( )4 086 72 6 1* / W/m C1
2 °       
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   Given the following information:    
�m x T

A T T
ff f

2
s

kg/s C

m C C

� � �

� � �

2 58 0 05 71 1

46 5 93 3 126 71

. . .

. . .

°

° °      

  Find  �mp    , �mv   , �ms    , x1 and the economy using MATLAB ®  
function called fsolve nonlinear equation solver. Assume steady 
state, and there is no boiling point elevation. Use the  Irvine 
and Liley (1984)  equations to obtain steam properties and the 
ASHRAE model to calculate the enthalpy of the juice. 

    LIST OF SYMBOLS     

    A     area of heat exchanger (m 2 )  
    c  pf     specifi c heat content of dilute liquid feed (kJ/[kg °C])  
    c  pp     specifi c heat content of concentrated product (kJ/[kg °C])  
    Δ  T     temperature gradient inside an evaporator; temperature of 

steam—temperature of boiling liquid inside the evaporator 
chamber (°C)  

    H  cs     enthalpy of condensate at temperature  T  s (kJ/kg) 
    H  f     enthalpy of liquid feed (kJ/kg)  
    H  p     enthalpy of concentrated product (kJ/kg)  
    H  v1     enthalpy of saturated vapor at temperature  T  1 (kJ/kg) 
    H  vs     enthalpy of saturated vapor at temperature  T  s (kJ/kg) 
    �mf        mass fl ow rate of dilute liquid feed (kg/s)  
    �mp        mass fl ow rate of concentrated product (kg/s)  
    �ms        mass fl ow rate of steam or condensate (kg/s)  
    �mv        mass fl ow rate of vapor (kg/s)  
    q     rate of heat transfer (W)  
    T  1     boiling temperature maintained inside the evaporator 

chamber (°C)  
    T  f     temperature of dilute liquid feed (°C)  
    T  s     temperature of steam (°C)  
    T     temperature (°C)  
    U     overall heat transfer coeffi cient (W/[m 2  K])  
    x  f     solid fraction in feed stream, dimensionless  
    x  p     solid fraction in product stream, dimensionless     
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   The subject of psychrometrics involves determination of thermo-
dynamic properties of gas–vapor mixtures. The most common appli-
cations are associated with the air–water vapor system. 

   An understanding of the procedures used in computations involv-
ing psychrometric properties is useful in design and analysis of vari-
ous food processing and storage systems. Knowledge of properties 
of air–water vapor mixture is imperative in design of systems such as 
air-conditioning equipment for storage of fresh produce, dryers for 
drying cereal grains, and cooling towers in food processing plants. 

   In this chapter, important thermodynamic properties used in psy-
chrometric computations are defi ned. Psychrometric charts useful in 
determining such properties are presented. In addition, procedures to 
evaluate certain air-conditioning processes are discussed. 

    9.1       PROPERTIES OF DRY AIR 

    9.1.1       Composition of Air 

   Air is a mixture of several constituent gases. The composition of air 
varies slightly, depending on the geographical location and alti-
tude. For scientifi c purposes, the commonly accepted composition is 
referred to as standard air. The composition of standard air is given in 
 Table 9.1   . 

   The apparent molecular weight of standard dry air is 28.9645. The gas 
constant for dry air, R  a, is computed as 

8314 41
28 9645

287 055
.

.
. ( ) ( )� m Pa / kg K3
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    9.1.2       Specifi c Volume of Dry Air 

   Ideal gas laws can be used to determine the specifi c volume of dry air. 
Therefore,

V
R T

pa
a A

a


 �

    
(9.1)

   where Va

     is the specifi c volume of dry air (m 3/kg); T  a is the absolute 

temperature (K); p  a is partial pressure of dry air (kPa); and  R  a is the 
gas constant ([m 3  Pa]/[kg K]).    

    9.1.3       Specifi c Heat of Dry Air 

   At 1 atm (101.325    kPa), the specifi c heat of dry air  c  pa in a temperature 
range of �40 to 60�C varying from 0.997 to 1.022    kJ/(kg K) can be used. 
For most calculations, an average value of 1.005    kJ/[kg K] may be used. 

    9.1.4       Enthalpy of Dry Air 

   Enthalpy, the heat content of dry air, is a relative term and requires 
selection of a reference point. In psychrometric calculations the refer-
ence pressure is selected as the atmospheric pressure and the reference 
temperature is 0�C. Use of atmospheric pressure as the reference allows 
the use of the following equation to determine the specifi c enthalpy: 

H T Ta a1.005( )� � 0  (9.2)    

 Table 9.1        Composition of Standard Air  

   Constituent  Percentage by volume 

   Nitrogen  78.084000 

   Oxygen  20.947600 

   Argon  0.934000 

   Carbon dioxide  0.031400 

   Neon  0.001818 

   Helium  0.000524 

   Other gases (traces of methane, sulfur dioxide, 
hydrogen, krypton, and xenon) 

 0.000658 

     100.0000000 
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   where H  a is enthalpy of dry air (kJ/kg);  T  a is the dry bulb temperature 
(�C); and T  0  is the reference temperature, usually selected as 0�C.    

    9.1.5       Dry Bulb Temperature 

   Dry bulb temperature is the temperature indicated by an unmodifi ed 
temperature sensor. This is in contrast to the wet bulb temperature 
(described in Section 9.3.8) where the sensor is kept covered with a 
layer of water. Whenever the term temperature is used without any 
prefi x in this book, dry bulb temperature is implied.   

    9.2       PROPERTIES OF WATER VAPOR 

   In Section 9.1, constituents of standard dry air were given. However,
atmospheric air always contains some moisture. Moist air is a binary 
mixture of dry air and vapor. The vapor in the air is essentially super-
heated steam at low partial pressure and temperature. Air containing 
superheated vapor is clear; however, under certain conditions the air 
may contain suspended water droplets leading to the condition com-
monly referred to as  “ foggy. ”  

   The molecular weight of water is 18.01534. The gas constant for water 
vapor can be determined as 

Rw (m  Pa /(kg mol K)� �
8314 41

18 01534
461 52 3.

.
. )

   

    9.2.1       Specifi c Volume of Water Vapor 

   Below temperatures of 66�C, the saturated or superheated vapor fol-
lows ideal gas laws. Thus, the characteristic state equation can be used 
to determine its properties. 

V
R T

pw
w A

w


 �  (9.3)    

   where p  w is the partial pressure of water vapor (kPa), Vw

     is the spe-

cifi c volume of water vapor (m 3 /kg), R  w is the gas constant for water 
vapor ([m 3  Pa]/[kg K]), and T  A  is the absolute temperature (K).    

    9.2.2       Specifi c Heat of Water Vapor 

   Experiments indicate that within a temperature range of �71 to 
124�C, the specifi c heat of both saturated and superheated vapor 
changes only slightly. For convenience, a specifi c-heat value of 
1.88     kJ/(kg K) can be selected.  

9.2  Properties of Water  Vapor
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    9.2.3       Enthalpy of Water Vapor 

   The following expression can be used to determine the enthalpy of 
water vapor: 

H T Tw a( )� � �2501 4 1 88 0. .  (9.4)    

   where H  w is enthalpy of saturated or superheated water vapor 
(kJ/kg); T  a is the dry bulk temperature (�C); and T  0 is the reference 
temperature (�C).     

    9.3       PROPERTIES OF AIR–VAPOR MIXTURES 

   Similar to gas molecules, the water molecules present in an air–vapor 
mixture exert pressure on the surroundings. Air–vapor mixtures do 
not exactly follow the perfect gas laws, but for total pressures up to 
about 3 atm these laws can be used with suffi cient accuracy. 

    9.3.1       Gibbs–Dalton Law 

   In atmospheric air–steam mixtures, the Gibbs–Dalton law is followed 
closely. Thus, the total pressure exerted by a mixture of perfect gases 
is the same as that exerted by the constituent gases independently. 
Atmospheric air exists at a total pressure equal to the barometric pres-
sure. From the Gibbs–Dalton law,

p p pB a w� �  (9.5)    

   where p  B is the barometric or total pressure of moist air (kPa), p  a is 
the partial pressure exerted by dry air (kPa), and p  w is the partial pres-
sure exerted by water vapor (kPa).    

    9.3.2       Dew-Point Temperature 

   Water vapors present in the air can be considered steam at low pres-
sure. The water vapor in the air will be saturated when air is at a tem-
perature equal to the saturation temperature corresponding to the 
partial pressure exerted by the water vapor. This temperature of air 
is called the dew-point temperature. The dew-point temperature can 
be obtained from the steam table; for example, if the partial pressure 
of water vapor is 2.064 kPa, then the dew-point temperature can be 
directly obtained as the corresponding saturation temperature, 18�C.

   A conceptual description of the dew-point temperature is as fol-
lows. When an air–vapor mixture is cooled at constant pressure and 
constant humidity ratio, a temperature is reached when the mixture 
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becomes saturated. Further lowering of temperature results in con-
densation of moisture. The temperature at which this condensation 
process begins is called the dew-point temperature.  

    9.3.3       Humidity Ratio (or Moisture Content) 

   The humidity ratio W (sometimes called moisture content or specifi c 
humidity) is defi ned as the mass of water vapor per unit mass of dry air. 
The common unit for the humidity ratio is kg water/kg dry air. Thus,

W
m

m
� w

a

 (9.6)    

   or  

W
x

x

x

x
� �

18 01534
28 9645

0 622
.
.

.
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
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w

a

w

a

 (9.7)    

   where x  w is the mole fraction for water vapor and  x  a is the mole frac-
tion for dry air.   

   The mole fractions x  w and x  a can be expressed in terms of partial 
pressure as follows. From the perfect gas equations for dry air, water 
vapor, and mixture, respectively,

p V n RTa a�  (9.8)      

p V n RTw w�  (9.9)      

pV nRT� (9.10)    

   Equation (9.10) can be written as   

( ) ( )a w a wp p V n n RT� � �  (9.11)      

   Dividing Equation (9.8) by Equation (9.11),

p

p p

n

n n
xa

a w

a

a w
a

�
�

�
� (9.12)    

   and, dividing Equation (9.9) by Equation (9.11),   

p

p p

n

n n
xw

a w

w

a w
w

�
�

�
� (9.13)    

   Thus, from Equations (9.7), (9.12), and (9.13),   

W
p

p
� 0 622. w

a     

9.3  Properties of Air–Vapor Mixtures
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   Since  p  a     �       p  B     �       p  w,   

W
p

p p
�

�
0 622. w

B w

 (9.14)       

    9.3.4       Relative Humidity 

   Relative humidity  φ is the ratio of mole fraction of water vapor in a 
given moist air sample to the mole fraction in an air sample saturated 
at the same temperature and pressure. Thus,

φ � �
x

x
w

ws

100  (9.15)      

   From Equation (9.13),

φ � �
p

p
w

ws

100
    

   where  p  ws  is the saturation pressure of water vapor.   

   For conditions where the perfect gas laws hold, the relative humidity can 
also be expressed as a ratio of the density of water vapor in the air to the 
density of saturated water vapor at the dry bulb temperature of air. Thus,

φ
ρ
ρ

� �w

s

100  (9.16)    

   where ρ  w is the density of water vapor in the air (kg/m 3) and  ρ  s is 
the density of saturated water vapor at the dry bulb temperature of 
air (kg/m 3). As the name suggests, relative humidity is not a measure 
of the absolute amount of moisture in the air. Instead, it provides a 
measure of the amount of moisture in the air relative to the maxi-
mum amount of moisture in air saturated at the dry bulb tempera-
ture. Since the maximum amount of moisture in the air increases as 
the temperature increases, it is important to express the temperature 
of the air whenever relative humidity is expressed.    

    9.3.5       Humid Heat of an Air–Water Vapor Mixture 

   The humid heat c  s is defi ned as the amount of heat (kJ) required to raise 
the temperature of 1    kg dry air plus the water vapor present by 1    K. Since 
the specifi c heat of dry air is 1.005    kJ/(kg dry air K) and 1.88    kJ/(kg water K) 
for water vapor, humid heat of the air–vapor mixture is given by 

c Ws 1.005 1.88 � �  (9.17)    

   where c  s is the humid heat of moist air (kJ/[kg dry air K]) and W is 
the humidity ratio (kg water/kg dry air).    
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    9.3.6       Specifi c Volume 

   The volume of 1    kg dry air plus the water vapor in the air is called spe-
cifi c volume. The commonly used units are cubic meter per kilogram 
(m3 /kg) of dry air. 
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        Example 9.1         Calculate the specifi c volume of air at 92�C and a humidity ratio of 0.01       kg 
water/kg dry air. 

    Given 

        Dry bulb temperature      �      92�C  

    Humidity ratio      �      0.01       kg water/kg dry air     

    Solution 

   Using Equation (9.19), 
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    9.3.7       Adiabatic Saturation of Air 

   The phenomenon of adiabatic saturation of air is applicable to the 
convective drying of food materials. 

   The adiabatic saturation process can be visualized by the following 
experiment. In a well-insulated chamber as shown in  Figure 9.1   , air is 
allowed to contact a large surface area of water. The insulated cham-
ber assures no gain or loss of heat to the surroundings (adiabatic con-
ditions). In this process, part of the sensible heat of entering air is 
transformed into latent heat. 

   For the conditions just described, the process of evaporating water into 
the air results in saturation by converting part of the sensible heat of 
the entering air into latent heat and is defi ned as adiabatic saturation. 

9.3  Properties of Air–Vapor Mixtures
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   The equation for adiabatic saturation is 

T H
W W

W
Ta1 L a2�

�

�
�

( )
( . . )

2 1

11 005 1 88
 (9.20)      

   Equation (9.20) can be written as 

W W

T T

c

H
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�
�

a1 a2

s

L

 (9.21)    

   where  c W Ws /= 1 005 1 88 21 2. . ( ) .� �      

        Example 9.2         Air at 60�C dry bulb temperature and 27.5�C wet bulb temperature, and a 
humidity ratio of 0.01       kg water/kg dry air is mixed with water adiabatically 
and is cooled and humidifi ed to a humidity ratio of 0.02       kg water/kg dry air. 
What is the fi nal temperature of the conditioned air? 

    Given 

        Inlet: dry bulb temperature                 �      60�C  

                  wet bulb temperature      �      27.5�C  

    Initial humidity ratio  W  1       �      0.01       kg water/kg dry air  

    Final humidity ratio  W  2                  �      0.02       kg water/kg dry air     

    Solution 

        1.     From Table A.4.2, latent heat of vaporization at 27.5�C      �      2436.37       kJ/kg  

    2.     Using Equation (9.20),    

Texit
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2436 37 0 02 0 01

1 005 1 88 0 015
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[ . ( . )( . )]

. °              

   ■   Figure 9.1          Adiabatic saturation of air 

in an insulated chamber. (From  Jennings, 
1970 . Copyright © 1970 by Harper and Row, 
Publishers. Reprinted with permission of the 

publisher.)    
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    9.3.8       Wet Bulb Temperature 

   In describing air–vapor mixtures, two wet bulb temperatures are com-
monly used: the psychrometric wet bulb temperature and the thermo-
dynamic wet bulb temperature. For moist air, the numerical values 
of these two temperatures are approximately the same. However, in 
other gas–vapor systems, the difference between the two temperatures 
can be substantial. 

   The psychrometric wet bulb temperature is obtained when the bulb 
of a mercury thermometer is covered with a wet wick and exposed to 
unsaturated air fl owing past the bulb at high velocity (about 5     m/s). 
Alternatively, the bulb covered with a wet wick can be moved through 
unsaturated air. When the wick is exposed to unsaturated air, mois-
ture evaporates due to the vapor pressure of saturated wet wick being 
higher than that of the unsaturated air. 

   The evaporation process requires latent heat from the wick and causes 
the temperature of the covered bulb to decrease. As the temperature 
of the wick decreases below the dry bulb temperature of air, the sen-
sible heat fl ows from the air to the wick and tends to raise its temper-
ature. A steady state is achieved when the heat fl ow from air to wick 
is equal to the latent heat of vaporization required to evaporate the 
moisture from the wick. This equilibrium temperature indicated by 
a wet bulb thermometer or similarly modifi ed temperature sensor is 
called the wet bulb temperature. 

   As mentioned previously, the movement of air past the wet wick is 
essential, otherwise the wick will attain an equilibrium temperature 
between  T  a  and  T  w . 

   In contrast to the psychrometric wet bulb temperature, the thermody-
namic wet bulb temperature is reached by moist air when it is adia-
batically saturated by the evaporating water. The thermodynamic wet 
bulb temperature is nearly equal to the psychrometric wet bulb tem-
perature for moist air. 

   A mathematical equation that relates partial pressures and tempera-
tures of air–vapor mixtures, developed by Carrier, has been used widely 
in calculations to determine psychrometric properties. The equation is 

p p
p p T T

Tw wb
B wb a w

w

� �
� �

�

( )( )
. .1555 56 0 722

 (9.22)    
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   where p  w is the partial pressure of water vapor at dew-point tempera-
ture (kPa);  p  B is the barometric pressure (kPa);  p  wb is the saturation 
pressure of water vapor at the wet bulb temperature (kPa);  T  a is the 
dry bulb temperature (�C); and T  w  is the wet bulb temperature (�C).

          Example 9.3         Find the dew-point temperature, humidity ratio, humid volume, and relative 
humidity of air having a dry bulb temperature of 40�C and a wet bulb tem-
perature of 30�C. 

    Given 

        Dry bulb temperature      �      40�C  

    Wet bulb temperature      �      30�C     

    Solution 

        1.     From Table A.4.2, 
     Vapor pressure at 40�C      �      7.384 kPa  

     Vapor pressure at 30�C      �      4.246 kPa     

    2.     From Equation (9.22),    
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� �

� �
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.
     

    From Table A.4.2, the corresponding temperature for 3.613       kPa vapor pressure 

is 27.2�C. Thus, the dew-point temperature      �      27.2�C. 

    3.     Humidity ratio, from Equation (9.14),    
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    4.     Humid volume, from Equation (9.19),    
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    5.     Relative humidity: Based on Equation (9.15), the relative humidity is the ratio 

of the partial pressure of water vapor in the air (3.613       kPa) to the vapor pres-

sure at dry bulb temperature (7.384       kPa), or    
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Dry bulb temperature 35 C 7.46908269 �7.50675994E�03
Wet bulb temperature 25 C �4.6203229E�09 �1.215470111E�03
x1 �610.398
x2 �628.398 35.15789
vapor pressure (at dbt) 5.622 kPa 24.592588
vapor pressure (at wbt) 3.167 kPa 2.1182069
pw (SI units) 2.529 kPa �0.3414474
pw (English units) 0.367 psia 0.15741642
pw_inter 1.299 �0.031329585
Dew-point temperature 21.27 C 0.003865828
Humidity ratio 0.016 kg water/kg dry air �2.49018E�05

Specific volume 0.904 m^3/kg dry air 6.8401559E�06
Relative humidity 44.98 %

Steps:
1) Enter equations for cells B3 to
    B13 as shown
2) Enter coefficients in cells D1,
    D2, E1, E2, E4 to E12 as shown
    above. These coefficients are
    from Martin (1961)
3) Enter temperature values in
    cells B1 and B2, results are
    calculated in B10 to B13

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

B8

B9

B10

B11

B12

B13

�(B1*1.8�32)�705.398

�(B2*1.8�32)�705.398

�6.895*EXP(8.0728362�(B3*(D1�E1*B3�D2*B3^3)/((1�E2*B3)*((B1*1.8�32)�459.688))))

�6.895*EXP(8.0728362�(B4*(D1�E1*B4�D2*B4^3)/((1�E2*B4)*((B2*1.8�32)�459.688))))

�B6�((101.325�B6)*(B1�B2)/(1555.56�(0.722*B2)))

�B7/6.895

�LN(10*B8)

�((E4�E5*B9�E6*(B9)^2�E7*(B9)^3�E8*(B9)^4�E9*(B9)^5�
   E10*(B9)^6�E11*(B9)^7�E12*(B9)^7�E12*(B9)^8)�32)/1.8

�0.622*B7/(101.325�B7)

�(0.082*B1�22.4)*(1/29�0.023/18)

�B7/B5*100

1
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32
33
34
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36

   ■   Figure E9.1          Calculation of the 

psychrometric properties for Example 9.4.    

        Example 9.4         Develop a spreadsheet that can be used to determine psychrometric prop-
erties such as dew-point temperature, humidity ratio, humid volume, and 
relative humidity for air with a dry bulb temperature of 35�C and a wet bulb 
temperature of 25�C. 

    Given 

        Dry bulb temperature      �      35�C  

    Wet bulb temperature      �      25�C     

    Solution 

        1.     The spreadsheet is developed using Excel ™  . To determine, under saturation 

conditions, temperature when pressure is known or pressure when tempera-

ture is known, empirical expressions developed for a steam table by  Martin 

(1961)  and Steltz et al. (1958) are used. The equations used for this spread-

sheet are valid between 10� and 93�C, and 0.029 and 65.26       kPa.  

    2.     The spreadsheet formulas and results are shown in  Figure E9.1   . The proce-

dure for calculation of psychrometric properties is the same as that used in 

Example 9.3.  

9.3  Properties of Air–Vapor Mixtures
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    3.     Enter empirical coeffi  cients in cells D1:E2 and E4:E12; these coeffi  cients are 

obtained from  Martin (1961)  and Steltz et al. (1958).  

    4.     Enter mathematical expressions for calculating various psychrometric prop-

erties in cells B3:B13.  

    5.     Enter 35 in cell B1 and 25 in cell B2. The results are calculated in the spreadsheet.            

    9.4       THE PSYCHROMETRIC CHART 

    9.4.1       Construction of the Chart 

   From the preceding sections, it should be clear that the various prop-
erties of air–vapor mixtures are interrelated, and such properties can 
be computed using appropriate mathematical expressions. Another 
method to determine such properties is the use of a psychrometric 
chart drawn for a given barometric pressure. If two independent prop-
erty values are known, the chart allows rapid determination of all psy-
chrometric properties. 

   The construction of a psychrometric chart can be understood from 
Figure 9.2   . The basic coordinates of the chart are dry bulb tempera-
ture plotted as the abscissa and humidity ratio (or specifi c humidity) 
as the ordinate. The wet bulb and dew-point temperatures are plotted 
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   ■   Figure 9.2          A skeleton psychrometric 

chart.    
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on the curve that swings upward to the right. The constant wet bulb 
temperature lines drawn obliquely are shown on  Figure 9.2 . The con-
stant enthalpy lines coincide with the wet bulb temperature lines. The 
relative humidity curves also swing upward to the right. Note that the 
saturation curve represents 100% relative humidity. The constant spe-
cifi c volume lines are drawn obliquely; however, they have a different 
slope than the wet bulb temperature lines. 

   The psychrometric chart with all the thermodynamic data is shown 
in Appendix A.5. To use this chart, any two independent psychro-
metric properties are required. This allows location of a point on the 
psychrometric chart. The remaining property values can then be read 
from the chart. As an example, in Figure E9.2   , a point A is located 
for known dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures. The various property 
values such as relative humidity, humidity ratio, specifi c volume, and 
enthalpy can then be read from the chart. It may be necessary to inter-
polate a property value, depending on the location of the point. 

   It should be noted that the psychrometric chart given in Appendix 
A.5 is for a barometric pressure of 101.325    kPa. All example problems 
discussed in this book assume a barometric pressure of 101.325     kPa. 
For other pressure values, charts drawn specifi cally for those pressures 
would be required.

        Example 9.5         An air–vapor mixture is at 60�C dry bulb temperature and 35�C wet bulb 
temperature. Using the psychrometric chart (Appendix A.5), determine the 
relative humidity, humidity ratio, specifi c volume, enthalpy, and dew-point 
temperature. 

    Solution 

        1.     From the two given independent property values, identify a point on the 

psychrometric chart. As shown in the skeleton chart ( Fig. E9.2 ), the following 

steps illustrate the procedure.  

    2.     Location of point A: Move up on the 60�C dry bulb line until it intersects with 

the 35�C wet bulb temperature line.  

    3.     Relative humidity: Read the relative humidity curve passing through A;   φ        �      20%.  

    4.     Specifi c humidity: Move horizontally to the right of the ordinate to read 

 W       �      0.026       kg water/kg dry air.  

    5.     Enthalpy: Move left on the oblique line for constant enthalpy (same as con-

stant wet bulb temperature) to read  H  w       �      129       kJ/kg dry air.  

    6.     Specifi c volume: By interpolation between specifi c volume lines, read 

 V 
   m       �      0.98       m 3 /kg dry air.  

9.4  The Psychrometric Chart
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    7.     Dew-point temperature: Move horizontally to the left to intersect the 100% 

relative humidity (saturation curve). The temperature at the intersection is the 

dew-point temperature, or 29�C.           

    9.4.2        Use of Psychrometric Chart to Evaluate 
Complex Air-Conditioning Processes 

   Several air-conditioning processes can be evaluated using the psychro-
metric chart. Usually, it is possible to describe an entire process by locat-
ing certain points as well as drawing lines on the chart that describe the 
psychrometric changes occurring during the given process. The value of 
such analysis is in relatively quick estimation of information useful in 
the design of equipment used in several food storage and processing 
plants, including air-conditioning, heating, drying, evaporative cooling,
and humidifi cation, as well as dehumidifi cation of air. The following 
are some processes with important applications to food processing. 

    9.4.2.1       Heating (or Cooling) of Air 

   Heating (or cooling) of air is accomplished without addition or removal 
of moisture. Thus, the humidity ratio remains constant. Consequently,
a straight horizontal line on the psychrometric chart exhibits a heating 
(or cooling) process. 
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   ■   Figure E9.2          A psychrometric chart with 

conditions of air given in Example 9.5.    
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   As shown in  Figure 9.3   , the process identifi ed by line AB indicates a 
heating/cooling process. It should be obvious that if the air–vapor 
mixture is heated, the dry bulb temperature would increase; thus the 
process conditions will change from A to B. Conversely, the cooling 
process will change from B to A. 

   To calculate the amount of thermal energy necessary to heat moist air 
from state A to state B, the following equation can be used: 

q m H H� �� ( )B A  (9.23)    

   where  H  B  and  H  A  are enthalpy values read from the chart.

          Example 9.6         Calculate the rate of thermal energy required to heat 10       m 3 /s of outside air 
at 30�C dry bulb temperature and 80% relative humidity to a dry bulb tem-
perature of 80�C. 

    Solution 

        1.     Using the psychrometric chart, we fi nd at 30�C dry bulb temperature and 

80% relative humidity, the enthalpy  H  1       �      85.2       kJ/kg dry air, humidity ratio 

 W  1       �      0.0215       kg water/kg dry air, and specifi c volume  V 
   1       �      0.89       m 3 /kg dry 

air. At the end of the heating process, the dry bulb temperature is 80�C with 

a humidity ratio of 0.0215       kg water/kg dry air. The remaining values are read 
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   ■   Figure 9.3          A heating process A–B shown 

on a psychrometric chart.    
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from the chart as follows: enthalpy  H  2       �      140       kJ/kg dry air; relative humidity 

  φ   2       �      7%.  

    2.     Using Equation (9.23),    

q � �

�

�

10

0 89
140 85 2

615 7

.
( . )

. kJ/s

615.7 kW       

    3.     The rate of heat required to accomplish the given process is 615.7       kW  

    4.     In these calculations, it is assumed that during the heating process there is no 

gain of moisture. This will not be true if a directly fi red gas or oil combustion 

system is used, since in such processes small amounts of water are produced 

as part of the combustion reaction (see Section 3.2.2).           

    9.4.2.2       Mixing of Air 

   It is often necessary to mix two streams of air of different psychro-
metric properties. Again, the psychrometric chart can easily be used to 
determine the state of the mixed air. 

   The procedure involves fi rst locating the conditions of the two air 
masses on the chart, as shown in  Figure 9.4   , points A and B. Next,
the two points are joined with a straight line. This straight line is then 
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divided in inverse proportion to the weights of the individual air quan-
tities. If the two air quantities are equal in weight, the air mixture will 
be denoted by point C (midpoint of line AB), as shown in  Figure 9.4 .

        Example 9.7         In eff orts to conserve energy, a food dryer is being modifi ed to reuse part of 
the exhaust air along with ambient air. The exhaust airfl ow of 10       m 3 /s at 70�C 
and 30% relative humidity is mixed with 20       m 3 /s of ambient air at 30�C and 
60% relative humidity. Using the psychrometric chart (Appendix A.5), deter-
mine the dry bulb temperature and humidity ratio of the mixed air. 

    Solution 

        1.     From the given data, locate the state points A and B, identifying the exit and 

ambient air as shown on the skeleton chart ( Fig. E9.3   ).  

    2.     Join points A and B with a straight line.  

    3.     The division of line AB is done according to the relative infl uence of the par-

ticular air mass. Since the mixed air contains 2 parts ambient air and 1 part 

exhaust air, line AB is divided in 1:2 proportion to locate point C. Thus, the 

shorter length of line AC corresponds to larger air mass.  

    4.     The mixed air, represented by point C, will have a dry bulb temperature of 

44�C and a humidity ratio of 0.032       kg water/kg dry air.           

   ■   Figure E9.3          Mixing of air in unequal 

parts for data given in Example 9.7.    
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    9.4.2.3       Drying 

   When heated air is forced through a bed of moist granular food, the 
drying process can be described on the psychrometric chart as an adia-
batic saturation process. The heat of evaporation required to dry the 
product is supplied only by the drying air; no transfer of heat occurs 
due to conduction or radiation from the surroundings. As air passes 
through the granular mass, a major part of the sensible heat of air is 
converted to latent heat, as more water is held in the air in vapor state. 

   As shown in  Figure 9.5   , during the adiabatic saturation process the 
dry bulb temperature decreases and the enthalpy remains constant,
which also implies a practically constant wet bulb temperature. As air 
gains moisture from the product, the humidity ratio increases.
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   ■   Figure 9.5          Drying (or adiabatic 

saturation) process shown on a psychrometric 

chart.    
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        Example 9.8         Heated air at 50�C and 10% relative humidity is used to dry rice in a bin dryer. 
The air exits the bin under saturated conditions. Determine the amount of 
water removed per kg of dry air. 

    Solution 

        1.     Locate point A on the psychrometric chart, as shown in  Figure E9.4   . Read 

humidity ratio      �      0.0078       kg water/kg dry air.  

    2.     Follow the constant enthalpy line to the saturation curve, point B.  
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    3.     At point B, read the humidity ratio      �      0.019       kg water/kg dry air.  

    4.     The amount of moisture removed from rice      �      0.019 – 0.0078      �      0.0112       kg 

water/kg dry air.            

    PROBLEMS 

        9.1   The barometer for atmospheric air reads 750    mm Hg; the 
dry bulb temperature is 30�C; wet bulb temperature is 20�C.
Determine:  

     a.   The relative humidity.  
    b.   The humidity ratio.  

     c.   The dew-point temperature.  

    9.2   The humidity ratio of moist air at atmospheric pressure and at 
27�C is 0.015     kg water/kg dry air. Determine  

     a.   The partial pressure of water vapor.  
     b.   The relative humidity.  
     c.   The dew-point temperature.  

    9.3   Calculate (a) specifi c volume, (b) enthalpy, and (c) humidity 
ratio for moist air at 21�C and relative humidity of 30%, at a 
barometric pressure of 755    mm Hg.    
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   ■   Figure E9.4          Drying process for conditions 

given in Example 9.8.    
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   *9.4   Atmospheric air at 750     mm Hg has an 11�C wet bulb depres-
sion from 36�C dry bulb temperature, during an adiabatic 
saturation process. Determine:  

     a.   Humidity ratio from adiabatic saturation equation. 
     b.   Vapor pressure and relative humidity at 36�C.  
     c.   Dew-point temperature.    

   9.5   Atmospheric air at 760     mm Hg is at 22�C dry bulb tempera-
ture and 20�C wet bulb temperature. Using the psychrometric 
chart, determine:  

     a.   Relative humidity.  
     b.   Humidity ratio.  
     c.     Dew-point temperature.  
     d.   Enthalpy of air per kg dry air.  
     e.     Volume of moist air/kg dry air. 

   9.6   Moist air fl owing at 2     kg/s and a dry bulb temperature of 46�C
and wet bulb temperature of 20�C mixes with another stream 
of moist air fl owing at 3     kg/s at 25�C and relative humidity of 
60%. Using a psychrometric chart, determine the (a) humidity 
ratio, (b) enthalpy, and (c) dry bulb temperature of the two 
streams mixed together.    

    *9.7   Air at a dry bulb temperature of 20�C and relative humidity of 
80% is to be heated and humidifi ed to 40�C and 40% relative 
humidity. The following options are available for this objec-
tive: (a) by passing air through a heated water-spray air washer; 
(b) by preheating sensibly, and then passing through a water-
spray washer with recirculated water until relative humidity 
rises to 95% and then again heating sensibly to the fi nal 
required state. Determine for (a) and (b) the total heating 
required, the make-up water required in water-spray air washer,
and the humidifying effi ciency of the recirculated spray water.    

    9.8   Moist air at 35�C and 55% relative humidity is heated using a 
common furnace to 70�C. From the psychrometric chart, de-
termine how much heat is added per m 3  initial moist air and 
what the fi nal dew-point temperature is.    

    *9.9   A water-cooling tower is to be designed with a blower capacity 
of 75     m 3 /s. The moist air enters at 25�C and wet bulb tempera-
ture of 20�C. The exit air leaves at 30�C and relative humidity 
of 80%. Determine the fl ow rate of water, in kg/s, that can be 

   *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 
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cooled if the cooled water is not recycled. The water enters the 
tower at 40�C and leaves the tower at 25�C.  

    *9.10   Ambient air with a dew point of 1�C and a relative humidity 
of 60% is conveyed at a rate of 1.5     m 3 /s through an electric 
heater. The air is heated to a dry bulb temperature of 50�C.
The heated air is then allowed to pass through a tray drier that 
contains 200     kg of apple slices with an initial moisture content 
of 80% wet basis. The air exits the dryer with a dew-point 
temperature of 21.2�C.  

     a.    If the electrical energy costs 5¢/(kW h), calculate the 
electrical costs for heating the air per hour of operation.  

     b.    Calculate the amount of water removed by air from apple 
slices per hour of operation.  

     c.     If the dryer is operated for 2     h, what will be the fi nal 
moisture content of the apple slices (wet basis)?    

    9.11   Air is at a dry bulb temperature of 20�C and a wet bulb tem-
perature of 15�C. Determine the following properties from a 
psychrometric chart.  

     a.   Moisture content  
     b.   Relative humidity  
     c.   Enthalpy  
     d.   Dew point  
     e.   Specifi c volume 

    9.12   In a humidifi er, air at a dry bulb temperature of 40�C and 
relative humidity of 10% is humidifi ed to a relative humidity 
of 40%. Determine the amount of moisture added in the 
humidifi er per kg of dry air.  

    9.13   Air at a dry bulb temperature of 100�C and 4% relative humidity 
is passed over cooling coils to cool it to a dry bulb temperature 
of 40�C. How much heat is removed from the air in the process? 

    9.14   Air at a dry bulb temperature of 40�C and a wet bulb 
temperature of 20�C is fi rst heated in a heater to a dry bulb 
temperature of 90�C. Then it is passed through a bed of apricot 
slices to dry them. The air exiting from the top of the apricot bed 
is at a dry bulb temperature of 60�C. It is then passed through 
a dehumidifi er to reduce its relative humidity to 10%. Clearly 
show the various paths of the process on a psychrometric chart. 

   *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving. 

Problems
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The air velocity through the bed and the dehumidifi er is 4 m/s 
and the cross-sectional diameter of the bed is 0.5    m. 

     a.   Determine the amount of moisture removed, in grams of 
water/second from the apricot bed.  

     b.    Determine the amount of moisture removed, in grams of 
water/second in the dehumidifi er. 

    9.15   On a copy of a psychrometric chart, show the heating and 
humidifi cation process from the following data. Initially the 
air is at a dry bulb temperature (dbt) of 40�C and a relative 
humidity of 30%. The air is heated to a dbt of 80�C. The 
heated air is then conveyed through a humidifi er to raise its 
relative humidity to 25%. For this process, calculate  

     a.    The change in moisture content per kg of dry air.  
     b.    The change in enthalpy from the initial unheated air to 

fi nal humidifi ed air. 

    9.16   Air at a dbt of 30�C and a relative humidity of 30% is conveyed 
through a heated dryer where it is heated to a dbt of 80�C. Then 
it is conveyed through a bed of granular pet food to dry it. The 
air exits the dryer at a dbt of 60�C. The exit air is again heated to 
80�C and conveyed through another dryer containing another 
batch of pet food. The exit air from the second dryer leaves 
at saturation. Clearly show the paths of air, starting from the 
ambient air to the saturated air exiting the second dryer on a 
copy of a psychrometric chart. Determine the amount of water 
removed in the fi rst and second dryer per kg of dry air.    

     LIST OF SYMBOLS 

        c  pa     specifi c heat of dry air (kJ/[kg K])  
    c  pw     specifi c heat of water vapor (kJ/[kg K])  
    c  s     humid heat of moist air (kJ/kg dry air K)  
    H  a     enthalpy of dry air (kJ/kg)  
    H  L     latent heat of vaporization (kJ/kg)  
    H  w     enthalpy of saturated or superheated water vapor (kJ/kg)  
    m  a     mass of dry air (kg)  

   �m        mass fl ow rate of moist air (kg/s)  
    M  w     molecular weight of water  
    m  w     mass of water vapor (kg)  
    n     number of moles  
    n  a     number of moles of air  
    n  w     number of moles of water vapor  
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    p     partial pressure (kPa)  
    p  a     partial pressure of dry air (kPa)  
    p  B     barometric or total pressure of moist air (kPa)  
    p  w     partial pressure of water vapor (kPa)  
    p  wb     partial pressure of water vapor at wet bulb temperature (kPa) 
    p  ws     saturation pressure of water vapor (kPa)  
    φ     relative humidity (%)  
    q     rate of heat transfer (kW)  
    R     gas constant ([m 3  Pa]/[kg K])  
    R  a     gas constant dry air ([m 3  Pa]/[kg K])  
    R  0     universal gas constant (8314.41 [m 3  Pa]/[kg mol K])  
    R  w     gas constant water vapor ([m 3  Pa]/[kg K])  
    ρ  s     density of saturated water vapor at the dry bulb tempera-

ture (kg/m 3 )  
    ρ  w     density of water vapor in the air (kg/m 3 )  
    T     temperature (�C)  
    T  A     absolute temperature (K)  
    T  a     dry bulb temperature (�C)  
    T  0     reference temperature (�C)  
    T  w     wet bulb temperature (�C)  
    V     volume (m 3 )  
    V
  a     specifi c volume of dry air (m 3 /kg dry air)  
    V
  m     specifi c volume of moist air (m 3 /kg)  
    V
  w     specifi c volume of water vapor (m 3 /kg)  
    W     humidity ratio (kg water/kg dry air)  
    x  a     mole fraction for dry air  
    x  w     mole fraction for water vapor  
    x  ws     mole fraction for saturated air       
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   In food processing, we often create conditions to encourage chemi-
cal reactions that produce desirable end-products in the most effi -
cient manner. Frequently, in addition to desirable products, several 
by-products may be produced. These by-products may be undesirable 
from the process standpoint, but may have considerable economic 
value. In order to recover these secondary products, a separation step 
must be used to isolate the primary product of interest. In designing 
separation processes, an understanding of the mass transfer processes 
becomes important. 

   Mass transfer plays a key role in the creation of favorable conditions 
for reactants to physically come together, allowing a particular reac-
tion to occur. Once the reactants are in proximity to a particular site,
the reaction will proceed at an optimum rate. Under these circum-
stances, we may fi nd that the reaction is limited by the movement of 
the reactants to the reaction site, or movement of end-products away 
from the reaction site. In other words, the reaction is mass-transfer 
limited, instead of being limited by the kinetics of the reaction. 

   To study mass transfer in food systems, it is important that we under-
stand the term mass transfer as used throughout this textbook. In sit-
uations where we have a bulk fl ow of a fl uid from one location to 
another, there is a movement of the fl uid (of a certain mass), but the 
process is not mass transfer, according to the context being used. Our 
use of the term mass transfer is restricted to the migration of a con-
stituent of a fl uid or a component of a mixture. The migration occurs 
because of changes in the physical equilibrium of the system caused 
by the concentration differences. Such transfer may occur within one 
phase or may involve transfer from one phase to another. 

              Mass Transfer 
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   Consider this example: If we carefully allow a droplet of ink to fall 
into a stagnant pool of water, the ink will migrate in various direc-
tions from the point where the ink made contact with the water. 
Initially, the concentration of ink in the droplet is very high, and the 
concentration of ink in the water is zero, thus establishing a concen-
tration gradient. As the ink migration continues, the concentration 
gradient will decrease. When the ink becomes fully dissipated in the 
water, the concentration gradient becomes zero, and the mass transfer 
process will cease. The concentration gradient is considered the  “ driv-
ing force ” for movement of a given component within a defi ned envir-
onment. For example, if you open a bottle of highly volatile mate-
rial such as nail polish remover in a room, the component (acetone) 
will migrate to various parts of the room because of the concentra-
tion gradients of acetone. If the air is stationary, the transfer occurs as 
a result of random motion of the acetone molecules. If a fan or any 
other external means are used to cause air turbulence, the eddy cur-
rents will enhance the transfer of acetone molecules to distant regions 
in the room. 

   As we will fi nd in this chapter, a number of similarities exist between 
mass transfer and heat transfer. In mass transfer, we will encounter 
terms that are also used in heat transfer, such as fl ux, gradient, resis-
tance, transfer coeffi cient, and boundary layer. 

   According to the second law of thermodynamics discussed in Chapter 1,
systems that are not in equilibrium tend to move toward equilibrium 
with time. For chemical reactions, any difference in the chemical 
potential of a species in one region of a space as compared to another 
region of the same space, is a departure from an equilibrium state. 
Over time, there will be a shift toward equilibrium, such that the 
chemical potential of that species is uniform throughout the region. 
Differences in chemical potential may occur because of the different 
concentration of the species from one point to another, differences in 
temperature and/or pressure, or differences caused by other external 
fi elds, such as gravitational force. 

    10.1       THE DIFFUSION PROCESS 

   Mass transfer involves both mass diffusion occurring at a molecular 
scale and bulk transport of mass due to convection fl ow. The diffu-
sion process can be described mathematically using Fick’s law of 
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diffusion, which states that the mass fl ux per unit area of a component 
is proportional to its concentration gradient. Thus, for a component B,

�m
A

D
c

x
B � �

∂
∂

(10.1)
    

   where �mB    is mass fl ux of component B (kg/s);  c is the concentration of 
component B, mass per unit volume (kg/m 3); D is the mass diffusiv-
ity (m 2/s); and A is area (m 2). Mass fl ux may also be expressed as kg-
mole/s, and the concentration of component B will be kg-mole/m 3 .   

   We note that Fick’s law is similar to Fourier’s law of heat conduction,

q

A
k

T

x
� �

∂
∂     

   and Newton’s equation for shear-stress–strain relationship,   

σ � �μ
∂
∂

u

y    

   These similarities between the three transport equations suggest addi-
tional analogies among mass transfer, heat transfer, and momentum 
transfer. We will examine these similarities later in Section 10.1.2. 

   Consider two gases B and E in a chamber, initially separated by a 
partition ( Figure 10.1a   ). At some instant in time, the partition is 
removed, and B and E diffuse in opposite directions as a result of the 
concentration gradients. The following derivation is developed to 
express the mass diffusion of gas B into gas E, and gas E into gas B. 
Figure 10.1b  shows the gas concentrations at some time after the par-
tition is removed. The concentrations are expressed as molecules per 
unit volume. In our simplistic diagram, circles represent molecules of 
a gas, and the molecules move in random directions. However, since 
the initial concentration of gas B is high on the right-hand side of the 
partition, there is a greater likelihood for molecules of B crossing the 
partition from right to left—a net transport of B from right to left. 
Similarly there is a net transport of E from left to right. 

   Using the ideal gas law,

p R TB B B� ρ (10.2)    

   where p  B is the partial pressure of the gas B (kPa);  R  B is the gas con-
stant for gas B; T is absolute temperature (K); and ρ  B is mass concen-
tration of B (kg/m 3).  
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   The gas constant R  B for gas B can be written in terms of the universal 
gas constant R  u  as follows: 

R
R

MB
u

B

� (10.3)
    

   where R  u is the universal gas constant 8314.41 (m 3 Pa)/(kg-mol K) or 
8.314 (m 3  Pa)/(g-mol K) and  M  B  is molecular weight of gas B.   

   Thus, from Equation (10.2): 

ρB
B

B

�
p

R T
(10.4)

    
   or  

ρB
B B

u

=
p M

R T
(10.5)

      
   Since ρ  B is mass concentration, we can substitute Equation (10.5) in 
Equation (10.1). Thus,
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   or  
�m
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D M

R T
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x
B BE B
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� � (10.7)
      

   The mass diffusivity  D  BE  refers to diffusivity of gas B in gas E. 

   Equation (10.7) expresses the diffusion of gas B in gas E. Similarly, we 
can obtain Equation (10.8) to express diffusion of gas E in gas B. 

�m
A

D M

R T

p

x
E EB E

u

Ed
d

� � (10.8)
      

   The magnitude of mass diffusivities for liquids or gases in solids are  
less than the mass diffusivities for gases in liquids. These differences 
are due to the mobility of the molecules. Mass diffusivity values are 
expressed as centimeters squared per second (cm 2/s). In solids, the 
mass diffusivities range from 10 � 9 to 10 � 1 cm 2/s; in liquids the range 
of mass diffusivities is from 10 � 6 to 10 � 5 cm 2/s; and for gases, the 
range is from 5   �      10 � 1 to 10 � 1 cm 2/s. The mass diffusivity magni-
tudes are a function of temperature and concentration; in the case of 
gases, the mass diffusivity is substantially infl uenced by pressure. 

   Some representative values of mass diffusivities of gases in air and in 
water are presented in        Tables 10.1a and 10.1b     .
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    10.1.1        Steady-State Diff usion of Gases 
(and Liquids) through Solids 

   Assuming the mass diffusivity does not depend on concentration,
from Equation (10.1) we obtain 

�m
A

D
cA

AB
Ad

d
� �

x
(10.9)

    

 Table 10.1a        Diff usion Coeffi  cients of Selected Gases in Water at 20�C  

   Gas 

  D           

(�     10�9 m  /s2) 

   Ammonia  1.8 

   Carbon dioxide  1.8 

   Chlorine  1.6 

   Hydrogen  5.3 

   Nitrogen  1.9 

   Oxygen  2.1 

  For other temperatures  D  T       �       D  20 [1      �      0.02( T  – 20)]  

 Table 10.1b        Diff usion Coeffi  cients of Selected Gases and Vapors in 
Air (under Standard Conditions)  

   Gas   D           

(�     10�6 m  /s2) 

   Ammonia  17.0 

   Benzene   7.7 

   Carbon dioxide  13.8 

   Ethyl alcohol  10.2 

   Hydrogen  61.1 

   Methyl alcohol  13.3 

   Nitrogen  13.2 

   Oxygen  17.8 

   Sulfur dioxide  10.3 

   Sulfur trioxide   9.4 

   Water vapor  21.9 
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   where D  AB is mass diffusivity for gas A (or liquid A) in a solid B. 
Subscript A for �m    and c represents a gas or liquid diffusing through a 
solid. In reality, D  AB  represents an effective diffusivity through solids.   

   By separating variables and integrating Equation (10.9): 
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∫∫ (10.10)
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(10.11)
      

   Equation (10.11) applies to one-dimensional diffusion when the con-
centration gradient is [ c  A1       �       c  A2] and constant with time at locations 
x  2 and x  1. In addition, the expression applies to rectangular coordi-
nates. For a cylindrical shape, radial coordinates would apply and the 
following equation is obtained: 
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D L c c
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AB A1 A2�
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2

1

π ( )

ln
(10.12)

      

   Equation (10.12) applies to a situation when diffusion is occurring 
in the radial direction of a cylinder; from the center to the surface or 
from the surface to the center. In order for the mass transfer to be 
steady-state the concentrations at the surface and the center must be 
constant with time. 

   The conditions of steady-state diffusion need to be emphasized. 
The concentrations at the boundaries must be constant with time,
and diffusion is limited to molecular motion within the solid being 
described. In addition, the mass diffusivities, D, are not infl uenced 
by magnitude of concentration, and no temperature gradients exist 
within the solid. The magnitudes for mass diffusivity, D, depend on 
both the solid and the gas or liquid diffusing in the solid.  

    10.1.2       Convective Mass Transfer 

   When the transport of a component due to a concentration gradient 
is enhanced by convection, the mass fl ux of the component will be 
higher than would occur by molecular diffusion. Convective mass 
transfer will occur in liquids and gases, and within the structure of a 
porous solid. The relative contributions of molecular diffusion and 
convective mass transfer will depend on the magnitude of convective 
currents within the liquid or gas. 
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   The convective mass transfer coeffi cient  k  m is defi ned as the rate of 
mass transfer per unit area per unit concentration difference. Thus,

k
m

A c cm
B

B1 B

�
�

�
( )2

(10.13)
    

   where �mB     is the mass fl ux (kg/s);  c is concentration of component B,
mass per unit volume (kg/m 3); A is area (m 2). The units of k  m are m 3/m2  s
or m/s. The coeffi cient represents the volume (m 3) of component B 
transported across a boundary of one square meter per second.   

   By using the relationship presented in Equation (10.5), the mass 
transport due to convection becomes: 

�m
k AM

R T
p pB

m B

u A
B B� �( )1 2 (10.14)

      

   This expression is used to estimate the mass fl ux based on the vapor 
pressure gradient in the region of mass transport. 

   When the specifi c application of mass transport is water vapor in air,
Equation (9.14) can be incorporated in Equation (10.14) to obtain: 

�m
k AM p

R T
W WB

m B

u A
1� �

0 622 2.
( ) (10.15)

      
   When computing the convective transport of water vapor in air,
Equation (10.15) is used, and the gradient is in the form of a humid-
ity ratio gradient in the region of convective mass transport. 

   Convective mass transfer coeffi cients can be predicted using dimen-
sional analysis, analogous to the methods described in Chapter 4 for 
convective heat transfer coeffi cients. In this section, we will consider 
some of the important dimensionless numbers involved in mass 
transfer. 

   In situations that involve molecular diffusion and mass transfer due to 
forced convection, the following variables are important: mass diffu-
sivity D  AB, for component A in fl uid B; the velocity of the fl uid, u; the 
density of the fl uid, ρ; the viscosity of the fl uid, μ; the characteristic 
dimension dc; and the convective mass transfer coeffi cient  k  m. In the 
case of natural convection, additional important variables include the
acceleration due to gravity, g, and the mass density difference Δ  ρ . 
The variables are grouped in the following dimensionless numbers: 

N
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� (10.16)
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   Consider a fl uid fl owing over a fl at plate as shown in  Figure 10.2   . For 
the boundary layer from the leading edge of the plate, we can write 
the following equations for momentum, energy, and concentration,
respectively. 

u
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x
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u u
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x x x∂
∂
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∂
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(10.20)
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   ■   Figure 10.2          (a) The development 

of a boundary layer on a fl at plate. (b) The 

development of the thermal, concentration, 
and velocity boundary layers on a surface. (From 

 Incropera, Dewitt, Bergman, and Lavine, 2007 . 

Copyright  ©  2007 by John Wiley  &  Sons.)      
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   In Equation (10.22), c  A represents concentrations of component A at 
locations within the boundary layer. 

   Note that 

μ
ρα

μ
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c

k
N Prandtl numberp

Pr
(10.23)

      

   Thus, the Prandtl number provides the link between velocity and 
temperature profi les. 

   From Equations (10.20) and (10.22), if 

μ
ρDAB

� 1 (10.24)
      

   then velocity and concentration profi les have the same shape. The 
ratio

μ
ρ AB

Sc� �
D

N Schmidt number (10.25)
      

   The concentration and temperature profi les will have the same shape if 

α
DAB

� 1 (10.26)
      

   The ratio 

α
D

N Lewis number
AB

Le� � (10.27)
      

   The functional relationships that correlated these dimensional num-
bers for forced convection are: 

N f N NSh Re Sc� ( ), (10.28)      

   If we compare the correlations for mass transfer with those pre-
sented for heat transfer in Chapter 4, the analogies are evident. If 
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the dimensionless profi les of velocity, temperature, and concentra-
tion are assumed to be similar, the Nusselt and Prandtl numbers for 
heat transfer can be replaced by the Sherwood and Schmidt numbers,
respectively, in mass transfer. Thus, it may be deduced that 

NSh
total mass transferred

total mass transferred by molecu
�

llar diffusion
(10.29)

      

NSc
molecular diffusion of momentum

molecular diffusion of 
�

mmass
(10.30)

      

   Next, we will consider a number of dimensionless correlations used 
in evaluating the convective mass transfer coeffi cient ( k  m). These cor-
relations are based on the following assumptions: 

      ■    Constant physical properties  
      ■    No chemical reactions in the fl uid 
      ■    Small bulk fl ow at the interface  
      ■    No viscous dissipation  
      ■    No interchange of radiant energy  
      ■    No pressure, thermal, or forced diffusion.     

    10.1.3       Laminar Flow Over a Flat Plate 

   Laminar fl ow over a fl at plate exists when  N  Re     �    5    �   10 5, and the cor-
relation is: 
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   In Equation (10.31), the convective mass transfer coeffi cient  k  m,  x in 
the Sherwood number is at a fi xed location; therefore, the N  Sh,  x is 
termed the local Sherwood number. The characteristic dimension 
used in the Sherwood and Reynolds numbers is the distance from the 
leading edge of the plate. 

   When fl ow is laminar over the entire length of the plate, we can 
obtain an average Sherwood number from the following relationship: 
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   In Equation (10.32), the characteristic dimension is the total length of 
the plate, L; and the convective mass transfer coeffi cient  k  m,L, obtained 
from the Sherwood number, is the average value for the entire plate.
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   Determine the rate of water evaporated from a tray full of water. Air at a 
velocity of 2       m/s is fl owing over the tray. The temperature of water and air 
is 25�C. The width of the tray is 45       cm and its length along the direction of 
air fl ow is 20       cm.The diff usivity of water vapor in air is  D       �      0.26      �      10  � 4  m 2 /s. 
The relative humidity of air is 50%. 

    Given 

        Velocity      �      2       m/s  

    Temperature of water and air      �      25�C  

    Width of the tray      �      45       cm  

    Length of the tray      �      20       cm  

    Diff usivity      �      0.26      �      10  � 4  m 2 /s  

    Kinematic viscosity of air at 25�C      �      16.14      �      10  � 6  m 2 /s     

    Approach 

   We will fi rst determine the Reynolds number and then use an appropriate dimen-

sionless correlation to obtain the mass transfer coeffi  cient and the water evapora-

tion rate.  

    Solution 

        1.     Reynolds number for the 20       cm long tray is    
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    Since  N  Re       �      5×10 5 , the fl ow is laminar. 

    2.     We use Equation (10.32):    
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    3.     Thus,    
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    4.     The evaporation rate for the tray is    

 
�m k A c cA m A s A( )� �, ,∞      

    where  c  A,s  is the concentration under saturated conditions, 

 
cA S A S kg/m, ,� �ρ 0 02298 3.

     

        Example 10.1      
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    and where  c  A, 	   is the concentration of water in the free stream; since relative 

humidity is 50%, then 

 
ρA ) kg/m,∞ � �( . )( . .0 5 0 02298 0 01149 3

     

    5.     Therefore,    
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    6.     The water evaporation rate from the tray is 0.043       kg/h.         

        Example 10.2         Determine the rate of water evaporated from a tray of water described in 
Example 10.1 by using the partial pressures of water vapor in the air and at 
the water surface. Relative humidity of air is 50%. 

    Given 

        Air velocity      �      2       m/s  

    Temperature (air and water)      �      25�C  

    Tray width      �      0.45       m  

    Tray length      �      0.2       m  

    Diff usivity of water vapor in air      �      0.26      �      10     � 4       m2/s  

    Kinematic viscosity of air (25�C)      �      16.14      �      10     � 6       m2/s  

    Relative humidity of air      �      50%  

    Vapor pressure of water at saturation      �      3.179       kPa (from Table A.4.2 at 25�C)  

    Molecular weight of water      �      18       kg/(kg mol)  

    Gas constant,  R       �      8.314       m 3  kPa/(kg mol K)     

    Approach 

   We will use the same approach as in Example 10.1 to obtain the mass transfer 

coeffi  cient. The partial pressure gradient will be used to compute the water evapora-

tion rate.  

    Solution 

        1.     Based on computation from Example 10.1, the mass transfer coeffi  cient,

 k  m       �      1.16      �      10  � 2  m/s  

    2.     Using the defi nition of relative humidity, the partial pressure of 50% RH air is    

 

p pB B1

RH
k2

100

50

100
3 179 1 5895� � �

%
( ) ( . ) .

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ PPa
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    3.     Using Equation (10.14):    

 

�mB

m/s m kg / kg mol

m kP
�

� � � ��1 16 10 0 2 0 45 18

8 314

2 2

3

. [ ] ( . . )[ ] [ ( )]

. [ aa/ kg mol K K

kPa

( )] ( )[ ]

( . . )[ ]

� �

� �

25 273

3 179 1 5895
     

    4.     Then    

 
�mB kg/s kg water/h� � ��1 2 10 0 0435. .

          

        Example 10.3         Determine the rate of water evaporated from a tray of water described in 
Example 10.1 by using the humidity ratios for water vapor in the air and at 
the water surface. 

    Given 

        Air velocity      �      2       m/s  

    Temperature (air and water)      �      25�C  

    Tray width      �      0.45       m  

    Tray length      �      0.2       m  

    Diff usivity of water vapor in air      �      0.26      �      10     � 4       m2/s  

    Kinematic viscosity of air (25�C)      �      16.14      �      10 � 6       m2/s  

    Relative humidity of air      �      50%  

    Molecular weight of water      �      18       kg/(kg mol)  

    Gas constant,  R       �      8.314       m3       kPa/(kg mol K)  

    Atmospheric pressure      �      101.325       kPa     

    Approach 

   The steps used in Example 10.1 are followed to obtain the mass transfer coeffi  cient. 

The gradient of humidity ratios is used to compute the water evaporation rate.  

    Solution 

        1.     From Example 10.1, the mass transfer coeffi  cient  k  m       �      1.16      �      10– 2  m/s  

    2.     From the psychrometric chart (Fig. A.5), the humidity ratio for saturated air 

(25�C) at the water surface is determined.    

 
W1 0 0202� . kg water/kg dr  airy

     

    3.     From the psychrometric chart (Fig. A.5) the humidity ratio for 25�C air at 50% 

relative humidity is    

 
W2 0 0101� . kg water/kg dr  airy
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    4.     Using Equation (10.15), the mass fl ux of water from the surface to air is 

determined:    

 

�mB

m/s m kg/ kg mol

k
�

� � � �

�

�1 16 10 0 2 0 45 18

101 325

2 2. [ ] ( . . )[ ] [ ( )]

. [ PPa]

0.622 m kPa/ kg mol K K� � �

� �

8 314 25 273

0 0202 0 0101

3. [ ( )] ( )[ ]

( . . ))[ kg water/kg dry air]
     

    5.     Then    

 
�mB kg/s kg water/h� � ��1 25 10 0 0455. .

            

    10.1.4       Turbulent Flow Past a Flat Plate 

   The dimensionless relationship for dimensionless groups during tur-
bulent fl ow ( N  Re       
      5    �      10 5 ) past a fl at plate is as follows: 

N
k x

D
N N

x x

m x
Sh

AB
Re

/
Sc

/
� �

, .0 0296 0.6 � NSc � 30004 5 1 3 (10.33)
      

   In Equation (10.33), the characteristic dimension is the distance from 
the leading edge of the plate, and the convective mass transfer coeffi -
cient is the local coeffi cient at the characteristic dimension, x . 

   The correlation to be used to determine the average convective mass 
transfer coeffi cient during turbulent fl ow is: 

N
k L

D
N NSh

mL

AB
Re Pr

0.33
L

� � 0 036 0 8. . (10.34)
      

   In Equation (10.34), the characteristic dimension is the total length 
of the fl at plate. 

    10.1.5       Laminar Flow in a Pipe 

   For laminar fl ow in a pipe, the following equation is suggested: 

N
k d N N

L/dc

NSh
m c

AB

Re Sc
Red

d

D
� � �1.86 10,000

1/3
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ (10.35)

      

   where the characteristic dimension, d  c, is the diameter of the pipe.  
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    10.1.6       Turbulent Flow in a Pipe 

   For turbulent fl ow in a pipe,

N
k d

D
N N NSh

m c

AB
Re Sc

/
Red d

� � 
0 023 10,0000 8 1 3. . (10.36)
      

   where  d  c  is the characteristic dimension and diameter of the pipe.  

    10.1.7       Mass Transfer for Flow over Spherical Objects 

   Mass transfer to or from a spherical object is obtained from an 
expression similar to the Froessling correlation presented as Equation 
(4.69) for heat transfer. 

N N N NSh Re
/

Re
/

Scd d d
� � �2 0 0 4 0.061 2 2 3 0 4. ( . ) . (10.37)

      

   For mass transfer from a freely falling liquid droplet, the following 
expression is recommended. 

N N NSh Re
/

Sc
/

d d
� �2 0 0.6 1 2 1 3. (10.38)     

        Example 10.4         A 0.3175       cm sphere of glucose is placed in a water stream fl owing at a rate of 
0.15       m/s. The temperature of water is 25�C. The diff usivity of glucose in water 
is 0.69      �      10  � 5  cm 2 /s. Determine the mass transfer of coeffi  cient. 

    Given 

        Diameter of sphere      �      0.3175       cm      �      0.003175       m  

    Velocity of water      �      0.15       m/s  

    Temperature of water      �      25�C  

    Diff usivity of glucose in water      �      0.69      �      10     � 5       cm2/s  

    From Table A.4.1 @ 25�C    

Densit kg/my = 997 1 3.       
Viscosit Pa sy = 880 637 10 6. � �

       

    Approach 

   We will fi rst determine the Reynolds number and Schmidt number. Since the glucose 

sphere is submerged in a stream of water, we will use Equation (10.38) to determine
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the Sherwood number. The mass transfer coeffi  cient will be obtained from the 

Sherwood number.  

    Solution 

        1.     The Reynolds number is    

 

NRe

99 kg/m m/s m

Pa s
=

=

7 1 0 15 0 003175

880 637 10

539

3

6

. . .

.

� �

� �

     

    2.     The Schmidt number is    

 

NSc

288 Pa s 000 cm /m

kg/m cm /s
=

=

0 637 10 10

997 1 0 69 10

6 2

3 5 2

. ,

. .

� �

� �

�

�

11279      

    3.     The Sherwood number can be obtained from Equation (10.38)    

 

N 2.0 ( )Sh � � �

�

0 6 1279 539

153

1 3 1 2. ( )/ /

     

    4.     The mass transfer coeffi  cient    

 

km

5 cm /s

m cm /m

m/s

�
� �

�

� �

153 0 69 10

0 003175 10 000

3 32 10

2

2 2

5

.

. ,

.

−

−
     

    5.     The mass transfer coeffi  cient will be 3.32      �      10  � 5  m/s, assuming that by dis-

solving glucose in water we will not alter the physical properties of water to 

any signifi cant magnitude.            

    10.2       UNSTEADY-STATE MASS TRANSFER 

   In many applications, the changes in concentration of a component 
within a food will occur under conditions where the rate of concen-
tration change may increase or decrease with time. Examples would 
include the diffusion of salt within a solid food matrix, the diffusion 
of a volatile fl avor within a dry food or the diffusion of an anti-
microbial substance within a food. Under some conditions, the diffu-
sion of liquid phase water may occur within a food under isothermal 
conditions. Finally, the uptake of moisture by a dry food during stor-
age will occur due to the diffusion of water vapor within the dry food 
structure. 
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    10.2.1       Transient-State Diff usion 

   The diffusion of the food component with a product mass would be 
described by:  

∂
∂

∂
∂

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

c

t
D

c

x
�

2

2
(10.39)

      

   where c is the concentration of the component diffusing within 
the solid food structure, as a function of time, t. The mass diffusiv-
ity, D, is the same property of the product and the diffusing compo-
nent as described for steady-state diffusion. The analytical solutions 
to Equation (10.39) have been presented in many references, with 
Crank (1975)  having the most complete array of geometries and 
boundary conditions. The key factors infl uencing the type of solution 
obtained are the geometry of the solid food object, and the bound-
ary conditions needed to describe the conditions at the surface of the 
object. The series solutions are similar to the solutions referenced in 
unsteady-state heat transfer. 

   Unsteady-state mass transfer charts have been developed, such as 
Figure 10.3    from Treybal (1968) . The chart presents concentration 
ratio versus dimensionless ratios  Dtd/ c

2     for three standard geometries: 
infi nite plate, infi nite cylinder, and sphere. When using the chart in 
Figure 10.3 , the concentration ratio contains the mass average concen-
tration, c  ma, at any time, t; the concentration of the diffusing compo-
nent in the medium surrounding the food object, c  m; and the initial 
concentration of the diffusing component within the food, c  i . 

   As introduced for unsteady-state heat transfer in Chapter 4, the char-
acteristic dimension, d  c, changes depending on the geometry: one-
half thickness for the infi nite plate, radius of the infi nite cylinder,
and radius of the sphere. In addition, the chart in  Figure 10.3  assumes 
that the boundary condition would represent negligible resistance 
to mass transfer at the surface of the object, as compared with diffu-
sion within the food. This is a reasonable assumption in most food 
applications since the mass diffusivities, D, for liquids or gases within 
solid food structures have small magnitudes as compared with mass 
transfer of the gases or liquids at the boundary. Any convection at the 
surface will enhance mass transfer within the boundary layer at the 
object surface. It should be noted that the mass average concentration 
of the food as a function of time may not provide suffi cient infor-
mation, and the concentration distribution history within the food 
should be considered.
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   Salt is being used to preserve a 4.8       mm slice of salmon muscle. The con-
centration of salt at the surface is 0.533       kg/kg salt free salmon (SFS), and 
the initial concentration is 0.012       kg/kg SFS. If the mass diff usivity,  D , of salt 
in salmon muscle is 8.78      �      10  � 11  m 2 /s, determine the time required for the 
mass average concentration to reach 0.4       kg/kg SFS. 

    Given 

        Characteristic dimension for an infi nite slab,  d  c       �      2.4       mm      �      2.4      �      10  � 3  m  

    Salt concentration at the surface,  c  m       �      0.533       kg/kg SFS  

    Initial salt concentration,  c  i       �      0.012       kg/kg SFS  

    Mass average concentration,  c  ma       �      0.4       kg/kg SFS  

     
D � � �8 78 10 11 2. m /s

        

    Approach 

   The unsteady-state mass transfer chart ( Fig. 10.3 ) will be used to estimate the dimen-

sionless quantity, Dt dc/ 2    , from the concentration ratio.  

    Solution 

        1.     The concentration ratio    

c c

c c

ma m

i m

�

�
�

�

�
�

0 4 0 533

0 012 0 533
0 255

. .

. .
.

      
    2.     From  Figure 10.3 ,    

Dt

d c
2

� 0 46.

      
    3.     Then    

Time
m

m s]

c
2 2

2
� �

� �

�
� �

�

�

0 46 0 46 2 4 10

8 78 10
3 018 1

3 2

11

. . ( . ) [ ]

. [ /
.

d

D
00

8 38

4 s

Time h� .       

    4.     It takes 8.38       h for mass average salt concentration to reach 0.4       kg/kg SFS.    

   A more useful relationship for applications to unsteady-state mass 
transfer in foods would be: 

   

c c

c c
f N N

�

�
�m

i m
Bi Fo( ), (10.40)

      

where

   N

N
Bi

Fo

mass transfer Biot number; 

mass transfer Fourier n

�

� uumber.
    

        Example 10.5      
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   The more complete use of the solutions to Equation (10.40) would 
predict concentration distribution histories within a food, based on 
knowledge of the convective mass transfer coeffi cient at the boundary 
of the object, and the mass diffusivity of the gas or liquid within the 
food structure. 

   An alternative approach to charts, such as  Figure 10.3 , is based on an 
analogy to heat transfer, as described in Chapter 4. When applied to 
mass transfer, the basic expression is the diffusion rate equation, as 
follows: 

log( ) log[ ( )]c c
t

f
j c cm m i� � � � � (10.41)

      

   where the diffusion rate constant, f    , represents the time required for a 
one log-cycle change in the concentration gradient, and the lag coeffi -
cient, j    , describes the region of nonlinearity in the relationship between 
the concentration gradient and time during the initial stages of diffusion. 

   By adapting the charts developed by  Pfl ug et al. (1965)  and presented 
in Chapter 4, the coeffi cients  ( )f j,     needed for the diffusion rate 
equation can be determined. The diffusion rate constant, f,    is pre-
dicted by using Figure 4.40, where the dimensionless number fD d/ c

2     
is presented as a function of the mass transfer Biot number. Note that 
when using Figure 4.40 for mass transfer we use the symbols on the 
chart appropriately. As is evident, the infl uence of the mass transfer 
Biot number is most dramatic between magnitudes of 0.1 and 100. 
At values less than 0.1, the internal resistance to mass transfer is neg-
ligible, and changes in the concentration within the food would be 
controlled by the magnitude of the convective mass transfer coeffi -
cient at the product surface. An application of this situation might be 
the transport of a gas or vapor through a packaging fi lm to a porous 
food during storage. At mass transfer Biot numbers greater than 100,
the external resistance to mass transfer is negligible, and changes in 
concentration within the food as a function of time are controlled by 
the magnitude of the mass diffusivity, D. Since Equation (10.41) was 
obtained by using the fi rst term of the series solutions, as discussed in 
Chapter 4, it is valid only for Fourier numbers greater than 0.2. 

   The magnitude of the lag coeffi cient, j    , is infl uenced by the mass trans-
fer Biot number, as illustrated in Figures. 4.41 and 4.42. In Figure 4.41,
the relationships describe the infl uence of the mass transfer Biot num-
ber on the lag coeffi cient  jc     at the geometric center of the object. 
The lag coeffi cient  jm    at the location defi ning the mass average 
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concentration of the object is infl uenced by the mass transfer Biot num-
ber as illustrated in Figure 4.42. For both coeffi cients, the infl uence of 
the mass transfer Biot number is most dramatic between 0.1 and 100. 

   The approach presented can be used to predict the time required for 
the mass average concentration of a food, or for the concentration 
at the center of the product, to reach some defi ned magnitude. After 
the magnitude of the mass transfer Biot number is established, the 
appropriate values are obtained from Figures. 4.40, 4.41, and 4.42. 
The magnitude of the diffusion rate constant is computed, based on 
magnitudes of the mass diffusivity, D, and the characteristic dimen-
sion for the product. These coeffi cients are used to compute the time 
from the diffusion rate equation, when given the concentration of dif-
fusing component in the medium surrounding the product, as well as 
the initial concentration in the food.      

        Example 10.6         The diff usion of salt in salmon muscle described in Example 10.5 can be 
described by the diff usion rate equation. Determine the time required to 
increase the mass average concentration to 0.4       kg salt per kg SFS. 

    Given 

       d  c       �      2.4       mm      �      2.4      �      10  � 3  m  

     c  m       �      0.533       kg/kg SFS  

     c  i       �      0.012       kg/kg SFS  

     D       �      8.78      �      10  � 11  m 2 /s  

     c  mc       �      0.4       kg/kg SFS     

    Approach 

   The diff usion rate equation will be used to determine the time required, after estimat-

ing the diff usion rate constant  ( )f     and lag coeffi  cient  ( )jm     from the charts (Figs. 4.40 

and 4.42).  

    Solution 

        1.     Estimate the diff usion rate constant.    

    Since the slab concentration has been measured at the surface of the muscle, 
the resistance to mass transport is negligible at the surface and  NBi 

 40    

    From Figure 4.40, 

 

f D

dc
2

0 97� .

   

    for an infi nite slab at  NBi 

 40.       
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    2.     Then    
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    3.     Using Figure 4.42 at  NBi 

 40   ,    

 
jm � 0 82.

     

    4.     Using the diff usion rate equation:    
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    10.2.2       Diff usion of Gases 

   The specifi c application of the diffusion rate equation to unsteady-
state mass transfer of a gas can be accomplished by recognizing that 
the concentration is directly related to the partial pressure, as indi-
cated in Equation (10.5). Given this relationship, the diffusion rate 
equation can be expressed as follows: 

log( ) log[ ( )]p p
t

f
j p pm m i� � � � � (10.42)

      
   and the changes in partial pressure of a diffusing gas within a food 
product structure can be predicted in terms of partial pressures of 
that gas. This form of the diffusion rate equation would have spe-
cifi c application to diffusion of oxygen and similar gases within food 
products. 

   By considering the defi nition of water activity in terms of partial pres-
sures of water vapor, the diffusion rate equation can be presented as: 

log( ) log[ ( )]a a
t

f
j a awm w wm wi� � � � � (10.43)

      
   and the changes in water activity of a dry food can be predicted, based 
on exposure to an environment with a water activity (relative humid-
ity) different for the product. This form of the equation can be used 
to predict water activity within a food after a defi ned storage period in 
a defi ned environment, or to predict the time required for the product 
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to reach a water activity limit during storage. These applications are 
closely associated with shelf-life predictions for dry and intermediate 
moisture content foods.

        Example 10.7         Individual pieces of dry pasta are exposed to an environment at 15�C and 
50% relative humidity. The mass diff usivity for water vapor within the pasta 
is 12      �      10  � 12  m 2 /s, and the mass transfer coeffi  cient in the environment 
around the pasta has been estimated to be1.2      �      10  � 4  m/s. The pieces of 
pasta have a diameter of 1       cm. If the initial water activity is 0.05, estimate the 
water activity of the pasta after one week. 

    Given 

        Characteristic dimension, infi nite cylinder,  d  c       �      0.005       m  

     k  m       �      1.2      �      10  � 4  m/s  

     D       �      12      �      10  � 12  m 2 /s  

     a  wm       �      0.5 (from relative humidity      �      50%)  

     a  wi       �      0.05     

    Approach 

   The fi rst step in the solution is computation of the mass transfer Biot number, fol-

lowed by determination of the appropriate coeffi  cients to be used in the diff usion 

rate equation.  

    Solution 

        1.     The mass transfer Biot number for the individual pieces of pasta is    

 
NBi � �5 104

     

    2.     Using Figure 4.40,    

 

f D

d

f
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2

2

m
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    3.     Using Figure 4.42,    

 
jm 0.7=

     

    4.     Using the diff usion rate equation,    

  
log( . )

.
log[ . ( . . )]0 5

168

231 5
0 7 0 5 0 05� �� � �aw

     

    and  a  w       �      0.44 

    5.     Based on the steps used, the mass average water activity of the pasta after 

one week is 0.44.    
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   The application of the diffusion rate equation to fi nite geometries is 
accomplished in the same manner as previously described for heat 
transfer. The key expressions for a fi nite cylinder and a fi nite slab,
respectively, are: 

1 1 1

f f f
� �

IS IC
(10.44)

      

1 1 1 1

1 2 3f f f f
� � �

IS IS IS
(10.45)

      

   Similarly, coeffi cient  j     for fi nite cylinder and fi nite slab are,
respectively: 

j j jI� �IS C (10.46)
      

j j j j� � �IS1 IS IS2 3 (10.47)      

   By using the appropriate expressions, the coeffi cients  ( )f j,     are 
obtained and the diffusion rate equation is used to predict concentra-
tions, partial pressures, or water activities, as a function of time.      

        Example 10.8         Determine the time required for the center of pieces of the pasta in Example 
10.7 to reach a water activity of 0.3. The pieces have a length of 2       cm and 
diameter of 1       cm. 

    Given 

        Characteristic dimension, infi nite cylinder,  d  c       �      0.005       m  

    Characteristic dimension, infi nite slab,  d  c       �      0.01       m  

     k  m       �      1.2      �      10  � 4  m/s  

     D       �      12      �      10  � 12  m 2 /s  

     a  wm       �      0.5 (from relative humidity      �      50%)  

     a  wi       �      0.05  

     a  w       �      0.3     

    Approach 

   After determination of the mass transfer Biot number, the charts (Figs. 4.40 and 4.41) 

are used to determine the coeffi  cients for the diff usion rate equation.  

    Solution 

        1.     Both mass transfer Biot numbers (based on infi nite slab and infi nite cylinder) 

exceed 5      �      10 4 .  
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    2.     Using computations from Example 10.7,    

 
fIC h� 231 5.

     
    3.     Using Figure 4.40 (for infi nite slab),    

 

f D

dc
2

0 97� .

     
    4.     Then    

 
fIS s 2245.4 h�
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    5.     From Figure 4.41,    

 
jcs  (for infinite slab)�1 27.

     

 
jci  (for infinite cylinder)�1 60.

     
    6.     Using Equation (10.44),    

 

1 1

2245 4

1

231 5
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f
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�

. .

. h
     

    7.     Using Equation (10.46),    

 
jc � � �1 27 1 60 2 04. . .

     
    8.     Based on the diff usion rate equation,    

 

log( . . )
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0 5 0 3
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t

t h
     

    9.     Time for water activity to reach 0.3 at the center of the pasta pieces is 138.89       h 

or 5.8 days.            

    PROBLEMS 

        10.1   A droplet of water is falling through 20�C air at the termi-
nal velocity. The relative humidity of the air is 10% and the 
droplet is at the wet bulb temperature. The diffusivity of water 
vapor in air is 0.2    �      10 � 4 m 2 /s. Estimate the convective mass 
transfer coeffi cient for a 100      μ m diameter droplet.  

    10.2   The Sherwood Number for vapor transport from the surface of 
a high moisture food product to the surrounding air is 2.78. 
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Compute the convective mass transfer coeffi cient, when the 
dimension of the product in the direction of air movement 
is 15     cm, and the mass diffusivity for water vapor in air is 
1.8    �      10 � 5 m 2 /s.  

    10.3   A fl avor compound is held within a 5    mm diameter time-
release sphere. The sphere is placed in a liquid food and will 
release the fl avor compound after one month of storage at 
20�C. The concentration of fl avor within the sphere is 100% 
and the mass diffusivity for the fl avor compound within the 
liquid food is 7.8    �      10 � 9 m 2 /s. Estimate the steady-state mass 
fl ux of fl avor into the liquid food from the surface of the 
time-release sphere. The convective mass transfer coeffi cient is 
50    m/s. 

    10.4   A desiccant is being used to remove water vapor from a stream 
of air with 90% RH at 50�C. The desiccant is a fl at plate with 
25     cm length and 10     cm width, and maintains a water activity 
of 0.04 at the surface exposed to the air stream. The stream 
of air has velocity of 5     m/s moving over the surface in the 
direction of the 25     cm length. The mass diffusivity for water 
vapor in air is 0.18      �      10 � 3  m 2/s. Compute the mass fl ux of 
water vapor from the air to the desiccant surface. 

    *10.5   Cucumbers are preserved by storage in a salt brine with a 
concentration of 20% NaCl. The initial NaCl concentration 
in the cucumber is 0.6% and the moisture content is 96.1% 
(wb). The convective mass transfer coeffi cient at the surface of 
the cucumbers is suffi ciently high to cause the mass transfer 
Biot number to be greater than 100. The mass diffusivity for 
NaCl in water is 1.5      �   10 � 9  m 2 /s. Estimate the time required 
for the center of a 2     cm cucumber to reach 15%. Note that the 
concentration percentages in the cucumber are kg NaCl per kg 
of cucumber, whereas the brine concentration is kg NaCl per 
kg water.  

    10.6   An apple slice with 1     cm thickness is exposed to 80% RH for 
one week. After one week, the water activity of the apple has 
increased to 0.6, from an initial value of 0.1. The convective 
mass transfer coeffi cient at the product surface is 8   �   10 � 3 m/s. 
Estimate the mass diffusivity for water vapor in the apple.     
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    LIST OF SYMBOLS     

    �m        mass fl ow rate (kg/s) 

    j        lag coeffi cient for mass transfer (dimensionless)  

    NBi        mass transfer Biot number (dimensionless)  
    NFo        mass transfer Fourier number (dimensionless)  

   f     
   time required for a one log-cycle change in concentration 
gradient (s)  

    A     area (m 2 )  
    a  w     water activity  
    c     concentration (kg/m 3  or kg mol/m 3 )  
    c  p     specifi c heat (kJ/[kg �C])  
    D     mass diffusivity (m 2 /s)  
    d  c     characteristic dimension (m)  
    E  p     activation energy for permeability (kcal/mol)  
    k     thermal conductivity (W/[m �C])  
    k  m     mass transfer coeffi cient (m/s) 
    L     length (m)  
    �m        mass fl ow rate (kg/s) 
    M     molecular weight  
    N  Le     Lewis number (dimensionless)  
    N  Re     Reynolds number (dimensionless)  
    N  Sc     Schmidt number (dimensionless)  
    N  Sh     Sherwood number (dimensionless)  
    p     partial pressure of gas (kPa)  
    P     permeability coeffi cient 
    q     rate of heat transfer (W)  
    R     gas constant (m 3  Pa/[kg K])  
    r     radial coordinate (m)  
    R  u     universal gas constant (m 3  Pa/[kg mol K])  
    σ     shear stress (Pa)  
    S     solubility (mol/[cm 3 atm]) 
    T     temperature (K)  
    t     time (s)  
 ν  kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
    u     fl uid velocity (m/s)  
    W     humidity ratio (kg water/kg dry air)  
    x     distance coordinate (m)  
    α     thermal diffusivity (m 2 /s)  
    μ     viscosity (Pa s)  
    ρ     mass concentration (kg/m 3 )    

   Subscripts: A, component A; B, component B; E, component E; i, initial; IC, infi -
nite cylinder; IS, infi nite slab; m, medium; ma, mass average; S, surface location; 
x, variable distance; 1, location 1; 2, location 2. 
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   Membrane separation systems have been used extensively in the chem-
ical process industry. Their use in the food industry is now becoming 
more common. Some of the typical food-related applications include 
purifi cation of water, and the concentration and clarifi cation of fruit 
juices, milk products, alcoholic beverages, and wastewater. 

   The most popular method for concentration of a liquid food is the 
evaporation process. During evaporation, a suffi cient amount of ther-
mal energy, equivalent to the latent heat of vaporization, must be 
added to the product to initiate phase change for water within the 
product (see Chapter 8). In an evaporator, the latent heat of vaporiza-
tion represents a substantial part of the energy requirements or oper-
ating costs. In membrane separation systems, water is removed from 
the liquid product without phase change. 

   In a membrane separation system, a fl uid containing two or more 
components is in contact with a membrane that permits selected 
components (for example, water in the fl uid) to permeate more read-
ily than other components. The physical and chemical nature of the 
membrane—for example, pore size and pore-size distribution—affect 
the separation of liquid streams. As shown in  Figure 11.1   , the mem-
brane in a reverse-osmosis system allows water to permeate whereas 
salts and sugars are rejected. Ultrafi ltration membranes are useful in 
fractionating components by rejecting macromolecules. In microfi l-
tration, the membranes separate suspended particulates. The applica-
tion of each of the membranes for separating different materials is 
shown in  Figure 11.2   . 

   Permeation of the selected component(s) is the result of a  “ driving 
force. ”  For dialysis, the concentration difference across the membrane 

                           Membrane Separation  
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   ■   Figure 11.1          Use of membrane systems to 

separate substances of diff erent-sized molecules. 

(From  Cheryan, 1989 )    
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is the driving force, whereas in the case of reverse osmosis, ultrafi ltra-
tion, and microfi ltration systems, hydrostatic pressure is the key driving 
force. Microfi ltration membrane systems require the lowest amount of 
hydraulic pressure; about 1 to 2 bar (or 15 to 30 psig). Ultrafi ltration 
membrane systems operate at higher pressures; on the order of 1 to 7 
bar (or 15 to 100 psig). These pressure levels are required to overcome 
the hydraulic resistance caused by a macromolecular layer at the mem-
brane surface, as discussed in Section 11.5. In a reverse-osmosis system,
considerably higher hydraulic pressures, in the range of 20 to 50 bar 
(300 to 750 psig), are necessary to overcome the osmotic pressures. 

   We can best understand the process of selective permeation by exam-
ining the structure of a membrane.  Figure 11.3    is a visualization of a 
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   ■   Figure 11.2          A separation spectrum. (Courtesy of Osmonics)    
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membrane represented as a composite material consisting of poly-
meric chain interconnected by cross-linking. Any material being trans-
ported through a membrane must move through the interstitial spaces. 
When the interstitial openings are small, the transporting material 
makes its way through a membrane by pushing aside the neighboring 
polymeric chains. The resistance to the movement of a given material 
through a membrane depends on how  “ tight ”  or “ loose ”  a membrane 
is. A polymeric membrane with a considerable degree of cross-linkages 
and crystallinity is considered tight, and it will offer considerable resis-
tance to the permeation of a transporting material. 

   We will now consider three types of membrane systems: electrodialy-
sis, reverse osmosis, and ultrafi ltration. 

    11.1       ELECTRODIALYSIS SYSTEMS 

   The separation process in an electrodialysis system is based on the 
selective movement of ions in solution. The membranes in these sys-
tems derive their selectivity from the ions (anions or cations) that are 
allowed to permeate through them. Selected ions are removed from 
water as they pass through the semipermeable membranes. These 
membranes do not permit permeation of water. 

   If a polymeric chain in a membrane has a fi xed negative charge, it will 
repulse any anion that tries to enter the membrane. This is shown sche-
matically in  Figure 11.4   . For example, a negatively charged chain attracts 
cations and allows them to move through. In this type of membrane,

   ■   Figure 11.3          The structure of an 

ultrafi ltration membrane. (From  Lacey, 1972 )    
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the distance between the cross-linkages of the polymeric chain should 
be large enough to minimize the resistance offered to the transporting 
ion. At the same time, the distance between the cross-linkages must not 
be too large, or the repulsive forces will be insuffi cient to provide the 
desired selectivity. This functional property of an ion membrane system 
is used in the electrodialysis system, as shown in  Figure 11.5   .

Desalted water

Feed water
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�
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� � � �

� � � � �

C CA
H2

Concentrated
brine

A � anion-permeable membrane
C � cation-permeable membrane

Cell A

Cl2

Cell B

   ■   Figure 11.5          Desalting of water with an 

electrodialysis system. (From  Lacey, 1972 )    
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   The electrodialysis system uses an electric current to transfer ions 
through a membrane. The membranes have fi xed ionic groups that 
are chemically bound to the structure of the membrane. As shown 
in Figure 11.5 , the electrodialysis system involves an array of mem-
branes, alternating between anion-exchange and cation-exchange 
membranes. In between the membranes are small compartments 
(0.5 to 1.0    mm thick) that contain the solution. Electrodes are used 
to apply an electric charge to both sides of the membrane assembly. 
Depending on the fi xed charge of the polymer chain in the mem-
brane, only the compatible ions are able to move through a given 
membrane. Thus, cations will readily move through cation-exchange 
membranes but will be repulsed by anion-exchange membranes. 

   Let us follow the path of cations (such as Na � in a salt solution) 
shown in  Figure 11.5 . The cations in cell A are attracted toward the 
anode, and they readily move through the cation-exchange mem-
brane. However, the anions are repulsed back into the solution. After 
the cations move to cell B, they cannot move farther to the right 
because they are repulsed toward the left by the anion-exchange 
membrane. Thus, either ion-concentrated or ion-depleted solution 
streams are obtained from alternating chambers. 

   Electrodialysis has been used extensively in desalting processes 
employing membranes that are permeable to ions, but impervious 
to water. Water leaving from the ion-depleted cells is the desalted 
product, and brine is obtained from the ion-concentrated cells. For 
the desalting applications, anion-selective membranes are made from 
cross-linked polystyrene with quaternary ammonia groups; cation-
selective membranes are made from cross-linked polystyrene that is 
sulfonated, such that sulfonate groups are attached to the polymer. 
The sulfonate (SO 4) and ammonium (NH 4) groups provide the elec-
tronegative and electropositive charges, respectively. Ions attach with 
opposite electric charges on the membrane and easily migrate from 
one charge to another. This migration of ions causes the fl ow of elec-
tric current. The pores in these membranes are too small to allow 
water to transport through them. The electrodialysis process does not 
remove colloidal material, bacteria, or un-ionized matter. 

   The energy consumption for the electrodialysis process is given by 

E I nR t� 2
c (11.1)    

   where E is energy consumption (J), I is electric current through the 
stack (A), n is the number of cells in the stack, Rc is the resistance of 
the cell ( Ω ), and t  is time (s).   
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   The electric current  I  can be calculated from the following equation: 

I
zFm c

U
�

�Δ (11.2)
    

   where z is electrochemical valence;  F is Faraday’s constant, 96,500     A/s 
equivalent;  �m     is feed solution fl ow rate (L/s);  Δ  c is concentration dif-
ference between feed and product;  U is current utilization factor; and 
I  is direct current (A).   

   From Equations (11.1) and (11.2),

E nRc
zFm c

U
� ( )

.
Δ⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

2

(11.3)
      

   For applications involving desalination of water, it is evident from 
Equation (11.3) that the energy required to desalt water is directly 
proportional to the concentration of salt in the feed. When the salt 
concentration is very high, the energy consumption will be cor-
respondingly high. Application of electrodialysis to feedwater of 
less than 10,000    ppm total dissolved solids is usually limited by 
economics. Typically, for commercial applications, the most favor-
able economic application of electrodialysis requires a feed with a 
total dissolved solids content (TDS) of 1000 to 5000    mg/L to obtain 
a product with a TDS content of 500    mg/L. The U.S. Public Health 
Service Drinking Water Standards require that potable water should 
not contain more than 500    ppm TDS (although up to 1000    ppm
may be considered acceptable).  Table 11.1    presents the terms used to 
express the solids content of different levels of saline water. 

 Table 11.1        Total Dissolved Solids Content of Saline Water  

   Term  Total dissolved solids (ppm) 

   Fresh   � 1000 

   Brackish 

    Mildly brackish  1000–5000 

    Moderately brackish  5000–15,000 

    Heavily brackish  15,000–35,000 

   Sea water  35,000 (approximately) 
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   In Japan, the electrodialysis process has been used extensively to 
obtain table salt from sea water. Other food applications of the elec-
trodialysis process include removing salts from whey and orange juice. 

    11.2       REVERSE OSMOSIS MEMBRANE SYSTEMS 

   It is well known that when a plant or an animal membrane is used to 
separate two solutions of different solute concentrations, pure water 
passes through the membrane. The movement of water occurs from a 
solution with high concentration of water to a solution with low con-
centration of water, thus tending to equalize the water concentration 
on the two sides of the membrane. This movement of water is gener-
ally referred to as osmosis. Plant root hairs absorb water from the soil 
according to this phenomenon. The water is usually present in high 
concentration in soil surrounding the root hairs, whereas the water 
concentration inside the root cell is low due to dissolved sugars, salts,
and other substances. Osmotic diffusion moves water from the soil 
into the root hairs. 

   Consider a solution of water containing a solute. In  Figure 11.6a   ,
a semipermeable membrane separates the solutions of the same 
solute concentration contained in chambers A and B. Since the 
chemical potential of the solvent (water) is the same on both sides of 
the membrane, no net fl ow of water occurs through the membrane. 
In  Figure 11.6b , chamber A contains a solution with a higher solute 
concentration than chamber B; that is, chamber A has lower water 
concentration than chamber B. This also means that the chemical 
potential of the solvent (water) in chamber A will be lower compared 
with that of chamber B. As a result, water will fl ow from chamber B to 
chamber A. As seen in  Figure 11.6c , this movement of water will cause 
an increase in the volume of water in chamber A. Once equilibrium is 
reached, the increased volume represents a change in head, or pres-
sure, which will be equal to the osmotic pressure. If an external pres-
sure greater than the osmotic pressure is then applied to chamber A, as 
shown in  Figure 11.6d , the chemical potential of water in chamber A 
will increase, resulting in water fl ow from chamber A to chamber B. 
The reversal in the direction of water fl ow, obtained by application 
of an external pressure that exceeds the osmotic pressure, is termed 
reverse osmosis . 

   A reverse-osmosis membrane system is used to remove water from a 
water–solute mixture by application of external pressure. In contrast 
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to electrodialysis, the membrane used in the reverse-osmosis system 
must be permeable to water. 

   In the 1950s, it was discovered that cellulose acetate, a highly orga-
nized polymer, has groups that can hydrogen-bond with water as well 
as with other solvents such as ammonia or alcohol.  Figure 11.7    shows 
the chemical structure of cellulose acetate polymer. The hydrogen in the 
water molecule bonds to the carbonyl group of cellulose acetate. The 
water molecules hydrogen-bond on one side of the membrane, then 
move through the membrane by bonding to neighboring carbonyl 
groups. This process continues as water permeates the membrane to 
the other side. As illustrated in  Figure 11.7 , the polymer must be highly 
organized with carbonyl groups occurring at fi xed locations, or water 
molecules will be unable to permeate the membrane. The driving force 
for the water molecules to move from one set of hydrogen-bonding 
sites to the next is the pressure difference across the membrane. 

   Structurally, a polymeric membrane can be viewed as strands of the poly -
mer and interstitial spaces. Since the polymer used in a reverse-osmosis 
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membrane is highly organized, its structure must be tight, such that 
the interstitial spaces are small. 

   To obtain high fl ux rates throughout the membrane, the thickness of 
the membrane must be small. In the late 1950s, Loeb and Sourirajan 
invented a method to fabricate extremely thin fi lms of anisotropic cel-
lulose acetate attached to a supporting matrix with an open structure. 
Since their initial discovery, many developments have taken place in 
the selection of membrane materials. 

   In a reverse-osmosis system, water is the permeating material referred 
to as “ permeate, ”  and the remaining solution concentrated with the 
solutes is called  “ retentate. ”  

   The osmotic pressure Π of a dilute solution can be obtained by Van’t 
Hoff’s equation, which uses colligative properties of dilute solutions. 

Π �
cRT

M
(11.4)

    

   where Π is osmotic pressure (Pa), c is solute concentration (kg/m 3 ) 
of solution, T is absolute temperature (K), R is gas constant, and M is 
molecular weight.

          Example 11.1         Estimate the osmotic pressure of orange juice with 11% total solids at 20°C. 

    Given 

        Concentration of solids      �      11%      �      0.11       kg solids/kg product  

    Temperature      �      20°C      �      293       K     

    Approach 

   The Van’t Hoff  equation (Eq. (11.4)) will be used for computation, while assuming 

that glucose is the predominant component infl uencing the osmotic pressure.  

    Solution 

        1.     The density of orange juice is estimated based on density of carbohydrates at 

1593       kg/m 2 .    

 

ρ � �

�

0 11 1593 0 89 998 2

1063 6 3

. . .

.

( ) ( )

kg/m
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    2.     The concentration,  c , for Equation (11.4) becomes    

 

c product� �0 11 1063 6 3. . [kg solids/kg product]  [kg product/m ]]

kg solids/m  product�117 3

     
    3.     Using Equation (11.4),    

 

Π �
� �117 8 314 293

180

3 3[kg solids m  product] [m kPa (kg mol K)] [K]/ . /

[[kg /(kg mol)]
     

    4.       Π        �      1583.5       kPa          

   From Equation (11.4), we observe that the presence of small mol-
ecules in a solution results in a high osmotic pressure. Another 
equation found to be more accurate over a wider range of solute con-
centrations uses Gibb’s relationship, given as 

Π � �
RT X

V
Aln

m
(11.5)

    
   where V  m is the molar volume of pure liquid, and X  A is mole fraction 
of pure liquid.   

   Osmotic pressures of some food materials are given in  Table 11.2   . 
Foods with smaller molecular-weight constituents have higher 

 Table 11.2        Osmotic Pressure of Foods and Food Constituents at 
Room Temperature  

   Food  Concentration 

 Osmotic pressure 

(kPa) 

   Milk  9% solids-not-fat   690 

   Whey  6% total solids   690 

   Orange juice  11% total solids  1587 

   Apple juice  15% total solids  2070 

   Grape juice  16% total solids  2070 

   Coff ee extract  28% total solids  3450 

   Lactose  5% w/v   380 

   Sodium chloride  1% w/v   862 

   Lactic acid  1% w/v   552 

   Source :  Cheryan (1998)   
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osmotic pressure. Data on osmotic pressures of foods or food compo-
nents is very limited. These data are important in membrane process-
ing. For example, in order to achieve separation in a reverse-osmosis 
membrane, the pressure applied to the feed solution must exceed the 
osmotic pressure.

        Example 11.2         Estimate the osmotic pressure of orange juice with 11% total solids at 20°C, 
using the Gibb’s relationship. 

    Given 

        Concentration of solids      �      11%  

    Temperature      �      20°C     

    Approach 

   The Gibb’s relationship is Equation (11.5) and requires computation of the mole frac-

tion and the molar volume of pure liquid.  

    Solution 

        1.     Based on the total solids of 0.11       kg solids/kg product, the mole fraction is:    

 

X A �

�

�

0 89

18
0 89

18

0 11

180

0 9878

.

. .
.

     

    2.     The molar volume for water:    

 

1 0 89 1063 6

1

3

Vm

[kg water/kg product] [kg product/m  product]
�

�. .

88

0 019 3

[kg /kg mol]

m /kg molmV � .
   

    where product density is obtained from Example 11.1.   

    3.     Using Equation (11.5),    

 

Π ��
�8 314 293

0 019
0 9878

3

3

.

.
.

[m kPa/(kg mol K)] [ ]

[m /kg mol]
ln( )

K

ΠΠ �1573 8. kPa            
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   The Hagen–Poiseuille law is useful in developing a relationship 
between the fl ux through a membrane and the pressure differential 
across it. Thus,

N K P� �p( )Δ ΔΠ (11.6)    

   where N is fl ux of solvent permeation, K  p is the permeability coef-
fi cient of the membrane, Δ  P is the difference in transmembrane 
hydrostatic pressure, and Δ  Π is the difference in the osmotic pressure 
between the feed solution and the permeate.   

   The more specifi c expression for water fl ux through a reverse osmosis 
membrane has been proposed by  Matsuura et al. (1973) , as follows: 

N K P X X� � �p c c[ ( ) ( )]Δ π π2 3 (11.7)
    

   where X  c is the weight fraction of carbon in the solution being sepa-
rated. The weight fraction ( X  c2) is the carbon content in the concen-
trated boundary solution at the membrane surface, and the X  c3 is the 
carbon weight fraction in the water passing through the membrane. 
The magnitude of X  c2 will exceed the magnitude in the feed stream 
and the concentrated product leaving the system.  Matsuura et al. 
(1973) have proposed the following expression for the permeability 
coeffi cient:   

K
N

A Pp
w

e

�
3600 Δ

(11.8)
    

   where N  w is a pure water permeation rate for an effective area of 
membrane surface, and A  e is the effective membrane area. The mag-
nitude of K  p is a function of membrane properties such as porosity,
pore-size distribution, and membrane thickness. In addition, the vis-
cosity of the solvent will infl uence the permeability coeffi cient. For 
membranes that provide high rejection—that is, they do not allow 
most of the impurities in water to pass through—the osmotic pres-
sure of the permeate is negligible.  Matsuura et al. (1973)  have mea-
sured the permeability coeffi cient for the cellulose acetate membrane 
and found a value of 3.379    �      10 � 6      kg water/(m 2     s kPa).   

    Matsuura et al. (1973)  have proposed alternative expressions for 
water fl ux in a reverse-osmosis membrane, as follows: 

N S
X

X
c X c X�

�
�p

c

c
c c

1 3

3
2 2 3 3

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥ [ ] (11.9)
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N k c X
X X

X X
� �

�

�
m c

c c

c c
1 3

2 3

1 3

1( ) ln
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥ (11.10)

    

   where S  p is a solute transport parameter, which is a function of the 
solute and the membrane characteristics. Typical magnitudes for the 
parameter have been measured, as presented in Table 11.3   . The con-
centrations ( c  1, c  2, c  3) in Equations (11.9) and (11.10) are the weight 
concentrations (kg water/m 3) in the feed stream, at the membrane 
boundary, and in the water passing though the membrane pore,
respectively. The magnitude of the mass transfer coeffi cient ( k  m) is a 

 Table 11.3        Eff ect of Feed Concentration on  D / K δ   for Fruit Juice 
Solutes at 4137       kPa (600       psig) a   

   Film number  Feed solution 

 Carbon 

content in feed 

solution (ppm) 

 Soluble 

transport 

parameter  S  p  

( � 10 5        cm/s) 

   J7 
    
    
    

 Apple juice 
  
  
  

 29,900 
 43,800 
 61,900 
 84,800 

 0.81 
 0.84 
 0.66 
 0.36 

   J8 
    
    
    

 Pineapple juice 
  
  
  

 29,800 
 47,300 
 62,200 
 80,400 

 0.64 
 0.43 
 0.24 
 0.35 

   J9 
    
    

 Orange juice 
  
  

 30,800 
 45,000 
 80,200 

 1.32 
 0.97 
 1.18 

   J10 
    
    
    

 Grapefruit juice 
  
  
  

 31,700 
 45,900 
 58,500 
 86,900 

 0.66 
 0.35 
 0.77 
 0.43 

   J11 
    
    
    

 Grape juice 
  
  
  

 33,300 
 48,100 
 62,700 
 81,500 

 1.12 
 0.63 
 0.39 
 0.69 

   Source:   Matsuura et al. (1973)   

  a  Experiments carried out in nonfl ow-type cell.  
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function of product fl ow over the membrane surface, and can be eval-
uated by the dimensionless expressions presented in Chapter 10.   

   The osmotic pressure of a liquid feed is useful in selecting mem-
branes, since the membrane must be able to physically withstand 
transmembrane pressure higher than the osmotic pressure.  

    11.3       MEMBRANE PERFORMANCE 

   The fl ow of water through a membrane is described by 

�m
K A P

tw
w�

�( )Δ ΔΠ (11.11)
    

   where �mw  is water fl ow rate (kg/s), Δ  P is the hydraulic pressure dif-
ferential across the membrane (kPa), Δ  Π is the osmotic pressure dif-
ference across the membrane (kPa), t is time (s), A is area (m 2 ), and 
K  w is the coeffi cient of water permeability through the membrane 
(kg/[m2      kPa]).   

   The fl ow of a solute through a membrane is given by 

�m
K A c

ts
s�

Δ
(11.12)

    

   where �ms  is the solute fl ow rate, Δ  c is the differential of solute con-
centration across the membrane (kg/m 3 ), and K  s is the coeffi cient of 
solute permeability through the membrane (L/m).   

   From Equations (11.11) and (11.12), it is evident that water fl ow rate 
through the membrane is increased by increasing the hydraulic pres-
sure gradient across the membrane. The hydraulic pressure gradient 
has no effect on the solute fl ow rate. The solute fl ow is infl uenced by 
the concentration gradient across the membrane. 

   The performance of a membrane system is often described by the 
 “ retention factor, ” R  f . 

R
c c

cf
f p

f

�
�( )

(11.13)
    

   where c  f is the concentration of a solute in the feed stream (kg/m 3 ) 
and c  p is the concentration of a solute in the permeate stream (kg/m 3).  
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   Another factor used to describe the performance of a membrane sys-
tem is the  “ rejection factor, ” R  j . 

R
c c

cj
f p

p

�
�( )

(11.14)

      

   Membrane performance may be expressed as  “molecular weight cut-
off, ”  or the maximum molecular weight for the solute to pass through 
the membrane. 

   Another term used to denote membrane performance is conversion 
percentage, Z . 

Z
m

m
�

��

�
p

f

100 (11.15)

      

   where �mp  is product fl ow rate and �mf  is the feed fl ow rate. Thus,
operating a membrane at a conversion percentage of 70% means that 
a feed of 100    kg/h will yield 70    kg/h of product (permeate) and 30     kg/h 
of retentate.  

    11.4       ULTRAFILTRATION MEMBRANE SYSTEMS 

   Ultrafi ltration membranes have pore sizes much larger than the 
reverse-osmosis membrane. Ultrafi ltration membranes are used pri-
marily for fractionating purposes: that is, to separate high-molecular-
weight solutes from those with low molecular weight. Since the ultra-
fi ltration membranes have larger pore sizes, the hydraulic pressures 
required as a driving force are much smaller when compared with the 
reverse osmosis membrane systems. Typically, pressures in the range 
of 70 to 700    kPa are needed for ultrafi ltration membrane systems. As 
shown in  Figure 11.2 , the pore size of ultrafi ltration membrane ranges 
from 0.001 to 0.02     m, with molecular weight cutoffs from 1000 to 
80,000.

   The fl ux rate through an ultrafi ltration membrane can be obtained 
from the following equation: 

N KA P� Δ (11.16)    

   where Δ  P is pressure difference across the membrane, K is membrane 
permeability constant (kg/[m 2     kPa s]), and A is membrane surface 
area (m 2 ).
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   The concentration of whey is being accomplished by using an ultrafi ltration 
membrane to separate water. The 10       kg/min feed stream has 6% total solids 
and is being increased to 20% total solids. The membrane tube has a 5       cm 
inside diameter, and the pressure diff erence applied is 2000       kPa. Estimate 
the fl ux of water through the membrane and the length of the membrane 
tube when the permeability constant is 4      �      10  � 5        kg water/(m 2        kPa s). 

    Given 

        Feed concentration      �      6% total solids      �      0.06       kg solids/kg product  

    Final concentration      �      20% total solids      �      0.2       kg solids/kg product  

    Tube diameter      �      5       cm      �      0.05       m  

    Operating pressure      �      2000       kPa  

    Membrane permeability constant      �      4      �      10  � 5        kg water/(m 2        kPa s)     

    Approach 

   Use Equation (11.16) and a mass balance to determine the mass fl ux and the mem-

brane tube length.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using a mass balance on the membrane system, feed stream      �      water 

fl ux      �      concentrated product    

 
10 � �N Np    

    and   

 
10 0 06 0 2( . ) ( . )� Np      

 
Np kg/min of concentrated product� 3

   

    Then   

 
N � 7 kg/min of water through membrane

     

    2.     Using Equation (11.16)    

 

A �
� � ��

7

4 10 2000 605 2

[kg water/min]

kg water/ m kPa s [kPa] s/m( ) [ iin

m

]

.A �1 46 2

     

    3.     Since  d       �      0.05       m    

 

L �
�

�
1 46

0 05
9 28

2. [ ]

. [ ]
.

m

m
m

π             

          Example 11.3      
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    11.5       CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION 

   In membrane separation processes, when a liquid solution contain-
ing salts and particulates is brought next to a semipermeable mem-
brane, some of the molecules accumulate in the boundary layer next 
to the membrane surface ( Fig. 11.8   ). Thus, the concentration of a 
retained species will be higher in the boundary layer adjacent to the 
membrane than in bulk. This phenomenon is called concentration 
polarization, and it has a major effect on the performance of a mem-
brane system. 

   Concentration polarization occurs in both reverse-osmosis and ultra-
fi ltration systems. In addition, the causes of concentration polar-
ization are the same, but the consequences are different. During 
reverse-osmosis, the low-molecular-weight material is retained on 
the membrane surface and increases the solute concentration and the 
osmotic pressure (Eq. (11.4)). For a given transmembrane pressure,
increasing the osmotic pressure will decrease the fl ux through the 
membrane (Eq. (11.6)). In ultrafi ltration membranes, the infl uence of 
larger molecules on osmotic pressure is small since the molecules are 
retained on the membrane surface. However, the retained molecules 
can lead to precipitation and formation of a solid layer at the mem-
brane surface. This phenomenon of gel formation will be explained 
later in this section. 

   The concentration profi les of a solute adjacent to the membrane 
surface can be described using  Figure 11.9   . As permeation of a sol-
ute proceeds through the membrane, the solute concentration at the 
membrane surface, c  w, increases compared with the solute concentra-
tion in the bulk fl uid, c  b. This is attributed to convective transport of 

Membrane

cb

cw
Nc

Nc

D dc
dx

Laminar
sublayer

�

   ■   Figure 11.9          A profi le of solute 

concentration during ultrafi ltration, showing 

concentration polarization. (From  Schweitzer, 
1979 )    

Solution of A and B
under pressure

Solution of A

Solution of B

Membrane

   ■   Figure 11.8          Separation process in a 

pressure-driven membrane system. (From 

 Lacey, 1972 )    

w
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the solute toward the membrane. Due to the increased concentration 
of the solute at the membrane surface, there will be a concentration 
gradient set up between the concentration at the wall and the concen-
tration in the bulk, resulting in back diffusion of the solute. At steady 
state, the back diffusion must equal the convective fl ux. The rate of 
convective transport of the solute can be written as 

convective transport of a solute c� N c (11.17)    

   where N  c is the permeate fl ux rate, m 3 /(m 2     s); and c is the concentra-
tion of a solute (kg/m 3 ).   

   The solute rejected at the wall moves back into the bulk liquid. The 
back-transport fl ux rate of the solute is expressed as 

flux rate of a solute due to back transport
d
d

� D
c

x   
(11.18)

    

   where  D  is the diffusion coeffi cient of the solute (m 2 /s).   

   Under steady-state conditions, the convective transport of a solute 
equals the back transport due to concentration gradient; thus,

D
c

x
N c

d
d c� (11.19)

      

   Separating the variables and integrating with boundary conditions,
c     �     c  w  at  x       �      0 and  c       �       c  b  at  x       �       δ, we obtain 

N

D

c

c
c w

b

δ
� ln (11.20)

      

N
D c

cc
w

b

�
δ

ln (11.21)
      

   The preceding equation may be rearranged as 

c

c

N

D
w

b

c� exp
δ⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ (11.22)

      

   According to Equation (11.22), c  w/c  b, also referred to as concentra-
tion modulus, increases exponentially with transmembrane fl ux and 
with the thickness of the boundary layer, and it decreases exponen-
tially with increasing value of solute diffusivity. Thus, the infl uence of 
concentration polarization is particularly severe with membranes that 
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have high permeability, such as ultrafi ltration membranes, and solutes 
that have high molecular weights. The thickness of the boundary layer 
is the result of the fl ow conditions next to the membrane surface. 

   This derivation is valid for both reverse osmosis and ultrafi ltration 
membranes. In the case of ultrafi ltration membranes, as observed in 
the preceding paragraph, the solute concentration will increase rap-
idly and the solute may precipitate, forming a gel layer ( Fig. 11.10   ). 
The resistance to permeation by this gel layer may become more 
prominent than the membrane resistance. Under these conditions,
the solute concentration at the surface of the gel layer, referred to as 
c  g, becomes a constant and it is no longer infl uenced by the solute 
concentration in the bulk, the membrane characteristics, operating 
pressures, or the fl uid fl ow conditions. 

   For situations when the pressure has no more infl uence on the fl ux,
we can rewrite Equation (11.22) as 

N k
c

cc m
w

b

� ln
⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

(11.23)
    

   where  k  m  is the mass transfer coeffi cient (L/[m 2      h]).   

   Equation (11.23) indicates that the ultrafi ltration rate  N  c is infl uenced 
mainly by the solute concentration in the bulk, c  b, and the mass 
transfer coeffi cient, k  m . 

   The mass transfer coeffi cient can be evaluated using dimensional 
analysis. 

N N Na b
sh Re Sc� ( ) ( ) (11.24)    

   where   

Sherwood number  Sh
m c, N

k d

D
�

   

Reynolds number  Re
c, N

ud
�

ρ
μ    

Schmidt number  Sc, N
D

�
μ

ρ    

dc
cross section available for flow

wetted perimeter
� 4

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

     

Membrane

Gel layer

cb

cg Nc

Nc

D dc
dx

Laminar
sublayer

�

   ■   Figure 11.10          A concentration profi le 

showing the formation of a gel layer on an 

ultrafi ltration membrane. (From  Schweitzer, 
1979 )    
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   For turbulent fl ow,

N N NSh Re Sc� 0 023 0 8 0 33. ( ) ( ). . (11.25)      

   Examples 11.4 and 11.5 illustrate the use of dimensional analysis to 
determine the mass-transfer coeffi cient ( Cheryan, 1998 ). 

   Typical materials used in ultrafi ltration membranes include cellu-
lose acetate, polyvinyl chloride, polysulfones, polycarbonates, and 
polyacrylonitriles.

        Example 11.4         A reverse osmosis (RO) system is being used to concentrate apple juice at 
20°C with an initial total solids content of 10.75%. The system contains 10 
tubes with 1.5       cm diameter and the feed rate is 150       kg/min. The density of 
the feed stream is 1050       kg/m 3  and the viscosity is 1      �      10  � 3        Pa s. Estimate 
the fl ux of water through the RO membrane, when the solute diff usivity is 
8      �      10  � 8        m 2 /s, and operating pressure is 6895       kPa. 

    Given 

        Feed concentration      �      0.1075       kg solids/kg product  

    Feed rate      �      150       kg/min or 15       kg/min per tube  

    Product density      �      1050       kg/m 3   

    Product viscosity      �      1      �      10  � 3        Pa s     

    Approach 

   The molar concentration at the membrane boundary will be estimated using 

Equations (11.7) and (11.10). After the concentration at the boundary is determined, 
the fl ux of water will be estimated from Equation (11.7).  

    Solution 

        1.     Since Equation (11.10) requires the convective mass transfer coeffi  cient  k  m  as 

input, the dimensionless relationship (Eq. (11.24)) will be used.  

    2.     Based on the mass fl ow rate of 15       kg/min:    

 

u �

� �

15

1 5 100

4
60 1050

2
2

[kg/min]

/
m s/min kgπ

( . )
[ ] [ ] [

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ //m

m /s

3

1 35

]

.�
     

    3.     Then the Reynolds number is:    

 

NRe

kg /m m /s m

Pa s
�

� �

�
�

�

1050 1 35 0 015

1 0 10
21 263

3

3

[ ] . [ ] . [ ]

. [ ]
,
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    4.     Then the Schmidt number is:    

 

NSc

Pa s

kg /m m /s
�

�

� �
�

�

�

1 10

1050 8 10
11 9

3

3 8 2

[ ]

[ ] ( )[ ]
.

     

    5.     Using Equation (11.25),    

 
NSh ( ) ( )� �0 023 21 263 11 9 150 90 8 0 33. . .. .,

   

    and   

 
km m /s�

� �
� �

�
�150 9 8 10

0 015
8 05 10

8
4 2

. ( )

.
.

     

    6.     Using Equation (11.7),      with  K  p       �      3.379      �      10  � 6        kg water/(m 2        s kPa) (for 

cellulose acetate membrane) and using Equation (11.4),       

 

Π �
� � �0 1075 1050 8 314 293

180

3 3. [ ] . [ ( )] [ ]

[

kg /m m kPa / kg mol K K

kg /kg mmol

kPa

]

�1528
     

 

X

X

P

c

c

unknown

assumed to be zero

kPa

2

3

6895

�

�

�Δ
     

    7.     Using Equation (11.10), where  c  1       �      (0.1075       kg solids/kg product)      (1050       kg 

product/m 3  product)       

 

c

k

X

1
3

4 2

3

112 875

8 05 10

�

� �

�

�

.

.

kg solids/m  product

m /s
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m

c tto be zero

 (carbon weight fraction from Table cX 1 0 0438 1� . 11 3. )
   

    then   

 

N

X
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�
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c
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⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

     

    8.     Using Equations (11.7) and (11.10):    

 
Xc 2 0 0565� .

     

     becomes the weight fraction of carbon at the membrane boundary 

    9.     Using the magnitude of  X  c2        

 

N � �

�

�

�23 1 10

1 388

83 3

3 2

2

.

.

.

kg water/(m s)

kg water/(m min)

kg wateer/(m h)2
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   Determine the fl ux rate expected in a tubular ultrafi ltration system being 
used to concentrate milk. The following conditions apply: density of 
milk      �      1.03       g/cm 3 , viscosity      �      0.8       cP, diff usivity      �      7      �      10  � 7        cm 2 /s,  c  B       �      3.1% 
weight per unit volume. Diameter of tube      �      1.1       cm, length      �      220       cm, num-
ber of tubes      �      15, and fl uid velocity      �      1.5       m/s. 

    Given 

        Density of milk      �      1.03       g/cm 3       �      1030       kg/m 3   

    Viscosity of milk      �      0.8       cP      �      0.8      �      10  � 3        Pa s  

    Mass diff usivity      �      7      �      10  � 7        cm 2 /s      �      7      �      10  � 11        m 2 /s  

    Bulk concentration      �      0.031       kg/m 3   

    Gel concentration      �      0.22       kg/m 3   

    Tube diameter      �      0.011       m  

    Length of tube      �      220       cm      �      2.2       m  

    Number of tubes      �      15  

    Fluid velocity      �      1.5       m/s     

    Approach 

   The convective mass transfer coeffi  cient will be estimated by the dimensionless equa-

tion, and the fl ux of water will be determined by Equation (11.23).  

    Solution 

        1.     Computation of the Reynolds number:    

 

NRe

kg /m m /s m

Pa s
�

� �

�
�

�

1030 1 5 0 011

0 8 10
21 244

3

3

[ ] . [ ] . [ ]

. [ ]
,

     
    2.     Computation of Schmidt number:    

 

N
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Pa s

/m m /s
�

�

� �
� �

�

�

0 8 10

1030 7 10
11 1 10

3

3 11 2

3
. [ ]

[ ] ( )[ ]
.

     
    3.     Since fl ow is turbulent    

 
NSh ( ) ( )� �0 023 21 244 11 1 100 8 3 0 33. .. .,

     

 
NSh �1440

     
    4.     Then    

 

km

m /s

m
m /s�

� �
� �

�
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0 011
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6

( )[ ]

. [ ]
.

     
    5.     Using Equation (11.23),    

 

N � � � �

�

�( . )[ / ] . [ / ] ln
.

.

.

9 16 10 998 2
0 22

0 031

0 0

6 3m s kg m
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⎝
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⎞
⎠
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     where density of water at 20°C is used    

 
N � 64 8 2. kg water/(m h)

     

    6.     By using the membrane surface area    

 
A � �π ( . )( . ) .0 011 2 2 0 076 2m /tube

     

 
Total area   tubes m� �0 076 15 1 14 2. ( ) .

     

    7.     Total fl ux of water through membrane:    

 

flux ( kg water/[m h]) ( m )

kg water/h

�

�

64 8 1 14

73 87

2 2. .

.             

    11.6        TYPES OF REVERSE-OSMOSIS AND 
ULTRAFILTRATION SYSTEMS 

   Four major types of membrane devices are used for reverse-osmosis 
and ultrafi ltration systems: plate-and-frame, tubular, spiral-wound,
and hollow-fi ber.  Table 11.4    provides a general comparison among 

 Table 11.4        Comparison of Process-Related Characteristics for Membrane Module Confi gurations  

     Module type 

   Characteristic  Plate-and-frame  Spiral-wound  Tube-in-shell  Hollow-fi ber 

   Packing density (m 2 /m 3 )  200–400  300–900  150–300  9000–30,000 

   Permeate fl ux (m 3 /[m 2  day])  0.3–1.0  0.3–1.0  0.3–1.0  0.004–0.08 

   Flux density (m 3 /[m 3  day])  60–400  90–900  45–300  36–2400 

   Feed channel diameter (mm)  5  1.3  13  0.1 

   Method of replacement  As sheets  As module assembly  As tubes  As entire module 

   Replacement labor  High  Medium  High  Medium 

   Pressure drop 
    Product side  Medium  Medium  Low  High 
    Feed side  Medium  Medium  High  Low 

   Concentration polarization  High  Medium  High  Low 

   Suspended solids buildup  Low/medium  Medium/high  Low  High 
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these four types. A brief description of each type of membrane is 
given in the following. 

    11.6.1       Plate-and-Frame 

   The plate-and-frame membrane systems involve a large number of fl at 
membranes that are sandwiched together with the use of spacers. As 
shown in  Figure 11.11   , the spacers provide the channels for fl ow. The 
membranes (usually 50 to 500      μm thick) are bonded on a porous, inert 
matrix that offers little resistance to the fl uid fl ow. The fl ow of feed and 
retentate occur in alternate channels. This arrangement of membranes 
is very similar to the plate heat-exchanger described in Chapter 4. 

    11.6.2       Tubular 

   The tubular design was the fi rst commercial design of a reverse-
osmosis system. It consists of a porous tube coated with the mem-
brane material such as cellulose acetate. Typically, feed solution is 
pumped into the tube through one end and forced in the radial direc-
tion through the porous pipe and the membrane ( Fig. 11.12   ). Water 
drips from the outer surface of the membrane while the concentrated 
stream “ retenate ”  leaves through the outer end of the tube. This type 
of reverse-osmosis device is expensive to use for high volumetric fl ow 
rates, since the membrane area is relatively small.  

    11.6.3       Spiral-Wound 

   To increase the membrane surface area per unit volume, a spiral-
wound confi guration was a key commercial development following 

Feed
Permeate

Retentate

Carrier

Spacers

   ■   Figure 11.11          A module used in a plate-

and-frame membrane system.    
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the tubular design. This design, shown in  Figure 11.13   , can be visual-
ized as a composite of multilayers. The two layers of membrane are 
separated by a plastic mesh, and on either side of the membrane is a 
porous sheet. These fi ve layers are then spirally wound around a per-
forated tube. The ends of the rolled layers are sealed to prevent mix-
ing of feed and product streams. The whole spiral assembly is housed 
in a tubular metal jacket that can withstand applied pressures. Feed 
is pumped through the perforated tube on one side of the spiral-
wound roll. Feed enters inside the plastic mesh, which aids in creating 
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   ■   Figure 11.13          A spiral-wound membrane 

system with a cross-sectional view showing the 

water fl ow patterns.    
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system. (From  Applegate, 1984 )    
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turbulence and minimizing fouling. The feed then permeates the 
membrane in a radial direction and exits the membrane into porous 
layers. The permeate (water) transports through the porous sheet in a 
spiral manner and leaves the assembly through the exit tube, whereas 
the retentate leaves through the other end of the spiral-wound roll. 
Typical dimensions of spiral cartridges are 11    cm in diameter, 84    cm
in length, with 0.7    mm membrane spacing, and 5     m 2 area. The spiral-
wound systems are similar for both reverse-osmosis and ultrafi ltration 
applications. 

Feed

Feed

Single hollow fiber

Tube sheet Concentrate

Outer diameter 85 μm

Skin thickness 0.1 � 1.0 μm
Inner diameter 42 μm

Hollow fibers

Principle of hollow fiber

Typical hollow fiber cross section

Concentrate

Permeate

Permeate

   ■   Figure 11.14          A hollow-fi ber membrane 

system.    
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    11.6.4       Hollow-Fiber 

   A hollow-fi ber, made out of aramid, was fi rst introduced by DuPont 
in 1970. Hollow-fi bers, fi ner than human hair, have an internal diam-
eter of about 40      μ m, and an external diameter of about 85      μm. A large 
number of hollow-fi bers (several millions) are arranged in a bundle 
around a perforated distributor tube ( Fig. 11.14   ). In the reverse-osmosis 
system, the fi bers are glued with epoxy to either end. These fi bers 
provide extremely large surface areas; thus, hollow fi ber membrane 
systems can be made very compact. Feed water is introduced through 
the distributor pipe; the permeate fl ows through the annular space of 
the fi bers into the hollow bore of the fi bers and moves to the tube 
sheet end, discharging from the exit port. The retentate or brine stays 
on the outside of the fi bers and leaves the device from the brine port. 
Hollow fi bers are used mainly to purify water. Liquid foods are diffi -
cult to handle in hollow fi ber systems because of problems associated 
with fouling of the fi bers. 

   The hollow-fi bers used for ultrafi ltration membranes are quite differ-
ent from those used for reverse-osmosis systems. For ultrafi ltration 
applications, hollow fi bers are made from acrylic copolymers. 

   Most membrane systems in the food industry have been in dairy and 
fruit juice applications. Other commercial applications include pro-
cessing of coffee, tea, alcohol, gelatins, eggs, and blood, and corn 
refi ning and soybean processing.    

    PROBLEMS 

        11.1   An ultrafi ltration system is being used to concentrate gelatin. 
The following data were obtained: A fl ux rate was 1630     L/m 2  
per day at 5% solids by weight concentration, and a fl ux rate 
was 700     L/m 2  per day at 10% solids by weight. Determine the 
concentration of the gel layer and the fl ux rate at 7% solids.  

    11.2   Estimate the osmotic pressure of a 20% sucrose solution at a 
temperature of 10�C.  

    11.3   Determine the transmembrane pressure required to maintain 
a fl ux of 220     kg/(m 2      h) in a reverse-osmosis system when 
the feed solution is 6% total solids whey. The permeability 
coeffi cient of the membrane is 0.02     kg/(m 2     h kPa). 

    11.4   An ultrafi ltration system is being used to concentrate 
orange juice at 30�C from an initial solids content of 10% 
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to 35% total solids. The ultrafi ltration system contains six 
tubes with 1.5     cm diameter. The product properties include 
density of 1100     kg/m 3, viscosity of 1.3      �      10 � 3     Pa s, and 
solute diffusivity of 2      �      10 � 8      m 2/s. The concentration of 
solute at the membrane surface is 25%. Estimate the length 
of ultrafi ltration tubes required to achieve the desired 
concentration increase.  

    *11.5   A reverse osmosis (RO) system, with 100 tubes of 10    m length 
and 1.0     cm diameter, is used to concentrate orange juice from 
11% to 40% total solids. The permeability coeffi cient for the 
RO membrane is 0.2     kg water/m 2      hr kPa and the product feed 
rate is 200     kg/min.  
   a.    Determine the fl ux of water (kg water/hr) through the 

membrane needed to accomplish the magnitude of 
concentration indicated.  

   b.    Estimate the difference in transmembrane hydrostatic 
pressure ( Δ P) needed for the system to operate.     

    LIST OF SYMBOLS     

    A     area (m 2 )  
    A  e     effective membrane area (m 2 )  
    c     concentration of a solute (kg/m 3 )  
    c  b     concentration in bulk stream (kg/m 3 )  
    c  f     concentration of a solute in the feed stream (kg/m 3 )  
    c  g     concentration at gel layer surface (kg/m 3 )  
    c  p     concentration of a solute in permeate stream (kg/m 3 )  
    c  w     concentration of water (kg/m 3 )  
    d  c     characteristic dimension (m)  
    D     diffusion coeffi cient of the solute (m 2 /s)  
    Δ  c     differential of solute concentration (kg/m 3 )  
    δ     laminar sublayer  
    E     energy consumption (J)  
    F     Faraday’s constant (96,500     A/s equivalent)  
    I     electric current through the stack (A)  
    K     membrane permeability constant (kg/[m 2      kPa s])  
    k  m     mass transfer coeffi cient (L/[m 2 h])  
    K  p     permeability coeffi cient of the membrane  
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    K  s     coeffi cient of solute permeability through the membrane 
(L/m)  

    K  w     coeffi cient of water permeability through the membrane 
(kg/[m2      kPa])  

    �m        feed solution fl ow rate (L/s) 
    �mp        product fl ow rate (kg/s) 
    �ms        solute fl ow rate (kg/s) 
    �mw        water fl ow rate (kg/s) 
    M     molecular weight  
    μ     viscosity (Pa s)  
    n     number of cells in the stack  
    N     permeate fl ux rate (m 3 /[m 2      s])  
    N  c     convective permeate fl ux rate (m 3 /[m 2      s])  
    N  Re     Reynolds Number, dimensionless  
    N  Sc     Schmidt Number, dimensionless  
    N  Sh     Sherwood Number, dimensionless  
    N  w     pure water permeation rate for an effective area of membrane 

surface (m 3 /[m 2      s])  
    Π     osmotic pressure (Pa)  
    Δ  Π     difference in the osmotic pressure between the feed solution 

and the permeate  
    Δ  P     difference in transmembrane hydrostatic pressure (Pa)  
    ρ     density (kg/m 3 )  
    R     universal gas constant (m 3 Pa/[kg mol K])  
    R  c    resistance of the cell ( Ω )  
    R  f     retention factor  
    R  j     rejection factor  
    S  p     solute transport parameter  
    T     temperature (absolute)  
    t     time (s)  
    U     current utilization factor  
    u        mean velocity (m/s)  
    V  m     molar volume of pure liquid  
    X  A     mole fraction of pure liquid  
    X  c     weight fraction of carbon in the solution being separated  
    Z     membrane performance conversion percentage  
    z     electrochemical valence      
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   The removal of moisture from a food product is one of the oldest 
preservation methods. By reducing the water content of a food prod-
uct to very low levels, the opportunity for microbial deterioration is 
eliminated and the rates of other deteriorative reactions are reduced 
signifi cantly. In addition to preservation, dehydration reduces prod-
uct mass and volume by signifi cant amounts and improves the effi -
ciency of product transportation and storage. Often, the dehydration 
of a food product results in a product that is more convenient for 
consumer use. 

   The preservation of fruits, vegetables, and similar food products by 
dehydration offers a unique challenge. Due to the structural con-
fi guration of these types of products, the removal of moisture must 
be accomplished in a manner that will be the least detrimental to 
product quality. This requires that the process produce a dry prod-
uct that can be returned to approximately the original quality after 
rehydration. To achieve the desired results for dehydrated foods, with 
a defi ned physical structure, the process must provide the optimum 
heat and mass transfer within the product. The design of these pro-
cesses requires careful analysis of the heat and mass transfer occurring 
within the product structure. Only through analysis and understand-
ing of the transfer processes can the maximum effi ciency and opti-
mum quality be achieved. 

    12.1       BASIC DRYING PROCESSES 

   To achieve moisture removal from a food product in the most effi -
cient manner, the design of the dehydration system must account for 
the various processes and mechanisms occurring within the product. 

                    Dehydration 

  12 Chapter
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These processes and mechanisms are of particular importance for 
foods with a defi ned physical structure, due to the infl uence of prod-
uct structure on the movement of moisture from the product. 

    12.1.1       Water Activity 

   One of the important parameters in food dehydration is the equilib-
rium condition that establishes a limit to the process. Although the 
parameter represents an important portion of the gradient for mois-
ture movement, water activity is important in analysis of storage sta-
bility for dry foods. 

   By defi nition, water activity is the equilibrium relative humidity of 
the product divided by 100. For most food products, the relation-
ship between moisture content and water activity is as illustrated in 
Figure 12.1   . The sygmoid isotherm is typical for dry foods, as is the 
difference between the adsorption and desorption isotherms for the 
same product. In addition to the water activity values establishing the 
storage stability of the product against various deterioration reactions 
(Fig. 12.2   ), the equilibrium moisture contents are the lower limit 
of the gradient for moisture removal from the product. As might be 
expected, higher temperatures result in lower equilibrium moisture 
content and a large moisture gradient for moisture movement. 

   One of the most widely used models for description of equilibrium 
moisture isotherms is the GAB model (named after Guggenheim–
Anderson–DeBoer). This model is used to fi t and draw the sorp-
tion data obtained for a given food. The GAB model is expressed as 
follows: 

w

w

Cka

ka ka Ckam

w

w w w

�
� � �( )( )1 1

 (12.1)
      

   where: 

     w     �    the equilibrium moisture content, fraction dry basis  
     w  m      �    the monolayer moisture content, fraction dry basis  
     C      �    the Guggenheim constant    �       C  � exp( H  1     �     H  m)/RT   
     H  1      �      heat of condensation of pure water vapor  
     H  m      �    total heat of sorption of the fi rst layer on primary sites  
        k        �       a factor correcting properties of multiplayer with respect to the 

bulk liquid,  
           �     k  �  exp( H  1       �       H  q)/RT   
     H  q     �      total heat of sorption of the multilayers.    
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   The GAB model can be used to a maximum water activity of 0.9. The 
following procedure is suggested by  Bizot (1983)  to fi t data on water 
activities and equilibrium moisture content. 

   Equation (12.1) can be transformed as follows: 

a

w
a aw

w w� � �α β γ2  (12.2)
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rates of various deterioration reactions in foods. 
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   Equation (12.2) indicates that the GAB equation is a three-parameter 
model. The water activity and equilibrium moisture content data are 
regressed using Equation (12.2), and values of the three coeffi cients 
α, β, and γ are obtained. From these coeffi cients, the values of  k, w  m,
and C  can be obtained.

       A dry food product has been exposed to a 30% relative-humidity environ-
ment at 15°C for 5       h without a weight change. The moisture content has 
been measured and is at 7.5% (wet basis). The product is moved to a 50% 
relative-humidity environment, and a weight increase of 0.1       kg/kg product 
occurs before equilibrium is achieved. 

    a.     Determine the water activity of the product in the fi rst and second 
environments.  

    b.     Compute the moisture contents of the product on a dry basis in both 
environments.    

    Given 

   Equilibrium relative humidity      �      30% in fi rst environment 

   Product moisture content      �      7.5% wet basis in fi rst environment 

   For 30% relative-humidity environment, moisture content will be 0.075       kg H 2 O/kg 

product  .

    Approach 

   Water activities of product are determined by dividing equilibrium relative humidity 

by 100. Dry-basis moisture contents for product are computed by expressing mass of 

water in product on a per unit dry solids basis.  

    Solution 

        1.     The water activity of the food product is equilibrium relative humidity divided 

by 100; the water activities are 0.3 in the fi rst environment and 0.5 in the 

second.  

Example 12.1
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    2.     The dry basis moisture of the product at equilibrium in 30% RH is    

 

7 5
7 5

100
0 075. %

.
. /� �

kg H O

kg product
kg H O kg product2

2

     

 

0 075

0 925
0 08108

.

.
.

kg H O/ product

kg solids/kg product
kg H O/kg s2

2� oolids

8.11% MC (dr  basis)� y
     

    3.     Based on weight gain at 50% RH,    

 

0 075 0 1

0 175

2 2

2

. .

.

 kg H O/kg product  kg H O/kg product

 kg H O

�

� //kg product  MC wet basis�17 5. % ( )
     

    or 

 

0 175 0 212

21 2

. .

. %

kg H O / kg product
kg H O
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2
2�

� y
            

    12.1.2       Moisture Diff usion 

   Signifi cant amounts of moisture removal from a food product will 
occur due to diffusion of liquid water and/or water vapor through the 
product structure. This phase of moisture movement will follow the 
evaporation of water at some location within the product. The rate of 
moisture diffusion can be estimated by the expressions for molecu-
lar diffusion, as introduced in Chapter 10. The mass fl ux for moisture 
movement is a function of the vapor pressure gradient, as well as the 
mass diffusivity for water vapor in air, the distance for water vapor 
movement within the product structure, and temperature. Since ther-
mal energy is required for moisture evaporation, the process becomes 
simultaneous heat and mass transfer. 

   The moisture removal from the product will depend, in part, on con-
vective mass transfer at the product surface. Although this transport 
process may not be rate-limiting, the importance of maintaining the 
optimum boundary conditions for moisture transport cannot be 
overlooked.  

12.1  Basic Drying Processes
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    12.1.3       Drying-Rate Curves 

   The removal of moisture from a typical food product will follow a 
series of drying rates, as illustrated in  Figure 12.3   . The initial removal 
of moisture (AB) occurs as the product and the water within the 
product experience a slight temperature increase. Following the ini-
tial stages of drying, signifi cant reductions in moisture content will 
occur at a constant rate (BC) and at a constant product tempera-
ture. The constant-rate drying period occurs with the product at the 
wet bulb temperature of the air. In most situations, the constant-rate 
drying period will continue until the moisture content is reduced to 
the critical moisture content. At moisture contents below the critical 
moisture content, the rate of moisture removal decreases with time. 
One or more falling-rate drying periods (CE) will follow. The critical 
moisture content is well defi ned due to the abrupt change in the rate 
of moisture removal.  

    12.1.4       Heat and Mass Transfer 

   As indicated previously, the removal of moisture from a food product 
involves simultaneous heat and mass transfer. Heat transfer occurs 
within the product structure and is related to the temperature gradient 
between the product surface and the water surface at some location 
within the product. As suffi cient thermal energy is added to the water 
to cause evaporation, the vapors are transported from the water sur-
face within the product to the product surface. The gradient causing 
moisture-vapor diffusion is vapor pressure at the liquid water surface,
as compared with the vapor pressure of air at the product surface. The 
heat and the mass transfer within the product structure occurs at the 
molecular level, with heat transfer being limited by thermal conduc-
tivity of the product structure, whereas mass transfer is proportional 
to the molecular diffusion of water vapor in air. 

   At the product surface, simultaneous heat and mass transfer occurs 
but is controlled by convective processes. The transport of vapor from 
the product surface to the air and the transfer of heat from the air to 
the product surface is a function of the existing vapor pressure and 
temperature gradients, respectively, and the magnitude of the convec-
tive coeffi cients at the product surface. 

   Since the drying rate is directly proportional to the slowest of the four 
processes, it is important to account for all processes. In most prod-
ucts, the heat and mass transfer within the product structure will be 
rate-limiting processes.
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   ■   Figure 12.3            Illustration of constant-rate 

and falling-rate drying periods. (Adapted from 

Heldman and Singh, 1981)    
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       The initial moisture content of a food product is 77% (wet basis), and the crit-
ical moisture content is 30% (wet basis). If the constant drying rate is 0.1       kg 
H 2 O/(m 2  s), compute the time required for the product to begin the falling-
rate drying period. The product has a cube shape with 5-cm sides, and the 
initial product density is 950       kg/m 3 . 

    Given 

        Initial moisture content      �      77% wet basis  

    Critical moisture content      �      30% wet basis  

    Drying rate for constant rate period      �      0.1       kg H 2 O/(m 2  s)  

    Product size      �      cube with 5-cm sides  

    Initial product density      �      950       kg/m 3      

    Approach 

   The time for constant-rate drying will depend on mass of water removed and the 

rate of water removal. Mass of water removed must be expressed on dry basis, and 

rate of water removal must account for product surface area.  

    Solution 

        1.     The initial moisture content is    

 
0 77 3 352 2. . kg H O/kg product  kg H O/kg solids�

     

    2.     The critical moisture content is    

 
0 3 0 432 2. . kg H O/kg product  kg H O/kg solids�

     

    3.     The amount of moisture to be removed from product during constant-rate 

drying will be    

 
3 35 0 43 2 92 2. . .� �  kg H O/kg solids

     

    4.     The surface area of the product during drying will be    

 0 05 0 05 2 5 10 3 2. . . m  m m /side� � � �
     

 2 5 10 6 0 0153 2. .� � ��  sides  m      

    5.     The drying rate becomes    

 
0 1 0 015 1 5 102

2 2 3
2. ( ) . . kg H O/ m s  m  kg H O/s� � � �

     

    6.     Using the product density, the initial product mass can be established.    

 

950 0 05 0 11875

0 11875

3 3 3 kg/m  m  kg product

 kg product

� �

�

( . ) .

. 00 23 0 0273. . kg solid/kg product  kg solid�
     

Example 12.2
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    7.     The total amount of water to be removed becomes    

 
2 92 0 0273 0 079752 2. . . kg H O/kg solids  kg solids  kg H O� �

     

    8.     Using the drying rate, the time for constant-rate drying becomes    

 

0 07975

1 5 10
53 2

3

.

.
.

kg H O

kg H O/s
s2

2�
�

�
             

    12.2       DEHYDRATION SYSTEMS 

   Based on the analysis of heat and mass transfer, the most effi cient 
dehydration systems will maintain the maximum vapor-pressure gra-
dient and maximum temperature gradient between the air and the 
interior parts of the product. These conditions, along with high con-
vective coeffi cients at the product surface, can be maintained in several 
different designs of dehydration systems. The systems we will describe 
are representative of the systems used for dehydration of foods. 

    12.2.1       Tray or Cabinet Dryers 

   These types of drying systems use trays or similar product holders to 
expose the product to heated air in an enclosed space. The trays hold-
ing the product inside a cabinet or similar enclosure ( Fig. 12.4   ) are 
exposed to heated air so that dehydration will proceed. Air movement 
over the product surface is at relatively high velocities to ensure that 
heat and mass transfer will proceed in an effi cient manner. 

   A slight variation of the cabinet dryer incorporates a vacuum within 
the chamber ( Fig. 12.5   ). This type of dehydration system uses a 
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   ■   Figure 12.4            Schematic illustration of a 

cabinet-type tray drier. (From  Van Arsdel

et al., 1973 )    
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vacuum to maintain the lowest possible vapor pressure in the space 
around the product. The reduction in pressure also reduces the tem-
perature at which product moisture evaporates, resulting in improve-
ments in product quality. 

   In most cases, cabinet dryers are operated as batch systems and have 
the disadvantage of nonuniform drying of a product at different loca-
tions within the system. Normally, the product trays must be rotated 
to improve uniformity of drying.  

    12.2.2       Tunnel Dryers 

          Figures 12.6 and 12.7      show examples of tunnel dryers. As illus-
trated, the heated drying air is introduced at one end of the tunnel 
and moves at an established velocity through trays of products being 
carried on trucks. The product trucks are moved through the tunnel 
at a rate required to maintain the residence time needed for dehy-
dration. The product can be moved in the same direction as the air 
fl ow to provide concurrent dehydration ( Fig. 12.6 ), or the tunnel can 

12.2  Dehydration Systems
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   ■   Figure 12.5            Cabinet dryer with vacuum. 
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be operated in countercurrent manner ( Fig. 12.7 ), with the product 
moving in the direction opposite to air fl ow. The arrangement used 
will depend on the product and the sensitivity of quality characteris-
tics to temperature. 

   With concurrent systems, a high-moisture product is exposed to high-
temperature air, and evaporation assists in maintaining lower prod-
uct temperature. At locations near the tunnel exit, the lower-moisture 
product is exposed to lower-temperature air. In countercurrent sys-
tems, a lower-moisture product is exposed to high-temperature air,
and a smaller temperature gradient exists near the product entrance 
to the tunnel. Although the overall effi ciency of the countercurrent 
system may be higher than the concurrent, product quality consider-
ations may not allow its use. The concept of air recirculation is used 
whenever possible to conserve energy.  

    12.2.3       Puff -Drying 

   A relatively new process that has been applied successfully to several 
different fruits and vegetables is explosion puff-drying. This process is 
accomplished by exposing a relatively small piece of product to high 
pressure and high temperature for a short time, after which the prod-
uct is moved to atmospheric pressure. This results in fl ash evapora-
tion of water and allows vapors from the interior parts of the product 
to escape. Products produced by puff-drying have very high porosity 
with rapid rehydration characteristics. Puff-drying is particularly effec-
tive for products with signifi cant falling-rate drying periods. The rapid 
moisture evaporation and resulting product porosity contribute to 
rapid moisture removal during the fi nal stages of drying. 

   The puff-drying process is accomplished most effi ciently by using 
2-cm cube shapes. These pieces will dry rapidly and uniformly and 
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will rehydrate within 15 minutes. Although the process may not have 
applications for all foods, the superior quality encourages additional 
investigation of the process.  

    12.2.4       Fluidized-Bed Drying 

   A second relatively new design for drying solid-particle foods incor-
porates the concept of the fl uidized bed. In this system, the product 
pieces are suspended in the heated air throughout the time required 
for drying. As illustrated in  Figure 12.8   , the movement of product 
through the system is enhanced by the change in mass of individual 
particles as moisture is evaporated. The movement of the product cre-
ated by fl uidized particles results in equal drying from all product 
surfaces. The primary limitation to the fl uidized-bed process is the 
size of particles that will allow effi cient drying. As would be expected,
smaller particles can be maintained in suspension with lower air 
velocities and will dry more rapidly. Although these are desirable 
characteristics, not all products can be adapted to the process.  

    12.2.5       Spray Drying 

   The drying of liquid food products is often accomplished in a spray 
dryer. Moisture removal from a liquid food occurs after the liquid is 
atomized or sprayed into heated air within a drying chamber. Although 
various confi gurations of the chamber are used, the arrangement 

12.2  Dehydration Systems
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   ■   Figure 12.8            Schematic illustration of a 

fl uidized-bed dryer. (From  Joslyn, 1963 )    
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shown in  Figure 12.9    illustrates the introduction of liquid droplets into 
a heated air stream. 

   While liquid food droplets are moving with the heated air, the water 
evaporates and is carried away by the air. Much of the drying occurs 
during a constant-rate period and is limited by mass transfer at the 
droplet surface. After reaching the critical moisture content, the dry 
food particle structure infl uences the falling-rate drying period. 
During this portion of the process, moisture diffusion within the par-
ticle becomes the rate-limiting parameter. 

   After the dry food particles leave the drying chamber, the product is 
separated from air in a cyclone separator. The dried product is then 
placed in a sealed container at moisture contents that are usually 
below 5%. Product quality is considered excellent due to the protec-
tion of product solids by evaporative cooling in the spray dryer. The 
small particle size of dried solids promotes easy reconstitution when 
mixed with water.  

    12.2.6       Freeze-Drying 

   Freeze-drying is accomplished by reducing the product tempera-
ture so that most of the product moisture is in a solid state, and by 
decreasing the pressure around the product, sublimation of ice can be 
achieved. When product quality is an important factor for consumer 
acceptance, freeze-drying provides an alternative approach for mois-
ture removal. 

   The heat- and mass-transfer processes during freeze-drying are unique. 
Depending on the confi guration of the drying system ( Fig. 12.10   ),
heat transfer can occur through a frozen product layer or through a 
dry product layer. Obviously, heat transfer through the frozen layer 
will be rapid and not rate-limiting. Heat transfer through the dry 
product layer will be at a slow rate due to the low thermal conduc-
tivity of the highly porous structure in a vacuum. In both situations,
the mass transfer will occur in the dry product layer. The diffusion of 
water vapor would be expected to be the rate-limiting process because 
of the low rates of molecular diffusion in a vacuum. 

   The advantages of the freeze-drying process are superior product qual-
ity resulting from low temperature during sublimation and the main-
tenance of product structure. These advantages are balanced against 
the energy-intensive aspects of the product freezing and vacuum 
requirements.   

Drying air
Feed

Exhaust air

Product

   ■   Figure 12.9            Schematic illustration of a 

spray-drying system.    

w
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   ■   Figure 12.10            Schematic illustration of 

a freeze-drying system. (Courtesy of the Vitris 

Company, Inc.)    
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    12.3       DEHYDRATION SYSTEM DESIGN 

   The design of a dehydration system involves several considerations. 
The factors that have a direct infl uence on the capacity of a drying sys-
tem include the quantity and characteristics of air available for dry-
ing, along with the drying time required for individual components 
of the product being dried. These factors require somewhat different 
approaches to analysis. 

    12.3.1       Mass and Energy Balance 

   By application of a mass and energy balance to the entire dehydra-
tion system, as illustrated in  Figure 12.11   , several parameters infl uenc-
ing design of the system are considered. Although the analysis being 
illustrated is for a countercurrent system, a similar approach could be 
applied to a concurrent system or a batch system. 

   An overall balance on water entering and leaving the system gives 

� � � �m W m w m W m wa p a p2 1 1 2� � �  (12.3)      

   where 

�
�
m
m

a

p

air flow rate kg dry air/h
product flow rate kg 

�

�

( )
( ddry solids/h

absolute humidity (kg water/kg dry air)
p

)

W
w

�

� rroduct moisture content, dry basis kg water/kg dry solid( ss)
     

   It is important to note that the balance presented in Equation (12.3) 
is conducted on the basis of dry air and moisture-free product solids.

       A cabinet dryer is being used to dry a food product from 68% moisture con-
tent (wet basis) to 5.5% moisture content (wet basis). The drying air enters 
the system at 54°C and 10% RH and leaves at 30°C and 70% RH. The product 
temperature is 25°C throughout drying. Compute the quantity of air required 
for drying on the basis of 1       kg of product solids. 
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    Given 

        Initial product moisture content  w  1       �      0.68/0.32      �      2.125       kg H 2 O/kg solids  

    Final product moisture content  w  2       �      0.055/0.945      �      0.0582       kg H 2 O/kg solids  

    Air entering dryer      �      54°C and 10% RH  

    Air leaving dryer      �      30°C and 70% RH  

    Product temperature      �      25°C  

    Computations based on 1       kg product solids     

    Approach 

   The air requirements for drying can be determined by using Equation (12.3) with the 

following modifi cations: 

  
( ) ( )� � � �m m W w m m W wa p a p/ /2 1 1 2� � �

       

    Solution 

        1.     Using the psychrometric chart from Appendix A.5:    

  

W

W

1 2

2

0 0186 30 70

0 00

�

�

. ( % )

.

 kg H O/kg dr  air using C and  RHy °

994 54 02 kg H O/kg dr  air using C and 1  RHy ( % )°
     

    2.     Using the modifi cation of Equation (12.3):    

 

� �

�

m ma p/  kg H O/kg dr  air

 kg H O/kg solids

( . )

.

0 0094

2 125

2

2

y

�

� mm ma p

2

/  kg H O/kg dr  air

 kg H O/kg solids

� ( . )

.

0 0186

0 0582

0

2 y

�

.. .

.

0092 2 067

224 65

� �

� �

m m

m m

a p

a p

/

/  kg dr  air/kg solids

�

� y
     

   An energy balance on the dehydration system is described by the fol-
lowing relationship: 

� � � �m H m H m H m H qa a p p a a p p2 1 1 2� � � �  (12.4)      

   where 

     q     �      thermal energy loss from the dehydration system  
     H  a     �    the thermal energy content of air (kJ/kg dry air)  
     H  p       �      the thermal energy content of product (kJ/kg dry solids)    

   The expressions for thermal energy content of air and product include: 

H c T T WHa s a L� � �( )0  (12.5)      
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   where 

      c  s     �     humid heat of air (kJ/[kg dry air K])   �      1.005      �    1.88      W (see 
Eq. (9.17))  

      T  a     �    air temperature (�C)  
      T  0     �    reference temperature    �      0�C  
     H  L     �    latent heat of vaporization for water (kJ/kg water).    

   In addition: 

H c T T wc T Tp pp p pw p� � � �( ) ( )0 0  (12.6)      

   where 

   c  pp     �    specifi c heat of product solids (kJ/[kg solids K])  
   T  p     �    product temperature (°C)  

     c  pw     �    specifi c heat of water (kJ/[kg water K])    

   Using these equations, we can determine the quantity of air required 
for drying a defi ned amount of product for a known quantity of air at 
the inlet and establish the moisture characteristics of air at the system 
outlet.      

       A fl uidized-bed dryer is being used to dry diced carrots. The product enters 
the dryer with 60% moisture content (wet basis) at 25°C. The air used for dry-
ing enters the dryer at 120°C after being heated from ambient air with 60% 
RH at 20°C. Estimate the production rate when air is entering the dryer at 
700       kg dry air/h and product leaving the dryer is at 10% moisture content 
(wet basis). Assume product leaves the dryer at the wet bulb temperature of 
air and the specifi c heat of product solid is 2.0       kJ/(kg °C). Air leaves the dryer 
10°C above the product temperature. 

    Given 

        Initial product moisture content  w  1       �      0.6/0.4      �      1.5       kg H 2 O/kg solids  

    Initial air condition      �      20°C and 60% RH ( W  2       �      0.009       kg H 2 O/kg dry air)  

    Air temperature entering dryer      �      120°C  

    Air fl ow rate �ma   � 700       kg dry air/h  

    Final product moisture content ( w  2 )      �      0.1/0.9      �      0.111       kg H 2 O/kg solids  

    Specifi c heat of product solids ( c  pp )      �      2.0       kJ/(kg K)  

    Final product temperature      �      wet bulb temperature of air  

    Final air temperature ( T  a1 )      �       T  p2       �      10°C     

12.3  Dehydration System Design
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    Approach 

   The product production rate will be determined using the material balance, 
Eq. (12.3), and the energy balance, Eq. (12.4), along with parameters obtained from 

the psychrometric chart (Appendix A.5).  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (12.3):    

 

( )( . )

( .

700 0 009

1 5

 kg dr  air/h  kg water/kg dr  air

  kg p

y y

� �m wwater/kg solids

 kg dr  air/h  kg water/p

)

( ) ( .� �700 0 1111y W m� kkg solids )
     

    2.     To use Equation (12.4), the following computations are required from 

Equations (12.5) and (12.6):    

     For the air:  

 
H c Ha s L2 2 2120 0 0 009� � �( ) .

   

    where   

 

c

H

s

L

 kJ/ kg dr  air K

 

2

2

1 005 1 88 0 009 1 0219

2202 59

� � �

�

. . ( . ) . ( )

.

y

kkJ/kg water at C from Table A.120 4 2° ( . )
     

    Therefore, 

 

Ha  kJ/ kg dr  air K C

 kg water/kg d

2 1 0219 120
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�

�

( . [ ])( )

( .

y °

rr  air  kJ/kg water

H  kJ/kg dr  aira

y

y

)( . )

.

2202 59

142 452 �
   

    since  T  p2       �      38°C [wet bulb temperature of air (Appendix A.5)]   

 
Ta C1 38 10 48� � � °

     

    Then, 

 
H c T W Ha s a L1 1 1 1 10� � �( ) ( )

   

    where   

 
c Ws1 11 005 1 88� �. .

   

    and   

 
HL  kJ/kg water at C from Table A.1 2387 56 48 4 2� . ( . )°

     

    Therefore, 

 
H Wa W C  kJ/kg water1 1 11 005 1 88 48 2387 56� � �( . . )( ) ( . )°
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     For the product : 

 

Hp  kJ/ kg solids K C

 kg water/kg solids

1 2 0 25 0

1 5

� �

�

( . [ ])( )

( .

°
))( . [ ]) ( )

.

4 178 25 0

206 751

 kJ/ kg water K C
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� �

�

°

H llids
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0 111

� �

�

( . [ ])( )

( .

°

iids  kJ/ kg water K T Cp)( . [ ]) ( )4 175 02� �°
     

    Then from Equation (12.4), 
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°
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    where  q       �      0, indicating negligible heat loss from surface of dryer.   

    3.     The material-balance (step 1) and energy-balance (step 2) equations can be 

solved simultaneously: 

 
    a.

      
700 0 009 1 5 700 0 1111( . ) . .� � �� �m W mp p      

 

    
b.

      

700 142 45 206 75 700 1 005 1 88 48

2387 56
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� �
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 a.

      
6 3 1 5 700 0 1111. . .� � �� �m W mp p      

    b.
      

99 715 206 75 700 48 24 2477 8 93 611, � � � �. ( . . ) .� �m W mp p      

    a.
      

W m1 1 389 6 3 700� �( . . )�
p /

     

    b.
      

65 947 113 14 1 734 460 1, , ,� �. �m Wp        

    Then 

  

65 947 113 14 1 734 460 1 389 6 3 700

15 12

, , ,� � �

�

. ( . . )

.

� �
�

m m

m

p p

p

/

 kg soolids/h
     

    4.     The absolute humidity of air leaving the dryer is    

W1 1 389 15 12 6 3 700

0 039

� � �

�

( . . . )

.

/

 kg water/kg dry air      

    indicating that air leaving the dryer will be 48°C and 55% RH.        
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    12.3.2       Drying-Time Prediction 

   To determine the time required to achieve the desired reduction in 
product moisture content, the rate of moisture removal from the 
product must be predicted. For the constant-rate drying period, the 
moisture removal rate would be described by: 

�m
w w

tc
o c

c

�
�

 (12.7)      

   where: 

         m
.

c �      moisture removal rate during constant rate drying (s –1 )  
     w  c        �    critical moisture content (kg water/kg dry solids)  
     w  0       �    initial moisture content (kg water/kg dry solids)  
     t  c       �    time for constant-rate drying (s)    

   During the constant-rate drying period, thermal energy is being trans-
ferred from the hot air to the product surface, while water vapor is 
transferred from the product surface to the heated air. The magnitude 
of thermal energy transfer is described by: 

q hA T T� �( )a s  (12.8)      

   where: 

     q     �    rate of heat transfer (W)  
     h     �    convective heat transfer coeffi cient (W/[m 2  K])  
     A       �      surface area of product exposed to heated air (m 2 )  
     T  a     �      heated air temperature (°C)  
     T  s        �    product surface temperature (°C)    

   It should be noted that during constant-rate drying, the product 
surface temperature will remain at the wet bulb temperature of the 
heated air. 

   The magnitude of water vapor transfer during constant-rate drying is 
described by the following mass transfer expression: 

�m
k AM P

RT
W Wc

m w

A
s a� �

0 622.
( )  (12.9)      

   where: 

      k  m       �    convective mass transfer coeffi cient (m/s) 
          A     �    product surface area (m 2 )  
     M  w  � molecular weight of water  
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      P � atmospheric pressure (kPa)  
     R  � universal gas constant (8314.41     m 3 Pa/[kg mol K])  
     T  A  � absolute temperature (K)  
     W  a �  humidity ratio for air (kg water/kg dry air)  
     W  s � humidity ratio at product surface (kg water/kg dry air).    

   When using Equation (12.9), the magnitude of the humidity ratio at 
the product surface is the value at saturation for air moving over the 
surface, and would be determined by using a psychrometric chart. 

   If the rate of constant-rate drying is based on thermal energy transfer,
where the thermal energy is used to cause phase change of water at 
the product surface, the following expression will apply: 

q m H� � c L  (12.10)      

   where H  L is the latent heat of vaporization for water at the wet bulb 
temperature of heated air (kJ/kg water). 

   By combining Equations (12.10) and (12.8), the following expression 
for rate of water vapor transfer is obtained: 

�m
w w

t

hA

H
T Tc

o c

c L
a s�

�
� �( )  (12.11)

      

   Then, by solving for time, the following equation for prediction of 
the constant-rate drying time is obtained: 

t
H w w

hA T Tc
L o c

a s

�
�

�

( )
( )

(12.12)      

   As indicated by Equation (12.12), the time for constant-rate drying is 
directly proportional to the difference between the initial moisture con-
tent and the critical moisture content, and is inversely proportional to 
the temperature gradient between the product surface and the heated air. 

   The time for constant-rate drying can be based on mass transfer by using 
Equations (12.7) and (12.9), and solving for drying time, as follows: 

t
RT w w

k AM P W Wc
A o c

m w s a

�
�

�

0 622. ( )
( )

 (12.13)      

   This expression indicates that the constant-rate drying time is 
inversely proportional to the gradient of humidity ratios at the prod-
uct surface and in the heated air.

12.3  Dehydration System Design
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       Air at 90°C is being used to dry a solid food in a tunnel dryer. The product, 
with 1       cm thickness and a 5       cm by 10       cm surface, is exposed to the heated air 
with convective mass transfer coeffi  cient of 0.1       m/s. Estimate the constant-
rate drying time, when the initial moisture content is 85% and the critical 
moisture content is 42%. The air has been heated from 25°C and 50% RH. The 
product density is 875       kg/m 3 . 

    Given 

        Initial moisture content,  w  0       �      0.85/0.15      �      5.67       kg water/kg solids  

    Critical moisture content,  w  c       �      0.42/0.58      �      0.724       kg water/kg solids  

    Air temperature,  T  a       �      90°C  

    Convective mass transfer coeffi  cient,  k  m       �      0.1       m/s  

    Product surface area,  A       �      0.05      �      0.1      �      0.005       m 2   

    Molecular weight of water,  M  w       �      18       kg/mol  

    Atmospheric pressure,  P       �      101.325       kPa     

    Approach 

   During the constant-rate period of drying, the rate of water removal from the prod-

uct surface will be described by mass transfer from the product surface to the air 

fl owing over the surface.  

    Solution 

        1.     In order to use Equation (12.13), the humidity ratio for the heated air and at 

the product surface must be evaluated.  

    2.     Since the heated air was heated from 25°C and 50% RH, the humidity ratio ( W  a  ) 

is 0.01       kg water/kg dry air, as determined from the psychrometric chart (Fig. A.5).  

    3.     The humidity ratio ( W  s  ) at the product surface is evaluated at the saturation 

condition for the heated air. From the psychrometric chart,  W  s  is 0.034       kg 

water/kg dry air at a wet bulb temperature of 33.7°C.  

    4.     The temperature in Equation (12.13) is the mean of heated air temperature 

(90°C) and the product surface (33.7°C), so:    

 
TA K� � �62 85 273 335 85. .

     

    5.     Then Equation (12.13) becomes    
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    6.     Since each piece of product has    

0 05 0 1 0 01 5 10 5 3. . .� � � � � m      
    and 

 
5 10 875 0 043755 3 3� � �� [ ] [ ] .m kg/m kg

     

    or 

 

0 04375 0 15

6 5625 10 3

. [ ] . [ ]

.

kg kg solids/kg product

kg solid

�

� � � ss
     

    7.     Based on the solids content of each product piece    

 

t

t

c

c

s/kg solids kg solids� � � �

�

�3 925 10 6 5625 10

2575 85

5 3. [ ] . [ ]

. ss � 42 9. min
     

    8.     The result indicates that the constant rate drying time is 42.9       min for each 

product piece.    

   As indicated in Section 12.1.3, a portion of the moisture removal 
from a food occurs during a falling-rate drying period. This period of 
drying begins at the critical moisture content, w  c, and continues until 
the moisture content decreases to the equilibrium moisture content,
w  e. During this period of drying, the product temperature begins to 
increase to magnitudes above the wet bulb temperature, and the dif-
fusion of moisture from the internal product structure becomes a 
rate-controlling factor. In addition, the expressions used to describe 
the moisture diffusion process are dependent on product shape. For 
an infi nite-plate geometry, the falling-rate drying period is described 
as follows: 

w w

w w
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d

�

�
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c e c
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⎥
⎥  (12.14)      

   where: 

     d  c     �    characteristic dimension, half-thickness of the slab (m)  
     D     �    effective mass diffusivity (m 2 /s)  
     t     �    drying time (s)    

   The expression for drying time will be: 
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 (12.15)
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   An expression for the drying time of a product with an infi nite cylin-
der geometry will be: 
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   where d  c is the characteristic dimension, the radius of the cylinder 
(m), and β is the fi rst root of the zero-order Bessel function equation,
with a magnitude of 2.4048. Finally, the falling-rate drying time for a 
spherical product will be predicted by the following expression: 
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 (12.17)      

   where  d  c  is the characteristic dimension, the radius of the sphere (m). 

   The key parameter in all three of the prediction equations for the fall-
ing-rate drying period is the effective mass diffusivity for moisture 
movement within the product structure. The magnitude of this prop-
erty will approach a value for diffusion of water vapor in air, but will 
be infl uenced by the structure of the food product.      

       The drying of a noodle occurs during the falling-rate period between the 
critical moisture content of 0.58       kg water/kg solids and a fi nal moisture con-
tent of 0.22       kg water/kg solids. The mass diff usivity for water vapor within 
the noodle is 2      �      10 –7        cm 2 /s and the noodle thickness is 3       mm. The equi-
librium moisture content is 0.2       kg water/kg solids. Estimate the falling-rate 
drying time. 

    Given 

        Characteristic dimension (half-thickness),  d  c       �      0.0015       m  

    Mass diff usivity,  D       �      2      �      10 –7        cm 2 /s      �      2      �      10 –11        m 2 /s  

    Critical moisture content,  w  c       �      0.58       kg water/kg solids  

    Equilibrium moisture content,  w  e       �      0.22       kg water/kg solids  

    Final moisture content,  w       �      0.2       kg water/kg solids     

    Approach 

   The falling-rate drying time can be estimated by assuming the noodle geometry is 

described as an infi nite slab.  

Example 12.6
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    Solution 

   Using Equation (12.15), 
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   An example of a drying process where constant-rate drying is lim-
ited by evaporation from a free water surface is spray drying. Within 
the drying chamber, the droplets of liquid food are moving through 
heated air, while water at the droplet surface changes to a vapor 
phase. The water vapor is removed from the droplet surface by heated 
air. During the constant-rate drying period, the rate is limited by heat 
and mass transfer at the droplet surface. 

   During the constant-rate period of drying, a spray drying process may 
be described by heat transfer from the heated air to the droplet sur-
face or by mass transfer from the droplet surface to the heated air. 
When the process is described in terms of heat transfer, the convec-
tive heat transfer coeffi cient may be estimated by Equation (4.69). For 
descriptions in terms of mass transfer, the mass transfer coeffi cient is 
estimated by Equation (10.38). The similarity between the expres-
sions used to estimate the surface coeffi cients is obvious. 

   During the falling-rate drying periods, the rate of spray drying is con-
trolled by heat and mass transfer within the product particle structure. 
For a heat transfer limited process, the heat transfer is described by 
conduction through the product structure and will be proportional 
to the thermal conductivity of the product solids and parameters 
describing the porous structure of the product. Mass transfer occurs 
as a result of diffusion of water vapor through the gas phase in the 
porous structure of the product particle. 

   A specifi c expression for drying time during spray drying is based on 
Equations (12.12)and (12.17). By recognizing that the surface area of 
a sphere is 4 π  R  2, Equation (12.12) is modifi ed to become: 

t
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 (12.18)
      

   where  R  d  is the radius of the liquid food droplet. 

12.3  Dehydration System Design
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    Ranz and Marshall (1952)  have demonstrated that the convective 
heat transfer coeffi cient at the surface of a droplet during spray drying 
can be estimated by the ratio of the thermal conductivity of air to the 
droplet radius. Using this relationship, the time for constant-rate dry-
ing of a liquid droplet during spray drying is 

t
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 (12.19)      

   A similar relationship for constant-rate drying time, based on mass 
transfer, can be developed. 

   Using these developments, the prediction expression for total drying 
time during spray drying of a liquid food droplet will be 
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 (12.20)      

   where R  p is the radius of the product particle at the critical moisture con-
tent. In Equation (12.20), the fi rst term on the right side of the equation 
is the time for the constant-rate drying period. The second term represents 
the time for falling-rate drying. One of the critical parameters in Equation 
(12.20) is the droplet/particle radius ( R  p) at the critical moisture content 
(w  c). Although these two parameters are most often established through 
experimental measurements, most other inputs required for Equation 
(12.20) can be obtained from handbooks or tables of properties.      

       Skim milk with 5% total solids is being spray dried to a fi nal moisture con-
tent of 4% using 120°C air with 7% RH. The density of the skim milk product 
is 1000       kg/m 3 , and the largest droplet diameter is 120         μ  m. The critical mois-
ture content is 45%, and the diameter of the particle at the critical moisture 
content is 25.5         μ  m. The equilibrium moisture content is 3.85%, and the mass 
diff usivity for water vapor within the particle is 5      �      10 –11        m 2 /s. Estimate the 
drying time for product within the spray drier. 

    Given 

        Initial moisture content,  w  0       �      0.95       kg water/kg product      �      19       kg water/kg solids  

    Critical moisture content,  w  c       �      0.45       kg water/kg product      �      0.818       kg water/kg solids  

    Final moisture content,  w       �      0.04       kg water/kg product      �      0.042       kg water/kg solids  

    Equilibrium moisture content,  w  e       �      0.0385       kg water/kg product      �      0.04       kg water/kg solids  

    Heated air temperature      �       T  a       �      120°C  

    Heated air relative humidity      �      RH      �      7%  

    Droplet radius,  R  d       �      60      �      10 –6        m  

Example 12.7
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    Particle radius,  R  p       �      12.75      �      10 –6        m  

    Mass diff usivity,  D       �      5      �      10 –11        m 2 /s  

    Liquid product density,   ρ        �      1000       kg/m 3      

    Approach 

   The total time for drying the droplets of skim milk will include time for constant-rate 

drying and time for the falling-rate period.  

    Solution 

        1.     In order to use Equation (12.19) to predict the constant-rate drying time, the 

temperature at the droplet surface must be estimated, and the latent heat of 

the vaporization must be determined.  

    2.     Using the psychrometric chart (Fig. A.5), the wet bulb temperature for the 

heated air (120°C, 7% RH) is 57.1°C. Since the droplet temperature will not be 

above the wet bulb temperature of air during the constant-rate period of dry-
ing, the droplet surface temperature can be estimated at 57.1°C.  

    3.     Using the properties of saturated steam (Table A.4.2) at 57.1°C, the latent heat 

of vaporization is determined as 2354       kJ/kg.  

    4.     The thermal conductivity of the heated air at 120°C is  k  a       �      0.032       W/(m °C) 

from Table A.4.4.  

    5.     Using Equation (12.19),    
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    6.     Since Equation (12.19) presents the results per unit of product solids, the mass 

of solids per droplet must be estimated.    

   Using the volume, density, and fraction of solids in each droplet, 
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    7.     Constant rate drying time      �      1.276       s.  

    8.     In order to estimate the falling-rate drying time, the particle is assumed to be 

spherical, and Equation (12.17) will be used as follows:    
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    9.     Total drying time:    

 
t � � �1 276 1 801 3 077. . . s
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   A drying process that illustrates the type of drying that occurs when 
the drying rate is limited by internal mass transfer is freeze-drying. An 
analysis of the heat and mass transfer for the system in  Figure 12.10  is 
simplifi ed, since heat transfer occurs from the hot plate to the drying 
front through the frozen product layer of dry product, and moisture 
diffusion becomes the rate-limiting process. 

   The heat and mass transfer during freeze-drying as illustrated in 
Figure 12.10  has been analyzed by        King (1970, 1973) . His analysis 
provided an equation for estimating the drying time, as follows: 
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   where L is the thickness of product layer (m), T  A is the absolute tem-
perature (K), M is the molecular weight (kg/kg mol), V  w is the specifi c 
volume of water (m 3/kg water), P  i is the vapor pressure of ice (Pa),
P  a is the vapor pressure of air at the condenser surface (Pa), k  m is the 
mass transfer coeffi cient (kg mol/[s m 2 Pa]), R is universal gas constant 
(8314.41    m3 Pa/[kgmol K]), and D is the diffusion coeffi cient (m 2/s). 

   Equation (12.21) is limited to situations where the drying time is based 
on a process where rate is limited by moisture diffusion within the 
structure of the dry product layer. The calculation of drying time requires 
knowledge of the moisture diffusivity, D, and mass transfer coeffi cient,
k  m, and the magnitude of both is likely to be product-dependent. Often,
these property values must be measured for individual situations.      

       A concentrated liquid coff ee is being freeze-dried by placing a 2       cm thick fro-
zen layer of the product over a heated platen. The product is frozen to –75°C 
initially and before placing over the 30°C platen. The freeze-drying is accom-
plished in a chamber at a pressure of 38.11       Pa with a condenser temperature 
of –65°C. Properties needed to describe the process have been measured in 
an experimental system; mass diff usivity      �      2      �      10 –3        m 2 /s and mass transfer 
coeffi  cient      �      1.5       kg mole/s m 2  Pa. The initial moisture content of the concen-
trate is 40% and the density of dry product solids is 1400       kg/m 3 . Compute 
the drying time for the product. 

    Given 

        Thickness of product layer      �      2       cm      �      0.02       m  

    Mass diff usivity      �      2      �      10 –3  m 2 /s  

    Mass transfer coeffi  cient      �      1.5       kg mole/s m 2  Pa     

Example 12.8
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    Approach 

   We will compute the drying time for the coff ee concentrate by using Equation 

(12.21).  

    Solution 

        1.     To use Equation (12.21), several parameters must be determined from the 

thermodynamic tables. 

     Universal gas constant      �      8314.41       m 3  Pa/kg mol K  

     Absolute temperature ( T  A  )      �      243       K (based on ice temperature at pressure

    38.11       Pa)  

     Vapor pressure of ice ( P  I  )      �      38.11       Pa  

     Vapor pressure of condenser surface ( P  a  )      �      0.5       Pa  

     Molecular weight of water ( M  w )      �      18     

    2.     The specifi c volume of water is computed from initial moisture content of 

product and density of product solids.    
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    3.     Using Equation (12.21),    
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   The dehydration process for foods results in products with reduced 
mass and possible reductions in volume. These reductions provide 
for increased effi ciency in transportation and storage, in addition to 
effective preservation. The selection of the most appropriate process 
for a given food product will depend on two primary considerations: 
cost of drying and product quality. 

   Of the processes discussed in this chapter, air drying by cabinet or tun-
nel will have the lowest cost when expressed as cost per unit of water 
removed. The use of vacuum increases the cost of water removal some-
what, and the value will be comparable to fl uidized-bed drying. The 
explosion puff-drying process will be more costly than previously men-
tioned processes, but it appears to be more effi cient than freeze-drying. 

12.3  Dehydration System Design
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   The product quality resulting from the various processes will be oppo-
site to the cost comparisons. The freeze-drying process produces the 
highest-quality product and can be used for products where the qual-
ity characteristics allow product pricing to recover the extra drying 
cost. Based on available literature, the puff-drying process produces 
quality that is comparable to that of freeze-drying, with somewhat 
lower cost. The product quality resulting from fl uidized-bed drying 
and vacuum drying should be somewhat similar to, but lower than,
that for puff-drying and freeze-drying processes. The lowest-quality 
dehydrated products are produced by the lowest-cost processes—tunnel 
and cabinet drying using heated air. Although these comparisons sug-
gest a direct trade-off between dehydration cost and dry product qual-
ity, we need to recognize that the selection of the process will depend 
on the adaptability of the product to a given process. The physical 
characteristics of the product before and/or after drying may dictate 
which process is used for dehydration.         

    PROBLEMS 

        12.1   The following equilibrium moisture-content data have been 
collected for a dry food: 

   Water activity 

 Equilibrium moisture 

content (g H 2 O/g 

product) 

   0.1  0.060 
   0.2  0.085 
   0.3  0.110 
   0.4  0.122 
   0.5  0.125 
   0.6  0.148 
   0.7  0.173 
   0.8  0.232 

  Develop a plot of the equilibrium moisture isotherm for 
moisture content on a dry weight basis. 

    12.2   A     product enters a tunnel dryer with 56% moisture content 
(wet basis) at a rate of 10    kg/h. The tunnel is supplied with 
1500     kg dry air/h at 50°C and 10% RH, and the air leaves at 
25°C in equilibrium with the product at 50% RH. Determine 
the moisture content of product leaving the dryer and the fi nal 
water activity.    
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   *12.3   A     countercurrent tunnel dryer is being used to dry apple slices 
from an initial moisture content (wet basis) of 70% to 5%. 
The heated air enters at 100°C with 1% RH and leaves at 50°C. 
If the product temperature is 20°C throughout the dryer and 
the specifi c heat of product solids is 2.2     kJ/(kg °C), determine 
the quantity of heated air required for drying the product at a 
rate of 100     kg/h. Determine the relative humidity of outlet air.    

   12.4   A     cabinet dryer is to be used for drying of a new food product. 
The product has an initial moisture content of 75% (wet basis) 
and requires 10 minutes to reduce the moisture content to a 
critical level of 30% (wet basis). Determine the fi nal moisture 
of the product if a total drying time of 15 minutes is used.  

   12.5   The following data were obtained by  Labuza et al. (1985)  on 
fi sh fl our at 25°C. Determine the GAB model for these data 
and the values of  k, w  m, and C .   

    a  w  

 g water/

100       g solids 

   0.115  2.12 
   0.234  3.83 
   0.329  5.53 
   0.443  6.82 
   0.536  7.65 
   0.654  10.29 
   0.765  13.40 
   0.848  17.50 

   12.6   Pistachios are to be dried using a countercurrent dryer operat-
ing at steady state. The nuts are dried from 80% (wet basis) 
to 12% (wet basis) at 25°C. Air enters the heater at 25°C (dry 
bulb temperature) and 80% relative humidity. The heater 
supplies 84     kJ/kg dry air. The air exits the dryer at 90% relative 
humidity. For this given information solve the following parts: 
    a.   What is the relative humidity of the air leaving the heater 

section of the dryer?  
    b.   What is the temperature (dry bulb temperature) of air leav-

ing the dryer?  
    c.    What is the fl ow rate (m 3 /s) of air required to dry 50     kg/h 

of pistachio nuts?     

Problems

  *Indicates an advanced level of diffi culty in solving.  
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   12.7   A    sample of a food material weighing 20     kg is initially at 450% 
moisture content dry basis. It is dried to 25% moisture content 
wet basis. How much water is removed from the sample per kg 
of dry solids?  

   12.8   Air enters a counterfl ow drier at 60°C dry bulb temperature 
and 25°C dew point temperature. Air leaves the drier at 40°C 
and 60% relative humidity. The initial moisture content of 
the product is 72% (wet basis). The amount of air moving 
through the drier is 200     kg of dry air/h. The mass fl ow rate of 
the product is 1000     kg dry solid per hour. What is the fi nal 
moisture content of the dried product (in wet basis)?  

   12.9   The constant rate portion of drying for a new food product 
must be accomplished within 5     min; a reduction from an 
initial moisture content of 75% to the critical moisture 
content of 40%. Heated air at 95°C and 10% RH is used for 
drying. The surface of product exposed to the air is 10     cm wide 
and 20     cm in the direction of air movement over the surface. 
The mass diffusivity for water vapor in air is 1.3    �   10 –3      m 2 /s. 
The product thickness is 5    cm and density is 900     kg/m 3 . 
    a.   Estimate the mass transfer coeffi cient needed at the product 

surface.  
    b.   Compute the air velocity required.     

   12.10   A    spray drier with a 5    m diameter and 10    m height is used to dry 
skim milk to a fi nal moisture content of 5%. The air entering 
the drier is 120°C, is heated from ambient air at 25°C and 75% 
RH, and fl ows concurrently with the product droplets (and 
particles) through the system. The skim milk is atomized into 
the hot air at 45°C with a maximum droplet size of 120 micron 
diameter. The critical moisture content for the product is 30%,
and the particle diameter is 25 micron at the critical moisture 
content. The equilibrium moisture content of the dry skim 
milk is 3.5% at the exit temperature of 55°C from the drier. The 
mass diffusivity for water vapor within the product particles is 
7.4   �   10 � 7     m2/s and the specifi c heat of product solids is 2.0    kJ/
kgK. The heated air leaves the system at 5°C above the product 
temperature. The initial moisture content of skim milk is 90.5% 
wet basis. Determine the production rate for the spray drier; kg 
of 5% moisture content product per unit time. 

    12.11   A   spray drier with a 5    m diameter and 10    m height is used 
to dry skim milk to a fi nal moisture content of 5%. The air 
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entering the drier is 120°C, is heated from ambient air at 
25°C and 75% RH, and fl ows concurrently with the product 
droplets (and particles) through the system. The air fl ow rate 
is 1000 m3/min. The skim milk enters the dryer at 45°C with 
90.5% moisture content and the exit temperature is 55°C. The 
specifi c heat of product solids is 2.0    kJ/kgK. The heated air leaves 
the system at 5°C above the product temperature. Determine 
    a.   The production rate for the system; kg of 5% moisture con-

tent product per unit time.  
    b.   The temperature and % RH of air leaving the dryer.  
    c.   The thermal energy for heating the air entering the dryer.     

    12.12   A     tunnel dryer is used to reduce the moisture content of a food 
from an initial magnitude of 85%. The produce is conveyed 
through the dryer on a 1     m wide conveyor with a 10    m length. 
The volumetric fl ow rate of heated air is 240     m 3 /min at 100°C,
heated from 25°C and 40% RH. The cross-sectional area for 
air fl ow through the dryer is 4     m 2, and the thickness of product 
on the conveyor is 1.5     cm. 
    a.   Estimate the temperature and % RH of air leaving the dryer,

when all moisture removal from the product occurs during 
a constant-rate drying period.  

    b.   Determine the moisture content of product leaving the dryer.     

    12.13   The falling rate portion of the drying time for a particle of 
skim milk begins at the critical moisture content of 25%, and 
the fi nal moisture content is 4%. The air used for drying is 
120°C and was heated from ambient air of 20°C and 40% RH. 
The particle size at the critical moisture content is 20 microns,
and the specifi c heat of the product solids is 2.0    kJ/kg K. 
The mass diffusivity for water within the product particle is 
3.7    �   10 � 12  m 2 /s, and the density of the product particle is 
1150     kg/m 3 . 
    a.   If the equilibrium moisture content for the product is 3.5%,

estimate the time for the falling rate portion of drying. 
    b.   If 5000    m3/min of heated air is needed for product drying,

determine the thermal energy needed to heat the air to 120°C.     

    12.14   A     concurrent tunnel dryer is used to dry a new food product 
carried in 10     cm by 10     cm by 1     cm trays. Moisture removal 
from the product occurs from the upper surface only. The 
heated air is 100°C, and has been heated from ambient 
conditions at 25°C and 40% RH at a rate of 1000     m 3 /min. 

Problems
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The product leaves the system at a temperature 5°C above 
the wet bulb temperature, and the air leaves 10°C above the 
product temperature. The initial moisture content of the 
product is 85%, the density of the product entering the dryer 
is 800     kg/m 3, and the initial temperature is 20°C. The critical 
moisture content of the product is 30% and the equilibrium 
moisture content is 3.0%. The product volume does not 
change during drying. The convective heat transfer coeffi cient 
at the product surface in the dryer is 500     W/m 2 K and the 
mass diffusivity for vapor within the product is 1.7    �      10 � 7  
m2 /s. The specifi c heat of product solids ( c  psolids ) is 2.0     kJ/kgK. 
Estimate the following: 
    a.   The amount of fi nal product leaving the dryer at 4.0% 

moisture.  
    b.   The temperature and RH of air leaving the dryer.  
    c.   The thermal energy for heating the air entering the dryer.  
    d.   The length of the dryer tunnel, if the conveyor carrying the 

product moves at a rate of 1 m/min.     

    12.15   Use MATLAB ®  to evaluate and plot equilibrium desorption 
and adsorption moistures over the range of humidities 
(0.01      �      aw     �      0.95) for rough rice at 25°C predicted by the 
empirical equations given as follows.    
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   12.16   Use the MATLAB ®  nonlinear regression function, nlinfi t, to fi nd 
the Guggenheim-Anderson-DeBoer (GAB) parameters (m

0
, A, B)

for rough rice (desorption) given in the following table.    

m
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Ba Ba ABa
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   Water activity  Sample 1(%db)  Sample 2 (%db)  Sample 3 (%db) 

   0.05  6.5  6.2  6.3 
   0.1  7.5  7.3  7.7 
   0.2  8.2  8.5  8.4 
   0.3  10.5  10.5  10.7 
   0.4  12.2  12.0  12.0 
   0.5  13.5  13.4  13.7 
   0.6  15.0  15.1  15.3 
   0.7  17.0  17.2  17.0 
   0.8  19.8  19.7  19.4 
   0.9  23.5  23.3  23.8 
   0.95  27.4  27.6  27.9 

   LIST OF SYMBOLS 

      a  w     water activity (dimensionless)  
    A     surface area of product exposed to heated air (m 2 )  
    β     fi rst root of the zero-order Bessel function equation  
    C     the Guggenheim constant    �       C ’  exp( H  1 �  H  m)/RT   
    c  pp     specifi c heat of product solids (kJ/[kg solids K])  
    c  pw     specifi c heat of water (kJ/[kg water K])  
    c  s     humid heat of air (kJ/[kg dry air K])      �    1.005    �    1.88      W  

(Eq. 9.17)  
    D     diffusion coeffi cient (m 2 /s)  
    d  c     characteristic dimension (m)  
    h     convective heat transfer coeffi cient (W/[m 2 K])  
    H  1     heat of condensation of pure water vapor  
    H  a     thermal energy content of air (kJ/[kg dry air])  
    H  L     latent heat of vaporization for water (kJ/kg water)  
    H  m     total heat of sorption of the fi rst layer on primary sites  
    H  p     thermal energy content of product (kJ/kg dry solids)  
    H  q     total heat of sorption of the multilayers  
    K     factor correcting properties of multilayer with respect to the 

bulk liquid,      �       k  �  exp( H  1 �  H  q)/RT   
    k  m     convective mass transfer coeffi cient (m/s) or (kg mol/[s m 2 Pa]) 
    L     thickness of product layer (m)  
    M     molecular weight (kg/[kg mol])  
    �ma       air fl ow rate (kg dry air/h)  
    �mc        moisture removal rate during constant-rate drying (s �  1 )  
    �mp        product fl ow rate (kg dry solids/h)  
    P     atmospheric pressure (kPa)  
    P  a     vapor pressure of air at the condenser surface (Pa)  

List of Symbols
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    P  i     vapor pressure of ice (Pa)  
    q     rate of heat transfer (W)  
    R     universal gas constant (8314.41     m 3  Pa/[kgmol K])  
    R  d     radius of the liquid food droplet  
    R  p     radius of the product particle at the critical moisture content  
    t     drying time  
    T  0     reference temperature at 0°C  
    T  a     air temperature (°C)  
    T  A     absolute temperature (K)  
    t  c     time for constant-rate drying (s)  
    T  p     product temperature (°C)  
    T  s     product surface temperature (°C)  
    V  w     specifi c volume of water (m 3 /kg water)  
    w     product moisture content, dry basis (kg water/kg dry solids)  
    w  c     critical moisture content (kg water/kg dry solids) 
    w  e     equilibrium moisture content, fraction dry basis  
    w  m     monolayer moisture content, fraction dry basis  
    w  0     initial moisture content (kg water/kg dry solids) 
    W     absolute humidity (kg water/kg dry air)  
    W  a     humidity ratio for air (kg water/kg dry air)  
    W  s     humidity ratio at product surface (kg water/kg dry air)    

   Subscript: w, water
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   In this chapter, various supplemental processes used in the food 
industry are presented. Some of these processes are ubiquitous in 
food processing such as mixing. Others such as fi ltration, sedimenta-
tion, and centrifugation are more uniquely applied to specifi c appli-
cations. For each process, we will consider mathematical relationships 
that are useful in their design and operation. 

    13.1       FILTRATION 

   Solid particles are removed from liquids by somewhat different mech-
anisms than used for removing solid particles from air. The removal 
process can be described by standard equations. In this section, we 
will examine some of these equations and discuss specifi c applica-
tions of fi ltration techniques. 

    13.1.1       Operating Equations 

   In general, the fi ltration process is described by the manner in which 
the fl uid being fi ltered fl ows through the fi lter medium where the 
solids are deposited ( Fig 13.1   ). As the solids are removed from the 
fl uid, they accumulate in the fi lter medium, resulting in an increased 
resistance to fl ow as the fi ltration process continues. All these factors 
result in a description of fi ltration rate. In addition, this fi ltration rate 
depends on several other factors, including 

      ■    The pressure drop across the fi lter medium 
      ■    The area of the fi ltering surface 
      ■    The viscosity of the fi ltrate 
      ■    The resistance of the fi lter cake as determined by the solids 

removed from the fl uid 
      ■    The resistance of the fi lter medium.    

Area (A)

Lc L

r

Fluid being
filtered
V,�,S

   ■   Figure 13.1          Schematic illustration of 

fi ltration process.    
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   The rate of fi ltration can be written as follows: 

Rate of filtration  
Driving force

Resistance
� (13.1)

    

   where the driving force is the pressure required to move the fl uid 
through the fi lter medium and the resistance is dependent on sev-
eral factors. The overall resistance can be described by the following 
expression:   

R r L L� ��μ ( c ) (13.2)    

   where L  c represents the thickness of accumulated solids in the fi lter 
cake, μ is the fl uid viscosity, and L is a fi ctitious thickness of the fi lter 
material or medium. The parameter r  ’  in Equation (13.2) represents 
the specifi c resistance of the fi lter cake and it is a property of the par-
ticles forming the fi lter cake.  Earle (1983)  describes  L  c by the follow-
ing expression:   

L
SV

Ac � (13.3)
      

   where S is the solids content of the fl uid being fi ltered, and V is 
the volume that has passed through the fi lter with cross-sectional 
area ( A ). 

   The thickness of the fi lter cake represents a fi ctitious value to describe 
the total thickness of all solids accumulated. In some fi ltration pro-
cesses, this may approach the real situation. Utilizing Equations 
(13.2) and (13.3), the total resistance can be written in the following 
manner:

R r
SV

A
L� ��μ

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ (13.4)

      

   Combining Equations (13.1) and (13.4), an expression for the rate of 
fi ltration is obtained as follows: 

dV

dt

AΔP

r
SV
A

L
�

��

 
 
 
   

 
 

� ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

(13.5)

      

   Equation (13.5) is an expression used to describe the fi ltration pro-
cess and can be used for scale-up if converted to appropriate forms. 
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   The fi ltration process may occur in two phases: (1) constant-rate fi l-
tration, normally occurring during the early stages of the process, and 
(2) constant-pressure fi ltration, occurring during the fi nal stages of 
the process. 

    13.1.1.1       Constant-Rate Filtration 

   Constant-rate fi ltration is described by the following integrated forms 
of Equation (13.5), which can be used to determine the required 
pressure drop as a function of the fi ltration rate: 

V

t

A P

r
SV
A

L
�

��

Δ

μ
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟

(13.6)

    

   or  

ΔP
r

A t
SV LAV� �

�μ
2

2[ ] (13.7)
      

   Equation (13.6) can be expressed in a different form if the thickness 
(L) of the fi lter medium is considered negligible. The following equa-
tion for pressure drop as a function of time is obtained 

ΔP
r SV

A t
�

�� 2

2
(13.8)

      

   In many situations, Equation (13.8) can be used to predict pressure 
drop requirements for a fi lter during the early stages of the process.

        Example 13.1         An air fi lter is used to remove small particles from an air supply to a quality 
control laboratory. The air is supplied at a rate of 0.5       m 3 /s through an air fi lter 
with a 0.5 m 2  cross-section. If the pressure drop across the fi lter is 0.25       cm 
water after one hour of use, determine the life of the fi lter if a fi lter change is 
required when the pressure drop is 2.5       cm of water. 

    Given 

        Volumetric fl ow rate of air      �      0.5       m 3 /s  

    Area of fi lter      �      0.5       m 2   

    Pressure drop      �      0.25       cm water  

    Time of use      �      1 hr  

    Pressure drop before fi lter change      �      2.5       cm of water    
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    Approach 

   We will use Equation (13.8) to determine the product of specifi c resistance and 

particle content of air. Using this calculated value and Equation (13.8) with a 

pressure drop of 2.5       cm of water we will obtain the time when the fi lter should be 

changed.   

    Solution 

        1.     Due to the nature of air fi ltration, constant-rate fi ltration can be assumed and 

the fi lter medium thickness is negligible.  

    2.     Based on the information given and Equation (13.8), the product of the spe-

cifi c resistance ( r  � ) and the particle content of air ( S ) can be established    

 

r S
PA t

V
� �

Δ 2

2μ
     

    3.     The pressure drop of 0.25       cm of water can be expressed in consistent units 

(Pa) by    

 
0 25 24 52. .cm of water Pa�

     

    4.     Using Equation (13.8) (for 1 hr of fi ltration)    

 

r S
Pa m s

kg ms
�

�
�

� �

( . )( . ) ( )

( . )( . )

24 52 0 5 3600

1 7 10 0 5 3600

2 2

5 2/
     

    where  μ       �      1.7      �      10  � 5  (viscosity of air at 0°C from Table A.4.4) 

 r S� � 396 2/m      

    5.     Using  r  �   S       �      396 and Equation (13.8), the time required for  Δ  P  to increase to 

2.5       cm water can be computed.  

    6.     Converting  Δ  P  to consistent units    

 
2 5 245 16. .cm of water Pa�

   

    then   

 

t

V
s m

2

5

2

4 6
1 7 10 396

0 5 245 16
1 11 10�

�
� �

�
�( . )( )

. ) ( . )
.

(
/

     

    7.     Since the volumetric fl ow rate through the fi lter is 0.5        m 3 /s     

 

V

t
m s� 0 5 3. /
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    Therefore 

 
V t2 20 25= .

   

    or   

 t t t� � � � �� �1 11 10 0 25 2 778 104 2 5 2. . .    

    and   

 
t s�

�
�

�

1

2 775 10
35 997

5.
,

     

 
t hr�10

     

    8.     Thus the fi lter should be changed after 10 hours of operation.            

    13.1.1.2       Constant-Pressure Filtration 

   An expression for describing constant-pressure fi ltration can be 
obtained from the following form of Equation (13.5): 

μ
μ

r S

A
V V r L V A P t

V V t�
�� �d d d

0 0 0
∫ ∫ ∫Δ (13.9)

      

   Integration leads to the following design equation:  

tA

V

r SV

PA

r L

P
� �

� �μ μ
2Δ Δ

(13.10)
    

   or the following equation if fi lter medium thickness ( L) can be 
assumed to be negligible:   

t
r SV

A
�

�� 2

22 ΔP
(13.11)

      

   Essentially, Equation (13.11) indicates the time required to fi lter a 
given volume of fl uid when a constant pressure is maintained. Various 
procedures are followed in using this equation to obtain information 
that is not readily available. For example, the specifi c resistance of the 
fi lter cake ( r  �) may not be known for some types of solids and must 
be determined experimentally.  Earle (1983)  presented procedures for 
determining these parameters, and  Charm (1978)  discussed determi-
nation of fi ltration constants that are more complex than those pro-
posed in the previous presentation.
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   A liquid is fi ltered at a pressure of 200       kPa through a 0.2-m 2  fi lter. Initial 
results indicate that 5       min is required to fi lter 0.3       m 3  of liquid. Determine the 
time that will elapse until the rate of fi ltration drops to 5      �      10  � 5  m 3 /s. 

    Given 

        Pressure drop      �      200       kPa  

    Filter area      �      0.2       m 2   

    Time      �      5 min  

    Volume of liquid      �      0.3       m 3   

    Rate of fi ltration      �      5      �      10  � 5  m 3 /s     

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (13.11) to determine   μ r  �  S . Next we will use Equation (13.5) to 

obtain the volume followed by calculation of time using Equation (13.11).  

    Solution 

        1.     Since the fi ltration is assumed to be in the constant-pressure regime, based 

on data obtained at 5       min, Equation (13.11) will apply as follows    

 
μr S

A Pt

V
� � �

�2 2 0 2 200 000 5 60

0 3

2

2

2

2

Δ ( . ) ( )( )

.

,

     

  μr S kg m s� � �53 33 106 3. /      

    2.     Using Equation (13.5) (where  L  is assumed to be negligible)    

 

5 10
0 2 200 000

53 33 10
5

2

6
� �

�
� ( . ) ( )

( . )

,

V      

 
V m� 3 3

     

    3.     Using Equation (13.11):    

 

t �
�

�
( . )( )

( . ) ( )

53 33 10 3

2 0 2 200 000
29 998

6 2

2 ,
,  s

     

      t       �      499.9       min; indicates that 500       min of fi ltration at a constant pressure 

would occur before the rate dropped to 5      �      10  � 5  m 3 /s.          

   Reference to Equation (13.5) reveals that the fi ltration process is 
directly dependent on two factors: the fi lter medium and the fl uid 
being fi ltered. In Equation (13.5) a fi lter medium is described in 
terms of area ( A) and the specifi c resistance ( r�). The fi lter medium 

        Example 13.2      
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will depend considerably on the type of fl uid being fi ltered. In the 
case of liquid fi ltration, the fi lter medium, to a large extent, will con-
tain the solids removed from the liquid. This fi lter cake must be sup-
ported by some type of structure that plays only a limited role in the 
fi ltration process. In some cases, these supporting materials may be 
woven (wool, cotton, linen) or they may be granular materials for 
particular types of liquids. In any case, the primary role of the mate-
rial is to support the collected solids so that the solids can act as a 
fi lter medium for the liquid. 

   The design of fi lters for the removal of particles from air is sig-
nifi cantly different. In this application, the entire fi lter medium is 
designed into the fi lter and the collected solids play a very minor 
role in the fi ltration process. The fi lter medium is a porous collec-
tion of fi lter fi bers of the same magnitude in size as the particles to 
be removed from the air. This results in fi ltration processes that are 
nearly constant-fl ow rate in all situations. 

   The second factor of Equation (13.5) that infl uences fi ltration rate is 
the fl uid being fi ltered as described by the fl uid viscosity ( μ). The rate 
of fi ltration and the viscosity of the fl uid being fi ltered are inversely 
related; as the viscosity of the fl uid increases, the rate of fi ltration 
must decrease. Fluid viscosity plays a very important role in the fi ltra-
tion process and must be accounted for in all design computations.  

    13.1.2       Mechanisms of Filtration 

   The mechanisms involved in removing small particles from air are 
relatively well-defi ned.  Whitby and Lundgren (1965)  have listed four 
mechanisms as follows: (1) Brownian diffusion, (2) interception,
(3) inertial impaction, and (4) electrical attraction.  Decker et al. (1962) 
indicated that deposition according to Stoke’s law could be consid-
ered as an additional mechanism. The mechanism of Brownian diffu-
sion will have very little infl uence on removal of particles larger than 
0.5 micron. This particular mechanism contributes to the particle col-
lection by causing particles to deviate from the streamline of air fl ow 
around the fi lter fi bers and bringing them into contact with the fi ber. 
Somewhat larger particles may be removed by interception even when 
the particles do not deviate from the air streamline. 

   When these particles follow the air streamline and the stream-
line brings them suffi ciently close to the fi ber, the particles will be 
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removed by direct interception. The larger particles will not follow 
the air streamline and will be removed by inertial impaction. Particles 
larger than 1 micron will normally be removed by this mechanism. 
When the particles and fi ber have different or opposite electrical 
charges, the particles will deviate from the air streamline and deposit 
on the fi ber as a result of this mechanism. Very large particles may be 
infl uenced by gravity and deviate from the air streamline due to gravi-
tational force, resulting in deposition on the fi lter fi ber. The contri-
bution of this mechanism to small-particle removal is probably very 
small.

   In the case of removing solids from liquids, the mechanisms of 
removal are not well-defi ned and may be considerably different,
depending on the mode of fi ltration considered. During the initial 
stages when the liquid is moving through the fi lter medium at a rapid 
rate, the mechanisms are most likely to be direct interception or 
inertial impaction. After the fi lter cake is established and constant-
pressure fi ltration occurs, the liquid will fl ow through the fi lter cake 
in a streamline fashion.  

    13.1.3       Design of a Filtration System 

   Although the expressions presented for describing fi ltration rate by 
a given system are relatively straightforward, use of these equations 
requires knowledge of several system parameters. In most cases, the 
viscosity and specifi c resistance values may not be known. To obtain 
some indication of the relationships involved, the approach normally 
followed is to make a small-scale fi ltration experiment followed by 
a scale-up of the entire process. Expressions of the type presented 
as Equations (13.7) and (13.11) are ideal for this purpose. A small 
or pilot-scale operation usually results in determination of the fi l-
trate volume after given periods of time at a constant pressure on the 
small-scale fi lter. 

    Earle (1983)  showed that this information can be used to determine 
a plot of the type given in  Figure E13.1   . To obtain the fi ltration graph,
we use Equation (13.10), in which L is not assumed to be negligible. 
By using pilot-scale data to obtain a relationship for Figure E13.1, we 
can evaluate appropriate constants for use in the scale-up of the fi ltra-
tion process. In some situations, it is desirable to collect pilot-scale 
data at different pressures and/or different fi lter areas.
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   A fi ltration system is designed to fi lter 4       m 3  of a slurry in 2       hr using a constant 
pressure of 400       kPa. The necessary design conditions were established on a 
laboratory scale using a fi lter with 0.1       m 2  surface area and 140       kPa constant 
pressure. The following results were obtained on a laboratory scale:

          

   Time (min) 

 Filtration Volume 

( � 10  �  2        m 3 ) 

   10  2.3 
   20  3.7 
   30  4.9 
   40  6.1 
   50  6.8 

   Determine the fi lter area required to provide the desired conditions for the 
design situation. 

    Given 

        Volume      �      4       m 3   

    Time      �      2 hour  

    Pressure      �      400       kPa  

    Laboratory fi lter area      �      1       m 2   

    Pressure in laboratory scale experiment      �      140       kPa     

    Approach 

   We will fi rst plot tA/V vs. V/A and obtain slope and intercept. This will provide us with 

a design equation that we will use to determine the required area.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (13.10), a plot of tA/V versus V/A should provide a linear 

relationship with the slope equal to   μ r  �  S / Δ  P  and a vertical axis intercept of 

  μ r  �  L / Δ  P .  

    2.     From the experimental data provided   

          
   V/A      �      10  � 2   tA/V 

   23  43.48 
   37  54.05 
   49  61.22 
   61  65.57 
   68  73.53 

        Example 13.3      
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    3.     From the results presented in  Figure E13.1 , a slope of 62.5 and a vertical inter-

cept of 29.83 provide the design equation    

 

tA

V

V

A
� �62 5 29 83. .

     

    4.     Since pressure and area are the two variables existing between the laboratory 

and design situation, appropriate changes must be incorporated    

 

Slope
r S

r S� � � �
�

�62 5
2 140 000

1 75 107.
( )

; .
μ

μ
,      

 

Intercept
r L

r L� � �
�

�29 83
140 000

4 176 200. ;
μ

μ
,

, ,
     

    Thus the design equation becomes 

 

tA

V P

V

A P
�

�
�

1 75 10 4 176 2007.

Δ Δ

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

, ,

     

    5.     For the fi ltration system being designed: t      �      2 hr      �      120       min.; V      �      4       m 3 ; 

 Δ P      �      400        kPa.    

    Then 

 

120

4

1 75 10

400 000

4 4 176 200

400 000

7A

A
�

�
�

.

,

, ,

,

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

     

 
30

175
10 44A

A
� � .

     

 
A m� 2 6 2.

     

    6.     An area of 2.6       m 2  is obtained when the positive solution of the quadratic 

equation is selected.            

y � 0.6249x � 29.827
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   ■   Figure E13.1          A graph of data obtained 

from operating pilot-scale fi ltration equipment.    
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    13.2       SEDIMENTATION 

   Sedimentation is the separation of solids from fl uid streams by gravi-
tational or centrifugal force. In the food industry, most processes 
involving sedimentation are used to remove particle solids from 
either liquid or gas. As will become obvious, the use of gravity in par-
ticular for removing solids from fl uids has considerable application. 

    13.2.1        Sedimentation Velocities for 
Low-Concentration Suspensions 

   Particles in a low-concentration suspension will settle at a rate repre-
senting the terminal velocity of the particle in the suspension fl uid. 

   The terminal velocity of each particle is established as though each 
individual particle is the only particle in the suspension. This type of 
sedimentation is usually referred to as free settling, since there is no 
interaction between particles and the suspension. The terminal veloc-
ity of the particle can be predicted and established by examining the 
forces acting on the particle. The force that resists the gravitational 
force is referred to as the drag force and can be described by the fol-
lowing expression:  

F duD � 3πμ (13.12)    

   where u represents the relative velocity between the particle and the 
fl uid, d is particle diameter, and μ is fl uid viscosity. Equation (13.12) 
applies as long as the particle Reynolds number is less than 0.2, which 
will be the case for most applications in food processing. Expressions 
to use when the particle Reynolds number is greater than 0.2 have 
been developed and are presented by  Coulson and Richardson 
(1978). The gravitational force ( FG) is a function of particle volume 
and density difference along with gravitational acceleration, as illus-
trated by the following equation:   

F d gG � �
1
6

3p ( )p fρ ρ (13.13)
    

   where d is the particle diameter, assuming a spherical shape. By set-
ting Equation (13.12) equal to Equation (13.13) (the conditions that 
must exist at the terminal velocity of the particle), we can solve and 
obtain an equation representing the terminal velocity as follows:   
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�
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   From Equation (13.14), we can see that the terminal velocity is related 
directly to the square of the particle diameter. In addition, the termi-
nal velocity is dependent on the density of the particle and properties 
of the fl uid. Equation (13.14) is the most common form of Stoke’s 
law and should be applied only for streamline fl ow and spherical par-
ticles. When the particles are not spherical, the usual approach is to 
introduce a shape factor to account for the irregular shape of the parti-
cle and the corresponding infl uence of this factor on terminal velocity. 

   When streamline or laminar fl ow does not exist at Reynolds numbers 
above 1000, the conditions must be modifi ed to account for the drag 
forces. For these conditions, the equation for terminal velocity becomes: 
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   where the drag coeffi cient  C  d is a function of the Reynolds Number,
as illustrated in  Figure 13.2   .
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   ■   Figure 13.2          Infl uence of the Reynolds number on drag coeffi  cient for spheres.   ψ   represents sphericity. (Adapted from  Foust et al., 1960 )    
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   The damage to blueberries and other fruits during handling immediately 
after harvest is closely related to the terminal velocity in air. Compute the 
terminal velocity of a blueberry with a diameter of 0.60       cm and density of 
1120       kg/m 3  in air at 21°C and atmospheric pressure. 

    Given 

        Diameter of blueberries      �      0.6       cm  

    Density      �      1120       kg/m 3   

    Air temperature      �      21°C     

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (13.14) to determine the terminal velocity. Next, we will check 

the validity of the equation by calculating the Reynolds number. If the equation is 

not valid then we will use  Figure 13.2  and Equation (13.15) to obtain drag coeffi  cient 

and recalculate terminal velocity.  

    Solution 

        1.     Equation (13.14) can be used with the following parameter values: 

 d       �      0.60       cm,  g       �      9.806 m/s 2 ,   μ        �      1.828      �      10  � 5  kg/ms,   ρ   p       �      1120       kg/m 3 , 
  ρ   f       �      1.2       kg/m 3 .  

    2.     Using Equation (13.14)    
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    3.     A check of the particle Reynolds number    
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    indicates that streamline fl ow does not exist and conditions for using 

Equation (13.14) do not apply.   

    4.     By using Equation (13.15), and the Cd      �      0.2 from Figure 13.2, obtained at 

NRe      �      4.73      �      105    
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    5.     A check of the Reynolds number    
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          Example 13.4      
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    indicates that  C  d       �      0.4 and   
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    6.     A fi nal check of the Reynolds number    
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    indicates that  C  d       �      0.4 is appropriate and the terminal velocity is 13.5       m/s 

when the spherical geometry is assumed.          

    13.2.2        Sedimentation in High-Concentration 
Suspensions 

   When the concentration of solids in the suspension becomes suffi -
ciently high, Stoke’s law no longer describes the velocity of settling. 
In situations where the range of particle sizes is between 6 and 10 
microns, the particles making up the solid suspension will fall at 
the same rate. This rate will correspond to the velocity predicted by 
Stoke’s law, using a particle size that is the mean of the smallest and 
the largest particle size in the suspension. Physically it is apparent 
that the rate at which the larger particles settle is reduced by the infl u-
ence of the smaller particles on the properties of the fl uid. The rate at 
which the smaller particles fall is accelerated by the movement of the 
larger particles. 

   The settling of particles results in very well-defi ned zones of solids 
concentrations. The movement of the solids at a constant rate results 
in a clear liquid at the top of the column suspension. Directly below 
the clear liquid is the concentration of solids, which is moving at a 
constant rate. Below the solids that are settling is a zone of variable 
concentration within which the solids are collecting. At the bottom of 
the suspension column is the collected sediment, which contains the 
largest particles in the suspension. The defi nition of these zones will 
be infl uenced by the size of particles involved and the range of these 
sizes. 

   The rates at which solids settle in high-concentration suspensions 
have been investigated on an empirical basis and have been reviewed 
by  Coulson and Richardson (1978) . One approach is to modify 
Stoke’s law by introducing the density and viscosity of the suspension 
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in place of the density and viscosity of the fl uid. This may result in an 
equation for the settling rate of the suspension as follows:  

u
KD g

s
p s

s

( )
�

�2 ρ ρ

μ
(13.16)

    

   where K is a constant to be evaluated experimentally. In most cases,
attempts are made to predict the density and viscosity of the suspen-
sion on the basis of the composition. Another approach is to account 
for the void between suspension particles, which allows movement of 
fl uid to the upper part of the suspension column. The expression for 
the particle settling velocity was obtained as follows:   
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   where f ( e) is a function of the void in a suspension. Equation (13.17) 
is still a modifi cation of Stoke’s law, where the density of the sus-
pension and the viscosity of the fl uid are used. The function of the 
void space in the suspension must be determined experimentally for 
each situation in which the expression is utilized. Although there 
are defi nite limitations to Equations (13.16) and (13.17), they will 
provide practical results for high-concentration suspensions of large 
particles. Description of settling rates for small-particle suspensions 
is subject to considerable error and acceptable approaches need to be 
developed.

          Example 13.5         A sedimentation tank is used to remove larger-particle solids from waste-
water leaving a food-processing plant. The ratio of liquid mass to solids in 
the inlet to the tank is 9       kg liquid/kg solids; the inlet fl ow rate is 0.1       kg/s. The 
sediment leaving the tank bottom should have 1       kg liquid/kg solids. Density 
of water is 993 kg/m3. If the sedimentation rate for the solids in water is 
0.0001       m/s, determine the area of sedimentation necessary. 

    Given 

        Ratio of liquid mass to solids in the inlet      �      9       kg liquid/kg solids  

    Inlet fl ow rate      �      0.1       kg/s  

    Sediment composition      �      1       kg liquid/kg solids  

    Sedimentation rate of solids in water      �      0.0001       m/s     
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    Approach 

   We will fi rst obtain an upward velocity of the liquid in the tank. Then using the given 

information we will obtain the area when the upward liquid velocity is equal to the 

sedimentation velocity for solids.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using the mass fl ow equation and the diff erence between inlet and outlet 

conditions on the wastewater, the following equation for upward velocity of 

liquid in the tank is obtained    
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    where  c  i  and  c  o  are mass ratios for liquid to solids in waste water. 

    2.     Based on information given    
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    3.     Since the upward liquid velocity should equal sedimentation velocity for the 

solids, the area becomes    
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   In addition to the properties of the solid and fl uid in the suspension,
other factors infl uence the sedimentation process. The height of the sus-
pension generally will not affect the rate of sedimentation or the con-
sistency of the sediment produced. By experimentally determining the 
height of the liquid or fl uid-sediment interface as a function of time for 
a given initial height, the results for any other initial height can be pre-
dicted. The diameter of the sedimentation column may infl uence the 
rate of sedimentation if the ratio of the column diameter to the particle 
diameter is less than 100. In this particular situation, the walls may have 
a retarding infl uence on sedimentation rate. In general, the concentration 
of the suspension will infl uence the rate of sedimentation, with higher 
concentrations tending to reduce the rate at which the sediment settles. 

   It is possible to use sedimentation to remove solid particles from air,
such as after spray-drying processes. By introducing the particle suspen-
sion into a static air column, the solid particles tend to settle to the fl oor 
surface. Relatively simple, straightforward computations using expres-
sions presented previously in this chapter will illustrate that such sedi-
mentation processes are quite slow for particles of the type normally 
encountered. Because of this, the sedimentation is not used often in this 
regard. Procedures using other forces on the particle to accelerate removal 
are preferred and will be discussed more thoroughly in the next section.         
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    13.3       CENTRIFUGATION 

   In many processes, the use of sedimentation to separate two liquids 
or a liquid and a solid does not progress rapidly enough to accom-
plish separation effi ciently. In these types of applications the separa-
tion can be accelerated through the use of centrifugal force. 

    13.3.1       Basic Equations 

   The fi rst basic equation describes the force acting on a particle mov-
ing in a circular path as follows: 
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(13.18)
    

   where ω represents the angular velocity of the particle. Since  ω can be 
expressed as the tangential velocity of the particle and its radial distance 
to the center of rotation ( r ), Equation (13.18) can be presented as:   
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    Earle (1983)  illustrated that if the rotational speed is expressed in rev-
olutions per minute, Equation (13.19) can be written as: 
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   where  N  represents the rotational speed in revolutions per minute.   

   Equation (13.20) indicates that the centrifugal force acting on a par-
ticle is directly related to and dependent on the distance of the par-
ticle from the center of rotation r, the centrifugal speed of rotation N,
and the mass of the particle considered m. For example, if a fl uid con-
taining particles of different densities is placed in a rotating bowl,
the higher-density particles will move to the outside of the bowl as 
a result of the greater centrifugal force acting upon them. This will 
result in a movement of the lower-density particles toward the inte-
rior portion of the bowl, as illustrated in  Figure 13.3   . This principle 
is used in the separation of liquid food products that contain compo-
nents of different densities.  

    13.3.2       Rate of Separation 

   The rate at which the separation of materials of different densities can 
occur is usually expressed in terms of the relative velocity between the 
two phases. An expression for this velocity is the same as the equation 
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   ■   Figure 13.3          Separation of fl uids with 

diff erent densities using centrifugal force.    
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for terminal velocity given as Equation (13.14), in which the gravi-
tational acceleration ( g) is replaced by an acceleration parameter 
describing the infl uence of centrifugal force. This acceleration can be 
expressed in the following way: 
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(13.21)
    

   where N is the rotational speed of the centrifuge in revolutions per 
minute. Substitution of Equation (13.21) into Equation (13.14) 
results in the following expression to describe the velocity of spheri-
cal particles in a centrifugal force fi eld:   
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   Equation (13.22) can be applied to any situation in which there are 
two phases with different densities. The expression clearly illustrates 
that the rate of separation as expressed by velocity ( u  c) is directly 
related to the density between phases, the distance from the center 
of rotation, the speed of rotation, and the diameter of the particles in 
the higher density phase.

        Example 13.6         The solid particles in a liquid-solid suspension are to be separated by centri-
fugal force. The particles are 100 microns in diameter with a density of 
800       kg/m 3 . The liquid is water with a density of 993       kg/m 3 , and the eff ective 
radius for separation is 7.5       cm.If the required velocity for separation is 0.03       m/
s, determine the required rotation speed for the centrifuge. 

    Given 

               Particle diameter      �      100 microns  

           Density      �      800       kg m 3   

           Density of water      �      993       kg/m 3   

           Eff ective radius for separation      �      7.5       cm  

           Required velocity for separation      �      0.03       m/s     

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (13.22) to obtain the rotational speed of the cartridge.  
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    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (13.22) with the viscosity of water at 5.95  �      10  � 4  kg/ms    
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    13.3.3       Liquid-Liquid Separation 

   In the case of separation involving two liquid phases, it is usually 
easier to describe the process in terms of the surface that separates 
the two phases during separation. The differential centrifugal force 
acting on an annulus of the liquid in the separation cylinder can be 
written as:
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   where ( dm) represents the mass in the annulus of liquid. Equation 
(13.23) can be rewritten as:   
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   where ( dP) represents the differential pressure across the annulus of 
liquid and b represents the height of the separation bowl. By integra-
tion of Equation (13.24) between two different radii in the separa-
tion cylinder, the difference in pressure between these two locations 
can be computed from the following expression:   
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   At some point in the cylinder, the pressure of one phase must 
equal that of the other phase so that expressions of the type given 
by Equation (13.25) can be written for each phase and represent the 
radius of equal pressure in the following manner: 
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   By solving for the radius of equal pressures for the two phases, the 
following expression is obtained: 
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   where ρ  A equals the density of the heavy liquid phase and  ρ  B   is the 
low-density liquid phase. Equation (13.27) is a basic expression for 
use in the design of the separation cylinder. The radius of equal pres-
sure, which represents the radius at which the two phases may be or 
are separated is dependent on two radii ( r  1 and r  2). These two values 
can be varied independently to provide optimum separation of the 
two phases involved and will account for the density of each phase as 
illustrated.

          Example 13.7         Design the inlet and discharge for a centrifugal separation of cream from 
whole milk. The density of the skim milk is 1025       kg/m 3 . Illustrate the dis-
charge conditions necessary if the cream outlet has a 2.5-cm radius and the 
skim milk outlet has a 5-cm radius. Suggest a desirable radius for the inlet. 
Cream density is 865       kg/m 3 . 

    Given 

        Density of milk      �      1025       kg/m 3   

    Cream outlet radius      �      2.5       cm  

    Skim milk outlet radius      �      5       cm  

    Cream density      �      865       kg/m 3      

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (13.27) to obtain the radius of the neutral zone and then we will 

use this information to develop a diagram to illustrate the design.  

    Solution 

        1.     Using Equation (13.27), the radius of the neutral zone can be computed:    
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(a)
Inlet

(b)

    ■   Figure E13.2          Schematic representation of 

a centrifugal separator.     

    2.     Based on information given and the computation of neutral zone radius, the 

separator discharge should be designed as shown in  Figure E13.2a   .  

    3.     Similarly the inlet should be designed to allow the product to enter with least 

disturbance possible to the neutral zone ( Fig. E13.2b ).            

    13.3.4       Particle-Gas Separation 

   The separation of solids from a gas phase is a common operation in 
many food-processing operations. Probably the most common is the 
separation of a spray-dried product from the air stream after the drying 
operation is completed. This is usually accomplished in what is known 
as a cyclone separator. The basic equations presented earlier in this sec-
tion will apply, and Equation (13.22) will provide some indication of 
the rate at which separation of solid particles from an air stream can be 
accomplished. 

   It is obvious from this expression that the diameter of the particles 
must be known, along with the density of the solid and the density of 
the air stream.   

    13.4       MIXING 

   Mixing is a common operation in the food industry. A mixing device 
is required whenever an ingredient is added to a food. The type of 
device used is usually based on the properties of the food undergoing 
mixing. Because the quality of a mixed product is judged by the even 
distribution of its ingredients, the design of the mixing device and its 
operation must be chosen carefully to accomplish the desired results. 

   In industrial applications, agitation is used for mixing. Agitation is 
defi ned as the application of mechanical force to move a material 
in a circulatory or similar manner in a vessel. Mixing may involve 
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two or more materials of the same or different phases. Mechanical 
force is used in mixing to cause one material to randomly distribute 
in another. Examples of mixing include mixing a solid in a fl uid, a 
solid in a solid, or a fl uid in a fl uid, where a fl uid may be a liquid or 
a gas. 

   The difference between the terms  “ mixing ”  and “agitation ”  can be 
understood from the following. Mixing always requires two or more 
materials or two or more phases of the same material. For example,
we can  agitate a vessel full of cold water, but in mixing we would add 
hot water to cold water to raise the temperature of the mixture, or we 
would add a material of a different phase such as sugar into water. 

   When two or more materials are mixed, the goal of mixing is to 
obtain a homogenous fi nal mixture. However, “ homogeneity ”  
depends on the sample size taken from a mixture. Mixing two liquids 
such as corn syrup and water may yield a greater homogeneity than 
mixing two solids of different particulate size, such as raisins mixed 
in fl our. Obviously, the sample size taken from a mixture containing 
raisins and fl our must be larger than the size of a single raisin or the 
mixture will be devoid of raisins. 

   In food processing, we agitate liquid foods for a variety of reasons 
such as to blend one liquid into another miscible liquid (corn syrup 
and water), disperse gas in a liquid such as in carbonation, or cre-
ate emulsions such as mayonnaise where one liquid is immiscible 
in another. Many fragile foods require mixing when ingredients are 
added to them while taking care to prevent any physical damage to 
the product (e.g., potato salad, macaroni salad). 

   Mixing operations in the food industry vary in their complexity. 
Simple systems involve mixing two miscible liquids of low viscosity,
whereas mixing gum into a liquid can become complicated as the 
viscosity of the mix changes during mixing. When small quantities 
of one material are mixed into a bulk, such as spices into fl our, the 
mixer must ensure that the entire bulk contents are well mixed. In 
mixing of many free-fl owing particulate materials such as breakfast 
cereals, there is a tendency of the materials being mixed to actually 
segregate, counteracting the desired objective. 

   Mixing processes in the industry are carried out either in bulk or con-
tinuous mode. Although continuous systems are smaller in size and 
desirable for minimizing variations between runs, they require mate-
rials that have appropriate fl ow characteristics. In batch systems, there 
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is more variation between runs during mixing. Furthermore, batch 
units require more labor but they are easy to modify simply by chang-
ing impellers. 

    13.4.1       Agitation Equipment 

   A typical vessel used for agitation is shown in  Figure 13.4   . The ves-
sel may be open or closed and at times may be operated under vac-
uum. Inside the vessel, a shaft along the middle axis of the vessel is 
connected at the top to a motor. When heating or cooling is desired 
during agitation, the vessel is surrounded with a jacket containing a 
circulating heat transfer medium. An impeller is installed at the bot-
tom of the shaft. In some applications, the shaft may be located off 
the central axis. In other applications, more than one impeller may 
be installed in the same vessel. The tank bottom is rounded because 
sharp corners restrict fl uid movement. Typical geometric ratios of the 
impeller size and location with respect to the tank size are shown in 
 Table 13.1   . 

   There are three types of commonly used impellers: propellers, pad-
dles, and turbines. 
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   ■   Figure 13.4          Schematic illustration of an 

agitation vessel with an impeller and baffl  es.    
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    13.4.1.1       Marine-type Propeller Impellers 

   As shown in  Figure 13.5   , a propeller-type impeller typically has three 
blades, similar to propellers used in boats for propulsion in water. 
Propeller-type impellers are used largely for low-viscosity fl uids and 

 Table 13.1        Typical Geometric Ratios of Commonly Used Impellers  

   Ratio  Typical Range 

 Ratios for a  “ standard ”  

agitating system 

    H/T   1–3  1 

    D  i / T   1/4–  2/3 1/3

    C/T   1/4 – 1/2  1/3 

    C / D  i    � 1  1 

    B/T   1/12–1/10  1/10 

    w  b /Di    1/8–1/5  1/5 

   ■   Figure 13.5          Amarine type propeller and 

fl ow behavior inside an agitation vessel.      

(a)

Baffles

(b)
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are operated at high speeds. The discharge fl ow in a propeller is paral-
lel to the axis. This type of fl ow pattern is called axial fl ow. As shown 
in  Figure 13.5 , the fl uid moves up along the sides and down along 
the central axis.   

    13.4.1.2       Paddle Impellers 

   Paddle impellers usually have either two or four blades ( Fig. 13.6   ).
The blades may be fl at or pitched at an angle. As the paddles turn,
the liquid is pushed in the radial and tangential direction. There is 
no motion in the vertical direction. These impellers are effective for 
agitating fl uid at low speeds (20 to150    rpm). When paddle impellers 
are operated at high speeds, the mixing vessel must be equipped with 
a baffl e to prevent the material from moving in a plug-fl ow pattern. 
The ratio of impeller-to-tank diameter is in the range of 0.5 to 0.9. 
In situations requiring scraping of the inside surface of the vessel to 
minimize fouling when the product is heated, an anchor-type design 
for the impeller is used, as shown in  Figure 13.6 . 

   ■   Figure 13.6          Paddle impellers and fl ow behavior inside an agitation vessel.        

(a) Four-blade paddle

Side view

Bottom view

(b) Flow patterns for paddle impellers (c) Gate or anchor paddle

Side view

Bottom view
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    13.4.1.3       Turbine Agitators 

   Turbine agitators are similar to paddle impellers equipped with short 
multiple blades. The diameter of the turbine is usually less than half 
of the diameter of the vessel. Axial fl ow is induced when pitched 
blades are used, as shown in  Figure 13.7   . Flat-bladed turbines dis-
charge in the radial direction. In curved-bladed turbines, the blade 
curves away from the direction of rotation. This modifi cation causes 
less mechanical shear of the product and is more suitable for prod-
ucts with friable solids. 

    Table 13.2    shows various types of agitators and the recommended 
range of product viscosities.   

    13.4.2       Power Requirements of Impellers 

   In designing agitation systems, the power needed to drive an impel-
ler must be known. The power requirement of an impeller is infl u-
enced by several product and equipment variables. Because the large 
number of variables does not permit development of an analytical 

   ■   Figure 13.7          Turbine agitator and fl ow behavior inside a vessel.        

(a) Six blade turbine

Side view

Bottom view

(b) Pitched-blade turbine

Side view

Bottom view

(c) Flow pattern with six-blade turbine
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relationship useful for design purposes, we must use empirical com-
putations to estimate the required power for driving the impeller. 

   In the empirical approach, we use dimensional analysis to develop 
relationships between various measurable quantities. The power 
required by the impeller is a function of the size and shape of the 
impeller and tank, the rotational speed of the impeller, gravitational 
forces, and properties of the fl uid such as viscosity and density. Using 
Buckingham π theorem (Appendix A.9), the following functional 
equation is obtained for various quantities important in an agitation 
system: 
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(13.28)
    

   where ρ is the fl uid density, kg/m 3; D  i is the diameter of the impeller,
m; and μ is the viscosity of the fl uid, kg/ms; N is the rotational speed of 
the impeller, revolutions/s;  g is the acceleration due to gravity, m/s 2; P  r  
is the power consumption by the impeller, J/s; H is the liquid depth 
in the tank, m; C is clearance of the impeller off the vessel bottom,
m ; l is the blade length, m; w  b is the blade width, m; p is the pitch of 
blades; n  is the number of blades.   

   In Equation (13.28), the last seven terms on the left side are related 
to the geometry of the impeller and the vessel. The last term is the 
ratio of number of blades. 

   The fi rst three dimensionless numbers in Equation (13.28) are as fol-
lows. The fi rst term is the Reynolds number,

N
NDi

Re �
�

� 

2
(13.29)

      

 Table 13.2         Suitability of Agitators for Diff erent Ranges of Viscosity  

   Agitator type  Viscosity range of product (Pas) 

   Propellor   � 3 

   Turbine   � 100 

   Anchor  50–500 

   Helical and ribbon type  500–1000 
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   The second number is the Froude number that is a ratio of the iner-
tial to gravitational forces. 

N
N D

gFr
i�

2
(13.30)

      

   The Froude number plays an important role in many situations 
involving agitation. Consider a vessel open to the atmosphere and 
with a free liquid surface. If the tank does not contain baffl es, then 
upon the action of the impeller, a vortex is formed and the role of 
gravitational forces becomes important in defi ning the shape of the 
vortex. When vessels contain baffl es, the role of Froude number 
becomes negligible. 

   The third number is called the Power number, N  P. It is defi ned as 
follows: 

N
P

N DP
r

i

�
� 3 5

(13.31)
      

    N  p is a dimensionless number. The dimensions cancel when the units 
of power are written in base units as kgm 2/s3 . 

   Relationships between the Power number and the Reynolds number 
have been reported for a variety of impeller designs and geometri-
cal considerations by several investigators ( Rushton et al., 1950 ; Bates 
et al., 1966). For agitated tanks, a Reynolds number less than 10 indi-
cates laminar fl ow, greater than 100,000 is turbulent fl ow, and between 
10 and 100,000 the fl ow fi eld is considered to be transitional. 

   Experimental data obtained from trials with different type of agita-
tion systems are plotted on a log-log graph, with the Power number 
as the y-ordinate and the Reynolds number as the abscissa as shown 
in  Figure 13.8   . We can use  Figure 13.8  for calculating power require-
ments of an agitation system, but it is important to note that this 
fi gure is applicable only for the impeller design and geometrical con-
siderations for which this fi gure was developed. Therefore, we must 
fi rst ensure that the conditions of a given problem are similar to the 
ones shown in the fi gure. Similar graphical relationships are available 
in the literature for other types of impeller designs and geometrical 
considerations. 

   From  Figure 13.8 , we observe that for paddle and turbine impel-
lers operating in the laminar region, there is a linear decrease in the 
Power number with Reynolds number. In the turbulent region, the 
Power number remains fairly constant.
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   A concentrated fruit juice with a viscosity of 0.03       Pa.s and a density of 
1100       kg/m 3  is being agitated in an agitation system containing a turbine 
impeller. The impeller has a disk with six blades. The tank diameter is 1.8       m. 
The height of the liquid in the tank is the same as the tank diameter. The 
impeller diameter is 0.5       m. The width of the blade is 0.1       m      . The tank is 
equipped with four baffl  es, each with a width of 0.15       m. If the turbine is 
operated at 100       rpm, determine the required power. 

    Given 

        Diameter of the impeller,  D  i       �      0.5       m  

    Diameter of the tank,  T       �      1.8       m  

    Width of the blade,  w  b       �      0.1       m  

    Width of the baffl  e,  B       �      0.15       m  

    Impeller speed,  N       �      100       rpm  

    Density of fl uid,   ρ        �      1100       kg/m 3   

    Viscosity of fl uid,   μ        �      0.03       Pa.s     

    Approach 

   We will fi rst calculate the Reynolds number. We observe that the turbine type, size 

and number of blades, and size and number of baffl  es in this example are the same 

as shown for curve 1 in  Figure 13.8 . Therefore, we will use  Figure 13.8  to determine 

the Power number using the calculated Reynolds number. Power requirements will 

be obtained from the Power number.  
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   ■   Figure 13.8          Correlation between the Power number and the Reynolds number for various 

impellers. (Curve 1 is for a fl at six-blade turbine with disk and four baffl  es;  w  b / Di       �      1/5,  B/T       �      1/12; 

Curve 2 is for a fl at six-blade open turbine with four baffl  es,  w  b / Di       �      1/8,  B/T       �      1/12; Curve 3 is for a 

six blade open turbine with blades pitched at 45° and four baffl  es,  w  b / Di       �      1/8,  B/T       �      1/12). 

(Adapted from  Bates et al., 1963 )    

        Example 13.8      
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    Solution 

        1.     From Equation (13.29),    
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    2.     In  Figure 13.8 , curve 1 is for a fl at six-blade turbine with disk, for  D  i  / w  b       �      5 and 

the tank containing four baffl  es with B/T      �      1/12. These conditions match the 

given dimensions therefore we will use curve 1 to obtain the Power number.    

    From  Figure 13.8 , for a Reynolds number of 1.5      �      10 4 , the power number  

 
Np � 5

     

    3.     From Equation (13.31)    

 
P N N D kg m rev s mr p i� �ρ 3 5 3 3 55 0 1100 1 667 0 5. . .( / )( / ) ( )

     

 
P J/s  kWr � �796 2 0 796. .

     

    4.     The impeller requires power input of 0.796       kW. Therefore the motor selected 

for the mixer must be larger than 0.8       kW.            

    PROBLEMS 

        13.1   An air fi lter normally requires change after 100 hours of use 
when the pressure drop is 5    cm. The fi lter is 1    m   �   3   m and is 
designed for an air fl ow rate of 1.5    m3/s. Compute the infl uence 
of increasing the air fl ow rate to 2.5    m3/s on the life of the fi lter. 

    13.2   The effective diameter of strawberry fruit is being estimated 
from terminal velocity measurements. Compute the effective 
diameter from a terminal velocity of 15     m/s and fruit density 
of 1150     kg/m 3 .  

    13.3   The 50-micron particles in a water suspension are to be 
removed using a centrifugal separator operating at 70,000     rpm.
Compute the effective radius for separation when the velocity 
of separation is 0.05     m/s and the particle density is 850     kg/m 3 .  

    *13.4   A 0.5-m 2  fi lter is used to fi lter a liquid at a pressure of 100     kPa. 
A 1-cm 2  laboratory-scale version of the fi lter media was used 
to fi lter 0.01     m 3  of the liquid in 1     minute at the same pressure. 
Compute the rate of fi ltration after 2 hours through the 
commercial fi lter. 
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    13.5   Cream is separated from skim milk using a centrifugal 
separator. The separator inlet has a 25-cm radius, and the skim 
milk outlet is 10     cm radius. Estimate the cream outlet radius 
when the cream density is 865     kg/m 3  and skim milk density is 
1025     kg/m 3 .     

    LIST OF SYMBOLS     

    A        area,  m  2    
    a        acceleration, m/s 2    
    b        height of centrifugal separation bowl,  m    
    B          width of baffl es,  m    
    c           solids concentration in solution expressed as mass of liquid 

per unit mass solids, kg liquid/kg solid   
    C          clearance of the impeller off the vessel bottom,  m    
    d          particle diameter, micron, 10 � 6   m    
    D  i          Diameter of impeller,  m    
    F          force, N    
    f ( e )         function used in Equation (13.17)   
    g          acceleration due to gravity, m/s 2    
    g  c          constant in Equations (13.18) and (13.19)   
    H          Liquid height in the tank,  m    
    K          experimental constant 
    L          thickness of fi lter material in liquid fi ltration system,  m    
    L  c          thickness of fi lter cake in liquid fi ltration system,  m    
    l          blade length,  m    
    m          particle mass in centrifugal force fi eld, kg   
    n          number of blades 
    N          rotational speed, revolutions/min   
    N  p          Power number   
    N  Re          Reynolds number   
    N  Fr          Froude number   
    p          pitch of blades, degrees   
    P          total pressure at some location in the separation, Pa   
    P  r         Power, kg m 2/s3    
    R          resistance in fi ltration separation system   
    N  Re          Reynolds number   
    r          radius,  m    
    r  �          specifi c resistance of fi lter cake   
    S          solids content of liquid being fi ltered, kg solid/m 3 liquid   
    t          time,  s    
    u          velocity, m/s   
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    V          volume of liquid being fi ltered,  m  3    
    w          mass fl ow rate, kg/s 
    w  b          blade width,  m    
    μ          viscosity, kg/ms   
    ω          angular velocity   
    ρ          density, kg/m 3    
    ψ          sphericity   

   Subscripts:   A, high-density fraction in Equation (13.26);   B  ,   low-density frac-
tion in Equation (13.26)   ; c,    centrifugal separation system reference;   D,      drag in 
particle  ;   f,       fl uid fraction reference;   G,      gravitation reference in separation system;    
i,      input condition reference; n,      location of equal pressure in centrifugal separa-
tion system;  o,      outlet condition reference;     p ,      solid or particle fraction reference;
     s ,      suspension during separation   ;  t ,      terminal condition;  1,2,      general location or 
time references      
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   Extrusion is a process that converts raw material into a product with 
desired shape and form by forcing the material through a small open-
ing using pressure. The process involves a series of unit operations 
such as mixing, kneading, shearing, heating, cooling, shaping and 
forming. Many food products are manufactured by extrusion cook-
ing—a process that uses both thermal energy and pressure to convert 
raw food ingredients into popular products such as breakfast cereals,
pastas, pet foods, snacks and meat products. 

    14.1       INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

   The origins of the extrusion process are closely associated with polymer 
science and technology. In the mid-1850s, extrusion was used to produce 
the fi rst seamless lead pipe. The fi rst man-made thermoplastic, celluloid,
was manufactured in the 1860s based on a reaction between cellulose 
and nitric acid. The manufacturing of Bakelite in 1907, and the protective 
coating resin, glyptal, in 1912, was dependent on extrusion processing. 
Formal applications of extrusion processes to foods began in the 1930s 
and evolved over the following 50 years, as equipment for extrusion pro-
cessing increased in capabilities and complexity. 

   In general, all extrusion systems contain fi ve key components. These 
components are: 

      ■    Primary feed system consisting of a container and delivery sys-
tem for the primary ingredients involved in the process  

      ■    Pump to move all ingredients through the steps associated with 
the extrusion process  

      ■    Reaction vessel where key actions such as mixing, kneading,
shearing, heating, and cooling occur  

                   Extrusion Processes for Foods  

  14 Chapter

   All icons in this chapter refer 
to the author’s web site, which 
is independently owned and 
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      ■    Secondary feed system for adding secondary ingredients or 
energy as needed to achieve the desired product characteristics 

      ■    Exit assembly designed to restrict fl ow and contribute to the 
shaping and forming of the fi nal product (usually referred to as 
the die)    

   These components appear in different ways and may be identifi ed 
differently in various extrusion systems, depending on the specifi c 
equipment used and the product being manufactured. 

   Early examples of extrusion processing include pasta products (mac-
aroni, spaghetti, etc.) and pellets for conversion into ready-to-eat 
cereals. Current applications include commercial production of cereal-
based products (cornfl akes, puffed rice, crispbreads, snacks), fruit-
based products (fruit gums, licorices, hard candies), protein-based 
products (textured vegetable proteins), animal feeds (pet foods), and 
spice-based products (fl avors). 

   The application of the extrusion process to food manufacturing is 
very complex and cannot be described and discussed in detail in 
this text. Numerous references provide in-depth information on the 
design of the process, the equipment used, and the products created 
by the process. Some key references include  Harper (1981) ; Mercier,
Linko, and  Harper (1989) ;  Kokini, Ho and Karwe (1992) ; and  Levine
and Miller (2006) . The goal of the information presented here is to 
provide undergraduate food science students with an introduction to 
the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the extrusion process. 

    14.2       BASIC PRINCIPLES OF EXTRUSION 

   Extrusion involves a combination of transport processes, including fl ow 
of materials within the system, thermal energy transfer to and within 
the material, and mass transfer to and within the material during extru-
sion. The fl ow of materials within the channels of the system occurs in 
all types of extrusion. Food ingredients of various types may be pro-
cessed by extrusion and are referred to as  extrudates. All ingredients 
involved in the extrusion process fl ow through a channel with a defi ned 
geometry. The power requirements for the process are directly depen-
dent on the fl ow characteristics through the channel. As indicated in 
Chapter 2, these requirements are also dependent on properties of the 
fl uid used. In general, these properties are part of extrudate rheology. 

   The relationships used in extrudate rheology include many of the basic 
expressions presented in Chapter 2, beginning with basic relationships 

CHAPTER 14 Extrusion Processes for Foods
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presented to defi ne viscosity. The relationship between shear stress ( σ ) 
and rate of shear ( γ) was presented as Equation (2.10): 
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   The primary property of the extrudate in this relationship is viscosity 
(μ). Since most food extrudates are highly non-Newtonian, the appar-
ent viscosity decreases with increasing rate of shear. As illustrated 
in Chapter 2, these materials are described by the Herschel-Bulkley 
model or Equation (2.161): 
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   When applied to extrudates, this three-parameter model is usually 
reduced to the following two-parameter model: 
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(14.1)    

   where the consistency coeffi cient ( K) and the fl ow behavior index ( n ) 
are parameters describing the rheological properties of the extrudate. 
Based on investigations of the fl ow behavior of food extrudates, the 
fl ow behavior index is normally less than 1.0.   

   Two additional parameters with signifi cant infl uence on fl ow of food 
extrudates are moisture content and temperature. In order to account 
for the additional factors, the following relationship has been proposed: 
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(14.2)      

   This relationship contains two additional parameters: an activation 
energy constant ( A) to account for the infl uence of temperature ( T  ),
and a similar exponential constant ( B) to account for the infl uence 
of dry basis moisture content ( M). Typical rheological properties and 
constants for food extrudates are presented in  Table 14.1   . These prop-
erties and constants are likely to change during the extrusion process,
but the magnitudes presented are acceptable for preliminary esti-
mates of extruder performance. 

   Although the fl ow of an extrudate within the extrusion system may 
occur in a tube or pipe geometry, the channels include several fl ow 

14.2  Basic Principles of Extrusion
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 Table 14.1        Reported Power Law Models (Eq. 14.2 ) for Food Extrudates  

   Material  K o   n 

 Temperature 

range (°C) 

 Moisture 

range (%) 

 

A (K) 

 B 

(1/%M DB )  Reference 

   Cooked cereal dough (80% 
corn grits, 20% oat fl our )

 78.5  0.51  67–100  25–30  2500   � 7.9 a    Harper et al., 1971  

    Pregelatinized corn fl our  36.0  0.36  90–150  22–35  4390   � 14   Cervone and 
Harper, 1978  

   Soy grits  0.79  0.34  35–60  32  3670  –   Remsen and Clark, 
1978  

   Hard wheat dough  1885  0.41  35–52  27.5–32.5  1800   � 6.8   Levine, 1982  

   Corn grits  28,000   � 0.5  177  13  –  –   van Zuilichem 
et al., 1974  

 17,000   � 0.5  193  13  –  – 
 7600   � 0.5  207  13  –  – 

   Full-fat soybeans  3440  0.3  120  15–30  –  –   Fricke et al., 1977  

   Moist food products  223  0.78  95  35  –  –   Tsao et al., 1978  

   Pregelatinized corn fl our  17,200  0.34  88  32  –  –   Hermann and 
Harper, 1974  

   Sausage emulsion  430  0.21  15  63  –  –   Toledo et al., 1977  

   Semolina fl our  20,000  0.5  45  30  –  –   Nazarov et al., 
1971  

   Defatted soy  110,600  0.05  100  25  –  –   Jao et al., 1978  
 15,900  0.40  130  25  –  – 

 671  0.75  160  25  –  – 
 78,400  0.13  100  28  –  – 
 23,100  0.34  130  28  –  – 

 299  0.65  160  28  –  – 
 28,800  0.19  100  35  –  – 
 28,600  0.18  130  35  –  – 
 17,800  0.16  160  35  –  – 

   Wheat fl our  4450  0.35  33  43  –  –   Launay and Bure, 
1973  

   Defatted soy fl our  1210  0.49  54  25  –  –   Luxenburg et al., 
1985  

 868  0.045  54  50  –  – 
 700  0.43  54  75  –  – 

 1580  0.37  54  85  –  – 
 2360  0.31  54  100  –  – 
 2270  0.31  54  110 – –

  a  Wet basis moisture content  
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geometries. In many situations, the fl ow geometry may be described 
as a rectangular cross-section within the barrel of the extruder (Harper,
1981). To model the fl ow behavior within the extruder, it is assumed 
that the fl ow is incompressible, steady, laminar and fully developed. 
In addition, the rectangular cross-section channel formed between the 
screw fl ights and the barrel surface is assumed as an infi nite plate slid-
ing across the channel (Harper, 1981). Based on these assumptions,
for an axial fl ow in rectangular Cartesian coordinates, the differential 
equation for the momentum fl ux is 

d
d

σ
y

�
ΔP

L
(14.3)    

  where L represents the length of the channel (distance in the down-
stream direction), and y is the element distance from the barrel sur-
face to the surface of the screw (distance in the vertical direction). 
Upon integration, we obtain an expression for the shear stress (σ) for 
a laminar fl ow in the channel, as:  

σ � �
ΔP

L
Cy (14.4)      

  where C is a constant of integration. It must be noted that the pre-
ceding equation holds for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fl u-
ids. In the case of a Newtonian fl uid this expression is combined with 
Equation (2.28) to obtain the following expression.  
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   The fl uid velocity distribution within the channel can be obtained by 
integration of the previous expression in the following manner,
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  Following integration, the velocity profi le is described as:
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   where the constants of integration (C1 and C2) are determined by 
considering that the fl uid velocity distribution ranges from zero (at 
the barrel surface, y � 0) to uwall at the surface of the screw (y � H)
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   where ΔP is the absolute value of the pressure drop across the chan-
nel length (L).

In order to evaluate the volumetric fl ow rate for this fl uid, the follow-
ing general expression applies 

d dV u W= ( )y y (14.9)    

   By integration of Equation (14.9) over the rectangular cross-section 
we obtain   
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   Upon evaluating the integrals, the following expression for volumetric 
fl ow rate of the Newtonian fl uid in the channel cross-section is obtained. 
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wall  (14.11)    

The mean velocity through the channel may be calculated from the 
following equation 
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(14.12)      

   Corn meal with a moisture content of 18% (wb) is being extruded through a 
metering zone of an extruder with the following dimensions of the channel: 
width 5 cm, height 2 cm, length 50 cm. The wall velocity is estimated to be 0.3 
m/s. The rheological properties of the extrudate can be estimated by a viscos-
ity of 66,700       Pa s and a density of 1200       kg/m 3 . If the pressure drop is main-
tained at 3000       kPa, estimate the mass fl ow rate of extrudate through the die. 

    Given 

        Moisture content        18% wet basis  

    Channel cross-section       5       cm      �      2       cm  

    Channel length       50       cm  

    Viscosity       66,700       Pa.s  

    Density       1200       kg/m 3   

    Pressure       3000       kPa     

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (14.11) to obtain the volumetric fl ow rate and convert it into 

mass fl ow rate using the given density.  

Example 14.1
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    Solution 

   Using Equation (14.11), 

 

V �
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�
( )( . )( . )

( )( )( . )

3 10 0 05 0 02

12 66 700 0 5 2

6 3

,

(0.3)(0.02)(0.05)

     

 
V  m /s3� � �1 53 10 4.

     

   Using the density of the extrudate of 1200       kg/m 3 , the mass fl ow rate may be com-

puted as follows: 

 
�m kg s kg hr� � � ��( . )( ) .1 53 10 1200 0 1835 6604 / /

      

   As indicated earlier, most food materials involved in extrusion are 
non-Newtonian and require appropriate relationships to describe the 
fl ow characteristics. The fl ow characteristics of these types of fl uids in 
cylindrical pipes were described in Section 2.9. In an extrusion sys-
tem, the fl ow would most likely occur in a rectangular cross-section 
channel (generally assumed to be a plane narrow slit) and the expres-
sion for shear stress is given by Equation (14.4). 

In the case of a power-law fl uid the shear stress is given by

        

σ � K
u

n
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dy
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 (14.13)    

   where the consistency coeffi cient (K) and the fl ow behavior index (n)
are properties of the power-law fl uid.

By combining Equations (14.4) and (14.13), the following relation-
ship is obtained.   
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 (14.14)     

   By assuming that du/dy is positive inside the channel (where the 
velocity increases from zero at y � 0 to uwall at y � H), the previous 
equation can be arranged as,
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 (14.15)     
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   The previous equation is integrated in the following manner 
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   Following integration the following expression is obtained. 
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   The integration constants (C1 and C2) are determined by considering 
the boundary conditions for the velocity fi eld within the channel (i.e.,
u � 0 at y � 0 and u � uwall at y � H). However, unlike the case of 
a Newtonian fl uid, the explicit expressions for C1 and C2 can not be 
obtained. Instead, the following relationships are obtained. 
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In order to obtain the velocity profi le of a power-law fl uid, Equation 
(14.17) must be combined with Equation (14.18) and (14.19). Note 
that in Equation (14.17), (14.18) and (14.19) ΔP corresponds to the 
actual pressure drop across a channel of length “L” (i.e., ΔP is a nega-
tive value).

The analytical solutions of this system of equations are usually not 
possible and numerical or approximate solutions are generally 
pursued.

Rauwendaal (1986) approximated the volumetric fl ow rate at the 
extruder outlet for non-Newtonian fl uids by using the following 
equation.
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 (14.20)   

   This approximation is valid for screw pitch angles between 15 and 25 
degrees and fl ow indices between 0.2 and 1.0.
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                   A non-Newtonian (power-law) soy fl our extrudate with 25% moisture con-
tent (wb) is being pumped through an extruder. The channel in the metering 
section has the following dimensions: width 5 cm, height 2 cm, length 50 cm. 
The properties of the extrudate are described by a consistency coeffi  cient of 
1210       Pa s  n  , fl ow behavior index of 0.49, and density of 1100       kg/m 3 . Estimate 
the pressure drop if the mass fl ow rate of 600       kg/hr is to be maintained. 

    Given 

        Moisture content        25% wet basis  

    Channel  cross-section       5       cm      �      2       cm  

    Channel length       50       cm  

    Consistency coeffi  cient       1210       Pa.s  n    
    Flow behavior index       0.49  

    Density       1100       kg/m 3   

    Mass fl ow rate       600       kg/hr     

    Approach 

   We will fi rst obtain volumetric fl ow rate and then use Equation (14.20) to calculate 

pressure drop.  

    Solution 

   For a mass fl ow rate of 600       kg/hr, the volumetric fl ow rate is 
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   Using Equation (14.20): 
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ΔP Pa kPa� �204 972 205,

           

    14.3       EXTRUSION SYSTEMS 

   Extrusion systems can be divided into four different categories. These 
four categories include two different methods of operations—cold 
extrusion or extrusion cooking—and two different barrel confi gura-
tions—single or twin screw. Both barrel confi gurations may be used 
for either method of operation. 

Example 14.2

14.3  Extrusion Systems
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   ■   Figure 14.1          A cold extrusion operation. 

(Adapted from  Moore, 1994 )    

Top fill

Bottom fill

Enlarged
co-extruded
product

   ■   Figure 14.2          Filled products using 

co-extrusion. (Adapted from  Moore, 1994 )    

    14.3.1       Cold Extrusion 

   Cold extrusion is used most often to form specifi c shapes of extrudate 
at locations downstream from the die. In this process, the extrudate is 
pumped through a die without the addition of external thermal energy. 
Systems as simple as kneading steps in the preparation of dough before 
baking could be referred to as cold extrusion. Alternatively, more complex 
systems used to create coextruded products ( Fig. 14.1   ) can also be cold 
extrusion. As illustrated, one component of the fi nal product is pumped 
through an opening of defi ned shape to create a continuous tube of the 
fi rst component. At the same time, the second component of the fi nal 
product is introduced just before the die and becomes a fi ller for the inte-
rior space within the outer tube, as illustrated in  Figure 14.2   . During a fi nal 
step in the process, the tubular product is cut into appropriate lengths. 

   In general, cold extrusion is used to mix, knead, disperse, texturize,
dissolve, and form a food product or product ingredient. Typical food 
products include pastry dough, individual pieces of candy or confec-
tions, pasta pieces, hot dogs, and selected pet foods. These types of 
extruders would be considered low-shear systems and would create 
relatively low pressures upstream from the die. 
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    14.3.2       Extrusion Cooking 

   When thermal energy becomes a part of the extrusion process, the pro-
cess is referred to as extrusion cooking. Thermal energy may be added 
to the extrudate during the process from an external source or may 
be generated by friction at internal surfaces of the extruder in contact 
with the extrudate. As illustrated in  Figure 14.3   , the addition of ther-
mal energy occurs at the surface of the barrel of the extrusion system. 
Thermal energy may be transferred through the walls and surfaces 
of the barrel to ingredients used to create the extrudate. In addition,
mechanical energy created by friction between surfaces and ingredients 
within the barrel is dissipated as thermal energy in the extrudate. 

   The “cooking ”  process during extrusion is unique from most other ther-
mal processes. As the ingredients are introduced to form the extrudate,
they are exposed to elevated pressures as well as temperatures. The geom-
etry of the extrusion barrel is designed to increase the pressure on the 
ingredients as movement from entrance to exit proceeds. The exit from 
the barrel is the “ die ” —an opening with much smaller cross-sectional 
area than that of the barrel. A portion of the cooking process occurs 

Screw fill factor

Product density

Material pressure

Product moisture

Power
distribution

Product temperature 

Feed zone Total throughput Plasticizing
zone

Pressure
build-up zone

Hole size
Product size

VentingWater input

Torque
Screw speed

   ■   Figure 14.3          Single-screw ex truder components. (Adapted from Werner and Pfl eiderer, Ltd.)    

14.3  Extrusion Systems
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Food extrusion die   ■   Figure 14.4          Process variables during 

extrusion cooking. (From  Miller and Mulvaney, 
2000 )    

downstream from the die due to the rapid change in pressure. The pres-
sure change results in a rapid reduction in temperature and a release of 
moisture from the extrudate. These changes are illustrated in  Figure 14.4   . 
The combinations of temperatures, pressures, and moisture contents 
may be used to create an unlimited range of product characteristics. For 
example, the density of individual pieces of extrudate will be a function 
of the pressure difference across the die. 

    14.3.3       Single Screw Extruders 

   In a single-screw extrusion system, the barrel of the extruder contains 
a single screw or auger that moves the extrudate through the barrel. 
As shown in the photograph in  Figure 14.5   , the extrudate is carried 
through the barrel in the space between the core of the screw and the 
barrel. The fl ow rate of the extrudate through the system will be pro-
portional to the rotation speed (rpm) of the screw. 

   A single-screw extrusion system has three components or sections 
(Fig. 14.6   ): 

      ■    Feed section, where the various ingredients are introduced and 
initial mixing occurs. The rotating action of the screw moves the 
ingredients to the transition or compression section. 
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      ■    Compression or transition section, where the ingredients begin 
the transition to the extrudate as pressure and temperature begin 
to increase. As the dimensions of the fl ow channel decrease, the 
material is compressed and mechanical energy is dissipated 
as temperature increases. This section may be referred to as a 
kneading section, with signifi cant changes in the physical and 
chemical characteristics of the ingredients occurring. 

      ■    Metering (or cooking) section, where additional compression 
of the extrudate occurs as a result of additional reductions in 

Feeder

Die
opening

Electronics for
data acquisition/process control

Motor

Control
panel

Picture of a typical extruder    ■   Figure 14.5          Photograph of single-screw 

extruder. (Courtesy of Leistritz Company)    

Steam Water
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Cooling
jacket

Thermocouples
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Metering
section

Transition
section

Feed
section

Die

Pressure
transducer

Heating
jacket

Screw with
increasing root
diameter

Drive

Breaker
plate

Drive

   ■   Figure 14.6          Sections within the barrel of 

a single screw extruder. (Adapted from  Harper, 
1989 )    

14.3  Extrusion Systems
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the dimensions of the fl ow channel and increased shearing 
action. In some designs, the overall dimensions of the barrel are 
reduced as well.    

   Single-screw extruders may be classifi ed according to shearing action 
as well. Generally, low shear extruders will include smooth barrel sur-
faces, relatively large fl ow channels, and low screw speeds (3–4     rpm). 
Characteristics of moderate shear extruders include grooved barrel 
surfaces, reduced fl ow channel cross-sections and moderate screw 
speeds (10–25    rpm). High shear extrusion systems operate at high 
screw speeds (30–45     rpm), variable pitch and fl ight depth screws, and 
grooved barrel surfaces. Each of these types of extrusion systems will 
create extruded products with different properties and characteristics. 

   An additional dimension of operation within the single-screw extru-
sion system is associated with fl ow characteristics within the barrel and 
around the fl ights of the screw. Although the forward fl ow is caused by 
action of the screw, backward fl ow occurs between the fl ights and the 
barrel surface. The backward fl ow is the result of increased pressure as the 
extrudate moves from one section of the extruder to the next. The second 
component of backward fl ow is the leakage between the fl ights and the 
barrel; this type of fl ow may be reduced by grooves in the barrel surface. 

    14.3.4       Twin-Screw Extruders 

   Twin-screw extrusion systems incorporate two parallel screws into the 
extruder barrel. The screws may be co-rotating or counter-rotating, as 
illustrated in  Figure 14.7   . Various confi gurations of the screw or auger 
have been developed, including the fully intermeshing, self-wiping,
co-rotating twin-screw system in  Figure 14.8   . This particular system 
has been used in many food applications due to the self-cleaning, bet-
ter mixing, moderate shear force and higher capacity characteristics. 

   Twin-screw extrusion systems have numerous advantages. The through-
put of these systems can be independent of feed rate and screw speed. 
Process variables include degree of fi ll, temperature-shear history, and 
heat transfer, all of which may infl uence the properties of the extruded 
product. Twin-screw systems provide increased fl exibility in terms of 
higher moisture content extrudates, as well as higher concentrations of 
ingredients (lipids, carbohydrates, etc.). These systems usually have less 
wear due to shorter sections of the barrel being exposed to the high 
pressures required for product extrusion. Finally, twin-screw extruders 
will accommodate a wider range of particle sizes in the ingredients. 
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   Other confi gurations of twin-screw extrusion systems include counter-
rotating with non-intermeshing systems, counter-rotating with inter-
meshing systems, and co-rotating with non-intermeshing systems. 
Each of these confi gurations may be used in specifi c applications and 
require unique and complex analysis for design and scale-up.   

    14.4       EXTRUSION SYSTEM DESIGN 

   The power requirement for operating an extrusion system is a key design 
factor. Power consumption is a complex function of properties of the 
material being extruded, extruder design, extruder motor type and extru-
sion conditions. Although there are unique aspects associated with 
estimating power consumption for single- versus twin-screw systems, a 
general approach for estimating total power consumption (pt) is: 

p p V Pt s d� � Δ (14.21)    

   where p  s is the portion of the power consumption for viscous dissi-
pation associated with shear of the feed ingredients, and the second 

Co-rotating Counter-rotating

   ■   Figure 14.7          Screw rotation in a twin-

screw extruder. (Adapted from Weidman, 1992)    

   ■   Figure 14.8          Confi guration of screws in a 

twin-screw extruder.    

14.4  Extrusion System Design
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term of the expression is the power needed to maintain fl ow through 
the barrel and die of the extrusion system.   

   The power needed for viscous dissipation has been expressed in terms 
of the Screw Power number ( N  p ), as follows: 

N
p

N D Lp
s�

ρ 3 4
(14.22)    

   where the screw speed ( N ), screw diameter ( D ), screw length ( L ), as 
well as density of extrudate ( ρ) are considered. The magnitude of the 
Screw Power number is dependent on the Screw Rotational Reynolds 
number ( N  Res ), as illustrated by  Figure 14.9   . For extrudate with rhe-
ological properties described by the power-law model, the Screw 
Rotational Reynolds number is defi ned as follows:   
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   ■   Figure 14.9          Dimensionless correlation 

for extruder power consumption. (Adapted from 

 Levine, 1982 )    
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   The drag fl ow rate ( V  d) for the extruder screw can be estimated as 
follows: 

V
NDWH

d �
( )π

2
(14.24)    

   and is a key expression in approximating the overall power require-
ments for the extrusion system.                

   Estimate the mechanical power requirements for a single-screw extru-
sion system during extrusion of 30% moisture content (wb) corn meal. The 
apparent viscosity of the extrudate is 1765       Pa.s at 135°C, and the density is 
1200       kg/m 3 . The diameter of the screw is 7.5       cm, the length of the screw is 
50       cm. The channel depth within the barrel is 2 cm and width is 2.5 cm. The 
system is operating at a fl ow rate of 300       kg/hr with a screw speed of 75       rpm. 
The estimated wall velocity is 0.3 m/s. 

    Given 

        Moisture content       30% wet basis  

    Apparent viscosity       1765       Pa.s  

    Temperature       135°C  

    Density       1200       kg/m 3   

    Diameter of screw       7.5       cm  

    Length of screw       50       cm  

    Channel depth     2         cm  

    Channel width       2.5       cm    

    Mass fl ow rate       300       kg/hr  

    Screw speed       75       rpm     

    Approach 

   We will use Equation (14.23) to calculate the Screw Rotational Reynolds Number, 
and  Figure 14.9  to obtain the Screw Power number. This result will be used to calcu-

late power consumption due to viscous dissipation. We will calculate the total power 

requirement from the pressure drop determined from volumetric fl ow rate and the 

power consumption due to viscous dissipation.  

    Solution 

        1.      The total mechanical power for the extrusion system is estimated by using 

Equation (14.21). The power for viscous dissipation is obtained by computing

Example 14.3

14.4  Extrusion System Design
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 the Screw Rotational Reynolds Number (Eq. (14.23)). Note that  n      �       1    
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    2.     Using  Figure 14.9 , the Screw Power Number is determined as follows    

 
NP � �2 4323 10 4.

     
    3.      Based on Equation (14.22), the power consumption for viscous dissipation is 

computed as follows    
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    4.      The pressure change across the die is estimated using Equation (14.11), after 

converting the mass fl ow rate to volumetric fl ow rate    
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   Then 
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ΔP Pa�� �2 94 105.

     

 Note that we will use the absolute value of  Δ P in the following calculations.

    5.     The power requirement using Equation (14.21), becomes    

 
pt � � � �901 8 2 94 10 6 944 105 5. ( . )( . )−

     

  
p W kWt � �922 0 92.

          

               A wheat fl our dough is being extruded in a single-screw extruder. The screw 
length is 50 cm and its diameter is 6 cm. The channel dimensions are as fol-
lows, width 2 cm and height 1 cm. The properties of the dough include a 
consistency coeffi  cient of 4450       Pa s n , fl ow behavior index of 0.35 and density 
of 1200       kg/m 3 . Estimate the power requirements for the system when the 
fl ow rate is 270 kg/hr and the screw rotation speed is 200 rpm with an esti-
mated wall velocity of 0.6 m/s. 

Example 14.4
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    Given 

        Screw diameter       6       cm  

    Screw length       50       cm  

    Channel depth       1       cm  

Channel width 2 cm

    Consistency coeffi  cient       4450       Pa s  n    
    Flow behavior index       0.35  

    Density       1200       kg/m 3   

    Flow rate       270       kg/hr  

    Screw rotation speed       200       rpm     

Wall velocity 0.6 m/s

    Approach 

   We will fi rst calculate the Screw Rotation Reynolds Number and use  Figure 14.9  to 

obtain the Screw Power Number. Then using Equation (14.22), we will obtain the 

power requirement due to viscous dissipation. Next, we will determine pressure 

change across the die using Equation (14.20). Then Equation (14.21) will be used to 

calculate total power requirement.  

    Solution 

        1.      The fi rst step in estimating the power for viscous dissipation within the shear 

within the barrel is obtained by using Equation (14.23). The Screw Rotation 

Reynolds Number is computed as follows    
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    2.     Then, using  Figure 14.9     
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    3.     Based on Equation (14.22), the power for viscous dissipation is    
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    4.      The second step in estimating mechanical power is for maintaining fl ow 

through the die. The pressure change across the die is obtained by using 

Equation (14.20) with its terms rearranged to solve for  ΔP     
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    with   
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    then   
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    5.     Using Equation (14.21)    
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    14.5       DESIGN OF MORE COMPLEX SYSTEMS 

   The concepts presented in this chapter provide the basic steps involved 
in the design of an extrusion system. However, numerous additional 
factors should be considered when designing a typical extrusion sys-
tem for a food product. The analysis and examples presented have dis-
tinguished between materials with Newtonian fl ow characteristics as 
compared with materials with non-Newtonian fl ow characteristics. 

   Many of the complex design considerations are associated with the 
extrusion system barrel and screw confi guration. Adjustments in the 
basic design expressions are needed in order to account for the infl u-
ence of barrel confi guration, including channel depth and width, screw 
diameter, downstream fl ow geometry, and so forth. These adjust-
ments are a function of fl ow characteristics such as the fl ow behavior 
index. Additional adjustments are required for leakage fl ow within the 
extruder barrel, usually backward fl ow through gaps between the screw 
and barrel. The die confi guration also has a signifi cant impact on the 
operating characteristics of the extrusion system. The dimensions and 
shape of the die as well as the relationship to barrel dimensions and 
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shape can infl uence many operating parameters. Temperature is not 
normally considered in detail. 

   The properties and characteristics of the material being extruded will 
change dramatically as the material moves from the feed zone to the exit 
from the die. Typical design expressions require specifi c input properties 
and do not account for changes in properties imposed by the process. 
The confi guration of the screw will impact the operating characteristics 
of the system. The diameter and channel dimensions often change with 
distance along the barrel length. When considering twin-screw systems,
the confi guration of the two screws within the barrel requires special 
consideration. Adjustment factors for the expressions presented have 
been developed and are available in appropriate references. 

   Since control of temperature during the extrusion process is impor-
tant, heat transfer to and from the material being extruded must be 
considered. Although limited information is available, a few key 
expressions are available for use in estimating the impacts. An addi-
tional factor impacting the characteristics of the extruded material 
is residence time distribution. All reactions and changes occurring 
within the system are a function of time, and the characteristics of the 
extruded material will be infl uenced by residence time.  

   PROBLEMS 

      14.1  A cereal dough is being extruded in a single-screw extruder 
with the following dimensions, screw length 25 cm, channel 
height 0.5 cm, and channel width 3 cm. The apparent viscos-
ity of the dough is 1700 Pa s. The density is 1200 kg/m3. The 
wall velocity is estimated to be 0.3 m/s. If a mass fl ow rate of 
108 kg/hr is desired, calculate the pressure drop. 

    14.2   A single screw extruder is being used to process pregelatinized 
starch. The screw dimensions are as follows: channel width 
3 cm, channel height 0.5 cm and screw length 50 cm. The wall 
velocity is estimated to be 0.31 m/s. The consistency coeffi cient 
is 3300 Pa sn and the fl ow behavior index is 0.5. A mass fl ow 
rate of 91 kg/hr is desired. The density is 1200 kg/m3. Calculate 
the pressure drop.  

   *14.3   A cereal dough is being processed in a single-screw extruder. 
Estimate the power requirements if the following information 
is known. The screw length is 50 cm and its diameter is 10 cm. 

Problems

*Indicates an advanced level in solving.
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The channel width is 3 cm, and the channel height is 1 cm. The 
estimated wall velocity is 0.4 m/s. The density of the dough is 
1200 kg/m3 and the apparent viscosity is 1765 Pa s. The mass 
fl ow rate is 254 kg/hr. The rotational speed is 75 rpm.  

    LIST OF SYMBOLS     

    A   activation energy constant (J/kg) 
      B        constant to account for moisture content (% db) 
      C  1         integration constant (see Eq. (14.16)) 
      D        screw diameter (m) 
      γ         rate of shear (1/s) 
      H        height; channel (m) 
      K        consistency coeffi cient (Pa s n ) 
      K  o         consistency coeffi cient (see Eq. (14.2)) 
      L   length; channel or screw (m) 
      μ         viscosity (Pa s) 
      �m                 mass fl ow rate (kg/s) 
      M        moisture content (% db) 
      n   fl ow behavior index 
      N     screw speed (rps) 
      N  p   Screw Power number 
      N  Res   Screw Rotation Reynolds number 
 Δ P Pressure drop (Pa)
      p  t         extruder power consumption (W) 
      p  s                  power consumption for viscous dissipation (W) 
      ρ       density (kg/m 3 ) 
      σ      shear stress (Pa) 
      T  temperature (C) or (K) 
      u   velocity (m/s) 
      u  max          maximum velocity (m/s) 
      umean        mean velocity (m/s) 
      V        volumetric fl ow rate (m 3 /s) 
      V  d   drag fl ow rate (m 3 /s)   
    W   width of channel (m)   
    z  vertical dimension   
    Δ P       pressure difference or change (Pa)                   
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   Developments in food packaging have evolved in response to the 
need for protection of the food product from both external and inter-
nal environments and in response to consumer expectations for con-
venience and product safety. A recent survey indicated that 72% of 
consumers in the United States are willing to pay extra for guaran-
teed product freshness delivered by the type of packaging. Many new 
packaging developments have focused on extending the shelf life of 
the product and on delivering a higher quality product to the con-
sumer. These developments would not be possible without signifi cant 
advances in the materials used in packaging and the incorporation of 
various types of sensors into food packaging. 

    15.1       INTRODUCTION 

   Historically, the packaging of foods has evolved in response to a vari-
ety of expectations. The functions of packaging for food have been 
documented by  Yam et al. (1992) , March (2001) , Robertson (2006) ,
and  Krochta (2007) . The four basic functions of a food package are: 

      ■    Containment  
      ■    Protection  
      ■    Communication  
      ■    Convenience    

   Containment is defi ned by the food product, with different types of 
packages required for liquids as compared with solids or dry pow-
ders. Product protection is a key function for most packages in order 
to maintain the quality and safety of the food. The communication 
function is most obvious in the various types of information pre-
sented on the outside surface of packages, including simple product 

               Packaging Concepts  
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descriptions and details of product composition. The convenience of 
many foods is highly dependent on package design. These four basic 
functions of food packages take on different levels of importance 
with different food products. Additional factors that can impact pack-
aging include effi ciency in package manufacturing, the impact of the 
package on the environment, and level of food safety provided by the 
package.  

    15.2       FOOD PROTECTION 

   The degree of protection required by a food product is a key factor 
in selecting the packaging material and design.  Figure 15.1    summa-
rizes the role of the food package in this regard. In general, protection 
is defi ned in terms of a variety of factors that can impact the quality 
attributes of the food product from the time the product is placed in 
the container to the time of consumption. Environmental parameters 
such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, water vapor or aromas, in 
direct or indirect contact with the product, are infl uenced by the pack-
age properties. Many foods are sensitive to the oxygen concentration 

Oxidation, color,
flavor, respiration

FoodPackaging
wallEnvironment

Oxygen

Carbon dioxide

Water vapor

Water vapor

Aroma

Light

Respiration,
carbonation loss

Dehydration,
texture change

Stickiness, texture
change, microbial
growth

Aroma and/or flavor
change

Color, flavor,
nutrient degradation

Aroma and/or flavor
change, toxicity

Aroma and/or flavor
loss

Oxygen
permeation

Carbon dioxide
permeation

Water vapor
permeation

Water vapor
permeation

Aroma
permeation

Light
transmission

Package
component
migration

Absorption
(scalping)

   ■   Figure 15.1          Interactions among the 

food, the package, and the environment. 

(Adapted from  Linssen and Roozen, 1994 )    
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in the immediate environment due to the deterioration associated 
with oxidation. The shelf life of fresh food commodities is impacted 
by concentrations of carbon dioxide in direct contact with the prod-
uct. In a similar manner, the water vapor concentration in the envir-
onment in direct contact with a dry and/or intermediate moisture 
food must be controlled. In all situations, the properties of the pack-
aging material have a signifi cant role in establishing the shelf life and 
quality of the product reaching the consumer.  

    15.3       PRODUCT CONTAINMENT 

   The function of the package in containing the food product is directly 
related to the packaging material. A variety of materials are used for 
food packages including glass, metals, plastics, and paper. Each mate-
rial has unique properties and applications for food packaging. 

   Glass containers for foods provide an absolute barrier for gases,
water vapors, and aromas but do not protect products with sensitivi-
ties to light in the environment surrounding the product package. 
A major disadvantage of glass is weight compared with other packaging 
materials. 

   Metal containers are used for a signifi cant number of shelf-stable 
food products such as fruits and vegetables, and offer an excellent 
alternative to glass containers. The metals used include steel, tin, and 
aluminum, with each representing a unique application for foods 
or beverages. Due to structural integrity, metal containers have been 
used for thermally processed foods, with many applications for foods 
processed in retorts at high temperatures and pressures. Metal con-
tainers are relatively heavy, and the container manufacturing process 
is complex. 

   Plastic packaging materials are used for an increasing number and 
variety of food products. Most plastic packaging materials are either 
thermoplastic or thermoset polymers. Thermoplastic polymers are the 
basic material used for a large number of food products, and provide 
signifi cant fl exibility in package design based on the specifi c needs of 
the food. Plastic fi lms are lightweight and provide an unobscured view 
of the product within the package. The permeability of polymers to 
oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, water vapor, and aromas provides 
both challenges and opportunities in the design of packaging materi-
als for specifi c food requirements. 

15.3  Product Containment
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   Due to its broad use in all levels of packaging, paper is used for food 
packaging more than any other material. It is the most versatile and 
fl exible type of material. Its key disadvantage is the lack of a barrier 
to oxygen, water vapor, and similar agents that cause deterioration of 
product quality.  

    15.4       PRODUCT COMMUNICATION 

   The package of a food product is used to communicate information 
about the product to consumers. This information is presented on the 
label and includes both legally required information about the ingre-
dients and information needed to market the product.  

    15.5       PRODUCT CONVENIENCE 

   A variety of designs have been incorporated into food packages in an 
effort to increase convenience. These designs include innovation in 
opening the packages, dispensing the product, resealing the package,
and the ultimate preparation of the product before consumption. 
Convenience will continue to provide innovation in the future.  

    15.6       MASS TRANSFER IN PACKAGING MATERIALS 

   An important requirement in selecting packaging systems for foods is 
the barrier property of the packaging material. To keep a food prod-
uct crisp and fresh, the package must provide a barrier to moisture. 
Rancidity can be minimized by keeping a food protected from light. 
To reduce oxidation of food constituents, the packaging material must 
provide a good barrier to oxygen. The original aroma and fl avor of a 
food can be maintained by using a packaging material that offers a bar-
rier to a particular aroma. Thus, properly selected packaging materials 
are benefi cial in extending the shelf life of foods. The barrier properties 
of a packaging material can be expressed in terms of permeability. 

   The permeability of a packaging material provides a measure of how 
well a certain gas or vapor can penetrate the packaging material. In 
quantitative terms, permeability is the mass of gas or vapor trans-
ferred per unit of time, area, and a “driving force. ” In the case of diffu-
sional mass transfer, the driving force is a difference in concentration 
or in partial pressures. If the driving force is a difference in total 
pressure, the mass transfer occurs due to bulk fl ow of a gas or vapor. 
A polymeric membrane may be thought of as an aggregate of wriggling 
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worms, with worms representing the long chains of polymers. The 
space between the worms is like the interstitial space through which 
a species passes. The wriggling of worms is representative of the ther-
mal motion of polymeric chains. 

   Mass transport through polymeric materials can be described as a 
step process. Referring to  Figure 15.2   , in step 1, the gas vapor or liq-
uid molecules dissolve in the polymeric material on the side of the 
fi lm exposed to the higher concentration. In step 2, the gas or vapor 
molecules diffuse through the polymeric material moving toward the 
side of the fi lm exposed to the lower concentration. The movement 
of molecules depends on the availability of  “ holes ”  in the polymeric 
material. The “ holes ”  are formed as large chain segments of the poly-
mer slide over each other due to thermal agitation. Finally, step 3 
involves the desorption of the gas or vapor molecules and evapora-
tion from the surface of the fi lm. 

   We can again use Fick’s law of diffusion to develop an expression for 
the transport process of a gas through a polymeric material. From 
Equation (10.11): 

�m
A

D c c

x x
B B B B�

�

�

( )
( )

1 2

2 1

(15.1)      

   This equation would be suffi cient to determine the rate of fl ux, �m AB/    ,
but the concentrations of a gas at the fi lm surfaces are more diffi cult 
to measure than partial pressures. The concentrations can be con-
verted to partial pressures by using Henry’s law,

c Sp� (15.2)      

Polymeric
film

Lower
concentration
of a gas

Higher
concentration
of a gas

   ■   Figure 15.2          Mass transfer of a gas through a 

polymeric material.    

15.6  Mass Transfer in Packaging Materials
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   where S is solubility (moles/[cm 3 atm]) and p is partial pressure of 
gas (atm). Thus, we have 

�m
D SA p p

x xB
B B1 B�

�

�

( )
( )

2

2 1

(15.3)      

   The quantity  D  B  S  is known as the permeability coeffi cient, P  B . 

PB
amount of gas vapor)(thickness of film)

area)(time)(pr
�

(
( eessure difference across the film)

(15.4)      

   A wide variety of units are used to report the permeability coeffi cient 
( Table 15.1   ).

   Another parameter used by some authors is  permeance, which is not 
corrected to a unit thickness. Sometimes permeance to water vapor is 

 Table 15.1        Conversion Factors for Various Units of Permeability 
Coeffi  cient  

  

cm cm

s cm  (cmHg)

3

2

      

cm cm

s cm  (Pa)

3

2

      

cm cm

day m  (atm)

3

2

    

    

cm cm
s cm  (cmHg)

3

2
    

 1  7.5  �  10 –4   6.57  �  10 10  

    

cm mm
s cm (cmHg)

3

2      

 10 –1   7.5  �  10 –5   6.57  �  10 9  

    

cm mm
s cm  (atm)

3

2
    

 1.32  �  10 –2   9.9  �  10 –6   8.64  �  10 8  

    

cm mil
day m  (atm)

3

2
    

 3.87  �  10 –14   2.9  �  10 –17   2.54  �  10 –3  

    

in mil
day 100 in  (atm)

3

2
    

 9.82  �  10 –12   7.37  �  10 –15   6.46  �  10 –1  

    

cm cm
day m  (atm)

3

2
    

 1.52  �  10 –11   1.14  �  10 –14   1 

   Source:   Yasuda and Stannett (1989)   
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reported in units that are neither corrected to unit thickness nor to unit 
pressure, but this value must always be reported with specifi ed thick-
ness, humidity, and temperature. For example, water vapor permeabil-
ity is defi ned as grams of water per day per 100    cm2 of package surface 
for a specifi ed thickness and temperature and/or a relative humidity 
on one side of approximately 0% and on the other side of 95%. 

    15.6.1        Permeability of Packaging Material 
to  “ Fixed ”  Gases 

   Gases such as oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide, which 
have low boiling points, are known as  “ fi xed ” gases. They show simi-
lar ideal behavior with respect to permeability through packaging 
materials. The permeability of O 2, CO 2, and N 2 for several polymeric 
materials is shown in  Table 15.2   . It is evident that for any given gas 

 Table 15.2         Permeability Coeffi  cients, Diff usion Constants, and Solubility Coeffi  cients of Polymers a   

    Polymer   Permeant   T  [°C]   P   �  10 10    D   �  10 6    S   �  10 2  

   Poly(ethylene) (density 0.914)  O 2  
 CO 2  
 N 2  
 H 2 O 

 25 
 25 
 25 
 25 

 2.88 
 12.6 

 0.969 
 90 

 0.46 
 0.37 
 0.32 

 4.78 
 25.8 

 2.31 

   Poly(ethylene) (density 0.964)  O 2  
 CO 2  
 CO 
 N 2  
 H 2 O 

 25 
 25 
 25 
 25 
 25 

 0.403 
 1.69 
 0.193 
 0.143 

 12.0 

 0.170 
 0.116 
 0.096 
 0.093 

 1.81 
 11.1 

 1.53 
 1.17 

   Poly(propylene)  H 2  
 N 2  
 O 2  
 CO 2  
 H 2 O 

 20 
 30 
 30 
 30 
 25 

 41 
 0.44 
 2.3 
 9.2 

 51 

 2.12 

   Poly(oxyethyleneoxytere-
phthaloyl) (Poly(ethylene 
terephthalate)) crystalline 

 O 2  
 N 2  
 CO 2  
 H 2 O 

 25 
 25 
 25 
 25 

 0.035 
 0.0065 
 0.17 

 130 

 0.0035 
 0.0014 
 0.0006 

 7.5 
 5.0 

 200 

   Cellulose acetate  N 2  
 O 2  
 CO 2  
 H 2 O 

 30 
 30 
 30 
 25 

 0.28 
 0.78 

 22.7 
 5500 

(Continued)

15.6  Mass Transfer in Packaging Materials
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 Table 15.2       (Continued) 

    Polymer   Permeant   T  [°C]   P   �  10 10    D   �  10 6    S   �  10 2  

   Cellulose (Cellophane)  N 2  
 O 2  
 CO 2  
 H 2 O 

 25 
 25 
 25 
 25 

 0.0032 
 0.0021 
 0.0047 

 1900 

   Poly(vinyl acetate)  O 2   30  0.50  0.055  6.3 

   Poly(vinyl alcohol)  H 2  
 N 2  
    
 O 2  
 CO 2  
  
  
 ethylene oxide 

 25 
 14 b  
  14c

 25 
 25 
  23 b 
  23 d 

 0 

 0.009 
  � 0.001 

  0.33
 0.0089 
 0.012 
0.001

  11.9
 0.002 

  
  

  0.045
  
  
  

  0.0476

  
  

 5.32 
  
  

  190
  
    

   Poly(vinyl chloride)  H 2  
 N 2  
 O 2  
 CO 2  
 H 2 O 

 25 
 25 
 25 
 25 
 25 

 1.70 
 0.0118 
 0.0453 
 0.157 

 275 

 0.500 
 0.00378 
 0.0118 
 0.00250 
 0.0238 

 2.58 
 2.37 
 2.92 

 47.7 
 8780.0 

   Poly(vinylidene chloride) 
(Saran) 

 N 2  
 O 2  
 CO 2  
 H 2 O 

 30 
 30 
 30 
 25 

 0.00094 
 0.0053 
 0.03 
 0.5 

   Poly[imino
(1-oxohexamethylene)] 
   (Nylon 6) 

 N 2  
 O 2  
 CO 2  
  
  
 H 2 O 

 30 
 30 
 20 
 30 b  
 30 e  
 25 

 0.0095 
 0.038 
 0.088 
0.10
0.29

 177 

   Poly[imino
(1-oxoundecamethylene)] 
   (Nylon 11) 

 CO 2   40  1.00  0.019  40 

   Notes : See overleaf.   

Source :  Yasuda and Stannett (1989)   

  a   Units used are as follows:  P  in [cm 3  (STP) cm cm –2  s –1  (cm Hg) –1 ],  D  in [cm 2  s –1 ], and  S  in [cm 3  (STP) cm –3  atm –1 ]. To obtain corresponding coeffi  cients in 

SI units, the following factors should be used:  P   �  7.5  �  10 –4       �      [cm 3  (STP) cm cm –2  s –1  Pa –1 ];   S   �  0.987  �  10 –5       �      [cm 3  (STP) cm –3  Pa –1 ]  

  b   Relative humidity 0%.  

  c   Relative humidity 90%  

  d   Relative humidity 94%  

  e   Relative humidity 95%  
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there exist materials with widely differing permeabilities. For exam-
ple, Saran is 100,000 times less permeable to oxygen than silicone 
rubber. Moreover, there are certain regularities in the transmission of 
different gases through the same material. For example, carbon dioxide 
permeates four to six times faster than oxygen, and oxygen four to six 
times faster than nitrogen. Since carbon dioxide is the largest of the 
three gas molecules, we would expect its diffusion coeffi cient to be 
low, and it is. Its permeability coeffi cient is high because its solubility 
S  in polymers is much greater than that for other gases. 

   Fixed gases also show ideal behaviors: 

    1.   Permeabilities can be considered independent of concentration. 
    2.   The permeabilities change with temperature in accordance 

with the following relation:    

P P E RT� �
o

/pe (15.5)      

   where  E  p  is the activation energy for permeability (k cal/mol). 

   For some materials there is a break in the permeability temperature 
curve, and above a critical temperature the material is much more 
permeable. For polyvinyl acetate, that temperature is around 30�C
and for polystyrene it is around 80�C. Breaks are due to a glass transi-
tion temperature ′Tg    , below which the material is glassy, and above 
which it is rubbery.

        Example 15.1         The permeability coeffi  cient for a 0.1-mm polyethylene fi lm is being mea-
sured by maintaining a moisture vapor gradient across the fi lm in a sealed 
test apparatus. The high moisture vapor side of the fi lm is maintained at 90% 
RH and a salt  (ZnCl H O)1

2 2�     maintains the opposite side at 10% RH. The area 
of fi lm exposed to vapor transfer is 10       cm by 10       cm. When the test is con-
ducted at 30�C, a weight gain of 50       g in the desiccant salt is recorded after 
24       h. From these given data, calculate the permeability coeffi  cient of the fi lm. 

    Given 

        Film thickness      �      0.1       mm      �      1  �  10 –4  m  

    High relative humidity      �      90%  

    Low relative humidity      �      10%  

    Temperature      �      30°C  

    Film area      �      10       cm  �  10       cm      �      100       cm 2       �      0.01       m 2   

    Moisture rate of fl ow      �      50       g/24       h      �      5.787  �  10 –4  g water/s     

15.6  Mass Transfer in Packaging Materials
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    Approach 

   We will use Equation (15.4) to calculate the permeability coeffi  cient ( P  B  ) after vapor 

pressures are expressed in terms of moisture contents of air.  

    Solution 

        1.     By using Equation (9.16) modifi ed with vapor pressures,    

φ � �
p

p

w

ws

100

     

    2.     From Table A.4.2,    

pws  kPa at 30 C� 4 246. °      

    3.     From steps 1 and 2, at 10% relative humidity,    

pw /

 kPa

� �

�

4 246 10 100

0 4246

.

.      

   At 90% relative humidity, 

 

pw /

 kPa

� �

�

4 246 90 100

3 821

.

.
     

   Using Equation (15.4) and solving for permeability coeffi  cient, 
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2

g water/s)(1 10 m)

m kPa 0.4246 k
�

� �

�

� �( .

( . )( .

5 787 10

0 01 3 821

4

PPa)(1000 Pa /kPa)

g water m)/(m Pa s)]BP � � �1 7 10 9 2. [(
     

    4.     The permeability coeffi  cient of the fi lm is calculated to be 1.7  �  10 –9  [(g water m)/

(m 2  Pa s)]; the units may be converted to any other form desired using 

 Table 15.1 .            

    15.7       INNOVATIONS IN FOOD PACKAGING 

   Innovations in food packaging have created an array of new terms 
associated with the role of packaging in the improvement of safety,
shelf life, and convenience of the food product. There are three broad 
categories of packaging for foods: passive, active, and intelligent. The 
two types of active packaging systems include simple and advanced. 
Intelligent packaging systems are simple and interactive. 
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    15.7.1       Passive Packaging 

   A passive packaging system is a system that serves as a physical barrier 
between the product and the environment surrounding the package. 

   Most conventional packaging used for food products would be 
described as passive packaging systems. Metal cans, glass bottles, and 
many of the fl exible packaging materials provide a physical barrier 
between the product and the environment. These packaging systems 
ensure that most properties of the environment and the agents con-
tained in the environment are prevented from making contact with 
the food. In general, these packages are expected to provide maximum 
protection of the product but are not responsive to any of the changes 
that might occur within the container. 

   Innovations in passive packaging systems continue with the develop-
ment of new barrier coatings for polymer containers and fi lms. These 
new materials reduce or control permeability of agents that could 
impact the safety or shelf-life of the food product within the container. 

    15.7.2       Active Packaging 

   An active packaging system is a system that detects or senses changes 
within the package environment, followed by modifi cation of pack-
age properties in response to the detected change. 

    15.7.2.1       Simple Active 

   A packaging system that does not incorporate an active ingredient 
and/or actively functional polymer is referred to as a simple active 
system. An active packaging system responds in some manner to 
changes occurring within the package. One of the earliest active pack-
aging systems was Modifi ed Atmosphere Packaging (MAP). The pack-
age materials for MAP have properties that attempt to control the 
atmosphere within the package in contact with the food product. 
A simple example is packaging fi lms that help maintain desired con-
centration of oxygen and carbon dioxide in a package containing 
respiring fruits and vegetables.  

    15.7.2.2       Advanced Active 

   A packaging system that contains an active ingredient and/or an 
actively functional polymer is an advanced active system. Advanced 
active packaging systems can be divided into two categories. The 
incorporation of an oxygen scavenger into the package is an example 
of a system that absorbs an unwanted agent within the environment 

15.7  Innovations in Food Packaging
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of the package and in contact with the product. Usually, scavengers 
are included as small sachets inserted into the package to reduce the 
level of oxygen within the package. An alternative to the sachets is the 
integration of an active scavenging system into packaging materials,
such as fi lms or closures. 

   A second example of the “absorbing ”  type of system is an ethylene 
scavenger. Ethylene triggers ripening, accelerates senescence, and 
reduces the shelf life of climacteric fruits and vegetables. By incorpo-
rating an ethylene-absorbing material into the packaging system, the 
shelf life of the product can be extended. 

   Moisture content or water activity becomes a shelf life limiting 
factor for many foods. For these products, the incorporation of 
water-absorbing material into the package can be benefi cial. More 
sophisticated control may be required within packages for products 
requiring regulation of humidity levels. 

   Another example of an advanced active packaging system would be 
MAP with barrier properties in combination with gas fl ushing to 
achieve a desirable steady-state atmosphere composition around the 
product. Other active absorbing packaging systems are available to 
control concentrations of undesirable fl avor constituents or carbon 
dioxide. 

   Advanced active packaging systems are continuing to evolve with the 
development of systems designed to release agents in response to unde-
sirable activity within the package. For example, in response to micro-
bial growth, the release of antimicrobial agents can be used to extend 
the shelf-life of refrigerated foods. Similarly, antioxidants can be incor-
porated into packaging fi lms to protect the fi lm and the product within 
the package from degradation. The potential for incorporation of fl a-
vor compounds into a package represents a signifi cant opportunity. 
The release of these compounds during the shelf life of a food product 
could mask off-odors or improve the sensory attributes of the product.    

       15.7.3       Intelligent Packaging 

   A packaging system that senses changes in the environment and 
responds with corrective action is defi ned as an intelligent packaging 
system. Four objectives for intelligent packaging systems have been 
identifi ed: 

    1.   Improved product quality and product value  
    2.   Increased convenience  
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    3.   Changes in gas permeability properties  
    4.   Protection against theft, counterfeiting, and tampering    

    15.7.3.1       Simple Intelligent 

   A packaging system that incorporates a sensor, an environmental reac-
tive component, and/or a computer-communicable device is a simple 
intelligent system. Quality or freshness indicators are examples of 
simple intelligent packaging systems and are used to communicate 
changes in a product quality attribute. These internal or external 
indicators/sensors may indicate elapsed time, temperature, humid-
ity, time-temperature, shock abuse, or gas concentration. The primary 
function of the sensor is to indicate quality losses during storage and 
distribution. Other sensors are available for changes in color, physical 
condition (damage), and microbial growth. 

   A second type of simple intelligent package system is the time-
temperature indicator ( Taoukis et al., 1991 ). Temperature-indicating 
labels are attached to the external surface of the package and report 
the maximum temperature to which the surface has been exposed. 
Time-temperature integrators provide more refi ned information by 
integrating the impact of time and temperature at the package surface 
(       Wells and Singh, 1988a, 1988b ; Taoukis and Labuza, 1989 ). The 
disadvantage of both types of indicators is that the output may not 
reveal the actual impact on the product. 

   Internal gas-level indicator sensors are components of a simple intel-
ligent packaging system. These sensors are placed in the package to 
monitor gas concentrations and provide rapid visual monitoring based 
on color changes. In addition to monitoring food product quality, the 
sensor can detect package damage. Indicators are available for moni-
toring oxygen (O 2) and carbon dioxide (CO 2). A variation on these 
types of indicators may be used for detecting microbial growth by 
monitoring for increased CO 2 levels. 

   Simple intelligent package systems for supply chain management and 
traceability use automatic data capture during distribution and with 
connection to the Internet. Examples include systems to trace contain-
ers of fruits from the fi elds to the point of delivery to the customer. 
Currently, Radio Frequency Identifi cation (RFID) tags are attached to 
bulk containers to provide information on content, weight, location,
and times throughout the distribution channels. It is possible that in 
the future RFID labels will be placed on individual food packages. 

15.7  Innovations in Food Packaging
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   Another convenience-type of simple intelligent packaging system may 
be incorporated into intelligent cooking appliance systems. These 
systems carry essential information about the food product and the 
package on a bar code and assist appliances by providing preparation 
instructions, maintaining food product inventories, and identifying 
expiration dates.  

    15.7.3.2       Interactive Intelligent 

   Interactive intelligent packaging systems incorporate mechanisms 
to respond to a signal (sensor, indicator, or integrator). For exam-
ple, an interactive intelligent packaging system can change perme-
ability properties to accommodate changes in freshness and quality 
of the packaged food product during storage and distribution. New 
and improved intelligent breathable fi lms change permeability in 
response to different fresh produce or changes in temperature of the 
produce. These packaging fi lms have been developed based on knowl-
edge of respiration rates as a function of temperature. The systems are 
ideal for high-respiratory-rate fresh and fresh-cut produce. 

   An evolving expectation for interactive intelligent packaging systems 
includes detection of theft, counterfeiting, and tampering. To accom-
plish this, simple intelligent packaging systems could include labels 
or tapes that are invisible before tampering but change color perma-
nently if tampering occurs. More complex devices would respond to 
counterfeiting and theft by using holograms, special inks and dyes,
laser labels, bar codes, and electronic data tags.    

    15.8        FOOD PACKAGING AND PRODUCT 
SHELF-LIFE 

   The packaging provided for a food product may have a signifi cant 
impact on its shelf-life. These impacts are closely related to the types 
of protection provided by the package, as mentioned earlier. The 
impact of the package can be quantifi ed using information on the 
deterioration of the product in combination with the type of pro-
tection provided by the package. We will fi rst develop mathematical 
relationships that are useful in describing the deterioration of food 
products during storage. 

    15.8.1       Scientifi c Basis for Evaluating Shelf Life 

   The scientifi c basis for evaluating shelf life of a food product relies on 
principles of chemical kinetics ( Labuza, 1982 ; Singh, 2000 ). In this 
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section, we will examine changes in a quality attribute, Q, measured 
over time. The general rate expression for the quality attribute may be 
written as 

 �
d Q

dt
k Q n[ ]
[ ] (15.6)      

   where  indicates that the quality attribute may increase or decrease 
during storage, k is the pseudo forward rate constant, and n is the 
order of reaction. We will fi rst assume that the environmental factors 
that infl uence shelf life such as storage temperature, moisture, and 
light are kept constant. 

   If the quality attribute decreases with time, then we may write 
Equation (15.6) as 

� �
d
d
[ ]

[ ]
Q
t

k Q n (15.7)      

    15.8.1.1       Zero-Order Reaction 

   In Figure 15.3   , the measured amount of a quality attribute remaining 
at different storage times is plotted. The plot is linear, suggesting that 
the rate of loss of quality attribute remains constant over the entire 
period. This type of behavior is observed in many shelf-life studies,
including quality changes due to enzymatic degradation and non-
enzymatic browning. Similar behavior is observed for lipid oxidation,
which often causes the development of rancid fl avors. 
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   ■   Figure 15.3          A linear decrease in the 

remaining quality attribute plotted against time.    
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   The linear plot in  Figure 15.3  represents a zero-order reaction. 
Therefore, if we substitute  n     �    0 in Equation (15.7), then we get 

� �
d
d
Q

t
k (15.8)      

   We can solve this equation using the procedure of separation of vari-
ables to obtain an algebraic solution. We will consider that initially 
the amount of quality attribute is represented by  Q  i and after some 
storage time, t, it is Q . 

   Then,

� �d d
i

[ ]
[ ]

[ ]
Q k t

Q

Q t

∫ ∫0
(15.9)      

   Integrating, we get,

� �[ ]
[ ]

[ ]
Q kt

Q

Q

i
(15.10)      

   or

[ ] [ ]Q Q kti � � (15.11)      

   In Equation (15.11), the left-hand side denotes the extent of reaction,
ξ, for a reaction that follows a zero-order kinetics. Thus,

ξ � kt (15.12)      

   if we specify that the end of shelf life of a food product, t  s, is reached 
when the quality attribute, Q, reaches Q  f. Then, from Equation 
(15.11),

[ ] [ ]Q Q ktf i s� � (15.13)      

   or, the shelf life of a food product based on a quality attribute that 
follows zero-order kinetics is 

t
Q Q

ks
i f

�
�[ ] [ ]

(15.14)       

    15.8.1.2       First-Order Reaction 

   Let us consider another shelf life study where the measured quality 
attribute follows a profi le as shown in  Figure 15.4   . This plot shows an 
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exponential decrease of the quality attribute. In this study, the rate of 
loss of quality attribute depends upon the amount of remaining qual-
ity attribute. Food deterioration reactions that show an exponential 
decrease include loss of vitamins and protein, and microbial growth 
as we learned in Chapter 5. The exponential decrease in a quality 
attribute is described by the fi rst-order kinetics, where the rate of reac-
tion, n     �    1. Thus we may rewrite Equation (15.7) as 

� �
d
d
[ ]

[ ]
Q

t
k Q (15.15)      

   We again use the method of separation of variables to integrate this 
equation as 

� �
d

d
[ ]

[ ]
Q

Q
k t (15.16)      

   Again, we assume that initially the quality attribute is [ Q  i] and after 
time t  it decreases to [ Q ], then 

� �
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(15.17)      

   Integrating, we get,

� �ln[ ]
[ ]

[ ]
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Q
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(15.18)      
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   or

ln[ ] ln[ ]Q Q kti − = (15.19)      

   Thus for a fi rst-order reaction, the extent of reaction is determined as 

ξ � �ln[ ] ln[ ]Q Qi (15.20)      

   We may also rewrite Equation (15.19) as 

ln
[ ]
[ ]
Q

Q
kt

i

� � (15.21)      

   To determine the fraction of quality change after a certain storage 
period, Equation (15.21) may be rewritten as 

[ ]
[ ]
Q

Q
e kt

i

� � (15.22)      

   In Equation (15.21), [ Q] is the amount of quality attribute remaining 
after a storage time t . 

   If [ Q  f] represents the amount of quality attribute at the end of shelf 
life, then from Equation (15.21) we obtain 

t

Q
Q

ks

i

f
�

ln
[ ]
[ ]

 (15.23)      

   Equation (15.23) can easily be modifi ed if we want to know time for 
half-life of a quality attribute. We substitute  Q  f     �    0.5 Q  i  to obtain 

t
k k1/2

2 0 693ln .
� �  (15.24)      

   Equations (15.14) and (15.24) have been used to predict shelf life of 
a food product, or the time that would elapse from when the product 
is placed in storage until the quality attribute deteriorates to an unac-
ceptable level [ Q  f]. The rate constant ( k) has been established for key 
deterioration reactions in foods, or it can be determined during shelf 
life evaluations. 
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   The impact of environmental conditions during product storage is 
expressed through the magnitude of the rate constant ( k). The most 
evident environmental variable is temperature, and the infl uence of 
temperature on the rate constant is expressed by the Arrhenius equa-
tion (Eq. (5.9)): 

k Be
E

RT�
� �

�( ) (15.25)
      

   where the activation energy constant ( E  A) quantifi es the infl uence 
of temperature on the rate of product quality deterioration during 
storage. This expression is used primarily during accelerated shelf 
life testing, when elevated temperatures are used under experimen-
tal conditions to accelerate the deterioration of the product. These 
approaches allow us to quantify shelf life in a relatively short period 
of time (days or weeks) at elevated temperatures, whereas the actual 
shelf life may be much longer (1 to 2 years). 

   In most situations, the impact of the package on product shelf life is 
a function of environmental parameters other than temperature. As 
indicated earlier, the concentrations of oxygen, water vapor, nitro-
gen, carbon dioxide, and other environmental parameters may infl u-
ence the deterioration reactions in foods. In order to incorporate the 
impact of these parameters into the prediction of shelf life, we will 
need to know the infl uence of these variables on rate constants. These 
additional relationships are then used in combination with expres-
sions describing the transport of the agent across the package barrier. 
These expressions, as based on Equation (15.1) and appropriate per-
meability coeffi cients, were presented earlier in this chapter.

        Example 15.2         A dry breakfast cereal has been fortifi ed with ascorbic acid (Vitamin C). The 
degradation of ascorbic acid during storage of the cereal is a function of 
water activity of the product. The package used for the cereal must ensure 
that the water activity is maintained at a suffi  ciently low level to preserve the 
desired level of Vitamin C. 

   The initial water activity of the cereal is 0.1, and the moisture content is 3.0% 
(d.b.). The relationship between product moisture content and water activity 
was established as 

 
w a� �0.175 0.0075w      
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   The rate constant ( k ) for degradation of ascorbic acid is 1.701  �  10  � 5 /min at 
a water activity of 0.1, and the rate constant increases with increasing water 
activity according to the following relationship: 

 
k a� � � �� �2.733 10 1.428 105

w
5

     

   The package dimensions are 20       cm  �  30       cm  �  5       cm, and there is 0.5       kg of 
product in the package. Select the package fi lm permeability, with 1       mm 
thickness, to ensure that 60% of the original ascorbic acid is retained in the 
product after 14 days of storage in an environment with a relative humidity 
of 60% and 30°C. 

    Given 

        Product initial moisture content ( w )      �      3.0% (d.b.)  

    Product initial water activity ( a  w )      �      0.1  

    Storage environment relative humidity      �      60%  

    Ascorbic acid degradation rate constant ( k )      �      1.701  �  10  � 5 /min  

    Shelf-life expectation      �      14 days  

    Package surface area      �      0.17       m 2      

    Approach 

   The key expression used in the solution is Equation (15.3), with the permeability 

( P B   )      �       D  B  S . The degradation rate of ascorbic acid is used to establish the maximum 

product water activity allowed to prevent degradation beyond 60% within the 

14-day shelf life. Given the maximum allowable water activity, we can determine the 

total amount of water that can be added to the product over the 14 days of storage, 
and the permeability of the package fi lm with a given thickness.  

    Solution 

        1.     Use Equation (15.22) to determine the average rate constant for the time 

period of product shelf life:    

 
0.6 exp[ ( )(  da s)(  hr/da )(  min/hr)]ave� � k 14 24 60y y

     

 
kave /� � �2 53 10 5. min

     

    2.     Given the relationship between water activity and the rate constant:    

 
2 53 10 2 733 10 1 428 105 5 5. . .� � � � �� � �aw      

 
aw � 0 4.
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    3.     In order to determine the amount of moisture change needed to increase the 

water activity to 0.4, the water activity must be converted to moisture con-

tent. The typical relationship is given by Equation (12.1), but the relationship 

for this product for the range of water activities between 0.1  and 0.4 is    

 
w a� �0 175 0 0075. .w      

   Given this relationship, the product moisture content at a water activity of 0.4 is 

 w � � �0 175 0 4 0 0075 0 0775 7 75. ( . ) . . .or % (d.b)      

    4.     During the 14 days of storage, the moisture content can increase from 3% to 

7.75% or    

 
0 0775 0 03 0 0475. . .� � kg water /kg product solids

     

 
and kg water per package0 02375.

     

   is the amount of moisture transfer through the package fi lm over a period of 

14 days. Then the transfer rate becomes 

 

�
0 02375

14 24 60

.

( )( )( min )

kg water

da s hr da hr / /y y
     

  
� � �1 178 10 6. kg water / min

     

    5.     Using Equation (15.3):    

 

P
kg water m

s m
B �

� �� �( . min)( )

( min)( . )( .

1 178 10 1 10

60 0 17 2 547

6 3

2

/

/ 66 0 4246 1000� . )( )kPa Pa kPa/
     

 

where:  ws

w

p

p

� �

� �

4 246 0 6 2 5476

4 246 0 1 0 4426

. ( . ) .

. ( . ) .      

  PB kg m / (m Pa s)� � �5 44 10 14 2.      

    6.     By converting to units consistent with Table 15.1:    

 
PB cm cm/( cm s cm Hg )� � �6 44 10 10 3 2.

     

    7.     Based on information presented in Table 15.2, polyvinylidene chloride would 

be the appropriate package fi lm to ensure the desired shelf life.             
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    15.9       SUMMARY 

   Recent innovations in packaging for foods and food products have 
resulted in an array of developments that improve the safety, conve-
nience, shelf life, and overall quality of the products. New packaging 
provides opportunities for detection of changes in the product during 
storage and distribution and the potential for corrective action based 
on package design. Future developments will provide more sophisti-
cated packaging to extend shelf life and improve quality attributes of 
the food product. 

   The evolution of  “nano-scale science ” has potential impacts for future 
packaging innovations. The outcomes from nano-scale research will 
lead to nano-materials with unique properties for protection of foods 
from all types of harmful agents. These materials will provide such 
opportunities as antimicrobial surfaces and sensing of microbiologi-
cal and biochemical activities for all packaging systems. The applica-
tion of nano-scale science will lead to packaging materials that will 
adjust to changes in pH, pressure, temperature, and light as well as to 
other byproducts of reactions occurring within the package.  

    PROBLEMS 

        15.1   A     dry food product is contained in a 1     cm  � 4     cm  � 3     cm box 
using a polymer fi lm to protect the oxygen sensitivity of the 
product. The concentration gradient across the fi lm is defi ned 
by the oxygen concentration in air and 1% within the package. 
The oxygen diffusivity for the polymer fi lm is 3  � 10 –16 m 2 /s. 
Estimate the fi lm thickness needed to ensure a product shelf 
life of 10 months. The shelf life of the product is established 
as the time when oxidation reactions within the product have 
used 0.5     mol of oxygen.  

    *15.2   A dry food product is being stored in a package with a 0.75    mm 
polypropylene fi lm. The dimensions of the package are 
15cm  � 15cm  � 5    cm, and the amount of product in the 
package is 0.75    kg. The initial water activity of the product 
is 0.05, and the initial moisture content is 2% (d.b.). A key 
component of the product is sensitive to water activity, and the 
rate constant for degradation of the component is described by    

k a� � ��5 10 1 55
w .   

   * Indicates an advanced level in solving. 
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   The relationship of the product water activity to moisture 
content is described by the following GAB constants 

K

C

w

�

�

�

1 05

5 0

1 1

.

.

.o %      
   The product is stored in a 25�C environment with 50% relative 
humidity. Predict the shelf life of the product when the shelf 
life is established by the time period for the intensity of the key 
component to decrease to 50% of the original amount. 

    LIST OF SYMBOLS 

        A     area (m 2 )  
    a  w     water activity  
    B     Arrhenius constant  
    C     GAB constant  
    c     concentration (kg/m 3  or kg mole/m 3 )  
    D     mass diffusivity (m 2 /s)  
    E  A     activation energy for temperature (kJ/kg)  
    E  p     activation energy for permeability (kcal/mole)  
    K     GAB constant  
    k     rate constant for quality change (1/s)  
    m     mass fl ux (kg/s) 
    n     order of reaction  
    p     partial pressure of gas (kPa)  
    P     package fi lm permeability 
    Q     amount of quality attribute  
    R     gas constant (m 3  Pa/kg mol K)  
    S     solubility (moles/cm 3 atm) 
    ξ     extent of reaction  
    T     temperature (C)  
    T  A     absolute temperature (K)  
    t     time (s)  
    t  s     shelf life (s)  
    t  1/2     half life (s)  
    w     moisture content (%, d.b.)  
    w  o     monolayer moisture content (%, d.b.)  
    x     distance coordinate (m)  

   Subscripts:      B ,     component B  ;   i ,     initial condition  ;   f ,     fi nal condition ;   o ,     standard 
condition  ;   w ,     water vapor  ;   ws ,     water vapor at saturation  ;   1 ,     location 1  ; 
   2,      location 2.    

List of Symbols
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A.1    SI SYSTEM OF UNITS AND CONVERSION 
FACTORS 

    A.1.1       Rules for Using SI Units 

   The following rules for SI usage are based on recommendations from 
several international conferences, the International Organization for 
Standardization, and the American Society of Agricultural Engineers. 

    A.1.1.1       SI Prefi xes 

   The prefi xes along with the SI symbols are given in Table A.1.1. The 
prefi x symbols are printed in roman (upright) type without spacing 
between the prefi x symbol and the unit symbol. The prefi xes provide 
an order of magnitude, thus eliminating insignifi cant digits and deci-
mals. For example,

19,200 m or m becomes km19 2 10 19 23. .�    
                     

Table A.1.1 SI Prefi xes

   Factor  Prefi x  Symbol  Factor  Prefi x  Symbol 

   10 18   exa  E  10 –1   deci  d 

   10 15   peta  P  10 –2   centi  c 

   10 12   tera  T  10 –3   milli  m 

   10 9   giga  G  10 –6   micro    μ   

   10 6   mega  M  10 –9   nano  n 

   10 3   kilo  k  10 –12   pico  p 

   10 2   hecto  h  10 –15   femto  f 

   10 1   deka  da  10 –18   atto  a 

                                        Appendices 
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   An exponent attached to a symbol containing a prefi x indicates 
that the multiple or submultiple of the unit is raised to the power 
expressed by the exponent. For example,

1 10 10

1 10 10

3 3 9 3

1 2 1 2 1

3mm ( m) m

cm ( m) m

� �

� �

� �

� � � �

   

   Compound prefi xes, formed by the juxtaposition of two or more SI 
prefi xes, are not to be used. For example,

1 1nm but not m mμ    

   Among the base units, the unit of mass is the only one whose name,
for historical reasons, contains a prefi x. To obtain names of decimal 
multiples and submultiples of the unit mass, attach prefi xes to the 
word  “ gram. ”  

   Attach prefi xes to the numerator of compound units, except when 
using  “ kilogram ”  in the denominator. For example, use 

2 5 2 5. .kJ/s not J/ms    

   but 

550 5 5J/kg not dJ/g.    

   In selecting prefi xes, a prefi x should be chosen so that the numerical 
value preferably lies between 0.1 and 1000. However, double prefi xes 
and hyphenated prefi xes should not be used. For example, use 

GJ not kMJ       

    A.1.1.2       Capitalization 

   The general principle governing the writing of unit symbols is as fol-
lows: roman (upright) type, in general lowercase, is used for symbols 
of units; however, if the symbols are derived from proper names, cap-
ital roman type is used (for the fi rst letter), for example, K, N. These 
symbols are not followed by a full stop (period). 

   If the units are written in an unabbreviated form, the fi rst letter is not 
capitalized (even for those derived from proper nouns): for example,
kelvin, newton. The numerical prefi xes are not capitalized except for 
symbols E (exa), P (peta), T (tera), G (giga), and M (mega).  
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    A.1.1.3       Plurals 

   The unit symbols remain the same in the plural form. In unabbre-
viated form the plural units are written in the usual manner. For 
example:

45 45

22 25

 newtons or N

centimeters or cm      

    A.1.1.4       Punctuation 

   For a numerical value less than one, a zero should precede the deci-
mal point. The SI symbols should not be followed by a period, except 
at the end of a sentence. English-speaking countries use a centered 
dot for a decimal point; others use a comma. Large numbers should 
be grouped into threes (thousands) by using spaces instead of com-
mas. For example,

3 456 789 291 22.    

   not 

3,456,789.291,22      

    A.1.1.5       Derived Units 

   The product of two or more units may be written in either of the fol-
lowing ways: 

N m Nm�    

   A solidus (oblique stroke, /), a horizontal line, or negative powers 
may be used to express a derived unit formed from two others by 
division. For example: 

m/s
m
s

m s 1�

   

   A solidus must not be repeated on the same line. In complicated 
cases, parentheses or negative powers should be used. For example: 

m/s or m s but not m/s/s

J/(s m K) or J s m K but not  J/s/m/K

2 2

1 1 1

�

� � �
   

A.1  SI Systems of Units and Conversion Factors
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Table A.1.2 Useful Conversion Factors

   Acceleration of gravity 
      g       �      9.80665 m/s 2  
      g       �      980.665 cm/s 2  
      g       �      32.174 ft/s 2  
     1 ft/s 2       �      0.304799 m/s 2  

   Area 
     1 acre      �      4.046856  �  10 3  m 2  
     1 ft 2       �      0.0929 m 2  
     1 in 2       �      6.4516 × 10  � 4  m 2  

   Density 
     1 lb m /ft 3       �      16.0185 kg/m 3  
     1 lb m /gal      �      1.198264  �  10 2  kg/m 3  
     Density of dry air at 0°C, 760       mm Hg      �      1.2929 g/L 
     1       kg mol ideal gas at 0°C, 760       mm Hg      �      22.414 m 3  

   Diff usivity 
     1 ft 2 /h      �      2.581  �  10 –5  m 2 /s 

   Energy 
     1 Btu      �      1055       J      �      1.055 kJ 
     1 Btu      �      252.16 cal 
     1 kcal      �      4.184 kJ 
     1       J      �      1       N m      �      1       kg m 2 /s 2  
     1       kW h      �      3.6  �  10 3  kJ 

   Enthalpy 
     1 Btu/lb m       �      2.3258 kJ/kg 

   Force 
     1 lb f       �      4.4482 N 
     1       N      �      1       kg m/s 2  
     1 dyne      �      1       g cm/s 2       �      10  � 5  kg m/s 2  

   Heat fl ow 
     1 Btu/h      �      0.29307 W 
     1 Btu/min      �      17.58 W 
     1 kJ/h      �      2.778 × 10  � 4  kW 
     1 J/s      �      1 W 

   Heat fl ux 
     1 Btu/(h ft 2 )      �      3.1546 W/m 2  

   Heat transfer coeffi  cient 
     1 Btu/(h ft 2  °F)      �      5.6783 W/(m 2  K) 
     1 Btu/(h ft 2  °F)      �      1.3571  �  10  � 4  cal/(s cm 2  °C) 

   Length 
     1 ft      �      0.3048 m 
     1 micron      �      10  � 6  m      �      1         μ  m 
     1       Å      �      10  � 10  m 
     1 in      �      2.54 × 10  � 2  m 
     1 mile      �      1.609344  �  10 3  m 

   Mass 
     1 carat      �      2 × 10  � 4  kg 
     1 lb m       �      0.45359 kg 
     1 lb m       �      16       oz      �      7000 grains 
     1 ton (metric)      �      1000 kg 

     Mass transfer coeffi  cient 
     1 lb mol/(h ft 2  mol fraction)      �      1.3562 × 10  � 3  kg mol/(s m 2  mol fraction) 

(Continued)
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Table A.1.2 (Continued)

   Power 
     1 hp      �      0.7457 kW 
     1       W      �      14.34 cal/min 
     1 hp      �      550 ft lb f /s 
     1 Btu/h      �      0.29307 W 
     1 hp      �      0.7068 Btu/s 
     1 J/s      �      1 W 

   Pressure 
     1 psia      �      6.895 kPa 
     1 psia      �      6.895 × 10 3  N/m 2  
     1 bar      �      1 × 10 5  Pa      �      1 × 10 5  N/m 2  
     1       Pa      �      1 N/m 2  
     1       mm Hg (0°C)      �      1.333224  �  10 2  N/m 2  
     1 atm      �      29.921 in. Hg at 0°C 
     1 atm      �      33.90 ft H 2 O at 4°C 
     1 atm      �      14.696 psia      �      1.01325  �  10 5  N/m 2  
     1 atm      �      1.01325 bar 
     1 atm      �      760       mm Hg at 0°C      �      1.01325  �  10 5  Pa 
     1 lb f /ft 2       �      4.788  �  10 2  dyne/cm 2       �      47.88 N/m 2  

   Specifi c heat 
     1 Btu/(lb m  °F)      �      4.1865 J/(g K) 
     1 Btu/(lb m  °F)      �      1 cal/(g °C) 

   Temperature 
      T  °F       �       T  °C   �  1.8      �      32 
      T  °C       �      ( T  °F  – 32)/1.8 

   Thermal conductivity 
     1 Btu/(h ft °F)      �      1.731 W/(m K) 
     1 Btu in/(ft 2  h °F)      �      1.442279  �  10 –2  W/(m K) 

   Viscosity 
     1 lb m /(ft h)      �      0.4134 cp 
     1 lb m /(ft s)      �      1488.16 cp 
     1 cp      �      10 –2  g/(cm s)      �      10 –2  poise 
     1 cp      �      10 –3  Pa s      �      10 –3  kg/(m s)      �      10 –3  N s/m 2  
     1 lb f  s/ft 2       �      4.7879  �  10 4  cp 
     1       N s/m 2       �      1       Pa s 
     1 kg/(m s)      �      1       Pa s 

   Volume 
     1 ft 3       �      0.02832 m 3  
     1 U.S. gal      �      3.785  �  10 –3  m 3  
     1 L      �      1000 cm 3  
     1 m 3       �      1000 L 
     1 U.S. gal      �      4 qt 
     1 ft 3       �      7.481 U.S. gal 
     1 British gal      �      1.20094 U.S. gal 

   Work 
     1 hp h      �      0.7457       kW h 
     1 hp h      �      2544.5 Btu 
     1 ft lb f       �      1.35582 J 

A.1  SI Systems of Units and Conversion Factors
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Table A.1.3 Conversion Factors for Pressure

    

    

      

 lb f /in 2  

  

 kPa 

  

 kg f /cm 2  

 in Hg 

 (at 21 ° C) 

 mm Hg 

 (at 21 ° C) 

 in H 2 0 

 (at 21 ° C) 

  

 atm 

   1 lb f /in 2            � 1  689.473  �  10  � 2   0.07031  2.036  51.715  27.71  0.06805 

   1 kPa   �    0.1450383  1  101.972  �  10  � 4   0.2952997  7.5003  4.0188  986.923  �  10  � 5  

   1kg f /cm 2    �    14.2234  980.665  �  10  � 1   1  28.959  735.550  394.0918  967.841  �  10  � 3  

   1 in Hg (21 ° C)   �    0.4912  338.64  �  10  � 2   0.03452  1  25.40  13.608  0.03342 

   1       mm Hg (21 ° C)   �    0.01934  0.1333273  1.359  �  10  � 3   0.03937  1  0.5398  1.315  �  10  � 3  

   1 in H 2 O (21 ° C)   �    0.03609  24.883  �  10  � 2   2.537  �  10  � 3   0.0735  1.8665  1  2.458  � 10  � 3  

   1 atm   �    14.6959  101.3251  1.03323  29.9212  760  406  1 
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   A.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FOODS 

                           

Table A.2.1 Specifi c Heat of Foods

     Composition (%)  Specifi c heat 

    

   Product 

  

 Water 

  

 Protein 

  

 Carbohydrate 

  

 Fat 

  

 Ash 

 Eq. (4.4) 

 (kJ/kg K) 

 Experimental a  

 (kJ/[kg K]) 

   Beef (hamburger)  68.3  20.7  0.0  10.0  1.0  3.35  3.52 

   Fish, canned  70.0  27.1  0.0  0.3  2.6  3.35   

   Starch  12.0  0.5  87.0  0.2  0.3  1.754   

   Orange juice  87.5  0.8  11.1  0.2  0.4  3.882   

   Liver, raw beef  74.9  15.0  0.9  9.1  1.1  3.525   

   Dry milk, nonfat  3.5  35.6  52.0  1.0  7.9  1.520   

   Butter  15.5  0.6  0.4  81.0  2.5  2.043  2.051–2.135 

   Milk, whole pasteurized  87.0  3.5  4.9  3.9  0.7  3.831  3.852 

   Blueberries, syrup pack  73.0  0.4  23.6  0.4  2.6  3.445   

   Cod, raw  82.6  15.0  0.0  0.4  2.0  3.697   

   Skim milk  90.5  3.5  5.1  0.1  0.8  3.935  3.977–4.019 

   Tomato soup, concentrate  81.4  1.8  14.6  1.8  0.4  3.676   

   Beef, lean  77.0  22.0  –  –  1.0  3.579   

   Egg yolk  49.0  13.0 –   11.0  1.0  2.449  2.810 

   Fish, fresh  76.0  19.0 –  –   1.4  3.500  3.600 

   Beef, lean  71.7  21.6  0.0  5.7  1.0  3.437  3.433 

   Potato  79.8  2.1  17.1  0.1  0.9  3.634  3.517 

   Apple, raw  84.4  0.2  14.5  0.6  0.3  3.759  3.726–4.019 

   Bacon  49.9  27.6  0.3  17.5  4.7  2.851  2.01 

   Cucumber  96.1  0.5  1.9  0.1  1.4  4.061  4.103 

   Blackberry, syrup pack  76.0  0.7  22.9  0.2  0.2  3.521   

   Potato  75.0  0.0  23.0  0.0  2.0  3.483  3.517 

   Veal  68.0  21.0  0.0  10.0  1.0  3.349  3.223 

   Fish  80.0  15.0  4.0  0.3  0.7  3.651  3.60 

   Cheese, cottage  65.0  25.0  1.0  2.0  7.0  3.215  3.265 

   Shrimp  66.2  26.8  0.0  1.4  0.0  3.404  3.014 

   Sardines  57.4  25.7  1.2  11.0  0.0  3.002  3.014 

   Beef, roast  60.0  25.0  0.0  13.0  0.0  3.115  3.056 

   Carrot, fresh  88.2  1.2  9.3  0.3  1.1  3.864  3.81–3.935 

  Source: Adapted from  Heldman and Singh (1981)   .

  a  Experimental specifi c heat values from  Reidy (1968)   .

A.2  Physical Properties of Foods
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Table A.2.2 Thermal Conductivity of Selected Food Products

    

    

   Product 

 Moisture 

 content 

 (%) 

  

 Temperature 

 ( ° C) 

 Thermal 

 conductivity 

 (W/[m  ° C]) 

   Apple  85.6  2–36  0.393 

   Applesauce  78.8  2–36  0.516 

   Beef, freeze dried 
    1000       mm Hg pressure 
    0.001       mm Hg pressure 

  
–  
 – 

  
 0 
 0 

  
 0.065 
 0.037 

   Beef, lean 
    Perpendicular to fi bers 
    Perpendicular to fi bers 
    Parallel to fi bers 
    Parallel to fi bers 

  
 78.9 
 78.9 
 78.7 
 78.7 

  
 7 

 62 
 8 

 61 

  
 0.476 
 0.485 
 0.431 
 0.447 

   Beef fat  –  24–38  0.19 

   Butter  15  46  0.197 

   Cod  83  2.8  0.544 

   Corn, yellow dust 
    

 0.91 
 30.2 

 8–52 
 8–52 

 0.141 
 0.172 

   Egg, frozen whole  –  –10 to –6  0.97 

   Egg, white  –  36  0.577 

   Egg, yolk  –  33  0.338 

   Fish muscle  –  0–10  0.557 

   Grapefruit, whole  –  30  0.45 

   Honey 
    
    
    

 12.6 
 80 
 14.8 
 80 

 2 
 2 

 69 
 69 

 0.502 
 0.344 
 0.623 
 0.415 

   Juice, apple 
    
    
    

 87.4 
 87.4 
 36.0 
 36.0 

 20 
 80 
 20 
 80 

 0.559 
 0.632 
 0.389 
 0.436 

   Lamb 
    Perpendicular to fi ber 
    
    Parallel to fi ber 
    

  
 71.8 

  
 71.0 

  

  
 5 

 61 
 5 

 61 

  
 0.45 
 0.478 
 0.415 
 0.422 

   Milk  –  37  0.530 

   Milk, condensed 
    
    
    

 90 
 – 

 50 
 – 

 24 
 78 
 26 
 78 

 0.571 
 0.641 
 0.329 
 0.364 

(Continued)
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Table A.2.2 (Continued)

    

    

   Product 

 Moisture 

 content 

 (%) 

  

 Temperature 

 ( ° C) 

 Thermal 

 conductivity 

 (W/[m ° C]) 

   Milk, skimmed 
    

 – 
 – 

 1.5 
 80 

 0.538 
 0.635 

   Milk, nonfat dry  4.2  39  0.419 

   Olive oil 
    

  –
 – 

 15 
 100 

 0.189 
 0.163 

   Oranges, combined  –  30  0.431 

   Peas, black–eyed  –  3–17  0.312 

   Pork 
    Perpendicular to fi bers 
    
    Parallel to fi bers 
    

  
 75.1 

  
 75.9 

  

  
 6 

 60 
 4 

 61 

  
 0.488 
 0.54 
 0.443 
 0.489 

   Pork fat  –  25  0.152 

   Potato, raw fl esh  81.5  1–32  0.554 

   Potato, starch gel  –  1–67  0.04 

   Poultry, broiler muscle  69.1–74.9  4–27  0.412 

   Salmon 
    Perpendicular to fi bers 

  
 73 

  
 4 

  
 0.502 

   Salt  –  87  0.247 

   Sausage mixture  65.72  24  0.407 

   Soybean oil meal  13.2  7–10  0.069 

   Strawberries  –  14–25  0.675 

   Sugars  –  29–62  0.087–0.22 

   Turkey, breast 
    Perpendicular to fi bers 
    Parallel to fi bers 

  
 74 
 74 

  
 3 
 3 

  
 0.502 
 0.523 

   Veal 
    Perpendicular to fi bers 
    
    Parallel to fi bers 
    

  
 75 

  
 75 

  

  
 6 

 62 
 5 

 60 

  
 0.476 
 0.489 
 0.441 
 0.452 

   Vegetable and animal oils  –  4–187  0.169 

   Wheat fl our 
    
    

 8.8 
  
  

 43 
 65.5 

 1.7 

 0.45 
 0.689 
 0.542 

   Whey    80  0.641 

   Source :  Reidy (1968)   .
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Table A.2.3 Thermal Diff usivity of Some Foodstuff s

    
   Product 

 Water   content 

 (% wt.) 

   Temperature a  

 ( ° C) 

 Thermal   diff usivity 

 ( �  10     �     7 m2/s) 

   Fruits, vegetables, and by-products 
    Apples, whole, Red Delicious 
    Applesauce 
    
    
    
    
    Avocado, fl esh 
     Seed 
     Whole 
    Banana, fl esh 
    
    Beans, baked 
    Cherries, tart, fl esh 
    Grapefruit, Marsh, fl esh 
    Grapefruit, Marsh, albedo 
    Lemon, whole 
    Lima bean, pureed 
    Pea, pureed 
    Peach, whole 
    Potato, fl esh 
    Potato, mashed, cooked 
    
    Rutabaga 
    Squash, whole 
    Strawberry, fl esh 
    Sugarbeet 
    Sweet potato, whole 
    
    
    Tomato, pulp 

  
 85 
 37 
 37 
 80 
 80 
 – 
 – 
 – 
 – 

 76 
 76 
 – 
 – 

 88.8 
 72.2 
 – 
 – 
 – 
 – 
 – 

 78 
 78 
 – 
 – 

 92 
 – 
 – 
 – 
 – 
 – 

  
 0–30 

  5 
 65 
  5 
 65 

 26–129 
 24, 0 
 24, 0 
 41, 0 

  5 
 65 

 4–122 
 30, 0 

 – 
 – 

 40, 0 
 26–122 
 26–128 

 27, 4 
 25 
  5 
 65 

 48, 0 
 47, 0 

  5 
 14, 60 

 35 
 55 
 70 

 4, 26 

  
 1.37 
 1.05 
 1.12 
 1.22 
 1.40 
 1.67 
 1.24 
 1.29 
 1.54 
 1.18 
 1.42 
 1.68 
 1.32 
 1.27 
 1.09 
 1.07 
 1.80 
 1.82 
 1.39 
 1.70 
 1.23 
 1.45 
 1.34 
 1.71 
 1.27 
 1.26 
 1.06 
 1.39 
 1.91 
 1.48 

   Fish and meat products 
    Codfi sh 
    
    Corned beef 
    
    Beef chuck b  
    Beef, round b  
    Beef, tongue b  
    Halibut 
    Ham, smoked 
    Ham, smoked 

  
 81 
 81 
 65 
 65 
 66 
 71 
 68 
 76 
 64 
 64 

  
  5 
 65 
  5 
 65 

 40–65 
 40–65 
 40–65 
 40–65 

  5 
 40–65 

  
 1.22 
 1.42 
 1.32 
 1.18 
 1.23 
 1.33 
 1.32 
 1.47 
 1.18 
 1.38 

   Water 
    

 – 
–  

 30 
 65 

 1.48 
 1.60 

   Ice  –   0  11.82 

   Source :  Singh (1982) . Reprinted from Food Technology  36 (2), 87–91. Copyright © Institute of Food Technologists.  

  a   Where two temperatures separated by a comma are given, the fi rst is the initial temperature of the sample, and the 

second is that of the surroundings.  

  b   Data are applicable only where the juices that exuded during the heating remain in the food samples.  
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Table A.2.4 Viscosity of Liquid Foods

    

   Product 

  

 Composition 

 Temperature 

 ( ° C) 

 Viscosity 

 (Pa s) 

   Cream 
    
    

 10% fat 
 10% fat 
 10% fat 

 40 
 60 
 80 

 0.00148 
 0.00107 
 0.00083 

   Cream 
    
    

 20% fat 
 30% fat 
 40% fat 

 60 
 60 
 60 

 0.00171 
 0.00289 
 0.00510 

   Homogenized milk 
    
    
    

 – 
 – 
 – 
 – 

 20 
 40 
 60 
 80 

 0.0020 
 0.0015 
 0.000775 
 0.0006 

   Raw milk 
    
    
    
    

 – 
 – 
 – 
 – 
 – 

 0 
 10 
 20 
 30 
 40 

 0.00344 
 0.00264 
 0.00199 
 0.00149 
 0.00123 

   Corn oil 
    

 – 
 – 

 25 
 38 

 0.0565 
 0.0317 

   Cottonseed oil 
    

 – 
 – 

 20 
 38 

 0.0704 
 0.0306 

   Peanut oil 
    

 – 
 – 

 25 
 38 

 0.0656 
 0.0251 

   Saffl  ower oil 
    

 – 
 – 

 25 
 38 

 0.0522 
 0.0286 

   Soybean oil  –  30  0.04 

   Honey, buckwheat 
    sage 
    white clover 

 18.6% T.S. 
 18.6% T.S. 
 18.2% T.S. 

 24.8 
 25.9 
 25.0 

 3.86 
 8.88 
 4.80 

   Apple juice 
    

 20 °  Brix 
 60 °  Brix 

 27 
 27 

 0.0021 
 0.03 

   Grape juice 
    

 20 °  Brix 
 60 °  Brix 

 27 
 27 

 0.0025 
 0.11 

   Corn syrup  48.4% T.S.  27  0.053 

   Source :  Steff e (1983)   .
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Table A.2.5 Properties of Ice as a Function of Temperature

   Temperature 

   ( � C) 

 Thermal conductivity 

 (W/m  � C) 

 Specifi c heat 

 (kJ/kg  � C) 

 Density 

 (kg/m 3 ) 

   –101  3.50  1.382  925.8 

   –73  3.08  1.587  924.2 

   –45.5  2.72  1.783  922.6 

   –23  2.41  1.922  919.4 

   –18  2.37  1.955  919.4 

   –12  2.32  1.989  919.4 

   –7  2.27  2.022  917.8 

   0  2.22  2.050  916.2 

   Source : Adapted from  Dickerson (1969)   .

                   
Table A.2.6 Approximate Heat Evolution Rates of Fresh Fruits and Vegetables 
When Stored at Temperatures Shown

       Watts per megagram (W/Mg) a    

   Commodity  0 ° C  5 ° C  10 ° C  15 ° C 

   Apples  10–12  15–21  41–61  41–92 

   Apricots  15–17  19–27  33–56  63–101 

   Artichokes. globe  67–133  94–177  161–291  229–429 

   Asparagus  81–237  161–403  269–902  471–970 

   Avocados  –  59–89  –  183–464 

   Bananas, ripening  –  –  65–116  87–164 

   Beans, green or snap  –  101–103  161–172  251–276 

   Beans, lima (unshelled)  31–89  58–106  –  296–369 

   Beets, red (roots)  16–21  27–28  35–40  50–69 

   Blackberries  46–68  85–135  154–280  208–431 

   Blueberries  7–31  27–36  69–104  101–183 

   Broccoli, sprouting  55–63  102–474  –  514–1000 

   Brussels sprouts  46–71  95–143  186–250  282–316 

   Cabbage  12–40  28–63  36–86  66–169 

   Cantaloupes  15–17  26–30   46  100–114 

   Carrots, topped   46   58   93  117 

   Caulifl ower  53–71  61–81  100–144  136–242 

   Celery   21   32  58–81  110 

   Cherries, sour  17–39  38–39  –  81–148 

   Corn, sweet  125  230  331  482 

   Cranberries  –  12–14 –   – 

   Cucumbers –   –  68–86  71–98 

   Figs, Mission –   32–39  65–68  145–187 

   Garlic  9–32  17–29  27–29  32–81 

(Continued)
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Table A.2.6 (Continued)

       Watts per megagram (W/Mg) a    

   Commodity  0 ° C  5 ° C  10 ° C  15 ° C 

   Gooseberries  20–26  36–40  –  64–95 

   Grapefruit  –  –  20–27  35–38 

   Grapes, American   8   16   23   47 

   Grapes, European  4–7  9–17   24  30–35 

   Honeydew melons –   9–15   24  35–47 

   Horseradish  24   32   78   97 

   Kohlrabi  30   48   93  145 

   Leeks  28–48  58–86  158–201  245–346 

   Lemons   9   15   33   47 

   Lettuce, head  27–50  39–59  64–118  114–121 

   Lettuce, leaf  68   87  116  186 

   Mushrooms  83–129  210  297  – 

   Nuts, kind not specifi ed   2    5   10   10 

   Okra  –  163  258  431 

   Onions  7–9  10–20   21   33 

   Onions, green  31–66  51–201  107–174  195–288 

   Olives  –  –  –  64–115 

   Oranges   9  14–19  35–40  38–67 

   Peaches  11–19  19–27   46  98–125 

   Pears  8–20  15–46  23–63  45–159 

   Peas, green (in pod)  90–138  163–226  –  529–599 

   Peppers, sweet  –  –   43   68 

   Plums, Wickson  6–9  12–27  27–34  35–37 

   Potatoes, immature  –   35  42–62  42–92 

   Potatoes, mature –   17–20  20–30  20–35 

   Radishes, with tops  43–51  57–62  92–108  207–230 

   Radishes, topped  16–17  23–24  45–47  82–97 

   Raspberries  52–74  92–114  82–164  243–300 

   Rhubarb, topped  24–39  32–54   –  92–134 

   Spinach –   136  327  529 

   Squash, yellow  35–38  42–55  103–108  222–269 

   Strawberries  36–52  48–98  145–280  210–273 

   Sweet potatoes –   –  39–95  47–85 

   Tomatoes, mature green –    21   45   61 

   Tomatoes, ripening –   –   42   79 

   Turnips, roots  26  28–30 –  63–71 

   Watermelons  –  9–12   22  – 

  a   Conversion factor: (watts per megagram)  �  (74.12898)      �      Btu per ton per 24 hr. From American 

Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers; with permission of the American 

Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Atlanta, Georgia (1978)  .
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Table A.2.7 Enthalpy of Frozen Foods

    

   Temperature 

   ( ° C) 

  

 Beef 

 (kJ/kg) 

  

 Lamb 

 (kJ/kg) 

  

 Poultry 

 (kJ/kg) 

  

 Fish 

 (kJ/kg) 

  

 Beans 

 (kJ/kg) 

  

 Broccoli 

 (kJ/kg) 

  

 Peas 

 (kJ/kg) 

 Mashed 

 potatoes 

 (kJ/kg) 

 Cooked 

 rice 

 (kJ/kg) 

   –28.9  14.7  19.3  11.2  9.1  4.4  4.2  11.2  9.1  18.1 

   –23.3  27.7  31.4  23.5  21.6  16.5  16.3  23.5  21.6  31.9 

   –17.8  42.6  45.4  37.7  35.6  29.3  28.8  37.7  35.6  47.7 

   –12.2  62.8  67.2  55.6  52.1  43.7  42.8  55.6  52.1  70.0 

   –9.4  77.7  84.2  68.1  63.9  52.1  51.2  68.1  63.9  87.5 

   –6.7  101.2  112.6  87.5  80.7  63.3  62.1  87.5  80.7  115.1 

   –5.6  115.8  130.9  99.1  91.2  69.8  67.9  99.1  91.2  133.0 

   –4.4  136.9  157.7  104.4  105.1  77.9  75.6  104.4  105.1  158.9 

   –3.9  151.6  176.8  126.8  115.1  83.0  80.7  126.8  115.1  176.9 

   –3.3  170.9  201.6  141.6  128.2  90.2  87.2  141.6  128.2  177.9 

   –2.8  197.2  228.2  142.3  145.1  99.1  95.6  142.3  145.1  233.5 

   –2.2  236.5  229.8  191.7  170.7  112.1  107.7  191.7  170.7  242.3 

   –1.7  278.2  231.2  240.9  212.1  132.8  126.9  240.9  212.1  243.9 

   –1.1  280.0  232.8  295.4  295.1  173.7  165.1  295.4  295.1  245.6 

   1.7  288.4  240.7  304.5  317.7  361.9  366.8  304.5  317.7  254.9 

   4.4  297.9  248.4  313.8  327.2  372.6  377.5  313.8  327.2  261.4 

   7.2  306.8  256.3  323.1  336.5  383.3  388.2  323.1  336.5  269.3 

   10.0  315.8  263.9  332.1  346.3  393.8  398.9  332.1  346.3  277.2 

   15.6  333.5  279.6  350.5  365.4  414.7  420.3  350.5  365.4  292.8 

   Source : Mott (1964), by permission of H.G. Goldstein, editor,  Aust. Refrig. Air Cond. Heat.   
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Table A.2.8 Composition Values of Selected Foods

   Food  Water (%)  Protein (%)  Fat (%)  Carbohydrate (%)  Ash (%) 

   Apples, fresh  84.4  0.2  0.6  14.5  0.3 

   Applesauce  88.5  0.2  0.2  10.8  0.6 

   Asparagus  91.7  2.5  0.2  5.0  0.6 

   Beans, lima  67.5  8.4  0.5  22.1  1.5 

   Beef, hamburger, raw  68.3  20.7  10.0  0.0  1.0 

   Bread, white  35.8  8.7  3.2  50.4  1.9 

   Butter  15.5  0.6  81.0  0.4  2.5 

   Cod  81.2  17.6  0.3  0.0  1.2 

   Corn, sweet, raw  72.7  3.5  1.0  22.1  0.7 

   Cream, half-and-half  79.7  3.2  11.7  4.6  0.6 

   Eggs  73.7  12.9  11.5  0.9  1.0 

   Garlic  61.3  6.2  0.2  30.8  1.5 

   Lettuce, Iceburg  95.5  0.9  0.1  2.9  0.6 

   Milk, whole  87.4  3.5  3.5  4.9  0.7 

   Orange juice  88.3  0.7  0.2  10.4  0.4 

   Peaches  89.1  0.6  0.1  9.7  0.5 

   Peanuts, raw  5.6  26.0  47.5  18.6  2.3 

   Peas, raw  78.0  6.3  0.4  14.4  0.9 

   Pineapple, raw  85.3  0.4  0.2  13.7  0.4 

   Potatoes, raw  79.8  2.1  0.1  17.1  0.9 

   Rice, white  12.0  6.7  0.4  80.4  0.5 

   Spinach  90.7  3.2  0.3  4.3  1.5 

   Tomatoes  93.5  1.1  0.2  4.7  0.5 

   Turkey  64.2  20.1  14.7  0.0  1.0 

   Turnips  91.5  1.0  0.2  6.6  0.7 

   Yogurt (whole milk)  88.0  3.0  3.4  4.9  0.7 
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Table A.2.9 Coeffi  cients to Estimate Food Properties

   Property  Component 

 

Temperature function 

 

Standard error 

 Standard 

% error 

   k (W/m ° C) 
    
    
    
    
    
    

 Protein 
 Fat 
 Carbohydrate 
 Fiber 
 Ash 
 Water 
 Ice 

 k      �      1.7881      �      10  � 1       �      1.1958      �      10  � 3 T – 2.7178      �      10  � 6 T 2  
 k      �      1.8071      �      10  � 1  – 2.7604      �      10  � 3 T – 1.7749      �      10  � 7 T 2  
 k      �      2.0141      �      10  � 1       �      1.3874      �      10  � 3 T – 4.3312      �      10  � 6 T 2  
 k      �      1.8331      �      10  � 1       �      1.2497      �      10  � 3 T – 3.1683      �      10  � 6 T 2  
 k      �      3.2962      �      10  � 1       �      1.4011      �      10  � 3 T – 2.9069      �      10  � 6 T 2  
 k      �      5.7109      �      10  � 1       �      1.7625      �      10  � 3 T – 6.7036      �      10  � 6 T 2  
 k      �      2.2196 – 6.2489      �      10  � 3 T  � 1.0154      �      10  � 4 T 2  

 0.012 
 0.0032 
 0.0134 
 0.0127 
 0.0083 
 0.0028 
 0.0079 

 5.91 
 1.95 
 5.42 
 5.55 
 2.15 
 0.45 
 0.79 

    α  (mm 2 /s) 
    
    
    
    
    
    

 Protein 
 Fat 
 Carbohydrate 
 Fiber 
 Ash 
 Water 
 Ice 

  α       �      6.8714      �      10  � 2       �      4.7578      �      10  � 4 T – 1.4646      �      10  � 6 T 2  
  α       �      9.8777      �      10  � 2  – 1.2569      �      10  � 4 T – 3.8286      �      10  � 8 T 2  
  α       �      8.0842      �      10  � 2       �      5.3052      �      10  � 4 T – 2.3218      �      10  � 6 T 2  
  α       �      7.3976      �      10  � 2       �      5.1902      �      10  � 4 T – 2.2202      �      10  � 6 T 2  
  α       �      1.2461      �      10  � 1       �      3.7321      �      10  � 4 T – 1.2244      �      10  � 6 T 2  
  α       �      1.3168      �      10  � 1       �      6.2477      �      10  � 4 T – 2.4022      �      10  � 6 T 2  
  α       �      1.1756 – 6.0833      �      10  � 3 T      �      9.5037      �      10  � 5 T 2  

 0.0038 
 0.0020 
 0.0058 
 0.0026 
 0.0022 
 0.0022      �      10  � 6  
 0.0044      �      10  � 6  

 4.50 
 2.15 
 5.84 
 3.14 
 1.61 
 1.44 
 0.33 

    ρ  (kg/m 3 ) 
    
    
    
    
    
    

 Protein 
 Fat 
 Carbohydrate 
 Fiber 
 Ash 
 Water 
 Ice 

  ρ       �      1.3299      �      10 3  – 5.1840      �      10  � 1 T 
  ρ   �  9.2559      �      10 2  – 4.1757      �      10  � 1 T 
  ρ       �      1.5991      �      10 3  – 3.1046      �      10  � 1 T 
  ρ       �      1.3115      �      10 3  – 3.6589      �      10  � 1 T 
  ρ       �      2.4238      �      10 3  – 2.8063      �      10  � 1 T 
  ρ       �      9.9718      �      10 2        �      3.1439      �      10  � 3 T – 3.7574      �      10  � 3 T 2  
  ρ       �      9.1689      �      10 2  – 1.3071      �      10  � 1 T 

 39.9501 
 4.2554 

 93.1249 
 8.2687 
 2.2315 
 2.1044 
 0.5382 

 3.07 
 0.47 
 5.98 
 0.64 
 0.09 
 0.22 
 0.06 

   c p  (kJ/kg ° C) 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 Protein 
 Fat 
 Carbohydrate 
 Fiber 
 Ash 
 Water a  
 Water b  
 Ice 

 c p       �      2.0082      �      1.2089      �      10  � 3 T – 1.3129      �      10  � 6 T 2  
 c p       �      1.9842      �      1.4733      �      10  � 3 T – 4.8008      �      10  � 6 T 2  
 c p       �      1.5488      �      1.9625      �      10  � 3 T – 5.9399      �      10  � 6 T 2  
 c p       �      1.8459      �      1.8306      �      10  � 3 T – 4.6509      �      10  � 6 T 2  
 c p       �      1.0926      �      1.8896      �      10  � 3 T – 3.6817      �      10  � 6 T 2  
 c p       �      4.0817 – 5.3062      �      10  � 3 T      �      9.9516      �      10  � 4 T 2  
 cp      �      4.1762 – 9.0864      �      10�5       T      �      5.4731      �      10�6T2 
 cp      �      2.0623      �      6.0769      �      10�3T 

 0.1147 
 0.0236 
 0.0986 
 0.0293 
 0.0296 
 0.0988 
 0.0159 
 0.0014 

 5.57 
 1.16 
 5.96 
 1.66 
 2.47 
 2.15 
 0.38 
 0.07 

  a   For the temperature range of –40 to 0 ° C  .

  b   For the temperature range of 0 to 150 ° C  .
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   A.3     PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NONFOOD MATERIALS                   

Table A.3.1 Physical Properties of Metals

   Properties at 20 ° C 

    

   Metal 

   ρ   

 (kg/m 3 ) 

  c p   

 (kJ/kg  � C) 

  k  

 (W/m  ° C) 

   α   

 (�10  � 5  m 2 /s) 

   Aluminum 
    Pure 
    Al-Cu (Duralumin, 94–96% Al,     3–5% Cu, trace Mg) 
    Al-Si (Silumin, copper-bearing:     86.5% Al, 1% Cu) 
    Al-Si (Alusil, 78–80% Al,     20–22% Si) 
    Al-Mg-Si, 97% Al, 1%Mg, 1%     Si, 1% Mn 

 2707 
 2787 
   2659 
   2627 
   2707   

 0.896 
 0.883 
   0.867 
   0.854 
   0.892   

 
204 
 164 
   137 
   161 
   177   

 
8.418 
 6.676 
   5.933 
   7.172 
   7.311   

   Lead  11,373  0.130  35  2.343 

   Iron 
    Pure 
    Steel 
     (C max      �      1.5%): 
     Carbon steel 
      C �  0.5% 
      1.00% 
      1.50% 
     Nickel steel 
      Ni �  0% 
      20% 
      40% 
      80% 
     Invar 36% Ni 
     Chrome steel 
      Cr �  0% 
      1% 
      5% 
      20% 
     Cr-Ni (chrome-nickel) 
      15% Cr, 10% Ni 
      18% Cr, 8% Ni (V2A) 
      20% Cr, 15% Ni 
      25% Cr, 20% Ni 
     Tungsten steel 
      W  �  0% 
      W      �      1% 
      W      �      5% 
      W      �      10% 

  
 7897 

  
  
  

 7833 
 7801 
 7753 

  
 7897 
 7933 
 8169 
 8618 
 8137 

  
 7897 
 7865 
 7833 
 7689 

  
 7865 
 7817 
 7833 
 7865 

  
 7897 
 7913 
 8073 
 8314 

  
 0.452 

  
  
  

 0.465 
 0.473 
 0.486 

  
 0.452 
 0.46 
 0.46 
 0.46 
 0.46 

  
 0.452 
 0.46 
 0.46 
 0.46 

  
 0.46 
 0.46 
 0.46 
 0.46 

  
 0.452 
 0.448 
 0.435 
 0.419 

  
 73 

  
  
  

 54 
 43 
 36 

  
 73 
 19 
 10 
 35 
 10.7 

  
 73 
 61 
 40 
 22 

  
 19 
 16.3 
 15.1 
 12.8 

  
 73 
 66 
 54 
 48 

  
 2.034 

  
  
  

 1.474 
 1.712 
 0.970 

  
 2.026 
 0.526 
 0.279 
 0.872 
 0.286 

  
 2.026 
 1.665 
 1.110 
 0.635 

  
 0.526 
 0.444 
 0.415 
 0.361 

  
 2.026 
 1.858 
 1.525 
 1.391 

   Copper 
    Pure 
    Aluminum bronze (95% Cu, 5% Al) 
    Bronze (75%, 25% Sn) 

  
 8954 
 8666 
 8666 

  
 0.3831 
 0.410 
 0.343 

  
 386 

 83 
 26 

  
 11.234 

 2.330 
 0.859 

(Continued)
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Table A.3.1 (Continued)

   Properties at 20 ° C 

    

   Metal 

   ρ   

 (kg/m 3 ) 

  c p   

 (kJ/kg  ° C) 

  k  

 (W/m  ° C) 

   α   

 (� 10  � 5  m 2 /s) 

   Red brass (85% Cu, 9% Sn, 6% Zn)  8714  0.385  61  1.804 

   Brass (70% Cu, 30% Zn)  8522  0.385  111  3.412 

   German silver (62% Cu, 15% Ni,  22% Zn)  8618  0.394  24.9  0.733 

   Constantan (60% Cu, 40% Ni)  8922  0.410  22.7  0.612 

   Magnesium 
    Pure 
    Mg-Al (electrolytic), 6–8% Al,  1–2% Zn

  
 1746 
 1810 

  
 1.013 
 1.00 

  
 171 

 66 

  
 9.708 
 3.605 

   Molybdenum  10,220  0.251  123  4.790 

   Nickel 
    Pure (99.9%) 
    Ni-Cr (90% Ni, 10% Cr) 
    80% Ni, 20% Cr 

  
 8906 
 8666 
 8314 

  
 0.4459 
 0.444 
 0.444 

  
 90 
 17 
 12.6 

  
 2.266 
 0.444 
 0.343 

   Silver 
    Purest 
    Pure (99.9%) 

  
 10,524 
 10,524 

  
 0.2340 
 0.2340 

  
 419 
 407 

  
 17.004 
 16.563 

   Tin, pure  7304  0.2265  64  3.884 

   Tungsten  19,350  0.1344  163  6.271 

   Zinc, pure  7144  0.3843  112.2  4.106 

   Source : Adapted from  Holman (2002) . Reproduced with permission from the publisher.  

                     

Table A.3.2 Physical Properties of Nonmetals

    

   Substance 

 Temperature 

 ( ° C) 

 k 

 (W/m  � C) 

  ρ  

 (kg/m 3 ) 

 c 

 (kJ/kg  � C) 

  α  

 ( � 10  � 7  m 2 /s) 

   Asphalt  20–55  0.74–0.76       

   Brick 
    Building brick, common 
    Fireclay brick, burnt 
     133 ° C 
    
    

  
 20 

  
 500 
 800 

 1100 

  
 0.69 

  
 1.04 
 1.07 
 1.09 

  
 1600 

  
 2000 

  
  

  
 0.84 

  
 0.96 

  
  

  
 5.2 

  
 5.4 

  
  

   Cement, Portland 
    Mortar 

  
 23 

 0.29 
 1.16 

 1500 
  

  
  

  
  

   Concrete, cinder  23  0.76       

   Glass, window  20  0.78 (avg)  2700  0.84  3.4 

(Continued)
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Table A.3.2 (Continued)

    

   Substance 

 Temperature 

 ( ° C) 

 k 

 (W/m  ° C) 

  ρ  

 (kg/m 3 ) 

 c 

 (kJ/kg  ° C) 

  α  

 ( � 10  � 7  m 2 /s) 

   Plaster, gypsum 
    Metal lath 
    Wood lath 

 20 
 20 
 20 

 0.48 
 0.47 
 0.28 

 1440 
  
  

 0.84 
  
  

 4.0 
  
  

   Stone 
    Granite 
    Limestone 
    Marble 
    Sandstone 

  
  

 100–300 
  

 40 

  
 1.73–3.98 
 1.26–1.33 
 2.07–2.94 

 1.83 

  
 2640 
 2500 

 2500–2700 
 2160–2300 

  
 0.82 
 0.90 
 0.80 
 0.71 

  
 8–18 

 5.6–5.9 
 10–13.6 

 11.2–11.9 

   Wood (across the grain) 
    Cypress 
    Fir 
    Maple or Oak 
    Yellow pine 
    White pine 

  
 30 
 23 
 30 
 23 
 30 

  
 0.097 
 0.11 
 0.166 
 0.147 
 0.112 

  
 460 
 420 
 540 
 640 
 430 

  
  

 2.72 
 2.4 
 2.8 

  

  
  

 0.96 
 1.28 
 0.82 

  

   Asbestos 
    Loosely packed 
    
    
  Sheets 

  
 –45 

 0 
 100 
 51 

  
 0.149 
 0.154 
 0.161 
 0.166 

  
  

 470–570 
  
  

  
  

 0.816 
  
  

  
  

 3.3–4 
  
  

   Cardboard, corrugated  ___  0.064       

   Corkboard, 160 kg/m 3   30  0.043  160     

   Cork, regranulated 
    Ground 

 32 
 32 

 0.045 
 0.043 

 45–120 
 150 

 1.88 
  

 2–5.3 
  

   Diatomaceous earth 
    (Sil-o-cel) 

  
 0 

  
 0.061 

  
 320 

  
  

  
  

   Fiber, insulating board  20  0.048  240     

   Glass wool, 24 kg/m 3   23  0.038  24  0.7  22.6 

   Magnesia, 85% 
    
    
    

 38 
 93 

 150 
 204 

 0.067 
 0.071 
 0.074 
 0.080 

 270 
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

   Rock wool, 24 kg/m 3  
    Loosely packed 

 32 
 150 

 0.040 
 0.067 

 160 
 64 

  
  

  
  

     260  0.087       

   Sawdust  23  0.059       

   Wood shavings  23  0.059       

   Source : Adapted from  Holman (2002) . Reproduced with the permission of the publisher.  
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Table A.3.3 Emissivity of Various Surfaces

Wavelength and average temperatures

    

   Material 

 9.3        μ m 

 38°C 

 5.4        μ m 

 260°C 

 3.6        μ m 

 540°C 

 1.8        μ m 

 1370°C 

 0.6        μ m 

 Solar 

   Metals 
    Aluminum 
     Polished 
     Oxidized 
     24-ST weathered 
     Surface roofi ng 
     Anodized (at 1000°F) 
    Brass 
     Polished 
     Oxidized 
    Chromium, polished 
     Copper 
     Polished 
     Oxidized 
    Iron 
     Polished 
     Cast, oxidized 
     Galvanized, new 
     Galvanized, dirty 
     Steel plate, rough 
     Oxide 
    Magnesium 
    Silver, polished 
    Stainless steel 
     18-8, polished 
     18-8, weathered 
    Steel tube 
     Oxidized 
    Tungsten fi lament 
    Zinc 
     Polished 
     Galvanized sheet 

  
  

 0.04 
 0.11 
 0.4 
 0.22 
 0.94 

  
 0.10 
 0.61 
 0.08 

  
 0.04 
 0.87 

  
 0.06 
 0.63 
 0.23 
 0.28 
 0.94 
 0.96 
 0.07 
 0.01 

  
 0.15 
 0.85 

  
 – 

 0.03 
  

 0.02 
  � 0.25 

  
  

 0.05 
 0.12 
 0.32 

  
 0.42 

  
 0.10 

  
 0.17 

  
 0.05 
 0.83 

  
 0.08 
 0.66 

 – 
 – 

 0.97 
 – 

 0.13 
 0.02 

  
 0.18 
 0.85 

  
 0.80 

 – 
  

 0.03 
  

  
  

 0.08 
 0.18 
 0.27 

  
 0.60 

  
  
  

 0.26 
  

 0.18 
 0.77 

  
 0.13 
 0.76 

 – 
 – 

 0.98 
 0.85 
 0.18 
 0.03 

  
 0.22 
 0.85 

  
  
 – 
  

 0.04 
  

  
  

 0.19 
  
  
  

 0.34 
  
  
  

 0.40 
  

 0.17 
  
  

 0.25 
  

 0.42 
 0.90 

  
 – 

 0.24 
 – 
  
  
  
  
  

  � 0.18 
  

 0.06 
  

  
  

  � 0.3 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 0.49 
  
  
  
  

 0.45 
  

 0.66 
 0.89 

  
 0.74 
 0.30 
 0.11 

  
  
  
  
  

 0.36 a  
  

 0.46 
  

   Building and insulating materials 
    Asphalt 
    Brick 
     Red 
     Fire clay 
     Silica 
     Magnesite refractory 
    Enamel, white 
    Paper, white 
    Plaster 
    Roofi ng board 
    Enameled steel, white 

  
 0.93 

  
 0.93 
 0.9 
 0.9 
 0.9 
 0.9 
 0.95 
 0.91 
 0.93 

 – 

  
 – 
  
 – 
 – 
 – 
 – 
  
 – 
  
  
 – 

  
 0.9 

  
 – 

  � 0.7 
  � 0.75 

 – 
  

 0.82 
  
  
 – 

  
 – 
  
 – 

  � 0.75 
 0.84 

  � 0.4 
  

 0.25 
  
  

 0.65 

  
 0.93 

  
 0.7 

  
  
  
  

 0.28 
  
  

 0.47 

(Continued)
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Table A.3.3 (Continued)

Wavelength and average temperatures

    

   Material 

 9.3        μ m 

 38°C 

 5.4        μ m 

 260°C 

 3.6        μ m 

 540°C 

 1.8        μ m 

 1370°C 

 0.6        μ m 

 Solar 

   Paints 
    Aluminized lacquer 
    Lacquer, black 
    Lampblack paint 
    Red paint 
    Yellow paint 
    Oil paints (all colors) 
    White (ZnO) 

  
 0.65 
 0.96 
 0.96 
 0.96 
 0.95 

  � 0.94 
 0.95 

  
 0.65 
 0.98 
 0.97 

 – 
 – 

  � 0.9 
 – 

  
  
  
 – 
 – 

 0.5 
  

 0.91 

  
  
  

 0.97 
 – 
 – 
  
 – 

  
  
  

 0.97 
 0.74 
 0.30 

  
 0.18 

   Miscellaneous 
    Ice 
    Water 
    Carbon, T-carbon, 0.9% ash 
    Wood 
    Glass 

  
  � 0.97 b  
  � 0.96 

 0.82 
  � 0.93 

 0.90 

  
  
  

 0.80 
  
 – 

  
  
  

 0.79 
  
 – 

  
  
  
  
  
 – 

  
  
  
  
  
 (Low) 

   Source : Adapted from Kreith (1973). Copyright © 1973 Harper and Row Publishers, Inc. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.  
  a   At 3315°C  

  b   At 0°C  
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   A.4 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER AND AIR 

                             

Table A.4.1 Physical Properties of Water at the Saturation Pressure

            

  
  

 Density 

  ρ  
 (kg/m3) 

 Coeffi  cient of 

volumetric 

 thermal 

 expansion 
  β  

 (�10�4 K�1) 

  
 Specifi c 

 heat 

 cp 

 (kJ/

[kg ° C]) 

  

 Thermal 

 conductivity 

 k 

 (W/[m  ° C]) 

  

 Thermal 

 diff usivity 

  α  
 (�10�6 m2/s) 

  
 Absolute 

 viscosity 

  μ  
 (�10�6       Pa s) 

  

 Kinematic 

 viscosity 

  ν  
 (�10�6 m2/s) 

  
 Prandtl 

 number 

 NPr   

   Temperature   

   T 

   ( ° C) 

 T 

 (K) 

   0  273.15  999.9  –0.7  4.226  0.558  0.131  1793.636  1.789  13.7 

   5  278.15  1000.0   –  4.206  0.568  0.135  1534.741  1.535  11.4 

   10  283.15  999.7  0.95  4.195  0.577  0.137  1296.439  1.300  9.5 

   15  288.15  999.1  –  4.187  0.587  0.141  1135.610  1.146  8.1 

   20  293.15  998.2  2.1  4.182  0.597  0.143  993.414  1.006  7.0 

   25  298.15  997.1  –  4.178  0.606  0.146  880.637  0.884  6.1 

   30  303.15  995.7  3.0  4.176  0.615  0.149  792.377  0.805  5.4 

   35  308.15  994.1   –  4.175  0.624  0.150  719.808  0.725  4.8 

   40  313.15  992.2  3.9  4.175  0.633  0.151  658.026  0.658  4.3 

   45  318.15  990.2  –  4.176  0.640  0.155  605.070  0.611  3.9 

   50  323.15  988.1  4.6  4.178  0.647  0.157  555.056  0.556  3.55 

   55  328.15  985.7  –  4.179  0.652  0.158  509.946  0.517  3.27 

   60  333.15  983.2  5.3  4.181  0.658  0.159  471.650  0.478  3.00 

   65  338.15  980.6   –  4.184  0.663  0.161  435.415  0.444  2.76 

   70  343.15  977.8  5.8  4.187  0.668  0.163  404.034  0.415  2.55 

   75  348.15  974.9  –  4.190  0.671  0.164  376.575  0.366  2.23 

   80  353.15  971.8  6.3  4.194  0.673  0.165  352.059  0.364  2.25 

   85  358.15  968.7  –  4.198  0.676  0.166  328.523  0.339  2.04 

   90  363.15  965.3  7.0  4.202  0.678  0.167  308.909  0.326  1.95 

   95  368.15  961.9  –  4.206  0.680  0.168  292.238  0.310  1.84 

   100  373.15  958.4  7.5  4.211  0.682  0.169  277.528  0.294  1.75 

   110  383.15  951.0  8.0  4.224  0.684  0.170  254.973  0.268  1.57 

   120  393.15  943.5  8.5  4.232  0.684  0.171  235.360  0.244  1.43 

   130  403.15  934.8  9.1  4.250  0.685  0.172  211.824  0.226  1.32 

   140  413.15  926.3  9.7  4.257  0.686  0.172  201.036  0.212  1.23 

   150  423.15  916.9  10.3  4.270  0.684  0.173  185.346  0.201  1.17 

   160  433.15  907.6  10.8  4.285  0.680  0.173  171.616  0.191  1.10 

   170  443.15  897.3  11.5  4.396  0.679  0.172  162.290  0.181  1.05 

(Continued)
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Table A.4.1 (Continued)

            

  
  

 Density 

  ρ  
 (kg/m3) 

 Coeffi  cient of 

volumetric 

 thermal 

 expansion 
  β  

 (�10�4 K�1) 

  
 Specifi c 

 heat 

 cp 

 (kJ/

[kg  ° C]) 

  

 Thermal 

 conductivity 

 k 

 (W/[m  ° C]) 

  

 Thermal 

 diff usivity 

  α  
 (�10�6 m2/s) 

  
 Absolute 

 viscosity 

  μ  
 (�10�6       Pa s) 

  

 Kinematic 

 viscosity 

  ν  
 (�10�6 m2/s) 

  
 Prandtl 

 number 

 NPr   

   Temperature   

   T 

   ( ° C) 

 T 

 (K) 

   180  453.15  886.6  12.1  4.396  0.673  0.172  152.003  0.173  1.01 

   190  463.15  876.0  12.8  4.480  0.670  0.171  145.138  0.166  0.97 

   200  473.15  862.8  13.5  4.501  0.665  0.170  139.254  0.160  0.95 

   210  483.15  852.8  14.3  4.560  0.655  0.168  131.409  0.154  0.92 

   220  493.15  837.0  15.2  4.605  0.652  0.167  124.544  0.149  0.90 

   230  503.15  827.3  16.2  4.690  0.637  0.164  119.641  0.145  0.88 

   240  513.15  809.0  17.2  4.731  0.634  0.162  113.757  0.141  0.86 

   250  523.15  799.2  18.6  4.857  0.618  0.160  109.834  0.137  0.86 

  Source: Adapted from  Raznjevic (1978)   

                         
Table A.4.2 Properties of Saturated Steam

       Specifi c volume (m3/kg)  Enthalpy (kJ/kg)  Entropy (kJ/[kg  ° C]) 

    

   Temperature 

   ( ° C) 

 Vapor 

 pressure 

 (kPa) 

  

  

 Liquid 

  

 Saturated 

 vapor 

  

 Liquid 

 (Hc) 

 Saturated 

 vapor 

 (Hv) 

  

  

 Liquid 

  

 Saturated 

 vapor 

   0.01  0.6113  0.0010002  206.136  0.00  2501.4  0.0000  9.1562 

   3  0.7577  0.0010001  168.132  12.57  2506.9  0.0457  9.0773 

   6  0.9349  0.0010001  137.734  25.20  2512.4  0.0912  9.0003 

   9  1.1477  0.0010003  113.386  37.80  2517.9  0.1362  8.9253 

   12  1.4022  0.0010005  93.784  50.41  2523.4  0.1806  8.8524 

   15  1.7051  0.0010009  77.926  62.99  2528.9  0.2245  8.7814 

   18  2.0640  0.0010014  65.038  75.58  2534.4  0.2679  8.7123 

   21  2.487  0.0010020  54.514  88.14  2539.9  0.3109  8.6450 

   24  2.985  0.0010027  45.883  100.70  2545.4  0.3534  8.5794 

   27  3.567  0.0010035  38.774  113.25  2550.8  0.3954  8.5156 

   30  4.246  0.0010043  32.894  125.79  2556.3  0.4369  8.4533 

   33  5.034  0.0010053  28.011  138.33  2561.7  0.4781  8.3927 

   36  5.947  0.0010063  23.940  150.86  2567.1  0.5188  8.3336 

   40  7.384  0.0010078  19.523  167.57  2574.3  0.5725  8.2570 

   45  9.593  0.0010099  15.258  188.45  2583.2  0.6387  8.1648 

   50  12.349  0.0010121  12.032  209.33  2592.1  0.7038  8.0763 

(Continued)
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Table A.4.2 (Continued)

       Specifi c volume (m3/kg)  Enthalpy (kJ/kg)  Entropy (kJ/[kg  ° C]) 

    

   Temperature 

   ( ° C) 

 Vapor 

 pressure 

 (kPa) 

  

  

 Liquid 

  

 Saturated 

 vapor 

  

 Liquid 

 (Hc) 

 Saturated 

 vapor 

 (Hv) 

  

  

 Liquid 

  

 Saturated 

 vapor 

   55  15.758  0.0010146  9.568  230.23  2600.9  0.7679  7.9913 

   60  19.940  0.0010172  7.671  251.13  2609.6  0.8312  7.9096 

   65  25.03  0.0010199  6.197  272.06  2618.3  0.8935  7.8310 

   70  31.19  0.0010228  5.042  292.98  2626.8  0.9549  7.7553 

   75  38.58  0.0010259  4.131  313.93  2635.3  1.0155  7.6824 

   80  47.39  0.0010291  3.407  334.91  2643.7  1.0753  7.6122 

   85  57.83  0.0010325  2.828  355.90  2651.9  1.1343  7.5445 

   90  70.14  0.0010360  2.361  376.92  2660.1  1.1925  7.4791 

   95  84.55  0.0010397  1.9819  397.96  2668.1  1.2500  7.4159 

   100  101.35  0.0010435  1.6729  419.04  2676.1  1.3069  7.3549 

   105  120.82  0.0010475  1.4194  440.15  2683.8  1.3630  7.2958 

   110  143.27  0.0010516  1.2102  461.30  2691.5  1.4185  7.2387 

   115  169.06  0.0010559  1.0366  482.48  2699.0  1.4734  7.1833 

   120  198.53  0.0010603  0.8919  503.71  2706.3  1.5276  7.1296 

   125  232.1  0.0010649  0.7706  524.99  2713.5  1.5813  7.0775 

   130  270.1  0.0010697  0.6685  546.31  2720.5  1.6344  7.0269 

   135  313.0  0.0010746  0.5822  567.69  2727.3  1.6870  6.9777 

   140  361.3  0.0010797  0.5089  589.13  2733.9  1.7391  6.9299 

   145  415.4  0.0010850  0.4463  610.63  2740.3  1.7907  6.8833 

   150  475.8  0.0010905  0.3928  632.20  2746.5  1.8418  6.8379 

   155  543.1  0.0010961  0.3468  653.84  2752.4  1.8925  6.7935 

   160  617.8  0.0011020  0.3071  675.55  2758.1  1.9427  6.7502 

   165  700.5  0.0011080  0.2727  697.34  2763.5  1.9925  6.7078 

   170  791.7  0.0011143  0.2428  719.21  2768.7  2.0419  6.6663 

   175  892.0  0.0011207  0.2168  741.17  2773.6  2.0909  6.6256 

   180  1002.1  0.0011274  0.19405  763.22  2778.2  2.1396  6.5857 

   190  1254.4  0.0011414  0.15654  807.62  2786.4  2.2359  6.5079 

   200  1553.8  0.0011565  0.12736  852.45  2793.2  2.3309  6.4323 

   225  2548  0.0011992  0.07849  966.78  2803.3  2.5639  6.2503 

   250  3973  0.0012512  0.05013  1085.36  2801.5  2.7927  6.0730 

   275  5942  0.0013168  0.03279  1210.07  2785.0  3.0208  5.8938 

   300  8581  0.0010436  0.02167  1344.0  2749.0  3.2534  5.7045 

  Source: Abridged from  Keenan et al. (1969) . Copyright © 1969 by John Wiley and Sons. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley and Sons, Inc.  
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Table A.4.3 Properties of Superheated Steam

     Absolute pressure 

(kPa, with sat. 

temperature,  ° C) a        

   Temperature ( ° C)     

 100  150  200  250  300  360  420  500 

   10 
    (45.81) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

 17.196 
 2687.5 
 8.4479 

 19.512 
 2783.0 
 8.6882 

 21.825 
 2879.5 
 8.9038 

 24.136 
 2977.3 
 9.1002 

 26.445 
 3076.5 
 9.2813 

 29.216 
 3197.6 
 9.4821 

 31.986 
 3320.9 
 9.6682 

 35.679 
 3489.1 
 9.8978 

   50 
    (81.33) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

 3.418 
 2682.5 
 7.6947 

 3.889 
 2780.1 
 7.9401 

 4.356 
 2877.7 
 8.1580 

 4.820 
 2976.0 
 8.3556 

 5.284 
 3075.5 
 8.5373 

 5.839 
 3196.8 
 8.7385 

 6.394 
 3320.4 
 8.9249 

 7.134 
 3488.7 
 9.1546 

   75 
    (91.78) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

 2.270 
 2679.4 
 7.5009 

 2.587 
 2778.2 
 7.7496 

 2.900 
 2876.5 
 7.9690 

 3.211 
 2975.2 
 8.1673 

 3.520 
 3074.9 
 8.3493 

 3.891 
 3196.4 
 8.5508 

 4.262 
 3320.0 
 8.7374 

 4.755 
 3488.4 
 8.9672 

   100 
    (99.63) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

 1.6958 
 2676.2 
 7.3614 

 1.9364 
 2776.4 
 7.6134 

 2.172 
 2875.3 
 7.8343 

 2.406 
 2974.3 
 8.0333 

 2.639 
 3074.3 
 8.2158 

 2.917 
 3195.9 
 8.4175 

 3.195 
 3319.6 
 8.6042 

 3.565 
 3488.1 
 8.8342 

   150 
    (111.37) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

  
  
  

 1.2853 
 2772.6 
 7.4193 

 1.4443 
 2872.9 
 7.6433 

 1.6012 
 2972.7 
 7.8438 

 1.7570 
 3073.1 
 8.0720 

 1.9432 
 3195.0 
 8.2293 

 2.129 
 3318.9 
 8.4163 

 2.376 
 3487.6 
 8.6466 

   400 
    (143.63) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

  
  
  

 0.4708 
 2752.8 
 6.9299 

 0.5342 
 2860.5 
 7.1706 

 0.5951 
 2964.2 
 7.3789 

 0.6458 
 3066.8 
 7.5662 

 0.7257 
 3190.3 
 7.7712 

 0.7960 
 3315.3 
 7.9598 

 0.8893 
 3484.9 
 8.1913 

   700 
    (164.97) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

  
  
  

  
  
  

 0.2999 
 2844.8 
 6.8865 

 0.3363 
 2953.6 
 7.1053 

 0.3714 
 3059.1 
 7.2979 

 0.4126 
 3184.7 
 7.5063 

 0.4533 
 3310.9 
 7.6968 

 0.5070 
 3481.7 
 7.9299 

   1000 
    (179.91) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

  
  
  

  
  
  

 0.2060 
 2827.9 
 6.6940 

 0.2327 
 2942.6 
 6.9247 

 0.2579 
 3051.2 
 7.1229 

 0.2873 
 3178.9 
 7.3349 

 0.3162 
 3306.5 
 7.5275 

 0.3541 
 3478.5 
 7.7622 

   1500 
    (198.32) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

  
  
  

  
  
  

 0.13248 
 2796.8 
 6.4546 

 0.15195 
 2923.3 
 6.7090 

 0.16966 
 3037.6 
 6.9179 

 0.18988 
 3.1692 
 7.1363 

 0.2095 
 3299.1 
 7.3323 

 0.2352 
 3473.1 
 7.5698 

   2000 
    (212.42) 
    

 V 
  H  
  s  

  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  

 0.11144 
 2902.5 
 6.5453 

 0.12547 
 3023.5 
 6.7664 

 0.14113 
 3159.3 
 6.9917 

 0.15616 
 3291.6 
 7.1915 

 0.17568 
 3467.6 
 7.4317 

   2500 
    (223.99) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  

 0.08700 
 2880.1 
 6.4085 

 0.09890 
 3008.8 
 6.6438 

 0.11186 
 3149.1 
 6.8767 

 0.12414 
 3284.0 
 7.0803 

 0.13998 
 3462.1 
 7.3234 

   3000 
    (233.90) 
    

  V  
  H  
  s  

  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  

 0.07058 
 2855.8 
 6.2872 

 0.08114 
 2993.5 
 6.5390 

 0.09233 
 3138.7 
 6.7801 

 0.10279 
 3276.3 
 6.9878 

 0.11619 
 3456.5 
 7.2338 

  Source: Abridged from  Keenan et al. (1969) . Copyright © 1969 by John Wiley and Sons. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley and Sons, Inc.  

  a   V, specifi c volume, m3/kg; H, enthalpy, kJ/kg; s, entropy, kJ/kg K  .
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Table A.4.4 Physical Properties of Dry Air at Atmospheric Pressure

    

  
    

  

 Density 

( ρ ) 

 (kg/m3) 

 Volumetric 

 coeffi  cient 

 of 

 expansion ( β ) 

 ( � 10�3 K�1) 

  

  

 Specifi c 

 heat (cp) 

 (kJ/[kg K]) 

  

  

 Thermal 

 conductivity (k) 

 (W/[m K]) 

  

  

 Thermal 

 diff usivity ( α ) 

 ( � 10�6 m2/s) 

  

  

  

 Viscosity ( μ ) 

 ( � 10�6       N s/m2) 

  

  

 Kinematic 

 viscosity (ν) 

 ( � 10�6 m2/s) 

  

  

 Prandtl 

 number 

 (NPr) 

         Temperature   

   t 

   ( ° C) 

 T 

 (K) 

   –20  253.15  1.365  3.97  1.005  0.0226  16.8  16.279  12.0  0.71 

   0  273.15  1.252  3.65  1.011  0.0237  19.2  17.456  13.9  0.71 

   10  283.15  1.206  3.53  1.010  0.0244  20.7  17.848  14.66  0.71 

   20  293.15  1.164  3.41  1.012  0.0251  22.0  18.240  15.7  0.71 

   30  303.15  1.127  3.30  1.013  0.0258  23.4  18.682  16.58  0.71 

   40  313.15  1.092  3.20  1.014  0.0265  24.8  19.123  17.6  0.71 

   50  323.15  1.057  3.10  1.016  0.0272  26.2  19.515  18.58  0.71 

   60  333.15  1.025  3.00  1.017  0.0279  27.6  19.907  19.4  0.71 

   70  343.15  0.996  2.91  1.018  0.0286  29.2  20.398  20.65  0.71 

   80  353.15  0.968  2.83  1.019  0.0293  30.6  20.790  21.5  0.71 

   90  363.15  0.942  2.76  1.021  0.0300  32.2  21.231  22.82  0.71 

   100  373.15  0.916  2.69  1.022  0.0307  33.6  21.673  23.6  0.71 

   120  393.15  0.870  2.55  1.025  0.0320  37.0  22.555  25.9  0.71 

   140  413.15  0.827  2.43  1.027  0.0333  40.0  23.340  28.2  0.71 

   150  423.15  0.810  2.37  1.028  0.0336  41.2  23.732  29.4  0.71 

   160  433.15  0.789  2.31  1.030  0.0344  43.3  24.124  30.6  0.71 

   180  453.15  0.755  2.20  1.032  0.0357  47.0  24.909  33.0  0.71 

   200  473.15  0.723  2.11  1.035  0.0370  49.7  25.693  35.5  0.71 

   250  523.15  0.653  1.89  1.043  0.0400  60.0  27.557  42.2  0.71 

  Source: Adapted from  Raznjevic (1978)   .



   A.5    PSYCHROMETRIC CHARTS

   ■   Figure A.5.1            Psychrometric chart for high temperatures.    
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   ■   Figure A.5.2            Psychrometric chart for low temperatures.    
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   ■   Figure A.6.1            Pressure–enthalpy diagram for Refrigerant 12. (Reproduced by permission of Du Pont de Nemours International S.A.)    
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Table A.6.1 Properties of Saturated Liquid and Vapor R-12a

   Temp ( ° C)     

 Absolute 

pressure (kPa)   

 Enthalpy (kJ/kg)  Entropy (kJ/kg K)  Specifi c volume (L/kg) 

 hf  hg  sf  sg  vf  vg 

   –60  22.62  146.463  324.236  0.77977  1.61373  0.63689  637.911 

   –55  29.98  150.808  326.567  0.79990  1.60552  0.64226  491.000 

   –50  39.15  155.169  328.897  0.81964  1.59810  0.64782  383.105 

   –45  50.44  159.549  331.223  0.83901  1.59142  0.65355  302.683 

   –40  64.17  163.948  333.541  0.85805  1.58539  0.65949  241.910 

   –35  80.71  168.396  335.849  0.86776  1.57996  0.66563  195.398 

   –30  100.41  172.810  338.143  0.89516  1.57507  0.67200  159.375 

   –28  109.27  174.593  339.057  0.90244  1.57326  0.67461  147.275 

   –26  118.72  176.380  339.968  0.90967  1.57152  0.67726  136.284 

   –24  128.80  178.171  340.876  0.91686  1.56985  0.67996  126.282 

   –22  139.53  179.965  341.780  0.92400  1.56825  0.68269  117.167 

   –20  150.93  181.764  342.682  0.93110  1.56672  0.68547  108.847 

   –18  163.04  183.567  343.580  0.93816  1.56526  0.68829  101.242 

   –16  175.89  185.374  344.474  0.94518  1.56385  0.69115  94.2788 

   –14  189.50  187.185  345.365  0.95216  1.56250  0.69407  87.8951 

   –12  203.90  189.001  346.252  0.95910  1.56121  0.60703  82.0344 

   –10  219.12  190.822  347.134  0.96601  1.55997  0.70004  76.6464 

   –9  227.04  191.734  347.574  0.96945  1.55938  0.70157  74.1155 

   –8  235.19  192.647  348.012  0.97287  1.55897  0.70310  71.6864 

   –7  243.55  193.562  348.450  0.97629  1.55822  0.70465  69.3543 

   –6  252.14  194.477  348.886  0.97971  1.55765  0.70622  67.1146 

   –5  260.96  195.395  349.321  0.98311  1.55710  0.70780  64.9629 

   –4  270.01  196.313  349.755  0.98650  1.55657  0.70939  62.8952 

   –3  279.30  197.233  350.187  0.98989  1.55604  0.71099  60.9075 

   –2  288.82  198.154  350.619  0.99327  1.55552  0.71261  58.9963 

   –1  298.59  199.076  351.049  0.99664  1.55502  0.71425  57.1579 

   0  308.61  200.000  351.477  1.00000  1.55452  0.71590  55.3892 

   1  318.88  200.925  351.905  1.00355  1.55404  0.71756  53.6869 

   2  329.40  201.852  352.331  1.00670  1.55356  0.71324  52.0481 

   3  340.19  202.780  352.755  1.01004  1.55310  0.72094  50.4700 

   4  351.24  203.710  353.179  1.01337  1.55264  0.72265  48.9499 

   5  363.55  204.642  353.600  1.01670  1.55220  0.72438  47.4853 

   6  374.14  205.575  354.020  1.02001  1.55176  0.72612  46.0737 

(Continued)
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Table A.6.1 (Continued)

   Temp ( ° C)   

 Absolute 

pressure (kPa)   

 Enthalpy (kJ/kg)  Entropy (kJ/kg K)  Specifi c volume (L/kg) 

 hf  hg  sf  sg  vf  vg 

   7  386.01  206.509  354.439  1.02333  1.55133  0.72788  44.7129 

   8  398.15  207.445  354.856  1.02663  1.55091  0.72966  43.4006 

   9  410.58  208.383  355.272  1.02993  1.55050  0.73146  42.1349 

   10  423.30  209.323  355.686  1.03322  1.55010  0.73326  40.9137 

   11  436.31  210.264  356.098  1.03650  1.54970  0.73510  39.7352 

   12  449.62  211.207  356.509  1.03978  1.54931  0.73695  38.5975 

   13  463.23  212.152  356.918  1.04305  1.54893  0.73882  37.4991 

   14  477.14  213.099  357.325  1.04632  1.54856  0.74071  36.4382 

   15  491.37  214.048  357.730  1.04958  1.54819  0.74262  35.4133 

   16  505.91  214.998  358.134  1.05284  1.54783  0.74455  34.4230 

   17  520.76  215.951  358.535  1.05609  1.54748  0.74649  33.4658 

   18  535.94  216.906  358.935  1.05933  1.54713  0.74846  32.5405 

   19  551.45  217.863  359.333  1.06258  1.54679  0.75045  31.6457 

   20  567.29  218.821  359.729  1.06581  1.54645  0.75246  30.7802 

   21  583.47  219.783  360.122  1.06904  1.54612  0.75449  29.9429 

   22  599.98  220.746  360.514  1.07227  1.54579  0.75655  29.1327 

   23  616.84  221.712  360.904  1.07549  1.54547  0.75863  28.3485 

   24  634.05  222.680  361.291  1.07871  1.54515  0.76073  27.5894 

   25  651.62  223.650  361.676  1.08193  1.54484  0.76286  26.8542 

   26  669.54  224.623  362.059  1.08514  1.54453  0.76501  26.1442 

   27  687.82  225.598  362.439  1.08835  1.54423  0.76718  25.4524 

   28  706.47  226.576  362.817  1.09155  1.54393  0.76938  24.7840 

   29  725.50  227.557  363.193  1.09475  1.54363  0.77161  24.1362 

   30  744.90  228.540  363.566  1.09795  1.54334  0.77386  23.5082 

   31  764.68  229.526  363.937  1.10115  1.54305  0.77614  22.8993 

   32  784.85  230.515  364.305  1.10434  1.54276  0.77845  22.3088 

   33  805.41  231.506  364.670  1.10753  1.54247  0.78079  21.7359 

   34  826.36  232.501  365.033  1.11072  1.54219  0.78316  21.1802 

   35  847.72  233.498  365.392  1.11391  1.54191  0.78556  20.6408 

   36  869.48  234.499  365.749  1.11710  1.54163  0.78799  20.1173 

   37  891.64  235.503  366.103  1.12028  1.54135  0.79045  19.6091 

   38  914.23  236.510  366.454  1.12347  1.54107  0.79294  19.1156 

   39  937.23  237.521  366.802  1.12665  1.54079  0.79546  18.6362 

A.6  Pressure–Enthalpy Data
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Table A.6.1 (Continued)

   Temp ( ° C)   

 Absolute 

pressure (kPa)   

 Enthalpy (kJ/kg)  Entropy (kJ/kg K)  Specifi c volume (L/kg) 

 hf  hg  sf  sg  vf  vg 

   40  960.65  238.535  367.146  1.12984  1.54051  0.79802 18.17 06 

   41  984.51  239.552  267.487  1.13302  1.54024  0.80062  17.7182 

   42  1008.8  240.574  367.825  1.13620  1.53996  0.80325  17.2785 

   43  1033.5  241.598  368.160  1.13938  1.53968  0.80592  16.8511 

   44  1058.7  242.627  368.491  1.14257  1.53941  0.80863  16.4356 

   45  1084.3  243.659  368.818  1.14575  1.53913  0.81137  16.0316 

   46  1110.4  244.696  369.141  1.14894  1.53885  0.81416  15.6386 

   47  1136.9  245.736  369.461  1.15213  1.53856  0.81698  15.2563 

   48  1163.9  246.781  369.777  1.15532  1.53828  0.81985  14.8844 

   49  1191.4  247.830  370.088  1.15851  1.53799  0.82277  14.5224 

   50  1219.3  248.884  370.396  1.16170  1.53770  0.82573  14.1701 

   52  1276.6  251.004  370.997  1.16810  1.53712  0.83179  13.4931 

   54  1335.9  253.144  371.581  1.17451  1.53651  0.83804  12.8509 

   56  1397.2  255.304  372.145  1.18093  1.53589  0.84451  12.2412 

   58  1460.5  257.486  372.688  1.18738  1.53524  0.85121  11.6620 

   60  1525.9  259.690  373.210  1.19384  1.53457  0.85814  11.1113 

   62  1593.5  261.918  373.707  1.20034  1.53387  0.86534  10.5872 

   64  1663.2  264.172  374.810  1.20686  1.53313  0.87282  10.0881 

   66  1735.1  266.452  374.625  1.21342  1.53235  0.88059  9.61234 

   68  1809.3  268.762  375.042  1.22001  1.53153  0.88870  9.15844 

   70  1885.8  271.102  375.427  1.22665  1.53066  0.89716  8.72502 

   75  2087.5  277.100  376.234  1.24347  1.52821  0.92009  7.72258 

   80  2304.6  283.341  376.777  1.26069  1.52526  0.94612  6.82143 

   85  2538.0  289.879  376.985  1.27845  1.52164  0.97621  6.00494 

   90  2788.5  296.788  376.748  1.29691  1.51708  1.01190  5.25759 

   95  3056.9  304.181  375.887  1.31637  1.51113  1.05581  4.56341 

   100  3344.1  312.261  374.070  1.33732  1.50296  1.11311  3.90280 

  Source:  Stoecker (1988)    .
a  Subscripts: f      �      liquid, g      �      gas  .
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   ■   Figure A.6.2            Pressure–enthalpy diagram of superheated R-12 vapor. (Courtesy, Technical University of Denmark.)    
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Table A.6.2 Properties of Saturated Liquid and Vapor R-717 (Ammonia)a

   Temp ( ° C)     

 Absolute 

pressure (kPa)   

 Enthalpy (kJ/kg)  Entropy (kJ/[kg K])  Specifi c volume (L/kg) 

 hf  hg  sf  sg  vf  vg 

   –60  21.99  –69.5330  1373.19  –0.10909  6.6592  1.4010  4685.08 

   –55  30.29  –47.5062  1382.01  –0.00717  6.5454  1.4126  3474.22 

   –50  41.03  –25.4342  1390.64  –0.09264  6.4382  1.4245  2616.51 

   –45  54.74  –3.3020  1399.07  –0.19049  6.3369  1.4367  1998.91 

   –40  72.01  18.9024  1407.26  0.28651  6.2410  1.4493  1547.36 

   –35  93.49  41.1883  1415.20  0.38082  6.1501  1.4623  1212.49 

   –30  119.90  63.5629  1422.86  0.47351  6.0636  1.4757  960.867 

   –28  132.02  72.5387  1425.84  0.51015  6.0302  1.4811  878.100 

   –26  145.11  81.5300  1428.76  0.54655  5.9974  1.4867  803.761 

   –24  159.22  90.5370  1431.64  0.58272  5.9652  1.4923  736.868 

   –22  174.41  99.5600  1434.46  0.61865  5.9336  1.4980  676.570 

   –20  190.74  108.599  1437.23  0.65436  5.9025  1.5037  622.122 

   –18  208.26  117.656  1439.94  0.68984  5.8720  1.5096  572.875 

   –16  227.04  126.729  1442.60  0.72511  5.8420  1.5155  528.257 

   –14  247.14  135.820  1445.20  0.76016  5.8125  1.5215  487.769 

   –12  268.63  144.929  1447.74  0.79501  5.7835  1.5276  450.971 

   –10  291.57  154.056  1450.22  0.82965  5.7550  1.5338  417.477 

   –9  303.60  158.628  1451.44  0.84690  5.7409  1.5369  401.860 

   –8  316.02  163.204  1452.64  0.86410  5.7269  1.5400  386.944 

   –7  328.84  167.785  1453.83  0.88125  5.7131  1.5432  372.692 

   –6  342.07  172.371  1455.00  0.89835  5.6993  1.5464  359.071 

   –5  355.71  176.962  1456.15  0.91541  5.6856  1.5496  346.046 

   –4  369.77  181.559  1457.29  0.93242  5.6721  1.5528  333.589 

   –3  384.26  186.161  1458.42  0.94938  5.6586  1.5561  321.670 

   –2  399.20  190.768  1459.53  0.96630  5.6453  1.5594  310.263 

   –1  414.58  195.381  1460.62  0.98317  5.6320  1.5627  299.340 

   0  430.43  200.000  1461.70  1.00000  5.6189  1.5660  288.880 

   1  446.74  204.625  1462.76  1.01679  5.6058  1.5694  278.858 

   2  463.53  209.256  1463.80  1.03354  5.5929  1.5727  269.253 

   3  480.81  213.892  1464.83  1.05024  5.5800  1.5762  260.046 

   4  498.59  218.535  1465.84  1.06691  5.5672  1.5796  251.216 

   5  516.87  223.185  1466.84  1.08353  5.5545  1.5831  242.745 

   6  535.67  227.841  1467.82  1.10012  5.5419  1.5866  234.618 

(Continued)
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Table A.6.2 (Continued)

   Temp ( ° C)     

 Absolute 

pressure (kPa)   

 Enthalpy (kJ/kg)  Entropy (kJ/[kg K])  Specifi c volume (L/kg) 

 hf  hg  sf  sg  vf  vg 

   7  555.00  232.503  1468.78  1.11667  5.5294  1.5901  226.817 

   8  574.87  237.172  1469.72  1.13317  5.5170  1.5936  219.326 

   9  595.28  241.848  1470.64  1.14964  5.5046  1.5972  212.132 

   10  616.25  246.531  1471.57  1.16607  5.4924  1.6008  205.221 

   11  637.78  251.221  1472.46  1.18246  5.4802  1.6045  198.580 

   12  659.89  255.918  1473.34  1.19882  5.4681  1.6081  192.196 

   13  682.59  260.622  1474.20  1.21515  5.4561  1.6118  186.058 

   14  705.88  265.334  1475.05  1.23144  5.4441  1.6156  180.154 

   15  729.29  270.053  1475.88  1.24769  5.4322  1.6193  174.475 

   16  754.31  274.779  1476.69  1.26391  5.4204  1.6231  169.009 

   17  779.46  279.513  1477.48  1.28010  5.4087  1.6269  163.748 

   18  805.25  284.255  1478.25  1.29626  5.3971  1.6308  158.683 

   19  831.69  289.005  1479.01  1.31238  5.3855  1.6347  153.804 

   20  858.79  293.762  1479.75  1.32847  5.3740  1.6386  149.106 

   21  886.57  298.527  1480.48  1.34452  5.3626  1.6426  144.578 

   22  915.03  303.300  1481.18  1.36055  5.3512  1.6466  140.214 

   23  944.18  308.081  1481.87  1.37654  5.3399  1.6507  136.006 

   24  974.03  312.870  1482.53  1.39250  5.3286  1.6547  131.950 

   25  1004.6  316.667  1483.18  1.40843  5.3175  1.6588  128.037 

   26  1035.9  322.471  1483.81  1.42433  4.3063  1.6630  124.261 

   27  1068.0  327.284  1484.42  1.44020  5.2953  1.6672  120.619 

   28  1100.7  332.104  1485.01  1.45064  5.2843  1.6714  117.103 

   29  1134.3  336.933  1485.59  1.47185  5.2733  1.6757  113.708 

   30  1168.6  341.769  1486.14  1.48762  5.2624  1.6800  110.430 

   31  1203.7  346.614  1486.67  1.50337  5.2516  1.6844  107.263 

   32  1239.6  351.466  1487.18  1.51908  5.2408  1.6888  104.205 

   33  1276.3  356.326  1487.66  1.53477  5.2300  1.6932  101.248 

   34  1313.9  361.195  1488.13  1.55042  5.2193  1.6977  98.3913 

   35  1352.2  366.072  1488.57  1.56605  5.2086  1.7023  95.6290 

   36  1391.5  370.957  1488.99  1.58165  5.1980  1.7069  92.9579 

   37  1431.5  375.851  1489.39  1.59722  5.1874  1.7115  90.3743 

   38  1472.4  380.754  1489.76  1.61276  5.1768  1.7162  87.8748 

   39  1514.3  385.666  1490.10  1.62828  5.1663  1.7209  85.4561 

(Continued)
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Table A.6.2 (Continued)

   Temp ( ° C)     

 Absolute 

pressure (kPa)   

 Enthalpy (kJ/kg)  Entropy (kJ/[kg K])  Specifi c volume (L/kg) 

 hf  hg  sf  sg vf   vg 

   40  1557.0  390.587  1490.42  1.64377  5.1558  1.7257  83.1150 

   41  1600.6  395.519  1490.71  1.65924  5.1453  1.7305  80.8484 

   42  1645.1  400.462  1490.98  1.67470  5.1349  1.7354  78.6536 

   43  1690.6  405.416  1491.21  1.69013  5.1244  1.7404  76.5276 

   44  1737.0  410.382  1491.41  1.70554  5.1140  1.7454  74.4678 

   45  1784.3  415.362  1491.58  1.72095  5.1036  1.7504  72.4716 

   46  1832.6  420.358  1491.72  1.73635  5.0932  1.7555  70.5365 

   47  1881.9  425.369  1491.83  1.75174  5.0827  1.7607  68.6602 

   48  1932.2  430.399  1491.88  1.76714  5.0723  1.7659  66.8403 

   49  1983.5  435.450  1491.91  1.78255  5.0618  1.7712  65.0746 

   50  2035.9  440.523  1491.89  1.79798  5.0514  1.7766  63.3608 

   51  2089.2  445.623  1491.83  1.81343  5.0409  1.7820  61.6971 

   52  2143.6  450.751  1491.73  1.82891  5.0303  1.7875  60.0813 

   53  2199.1  455.913  1491.58  1.84445  5.0198  1.7931  58.5114 

   54  2255.6  461.112  1491.38  1.86004  5.0092  1.7987  56.9855 

   55  2313.2  466.353  1491.12  1.87571  4.9985  1.8044  55.5019 

  Source:  Stoecker (1988)    .
a Subscripts: f      �      liquid, g      �      gas  .
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   ■   Figure A.6.3            Pressure–enthalpy diagram of superheated R-717 (ammonia) vapor. (Courtesy, Technical University of Denmark.)    
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Table A.6.3 Properties of Saturated Liquid and Vapor R-134a

   Density  Enthalpy  Entropy 

       Temp  ° C     

  Absolute 

pressure bar  

 kg/m3 

 Liquid 

 kg/m3 

 Vapor 

 kJ/kg 

 Liquid 

 kJ/kg 

 Vapor 

 kJ/ (kg K) 

 Liquid 

 kJ/ (kg K) 

 Vapor 

   –60  0.15935  1472.0  0.9291  24.109  261.491  0.68772  1.8014 

   –55  0.21856  1458.5  1.2489  30.191  264.633  0.7159  1.79059 

   –50  0.29477  1444.9  1.6526  36.302  267.779  0.74358  1.7809 

   –45  0.39139  1431.0  2.1552  42.448  270.926  0.77078  1.77222 

   –40  0.51225  1417.0  2.7733  48.631  274.068  0.79756  1.76448 

   –35  0.66153  1402.7  3.5252  54.857  277.203  0.82393  1.75757 

   –30  0.84379  1388.2  4.4307  61.130  280.324  0.84995  1.75142 

   –28  0.92701  1382.3  4.8406  63.653  281.569  0.86026  1.74916 

   –26  1.01662  1376.4  5.2800  66.185  282.81  0.87051  1.74701 

   –24  1.11295  1370.5  5.7504  68.725  284.048  0.88072  1.74495 

   –22  1.21636  1364.4  6.2533  71.274  285.282  0.89088  1.743 

   –20  1.32719  1358.4  6.7903  73.833  286.513  0.901  1.74113 

   –18  1.44582  1352.3  7.3630  76.401  287.739  0.91107  1.73936 

   –16  1.57260  1346.2  7.9733  78.980  288.961  0.9211  1.73767 

   –14  1.70793  1340.0  8.6228  81.568  290.179  0.93109  1.73607 

   –12  1.85218  1333.7  9.3135  84.167  291.391  0.94104  1.73454 

   –10  2.00575  1327.4  10.047  86.777  292.598  0.95095  1.73309 

   –9  2.08615  1324.3  10.431  88.086  293.199  0.95589  1.73239 

   –8  2.16904  1321.1  10.826  89.398  293.798  0.96082  1.73171 

   –7  2.25446  1317.9  11.233  90.713  294.396  0.96575  1.73105 

   –6  2.34246  1314.7  11.652  92.031  294.993  0.97067  1.7304 

   –5  2.43310  1311.5  12.083  93.351  295.588  0.97557  1.72977 

   –4  2.52643  1308.2  12.526  94.675  296.181  0.98047  1.72915 

   –3  2.62250  1305.0  12.983  96.002  296.772  0.98537  1.72855 

   –2  2.72136  1301.7  13.453  97.331  297.362  0.99025  1.72796 

   –1  2.82307  1298.4  13.936  98.664  297.95  0.99513  1.72739 

   0  2.92769  1295.1  14.433  100.00  298.536  1  1.72684 

   1  3.03526  1291.8  14.944  101.339  299.12  1.00486  1.72629 

   2  3.14584  1288.5  15.469  102.681  299.701  1.00972  1.72577 

   3  3.25950  1285.1  16.009  104.027  300.281  1.01457  1.72525 

   4  3.37627  1281.8  16.564  105.376  300.859  1.01941  1.72474 

   5  3.49623  1278.4  17.134  106.728  301.434  1.02425  1.72425 

   6  3.61942  1275.0  17.719  108.083  302.008  1.02908  1.72377 

(Continued)
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Table A.6.3 (Continued)

   Density  Enthalpy  Entropy 

       Temp  ° C     

  Absolute 

pressure bar  

 kg/m3 

 Liquid 

 kg/m3 

 Vapor 

 kJ/kg 

 Liquid 

 kJ/kg 

 Vapor 

 kJ/ (kg K) 

 Liquid 

 kJ/ (kg K) 

 Vapor 

   7  3.74591  1271.6  18.321  109.442  302.578  1.0339  1.7233 

   8  3.87575  1268.2  18.939  110.805  303.147  1.03872  1.72285 

   9  4.00900  1264.7  19.574  112.171  303.713  1.04353  1.7224 

   10  4.14571  1261.2  20.226  113.540  304.276  1.04834  1.72196 

   11  4.28595  1257.8  20.895  114.913  304.837  1.05314  1.72153 

   12  4.42978  1254.3  21.583  116.290  305.396  1.05793  1.72112 

   13  4.57725  1250.7  22.288  117.670  305.951  1.06273  1.72071 

   14  4.72842  1247.2  23.012  119.054  306.504  1.06751  1.72031 

   15  4.88336  1243.6  23.755  120.441  307.054  1.07229  1.71991 

   16  5.04212  1240.0  24.518  121.833  307.6  1.07707  1.71953 

   17  5.20477  1236.4  25.301  123.228  308.144  1.08184  1.71915 

   18  5.37137  1232.8  26.104  124.627  308.685  1.08661  1.71878 

   19  5.54197  1229.2  26.928  126.030  309.222  1.09137  1.71842 

   20  5.71665  1225.5  27.773  127.437  309.756  1.09613  1.71806 

   21  5.89546  1221.8  28.640  128.848  310.287  1.10089  1.71771 

   22  6.07846  1218.1  29.529  130.263  310.814  1.10564  1.71736 

   23  6.26573  1214.3  30.422  131.683  311.337  1.11039  1.71702 

   24  6.45732  1210.6  31.378  133.106  311.857  1.11513  1.71668 

   25  6.65330  1206.8  32.337  134.533  312.373  1.11987  1.71635 

   26  6.85374  1203.0  33.322  135.965  312.885  1.12461  1.71602 

   27  7.05869  1199.2  34.331  137.401  313.393  1.12935  1.71569 

   28  7.26823  1195.3  35.367  138.842  313.897  1.13408  1.71537 

   29  7.48241  1191.4  36.428  140.287  314.397  1.13881  1.71505 

   30  7.70132  1187.5  37.517  141.736  314.892  1.14354  1.71473 

   31  7.92501  1183.5  38.634  143.190  315.383  1.14826  1.71441 

   32  8.15355  1179.6  39.779  144.649  315.869  1.15299  1.71409 

   33  8.38701  1175.6  40.953  146.112  316.351  1.15771  1.71377 

   34  8.62545  1171.5  42.157  147.580  316.827  1.16243  1.71346 

   35  8.86896  1167.5  43.391  149.053  317.299  1.16715  1.71314 

   36  9.11759  1163.4  44.658  150.530  317.765  1.17187  1.71282 

   37  9.37142  1159.2  45.956  152.013  318.226  1.17659  1.7125 

   38  9.63052  1155.1  47.288  153.500  318.681  1.1813  1.71217 

   39  9.89496  1150.9  48.654  154.993  319.131  1.18602  1.71185 

(Continued)

A.6  Pressure–Enthalpy Data
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Table A.6.3 (Continued)

   Density  Enthalpy  Entropy 

       Temp  ° C     

  Absolute 

pressure bar  

 kg/m3 

 Liquid 

 kg/m3 

 Vapor 

 kJ/kg 

 Liquid 

 kJ/kg 

 Vapor 

 kJ/ (kg K) 

 Liquid 

 kJ/ (kg K) 

 Vapor 

   40  10.1648  1146.7  50.055  156.491  319.575  1.19073  1.71152 

   41  10.4401  1142.4  51.492  157.994  320.013  1.19545  1.71119 

   42  10.7210  1138.1  52.967  159.503  320.445  1.20017  1.71085 

   43  11.0076  1133.7  54.479  161.017  320.87  1.20488  1.71051 

   44  11.2998  1129.4  56.031  162.537  321.289  1.2096  1.71016 

   45  11.5978  1124.9  57.623  164.062  321.701  1.21432  1.70981 

   46  11.9017  1120.5  59.256  165.593  322.106  1.21904  1.70945 

   47  12.2115  1116.0  60.933  167.130  322.504  1.22376  1.70908 

   48  12.5273  1111.4  62.645  168.673  322.894  1.22848  1.7087 

   49  12.8492  1106.8  64.421  170.222  323.277  1.23321  1.70832 

   50  13.1773  1102.2  66.234  171.778  323.652  1.23794  1.70792 

   52  13.8523  1092.8  70.009  174.908  324.376  1.24741  1.7071 

   54  14.5529  1083.1  73.992  178.065  325.066  1.25689  1.70623 

   56  15.2799  1073.3  78.198  181.251  325.717  1.26639  1.7053 

   58  16.0339  1063.2  82.643  184.467  326.329  1.27592  1.70431 

   60  16.8156  1052.9  87.346  187.715  326.896  1.28548  1.70325 

   62  17.6258  1042.2  92.328  190.996  327.417  1.29507  1.70211 

   64  18.4653  1031.3  97.611  194.314  327.886  1.30469  1.70087 

   66  19.3347  1020.1  103.223  197.671  328.3  1.31437  1.69954 

   68  20.2349  1008.5  109.196  201.070  328.654  1.3241  1.69808 

   70  21.1668  996.49  115.564  204.515  328.941  1.3339  1.6965 

   75  23.6409  964.48  133.511  213.359  329.321  1.35876  1.69184 

   80  26.3336  928.78  155.130  222.616  329.095  1.38434  1.68585 

   85  29.2625  887.82  181.955  232.448  328.023  1.41108  1.67794 

   90  32.4489  838.51  216.936  243.168  325.655  1.43978  1.66692 

   95  35.9210  773.06  267.322  255.551  320.915  1.47246  1.65001 

   100  39.7254  649.71  367.064  273.641  309.037  1.5198  1.61466 

  Source: ICI Chemicals and Polymers Ltd. (KLEA 134a); Reference enthalpy 100 kJ/kg at 0ºC  .
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   ■   Figure A.6.4            Pressure–enthalpy diagram of R-134a. (Alternate P-H diagram with a datum of 200 kJ/kg AT 0°C is available from DuPont Fluorochemicals, Wilmington, 
Delaware, USA.)    
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   ■   Figure A.6.5            Pressure–enthalpy diagram of R-134a (expanded scale). (Courtesy, ICI Co.)    
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   A.7  SYMBOLS FOR USE IN DRAWING FOOD 
ENGINEERING PROCESS EQUIPMENT   

Belt conveyor Blower

CentrifugeCentrifugal pump

Closed tank

Drain

Trap (e.g., condensate release) Batch dryer

Cyclone

A.7  Symbols for Use in Drawing Food Engineering Process Equipment
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Fluidized bed dryer

Spray dryer

Electric motor

Belt (continuous tunnel) dryer

Rotary dryer

Elbow

Elevator Evaporator (barometric type)

90°45°
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Feeder

Basic heat exchanger

Double pipe type heat exchanger

Hopper Hopper with vibrator

Shell and tube heat exchanger

Plate heat exchanger

Filter Gear pump

A.7  Symbols for Use in Drawing Food Engineering Process Equipment
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Mixer

Open tank

Positive displacement pump

Screen with one under-product Screw conveyor

Pressure vessel

Pipes

Flexible pipe or hose

Jacketed pipe

Major flow lines

Fall 1:50

Multi evaporator
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Settling tank Turbine

In-line valve Screw down valve

Globe valve Diaphragm valve

Valves

Vessel Vibrator feeder

A.7  Symbols for Use in Drawing Food Engineering Process Equipment
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   A.8 MISCELLANEOUS 

               
Table A.8.1 Numerical Data and Area/Volume of Objects

   Numerical data 

    π       �      3.142 
   e      �      2.718 
   loge 2      �      0.6931 
   loge 10      �      2.303 
   log10 e      �      0.4343 

   Areas and Volumes 

   Object  Area/surface area  Volume 

   Circle, radius  r  

r

    

  π r2      –
(Circumference � 2πr) 

   Sphere, radius  r  

r

    

 4 π  r  2  

  

4

3
3πr

    

   Cylinder, radius r, height  h  

h

r

    

 2 π  r  2       �      2 π  rh    π  r  2  h  

   Brick 

H

W
L     

 2 (L      �      W      �      W  �  H      �      L  �  H)  L      �      W � H 
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   ■   Figure A.8.1            Temperature at the geometric center of a sphere (expanded scale).    
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   ■   Figure A.8.2            Temperature at the axis of an infi nitely long cylinder (expanded scale).    
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   ■   Figure A.8.3          Temperature at the midplane of an infi nite slab (expanded scale).    
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   A.9       DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 

   In engineering analysis, it is not uncommon to encounter problems 
that cannot be solved by using standard analytical procedures. For 
example, in the case of fl uid fl ow, the highly complex nature of fl uid 
fl ow in the immediate vicinity of a solid surface prevents us from 
developing a straightforward analytical solution. Similarly, heat trans-
fer from a solid surface into a fl uid is complicated, and analytical 
procedures to determine the convective heat transfer coeffi cient are 
possible only for much simplifi ed situations. To solve these types of 
problems, we resort to experimental studies. 

   An experimental approach requires that we fi rst clearly defi ne the 
given physical system. Experiments are then are conducted to inves-
tigate the contribution of various factors that may infl uence a param-
eter of interest. It is quite possible that, once all the important factors 
are identifi ed, the list of such factors may become quite large. The 
experimental procedure then becomes laborious. For example, con-
sider a scenario where seven variables are identifi ed to infl uence the 
convective heat transfer coeffi cient: fl uid velocity, viscosity, density,
thermal conductivity, specifi c heat, characteristic dimension, and 
axial distance. If we design an experiment that involves conducting 
trials holding all but one variable constant, and the trials are repeated 
at four levels of each variable, the number of trials required for this 
experimental plan will be 4 7 or 16,384 experiments! This will be a 
daunting task. To substantially reduce the number of experiments,
and yet obtain all the necessary information, we use dimensional 
analysis. As we will see later in this section, with dimensional analy-
sis, the same amount of information is obtained from a signifi cantly 
reduced number of experiments, namely 64.  

   A.9.1 Buckingham  π  Theorem 

   A mathematically rigorous procedure used in dimensional analysis 
is the Buckingham π theorem. According to this theorem, the num-
ber of independent dimensional groups π  i, associated with a physical 
phenomenon, are equal to the total number of signifi cant variables,
A, minus the number of fundamental dimensions, J, required to 
defi ne the dimensions of all variables. The relationship among vari-
ous dimensionless groups is written as: 

π π π π1 2 3�  functions( )N, ...  (A.91)      
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   Let us use dimensional analysis to develop a correlation useful 
for estimating the convective heat transfer coeffi cient for a liquid 
fl owing in a pipe. Assume that the liquid fl ow is turbulent. From pre-
vious knowledge of this system, we can list seven variables that are 
important in terms of their infl uence on the convective heat transfer 
coeffi cient.                     

   From Table A.9.1, we note that there are eight variables, namely h,
D, k, ρ, μ, u, c p, and X. And, there are four fundamental dimensions,
mass [M], length [L], temperature [T], and time [t]. According to the 
Buckingham π  theorem, A    �   8 and J    �      4, therefore,

N A J

N

� �

� � �8 4 4

(A.9.2)      

   Thus, there are four dimensionless variables. We will call them  π  1, π  2,
π  3, and π  4 . 

   Next, we will select groups of variables in such a way that in each case 
the selected group will contain all four fundamental dimensions. 
Variables D, k, ρ, μ are selected to be common for each group, and the 
remaining variables h, u, cp, and X will be added as the last variable in 
each case. The dimensionless groups are selected as follows: 

π ρ μ1 � D k ha b c d e (A.9.3)      

π ρ μ2 � D k ua b c d e  (A.9.4)      

Table A.9.1 Dimensions of Selected Experimental Variables

   Factors  Symbol  Units (S.I.)  Dimensions 

   Convective heat 
transfer coeffi  cient 

 h  Js  � 1 m  � 2  K  � 1  
kg s  � 3  K  � 1  

 [M/(t 3 T)] 

   Pipe diameter  D  m  [L] 

   Thermal conductivity  k  J s  � 1 m  � 1  K  � 1  
kg m s  � 3  K  � 1  

 [ML/(t 3 T)] 

   Density   ρ   kg m  � 3   [M/L 3 ] 

   Viscosity   μ   kg m  � 1  s  � 1   [M/(Lt)] 

   Velocity  u  m s  � 1   [L/t] 

   Specifi c heat  c p   J kg  � 1  K  � 1  m 2  s  � 2  K  � 1   [L 2 /(t 2 T)] 

   Entrance length  X  m  [L] 

A.9  Dimensional Analysis
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π ρ μ3 � D k ca b c e
p

d  (A.9.5)      

π ρ μ4 � D k Xa b c d e  (A.9.6)      

   Next, we will substitute dimensions for each variable in Equations 
(A.9.3) through (A.9.6): 

π1
3 3� � � � � � �[ ] ] [ ] [ ] ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]L M L t T M L M L t M ta b b b b c c d d d e[ [ 33e eT[ ]�

(A.9.7)      

   For  π  1 to be dimensionless, each fundamental dimension must have 
a power of zero, therefore 

For dimension :

for :

for :

f

L a b c d

M b c d e

t b d e

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

3 0

0

3 3 0

oor :T b e� � � 0

                              solving the preceding equations in terms of e   

b
d
c
a

� �

�

�

�

e

e

0
0

   

   Using the calculated values for a, b, c, and d in Equation (A.9.3),

π1 � �( ) ( ) ( )D k he e e  (A.9.12)      

π1

e e

e Nu( )=
( ) ( )

( )
=

h D

k
N e (A.9.13)

    

   where  π  1  is Nusselt number, NNu.    

  Equation (A.9.4) written in terms of dimensions 

π2 � � � � � � �[ ] ] [ ] [ ] ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]L M L t T M L M L t L ta b b 3b b c 3c d d d e[ [ ee (A.9.14)     

for :

for :

for :

for :

L a b c d e

M b c d

t b d e

T b

� � � � �

� � �

� � � �

� �

3 0

0

3 0

0

(A.9.8)

(A.9.9)

(A.9.10)

(A.9.11)

(A.9.15)  

(A.9.16)  

(A.9.17)  

 (A.9.18)   
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   Again solving the previous equations in terms of e

b
d e
c e
a e

�

� �

�

�

0

   

Therefore ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )π2 � �D ue e e eρ μ  (A.9.19)      

π
ρ
μ2 � �

D u
N

e
e⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟ ( )Re  (A.9.20)      

   Equation (A.9.5) written in terms of its dimensions: 

π3
3 3� � � � � �[ ] ] [ ] [ ] ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]L M L t T M L M L t L ta b b b b c c d d d 2e[ [ �� �2e eT[ ]

(A.9.21)      

   To make Equation (A.9.21) dimensionless: 

 : 2

for :

for :

for :

L a b c d e

M b c d

t b d e

T b e

� � � � �

� � �

� � � �

� � �

3 0

0

3 2 0

0      

           
  
      Solving the previous equations in terms of e

b e
d e
c
a

� �

�

�

�

0
0     

   Therefore,   

π3 � ( ) ( ) ( )k ce e
p

e� μ (A.9.26)    

   or,   

π3 � �
μc

k
N

e

ep
Pr

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

(A.9.27)      

   Equation (A.9.6) written in terms of dimensions: 

π4
3 3� � � � � �[ ] ] [ ] [ ] ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]L M L t T M L M L t La b b b b c c d d d e[ [  (A.9.28)      

(A.9.22)

(A.9.23)

(A.9.24)

(A.9.25)

A.9  Dimensional Analysis
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  To make Equation (A.9.28) dimensionless,

for :

for :

for :

for :

L a b c d e

M b c d

t b d

T b

� � � � �

� � �

� � �

� �

3 0

0

3 0

0     

   Then solving the preceding equations in terms of e:

b � 0  (A.9.33)      

d � 0  (A.9.34)      

c � 0  (A.9.35)      

a � �e  (A.9.36)    

   Therefore,   

π ρ μ4
0 0 0� �( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )D k Xe e  (A.9.37)    

   or,   

π4 �
X

D

e⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟

 (A.9.38)      

   From Equations (A.9.1), (A.9.13), (A.9.20), (A.9.27), and (A.9.38),
we obtain 

N N N X DNu Re Prfunction (  / )� , ,  (A.9.39)      

   To obtain the functional relationship as suggested in Equation 
(A.9.39), experiments must be conducted varying each of the three 
dimensionless numbers. The number of experiments required to 
obtain the functional correlation, assuming that each number is varied 
four times, while holding others constant, is 4 3   �   64; certainly more 
manageable than our original estimate of 16,400 measurements. 
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direct contact system   , 508   , 509f   
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 505f    
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 Bar   , 22   
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 547f   
Bernoulli equation   , 100–106   
Bingham plastic   , 159   
Biot number   , 340   
 Blackbody radiation   , 333   
 Blanching, processing systems   ,
405–406   , 406f   
Boiling point elevation   , 545–547   , 546f   
 Boundary, system   , 10   , 11f   
Bourdon tube pressure sensor   , 25   , 25f   
Buckingham π theorem   , 822   , 823t   
Building materials, physical properties   ,
 788–789t   
Bulk density   , 13–15   , 14t   , 170–171   
 Burners  

effi ciencies   , 209–210   
 systems   , 206–207   , 206f    

 C 
Cabinet drier   , 660   , 660f   , 661f   
 Candela   , 3   
Cannon–Fenske viscometer   , 149   , 69f   
 Capillary tube viscometer   , 81   , 148–150   ,
 148f   , 149f   
 Carbohydrate  

 coeffi cients to estimate food 
properties   , 786t   

composition of selected foods   , 785t    
Celsius scale   , 21   , 22   
Centrifugal pumps   , 68–69   , 70f   ,
119–120   , 120f   , 128–129   
 Centrifugation  

basic equations   , 705 , 705f   
liquid–liquid separation   , 707–709   ,

 709f   
particle–gas separation   , 709   
rate of separation   , 705–709    

 CFCs   , see Chlorofl uorocarbons   
Chemical equilibrium   , 11–12   
 Chlorofl uorocarbons (CFCs)   , 459   
Classical thermodynamics   , 41   
Closed system  

conservation of mass   , 32   
 energy balance 

heat transfer   , 45–46   
 work  

 energy balance calculations   ,
 51–55   

frictional forces   , 57   
gravitational forces   , 49  
moving boundary-associated

work   , 47–49   , 47f   , 48f   
shaft rotation   , 50–51   , 50f   
 units   , 46–55   
 velocity change   , 49–50     

 overview   , 10–11   , 11f   
 Coeffi cient of performance (C.O.P.),
refrigeration   , 481   , 482–487  
Cold extrusion   , 729–735   , 730f   
 Combustion  

mass and energy balance analysis   ,
207–209   

 systems   , 206–207   , 206f    
Compressible fl uids   , 72   
 Compressor, refrigeration   , 463–466   ,
 463f   , 465f   , 480   
 Concentration  

 calculations   , 16   
 expression   , 35–36    

Concentration polarization   , 639   , 639f   ,
 641f   , 642   , 644   
 Condenser, refrigeration   , 466–468   , 467f   ,
 468f   
Condensing pressure, refrigerant   , 457   
Conductive heat transfer 

 overview   , 264   , 265f   , 266   , 266f   829
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Conductive heat transfer (continued)
 steady-state heat transfer 

 pipe   , 274   , 275f   , 276   , 276f   
rectangular slab   , 271     

 Conductor   , 213   
Conservation of energy   , 42   
Conservation of mass 

closed system   , 32   
open system   , 30–32   
 principles   , 29–32    

Constant-pressure fi ltration   , 693–695   
Constant-rate fi ltration   , 691–693   
 Continuity equation   , 81–84   
Continuous retort systems   , 408   , 409f  
Controlled variable   , 223   
Convective heat transfer 

 overview   , 267   , 267f   , 268   , 268t   
 steady-state heat transfer 

 coeffi cient estimation   , 285   , 285f   ,
 286f   , 288f   , 292   , 293f   

forced convection   , 290   , 290f   ,
 292f   , 294   , 295   , 296   

free convection   , 297   , 297f   , 299   ,
 299t   , 300f   

overall heat transfer coeffi cient 
estimation  , 302   , 302f   , 304   , 304f   

thermal resistance   , 301     
Convective mass transfer   , 600–604   , 602f   
Cooling load, refrigeration   , 478–480   
 C.O.P.   , see Coeffi cient of performance   
 Coulomb   , 4   
Crateless retort   , 408   
Critical temperature, refrigerant   , 457   

 D 
 Darcy friction factor   , 97–100   , 181   
 Dehydration   , 653–688  

 drying processes 
 drying rate curves   , 658   , 658f   ,

 659–660   
heat and mass transfer   , 658   
moisture diffusion   , 657   
water activity   , 654   , 654f   , 655   ,

 655f    
 symbols   , 685   
 systems  

 cabinet-type tray drier   , 660   , 660f   ,
 661f   

 design  
drying-time prediction   , 670   ,

 672–680   
mass and energy balance ,

 665–669   

 fl uidized-bed dryer   , 663   , 663f   ,
 667–669   

 freeze-drying system   , 664   , 664f   
 puff-drying   , 662   
 spray dryer   , 663   , 664f   
tunnel dryer   , 661   , 661f   , 662f     

 Density  
air as function of temperature   , 796t   
bulk density   , 13–15  , 14t   , 170–171   
frozen food   , 510–511   , 511f   
ice properties as function of 

temperature   , 782t   
particle density   , 13   , 171–172   
 principles   , 13–15   , 72–73   
solid density   , 13   , 14t    

Dew-point temperature   , 574   
Diameter to avoid arching   , 178   
 Diffusion   , see also Mass transfer 

 coeffi cients   , 599t   
moisture diffusion in dehydration   ,

 657   
 process   , 596–610   , 597f   
steady-state diffusion through solids   ,

610   
 unsteady-state mass transfer 

diffusion of gases   , 616–619   
transient-state diffusion   , 611–616   ,

 612f     
Diffusion rate equation   , 614   
 Diffusivity   , 598   
Dilatant liquid   , 158–159   
Dimensional analysis  

Buckingham π theorem   , 822   ,
823t   

 overview   , 822    
 Dimensions   , 1–2   
Direct current   , 212   
Discharge head   , 121   , 122f   
 Displacement  

piston displacement in compressor   ,
 464   

 volumetric   , 148    
Disturbances in variables   , 223   
 Drag   , 75   , 75f   
 Drift   , 237   
 Dry bulb temperature, air   , 573   
 Drying   , see Dehydration   
Dühring rule   , 545–547   , 546f   
 Dynamic viscosity   , 78–79   

 E 
Elastic solid   , 72   
Electric power utilization 

 circuits   , 214–216   , 214f   , 215f   
 controls   , 217–218   
 energy use by industry   , 205t   
 lighting   , 218–220   
 motor   , 216–217   
Ohm’s law   , 213–214      
 symbols   , 244–245   
terms and units   , 212–213   
tomato processing   , 211f    

Electrical conductivity, foods   , 366   , 366f   ,
 367t   , 368   
 Electricity   , 212 
 Electrodialysis   , 625   , 626f   , 628t   
 Emissivity, values for surfaces   ,
790–791t   
 Energy   , 43–44   
 Energy balance 

closed system  
heat transfer   , 45–46   
 work  

 energy balance calculations   ,
 51–55   

frictional forces   , 57   
gravitational forces   , 49   
moving boundary-associated

work   , 47–49   , 47f   , 48f   
shaft rotation   , 50–51   , 50f   
 units   , 46–55  
 velocity change   , 49–50     

combustion analysis   , 207–209   
 expression   , 45   
open system   , 55–56   
 steady fl ow system   , 56   
total energy balance   , 56–59    

 Energy use   , see Electric power utilization; 
Fuel utilization   
Engineering units   , see Units   
 Enthalpy  

 air   , 572   
frozen foods   , 511–512   , 512f   ,

784t   
 principles   , 26   , 29f  , 53–55   
water vapor   , 574    

Entrance region   , 88–90      
Equation of state   , 26–27   
Error signal   , 237   
 Evaporation   , 543–570  

boiling point elevation   , 545–547   ,
 546f   

 symbols   , 569   
vapor recompression 

mechanical vapor recompression 
system   , 566   , 566f   
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thermal recompression system   ,
 565–566   , 565f     
 Evaporator  

agitated thin-fi lm evaporator   ,
551–554   , 552f   

 batch-type pan evaporator   , 547–548   ,
 547f   

 falling-fi lm evaporator   , 549–550   ,
 549f   

forced-circulation evaporator   , 551   ,
 551f   

natural circulation evaporator   , 548   ,
 548f   

 refrigeration   , 461–463   , 462f   , 481   
 rising-fi lm evaporator   , 548   , 549f   
 rising/falling-fi lm evaporator   ,

550–551   , 550f   
single-effect evaporator 

 design   , 554–558   , 554f   , 557f   
 overview   , 544f    

triple-effect evaporator 
 design   , 559–564   , 559f   
 overview   , 544f    

 types and properties   , 553t    
Expansion valve, refrigeration   , 468–470   ,
 468f   , 469f   , 470f   
 Extrusion   , 721–744  

 applications   , 722   
 fl ow rates   , 725   , 726–727   
power law models for extrudates   ,

 724t   
pressure equations   , 727   , 728   , 729   
 principles   , 722–729   
 symbols   , 742   
 systems  

cold extrusion   , 729–735   , 730f   
 components   , 721–722   
cooking process   , 731–732   
 design   , 735–741   , 736f      
single screw extruder   , 732–734   ,

 731f   , 732f   , 733f   
twin screw extruder   , 734–735   ,

 735f     

 F 
 Falling-fi lm evaporator   , 549–550   , 549f   
Fanning friction factor   , 96–97   , 98f   , 181   
 Farad   , 4   
 Fat  

 coeffi cients to estimate food 
properties   , 786t   

composition of selected foods   ,
785t    

Feedback control system   , 225–226   , 226f   ,
 227f   
Feedforward control system   , 226–227   
fh factor, temperature prediction in 
transient heat transfer   , 358   , 360f   , 361f   ,
 362f   , 363   , 364, 364f      
 Fiber, coeffi cients to estimate food 
properties  , 786t   
Fick’s law   , 597   , 749   
 Filtration  

 mechanisms   , 695–696   
operating equations 

constant-pressure fi ltration   ,
 693–695   

constant-rate fi ltration   , 691–693   
 rate   , 690   
 resistance   , 690    

 system design   , 696–698   , 698f    
Fire-tube steam generator   , 188–189   ,
 188f   
First Law of Thermodynamics   , 42   
First-order reaction, shelf life   , 760   , 761f   
Flash gas removal system, refrigeration   ,
 491–495   , 491f   , 492f   , 493f   
 Flow, sensors   , 236   
Flow measurement 

miscellaneous techniques   , 147–148   
 orifi ce meter   , 142–145   , 143f   
 overview   , 136–148   
Pitot tube   , 140–142   , 140f   , 141f      
variable fl ow meter   , 146–147   , 146f   
venturi meter   , 146   , 146f    

Flow rate, refrigerant   , 481–490   
Flue gas, energy loss   , 208f ,     209–210,
209t   
Fluid fl ow   , 65–186   
Fluidized-bed dryer   , 663   , 663f   , 667–669   
Food dehydration   , see Dehydration   
Food freezing   , see Freezing   
 Force, units   , 9   
Force balance, fl uid in pipe   , 100–106   ,
 101f   
Forced-circulation evaporator   , 551   ,
551f   
Formula Method   , 440–447   , 442f   
 Fouling, heat transfer surfaces   , 306   , 307t   ,
308f   , 310   , 310f   , 311f   
 Freeze-drying system   , 664   , 664f   
 Freezing   , 501–542  

freezing rate   , 529   
freezing time 

experimental measurement   , 528   
factors affecting   , 528–529   

 fi nite objects   , 524–527   , 524f   ,
 525t   , 528f   

 overview   , 514–530   
Pham equation for determination   ,

 520–524   , 521f   
Planck’s equation in 

determination   , 516–520   , 516f    
frozen food properties 

apparent specifi c heat   , 513   , 513f   
apparent thermal diffusivity   , 513   ,

 514f   
 density   , 510–511   , 511f   
 enthalpy   , 511–512   , 512f   
thermal conductivity   , 511   , 512f    

preservation mechanisms   , 501   
 quality changes in foods   , 530–534   ,

 533f   , 534t   
 symbols   , 538–539   
 systems  

direct contact systems  
air-blast freezers   , 508   , 509f   
immersion freezing system   ,

 509–510   , 509f   , 510f   
 principles   , 508f    

indirect contact systems  
air-blast freezers   , 505–506   , 505f   
liquid food freezers   , 506–507   ,

 507f   
plate freezers   , 502–504   , 503f   ,

 504f     
thawing time   , 529–530    

Freezing temperature, refrigerant   , 457   
 Freon   , 458t   
 Friction  

 energy loss 
major losses   , 112   
minor losses   , 112   
pipe fi ttings , 113–115   , 114t   
sudden contraction   , 112–113   
sudden expansion   , 113    

 fl uid fl ow   , 96–100   
pressure loss calculation   , 97–100    

Friction factor   , 96   , 98f   , 163–165   
Froude number   , 716   
Frozen food   , see Freezing   
Fuel utilization 

burner effi ciency   , 209–210   
 energy use by industry   , 205t   
mass and energy balance analysis   ,

207–209   
 symbols   , 244–245   
systems   , 206–207   , 206f    

 Fully developed fl ow   , 88–95      
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 G 
GAB model   , see Guggenheim–
Anderson–DeBoer model   
Gas constant 

universal gas constant   , 598   
water vapor   , 573    

Gauge pressure   , 23   
General Method for Process Calculation 

aseptic processing and packaging   ,
 432–440   , 434f   , 435t   , 435f   

 overview   , 424–440   , 425f   
 pasteurization   , 426–429   , 426f   , 427f   
 sterilization   , 429–432   , 430f   , 431f    

Gibbs–Dalton law   , 574   
Gravitational force, sedimentation   , 699   
Guggenheim–Anderson–DeBoer (GAB) 
model  , 654   , 655   

 H 
 Head  

 fl uids   , 24   , 24f   , 121   
pump head   , 83–84   , 124   , 132f   , 135f   
 system head curves   , 130–132   , 131f    

Heat capacity rate ratio   , 320   
Heat evolution rates, fresh fruits and 
vegetables   , 782–783t   
Heat exchanger 

 classifi cation   , 248f   
 design  

effectiveness and number of 
transfer units approach 

heat capacity rate ratio   , 320   
heat exchanger effectiveness   ,

 321   
number of transfer units   , 322   ,

 322t   , 323   , 323t   , 324f    
plate heat exchanger   , 325   , 329   
tubular heat exchanger   , 312   , 313f   ,

 316   , 318   , 318f    
fouling of heat transfer surfaces   , 306   ,

 307t   , 308f   , 310   , 310f   , 311f   
plate heat exchanger   , 248   , 249f   , 250f   ,

 251f   , 251f   
scraped-surface heat exchanger   , 253   ,

 254f   
steam-infusion heat exchanger   , 255   ,

 255f   
tube dimensions and pump power 

requirement calculations   , 116–119   , 116t   
tubular heat exchanger   , 252   , 252f   ,

 253f   , 254f    

Heat transfer   , 247  
conductive heat transfer   , 264   , 265f   ,

 266   , 266f   
convective heat transfer   , 267   , 267f   ,

 268   , 268t   
dehydration   , 658   
fouling of heat transfer surfaces   , 306   ,

 307t   , 308f   , 310   , 310f   , 311f   
 overview   , 45–46   
 overview   , 264   
radiation heat transfer 

between two objects   , 334   , 335f   ,
 336   , 336f   , 337f   

 overview   , 269   , 270   
surface characteristics importance   ,

 332   , 332f   , 333    
 steady-state heat transfer 

conductive heat transfer in pipe   ,
 274   , 275f   , 276   , 276f   

conductive heat transfer in 
rectangular slab   , 271   

convective heat transfer 
 coeffi cient estimation   , 285   ,

 285f   , 286f   , 288f   , 292  , 293f   
forced convection   , 290   , 290f   ,

 292f   , 294   , 295   , 296   
free convection   , 297   , 297f   ,

 299   , 299t   , 300f   
thermal resistance   , 301    

 multilayered systems  
composite cylindrical tube in 

series   , 280   , 281f   , 282   ,     283   , 284f, 377f   
composite rectangular wall in 

series   , 277   , 278f   , 279    
overall heat transfer coeffi cient 

estimation   , 302   , 302f   , 304   , 304f   
 principles   , 270   , 270f   
thermal resistance   , 272   , 273   , 274f    

 symbols   , 381   
 unsteady-state heat transfer 

external versus internal resistance 
to heat transfer   , 339   , 340f   

 fi nite internal and surface 
resistance to heat transfer   , 345   , 347f   ,
 348f   , 349f   

 fi nite objects   , 348   , 349f   
lumped system analysis of 

negligible internal resistance to heat 
transfer   , 340   , 342   , 343   , 343f   

negligible surface resistance to 
heat transfer   , 348   

 overview   , 337   , 339f   

temperature prediction with fh 
and j factors   , 358   , 360f   , 361f   , 362f   , 363   ,
 364   , 364f   

temperature–time charts   , 350   ,
 351   , 352   , 355   , 356f   , 357f   , 358f     
 Henry   , 4   
 Henry’s law   , 749   
 Herschel–Bulkley fl uid   , 159  
 Herschel–Bulkley model   , 159   , 160t   
High-pressure fl oat valve   , 469–470   ,
469f   
 High-quality life (HQL), frozen foods   ,
 531   
 Hollow-fi ber membrane system   , 648f   ,
 649   
 HQL   , see High-quality life   
Humid heat   , 576   
 Humidity ratio   , 575   
 Hysteresis   , 237   

 I 
 Ice   , see also Freezing  

 coeffi cients to estimate food 
properties   , 786t   

properties as function of temperature   ,
 782t    
Ice box   , 455   , 455f   
Ideal gas law   , 597   
 Illumination   , 219   
Immersion freezing system   , 509–510   ,
 509f   , 510f   
Impact pressure   , 25   
 Impeller  

geometric ratios   , 712t   
 marine-type propeller impeller   ,

 712–713   , 712f   
paddle impeller   , 713–714   , 713f 
power requirements   , 714–718 

 schematic   , 711f 
 viscosity and type selection   , 715t    

Incompressible fl uids   , 72   
Individual quick freezing (IQF)   , 510   ,
510f   
Intelligent packaging 

interactive intelligent packaging   ,
758   

 objectives   , 756   
simple intelligent packaging   ,

757    
Interparticle porosity   , 15   
 IQF   , see Individual quick freezing   
Isothermal system   , 11   
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 J 
Jenike’s fl ow function   , 176t   
j factor, temperature prediction in 
transient heat transfer   , 358   , 360f   , 361f   ,
 362f   , 363   , 364   , 364f   
 Joule   , 4   

 K 
Kelvin scale   , 3   , 21   , 22   
 Kilogram   , 2   
Kinematic viscosity   , 78–81   
Kinetic energy   , 44   , 110–111   
Kirchoff’s law   , 333   
Laminar fl ow   , 84   , 84f   , 87–88   , 95   , 291   ,
 604–608   

 L 
 Lamps   , 218–220   
Latent heat of vaporization, refrigerant   ,
 456–457   
Lewis number   , 603   
 Lighting   , 218–220   
Liquid enthalpy, refrigerant   , 476   
Liquid food freezers   , 506–507   , 507f   
Liquid level, sensors   , 234–235   
Liquid properties 

 density   , 72–73   
stress response   , 72   
 viscosity   , 73–81   , 74f    

Liquid transport systems   , 66–71   
 LMTD   , see Log-mean-temperature-
difference   
Local freezing rate   , 529   
 Log-mean-temperature-difference 
(LMTD), heat exchanger design   , 312   ,
 313f   , 316   , 318   , 318f   
Low-pressure fl oat valve   , 469   , 469f   
 Lumen   , 4   
Lumped system   , 271   , 340   

 M 
Manipulated variable   , 223   
 Manometer   , 136–148   , 136f   , 138f   
 Marine-type propeller impeller   ,
712–713   , 712f   
Mass diffusivity   , 598   
Mass transfer   , 595–622  

convective mass transfer   , 600–604   ,
 602f   

 dehydration   , 658   
 diffusion  

 coeffi cients   , 599t   
 process   , 596–610   , 597f   
 steady-state diffusion through 

solids   , 599–600   
 fl ow over spherical objects   , 609–610  

laminar fl ow 
 fl at plate   , 604–608   
 pipe   , 608   

 overview   , 595   , 596   
packaging materials 

 fi xed gas permeability   , 751   , 752t   ,
 753   

 permeability coeffi cient   , 750   , 750t   
 steps   , 749   , 749f    

 symbols   , 621   
turbulent fl ow 

 fl at plate   , 608   
 pipe   , 609    

 unsteady-state mass transfer 
diffusion of gases   , 616–619   
transient-state diffusion   , 611–616  ,

 612f     
Material balance 

 calculations   , 34–40   
 overview   , 32–40   , 33f    

Mechanical equilibrium   , 11–12   
Mechanical vapor recompression system   ,
 566   , 566f   
Membrane separation   , 623–652  

concentration polarization   , 639   ,
 639f   , 641f   , 642   , 644   

 electrodialysis   , 625   , 626f   , 628t   
 overview   , 623   , 623f   , 624–625   
performance of membranes   , 636   
reverse osmosis   , 629   , 629f   , 630f   , 631   ,

 633   , 635t   , 645   
spectrum of separation   , 624f   
structure of membrane   , 625f   
 symbols   , 650   
 system types  

 comparison   , 645t   
 hollow-fi ber system   , 648f   , 649   
plate and frame system   , 646   , 646f   
spiral-wound system   , 631   , 647f   
tubular system   , 646  , 647f    

 ultrafi ltration membrane systems   ,
 637   , 638   , 645    
 Metals, physical properties   , 787–788t   
 Meter   , 2   
Microbial survivor curves   , 413–421   , 414f   ,
 415f   , 416f   , 418f   
Microwave heating 

dielectric properties   , 373f   
electromagnetic frequencies   , 371   
 energy conversion to heat   , 374   
food composition effects   , 379   
frozen foods   , 378   , 378t   
 mechanisms   , 372   , 373   , 373f   
oven features   , 377   , 377f   
penetration depth   , 375   , 376   
 shape, density, and uniform heating   ,

 379   
 speed   , 378    

Milk processing, production line   , 66f   
 Mixing  

impellers in agitation equipment 
geometric ratios   , 712t   
 marine-type propeller impeller   ,

712–713, 712f      
paddle impeller   , 713–714   , 713f   
power requirements   , 714–718   
 schematic   , 711f   
 viscosity and type selection   ,

715t    
 overview   , 709–718   
 symbols   , 719–720   
turbine agitator   , 714   , 714f    

Moisture content 
 calculations   , 18–19   , 37–38   
 expression   , 17–19    

Moisture content   , see Humidity ratio   
 Molality   , 16   
 Molarity   , 15   
 Mole   , 3   
Mole fraction   , 15   
Montreal Protocol   , 459–460   
 Moody chart   , 97   , 98f  

 N 
Natural circulation evaporator   , 548   ,
548f   
Net positive suction head (NPSH)   ,
 126–129   , 128f   
 Newton   , 3   
Non-Newtonian fl uids   , see also Power 
law liquid 

 calculations   , 165   
 classifi cation   , 156f   
 properties   , 155–161   
pumping requirement computation   ,

 166–168       
Normal stress   , 24   , 72   
 NPSH   , see Net positive suction head   
 NTU   , see Number of transfer units   
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Number of transfer units (NTU), heat 
exchanger design   , 322   , 322t   , 323   , 323t   ,
 324f   
Nusselt number   , 824   

 O 
 Offset   , 237   
 Ohm   , 4   
Ohm’s law   , 213–214   , 366   
Ohmic heating   , 369   , 370   
Open system  

conservation of mass   , 30–32   
 energy balance   , 55–56   
 overview   , 10–11    

 Orifi ce meter   , 142–145   , 143f   
Osmotic pressure   , 631   , 632   , 632t   , 633   

 P 
 Packaging   , 745–770  

active packaging 
advanced active packaging   , 755   
simple active packaging   , 755    

 functions  
food protection   , 746   , 746f   
 overview   , 745   
product communication   , 748   
product containment   , 747   
product convenience   , 748    

intelligent packaging 
interactive intelligent packaging   ,

 758   
 objectives   , 756   
simple intelligent packaging   , 757    

mass transfer 
 fi xed gas permeability   , 751   , 752t   ,

 753   
 permeability coeffi cient   , 750   , 750t   
 steps   , 749   , 749f    

passive packaging   , 754   
shelf life 

ascorbic acid degradation 
example   , 763   

 fi rst-order reaction   , 760   , 761f   
general rate equation   , 758–759   
zero-order reaction   , 759    

 symbols   , 767    
Paddle impeller   , 713–714   , 713f   
Particle density   , 13   , 171–172   
Particle fl ow   , 174–175   
Particle size distribution   , 172–174   , 173t   
 Pascal  , 22   
 Pascal-second   , 77   , 78   

Passive packaging   , 754   
 Pasteurization  

General Method for Process 
Calculation   , 426–429   , 426f   , 427f   

processing systems   , 404–405   , 405f    
Path, process   , 12   , 12f   
Perfect gas law   , 27   
 Performance, control system   , 223   
 Permeability coeffi cient, packaging 
materials   , 750   , 750t   , 752t   
Pham method, freezing time 
determination  , 520–524   , 521f   
Phase diagram, water   , 27–28   , 28f   
Phase equilibrium   , 11–12   
PI controller   , see Proportional integral 
controller   
PID controller   , see Proportional–
integral–derivative controller   
 Pipe  

force balance   , 100–106   , 101f   
friction energy loss from fi ttings   ,

 113–115   , 114t   
laminar fl ow   , 608   
pump power requirement 

calculations   , 116–119   , 116t   
 steady-state heat transfer   , 274   , 275f   ,

 276   , 276f   
turbulent fl ow   , 609    

Pipeline system   , 67–68   , 68f   
Piston displacement, compressor   , 464   
Pitot tube   , 140–142   , 140f   , 141f   
Planck’s equation, freezing time 
determination   , 516–520   , 516f   
Plastic material   , 72   
Plate and frame membrane system   , 646   ,
 646f   
Plate freezer   , 502–504   , 503f   , 504f   
Plate heat exchanger 

 design   , 325   , 329   
 principles  , 248   , 249f   , 250f   , 251f    

Pneumatic valve   , 231f   
 Poise   , 78   
 Porosity   , 15   
Positive displacement pumps   , 70–71   , 71f   
Potential energy   , 44   , 112   
Pouch processing 

mathematical methods for process 
calculation   , 444–447   

 systems   , 409    
Powder fl ow   ,  70f, 176t   ,     177–178   
Power   , 59   
Power factors   , 213   

Power law liquid  
average velocity   , 163   
 defi nition   , 157–158   
friction factor   , 163–165   
generalized Reynolds number   ,

 164–165   
 velocity profi le   , 161–162   
volumetric fl ow rate   , 162–163    

Power number   , 716   , 717f   
Practical storage life (PSL), frozen foods   ,
 530–531   , 532–533t   
Prandtl number   , 603   , 792–793t   , 796t   
 Precision   , 237   
 Preservation   , 403–454   , see also 
 Dehydration   , Freezing  , Refrigeration  

General Method for Process 
Calculation  

aseptic processing and packaging   ,
 432–440   , 434f   , 435f   , 435t   

 overview   , 424–440   , 425f   
 pasteurization   , 426–429   , 426f   ,

 427f   
 sterilization   , 429–432   , 430f   ,

431f    
mathematical methods for process 

calculation  
Formula Method   , 440–447   , 442f   
pouch processing   , 444–447    

microbial survivor curves   , 413–421   ,
 414f   , 415f   , 416f   , 418f   

processing systems
 blanching   , 405–406   , 406f   
 pasteurization   , 404–405   , 405f   
pulsed electric fi eld processing 

systems   , 412–413   , 413f   
 radiofrequency approaches   , 413   
sterilization systems  

aseptic processing systems   ,
 409–410   , 410f   

batch systems   , 406–408   , 407f   
continuous retort systems   ,

 408   , 409f   
pouch processing systems   , 409    

ultra-high pressure processing 
systems   , 410–412  , 411f    

spoilage probability   , 423–424      
 symbols   , 450–451   
temperature and microbial survival   ,

 418–421   , 419f   , 421f   , 422f   
thermal death time   , 422   , 447    

 Pressure   , 22–25   , 23f   , 72   
Pressure energy   , 110   
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 Pressure–enthalpy charts, refrigeration   ,
 470–478   , 471f   , 472f   , 473f   , 486f   , 799f   
 Pressure–enthalpy tables, refrigeration   ,
 474–475   , 484   
Pressure sensors   , 235–236   , 235f   
Process controls 

design of control system  
control strategy   , 224–225   
feedback control system   ,

225–226   , 226f   , 227f   
feedforward control system   ,

 226–227   
 fi nal control element   , 230–232   ,

 231t   
on-off control   , 228–229   , 229f   
proportional controller   , 229   
proportional integral controller   ,

 230   
 proportional–integral–derivative 

controller   , 230   
 stability and modes of control 

functions   , 227–228   , 227f   
transmission lines   , 230    

input and output signals   , 224   , 224f   
 manual   , 221   , 222f   
 overview   , 220–232   
 sensors   , see Sensors   
 symbols   , 244–245   
tomato canning   , 220f   
variables and performance indicators   ,

 222–223    
Proportional controller   , 229   
Proportional integral (PI) controller   , 230   
Proportional–integral–derivative (PID) 
controller   , 230   
 Protein  

 coeffi cients to estimate food 
properties   , 786t   

composition of selected foods   ,
785t    
Pseudoplastic liquid   , 157–158   
 PSL   , see Practical storage life   
 Psychrometrics   , 571  

 air  
adiabatic saturation   , 577   , 578   ,

 578f   
 composition   , 571   , 572t   
 dry bulb temperature   , 573   
 enthalpy   , 572  
 specifi c heat   , 572   
 specifi c volume   , 572    

 charts  

air-conditioning process 
evaluation  

 drying   , 588   , 589f   
heating or cooling   , 584   , 585   ,

 585f   
mixing of air   , 586   , 586f   , 587   ,

 588f    
 construction   , 582   , 582f   , 583   , 584f   
high-temperature chart   , 797f   
low-temperature chart   , 798f    

 defi nition   , 571   
dew-point temperature   , 574   
Gibbs–Dalton law   , 574   
humid heat   , 576   
 humidity ratio   , 575   
relative humidity   , 576   
 specifi c volume of air–water vapor 

mixture   , 559–564   
 symbols   , 592   
water vapor 

 enthalpy   , 574   
gas constant equation   , 573   
 specifi c heat   , 573   
 specifi c volume   , 573    

wet bulb temperature   , 579   , 580   , 581   ,
 581f    
 Puff-drying   , 662  
Pulsed electric fi eld processing systems   ,
 412–413   , 413f   
 Pump  

 affi nity laws   , 135–136   
centrifugal pumps   , 68–69   , 70f   ,

119–120   , 120f   , 128–129   
 classifi cation   , 68–71   , 69f   
net positive suction head   , 126–129   ,

 128f   
performance characteristics 

 calculations  , 133–136  
 curves   , 125–126   , 126f   
 parameters   , 121–125   , 123f    

positive displacement pumps   , 70–71   ,
 71f   

power requirements   , 115–119   , 116t   ,
 179   

 selection   , 129–134   , 131f    
Pump head   ,    83–84   , 124, 132f   , 135f   

 R 
 R-12   , 800–802t   
 R-134A   , 808–810t   
R-717   , see Ammonia   
 Radian   , 4   

 Radiation  
 absorbed   , 332   , 332f   
 refl ected   , 332   , 332f   
 transmitted   , 332   , 332f    

Radiation heat transfer 
between two objects   , 334   , 335f   , 336   ,

 336f   , 337f   
 overview   , 269   , 270   
surface characteristics importance   ,

 332   , 332f   , 333   
 Range   , 237   
Reciprocating pump   , 71   
 Refrigeration   , 455–500  

 coeffi cient of performance   , 481   ,
 482–487   

components of system  
 compressor   , 463–466   , 463f   , 465f   ,

 480   
 condenser   , 466–468   , 467f   ,

468f   
 evaporator   , 461–463   , 462f   ,

481   
expansion valve   , 468–470   , 468f   ,

 469f   , 470f   
 overview   , 460–470   , 460f   

cooling load   , 478–480   
multistage systems  

 fl ash gas removal system   ,
491–495   , 491f   , 492f   , 493f   

 overview   , 490–495    
 pressure–enthalpy charts   , 470–478   ,

 471f   , 472f   , 473f   , 486f   , 799f   , 803f   , 807f   ,
 811f   , 812f   

 pressure–enthalpy tables   , 474–475   ,
 484   

 refrigerant  
characteristics in selection   ,

456–460   , 458t  
computer-aided determination 

of thermodynamic properties   , 475–478   ,
 479t   

 designations   , 459t   
 fl ow rate   , 481–490   
 principles   , 455–456   , 456f   
properties of saturated liquid and 

vapor refrigerants 
 R-12   , 800–802t   
 R-134A   , 808–810t   
R-717   , 804–806t     

 symbols   , 498    
Relative humidity   , 576   
 Repeatability   , 237   
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Residence time 
 ecvaporators   , 547–548   , 550   
 freezers   , 503   , 505    

 Resistance  
 electrical   , 212   
 fi ltration   , 690   , 690    

 Resolution   , 237   
Reverse osmosis   , 629   , 629f   , 630f   , 631   ,
 633   , 635t   , 645   
Reynolds number   , 84–88   , 164–165   , 178   ,
 700–702   , 700f   , 715   , 717f   
 Rising/falling-fi lm evaporator   , 550–551   ,
 550f   
 Rising-fi lm evaporator   , 548   , 549f   
 Robustness   , 223   
 Rotary pump   , 71   
Rotational viscometer   , 150–153   , 151f   
 Rotor  

 motor   , 217f   
scraped-surface heat exchanger   , 255    

 S 
Saturated liquid   , 27   , 194   
Saturated vapor   , 27   , 194   , 243   , 244   
Saturated vapor enthalpy, refrigerant   ,
 477   , 488–490   
Saturated vapor specifi c volume,
refrigerant   , 477   
Saturation pressure   , 27   
Saturation temperature, refrigerant   , 476   
Schmidt number   , 603   
Scraped-surface heat exchanger   , 253   ,
 254f   
 Second   , 2   
Second Law of Thermodynamics   , 42–43   
 Sedimentation  

high-concentration suspensions   ,
 702–704   

low-concentration suspensions   ,
 699–702   , 700f   

 symbols   , 719–720    
 Sensitivity   , 237   
 Sensors  

data acquisition terminology   , 237   
 dynamic response characteristics   ,

 237–240   , 238f   
 fl ow   , 236   
liquid level   , 234–235   
 pressure   , 235–236   , 235f   
 temperature   , 232–234   , 232f   , 233f   ,

 233t   , 234t   , 235f    
Shear rate   , 156f   , 157f  , 158f   
Shear stress 

Newton’s equation for strain 
relationship   , 597   

 principles   , 72   , 77   , 156f   , 157f   ,
175f    
Shear-thickening liquid   , 158–159   
Shear-thinning liquid   , 156–157   
Shelf life 

ascorbic acid degradation example   ,
 763   

 fi rst-order reaction   , 760   , 761f   
general rate equation   , 758–759   
zero-order reaction   , 759    

Sherwood number   , 604   
Single screw extruder   , 731f, 732–734   ,
     732f   , 733f   
Single-effect evaporator 

 design   , 554–558   , 554f   , 557f   
 overview   , 544f    

Single-phase electricity   , 212   
SI units   , see Units   
 Slab  

conductive steady-state heat transfer   ,
 271   

temperature of infi nite slab plane   ,
 821f    
Solid density   , 13   , 14t   
Solid food transport 

granular food fl ow   , 175–178   
properties of granular materials and 

powders  
bulk density   , 170–171   
particle density   , 171–172   
particle fl ow   , 174–175   , 176t  
particle size and size distribution   ,

 172–174   , 173t     
 Specifi c heat 

 air   , 572   , 796t   
 foods   , 777t   
ice properties as function of 

temperature   , 782t   
 principles   , 257   , 259–260   
 water   , 792–793t   
water vapor   , 573    

 Specifi c volume 
 air   , 572   
air–water vapor mixture   , 545–547   ,

 559–564   
water vapor   , 573    

Spiral-wound membrane system   , 631   ,
 647f   
Spoilage probability   , 423–424   
 Spray dryer   , 663   , 664f   
Stagnation pressure   , 139   

 State, system   , 11–13   
Static pressure   , 25   , 138   
Statistical thermodynamics   , 41   
 Stator, motor   , 217f   
 Steady fl ow 

 device   , 107f   
 energy equations 

frictional energy loss 
major losses   , 112   
minor losses   , 112   
pipe fi ttings   , 113–115   , 114t   
sudden contraction   , 112–113   
sudden expansion   , 113    

kinetic energy   , 110–111   
 overview   , 107–119   
potential energy   , 112   
pressure energy   , 110   
pump power requirements   ,

 115–119   , 116t     
 Steady-state heat transfer 

conductive heat transfer 
 pipe   , 274   , 275f   , 276   , 276f   
rectangular slab   , 271    

convective heat transfer 
 coeffi cient estimation   , 285   , 285f   ,

 286f   , 288f  , 292   , 293f   
forced convection   , 290   , 290f   ,

 292f   , 294   , 295   , 296   
free convection   , 297   , 297f   , 299   ,

 299t   , 300f   
overall heat transfer coeffi cient 

estimation   , 302   , 302f   , 304   , 304f   
thermal resistance   , 301    

 multilayered systems  
composite cylindrical tube in 

series   , 280   , 281f   , 282   ,    283   , 284f, 377f   
composite rectangular wall in 

series   , 277   , 278f   , 279    
 principles   , 270   , 270f   
thermal resistance   , 272   , 273   , 274f    

 Steam  
generation systems   , 188–190   , 188f   ,

 189f   , 190f   
heating calculations   , 196–197   ,

 202–204   , 241   
phase change thermodynamics   ,

 190–197   , 192f   , 193f   
saturated steam properties   , 793–794t   
superheated steam properties   , 795t   
 transport  , 200–204    

Steam-infusion heat exchanger   , 255   ,
 255f   
Steam quality   , 194   
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Steam tables   , 194–197   
 Steradian   , 6   
Sterilization systems  

aseptic processing systems   , 409–410   ,
 410f   

batch systems   , 406–408   , 407f   
continuous retort systems   , 408   , 409f   
General Method for Process 

Calculation   , 429–432   , 430f   , 431f   
pouch processing systems   , 409    

 Stress   , 72   
Subcooled liquid   , 27   
Suction head   , 121   , 122f   
Superheated vapor   , 27   , 194   
Superheated vapor enthalpy, refrigerant   ,
 477   
Superheated vapor specifi c volume,
refrigerant   , 477   
Surface area, foods   , 59–60   , 60t   
 Symbols  

 centrifugation, mixing, and 
sedimentation   , 719–720   

 dehydration   , 685   
drawing symbols for engineering 

process equipment   , 756   
 evaporation   , 569   
 extrusion   , 742   
 fl uid fl ow   , 183–184   
freezing of food   , 538–539   
heat transfer   , 381   
mass transfer   , 621   
membrane separation   , 650   
 packaging   , 767   
preservation processes   , 450–451   
 psychrometrics   , 592   
 refrigeration   , 498   
 units   , 60    

 System  
extensive properties   , 12–13   
intensive properties   , 13   
 overview   , 10–11   , 10f   
 state   , 11–13    

 T 
 Temperature  

 infi nite slab plane   , 821f   
 infi nitely long cylinder axis   , 820f   
microbial survival   , 418–421   , 419f   ,

 420   , 421   , 421f   , 422f   
 principles   , 20–22   
sphere geometric center   , 819f   
 sensors   , 232–234   , 232f   , 233f   , 233t   ,

 234t   , 235f   , 238f    

Temperature–time charts, transient heat 
transfer calculations   , 350   , 351   , 352   , 355   ,
 356f  , 357f   , 358f   
Thawing time   , 529–530   
Thermal conductivity   , see also 
Conductive heat transfer 

air as function of temperature   , 796t   
 foods   , 778–779t   
frozen food   , 511   , 512f   
ice properties as function of 

temperature   , 782t   
 principles   , 260   , 263   
 water   , 792–793t    

Thermal death time   , 422   , 447   
Thermal diffusivity  

 air   , 796t   
 foods   , 780t   
 principles   , 262   
 water   , 792–793t    

Thermal equilibrium   , 11–12   
Thermal recompression system   ,
565–566   , 565f   
Thermal resistance   , 272   , 273   , 274f   
 Thermocouple   , 232–234   , 232f   , 233f   ,
 233t   , 234t   
 Thermodynamics  

First Law of Thermodynamics   , 42   
 overview   , 41   
phase change thermodynamics   ,

 190–194   , 192f   , 193f   
Second Law of Thermodynamics   ,

 42–43   
Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics  , 21        

Thermostatic expansion valve   , 470   ,
470f   
Three-phase electricity   , 212   
Total energy   , 44   , 45   
Total energy balance   , 56–59   
Transient heat transfer   , see Unsteady-
state heat transfer   
Transitional fl ow   , 84   , 84f   , 87–88   , 291   
Tray drier   , 660   , 660f   , 661f   
Triple-effect evaporator 

 design   , 559–564   , 559f   
 overview   , 544f    

Tubular heat exchanger 
design   , 312   , 313f   , 316   , 318   , 318f   
 overview   , 252   , 252f   , 253f   , 254f    

Tubular membrane system   , 646   , 647f   
Tunnel dryer   , 661   , 661f   , 662f   
Turbine agitator   , 714   , 714f   
Turbulent fl ow   , 84   , 84f   , 291   , 608   , 609   
Twin screw extruder   , 734–735   , 735f   

 U 
Uncontrolled variable   , 223   
UHP processing systems   , see Ultra-high
pressure processing systems   
 Ultrafi ltration membrane systems   , 637   ,
 638   , 645   
Ultra-high pressure (UHP) processing 
systems   , 410–412   , 411f   
 Units  

base units   , 2–3   , 3t   
capitalization rules   , 772   
derived units   , 3–4   , 5t   , 6t   , 773   
English unit conversion 

 factors   , 774–775t   , 776t   
 problems   , 7–8    

plural expression   , 773   
 prefi xes   , 771   , 771t   
punctuation rules   , 773   
 supplementary units   , 4–10   , 6t    

Universal gas constant   , 598   
 Unsteady-state heat transfer 

external versus internal resistance to 
heat transfer   , 339   , 340f   

 fi nite internal and surface resistance 
to heat transfer   , 345   , 347f   , 348f   ,
349f   

 fi nite objects   , 348   , 349f   
lumped system analysis of negligible 

internal resistance to heat transfer   , 340   ,
 342   , 343   , 343f  

negligible surface resistance to heat 
transfer   , 348   

 overview   , 337   , 339f   
temperature prediction with fh and 

j factors   , 358   , 360f   , 361f   , 362f   , 363   , 364   ,
 364f   

temperature–time charts   , 350   , 351   ,
 352   , 355   , 356f   , 357f   , 358f    
 Unsteady-state mass transfer 

diffusion of gases   , 616–619   
transient-state diffusion   , 611–616   ,

 612f    

 V 
 Vacuum   , 23–24   
 Vapor   , see Water vapor   
Vapor pressure, refrigerant   , 476   
Variable fl ow meter   , 146–147   , 146f   
 Velocity profi le 

 fully developed fl ow   , 90–95   
power law fl uid   , 161–162    

Venturi meter   , 146   , 146f   
 Viscosity  



 Viscosity (continued)
air as function of temperature   , 796t   
 calculations   , 79–81   
 foods   , 781t   
impeller type selection   , 715t   
kinematic viscosity   , 78–79   
materials at room temperature   ,

77t   
 measurement  

 capillary tube viscometer   ,
148–150   , 148f   , 149f   

rotational viscometer   , 150–153   ,
 151f   

temperature effects   , 153–155    
 overview   , 73–81   , 74f   
 water  

absolute viscosity   , 792–793t   
kinematic viscosity  , 792–793t     

 Volt   , 4   
 Voltage   , 212   
 Volume, equations   , 818t   
Volumetric coeffi cient of expansion, air 
as function of temperature   , 796t   

 W 
 Water  

 coeffi cients to estimate food 
properties   , 786t   

composition of selected foods   ,
785t   

 density as function of temperature   ,
 73f   

freezing diagram   , 515f   
ice properties as function of 

temperature   , 782t   
phase change thermodynamics   ,

 190–196   , 192f   , 193f   
phase diagram   , 27–28   , 28f   
saturation pressure   , 792–793t    

Water activity   , 654   , 654f   , 655   , 655f   
Water-tube steam generator   , 189   , 189f   
Water vapor   , see also Psychrometrics   ,
 Steam  

 enthalpy   , 574   
gas constant equation   , 573   
 specifi c heat   , 573   
 specifi c volume   , 573    

 Watt   , 4   , 213   
 Weber   , 4   
 Weight, units   , 10   
Wet bulb temperature   , 579   , 580   , 581   ,
 581f   
 Work  

 energy balance calculations   ,
51–55   

frictional forces   , 57   
gravitational forces   , 49   
moving boundary-associated work   ,

 47–49   , 47f   , 48f   
shaft rotation   , 50–51   , 50f   
 units   , 46–55   
 velocity change   , 49–50    

 Y 
Yield stress   , 159   , 160–161   

 Z 
Zero-order reaction, shelf life   , 759   
Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics   , 21        
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